
Episode 10

Prologue

His black cloak billowing behind him like a silent creature seeking prey, High
Inquisitor Antinnis Tremayne flexed his right fist tightly enough so that the gears and
hydraulics housed within whirred and clicked from the strain, while the leather of his
black glove creaked in unison.
At this time of night the only beings awake and active on this level of the Imperial Palace
on Coruscant were either guards or summoned guests.  Passing through the darkened
halls Tremayne allowed himself a brief glance through the floor to ceiling window on his
right.  Beyond, the cityscape was pockmarked with a million lights; pinpoints of different
colors and shapes and all moving in different directions.  A storm had come up during the
late evening hours and sheets of rain poured down the glass, the waterfall distorting the
lights into twirling snakes of illumination. Occasional flashes of lightning lit the nearby
buildings, its roar eliminated before it could breach the Palace’s silent atmosphere and
disturb the inhabitants within. No, not even nature penetrated the Imperial Palace unless
the Emperor willed it.
Rounding a corner, the window ended and the hallway darkened even further, now lit
only by a series of recessed glow panels set every few meters, their soft light showcasing
various sculptures and artwork. The last five meters the walls on either side were
recessed even further, displaying enormous golden reliefs of an ancient Sith battle.
He’d taken no more than a step into the darkness when he felt the tingle of intrusion in
his mind.  He opened it up without hesitation, allowing the snakelike tendrils of his
Master to probe and pick among the folds of his gray matter. He continued without
slowing, passing through a doorway and between two enormous crimson armored guards
positioned on either side of the entrance.
The chamber was as dark as the hallway, but he had no trouble making his way across the
deep crimson carpet and stopping before the raised platform framed by a long window of
intricate black latticework.  Silhouetted against Coruscant’s busy skyline and illuminated
by the random flash of lightning sat the cloaked figure of Emperor Palpatine.
Dropping to one knee, Tremayne bowed his head in submission.

“My Lord, you sent for me,” Tremayne stated with the required degree of
humility.

A moment passed and a voice that sounded like an ancient sarcophagus being cracked
open after a millennia rolled down from above.

“Darth Menace. Rise”



Tremayne did as instructed, smoothing out his black leather tunic and bringing his high
polished black boots together. His Lord had bestowed his Sith title upon him just a few
short years before, secretly teaching and training him in the dark arts, unbeknownst to his
other pupil, Lord Darth Vader.  It was inevitable. Tremayne thought, as the waves of evil
energy rolled across him, that Palpatine would recognize his power and devotion. While
Vader allowed anger and conflict to guide his movements, Tremayne used cold,
calculating logic to rule his.
Clasping his hands behind his back he turned his gaze upwards, his artificial red right eye
scanning the surroundings on its own volition; everything relayed back in crystal clear
resolution, save for the Emperor himself. Instead of Palpatine’s crouched, dark form his
cybernetic eye registered nothing-save for a slight shimmer in the air.

“I trust you bring good news,” the Emperor stated, leaning forward just enough so
that his dark cloak fell away from his face and the flash of lightning lit the deep canyons
of his pale wrinkled visage.  Red eyes glowed almost as deeply as Tremayne’s - without
the need of artificial machinery.

“Master, there have been unforeseen setbacks,” Tremayne responded, “However,
I currently have my two minions scouring the galaxy for the missing artifacts the Great
Prophecy speaks of.”

“Setbacks you say,” the Emperor mused.  “High Inquisitor Tremayne, if this
assignment is too difficult for you to complete, if it is proving an unnaturally complicated
matter, then perhaps I have chosen the least proficient applicant for this task,” the
Emperor chewed the words, spitting them back at the man when he was finished.
Tremayne felt the scarred flesh around his metallic faceplate flush and anger coursed
along his ramrod straight spine.

“No my Master, I assure you the situation is in my complete control.  The keys
will be retrieved and Master Coba’s holocron will be secured and brought to you intact.”

“Master Coba…such a wise and cunning Sith. With his knowledge of Sith
alchemy and the dark arts we will bring closure to the Prophecy of the Fates and seal our
domination of the galaxy once and for all,” the Emperor stood now, his slight frame
rising silently and strolling to the window overlooking the city-planet.
“I’ve put you at the helm of fulfilling this Prophecy in our favor Darth Menace.  Lord
Vader is already manning the second Death Star Project to ensure that piece of the
Prophecy comes to fruition.  You…” he turned his burning red eyes back down onto
Tremayne, “are responsible for ensuring the final piece of the Prophecy falls into place-
the retrieval of the dark holocron.”
“Yes Master, I assure you, it will all transpire as you have predicted,” Tremayne said,
forcing himself to sound calm- weakness in the presence of the Emperor would ensure a
swift and violent death.

“Of course it will, I have seen the future Antinnis, and it will be a complete and
resounding victory for the Dark Side. Join me, Lord Menace.”



Strolling to his right, Tremayne ascended a rise in the floor that skimmed the periphery of
the room, bringing him along the blood-colored carpeting to stand beside his Emperor.
He stood in silence, feeling the dark Force that radiated from the man as they both stared
into the raging storm.

“A prophecy brought me to power a quarter of a century ago, and a prophecy will
cement my total control and domination over this galaxy for millennia,” the Emperor
hissed, just loud enough to be heard.

“Yes Master, I remember the Jedi Purge,” Tremayne nodded.  In one grand move
the Emperor, then Senator Palpatine, and his new apprentice Darth Vader wiped clean all
of the Jedi on Coruscant while all across the galaxy “Order Sixty-Six”, a secret directive
implemented by the Emperor, instructed legions of clone troopers to turn on their Jedi
generals during the infamous clone wars, eliminating the scattered Jedi from the face of
the galaxy.
Tremayne was one of the lucky ones. A mere padawan at the time, Vader located his
group on the planet Byss and engaged in combat. Only through sheer will and cunning
did Tremayne survive, managing to shut down Vader’s breathing apparatus. That one
move spared his life-and catapulted him into the Inquisitorius-the secret branch of
Imperial Intelligence that scoured the galaxy for force users and adepts-to be recruited
into Palpatine’s secret army of darksiders.
“We have discovered the location of Jedi Master Vbrisk, he has taken refuge on the
planet Pleestab,” Tremayne said, staring at the reflection of his glowing eye in the rain
streaked window.

“Vbrisk,” the Emperor let the name drip from his mouth with contempt.  “I should
have recalled him back to Coruscant when we eliminated the others. He is proving to be
as troublesome now as he was decades ago.”

“Yes my Master. His Padawan, the Jedi Knight Klux Martin and the Trianni
Force User are both en route to the Corporate Sector.  What would you wish for us to do
with them?”

Silence lay between them for a moment and the Emperor turned from the window to face
him. He mimicked the movement until they were both facing each other.

“One Jedi is no different than any other Jedi-all are troublesome and deluded,”
turning back to the window the Emperor’s gnarled, withered white hand rose and gently
caressed the black durasteel latticework of the window.
“Left unchecked a Jedi has the potential to be an unpredictable complication. According
to the Prophecy we require them to locate the keys, and that is where their usefulness
ends; when we possess the location, destroy Vbrisk and the Trianni.”

“And the Jedi Knight?” Tremayne asked.



Still staring into the distance, the Emperor’s pale blue lips curled into a grin revealing
stained rows of teeth.  “High Inquisitor Tremayne, there are no more Jedi Knights,”
Palpatine hissed.  “Leave Klux Martin to me; I still have use for that one.”

What a difference five months make, Darth Menace mused.

Reclining in an angular- yet comfortable- chair, he traced a thin fingertip across his new,
gleaming cybernetic prosthetic and wondered how long it would be before he claimed the
galaxy as his own.  Months?  Years?  Unlikely it will take even that long. Through his
bond with the Force he saw the future and it was dark-corrupt-exactly what he had
envisioned.
Stroking the arm of the chair he allowed himself a tiny smile as the dark of space
twinkled with a million stars that he would soon call his own. Fashioned from the same
specs as the Emperor’s Chair on the now destroyed Death Star, the chair was placed atop
the catwalk here in his sanctuary on the Imperial Star Destroyer “Interrogator”.

Of course Emperor Palpatine never predicted his own destruction, or that of his star pupil,
Lord Darth Vader; his maniacal egotism wouldn’t allow it. Nor would it allow him to
believe that Vader, in the end, turned out to be the sad, emotional cripple that Menace
always secretly accused him of being.
But the Emperor’s destruction, and that of his precious Death Star; that was now in the
past- a footnote in the history of the Empire that would prove a valuable lesson to those
who quested for power and domination.

A lesson he witnessed firsthand when the Interrogator dropped into the Endor system just
scant months ago, only to witness the Emperor’s new toy go supernova because the
wrinkled old fossil underestimated the resilience of a group of misguided fools and
idealists.
They spent no effort in engaging the Rebellion-his next command was for the
Interrogator to enter hyperspace and leave the debacle behind them. Even now he could
still feel the concussive waves of the Dath Stars destruction hammering the rear of the
Star Destroyer as the vessel jumped to lightspeed.

Below, in the darkness, a low beep alerted him to a visitor.  He’d sensed the man’s
approach minutes earlier but paid him no mind; there were more important things to
focus on. He let his guest wait, allowing the impatience to grow a few more moments,
watching the distant stars spark and flare.

“Enter,” he finally said, turning the chair away from the observation window and
towards the massive chamber below.  Off to the right hovered a large 3-D holoprojection



of the galaxy that provided the majority of the chamber’s muted blue illumination. At the
chamber’s far end, doors parted and the upright and proper shadow of Imperial Captain
Nock’Nord strolled across the polished durasteel.  Giving a curt bow once he reached the
stairwell’s metal framework, he stood at attention with his hands clasped behind his back.

“Lord Tremayne, we will reach the Vol Kol system in less than two hours,”
Nock’Nord informed him in a dry voice void of any inflection, dialect or irritation to
Tremayne’s dismay.  The man was from Coruscant but his voice gave away nothing, not
a hint of his origin. Deep under the calm exterior however, he knew the man’s heart
burned with rage over the Emperor’s death.

“You’ll address me as Lord Menace, Captain. I expect I won’t have to remind you
again,”

“No, of course not Lord…Menace,” Nock’nord replied.

“Excellent, and how are our ‘Guests?’” Menace asked, his lip curling into a smirk.

Keeping his eyes level, not bothering to stare up, Nock’Nord’s face gave the slightest hint
of revulsion.  “The…guests…were subdued earlier due to rioting. Being stripped from
their homes and villages on Pypin and forced into holding pens is apparently not how
they choose to travel.”
Blue light glinted off of Nock’Nord’s tight silver hair and the smooth wrinkles of his
face.  Despite his age the officer remained fit, filling out the olive drab Imperial uniform
with a broad upper body that hinted of years of physical training.

“They disgust you, our guests?” Menace asked, turning away from the officer and
back to the galaxy.

Nock’Nord was slow in responding…possibly a first for the Captain.

“It is not my place to question the decision of my Commander,” he responded.
Menace didn’t need the Force to know Nock’Nord hated aliens, and hated ferrying them
throughout the galaxy even less…especially on his pristine ship.

“Noted Captain. When we deliver this batch to the facilities on Vol Kol it will be
the last that you will have to transport, that should make you happy, will it not?” he
turned back to Nock’Nord and smiled broadly beneath his silver faceplate and glowing
red ember of an eye.

“Extremely happy Lord Menace,” Nock’Nord nodded.

“Your loyalty will not be overlooked Captain,” Menace said, dismissing the man
with a wave. “It has taken an exhaustive effort to coerce the Corporate Sector into
allowing us to assist in their raids and attacks, though I have no doubt that our resilience
will bear fruit. Alert me once we reach the Vol Kol system, until then I am not to be



disturbed.” Swiveling back to the stars, Menace sunk deeper into the angular chair,
steepling his fingers and loosing himself in the future he would build on the ruins of the
galaxy.

BOOK I

“Now son, be careful.  This isn’t like tracking and killing the scruff rats around
the Crucible.”

“I realize this father.”

“Dunecrabs are strong.  Fierce.  This is why we make our armor from their hide.”

“I realize this father.”

Strike hard, and fast.  Even if he is a smaller specimen, he’s a powerful warrior-
just as you will be some day, and we never, ever, underestimate our opponent.”

“I realize this father.”

“Then go Koort. Go and take him down swiftly.”

Koort Ter’Chon squinted his six year-old eyes even though he didn’t need to. His goggles
blocked out the shifting waves of sand that blew across the blasted Uba IV landscape,
always moving, forever changing the planet- like a mad sculptor disgusted with his own
vision, constantly destroying and rebuilding.
He and his father, Kobur, both clad in brown and tan poncho-covered armor huddled in
the burnt-umber shade of a small stone outcropping nestled near the foothills of the
For’sha’dur mountain range intently watching the prey.
The Dunecrab foraged just a handful of meters away, its two front pincers digging
through the reddish sand and gravel while it balanced itself on six rear hind legs.
Standing only a meter tall, it came up to Koorts’ chest, but if it stood upright on its hind
legs, as they were sometimes known to do, it would tower over the youngster easily.

“Father,” Koort felt his voice emerge as a harsh whisper from the mesh of his
breathing filter-a necessity for all Ubese who ventured off planet, but necessary for both
now in the shifting sandstorm; without it the fine sand and grit that plowed across the
barren wasteland would tear his lungs into shreds.

“Yes?”



“I want to do this alone,” Koort said, eyes never wavering from the deep brown
Dunecrab shell, its pincers still rummaging through the ground. He felt his father shift
beside him, light glinting from his helmet as it turned towards his son.

“Son, you are young. Misplaced bravery is an error of the young and foolish.”

“Father,” Koort turned to look at the tall stout man beside him.  “I am not foolish.
I want to take him by myself.”

Nodding silently, his father turned his gaze from his son back to the Dunecrab.  “You are
Ter’Chon, I would expect no less.”

Gripping his vibroblade in his right hand, Koort scanned the creature’s chest for the seam
in its carapace. When the Dunecrab pulled free of the ground, its pincers full of small
rocks and dripping sand and gravel, he caught a glimpse of the deep red seam, and saw
his one opportunity.
Moving swiftly from the outcropping, Koort propelled himself on young powerful legs,
closing the distance in a handful of strides and throwing his left arm up underneath the
Dunecrab’s triangular head, while his right hand plunged the dagger into the creature’s
chest. The sickening sound of scraping metal nearly drowned out the surprised clattering
of the Dunecrab as the vibroblade missed its mark, digging a small chunk from the rock-
hard carapace and doing little real damage.
Before he could pivot and try again, a pincer easily the size of his head bore in from his
right, clamping hard into his torso, grating against his own armor and digging violently
into his back.  Warmth began to flow down his body from the wound and Koort tried to
pull free, but he was locked in the deadly grip of his adversary. The prey had become the
hunter and Koort, batting away the left pincer with his right forearm bracer, felt himself
becoming dizzy.
With one last surge of strength from his young body, Koort redirected his attack and
jammed the humming vibroblade deep into the creature’s eye.  The rock-hard lid that
normally protected it was dilated with the excitement of an impending meal.  The blade
slammed home and the Dunecrab emitted piercing screech of surprise and pain.
A shadow fell over him, and over the howling wind and screeching creature, he could
still make out the distinct thrum of his father’s force pike as it sliced through the air - and
the Dunecrab. The creature’s severed body fell to either side, still twitching, as Koort
dropped to the ground, his armor and poncho saturated with blood.

“I…didn’t need…didn’t need help…” he sputtered as the taste of blood filled his
mouth.

Looming large over him, blocking out the toxic green and yellow Uba sky, a shadow
shook its head back and forth.  For a moment, Koort expected it was The Shrouded One -
the bringer of death for Ubese who are to be judged on their worthiness to pass over to
the other side.



“Quiet son, you will be alright, just lie still,” his father said.  Not the Shrouded
One this time, young Koort thought to himself - but someday….

“I didn’t need hel…help…” Koort struggled.  He had to get it out, had to let his
father know.

“Koort, there is no loss of honor in needing assistance when they prey is
especially deadly. You will learn this in time son, now lie still.”

Pressing his hand against his torso, Koort could feel his blood pumping madly through
his fingers, and closed his eyes to wait for death.

Jerking awake, Koort Ter’chon gripped at his right side, fingers clamping on the
hard gold tinted Dunecrab armor that covered his torso. Not for the first time this week
had he dreamt of his youth and the Dunecrab battle he’d had when he was six.  Now,
eighteen years later, Koort could still feel the pincers digging into his flesh.

“Computer, how much longer until we reach the Elrood sector?” he spoke aloud,
wiping a film of sweat from his brow. Nestled in the cockpit of his rented Tannhauser
DireMaster Freighter, he stared with his own eyes at the surrounding field of stars, his
helmet parked in the co-pilot’s chair beside him.

“Six hours, nine minutes until estimated arrival,” the soft female voice replied.

“Good. Run a diagnostic on the ships internal circuitry, I noticed a flicker earlier I
want checked out,” Koort commanded, leaning back.

“Affirmative,” the ships computer replied.  Several minutes later the computer
responded in its even drab tone. “Diagnostic complete. There are two malfunctioning
power couplers in the rear cargo area, and the environmental filtration system is operating
at fifty-seven percent,” the computer confirmed.

“I hate rent-a-ships,” Koort mumbled to himself, pulling his five foot-four frame
from the captain’s chair.

“Thank you for renting from Docky’s Rental Mart,” the voice cheerfully
pronounced.

“Frell off and shut down,” Koort mumbled, pulling free of his armor and tossing it
into the co-pilot’s seat atop his helmet. Beneath, his tan bodywrap and worn brown
leather trousers were drenched with sweat - the combination of unpleasant dreams and a
malfunctioning environmental filter that pumped precious Type-2 atmosphere into the



small ship were to blame.  While the filter was keeping him alive, it was also having a
hard time regulating the temperature of the vessel, turning it into a hotbox.
Grabbing his duffel from the floor he passed through the short durasteel corridor into the
rear cargo hold of the stubby light freighter.  Before his departure from the Celanon
sector he’d briefly entertained the thought of seeing if any other hunters wanted to book
passage with him to offset the cost of the vessel but quickly discarded the thought.
He was headed to Elrood on business. And the last thing he needed was complications.
His father had always told him to keep things simple.  Travel, bounties, weapons.  The
simpler things are, the easier it is to take quick, decisive action, he’d said.

Koort agreed with his father, for the most part.

But when going after bounties, living, breathing beings wrapped up in their own personal
dramatics and problems, well, sometimes things got - complicated. Complications, like
when a partner tries to kill you during a job because he’s a certifiable madman.

“Skidna,” Koort growled to himself. He tried to push the man from his mind, tried
to block out the way he would smirk beneath the red-streaked navy-blue mask he wore.
Or the way the young gunslinger, slightly younger than Koort , would caress his pistols
like they were a female.
Focus. Koort reminded himself to stay focused as he passed through the hold and made
his way over to a recessed control panel.  The hold was empty, as he had few possessions
besides his armor, weapons and toolkit.
Scratching absently at the bit of scruff that grew on his pallid face, he pulled back the few
strands of black stringy hair that hung from his scalp and tied them in a loose knot behind
his head.  Many commented on how unattractive he was, but Koort paid them little mind.
His skills lay not in his looks but in hunting, and when necessary, repairing.

“I’m sure I won’t get reimbursed for this, but I would like to make it to Elrood in
one piece,” he muttered, cracking open his black gear bag and pulling free a
hydrospanner.

“Docky’s Rental Mart is not responsible for flight systems or power supply
failures,” the cheerful female voice informed, filling the cargo hold.  “As specified in
your contract, article number fourteen…”

“Shut up you ridiculous piece of circuitry,” Koort spat at the computer’s diatribe,
and, igniting the hydrospanner, went to work.

*



“I certainly didn’t expect you to show your face around here,” the older Cerean
said, looking over top of his bifocals. His tall pointed head leaned back and brushed some
wiring that hung from the ceiling of his small shop.

“Word on the street is that you fashion armor,” Vic Palisades said around a plug
of cigarra with a wide smile. They were the only two in the shop, and as the last rays of
sunlights fell across the sky, bathing the streets in the shadows of the surrounding
buildings, he expected they would remain undisturbed.

“Is that the word on the street?” the Cerean stood up and slapped Vic on the
shoulder returning a wide grin beneath a bushy dark handlebar moustache.  “How you
doing you troublemaker?  I haven’t seen you in years!”

“Yeah, after that unpleasant business on Vol Kol I had to lay low a while, but you
know me Dabbit, I can’t stay away forever- you’re just too good!” Vic laughed.  “Plus
you are the only one I trust to repair my Fallen Angel gear- not like I can go back to Vol
Kol and drop this off at the base,” he hefted a large duffel filled with his military armor
and sat it on the dusty permecrete floor.
The shop, simply named “Dabbit’s Armor and Weapon Repair Emporium” was no more
than a narrow afterthought, shoved between a run-down jizz joint and a speeder lot, and
was more difficult to find than an honest Bothan.  Located on a dustbowl of a planet
called Garamorvis X in the border systems between the Outer Rim and his home system
of Vol Kol, the store was packed with refurbished droids, antique weapons, a few new
blaster models, and suits of armor in various stages of repair and upgrade.
A counter just big enough to do business on sat nesteld near the front of the store, with a
small workbench parked behind, against the rear wall.  But despite the location and
cramped quarters, the store held a secret-there was no better armorer on the planet, or in
the galaxy in Vic’s opinion, than Dabbit.

“I heard about that business on your home planet. Didn’t believe a word of it son,
I’ve known you and your father much too long.”

“Yeah, Dabbit, my dad-my whole family, they didn’t make it,” Vic said, his voice
catching in his throat.

“Didn’t…” the man stopped, understanding.  He knew the Empire as well as Vic,
and knew they weren;t above killing the families of traitors to make an example. The
older man looked down to his counter, shaking his head.  “I’m sorry son, I am.  Your
father was a good man, you’re whole family, you’re all good people. And if I know
anything for certain in this galaxy, it’s that Flax didn’t raise his boy to be a murderer.”

“I appreciate that.  And you’re right, I didn’t kill the man I swore to protect,” Vic
said, stepping over to the door and tossing his cigarra outside.  “But someone needed a
patsy- and guess who they picked?”



Stroking his moustache, Dabbit shook his head and gave a wry grin.  “Bah,
politicians-useless bastards in fine suits with dirty hands. You know, I always knew you
would be remembered for something special Vic.  Adult holovids aside of course,” he
winked trying to lighten the mood. “So, what can this old armorer do for you?”

“Well, you said if I ever needed anything special to look you up,” Vic smiled. “I
came to see if you could help me out.”

“You need something besides your armor repaired?”

“I do, if you don’t mind helping me out.  It’s a…special…request.”

Nodding and opening his arms wide, Dabbit leaned forward on the counter.  “Absolutely!
If it wasn’t for you those damn Keegs would have slaughtered my entire family.
Anything you need boy, you name it. Special or otherwise.”

“Good, I need you to craft me a suit,” Vic smiled and reached in his jacket,
producing a small palm-sized holoprojector.

“Vic, I doubt I can craft you anything better than your Angel armor,” Dabbit said,
cocking his eyebrow. “Scythe designed those special for your unit…I’ve never seen their
equal.”

“No, this is something different.” Vic said. With a click of a button a wavering
three-dimensional model sprung to life, glimmering ghostly blue in the dusty dimly lit
store. It was an older model of suit, almost a patchwork affair, but the markings and the
design, and most specifically the helmet hinted at a suit easily a century old. Dabbit
focused on the roatating image for a moment, then locked on Vic’s eyes.

“Where did you get this?”

“You wouldn’t believe me if I told you, but it took me a long time and some
broken bones- not mine of course,” Vic replied, offering a sly smile.

“I imagine it did. Then you know who this armor is supposed to have belonged
to,” the armorer’s eyes drifted over the six inch tall holo, continuing to return to the
helmet.

“Yeah, that’s the whole point. I’ll pay,” Vic said, fishing a credstick out of his
jacket.

“Oh, you’ll pay alright. If you have designs on wearing this suit yourself, instead
of sticking it in a museum, you’ll pay in more ways than you can imagine,” Dabbit
looked up then back at the holo. “Put your money away son.”

“I know what I’m getting into,” Vic said, sliding the stick back into his jacket.



“Do you?  Seems like you made it off Vol Kol with your hide intact.  Why
jeaopardize it now by going so high profile?  For what reason?”

Shrugging, Vic leaned on the counter, just inches away from Dabbits old, lined face.  “I
need to work Dabbit. I need to make some credits for something I have in the pipeline.
Big credits. The kind of credits this armor and my skill will put in my pocket. The kind of
credits a disgraced, hunted outlaw can’t bring in, but a reknowned bounty hunter with a
lot of history can. It’s a big risk, yeah, but so is the reward, he leaned back. “So, I’m
willing to take the risk.”

The older Cerean stared silently for a moment at the holo, then shook his head and sat
back on his stool.  “What reward is worth this kind of risk?”

“Payback.”

The Cerean stared at him, hard, finally nodding.  “It’s your life Vic, and I owe you. I also
owe it to you to warn you. And I have. You saved my life years ago, and now I’m trying
to save yours. But you’ll get no lectures from this old man, just the warning. You’re
smart enough to listen or ignore it.”

“Thanks Dabbit,” Vic shrugged. “I just need this design, with some minor
modifications.”

Leaning back, Dabbit wiped his thin delicate hands off onto a dark smock he wore and
gave a lopsided grin void of any humor. “Modifications, alterations, whatever you want
son. Just know that when you put on the armor of Terminus the Hunter, you’re going to
get the attention of the whole galaxy.”

Dabbit was right, Vic mused. Sitting in his cabin on the Skullduggery, his Ghtroc
freighter, and holding the helmet of the Terminus armor in his hands he smiled
remembering the warnings the Cerean had tried to impart to him a few years before when
he turned over the armor to him.  He ignored them of course, thinking that taking the
mantle of an old retired bounty hunter to make a few extra creds was no big deal.

A rookie mistake.

Now, a year after unearthing the armor from a hidden weapons cache he kept on Celanon
and taking on the Terminus persona, he’d come to appreciate Dabbit’s warnings.
Terminus the Hunter had many enemies, true, but the worst enemy was the one he looked
at every morning in the mirror. Immersing himself in the persona and the mythology of
the infamous bounty hunter had worn him thin, to the point that he even questioned his
own sanity sometimes.



In the past he’d placed little stock in the supernatural- but he was no fool either.  And
when Dabbit had informed him that the Terminus helmet was an authentic helmet once
worn by the original hunter (or at least someone claiming to be the original) he wasn’t
concerned, and thanked the old armorer for going above and beyond his request to track
the helmet down. One hunk of dented durasteel was as good as the next-and if it leant
him authenticity and a few more credits per job, then all the better.
But there was something attached to the helmet. Not a spirit per say…but…something,
something that changed him whenever he put it on, something that made him-different.
It would be easy to just throw the helmet off of the ship and be done with it-but
something kept him hanging on-hanging on to the persona and all of the respect and fear-
and often danger- that went with it.
He would have to decide what to do later. Right now he had other irons in the fire, and
another piece of his past to revisit.

“Well, well, well, it’s been a damn long time, Vic!” the thin purple being known
as “Dooker” said around a fat cigarra that belched smoke like a bonfire.  Beside him, his
twin brother “Kooder” displayed a greasy smile around a wad of Stim-chew. Apparently
he was trying to kick the cigarra habit- little good it would do, as they both shared the
same thin body wrapped in an expensive designer suit.

“It has, not long enough,” Vic replied, giving both a wide smile and chuckle. He
had to look up whenever he addressed the duo, as their heads were parked on long necks
that stretched upwards by at least half a meter. He threw a glance to his partner, Klux
Martin, who sat off to the side looking uncomfortable and trying to find something to
look at on the walls of the elaborate office that didn’t involve the Kanker Brothers adult
holovid empire.
Vic could tell Klux was having no such luck.

“So, tell us,” Kooder said between chews. “Just what can we do for one of our
former talents?  Need more work?  Looking to maybe hit the convention circuit?  Lots of
creds to be made out there Vic,” he said, gesturing with the left half of the brothers’ body.
Both were parked behind a sleek modern double-wide desk that accommodated their
width.  The office, a sanitized white carpeted affair, decorated in silver and black marble,
was larger than it needed to be, parked atop the Cox-Neolith building on the planet of
Torina and surrounded by a vista of casinos and high rise hotels.  Beyond the office doors
lay the rest of Kanker Films Inc., six entire floors made up of office suites and several
small sound stages.
Vic shifted in his seat and smiled. Several years before joining Raptor Squad, the elite
New Republic Special Operations team he was now a part of, he’d gone undercover in
the sleazy adult holovid industry to find and rescue his sister, Lacacia who’d been



kidnapped by a child slavery ring. He was successful, not only in bringing his sister home
to Vol Kol, but also in making an impact in the “industry.”

“Well, you know, I’m older and I’ve put that life behind me,” he smiled, trying to
sound sincere and taking a sip from his glass of Elroodian Stout - a harsh elixir brewed
on the nearby planet. In truth he’d buried that past life and had no intention of ever going
back to it.  He’d done what he had to do to find her and save her, but if it hadn’t been for
family he would have turned the assignment down in a Corellian minute.

Puffing heavily on the cigarra, Dooker brushed some ash off of his side of the bright
green metallic suit and ran a thin finger along the part in his wispy golden hair.  “Really?
And what sort of life are you leading now?”

“Shipping, I have a freighter, make some runs, that kind of thing,” Vic smiled.
He didn’t need to go into specifics and they didn’t need to know.

“Well, we’ve been holding something for you my friend, figured you would be by
before now to get it,” Kooder said.  Reaching into the desk, the alien produced a cred
stick, tossing it across the table to Vic.  The outlaw caught it with one hand, and, turning
it over, had to stop his jaw from falling open.

“What is this?” he asked.  The stick read over three hundred thousand credits.

“Your cut of the holovids Vic.  Haven’t you heard?  They’ve enjoyed a
resurgence since you killed King Whatshisname back on your home planet a few years
back.  Everyone wants to see the man who killed a king - all of him.  You don’t get much
more real than that.”

“I didn’t do it, it was a setup,” Vic said, he knew he didn’t need to defend himself
against this scum, but the response was automatic now.

“Sure, sure, whatever you say partner. Truth is, we could care less.  It increased
sales of your product by seven hundred percent, we even made sequels!” Dooker said,
taking another puff.

“You made sequels?” Klux asked, turning to Vic.

“No, no I didn’t,” Vic answered turning back to the Kankers.  “I think I would
remember that-not that I would want to.”

“Ah, you know how it is Vic!  Computer graphic imaging and all of that.  We
don’t need you to make sequels, we’ll get to the point where we won’t even need real
actors someday, though my brother disagrees” Kooder said.

“You just don’t get that organic touch with all of that digital mumbo jumbo,”
Dooker said shaking his head.



“I guess not, though I’m certain you save a lot on bed sheets,” Vic said, sliding
the credstick into his jacket.

“Ha!  The man has a point! So! What brings you here then Vic?  Surely not to just
tell us how pretty we are.”  Dooker smiled wide.

“Well, you both have held up well,” Vic said.  “Actually, I was wondering if my
associate and myself could run an idea past you,” he nudged Klux, who was still shifting
his eyes nervously around the office.

“Huh?  Oh, sorry…uhm,” the Jedi gathered his blue robes about him and gestured
to one of the many framed posters hanging on the wall. It depicted several aliens posing
seductively with toy weapons, surrounding a younger Vic Palisades.  “I was just
wondering, how many systems were exposed to the “Black Hole” series?”

Kooder smiled. “Over ten thousand!  It’s still a very popular rental on college
campuses you know,” he winked at Vic.

“Wow. That’s, that’s a lot of systems,” Klux mumbled, scratching his auburn
goatee and looking back at the floor.

“Dook, Kood, me and my associate would like for you to produce a brand new
holovid,” Vic said smiling and changing the subject.

The brother’s eyes went wide.  “New eh?  Well,” Dooker looked to his brother.  “Since
you are like family Vic, we’ll hear you out. So, tell us,” he smashed his cigarra out into a
glass ashtray where it smoldered, “What is going to make this production any more
special than what we are currently putting on store shelves?”

Nodding, Vic dipped his hands into a black duffel bag sitting at his feet.  “Well, first is
that it should be as crude as possible, even by your standards,” he said.

“Sounds good so far…go on,” Kooder said, eyes wide.

“The second, is the star,” Vic smiled, pulling a mask from the bag and tossing it
on the desk. Navy latex streaked with red lightning bolts lay in a lump before both
Kanker brothers.

“I want you to make a film starring Ket Adkins.”

Strolling through the sliding glass doors of the Cox-Neolith Building into the cool Torina
afternoon, Vic watched his partner shake his wavy mane of brown hair like it was



infested with Duro dirt mites.  Vic could relate, he’d never wanted a shower so badly in
all his life, even though the office he’d spent the last hour in was as clean and immaculate
as a senator’s sitting room on Coruscant.

“Thanks for helping me with that.  I thought they were going to choke when I
mentioned Adkin’s name,” he said to Klux who was still shaking his head. “Without you
they wouldn’t have gone for it.”

“The weak-minded may be more open to suggestion, but that doesn’t mean I like
using the Force to prod them into doing something against their will,” the Jedi mumbled.

“Don’t loose any sleep over it Klux, they aren’t worth it.”

“Then you do it next time,” Klux snapped. “I’m surprised it’s only going to take
your friends less than a week to get it shot, edited and in circulation.”

“It never takes long to make filth like that, especially since they have a closed
circuit distribution signal in-system, Ket’s questionable exploits will be playing out in
dive bars and sleaze dens before week’s end.  He won’t be able to show his face
anywhere in the Elrood system without being a laughing stock,” Vic said, throwing a
glance back at the building, “If we are lucky, this exposure will cause him to slip up and
stick his head out of his hidey hole, then we make a move. Oh- and get one thing straight
Klux, they aren’t my friends. The galaxy would be a better place if an orbital
bombardment wiped out their offices and everyone in them,” Vic muttered, fishing a pair
of mirrored sunglasses from his black flight jacket and nestling them over a pair of
piercing brown eyes.

“It sounded like you were friends,” Klux replied as they fell into the crowd of
pedestrians pouring through the circular plaza.

Shaking his head, Vic motioned to a nearby air-cab. “Nope. Come on Klux, use your
fancy Jedi powers.  Couldn’t you tell I was just putting on a show for those scumbags?”

Shrugging, Klux followed Vic into the open-air taxi that was piloted by a droid.  “Not
really.  I was kind of surprised when they asked if you would star in the holo, I guess you
should be flattered,” he offered a sly smile. “If you dislike them so much then why deal
with them?”

The taxi pulled into traffic and Vic leaned back, letting the wind plow through his wild
mane of hair.  “Take us to Southern Ridge Starport, the sooner we get off of this rock the
better,” he told the droid. Turning back to Klux, Vic shrugged. “We had to go this route.
It’s the only way we are going to get something like that out there and in circulation. I’m
not proud of it but it was a necessary evil.”



“Evil. Yes, that’s another thing…this plan, this whole thing involving the holovid
and manipulating the Kankers.  Don’t you think it’s a little extreme?  It just seems
wrong.”

Snickering, Vic turned his mirrored glasses on Klux. “Wrong?  Are you serious?
Why don’t you tell me what is right?  Is it right to open a box and find the skin of your
former partner?  Is it right to be abducted, shot in the chest and tossed from a speeder just
to make a point?” Vic leaned close, breathing a gust of air on Klux that stank of
Elroodian Stout and cigarras. “We’re dealing with a confirmed psycho here Klux. A
nutcase that is willing to do anything to take us out and make an example of us. So I’m
sorry if my plans seem a bit extreme, but they are necessary if we want to flush out Ket
and get the drop on him.  Sometimes unorthodox opponents require unorthodox measures
- if nothing else, this holo will unseat him enough that he might make a mistake, and I’m
willing to take every advantage I can get against this headcase.”
Beside him Klux remained silent and Vic could tell the man was still struggling with
leading a life that fell slightly beyond the Jedi code, not that it bothered Vic - from what
his father Flax had told him when he was a boy, the Jedi did themselves in, by trying to
walk a fine line between diplomats and warriors.  In the end, they opened themselves up
for their own destruction.

“You know, you could have gone with Baal back to Garnib.  I’m sure you two
would have gotten along fine,” Vic said, a smile crossing his face.  He knew that Klux
had been through some recent conflicts with the team’s Trianni Force user and needed the
break. In the previous month Raptor Squad had lost two team members - their friend and
hacker A’sok and a young swoop racer who was a Jedi in training - Chance. Both were
killed in a Force Scream emitted from a Sith Lord that almost killed the entire team.

“I don’t think I could handle that right now Vic.  Baal needs to spend some time
meditating on what has happened and how our actions were partially responsible for
A’sok and Chance’s death,” Klux shook his head. “I hope he realizes what we have done,
the gravity of what has happened.”

Beside him Vic relaxed back in the cab’s deep seat, fishing a fresh cigarra from his jacket
and lighting up. “Speaking of what happened, you never mentioned much more about
what Nomi told you - about your Sunrider heritage.”

Shrugging, Klux shook his head. “There’s not much to mention. Unfortunately, most of
the records involving Jedi and family histories were wiped out by the Emperor when he
ordered the elimination of the Jedi.  Da’jony never mentioned it and unless I can get to
Coruscant and maybe find some lost records or see if I can, I don’t know, uncover some
archives, for right now, all I can do is wait.”

“Maybe I can put some calls in,” Vic said, blasting two streams of smoke through
his nostrils like a dragon.  “We’ve done some good work for the New Republic lately, I
dare say they owe us. Maybe I can get ahold of Skywalker, see if that guy has anyway to
get your info for you.”



Klux snorted.  “Good luck Vic, I’m sure he has better things to do than sit in a
library looking up my family tree.”  A speeder shot by, sending a blast of air into the cab.
“If you did get a chance to talk to Skywalker, maybe you could ask him how to deal with
a two-meter tall felinoid that acts like a selfish child.”

“Don’t worry too much about him pal,” Vic said, brushing ash from his jacket.
“We’ve still got to hit Elrood and track down this Uuric Tuumb and see what his
connection is with Ket - see if he can get us a lead on where to find him or his last
whereabouts. Otherwise, the trip to Ord Mantell, and A’sok’s death was for nothing.
That’s where we need to focus our energy.”
The team had tracked a package containing the grisly remains of their former team
member Socatoa to Ord Mantell, acquiring the name of Uuric Tuumb as the sender.
Afterwards Chance Mulgrew, their transportation specialist revealed the Sith artifact that
killed he and A’sok- and almost wiped out the rest of the team.
Legwork encompassing numerous months and thousands of credits spent in payoffs and
resources had finally landed them in the Elrood Sector tracking Tuumb. The going was
long, tiring and expensive, though the kickback from the Kankers would certainly make
up for the expenditures thus far.

“You’re right, Klux finally said, as the gleaming towers and domes of Torina sped
by in the dusty haze of the afternoon sunlight, “Baal is an adult and a Jedi. He can deal
with his own demons.”

*

He stood in a ring of fire, facing those that he had killed.  Some were in self-
defense, most however, were by his actions or choices he’d made.  Forced to stare into
each pair of eyes, he found he could no more face the dead than he could face the living
for what he’d done, and try as he might, he couldn’t shut his eyes, couldn’t shut out the
gaunt cadaverous faces that stared holes into his soul, judging him.

So he tried, unsuccessfully, to touch the Force. To pull some strength from it,
shroud himself in it like a lost child huddling beneath a blanket, trying to fend off the
waves of heat and hatred that hammered at him.  But he found no ally in the Force this
time, and as he stared into the burning dead eyes that not only looked at him, but through
him, he realized they saw his fear, fear that he tried to hide, to shelter from those who
would use it against him.

Then, beyond the dead, a young man, head full of hair that matched the flames
licking at his legs, stepped forward.  No eyes stared at him this time, just dark sockets
where eyes should be.



“Hello Baal,” Chance Mulgrew said, his blood caked lips parting in a gruesome
smile.  The young man had been dead just over a month, and his face was shallow, pale,
spattered with patches of crimson.

“You’re not real, you’re dead, a corpse,” Balthazar Cochroth challenged, pulling
himself up to his full height, his blue fur-covered felinoid body rippling with tight corded
muscle.  He wore neither Jedi robes nor tunic, and his weapons, twin lightsabers that
were always at his side, were nowhere to be found.

“Yeah, I guess I am that.  Funny thing is Baal, it shouldn’t have been me dead in
that cargo hold - it should have been you.”

Baal was already shaking his head, and as he did so he noticed the flames, once
licking at his knees, had grown higher.  “No, you were the one who fell under the spell of
the Sith Lord, not me,” Baal argued, trying to focus on anything but those dark pits set
into Chance’s face.

“YOU WERE MY MASTER!” Chance roared, his voice hitting Baal like a stun
blast.  The Trianni wavered for a moment, trying to refocus, to remain upright.

“You were supposed to protect me, train me, craft me into a Jedi,” crimson tears
began spilling from the corpse’s eyesockets as Baal watched in horror.  “But you did
none of that Baal. You discarded me and my training like an afterthought and you hid the
holocron - the one artifact that would have instructed us on how to defeat Master Coba.
You killed me, A’sok, and how many others here?” Chance motioned to the dozens that
surrounded him in the darkness.

“You can’t blame me for all of this.  Klux, he…”

Chance shook his head.  “When will you take responsibility Baal?  How many
will have to die by your hand before you take some responsibility?  Ten?  A Thousand?
An entire planet?  When will you stand up and be held accountable?”
Remaining silent, Baal glanced down at the flames, which were now lapping at his
abdomen.  Sweat poured from him in waves, causing his fur to glisten, but the pain
wasn’t great - yet.

Nodding, Chance crossed his arms over his red racing leathers.  “Well, I think I
know what you need.  Perhaps a little taste of the future will do you some good.”

Baal was about to protest when he realized Chance was gone, and the corpses were all
replaced by the downcast gazes of hundreds of Trianni, his people.  Hands shackled
together before them, faces matted with tears- men, women and children all quietly fell
into a straight line, and slowly turned away from Baal, and began to march.
He was pulled along, by some unseen hand, and, to his horror, the fire that was
enveloping him caught onto the rear Trianni, and, one by one, leapt to each slave, until
they were an all consumed.  A line of fire, marching through the darkness.



Trying to pull himself away, he found he was powerless.  Suddenly, towering before the
line of bound warriors, a dark figure rose, and where its face should have been, only a
single fiery red eye loomed.

High Inquisitor Tremayne.

Letting loose with an unholy roar, Baal tried to fight free of his circle of fire, to rush in
and attack the dark lord, but he found he could do nothing more than watch, and follow in
horror as the figure pointed towards the darkness that now began to glimmer with the
flickering of a billion stars.
And in one line of encompassing fire and death, the enslaved Trianni warriors began to
march throughout the galaxy, enveloping each planet they touched in a destructive blaze.
His own flames leapt before him, and pain wrapped his body in a shroud of more agony
and suffering than he had never known.

“You look like hammered Dewback dung,” Kalron Narute said over a mug of hot
caffe.  The white-haired pilot who couldn’t have been out of his late twenties stood
beside Baal clad in a bright yellow and green jumpsuit with the Jaded Ivory Enterprises
logo stitched across the back.  The Corellian’s naturally tanned skin contrasted sharply
with Garnib’s white glacial palette, but his eyes, a clear crystal blue, seemed right at
home.

“I didn’t sleep well,” Baal said, taking a long draw from his own mug of caffe.
Normally he only liked to indulge in caffe in small doses, but this morning he found he
needed a bit more help in waking up-and washing away the remainder of his nightmaeres.
They stood inside the rear of JIE’s ornate lobby, staring through floor-to-ceiling windows
as a freighter slid through the glacial fissure high above, entering the cavern and riding a
tractor beam down, alongside massive flakes of drifting snow and towards the landing
pad nestled before them.

“Looks like Doog and Aray are back.  Those guys crack me up – they…” Kalron
began.

“Could we just not speak?  At least for a moment?” Baal asked.  He realized how
grumpy he sounded but didn’t care.  The Corellians prattling was drawing on his last
nerve.

“Yeah sure.  Look man, if you need some, you know, help sleeping, I know this
fine little Togorian who works the late shift at the ‘Shifting Plates’, it’s a little restaurant
over on the south side, I could hook you two up,” Kalron offered, watching the grey Z-10
Seeker set down gently on the landing pad.



Taking another swallow of the bitter drink, Baal shook his head. “No thank you, I have
little interest in something like that.”

“Yeah, Vic told me you weren’t into the ladies.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?” Baal asked, cocking an eyebrow and turning
towards the man.

“Nothing. Hey look, here comes Vanas!” Kalron said, not meeting his gaze and
walking away to intercept a tall Ubese who had appeared in the lobby.
Vanas Drooxf was clad in a jumpsuit similar to Kalron’s, with a pair of black goggles and
a breath mask emerging from elaborate tan head wraps that covered his head and face.
The two conversed for a moment and strolled back to Baal, who continued to watch Doog
and Aray, two blue skinned Duros, emerge from their freighter.

“So, I told Vanas you wanted to talk to us, what’s up?” Kalron said, slapping the
Ubese on the back. Vanas stood immobile with his arms folded across his chest.

“I need you to take me to Fabuli, as soon as possible,” Baal said matter-of-factly.

Both JIE pilots stared without responding for a moment.  Finally, Kalron spoke up.  “Uh,
yeah, is there like, some freight or cargo that needs to go there?”

“Yes.  Me.” Baal replied.

“That’s not what…” Kalron began but the deep, even and almost organic voice
that emerged from Vanas’ breath mask cut him short.

“He knows what you mean Kalron,” Vanas said, black goggles never wavering
from Baals face.  “Vanas needs to know why exactly you require our assistance.”

Shrugging his shoulders, Baal felt himself getting irritated.  “Is it not enough that I asked
you?”

“No.” Vanas’ reply was short and to the point - Vanas didn’t waste time with
explanations. Vic had hired Kalron and Vanas separately and decided to put them
together as a team.  The pairing had worked out perfectly, with Kalron’s skill as a pilot
and Vanas’ skills as a mechanic.  And, according to Vic, both were more than capable in
handling themselves should things get hot and heavy - which is why Baal approached
them instead of the two more easy-going pilots  Doog and Aray.
Turning, Baal kept this voice low, the massive lobby-with its green marble floors and
white ivory pillars-had a nasty habit of carrying voices and conversations farther than one
would expect - another trick of Vic Palisades.



“I need to get to Fibuli because my clan may be in trouble.  I had…visions.
Dreams.  I just have a very bad feeling something terrible is happening –or going to
happen, and I need to try to stop it.”

Rolling his eyes, Kalron’s mouth fell open. “Are you serious?  You want us to go
all the way to the Corporate Sector just because you had some nightmares? Look Baal…”

“I’ll have the ship prepped and ready within six hours. We should make it in
under a week if we hurry,” Vanas interjected, his body never moving.

“What?  Are you nuts too? We don’t have any freight, and I bet Boss didn’t even
greenlight this little trip, did he?” Kalron asked, cocking his thin white eyebrow at Baal.

“No. Consider this a personal favor,” Baal replied.

“Consider it done. We will assist you Baal, with no further questions,” Vanas
replied.

“Oh like hell!” Kalron challenged.

Baal was about to tell them both to forget the whole thing when the scream of rockets
filled the air and the flare of explosions rocked the building.

*

Skimming along the blasted wastelands of the planet Tiersfalge, Darth Necros
smiled and took a brief moment to admire the harsh brutality of the planet.  That it’s
inhabitants could ravage and violate a world so thoroughly, raping it of whatever
resources it may hold, and leave it dying under the single white orb of the systems sun -
that spoke to him.

“And what’s even better, it didn’t take the Empire or the Sith to do it.  These
simpletons did this to themselves,” the Echani muttered under his breath, as the LAAT
Gunship soared over yet another smattering of deserted buildings that once housed
Tiersfalge’s indigenous inhabitants.
Now, the planet was nothing but wastelands and criminal havens - a combination that
kept most sane beings as far away from the blasted putrid yellow orb as possible.
Nestled in the door of the gunship, Necros breathed in the grainy spoiled atmosphere,
letting it roll around in his lungs.  He wore no shirt, no body covering, save for a pair of
black trousers and black boots- his people aschewed heavy armor and weapons-tools for
barbarians, better left lying alongside their prone bloated corpses for all the good they
were.



His rough pale body, criss-crossed with a map of red scar tissue, welcomed the blast of
heat as he turned gleaming silver eyes on the shifting world of sand below.
Back to work, he thought, refocusing his energy on the planets surface.  Back on the
planet of Fal Dir, his master, Darth Menace, would be waiting, and despite his calm
demeanor, the last thing Necros wanted his master to do was wait longer than was
needed-or expected.
Closing his eyes, he calmed his breathing and tapped into the Force, allowing it to flow
through him, to fill every limb with a slight tingle that connected him with all living
things that surrounded him, in both the gunship and below, on the planet’s surface.
Sensing first the elite stormtrooper unit that filled the vessel, he blocked out the dull,
mundane hum of their minds, each one a clone, thinking of nothing but the mission and
their objective - none of them afraid to die, though each one fully expected it. The pilot
was more alert, but not by much, rolling through his life in a by-the-numbers fashion.
His master had instructed him on what to expect - pain. Much pain and misery. And
while pain seemed to be in no short supply on Tiersfalge, his master had told him that this
would be unlike any other pain he had felt through the Force, perhaps with the exception
of what he found his wife and newborn son dead. He couldn’t shake the memory,
couldn’t completely block it out of his mind no matter how hard he meditated-like
quicksand, the harder he struggled to be free, the more it consumed him.
Suddenly,  pain struck him without warning, as if an arrow of anger and rage had been
released from somewhere in the desert, striking him in the chest and causing him to grip
the gunship’s safety railing tightly to avoid plumetting to the ground.  Sith apprentice or
not, at this speed, this close, his chances of survival would be minimal.

“Slow down, she’s somewhere nearby,” he thought, directing the order into the
mind of the pilot. Immediately the gunship’s speed decreased, and Necros honed in on
the needle of pain like a fishing line, controlling the pilot through mental commands to a
spot near a small string of blasted red foothills.
As the gunship settled on the crest of a small sand dune, he turned to his seat and
unzipped a drab gray duffel. Inside, gleaming black as night, lay a forearm gauntlet with
two cylindrical shafts afixed on either side.
Slipping the apparatus on his right forearm, he stretched his arm from the gunship into
the furnace of Tierfalge’s afternoon sun and mentally triggered the device to life.
Instantly, two short purple blades of shimmering energy stabbed from the cylinders,
bracketing his fist and crackling with raw energy.

“You won’t need that sir, we’ve brought stun grenades, a Dover-960 Mancatcher
Dissuasion Net, a…” the Stormtrooper commander began droning from behind him.
Necros smiled. Somewhere, in the dull void of the clones mind, he felt a ripple of fear.
Born and bred to die in battle, veteran troopers were like any other animal - they
eventually picked up bad habits and became complacent. This one was no different.

“I’m sure you and your toys will prove more that capable of buying me the time I
need,” Necros smiled, turning his head just enough to catch the dull white helmet out of



the corner of his eye.  “And if you need to rattle off the details of your weapons cache to
provide any additional backbone to you or your men, by all means do so.”
Without another word, Necros shut down the gauntlet and stepped out into the blasted
wasteland.  With his shimmering white hair pulled back into a tight topknot, he let the
sun bake his body, the heat sinking in, then, without any real effort absorbing it entirely,
so that he moved in complete comfort, while the squad of troopers fanned out behind
him, relying on massive backpacks and air exchangers to cool their environmentally
sealed suits.
He muted the  pain he sensed earlier down to a dull throb, and knowing exactly where his
target was,  walked slowly towards some nearby foothills, keeping at least a dozen meters
away from where he sensed the force waves emanating from.

“Commander, you take two men and head in that direction,” he pointed to the spot
he felt the waves were strongest.

“Yes sir!” The commander said, the metallic voice slicing through the howl of
winds that blew a thin blanket of sand cross the desert floor.

Necros watched the commander heft his trusted Dover-960 up to his shoulder and signal
to two of his men.  The trio slowly approached a small pass nestled between two
outcroppings that jutted from the ground.
They recognized their mistake too late. Focusing on the rock formations that twisted into
the blue sky, the elite stromtroopers never paid any mind to what was beneath their feet.
Erupting from the ground in a spray of sand and grit, a figure, moving faster than the
troopers could comprehend, had already planted a jagged shard of stone into the
rightmost trooper’s neck, an arterial spray of red disappearing amidst the grains of sand
that washed across the trooper’s body.
Spinning, the commander was already firing off a stun net, his actions coming
instinctively.  But his prey was no mere animal, not completely at least. Necros watched
in fascination as the figure (he could make out a female form now - small, young, body
matted with sand and mud) lifted the second trooper into the path of the expanding net,
where it sealed around him, dropping him to the ground, writhing as sparks of blue
electricity peppered his body.
The commander was already dropping his net launcher when the young woman, a shag of
green hair flowing from her head, pivoted and vaulted through the air, where she landed
squarely on the trooper’s shoulders.
With a twist of her powerful legs, Necros heard the commander’s vertebrae snap and
shatter, his body jerking wildly, dropping lifeless to the ground.

“Stop!” Necros commanded, his voice rising and forcing back the howl of the
moving winds.  His command wasn’t directed at her, it was for the remaining troopers
who’d raised their weapons. “Back to your ship, commander,” he said, turning to the
nearest newly-promoted trooper.

“But sir, she killed…” the trooper began.  Another free-thinker, obviously. He
would have to speak with Tremayne-Darth Menace- about this batch of “veterans” he’d



pooled from the Imperial remnants throughout the galaxy; No wonder they fell at Endor
to a batch of furry beasts.  “I know what she’s done.  Now, remove your men or I’ll kill
you all myself-though not as quickly.”
Without another word the stormtroopers hustled back into the safety of the gunship.
Necros watched them leave out of the corner of his eye, as his target stood motionless,
the desert winds twirling and whistling about her.
She couldn’t be more than eighteen he thought, and as he took her in he could feel her
doing the same of him - through the Force.  A cascade of long green hair caked with
patches of dirt and sand fell about her shoulders, flowing down her back and her front,
covering her chest and allowing just a sliver of her face to show through. Covered in a
film of caked on sand and grime, Necros could see no real clothing, save for a band of
rusted metal affixed to her right ankle.

A slave band.

I need you to come with me, he formed the idea in his head and mentally projected it
towards her mind. She remained motionless. Cursing, he ignited his gauntlet to show he
meant business and tried again, but this time, his mental probe was met with a burst of
aggression, then she was moving- crossing the distance between them in the blink of an
eye, body twisting, flipping, twirling, as if caught by the harsh winds and propelled along
like a fine grain of sand.
Moving as fast, if not faster, Necros somersaulted away form her attack, landing in a
crouch with his arms outstretched, a smile on his lips as her bare feet drove into the
ground, a blossom of sand erupting around her feet.  He expected her to freeze, amazed
and wide-eyed at his Echani prowess, but realized that was impossible.

She had no eyes.

Dark holes where her eyes should be sat empty in her face, stripping her of any emotion
and, to Necros, of any humanity.  In a brief second he both pitied and envied her.

“I see I will have to resolve this through more physical means,” he said, standing
upright shutting down his weapon.Slowly, he  removed the black leather gauntlet from
his left hand and tossed it to the ground.  Her next movement was the same as the first,
but this time he remained still, allowing her to land less than a meter away. Her fist was
already on a path to connect with his sternum when he intercepted her wrist in a powerful
grip.

Her body going rigid, the young girl’s mouth opened in a silent scream as Necros forced
her to her knees.  Standing over her, still gripping her slender wrist, ripples of power
coursed through his body as he slowly absorbed her lifeforce.
Young, strong and powerful, he didn’t know what cruel turns her life had taken that had
led her here, nor did he care.  He had a job to do, and if he could accomplish his objective
and strenghten himself at the same time, well, where was the harm in that?
Staring down into her empty eyesockets and her toungeless mouth, the young girl tried to
scream, but the only sound that cleared her parched cracked lips was guttral hacking.  For



what seemed like hours, but in reality was but a few moments, he felt her Force energy
pump through his fingers, filling his body with a numbing euphoria.  He let go almost too
late; falling from his grasp, her body crumbled to the ground, her breath coming in great
gasps as her muscles trembled and tried to react to what happened. It would take a while -
it always did. And by the time she recovered she would be on Fal Dir where his master
would fashion her into another instrument of evil.  Apparently one could never have too
many.

Strolling leisurely back to the gunship, his body pulsed with an abundance of power.  The
new commander of the elite strormtrooper unit watched him approach, giving a slight nod
as Necros stopped in the shade of the vehicle.

“You’ll find her much more accommodating now Commander.  Bag her up and
let’s leave this cursed rock in our wake.”

*

The Jive Lube Station was a curious experiment in the world of entrepreneurial
endeavors.  Mixing a dance club/cantina with a droid repair shop was not something most
would find profitable, but in the “Lower Nine” district in Elrooden, the planet Elrood’s
capital city, and nestled near the bottom of a canyon created by mile-high towers, it
enjoyed a curious success.

Koort of course found it rather distasteful and wondered how the techs and
engineers in the back could get any work done with ear-splitting techno-garbage blaring
over a massive sound system and the constant roar of the cantina’s revelers.  He imagined
they couldn’t, which is why any respectable droid owner would take their unit to a real
repair shop instead of this cross-bred nightclub. Navigating around jiggling bodies and
pushing aside those who were too stupid or stoned to move, he caught more than a few
curious glances by wearing his armor. He didn’t care, and, in fact, he reasoned that he
was doing the clientele a favor keeping his armor-especially his helmet-on. Some of them
may have an interest in keeping their appetizers down.
The building was a small converted warehouse, with the bar situated on a constantly
rotating repulsor disk that hovered throughout the dancefloor.  It made it more convenient



for the revelers who had the energy to dance but not to walk over and get a fresh drink.
For the most part the run down walls and exposed overhead piping were hidden by the
low lights and haze that floated just meters above the lit dancefloor, which, Koort
reasoned, was one of the attractive draws of the place - anonymity.  Anyone could park
themselves at one of the small tables or booths located on the periphery and fold into the
shadows.
He’d spotted the particular “shadow” he needed to meet just seconds after entering,
thanks to his helmets low-light, flash resistant visor.  For all of the negative things others
might say about the Ubese (angry, vengeful, introverted) one thing they couldn’t fault
them for was craftsmanship.

“Pondo Fortune?” Koort announced as he stepped up to the booth set into the
warehouse wall.  A small green glowlamp springing from the center of the table gave off
just enough light to illuminate the three faces hovering over their drinks.  Two were of
the same species:  Nikto, with barbs and wrinkles sprouting from their reptilian skin,
while the third, a stocky Advosze, stared back at him with bulbous black eyes set into a
squat face with a broken horn protruding from his scalp.

“Chu want?” The Advosze mumbled, leaning back slightly.  All three had been in
huddled conversation, which ended abruptly with Koort’s emergence from the crowd.

“I hear you’re the man to talk to if someone wants to find another someone,”
Koort replied.  The Advozse’s eyes fell to Koort’s Renegade Blaster Pistol strapped to his
right leg.  The weapon was large, powerful and conveyed exactly the kind of message
Koort wanted it to- that he wasn’t to be trifled with.
The two Nikto also leaned back and Koort could see the rise of weapons beneath their tan
ponchos.  Neither made any sudden moves however.  They didn’t need to.  They were
professional through and through.  Koort could respect that.

“Ain’t you heard?  Armor and blasters ain’t allowed on Elrood,” Fortune said.

“This isn’t armor, it’s an environmentally-oriented preservation suit.”

“Hmph,” Fortune snorted, “Looks kinda tough.”

“Not as tough as what’s inside.”

Both stared at each other for a moment, neither wavering.  Finally, Fortune opened up his
hands. “Big talk, little man. So, you looking for someone huh?”

“Yes, are we going to do business?” Koort replied.

“Maybe, depends on who is doing the looking and who is doing the hiding,”
Pondo replied.  “Also depends on how badly you want to find this someone and how you
heard about me,” he leaned forward and his hands disappeared beneath the table.  “The



wrong kind of answer could get someone a one way ticket to a medbed, tough
environmental suit or not.”

The sound that emerged from Koort’s breather sounded like a machine pistol being fired
on auto and immediately he saw the hired guns tense - until they realized it was laughter.
“The ‘who’ is named Uuric Tuumb,” Koort replied. “The how? Well, Jalena sends her
regards and told me you would be happy to help me out,” Koort replied.

“Jalena?  Heard she bought it back on Valex 3 in a botched job for Akelish,”
Pondo replied.

“That’s right.  And she wants to keep it that way.  She gave me this to give to
you,” Koort slowly pulled a long stemmed Selonian Tryll flower from inside his
chestplate and tossed it on the table.
Pondo stared at the item for several moments, then quietly picked it up and inspected it.
Still holding on to the item, he returned his gaze to Koort.

“Uuric huh? Let’s talk in my limo, outside.”

*

Fire rained from above as Baal propelled himself into Kalron, tackling him to the
ground and rolling, pulling the man safely away from a pillar that, were the pilot still
standing in place, would have crushed him. A second volley squarely struck the JIE
headquarters, shaking the world around them. The ceiling collapsed and fiery bits of
debris smashed into the marble floor, shattering ans sending bits spraying through the air.
 Vanas had already taken cover, and had magically produced a fire extinguisher
from somewhere nearby, hosing down an area near the entrance.

“Keep the doors closed!  Air flow will only make this worse!” the Ubese shouted,
his deep resounding voice cutting through the alarms and sirens like rolling thunder.

Beside him Kalron was also on his feet, heading for the corridor that led to the bay doors.
“I’m going to check on everyone!  And the ships!” he shouted.

Pulling himself up, Baal turned to the still intact floor-to-ceiling window in time
to see a sleek black starfighter with curved wings roaring past.  Under normal
circumstances there would be no way of telling who piloted the attack vessel, but the
situation was anything but normal and Baal wasn’t an ordinary being by any measure.
Calling upon the Force, time seemed to slow, and he felt his senses heighten and his
vision sharpen to the point of absurdity as he focused on the vessel no more than fifty



meters away. As he suspected, nestled in the cockpit of the starfighter sat a man clad in a
navy blue mask streaked with a red lightning pattern. As he rushed past he did the last
thing Baal expected- he winked.

The damage was not as bad as Baal expected, unfortunately, he couldn’t say the
same about the casualties.

“Cylon is scrap,” Kalron said, shaking his head and tossing a large thick bag to
the ground.  They were outside the building now, watching as black smoke from the
extinguished fire belched into the sky towards the ceiling of the glacier. A crowd had
arrived and emergency crews were quick to react-another reason the building hadn’t been
reduced to ashes.

“It’s of little consequence,” Baal replied. “Rodbo always had Cylon backup his
database nightly. As long as that is intact, there was no real loss.”

“Yeah, I’ll let you tell the Boss that.  He was real attached to Cylon you know,
they started JIE together,” Kalron shook his head at the bag. “Cylon must have been right
next to the shipping area when we got hit, all I found left of him was smoldering slag.
Still, this psycho doesn’t look like he’s a very good shot, considering the rest of us are
still alive” he said, scanning the sky around them.

“No, he’s a perfect shot.  With a blaster and I’m sure with a starfighter. This
attack was designed to send a message,” Baal said, avoiding the stares of the onlookers.
The thought crossed his mind that Ket might have come back to inspect his handywork,
but a cursory sweep over the surface thoughts of those watching the smoking building
revealed nothing out of the ordinary. No, Ket, he sensed, was long gone, back to
whatever hole he’d crawled out from.

“He? He who?” Kalron asked, turning a stunned stare on Baal.  “You mean you
know who did this?”

A pair of peace officers, two large Quarren clad in white uniforms, had already leveled
the standard questions at Baal earlier. As acting Security Officer of JIE he’d promised to
file a full report after his own internal investigation, which seemed enough to get them
off his back.  However, if Kalron didn’t shut up….

“Quiet.  Unless you want to get hauled in and grilled like a Wroonian Sea Bass,”
Baal grumbled under his breath.

“Vanas thinks there is a lot we need to talk about, and given recent events,” the
Ubese turned his goggles from Baal to the JIE building and back, “Vanas feels it is a
conversation we need to have most urgently.”



They were all seated at a small booth in the Petit Vernol, a local tapcafe carved into the
side of the glacier. You couldn’t tell it however, with the rich décor, wood paneling and
rustic atmosphere of the place.  It was after noon and most of the locals had gone from
the excitement at JIE back to their homes or work, which left the ‘Vernol nearly empty,
though the rich smell of roasted meat stew-that afternoon’s lunch special-caused his
stomach to rumble.
Baal had ushered Kalron and Vanas in and had spent the last half hour relating an
abbreviated history of Raptor Squad’s adventures.
It only took thirty minutes because there were some things just not safe to tell the two
pilots.

“I knew it!” Kalron said louder than Baal was comfortable with.

“Knew what?” Vanas asked, turning to his partner.

The white haired Corellian took a gulp from his frosted mug of Garnib Frosted Ale and
winked at Baal.  “I knew Boss wasn’t just some schmoe. Vic Palisades!!! I can’t get over
that!  You know I have all of his holos back in my room on the ‘Gambit.”

“I think Vanas can do without knowing any of that,” Vanas said turning back to
Baal. The Ubese had passed on any food or drink and was all business.

“We were told A’sok and Chance had a falling out with Rodbo,” Vanas said,
referring to Vic’s alter ego.  “But according to you they were on this planet, ‘Farzhul’…”

“Where you guys took on the Dark Jedi…” Kalron interjected like a kid
recounting the adventures of his favorite holovid action star.

“Yes.  And the truth is…,” Baal glanced away, not meeting their stares, “is that
they didn’t make it.  They both perished on Ord Mantell.”

“How?” Kalron asked.

“They, we had acquired a,” Baal stammered…

“I don’t think that matters,” Vanas said to Baal’s relief.  The last thing he wanted
to do was to think of Chance or A’sok or the circumstances surrounding their deaths-
especially after the charges leveled against him by his former padwan in the nights’
previous dream. “So you’ve told us who you really are, your history, but you’ve barely
mentioned this Ket person.  Why is he trying to kill you?”



“That’s a great question,” Baal said shaking his head.  To his right a large window
looked out into the town square.  A massive ice crystal statue rose from the ground
catching bits of pale white sunlight that managed to squeeze through the fissure overhead.
Several tall Balinaka, the planet’s white furred bipeds, were sitting admiring the piece
while a smattering of other beings milled about or worked on one form of hobby or
another.
“Ket left some nonsensical message for Vic when we were on Ord Mantell; afterwards he
told me Ket was going on about people Vic had never met, accusing him of things he
never did.  Now, Vic may be a hardcase, but one things he’s not it a liar.  He honestly
didn’t know why Ket was targeting the team.”

“Interesting,” Kalron said his face growing serious. “So, do you think next time I
see Vic I could get him to sign my collection?  I think it would really raise its value.”

Vanas and Baal stared at the human for a moment without speaking.

“What?  What’s the…what?” Kalron said, eyes growing wide.

“So you said this Ket has defective implants,” Vanas said, turning back to Baal.
“This is most likely the cause for his dementia. Vanas has heard reports in the past of
cyberjockies who  wire themselves up to the point that they begin to loose their mind.”

“Possibly. Nonetheless, Vic and Klux are currently in the Elrood system tracking
down a lead that should bring them closer to Ket’s capture,” Baal replied. “Assuming we
are still on our way to Fibuli, I will use the opportunity to get word to Vic that JIE was
attacked.”

Nodding, Vanas crossed his arms. “Vanas sees no reason why current events
should change our course of action. Vanas suggests we contact Bazal Von Seika and
request he begin repairs to the building. He and Rodbo are business partners after all,
Vanas is sure he wouldn’t mind overseeing the reconstruction project.”

“Yeah, heck, we can be underway by nightfall, especially so we can get word to
Boss,” Kalron added.  “No need to worry!  I bet Boss ain’t going to have no trouble in
bringing this psycho down.”

*

Slowly stalking through the alley with his Netfali Arms Light Repeating Blaster
hidden beneath his poncho, Terminus the Hunter scanned his surroundings like a
predator, ready to annihilate anything that so much as stirred. Somewhere farther down
the alleyway Klux strolled as if he had not a care in the world, showing up on Teminus’
enhanced visor as a glowing white hot silhouette amidst a field of deep red. This far



down in the lower levels of Elrooden, nothing stirred that wasn’t vermin of one species or
another. No doubt, if they were about to be ambushed, Klux would be the first they
would strike at.
A mistake they would never see coming.

Beneath the Terminus armor and persona, Vic tried to keep his head clear. He felt cold,
detached…deadly.  In recent months he’d even found himself falling so into the character
that he would sometimes forget who he really was.
He’d experienced the same thing when he was working deep cover operations for the
Fallen Angels back on Vol Kol.  A “gift” his instructors had called it; his ability to
submerge himself so deep into a cover that the persona he adopted became who he was
saved his life on numerous occasions- and led to the downfall of some very dangerous
people.
 He knew what he was getting into, knew the dangers that came with the deception, but
was willing to risk it, because traveling in some circles as Vic Palisades carried with it an
even greater cost.
Still, it was a dangerous game, and he’d had friends who played it-and lost.

Up ahead someone unfolded from the shadows in front of Klux.

This would be their contact, a low level greaseball named Gurish Nooslot who would
give them a lead as to Urric Tuumb’s whereabouts.  It had taken nearly three weeks of
scrounging about Elrood’s underworld and several thousand credits worth of pay offs and
bribes, but this is where it finally led them. In the bottom of a ferrocrete canyon in the
dark of night, surrounded by an abandoned industrial district awash in despair and
danger.

Just like Ord Mantell. Just like last time.

Trying to push the memory out of his mind was like a Jawa trying to move a Dewback
with harsh language - it was impossible.  As Klux and Gurish carried on their discussion,
Vic couldn’t help but think back to just six weeks before, when he gunned down a
contact on Ord Mantell out of sheer paranoia.  Well, paranoia and the fact that Terminus
the Hunter left no loose ends. And, at the time, that’s exactly what he viewed the contact
as.  A loose end that had the potential to give up valuable information to the man they
were trying to track down now:  Ket Adkins.

“He says he would rather talk inside, at a nearby bar, he feels safer that way,”
Klux’s voice echoed in Vic’s mind. He would have preferred Klux used a comm like
everyone else, but in this instance that wasn’t an option and he was willing to make some
sacrifices to get a lead on Ket; even if it meant having a Jedi tiptoe through your skull.
Unfortunately, it also meant he was unable to respond back to the Jedi, but even as he
stood concealed in the doorway the point became moot. Four glowing shapes dropped
from above the Jedi  into the alley instantaneously, weapons coming to bear before their
feet even touched ground.



Klux was already moving, a white-hot shaft of heat stabbing into existence from the
Jedi’s hands. Without waiting for an invitation, Terminus stepped into the alley and
opened up with the LRB, peppering his opponents with deadly bolts that dropped two of
them almost immediately.

Lightsaber twirling like a baton, Klux somersaulted over the two nearest him and landed
in a crouching position, the blade slicing neatly across the backs of their legs.  Both went
down screaming-but alive-as the blaster rifles they carried discharged a flurry of fire into
the sky.  A neat slice later and the same weapons dripped hot slag to the ground as their
barrels were permanently fused shut.
Terminus was about to advance when the scream of a blaster filled his ears and
something hot slammed into his back, spreading like a starburst and dropping him to the
ground. His LRB clattered out of his reach as he turned in time to see movement.
Toggling his helmets switch with his tongue, he flashed through three spectrums before a
low light mode revealed a crouched humanoid silhouette skittering back and forth across
the alley like an insect.

“Magnify, one hundred percent,” Vic whispered into his comm.  He remained
immobile, waiting for the thing to get closer. The image in his visor magnified, revealing
a humanoid shaped droid with narrow appendages protruding from his back like a spider,
one of which held a blaster pistol. Probably heat-shielded, he thought, which would
explain why it didn’t show up on thermal.
Barely moving, Vic used his poncho to conceal his movements and pulled a Sentinel IV
blaster pistol from a holster nestled against his lower back.  Somewhere down the alley,
Klux was dispatching a new arrival who’d opened up with his own blaster, but the shots
were drowned out by the thrum of the Jedi’s lightsaber blade. Creeping closer, the droid’s
eyes clicked and whirred as they took in the prone Terminus form.
The first blaster bolt from the Sentinel burned a hole through Vic’s poncho and cored the
droid’s right eye. The second severed a neck joint.  He didn’t need a third as the droid
froze in place, and fell over into a pile of useless scrap.

“I should melt you down and turn you into freaking spurs you…” Vic growled as
he climbed to his feet and tried to block out the burning pain that covered his upper back
and shoulders.  He would be alright-compared to having his brain almost melted by a Sith
Lord the previous month this was nothing more than a low-grade sunburn.
At the end of the alley things had fallen silent.

“Klux, you solid?” he asked, the Terminus voice echoing throughout the alley like
raw metal being ground down.

“Mostly,” Klux answered, “though we may want to hurry up, this altercation may
alert the authorities.”
Turning, Vic toggeled his helmet’s visor back to normal, spying Klux at the end of the
alley, his blue blade hovering mere centimeters from Nooslot’s face.



“In this neighborhood?  Those Elrood Sector Rangers wouldn’t be down here
slumming this time of night, they might get their nice white armor all dirty.”  Advancing,
scanning the alley for any further threats, Vic reached the duo, glancing down at their
informant who was seated on the ground and pinned to a wall by the pure fear of being
sliced through by Klux’s lightsaber.

“Is…is that a…lightsaber?” the young man stammered, his pierced lips and
tattooed face locked in a mask of fear.

“Nah, just an elaborate toothpick, still, it will slice your head open like a holiday
ham if you don’t tell us what we want to know,” Vic said, kneeling so that he was eye
level.

“What, uh, what you need to know?” Nooslot spared a glance at Vic, then shifted
his gaze immediately back to the lightsaber tip.

“Urric Tuumb. I’m guessing he heard some off-worlders had shown up looking
for him and set up this little intervention, so, where is he?”

“Tuumb?  Don’t know no Tuumb,” Nooslot stammered, eyes never wavering
from the blue glow.  “N-never heard of him.”

Vic glanced sideways at the blade and nodded.  “Yeah, man those lightsabers are vicious,
but you know what’s even worse?”

Nooslot remained silent but shook his head.

“Jedi mind frags.  Woah boy.  You ask me, I would rather be cut in half and die
like a man than let one of these crazy bastards get inside of my head and do some re-
wiring,” Vic threw a thumb up towards Klux, who was pulling his cloak’s hood back
over his head, casting everything from his nose up in shadow.  “I saw this guy mind
scramble some poor sod out near the Paramus Sector once…I’ll never get over that.  Fella
couldn’t even zip up his own flightsuit when my man here was done.  Real ugly…”
Nooslot eyes almost popped, his gaze shifting up to stare into the Jedi’s shrouded face.
Smiling, Vic grabbed at his helmet, pretending to shake away an intrusion.  “Ow!  I got
it!  I’ll stop talking about it and get to business!”

“What man?! What’s he doing?!” Nooslot stammered, glancing between the Jedi
and Vic and trying desperately to back through the brick wall behind him.

“He just tweaked my brain a little and told me he was done being nice.  He said
he’s just going to go in, rip what he wants out of your pea brain and leave you here,
drooling for the rats.”



“NO!  Look,” Nooslot glanced around at his dead and mutilated friends still
groaning in the alley and back at the blade, finally, turning to Vic.  “I don’t know much,
but, I swear, I’ll tell you everything I know.”

Nodding, Vic patted the man on the shoulder. “Smart move Gurish, probably the smartest
you’ve made all night.  Now spill.”

“I don’t think that was totally necessary you know,” Klux said as he and Vic
traversed the back alleys and winding streets towards District Fourteen- the Commerce
Sector.

“What?” Vic was barely paying any attention. Nooslot had told them that Tuumb
was working for a local small time crime lord doing collections, and his next pick up was
at a rare antiquities dealer in District Fourteen, that afternoon.
Nestled on the edge of Elrooden, District Fourteen was quite a trip from the lower levels
of the city and Vic wanted to make sure they had time to arrive and scout the place out.

“That whole bit of nonsense about the Jedi being violent, liquidating people’s
brains, things like that,” Klux said, shaking his head as they passed a  series of run down
cantinas and casinos.

Snickering, Vic threw a glance at his partner. “What do you care if some street urchin
believes that hocus pocus?  He’s going to run off and hide under a rock for a year after
what he went through tonight.”

“I know, it’s just not true, and the feelings beings have throughout the galaxy
about Jedi are already negative. I just don’t think it’s ever going to be easy to gain their
trust again,” Klux stopped, dropping onto a small bench nestled alongside the street.

Vic wanted to get out of the canyons and get a few minutes of rest back on the
Skullduggery before heading to the antiquities dealer, but sensed the Jedi needed to vent,
so he stopped as well, removing his Terminus helmet and shaking sweat free from his
brown mane. “Well, can you blame them Klux?  Hell, can you even blame me for still
being ‘anti-Force’ as you two put it?”

Rubbing his temples, Klux squinted up at the outlaw.  “You?  I thought you were coming
to accept the Force and our teachings.”



Shaking his head, Vic dropped next to the man, eyes scaning the street for a tail or
anything that stood out-amidst a sea of call girls and spice pushers, not an easy task.
“Don’t get me wrong Klux, I trust YOU, the person, because you’ve been there for me
and because I know who I’m dealing with. But the Force?  I’ve seen what it can do, and I
can totally understand why the average person on any planet would be terrified of people
who wield that kind of power.”

“But, that makes no sense!  Look at the Empire!  Look at what they do!  They
control people all the time, with fear, with legions of strormtroopers, with…”

“With things they can SEE Klux. People may get scared when they see an AT-AT
walking through downtown, but they understand it. They understand the science behind
the thing. The Force?” Vic shook his head. “Its mysticism Klux, and any kind of
mysticism tends to frighten the hell out of most people.”

Dropping his cloak back, Klux slipped his fingers beneath his shag of sandy auburn hair
and fixed Vic with a piercing stare.  “The Force guides us Vic, all of us.  In the end, I’m a
Jedi, and must do what the Force guides me to do, even if it frightens the hell out of
people.”

“ESPECIALLY if it frightens the hell out of people,” Vic smiled, pulling a
cigarra from his belt pouch.  “It was easy to get info out of that little weasel by flashing
your blade in his face.  Admit it, you liked it, just a little.”

“I did not!” Klux said indignantly.

Vic stared at him for a moment. The indignanty gave way to a mischevious smile and
Klux nodded.  “Okay, maybe a little. That guy was slime.”

“Exactly. Come on partner, we don’t have much time and we still have to scout this pace
out before Tuumb shows up,” Vic said standing.

*

“We are so very honored to have you with us this evening,” the portly King
Ruberious Kha-Fel said between bites of roasted fowl and gravy.  He was adorned in blue
and tan robes for the occasion, robes now decorated by specks of food that never quite
made it to the his mouth.
Menace tried to sound sincere and nodded at the compliment, “Of course King Kha-Fel, I
would not have missed this fine feast for all of the credits in the galaxy.”



Upon sitting down, his private shuttle was hailed by Vol Kol ground control, alerting him
to a banquet being held in his honor at the royal palace.  Reluctantly, Menace agreed to
put in an appearnce, annoyed that he was once again being delayed from reaching his
final desitnation. Directed to a secured landing pad, Menace strode from his Imperial
shuttle and was escorted to the Vol Kol Royal Palace, a towering complex built on the
periphrial of the city of Lazhan. Crafted from white marble and trimmed in gold, the
castle had taken artisians over three centuries to complete and was more art than
architecture.
Ushered into the grand hall, he was led to a raised dais flanked on either side by long low
dining tables. The court crier announced him as Tremayne, a ruse he continued to keep
for the fools who still ebelived the Empire was a stable government that still kept them
safe. Hundreds of dignitaries and senators from the surrounding systems all jockeyed for
“just a word” or a “give my compliments to the Emporer,” as he passed-it all made him
so very very ill.
Amidst the “u” shaped arrangement of tables, brightly colored harlequins danced and
cavorted to the enjoyment of the crowd while a three-piece band set off to the side
provided jocular musical accompaniment.

“So, Lord Tremayne, any news on who will be taking over for the Emperor?”
Ruberious asked, keeping his voice low so that no one else could hear.  Most still thought
the Emporer alive, but Ruberious knew better-Tremayne wanted to make sure the rotund
monarch knew he had no allies in the Empire, save for Menace.

“I’m not at liberty to say,” Menace responded back, throwing a charming smile at
the Kings beautiful- and very intoxicated-red-haired queen. “It is a tumultuous time for
the Empire, still, as long as there is no need for additional forces here in the Vol Kol
system, you should have nothing to worry about.”

“No, no of course not. The Keegarians have decreased activity in the past several
years and uhm, I wanted to let you know that we have that troublesome ‘revolution’
rumor under control,” the King continued, digging into a pile of yellow mashed
vegetables.  The “revolution” rumor had surfaced almost a year ago and Menace put the
monarch in charge of squashing any notion of rebellion by Vol Kol’s masses.
Augmenting the local military force, the Ivory Brigade with a legion of his own Imperial
Stormtroopers, he was determined to crush anything that would jeopardize his operations
in the Vol Kol system.

“Vol Kol’s independent spirit is well known-like many planets far from the
galactic core and so close to the Corporate Sector-it is to be expected, especially in this
time of galactic turmoil,” Menace leaned back. “Of course we will deal with any
traitorous activity as the Empire has always dealt with it, if need be,” he gave the King a
smile that caused the portly monarch to glance away nervously to the harlequins.
Almost seven years back, a pair of Rebel traitors by the name of Vic Kasteel and Sadik
El’Kar were ferreted out of the Ivory Brigade by the current military leader on Vol Kol,
General Rotskald and turned over to him.



King Matheius, the ruling monarch at the time and King Ruberius’s father, was also a
suspected rebellion sympathizer and hesitant to join the Empire, but after a successful
assassination attempt by Kasteel, King Matheius was eliminated and his son happily took
over the throne and Vol Kol fell beneath the protective cloak of the Empire-led by none
other than Menace himself.
Of course Menace had planned it all, but the capture and execution of Sadik and framing
of Kasteel for the Kings murder had simply made it easier to remove the only real barrier
between Vol Kol and Menace’s rule.  A decade before the fall of the first Death Star he’d
begun setting up shop in the system beneath the Emporers nose, erecting his mountain
fortress on Fal Dir, a neighboring planet and even going so far as to make backroom
dealings with Vol Kol’s fierce enemies, the Keegarians, who inhabited a nearby system,
to present an immediate threat to Vol Kol’s security- the kind of threat the Empire would
be happy to keep at bay.
Fierce, lethal and more resilient warriors than stormtroopers, the Keegarians had served
him well for over a decade as his own private mercenary army, even going so far as to
sacrifice some of their greatest warriors as test specimens so that Menace could marry
their dna with that of his elite storm commandos- resulting in the snarling, violent Ventral
Warriors.

All in all, he was pleased with how things had played out.

“Yes, well, you have nothing to be concerned with Lord Tremayne,” Kha-Fel
continued, smiling. “The Imperial facilities here are in no danger- not while I’m in
control,” the puppet dictator added, attacking a frozen dessert placed before him with
renewed relish.

“And your uncle?  I take it there is no new news of his whereabouts?” Menace
offered a tight lipped smile. The rightful heir to the throne and Matheius’s brother,
Jerivicius Kha-Fel was tending to matters on the nearby planet of Vol Sune at the time of
the assassination and, a staunch opponent of the Empire, had gone into hiding once word
got out that Ruberious had taken over and enlisted the aid of the Empire to maintain order
in the system.

Turning sickly pale, the King shook his jowls. “Uhm, no, no Lord Tremayne, but, uhm,
again, my sources insist he must be dead by now.  His failing health surely would have
proven his undoing so many years later.”

“I hope for your sake, that is true,” Menace said standing. Leaning down, he
whispered so that only the King could hear, “Remember my fat, ridiculous monarch who
put you in power.  And with the Emporer and his lapdog Vader gone, the galaxy is
finding itself with new masters- and some are far less forgiving than the last.”  With a
short bow he left the dais, feeling the waves of fear and paranoia roll off of the monarch
like drops of sweat.
Motioning to his private detail of stormtroopers to prepare his shuttle, he increased his
stride, focusing on the exit. Many guests scampered from their seats hoping to intercept



him once again. This time however they got no more than three meters away when they
were barred by the black durasteel of an Imperial blaster barrel.

Floating before him, suspended within the security of bacta tanks, hovered the beginnings
of his private army.
Strolling silently among the blue illuminated cylinders, Menace traced an occasional
hand across the cool glass of the tanks, stopping to peer at the Trianni warriors that
floated within. He didn’t bother with females-he learned the hard way they were much
more difficult to control; in a dozen tubes, males bristling with tight corded muscle
awaited their transformation.

“Lord Menace, I was told you’d arrived,” he didn’t bother turning around, not for
a simple scientist.

“Greetings Doctor Dy’Baski. Are you pleased with the newest test subjects?” In
the reflection of the glass tank Menace watched the tall rail thin human approach.  His
blue hair was slicked back and his rough pockmarked face was made of more angles than
a Star Destroyer.  Deep dark eyes glinted beneath a single bushy black eyebrow that
stretched across his forehead.

“Delighted. They are strong, healthy specimens; I trust our chances of finding a
Force-Sensitive will be much greater than with the wounded batch we previously had to
work from.”

Smiling, Menace turned to the man. Dy’Baski was one of the top Bio-Genetic Scientists
in the Empire and had been working for Menace exclusively for the past several years. It
had taken some maneuvering and subterfuge, but after logging that the Doctor perished in
a rebel attack, he was free to set the scientist onto his own agenda.
Glancing from the bacta tank and down to Menace, Dy’Baski offered a thin smile.

“Are there any reports of their midichlorian levels?” Menace asked.  This was the
most important question; without a high level of the Force-producing symbiotes that
existed within their cells the specimens were nothing more than mindless animals.

“Not yet I’m afraid. As promising as this group is however, do not get your hopes
up.  Few specimens will possess the level of midichlorians found in the Alpha
Specimen.”

“Really? I would expect you to possess a greater degree of optimism,” Menace
said, turning and strolling towards the rear of the lab-and several rows of brightly lit
computer terminals.



At each a focused, stone faced Imperial number cruncher sat, running stats and sifting
through files upon files of genetic data compiled by his agents throughout the Corporate
Sector.

“Optimism has little to do with reality I’m afraid Lord Menace,” Dy’Baski
continued.  He’d continued behind Menace until both now stood before a clear glass
stasis tube. Within, suspended in an anti-grav field, hovered a perfectly preserved Trianni
warrior.
Staring beyond the red glow of his reflection, he inspected every pore, every exposed cell
of the skin.

“As much as we have tried, and as many trial tests as we have run through the
computer, I’m afraid successfully cloning a Force Sensitive sentient is still a very
ambitious fantasy.  Perhaps we will have more luck if we find another subject from your
sweeps of the Corporate Sector, perhaps even try experimenting on some females.”  The
man clasped his hands behind his back and stood with a tiny smirk on his face. “The
more samples we have the more likely we will be to achieve a successful test.”

“Out of the question, the females are much too intelligent and difficult to
control…no, best they simply be put down and eliminated as a potential threat,” Menace
said. “These sweeps take time Doctor.  I need my army ready to move.  Pieces are
already falling into place throughout the galaxy.  It will be the leader who is prepared,
ready to strike and seize control amidst the prevailing chaos that surrounds us that will
rule the day,” Menace felt the future pulling at him, like a seductive mistress.

“Again, the computer models and analysis simply do not support…”

Pulling his gaze from the azure flesh hovering in the stasis tube, Menace locked his red
glowing orb on the man like a laser.  “I wish to see results Doctor, not excuses and
unambitious computer models. If Palpatine was able to clone one million beings over
three decades ago in such short time, I expect you to muster the ability to provide me
with a tenth of that, now, without fluttering an eyelid.”

Dy’Baski’s smirk turned into a thin smile. “Lord Menace. It’s not as if we have a Kimino
cloning facility here. Genetic manipulation and replication is far different from simply
pounding a species into submission by bombing their home planet. What you are asking
is not very realistic, especially considering you wish the subjects to be Force-Sensitive.”

“Reality. The reality is that the galaxy is ripe for the taking for those that are
prepared-that have an edge. The reality is that the destiny of the Empire lies with my
Force Sensitive Trianni Clones. My unstoppable army. My ‘edge.’”

The man’s snort brought him from his inner thoughts.  In the blink of an eye, he’d seized
Dy’Baski by the throat and lifted the man into the air. Struggling like a hooked Gorm-
worm, the scientist gasped for breath as the blood rapidly escaped his face.



“I’ll tolerate your pessimistic outlook scientist, but if your narrow vision jeopardizes this
project, I will feed you to my pets and let them dine on you from the inside out, do you
understand?” Menace hissed.

“Yuh…yes Master,” Dy’Baski choked out.  Menace released him, letting the man
crumple to the ground while the Imperial data techs pretended not to notice.

“I have not suffered the expense and sacrifice to create this army for nothing.
You have your assignment, and you have the resources of this facility and the facility on
Fal Dir.  When I return I expect you to have proceeded with the first phase of cloning.
And I expect results.”

“Of…of course Lord Menace,” the man spat, still clenching his throat.

“In time, our Alpha subject will yield the army I need, of that, I am certain,”
Menace smiled.

“And if it doesn’t?  Not to question you master, but if we simply can’t produce a
Force Sensitive army?” the scientist whispered the words, shrinking away.

“Then we proceed with ‘Plan B’,” Menace smiled.  “Force or not Doctor, these
Trianni do have their uses.”

*

“We’re being hailed by that CSA Cruiser,” Kalron said, leaning back in the
captain’s chair of the Corellian’s Gambit II and glancing in the rear of the cockpit
towards Baal. The first Corellians Gambit had been gambled away by Kalron in a game
of Smugglers Bones a month before-fortunately for its captain, and JIE, he was able to
win a better ship in a later game-and was smart enough to quit while he was ahead- and
still employed.
The “Gambit II”, was a sleek black Z’rlxa Technical Systems starship with more
firepower and more propulsion than the previous YT-2400. Kalron also boasted a few
after-market “extras’ the Gambit II’s previous owner had added, but Baal had yet to
witness anything out of the ordinary.
He’d chosen to ask Kalron and Vanas to accompany him because they were simply the
best pilots JIE had, in conventional skills such as piloting and other more “subtle”
abilities. He was about to see if his decision paid off.



“Just get us past, I don’t care how,” Baal said.  He could sense something was
wrong on the lush green planet that sat nestled behind the long drab gray of a Corporate
Sector Authority star cruiser. Generally they only parked ships this large in a planet’s
orbit as a show of force-or if they were deploying ESPOS-the thug soldiers that had
hunted down and imprisoned his people.  He’d sensed it for weeks ever since they left
Garnib, and his concern grew each day. Now he knew why.

“Oh sure, maybe I can just distract them with hand puppets,” Kalron muttered
under his breath.  Triggering his headset he replied, “Yes, hello, this is Captain Narute of
the Corellian’s Gambit, just heading down to unload a shipment of crystals and seafood,”
he said, planting a wide fake smile on his face.

“I didn’t ask why you are here Captain. We’ve already pulled your information
from your transponder. Fibuli is off limits to incoming and outgoing traffic at the
moment, I’m afraid we can’t let you pass,” an emotionless female voice replied.

Beside Kalron, Vanas shook his head and got up. “Vanas will be in the turret,” he said
and disappeared through the cockpit doorway.  Baal took the co-pilot’s seat as Kalron
began flipping switches, his eyes locked on the cruiser.

“No incoming?  Look honey, I’ve got a hold full of Garnib Crystals and about
four tons of Northshore Eelsnakes that won’t keep another day. Now, neither of those are
a substitute for a paycheck or fuel and I can’t dump them in my hyperdrive and fly on
back home….plus Eelsnakes smell like dung when they burn, so, please, can we get some
sort of clearance to at least set down and juice my ship up?”

There was silence on the comm. line and Kalron threw a wink and wide grin at Baal.

“No, you…”

“Oh come on honey,” Kalron said, voice coming out like soft velvet. “Look, you
help me and I’ll take you out when your shift is over.  Some dinner, a nice big bottle of
wine, heck maybe even one of these Garnib crystals might accidentally fall out of a crate
and right on to your finger…”

“You are ordered to stand down and prepare to be boarded Captain,” the female
voice replied, this time with a bitter, almost hostile, edge.

“Of course, I’m used to CSA hospitality,” Kalron replied through clenched teeth.
He triggered his headset off and turned to Baal. “Hang on.”

Gripping the arms of the co-pilot’s chair, Baal nearly lost his lunch when Kalron took the
ship into an extreme nosedive, spiraling and changing course so that they were soaring
upside down over top of the cruiser.
A bulky customs shuttle was already on their tail, and the Gambit II bucked as the CSA
pilot launched a small missle that exploded off their starboard side.



“Damn!  These guys aren’t messing around.  They must be down to some dirty
deeds on your home turf pal,” Kalron said, his hands and mouth moving rapidly as he
redirected shields and increased power to the main thrusters.  The roar of the Gambit II’s
turret filled the hallways as Vanas struck back at their pursuer.

“You get him?” Kalron shouted, eyes locked on the approaching planet.

“Negative. Vanas missed,” was the reply from down the corrider.

“Perhaps I could help,” Baal said, closing his eyes and reaching out with the
Force.  A tiny mental probe revealed the CSA pilot’s thoughts to him, and he tapped into
the recesses of the man’s mind, and as he sensed the man pulling the trigger for another
salvo of missles, he gently inserted the illusion of the Gambit II erupting into a ball of fire
and debris, when in truth Kalron easily dodged the two missles and the Gambit II broke
atmosphere, disappearing into the white clouds.

“I’ve got them, target eliminated,” Baal mouthed the words as the CSA pilot
reported back across the comm. to the cruiser.  It would take several minutes for them to
convince him he was wrong-all the time they needed.

“Hey, they’re breaking off, they’ve turned around,” Kalron said, eyes flickering
between the ship’s sensors and the massive ocean of blue water that materialized as they
erupted from the clouds.

Settling back in his chair, Baal smiled. “Yes, they won’t trouble us now.”

“So, where to Baal?  Fibuli is a big planet, lots of room for your friends to be
hiding,” Kalron said, leaning back and popping a stick of stim chew into his mouth.
But Baal had already felt the ripples of pain and distress through the Force and pointed a
single blue furry finger towards a distant white in the northern regions of the planet.
Night was rapidly approaching, with darkness crawling across the surface like a ravenous
beast, devouring the lush green and brilliant snow capped mountains.

“There, the foothills of those mountains,” he said, hoping he wasn’t too late.

They just spotted the first plume of smoke rising out of the tree covered foothills
of the Grand Feron Mountin range as dusk colored the sky a deep orange.  This far north,
the mountains and surrounding area lay covered in snow this time of year, and was
ordinarily a beautiful sight.



As Kalron cautiously kept low to the ground and at a considerable distance, the Gambit II
barely kissed the tops of tall lush trees as Baal felt waves of fear and distress pound him.
Hanging from the open loading ramp of the ship, freezing winds hammered his body,
while snow and ice crystals ripped through his fur like throwing razors.  In the distance,
he spotted several more columns of smoke and the orange glow of fire.
More fire, more death. Just like the last time he was here.

“Tell Kalron to set down nearby, and keep his eyes open,” he roared to Vanas,
who was strapped onto the ramp and hoisting a massive rail gun.

“What will you do?” Vanas replied, his voice ripping through the blast of frigid
air and wind.

“Fly,” Baal said, and with that he let go of the ramp supports, free falling from the
Gambit II and calling upon the force to control his descent.  Robes fluttering madly in the
wind, Baal crashed into the upper branches of a massive tree, falling through several
layers until he was able to find purchase.  Needles ripped his robe in dozen places,
puncturing his skin and causing blood to ooze from more spots than he could count.
Slowly he lowered himself, twisting and contorting around the branch until he made it to
the trunk, where his shimmied down the rest of the way.
His approach along a narrow mountain path was swift and direct, his boots slipping on
the snow covered rock occasionally but what his natural prowess couldn’t compensate for
the Force would.  Keeping to the long shadows cast by the scattered crags that preceded
the approaching night, the fresh crisp mountain air turned ugly without warning, filling
his nostrils with the stench of burnt flesh and fur. The rank odor lodged in his throat and
almost made him sick as he cleared the last bend in the trail and came upon a scene that
caused him to freeze. A small encampment of lean-tos and tents had been burned to the
ground. Still smoldering amidst the massive trees, at least a dozen charred Trianni
corpses littered the ground where they had been piled and set aflame, their hands still
bound behind their back with the blackened durasteel of stun binders.  Large bodies
mixed with small- females and children.
Releasing an unholy roar, Baal ignited his lightsabers and broke into a mad run, allowing
the Force to direct him towards those responsible.

He encountered the first wave of resistance when he topped a hill and followed the path
down into a small clearing.  More bodies and tents lay smoldering, but the beings
responsible for this genocide were still present.

Espos.

They were situated behind a small 8-man personnel carrier painted to match the snowy
surroundings, and Baal could guess they knew he was coming- his roar would have
carried for miles. They wasted no time in firing a volley of blaster bolts that he knocked
away with ease, sending them into the sky as he vaulted over the vehicle, so that his
blades sliced easily through their soft bodies and armor, carving deep into their vehicle



before exiting. Superheated blood, slag and screams all rose into the sky as bodies
toppled over in pieces.
One remained alive, his blade having missed the Espo’s head and merely severing the
man’s armor, slicing open his chestpiece. Lying against the vehicle, large puffs of steam
escaped from man’s helmet’s respirator, marrying with the vapor pouring from the
gaping red crevice in his chest.  He lay in the snow, trying to muster the air to scream as
Baal stood upright and walked over to him.

“Who sent you to do this?  Where are the rest?” Baal demanded, shutting down
both blades, and crouching, brought one to rest against the wounded soldiers throat.

Shuddering, orange dusk reflected in the Espo’s visor as he managed to choke out his
response. “Don’t know…ordered to come down and wipe out this village, kill every
Trianni female and child, capture the males and any non-Trianni we found.  Spread out.
More up …in the higher crags of…the mountain.” the man forced out, pulling his helmet
off with a trembling hand. Baal could see it was a young boy, barely into his twenties.
He stared up at Baal with bright blue eyes and a face drained of all color. “My first…real
assignment…but…but  I don’t think I’m going to make it.”

“No, you aren’t,” Baal said, and ignited his lightsaber.

*

“How much longer?” the masked man asked.  The mask was an odd affair Koort
thought.  Navy, with red streaks, it showed no rank or allegiance to any particular faction
as many did, nor did it provide any particular purpose but to hide one’s identity.  And odd
affair, but not his affair.

“Pars should be showing up any moment,” Koort glanced down at his chrono and
returned his gaze to the front of the noodle bar. They were actually on ground level,
which was saying a lot in the city of Outer Veil. It spoke of how long the run-down,
graffiti covered noodle bar had been there, sitting on the outskirts of town, surrounded
now by buildings built atop other buildings that stretched high into the evening sky.  If
his new employer, a Hutt named Akelish was right, a wiry Issorian carrying a briefcase
would be showing up any moment.  Akelish wanted what was in the breifcase and
informed Koort she could care less what happened to Pars.
The Valex 3 evening was in full swing and speeders and swoops cruised around in lazy
circles, avoiding the pedestrian foot traffic. Parked across the street in a convertible
speeder with his new masked partner Lotek Skidna in the passenger seat and a young
yellow skinned female named Jalena in the back tapping away on a datapad, Koort



casually brushed his hip holsters just to make sure his twin Renegade heavy blasters were
still where he left them.

“Nervous? Don’t be.  Akelish sent me along to babysit.  I won’t let anything
happen to you,” Skidna said, sarcasm bypassing the mask and landing squarely in the
middle of the speeder.

 Koort chuckled.  “Not nervous-cautious.  And I don’t need a babysitter, I’ve been
in the business for years.”

“Really?  How’s that working out for you?” Skidna replied, leaning back and
gazing up at the surrounding buildings and their carnival of multi-colored holo-ads.

Returning his gaze to the street, Koort ignored Skidna and continued searching for
Pars.

“Because, you know,” the man continued next to him, “while you may have been
in the business for ‘years’ it doesn’t seem like it’s panned out for you.  Now, you are
parked in a speeder looking to shake down some street slime for a chump change.  Not
really a step up, ya know?”

Turning, Koort could tell the man was smiling beneath his mask, thought there was no
mirth in his cold red eyes.  “I just happened to be on planet and Akelish needed
Delidjeras Fann taken out,” Koort replied, referring to the first job he did for Akelish and
trying to keep his voice low – his helmet’s respirator tended to increase the volume of his
voice.  “Now he’s cooling his heels in a grave and I’m stuck here discussing my career
opportunities with you. Not that it’s any of your business.”

“Hey, Koort, I think that might be Pars,” he heard Jalena say behind him.  He’d
met the young woman just a few months prior while tracking down the bounty on Skidna.
She was an undercover sector ranger trying to make her mark by infiltrating Akelish’s
organization and they had decided to team up- he got a shot at taking down Skidna, she
got someone to watch her back if things went to hell.  It seemed like a sensible deal for
them both at the time. Well, when the Imperial bounty on Skidna reached fifty-thousand
credits, well that made the deal seem sensible-sensibility seemed to be a sliding scale tied
to bounty amounts Koort learned.
Spinning in his seat he spotted a thin pale humanoid strolling down the street with a
briefcase.  Pars’ skin was wrinkled, and he was sporting a long blue ponytail that swayed
back and forth across his shoulders.
He was followed by two large hook nosed aliens, booth keeping just enough distance that
they didn’t crowd him, but close enough they could offer support if Pars needed it.

“Looks like he’s got friends.  I thought he was supposed to be alone,” Koort said,
turning to Skidna.

“Don’t look at me Kork, I’m not his secretary,” the man said shrugging.



“The name is Koort, Koort Ter’chon, and…” Koort began but Jalena slapped him
on the shoulder.

“Koort! He’s going into the noodle bar!  What do we do?” her wide green eyes
darted from him to the noodle bar and back.

“Let’s go talk to him and get that briefcase,” Koort said stepping out of the
speeder.  Jalena followed, leaving her datapad in the speeder and sliding a vibroknife
beneath the folds of her dull silver tunic. Without a word, Skidna had split off and was
going around the opposite side of the building.

Entering the alley alongside the squat restaurant, steam discharged from half a dozen
exhange units, filling the narrow dimly lit corridor with a fine purpleish haze.  Water
dripped from high above, as the landing lights from starships cast an occasional shaft of
light that caused shadows to dance across the moist walls.

“They went through this door,” Jalena said, pointing to the rear of the building.
Koort advanced and was about to try the handle when Jalena put her hand on is arm.

“Koort, I know how Akelish does things, but, lets just try to get the briefcase and
go, without leaving any dead bodies, okay?”

“I don’t kill unless I have to, that’s just the way I do things,” Koort reassured the
young girl.  She must not have a stomach for killing- he understood, but thought the
sector ranger was foolish to enter into her chosen field-or the employ of Akelish the Hutt-
with such a disposition.
The door swung open easily, the wet musty air of the alley being replaced with the rich
aroma of stewed seafood.  Steam filled the hallways but it made little difference to Koort,
his helmet filtered out everything, casting the world in a diffused color that lightened
shadows and allowed him to pick up every flickering light in the ceiling lamps and every
stray noodle on the hallway floor in crystal-clear resolution.
After making a few turns they found themselves passing a small kitchen where several
droids methodically mixed and stirred large pots.  To their left a door marked “private”
was open a crack and Koort picked up the sounds of an argument.

“Alright, stay close, follow my lead and whatever you do, make sure they don’t
make off with that briefcase- this job is our ticket into Akelish’s good graces,” Koort
whispered, drawing his Renegade from his right holster.
Stepping up to the door and pushing it open, he leveled the weapon into the room.
Arranged around a small table sat Pars, the two large thugs and a small frail Ropagu
dressed in a white apron and a hairnet.  All stopped and looked up from the closed
briefcase that sat in the center of the table.

“Greetings.  Akelish sends her regards,” Koort said, leveling the Renegade at
Pars. The only response was a minor twitch of his wide upper lip.



“Jalena, why don’t you relieve these gentlemen of their briefcase,” Koort continued,
stepping into the room and allowing her to pass.  He kept his weapon trained on Pars as
Jalena slipped by and headed for the table.

The older Ropagu looked from Pars and to Koort. “What is the meaning of this?  You
can’t come in here waving blasters around!” he exclaimed, standing.

“Sit down!” Koort ordered, pointing at the Ropagu.

“No!  This is MY restaurant!  You don’t own me!” the older man screamed, his
pink eyes burning holes through Koort.

“I said, sit down,” Koort’s left hand was already going for his other Renegade at
the same time Jalena closed her hands on the briefcase.  The older Ropagu, moving
quicker than Koort expected, reached down and pinned the case to the table.  Drawing the
Renegade but unable to bring it to bear on the Ropagu without endangering Jalena, Koort
kept the Renegade in a neutral position pointed off to his left.  “YOU STEP AWAY
FROM THE CASE!” Koort ordered, his harsh metallic voice filling the room.

“Let go!” Jalena screamed, trying to jerk the case away, but Pars was moving
now, his hands also closing on the case as well.

“I can’t trust you to do anything,” Koort heard someone say from behind in the
doorway.

Skidna.

The first blaster bolts screamed past Koort, slamming home into the foreheads of the two
goons, who sat dumbfounded, not realizing they were dead.  The third and fourth caught
Pars, picking him up and depositing him lifeless on the floor amidst several sacks of rice
in the rear of the room.
Bracketed by all shots, Jalena released the briefcase and spun around, and to Koort’s
horror, caught a blaster bolt in her right shoulder that tossed her up and over the table.

“SKIDNA!” Koort screamed, turning and unloading both Renegades into the
doorframe. Crimson bolts disintegrated permacrete, filling the air with debris and fine
clouds of dust.
Moving before he could even tell if he hit, Koort dove towards the table, hitting the top
and rolling to the ground where he used his blaster butts to tip it over, providing
temporary cover.  The Ropagu had dropped to the floor already and was huddled beneath
a chair praying while Jalena began to convulse, steam and smoke still rising from her
scorched schoulder .

“Just hang on, I’ll get you out of here,” Koort said, looking down into the
woman’s wide green eyes. She tried to speak, but her words were drowned out by several



blaster bolts slamming into the table, spraying flaming bits of pressboard throughout the
room.
Without hesitation, Koort brought both weapons up over what was left of the table’s edge
and fired off a salvo of a dozen rounds.  Holstering the left blaster, he scooped up Jalena
and spun, letting loose with a barrage of cover fire that allowed him to retreat to the rear
of the room, and, throwing his weight against a narrow door, propelled them into a rear
supply closet.
A quick glance revealed a sewer grate rusted closed just three meters away in the rear of
the room.  As lances of red energy screamed through the door and incinerated boxes of
foodstuff and crates of noodles, Koort blasted away several pieces of masonry around the
grate that allowed him to reach down and, with a mighty pull, free the grate.
With no time to spare, he holstered his weapon and grabbed Jalena, lowering themselves
down an access ladder that led into pure darkness.  His helmet revealed no immediate
threat from below, and he dropped thelast four meters into waist-high water.
Stumbling as they splashed into a layer of soft wet sludge, he was just able to regain his
footing and keep a hold of the young woman.  Fishing his hand into one of the utility
pouches on his belt, his hand closed underwater on a solid smooth orb.
Pulling free the frag grenade, he jammed his thumb against the timer and sent the
explosive hurtling up through the open sewer grate.
Moving as quickly as he could, they only managed to cover a few steps when the
explosion hit him in the back like a shockboxer, knocking both the breath and
consciousness from his body.

“Hello? Can I get you anything?”

Koort slowly opened his eyes and blinked away sleep as the serving droid rolled
languidly back and forth on a single wheel in his helmets viewfinder. Behind her the Hot
Plate Café located near the center of District Fourteen was quiet, the dinner crowd having
already cleared out and leaving a few stragglers too drunk to go home.

“Yes, do you have anything that can prevent me from sleeping?” he said, rubbing
the back of his neck. The remnants of the dream still left a residual impression of heat
and pain that was quickly fading. In reality the explosion hadn’t knocked him totally
unconscious and he was able to get Jalena to a street doctor. While his scars were limited
to his back and shoulders, hers ran more deep-she was reassigned to another department
and working as a desk jockey. Their employ with Akelish and pursuit of Skidna had
ended in failure- something Koort wasn’t used to.

“Yeah, we’ve got some of that. You want a cup or a whole pot?” the droid asked,
its domed head shaped to resemble a cone with ribbons on either side.
The rest of the diners paid them both little attention- he liked it that way.

“A pot would be fine, and keep it coming,” he glanced at his chrono.  “I’ve got an
appointment at an antiquities dealer in just over an hour.”



*

The planet of Vol Kol was nestled just beyond the Corporate Sector in a system of
the same name. The system itself was home to one massive yellow sun, numerous space
stations, an impressive asteroid belt, dozens of small moons and six planets: Vol Kol, Vol
Sune, Fal Dir, Crysaris, Dagado Prime, and a remote orb known as “Gideon’s Gold”.
Of the six, Fal Dir was the most inhospitable and dangerous of any planets in the system,
and possibly, in the entire region of space. Volcanos dotted the southern hemisphere,
while frigid polar icecaps and treacherous glaciers dominated the North. Between both
lay mountainous barren wastelands of white sand and a massive continent covered by a
rain forest that offered a survival percentage near zero.
That his master would choose to locate his headquarters atop the most treacherous jungle
covered mountain of this planet offered no surprise to Darth Necros. Peering through the
rivulets of a torrential thunderstorm that doused the viewport of the gunship he expected
the deadly predators below offered much more compassion than the one resting atop the
approaching mountain.
It had been just weeks since he’d released his prisoner to his master, but at the time Darth
Menace was unable to speak to him in depth. All the same, Necros had been sent back
out on assignment, tracking a lead that would hopefully lead him to Raptor Squad.
So far he’d had little luck. Either through blind chance or careful planning, the Special
Operations team had covered their tracks well - leaving no trace of their whereabouts or
base of operations. Since their defeat of Menace’s- then Tremayne’s-last pair of
apprentices, Nomi Darkmoon and a Srros’Tok named Ahanjai, his master had been
obsessed with tracking down and capturing Raptor Squad - most specifically the two Jedi
they counted among their ranks. Necros hated to disappoint his master and had made
taking down Raptor Squad his top priority, assuring Menace that where his last disciples
had failed, he would surely succeed. Plus, there was the personal matter: the need he had
of watching the Jedi suffer and die.
Stabbing towards the heavens, the mountain known as Akanthrus lay shrouded in a thick
fog that obscured everything but its apex.  Receiving landing instructions from a hidden
beacon, the pilot fought against powerful windgusts and near zero visibility to bring the
gunship in towards a wall of solid black rock.
Instead of exploding into the mountainside however, the matte gray ship sailed
harmlessly through the rocks, the holographic façade flickering slightly with interference
as they entered the massive hanger. Coverall-clad technicians waved the pilot down onto
a vacant, rain-slicked landing pad while several droids stood on standby, waiting to refuel
and restock the small ship.
He found his master in the lower levels, as he usually did, in the winding underground
caverns that acted as both a laboratory and a medical facility.  Most of the lower
catacombs were off limits to the small army of Imperials that occupied Akanthrus, which
proved beneficial for all involved - Menace kept his pet projects safe and the Imperials



didn’t have to worry about stumbling upon something that would bring their life to a
harsh, violent end.
Strolling into the massive chamber that housed row after row of bacta tanks, Darth
Necros quietly approached his master, dropping to one knee behind the man. Towering at
almost two meters, Darth Menace stood like a statue, unmoving, clothed in regal flowing
crimson robes, his face shrouded in the shadow of a hood; only the soft whir of his
cybernetic eye filled the room as he took in his latest acquisition.

“Rise,” Menace instructed, and Darth Necros felt his scarred, rough flesh tingle
slightly at his master’s order.  He did as instructed, stepping to Menace’s right and
observing the floating body that bobbed rhythmically in the bacta tank before them.

“She appears to be making a full recovery,” Necros said, nodding at the young
girl he “rescued” from the desert plains of Tiersfalge just weeks before.  She was cleaned
up now, her orange body haloed by a fan of green hair and covered by several strips of
sim-plas that offered marginal modesty while still allowing the bacta to do its work.
Clean of the sand and grime, he noticed a web of green veins that covered her torso, just
below the surface of her skin.

“She is,” Menace glanced sideways at him, his red glowing eye peering from the
silver curved faceplate that dominated the right half of his face. “Does that concern you?”

Necros chuckled.  “Of course not.”

“And why not?”

“She’s young, inexperienced, and, even worse, predictable,” Necros shrugged.
“Don’t misunderstand me Master, she has some potential, to be sure. But I equate her
with a barely domesticated animal.”

Menace smiled.  “You Echani are all the same.  So critical of every other warrior
that you feel there could possibly be no match for your abilites.”

“It’s not as if there isn’t a precedent. The Emperor seemed to find ample use of
my people.”

“Indeed. They served him well - right up until the end,” Menace smiled. “You
don’t give her much credit, and there is no reason why you should.  You’ve not been
inside her mind, you can’t comprehend the rage and hate that burns inside of her.”

Necros turned to his master, his silver eyes narrowing.  “You want to talk of rage and
hate?  What do you think drives me? Hate, rage and revenge are all I have left in this
galaxy-everything else...”



“Yes, I understand. After what the Jedi did to your wife…and son,” Menace put a
cold leather glove on his shoulder.  “Have you tracked down any new information on
their whereabouts?”

“No, they seem to slip into the shadows whenever I get close, Martin and the
Trianni, they always seem just out of my reach.”

Turning so that they faced the massive blast doors that led into the belly of the mountain,
Menace gently guided Necros along.  “Of course- they are cunning adversaries, sharp,
focused, ruthless.  It is, after all, why the Emperor ordered their elimination you know,
however” he stopped and turned, “I have new information that points to a bounty hunter
known as Terminus. My sources tell me he is either working with Raptor Squad or tied to
them in some way. Track him, shadow his movements and you will come across the rest
of that group - including the Jedi.”

“Terminus the Hunter?  I always heard he was simply a myth.”

Menace smiled.  “Many beings in this galaxy feel the same way about the Jedi.  Yet
you’ve had the blood of your child on your hands that has shown you otherwise.  Have
you not?”

Inside, Necros felt his blood boil and his hands ball into fists. “Yes Master. Those swine
will die by my hand. That they waited for me to be away from my family, that they chose
to strike when I couldn’t even defend them…” Necros felt his chest begin to ache, his
hands tremble. “Cowards, all of them…”

Sliding a fatherly arm around his shoulders Menace gently guided him down the corridor.
“Yes, it’s true. The Jedi are devious and cowardly, and that is why Raptor Squad must be
destroyed and the Jedi brought to justice. They eliminated your family simply for being
related to you.  Simply because they feared your unique gift, and your mastery in the
Force.”
They strolled down a corridor, coming to a small balcony that opened out onto the
mountain.  An overhang prevented the showers from drenching them, and allowed an
unobstructed view of the lush jungle canopy that spread out below.

“If it wasn’t for you Master, I don’t know what I would have done.”

“You are Echani, you would have survived Darth Necros, if nothing else.  All I
have done is point you in the right direction.  In a way, that is what I am doing with our
young friend. She is powerful, but needs to be honed, tempered, like an arrow tip. In
time, she will serve us well, and annihilate whatever we aim her at.”

Turning from the fine mist that covered the blaconys intricate stonework, Necros
crossed his arms.  “Master, how did you find her?  I mean, she was on a distant planet,
had no way or means of communication, how…”



“I heard her screams,” Menace said, bundling his robes about him.  “As I heard
yours when you discovered the bodies of your wife and child butchered by those
motherless Jedi,” he shrugged, fine droplets of moisture sparkling as they ran along the
metal faceplate.  “Your pain drew me, as did hers. Tortured, punished, and the recipient
of unimaginable horrors at the hands of a merciless crime lord, I felt her pain and sent
you after her” he placed a hand on Necros’ shoulder.  “You saved her my young friend,
and, in a way, we are now your family. You gave her life, and while she cannot relate her
gratitude, I can feel it nonetheless.”

“And what makes you think she can be tamed?  What can you offer her that will
ensure that we won’t have to kill her or that she won’t turn on us like some animal?”

A smile creased Menace’s lips.  “I’ve offered her the same thing I’ve offered you.
Revenge.”

*

Watching Necros’ small ship disappear back into the mist, dissolving as the rain
and fog threw up a moving, drifting barrier behind it, Menace smiled.  “Yes, Family,
Darth Necros, that is exactly what we are.”
Heading back towards the stasis chambers, he marveled at how one could be so easily
deceived. That Necros was so willing to believe that the Jedi had struck down his wife
and child, when in fact they perished by Menace’s own blade, still amazed him. But
Necros had no reason to suspect him; even on the backwater planet Necros, then a simple
mercenary named Timrak Logsda, called home, they had heard of the evils of the Jedi.
Menace had used it to his advantage, and with the right timing, some simple deception by
way of the Force and a handful of witnesses who “saw” a Trianni and a human slaughter
Logsda’s family in cold blood, he’d planted all of the evidence necessary to turn the
young man to the darkside.
It was a chance, to be sure, but when he sensed the young man’s potential during a visit
to a disobedient monarch in the Mid Rim, and saw into Logsda’s soul, he knew this
simple mercenary lacked the fire, the desire, needed for a valuable and successful
apprentice. So he followed him, and found the one thing he could strip the man of that
would turn him into a murderous darksider: a curvaceous lavender-haired wife and
innocent newborn.
Posing as a transient, Menace waited until Logsda was away on business, then he
infiltrated his home, his wife and waited.  When the time was right, he struck them down,
butchering everything Logsda loved or cared about. The neighbors, simple minded fools
that they were, came running when they heard the screams, just in time to see exactly
what he wanted them to see:  Klux Martin and Balthazar Cocaroth striking down the
Logsda family and making a hasty retreat.
Timrak Logsda returned just a day later to find his life a smoldering mound of ash. Rage
burned inside and Menace could feel it from miles away.  He took his time returning to



Logsda’s - after all, a man had to have time to greive, and let the rage build, did he not?
When he entered the ruined hovel he found the shell of the man who used to be Timrak
Logsda deflated, sitting among the scattered remains of his life.  Menace offered his
condolences, and explained he was part of a special task force that hunted those rogue
murderous Jedi, and would Logsda be interested in joining?  Of course he would.

Anything for revenge.

That night, Timrak Logsda became as much of a ghost as his wife and child and Darth
Necros was born.  His training in the Echani fighting arts, his uncanny talents in mimicry
and the ability through the Force to literally drain a being’s lifeforce by simple touch
made him unique, but his hatred and rage made him dangerous.  He took the young man
under his wing and set him up in a secluded monastery in the Outer Rim to train, just in
case Nomi and Ahnjai failed - which they did.
Nodding, Menace stopped and removed his glove, dropping his hood back and running a
hand through his thick black hair.  He had several such locations throughout the Outer
Rim, harvesting apprentices like crops. He spared no expense, or rather, the Empire
spared no expense; the locations were shielded so that they wouldn’t attract the wrong
kind of attention from Palpatine or Vader - not that he had to worry about that now. In the
end, he had plenty of pawns to do his bidding, with some believing they were a unique
“right hand” of Lord Menace – members of an elite force sent to advance his goals, while
others believed they were his one and only apprentice.

Fools.

Stepping back through the blast doors, he smiled, returning to the bobbing young female.
The warm orange glow from the bacta tank mixed with the others, casting continuous
moving shadows throughout the facility.

“A pawn, yes, but you will be a powerful pawn. If Necros fails me, I will set you
on Raptor Squad, my pet, my violent, murderous dog,” he smiled.  Allowing his mind to
open up, he basked in the blinding rage that burned inside of her young mind like a blast
furnace.

“You have nothing to fear now,” he whispered, projecting the thoughts into the
young woman’s muddled mind.  He was answered by flashes of her past: servitude to a
vicious crime lord, punishement, the removal of her tongue and eyes to create a
subservient piece of meat whose sole purpose was simply for pleasure. Using a trick he’d
used during thousands of interrogations, he calmed her mind, and took away her pain,
allowing a warm, soothing sensation to fill her body.

“Want out. Need to move,” He picked up her thoughts and ideas as if she were
trying to speak directly to him.

“In time. In time I will heal you and give you a future, you must first trust me,” he
telepathically projected to her.



“Yes, yes will trust,” he picked up.

“Master,” he projected.

She remained silent.

“Master,” he repeated. Still, her mind remained blank.

Slowly, he began to dampen the warmth and comfort he was projecting into her
body, allowing the brutal cold bacta and the disorientation of floating to embrace her.

“Ma…master,” she managed after a few moments.

“Good, the pet learns,” Menace smiled to himself.  With one fierce thought he
pinched shut an artery just enough to cease the blood flow into her brain. Within seconds
she drifted into unconsciousness as he turned away and released the artery to prevent any
real damage. He didn’t have time to play soothsayer to his pets, he had other matters to
attend to.
Several droids scurried out of his way as he strolled leisurely through the facility.  It had
taken years of secrecy under the nose of the Emporer to construct this hidden fortress, but
the time and money had been worth it.  Deep below, thousands of droids were working
around the clock, constructing growth chambers for his army.  The Emperor settled on
weak, humanoid clones of a second rate bounty hunter, while Menace had his eye locked
on something more violent and deadly. While the white plasteel of Stormtrooper legions
were intimidating to be sure, the mountains of corded muscle, fangs and razor sharp
claws he was producing would topple empires with but a glance.
Taking a lift up to the command center, he stepped out into the communications room
where dozens of  technicians hustled and moved, cracking codes and charting movements
of other warlords throughout the galaxy. Amidst the madness, a portly Imperial in a
standard issue uniform barked commands and gestured to a great wall of glass,
pockmarked with a rainbow of colored specs sprawled across a semi transparent map of
the galaxy.

“Greetings Lord Tremayne,” the man said, turning briefly and nodding. Captain
Sukop’Chere’ was a transplant from the old days of the Empire, but his reputation as an
analyst, tactician and genius was unmatched.  Menace knew talent when he saw it, so
when the opportunity presented itself, he acquired Chere’ and placed him on his staff.
They had history together, long before the destruction of both Death Stars, and as such he
was one of the few underlings he allowed to use his actual name.

“Captain, how does the galaxy look today?” Menace asked.

“Little is changed my Lord, we are running operations in the Singlus system and
of course the operation in the Farzhul system. Reports so far indicate no survivors or
remains have been salvaged from the incident there,” the man said, wiping a black leather



glove beneath his jowls.  Red patches covered the man’s sweaty face but his eyes were
cold gray steel and never wavered for a moment.

“I’m not surprised,” Menace stared off at the bank of massive monitors and
display screens hung from the cavern wall. Almost six months before, his dark Jedi,
Nomi Darkmoon and Ahanjai Rahmma fell in defeat to the hands of Raptor Squad on
Farzhul, a defeat that still lingered in his stomach like an untended cinder. While Ahnjai
had reportedly perished, Nomi had gone missing entirely. With the galactic upheaval, he
was only recently able to get a recovery team back to Farzhul.  “Have there been any new
developments in the Darkmoon situation?”

“Negative my Lord, we have operatives in several systems looking for her, but so
far no word has come back on her whereabouts.”

Nodding, he watched the bustle of activity, allowing the Force to wash over the entire
group of Imperials.  Some were nervous, some focused, some trying to act like they
weren’t paying attention - but all felt fear.  Except for Chere’.
He wasn’t surprised - the man served under Vader before he  plucked him for himself.
He was smart, competent and knew full well of his value.  Menace could respect that.

“Very well Captain, is there anything else we need to discuss?”

Leaning over and tapping a small blue orb, a planet materialized on the screen.
Its crystal blue oceans and lush green continents made a lazy revolution on the glass.
“Just one sir.  I thought you might like to know our forces have just arrived in the…”

“Corporate Sector. I would recognize Fibuli anywhere,” Menace smiled, watching
the Mew-Tao homeworld spin in place.

*

He ascended the foothills of the Grand Feron with precision and speed unmatched
by even the fiercest predator on Fibuli. Rage burned inside of him and with every sniff of
charred flesh and every tear that pooled from his eyes his madness grew. The mountains
had grown purple in the advancing dusk, and he had perhaps an hour before darkness
blanketed the area.  Enough time, he hoped, to eliminate the evil that had come to claim
his people.

Silently rounding a bend in the treacherous rock strewn path, he found himself
atop a wide shelf easily fifty meters long and only a dozen wide. Before him a battle
raged.



Taking cover behind a wall of fallen rock and rubble and backed up against a sheer drop
of over two hundred meters, a handful of Trianni warriors protected a sliver of a path
etched into the steep wall of stone that stretched up on his far left. Young males, with
little direction or experience, fired poorly constructed blasters at a string of at least a
dozen Espos who were advancing, riot shields held before them, deflecting the weak
yellow flashes of energy into the purple sky. The shields were for show, Baal doubted
that the blaster bolts could even make it through the sturdy Espo riot gear.
The Espos were a stone’s throw away from him, with two grenadiers on either end of the
line, each readying a pair of rocket launchers, and sighting in the mound of rubble that
provided the pitiful Trianni defense. The Trianni - Baal could sense no more than six -
wouldn’t stand a chance. If the initial blast didn’t kill them, the spray of razor sharp stone
or the plummet from the shelf would.
Igniting his sabers, he let go with a roar and somersaulted into the Espos.

He expected them to go down easily- thugs with weapons were all the Espos were, a
cheap solution to a perceived “growing problem”.  Many were former mercenaries,
Imperials, criminals and just overall slime - Baal had learned to despise every one of
them since he was a cub, as he witnessed the repeated conflicts between his people and
the blue-armored hatchet men. In some ways, he hated them even more than Imperial
Stormtroopers, but his dispatch of them often ended the same.
He landed in a crouch, slicing through the knees of the nearest soldier, leaving the man to
hit the ground screaming. Slicing upwards he eliminated the next, and spinning took out
the Espo directly behind him.  It didn’t even take any effort anymore, and this battle
seemed to be going like so many others had.

A near-fatal flaw in his thinking, he realized almost too late.

He didn’t see the Espo fire the grenade launcher, but he heard it, his keen hearing picking
up on the click and “whump” as the grenade exited the barrel. Normally, the Force would
have warned him, would have alerted him to the threat, but this time the only thing that
saved his life was luck and speed.
Enveloping himself in a protective barrier of energy, he brought up his Force shield just
in time to intercept the grenade. The explosion caught him in the back, knocking his
sabers from his hands, where they toppled, disappearing over the side of the cliff.  Fire
burned and singed his fur, and while the Force shield surely kept him alive, it couldn’t
stop the laws of physics, and he was thrown violently to the edge of the precipice where
he just managed to dig his massive black claws into the ground.
Holding on for his life, he glanced to his right and spied his sabers. Both were lying
precariously on a small outcrop of rock, just out of hand’s reach. Taking a deep breath, he
pulled on the Forcce, and vaulted from the ledge, calling both weapons into his hands and
landing hard back on the shelf, in a crouched defensive position.
He expected to be peppered with blaster bolts from the other Espos, but an eerie calm
filled the small plateau, and he found himself gazing at the mound of bodies that lay
moaning and dying on the hard cold rock. Snow had begun to fall, and as Baal stood
upright, every muscle in his back screamed in pain, feeling as if hot needles were being
pulled along under the skin; despite this, he smiled.



“Guess they never taught you not to use an RPG in close quarters,” he smirked,
stepping over the convulsing body of one of the Espos. The blast had been so close, and
the Force bubble had done such a good job of redirecting the blast, that it had wounded or
killed all of the Espos that Baal hadn’t.

Sliding his weapons back into his belt, he looked down at the pale dying face of
the Espo captain. The man tried to mouth words, but Baal simply stepped on his throat
with his massive boot and twisted, enjoying the satisfying crunch of bone. The man’s
body twitched, shuddered, then stopped, and inside, he felt something dark twist and stir
within his soul.

“Balthazar?” he heard a Trianni address from the area of the protective rubble.

“You may call me Baal,” he said, turning to the small group that unfolded from
the barrier and approached him.  The oldest couldn’t have been more than twenty
standard years, a young adult for a Trianni but still too young to know what he was
doing. The black furred warrior stood proud however, his body blending into the
approaching darkness, and his green eyes never wavered from Baal’s.
Clad in a set of light camo armor and holding tight to a scratched worn blaster rifle that
had seen better days, the young Trianni looked familiar.

“You are of Fegarn blood?” Baal asked, finally making a connection.  Shavaa
Fegarn had been a childhood friend of Baal’s and a protector initiate, but as Baal
searched the stern faces before him, the older, more experienced protector was nowhere
to be found.

“Yes. I am Arturo, Shavaa was my uncle.”

“Was?” Baal cocked an eyebrow.

Nodding, the young Trianni’s eyes grew dark, catching glints of moonlight. “Was.
My uncle was struck down in the first wave of attacks just weeks ago.  He fell protecting
a group that included Naspall and my sister Lana. She made it out, the rest did not”

Sorrow battled for dominance over rage but Baal suppressed them both, letting go
with a deep breath.

“I’m sorry Arturo…” He gently placed his hand on the young man’s shoulder, and
was surprised when it was shrugged off.
Staring at him with a snarl, Arturo narrowed his eyes as the ragtag group of Trianni
pooled behind him.

“What exactly have I done to be so coldly received?” Baal asked. He sensed other
Trianni somewhere up above but the waves of resentment bordering on hostility kept him
standing in place.



“You interfered. We didn’t need your help Offworlder,” Arturo said, slinging his
weapon.

“Really?  It certainly seemed that you did. A few more minutes and you would
have had to sprout wings to preserve your lives,” Baal said. “And I would like to know
what you mean by disrespecting a Mew-Tao Protector by calling him ‘Offworlder.’”

Never wavering, Arturo’s back went rigid and Baal was surprised that the youngster,
while not as stout or heavily muscled, was easily as tall as he was.  “That’s what you are.
If you were a real Protector you would have been here, protecting our people, instead of
running around the galaxy pursuing your own interests.”

“And what do you know of me?” Baal asked, “Or of my interests?”

Brushing past, so that he and Baal slapped shoulders, Arturo didn’t bother turning
when he spoke. “Enough. I was young and foolish at one time to actually admire you.”
Speechless, Baal watched the group advance into the path between the dead Espos and
the makeshift barricade, never looking back.  A moment later, Baal followed them, and
began the long march up the side of the mountain.

No fewer than two dozen Espo corpses were scattered along the dark path, with at
least half a dozen Trianni warriors lying dead among them. Two of Arturo’s group was
already in the process of collecting their fallen comrades, and Baal did likewise, pulling a
young female from the ground. Hoisting her limp body over his shoulder, he blocked out
the warm sensation that soaked through his fur, but was unable to stop the stench of
blood from hitting his nostrils.
Reaching down and cradling the body of another protector initiate, this one male, he
strolled up the remainder of the path, eventually topping a small shelf backed by a
yawning black cave. Laying both gently on the ground where Mew-Tao bodies were
being laid to rest, he glanced around a saw perhaps a dozen Trianni arranging bodies, and
in some cases, picking up wounded Trianni and disappearing into the cave.
A blonde human female, her hair pulled back beneath a blue headwrap and clad in a pair
of drab green coveralls,  moved from one body to the next, placing a medscanner against
the chest of each and inspecting the results by glowrod, but apparently having little luck
in finding any survivors. Her blood-stained face glanced up and a pair of weary blue eyes
sparked to life the instant they met his.

“Baal!” Lauren Salias screamed, dropping the scanner and racing over to him.
Salias had spent some time with the Raptor Squad before deciding to stay on Fibuli and
assist in the rebuilding of the Mew-Tao - a decision she’d made almost six months
before, the last time Baal had been home.



Embracing him, she barely reached his chest and he returned the hug.

“Doctor Salias,” he said.

Letting go, she pulled a stray strand of hair from her face and attempted a small smile.
For a human she was beautiful, her dazzling features shining through the blood and grit
that covered most of her face.  She looked behind him, as if searching for something - or
someone.

“Where’s Vi...uh, the rest of Raptor Squad?”

“They are on another assignment. I came alone,” he glanced at her and cocked an
eyebrow. He didn’t need the Force to read her mind - human females often wore their
emotions publically for everyone to see.

“Oh, of course.  I just thought,” she trailed off and redirected her attention back to
the bodies that littered the shelf.

“Of course. It is good to see you are well,” Baal said. He didn’t have time for
distracting romantic notions involving the other members of Raptor Squad.

“I’m fine. I just wish I could say that about,” she swept her hand across the
numerous bodies that lay unmoving, some already covered in their cloaks or makeshift
burial shrouds.

“I know. When did they hit? What happened here?”

For the first time he noticed streaks that cut through the grime of her face where
tears had coursed. “Weeks ago. Maybe a month…so easy to loose track of time when you
are on the run.  They found the Hidden City, drove us from there. Some made a final
stand, trying to hold them off while the rest of us escaped through the catacombs and
underground tunnels. It’s like they knew exactly where to look,” she shook her head, her
voice catching in her throat.
Looking out from the small shelf of stone, Baal could see her replaying the events in her
mind.  “We had no warning when they hit, and then they pursued us, through the Eastern
Pass, the Forest, after a while we thought we had lost them. We came here, and Yahwell
set up some camps at the base of the mountain, sentry posts - in case they found us
again,” she bundled her arms to her chest while Trianni moved around them, carting off
bodies and covering those that had passed on. “As you can see, they did.”

“How many more are alive? Is this it?” Baal asked, gesturing at the bodies on the
ground.

“No, no there are more up in the temple. The Protectors were able to hold off the
last group here. I don’t know how but, they found us, a smaller group this time, and did a



lot of damage before they were stopped,” no tears fell from her eyes now, but she calmed
her breathing, a small tendril of steam clearing her lips.
In addition to a powerful wind that whipped his robes about him, snow and a fine sleet
pelted his fur and face now, the clouds above parting periodically so that bright
moonlight cast everything below in a pale glow.  Salias shivered, glancing back towards
the mouth of the cave.

“Temple?” Baal looked around.  He had spent several summers in the Feron
Mountains but this place was new to him, and he certainly had never heard of any Trianni
temple here.

Seeing his confusion, Lauren nodded. “Yeah. Come with me Baal, I’m sure you want to
see the High Priestess, she can explain everything.”

Producing a glowrod from her coveralls, she led him through the cave entrance behind a
cloaked Trianni who was hefting a moaning survivor over his shoulder. The cave was no
more than five meters deep, ending in a worn set of stairs that wound up into the
mountain. They climbed upwards, following the hand carved stone steps for what seemed
like hours, and with each step he could sense High Priestess Grismarr’s presence grow
stronger.  Like Baal, she had a connection to the Force, though not as strong. Throughout
millennia, female Trianni were more prone to a bond with the Force than with males,
though only a handful possessed the gift now besides the High Priestess; Arturo’s sister
Lana, a female protector, and another younger female named Shera’Shaon and Shera’s
mate, a massive warrior named Grentall were the last along with Baal to posess the
“gift”.
The trend of female Trianni being prone to connections with the Force moreso than males
was also, in Baal’s estimation, how they maintained dominance in their culture
throughout time, placing themselves in the positions of power while the males were
relegated to foot soldiers and cannon fodder. Throughout Mew-Tao history, tales of
battles where hundreds, sometimes thousands of Trianni males died, while their female
counterparts directed them to their death from up on high were commonplace-a fact that
caused his stomach to twist into a knot.
At one time he wanted nothing more than to be a Protector, striving for that honor with
every decision and sacrifice he made. Then just a few short months back, when Grismarr
finally bestowed that upon him, he’d felt a sense of elation and accomplishment, but as
he looked into the dimly lit faces of the worn and battered group that surrounded him, he
felt a tinge of anger. That he would become Protector to the shadow of what the Mew-
Tao once was wasn’t what he had worked so hard for, and that Grismarr, through her
decisions and incompetence had led them to this end:  Hunted, whittled down to a
handful of survivors, with no hope for their future made him sick.
Anger clouded his mind and he had to surpress his rage. Boots slapping the wet stone,
water trickled from somewhere above as Salias led the way with a glowrod, it’s wand
casting just enough light for them to make it up the stairs without having to feel their way
along.



The future. Baal had watched and endured Grismarr’s reign as High Preistess long
enough and felt it was time a change was made. Once he collected the remaining Trianni
together he would propose a new order. An order of Protectors and the Force -Sensitives
that he would teach and train himself to defend the Mew-Tao with more than shabby
swords and second-hand armor. The days of worshiping at the feet of an incompetent
female and living in huts, huddled in fear were over; He’d had had enough, and if the
Mew-Tao were to truly survive and prosper, they would need to go in a new, different
direction. A direction of aggression, power and determination- a direction he was ready
to lead them in.
Finally exiting into the thin freezing air, they emerged through a door carved from stone
and stood atop the mountain, the brilliant white of the moon illuminating everything as if
it were midday. Snow blew in from the tops of surrounding mountains, falling lightly
onto a flagstone courtyard that lay before them.
With the exception of the small crest they emerged from, the top of the mountain had
been ground flat, providing a level perch that extended for at least a hundred meters in all
directions, ringed by a low, meter-tall wall carved from the very mountain itself.  In the
distance, near the far opposite edge, a large open-air temple constructed of great stone
blocks and  wooden supports stood silhouetted against the pale white orb that now hung
low in the sky.  Between the entrance and the large temple, several small shrines were
erected, creating a receving path that led up to the main temple. A lot of time and work
had gone into the construction of this retreat, and Baal was both surprised and angry that
this was the first time he’d ever laid eyes on it.
Trianni moved back and forth, and at a quick glance he counted perhaps four dozen that
moved without assistance.  The rest were either being attended to or being drug off and
stacked under a large tarp, its corners lifting in the howling wind just enough to offer
glimpses at the corpses piled beneath.

“You’ve missed the party little brother!” he heard someone exclaim. Emerging
from one of the smaller temples, a massive blue-furred Trianni, towering almost a meter
above Baal emerged. Clad in flowing white robes splattered with blood, his coloration
matched Baal’s, but instead of horizontal stripes crossing his body, a pattern of black
diamonds ran down his shoulders and forearms.
A thick black and silver belt topped a long matching warrior skirt with a Protector’s
ceremonial sword jammed in to the hilt, crossing his abdomen.

“Grentall!” Baal exclaimed, crossing the distance in three large steps.  Both
embraced and as they parted, Baal looked down to see Grentall pulling away, leaving
sticky red residue on Baal’s tattered robes and exposed chest.

“About time you got dirty. You were much to clean!” Grentall said, offering a
toothy grin and tossing aside long black shoulder-length dreadlocks. He’d been growing
them since they were cubs, spending almost as much time braiding and fussing with them
as he did training with his blade.

“I’ll add the cost of a new cloak to those ten credits you still owe me from when
we were cubs,” Baal smiled.



“Ridiculous!  I told you Sorma’s fur was red all over, you had to…”

A cough caught their attention and both turned to see a smaller, battle trimmed female
Trianni behind Grentall. Clad in a tight red and black latex bodysuit with a ribbed
abdomen, Baal recognized the female Protector Shera’Shaon the moment he saw her.
In the moonlight she appeared like a living shadow, her black fur catching a few bits of
light just at the edges, while large blue eyes peered at Baal with a mixture of
mischievousness and mirth.

“I didn’t mean to interrupt the homecoming, but it’s been a while since I’ve laid
eyes on Protector Balthazar as well,” she teased, tossing her head so that two long
flowing ponytails knotted atop her scalp flowed wildly about her shoulders. Her lips
parted into a smile, revealing perfectly pointed white teeth.

“It’s been a long time,” Baal said, embracing the younger female. Years ago,
when he and Grentall were younger, they both vied for Shera’s affections.  Loud,
boisterous, and more outgoing that Baal, Grentall had won out and had courted the honor
of being the beautiful young Trianni’s mate ever since.

“The High Priestess is waiting, Baal,” Lauren reminded from behind him.

“Come with me, I’ll take you to her,” Shera whispered into his ear as waves of
excitement, mixed with sorrow and - if Baal sensed correctly, desire, rolled off of the
young felinoid. Before Baal could decipher Shera’s emotions she was pulling away,
offering him a sly smile as she took his hand and lead him towards the temple as his heart
thudded in his chest.

“Best not keep her waiting,” Grentall smiled, slapping Baal on the shoulder and
falling in with the group.

“When did you arrive?  I thought I would have sensed you,” Grentall said as the
trio fell into step behind Lauren.  In addition to being a childhood comrade, Grentall had
also been trained long ago by Baal’s father-before the elder Cocaroth disappeared.

“I’ve learned a few tricks since we trained with father, it can come in handy to
mask your Force presence I’ve learned.”

“Indeed. Perhaps it is a fine trick you could show the rest of us,” Grentall said. “I
never realized how unique the Mew-Tao were given the number of Specials born into our
clan.”
“Specials” were what some Mew-Tao still called Force sensitives.  After the Jedi purge
brought forth by Palaptine, all trace of the Jedi and the Force was eradicated from the
galaxy. Records destroyed, Jedi hunted to near extinction, Baal heard all manner of
horror stories and understood the necessity of concealing one’s gifts.



“Yes, it is unusual, and to be honest I’m surprised the Mew-Tao hasn’t attracted
even more attention,” Baal agreed, following Lauren’s bobbing ponytail.

“We are instructed to keep our heads down and hide - a strategy that is wearing
thin, in our estimation,” Shera snarled from beside him. She still held his hand and as she
spoke he felt her grip tighten.

“Shera…” Grentall said beside her.

“It’s true!” she hissed at him, then, turning to Baal. “We aren’t warriors any
longer Balthazar, we’re caretakers of a dead religion!  Grismarr is stuck in the past, and
refuses to look to our future!” her words echoed Baal’s inner thoughts. Shaking her head,
brilliant blue eyes narrowed at the distant temple.  “We don’t fight, we run, and in
running we suffer unnecessary casualties that are wearing us down to nothing! The Mew-
Tao have lost their will to fight under Grismaar,” she dropped her voice so not even
Lauren could hear. “She is weak, Baal, and the handful of those left see her days coming
to an end, it is unfortunate she is determined to strip us of our fangs before she passes.”

Shera was next in line behind Grismarr to take over as the High Priestess of the
Mew-Tao, despite her young age. She’d spent slightly more time with Grismarr than
Lana, who, while older, had been off-world for several years.  Shera had invested the
time, worked the politics in her favor and now seemed to be ready to step into the role
before the opportunity properly presented itself.
Glancing at Grentall, Baal could tell his friend was uncomfortable with the direction the
conversation had taken and offered him a lopsided grin. “Perhaps we can discuss this in
further detail, later in a more…private setting,” he offered.

“Perhaps,” Shera replied quietly. “If it is not too late.”

Through the arched clay-tiled roof of the first temple entrance, Baal spied a railed
walkway that led to another, smaller temple farther along.  Lauren, grabbing a long thick
cloak someone had discarded bundled up and headed in this direction; Baal and Grentall
followed, sensing both Grismarr and the female Protector, Lana up ahead.
As they reached the smaller temple, they ascended a small flight of steps that led to the
open-air temple. Arturo was already there, whispering to his sister, Lana, a gray-furred
Trianni warrior, clad in a suit of red and white flex-armor that hugged every powerful
curve of her body. Two Trianni Half-Moon Axes hung from her belt, still glistening with
blood.
Between the two stood High Priestess Yahwell Grismarr, the current presiding matriarch
of the Mew-Tao clan.

“Baal, thank fortune you have arrived,” Yahwell nodded to him, her gold fur
moving slightly in the wind.  Her ornamental headdress and gown were gone, now
replaced with a cloak and armored bodysuit that had taken some recent damage.



She gripped a ceremonial staff made of wood, and Baal was surprised to see a faint green
light emanating from within the crystal orb affixed to the top. He’d heard of the artifact
before, the Stave of Tyrisius, an ancient Mew-Tao artifact that could only be wielded by
Force-sensitive Trianni females. Rumor was it had been stolen years ago, apparently that
was another lie the High Priestesses told to their unknowing followers.

“It appears I arrived just in time,” Baal said, masking his irritation and
suppressing that rage that had built up in the trek to reach the temple. “I felt tremors
through the Force, I sensed there was trouble and arrived as quickly as I could,” he
glanced around. “Though it appears simply a matter of luck that I am here. Finding the
Mew-Tao would have been near impossible had I no connection through the Force. What
is this place?”

Beside him, Lauren bowed and addressed Grismarr.  “High Priestess, there is
much more I could be doing, with your leave I would like to see if I can go and help my
students.”

“Of course Doctor, thank you for bringing Baal to me,” Yahwell said, offering a
small smile. After Lauren had left, she turned her attention back to Baal. “This temple is
a sacred Trianni shrine known as  ‘Shandor’s Summit’,  named after a great protector
who convinced all of the Trianni clans to unite under one banner, millennia ago and stand
up against the forces of oppression.”

Shaking his head, Baal glanced around.  “If it is so sacred and precious why was it kept a
secret from us?”

“Its location is only known to High Priestesses, it was the last defensible position
we had after we lost the Hidden City,” Yahwell replied, gesturing to the sparse
conditions. A dozen stone sarcophagi stood upright in a half circle beneath the temple,
worn down into barely identifiable humanoid shapes by the elements. “It sees little use
since many Trianni tribes have fled Fibuli or are simply too far away to find it of any
use.”

“Of course, it seems another secret that the elite are holding back from common
footsoldiers,” Baal said, crossing his arms. His back still burned from the explosion and
the trek up the mountain had tired him - the last thing he needed or wanted was more
secrets and deception.

Grismarr looked stunned, “There is no secret Balthazar, it has been used as a
weapons storehouse and for safekeeping this,” she held the stave aloft, the orange globe
in its center flaring briefly with a green flash.

“I had never heard of it. And I’m wondering what I’ve returned to. What other
secrets am I to find out now High Priestess? What other decisions have you made that
have led the Mew-Tao to flee their last real sanctuary?” Baal replied.



“Enough!” Arturo said, snarling towards Baal. “You do not question High
Priestess Grismarr!  She has sacrificed and suffered to keep the Mew-Tao alive while you
have wasted away your life playing hero a dozen systems away!” Turning to the High
Priestess, he began checking the charge on his blaster rifle. “High Priestess, we need to
leave the summit, the Espos know of the hidden entrance, pursued us, and fought us
before we were able to eliminate them. It’s very possible they got word out and have
more units on the way, the only reason we aren’t being overrun now is likely due to the
high winds and nearby mountains.”

“With all due respect, Protector Initiate Arturo should mind his tongue, and
receive the wisdom of his elders. There will be much fighting and dying before this day is
done,” Grentall said.  “We should regroup, and plan out our next strategy. The summit is
safe, for now.”

“Yes, patience, young Arturo, we are leaving once we collect the wounded and
the infirm, then we will fall back down through the cavern and back into the foothills,”
Yahwell replied, her tone even.

“It will not be safe.  The Espos may be nothing more than mercenaries, but they
are persistent. Running will only make their jobs easier as they shoot us in the back,”
Shera’Shaon added.

Shaking his head, Baal pulled his comm from his belt. “High Priestess, I think that
running back into the foothills is a foolish and rash decision. The CSA has pursued you
this far, and if they know you are cornered here, they will waste no time in trapping you
on top of this mountain,” he held his comm up.  “I’ve got a pilot and a ship no more than
a few clicks away right now with plenty of room to load up this group and haul tail off of
this plateau.”

Shera’Shaon snarled. “Run? We should fight! Make a stand, here and now, and
leave so many Espo bodies piled on the ground they can see it from orbit!  We will make
those dogs pay in blood.”

“Indeed! We would show them power Baal, you and I?  Together? There is
simply no one who could stand against us and survive,” Grentall smiled, patting his
sword.  Bloodlust danced in his eyes and Baal could sense the slightest echo of the
darkside surrounding his brethren. An echo he felt the twinge of in himself earlier.

“My brother, I am sure we would be formidable, but now may not be the time for
such a stand,” Baal replied, glancing back down the plateau at the dozens of prone bodies
littering the ground and back at Shera’Shaon, who wore a thin lipped snarl on her face.

“Baal, please, make the comm to your friends” Yahwell said, and as he turned to
take her in, could tell the decision was not an easy one for the Mew-Tao High priestess to
make.



“Kalron, I’m sending you my coordinates, it’s atop a mountain.  I need Vanas to
prepare for wounded,” Baal said into the comm.

He was answered by static, and amidst the raspy noise he was just able to hear the
words “suicide” and “minutes”.  Looking up, he offered a reassuring nod to the group.
“I’m sure they will be here shortly.  Narute is a skilled pilot -and dependable” he added,
“we will be off-world shortly.”

“Off-world?” Yahwell repeated, as if it were the first time she had ever spoken
the words.  “Fibuli is our home, we can’t simply leave her.”

Baal was about to argue the numerous points of why staying was insane and
suicidal, but Lana, who had remained quiet up to this point interjected. “High Priestess,
there is nowhere left for us to take refuge on Fibuli. Our numbers are small and we are in
a weakened state,” she gestured to the plateau full of dead or dying Trianni. “Another
assault by an Espo gunship or squad may eliminate the Mew -Tao entirely,” she placed a
hand on Yahwell’s shoulder. “We must do what is necessary to preserve our order, even
if it means leaving Fibuli to regroup elsewhere.”

“Cowardice,” Shera snarled at Lana. “If that is what you learned during your trips
through the galaxy, that running and hiding is the way to solve a conflict, then I would
say your time was wasted, Fegarn.”

“Watch yourself Shera, you do not yet hold the mantle of High Priestess, no
matter how much you may desire it,” Lana shot back.  Both females bared their fangs and
stepped forward, Lana looking down while Shera, never retreating gripped her weapon
and focused narrow blue eyes at her counterpart.

“Silence!” Yahwell shoved the staff between the two, causing them to take a step
back.  One one side Arturo pulled his sister away gently, while Grentall attempted to do
the same to Shera’ only to be met with a snarl, causing him to quickly retract his hand.
Nodding, Yahwell stared at her people and her eyes glazed over only for a moment. “Yes,
yes it is for the best. You are right Lana, the Mew-Tao will survive and regroup…off-
planet.”

“Yes, we can seek sanctuary elsewhere, I’ve got a perfect place for the Mew-Tao
to rebuild, regroup…” Baal began.

“A cut and run maneuver! Fibuli is our home, and we know the terrain and can
fight better here than anywhere!” Arturo spat, baring large white fangs and turning to the
group, pointing off to the south. “We could regroup on the Lowarton Penninsula and
stage a counter attack,” he turned back to Grentall and Shera. “Assuming we didn’t stay
atop this mountain to be slaughtered, or,” looking now at Baal, “Run like scared children.
You ran away before the job was done the first time the Espo’s tore the Mew-Tao apart, I
figured you wouldn’t have the stomach to stand and fight for our home this time either.”



“If you want to view stomachs I could show you yours right now,” Baal snapped,
pulling free his lightsaber.

A scream from the entrance to the summit stopped everyone cold.  At first Baal thought it
might just be the wind, but a break, followed by the roar of Trianni rage jolted him into
action. Sprinting full tilt from the temple and across the receiving area, Baal’s eyes
narrowed on the assault as the world around him blurred. The summit was under attack,
with soldiers pouring from the darkness of the crevice like insects. The still able Trianni
closest to the entrance were already engaged in combat, the hardened durasteel of their
blades glittering in the moonlight as they fought in the shadow of the outcrop. Out of his
periphery, he spied Grentall and Shera’Shaon leaping into the fray, their weapons already
unsheathed and seeking vengeance.
As Baal closed on a pair of armored shadows, blades raised and  hovering over the body
of a slain Trianni female, he froze as one turned towards him.
Curved blade clutched in it’s hand and eyes burning with a fierce unnatural red glow,
Baal’s stomach curled into a knot as a brutal realizationhit him like an orbital
bombardment:

These weren’t Espos, they were Ventral Warriors.

*

“This must be the place- ‘Professor Shay Shay’s Rare Antiquities and Unusual
Finds’,” Vic said, his voice emerging as a metallic rattle from the Terminus helmet.
Located in an older sector of Elrooden, populated with large empty patches of land and
intermittent warehouses that spotted the landscape, the building looked to be centuries
old - ornate columns stretched four stories into the sky and the narrow stone façade
looked as if it were about to topple over at any minute.
Large circular windows cast an inviting glow into the calm Elrood evening, while an
occasional wind picked up the scent of a seafood processing plant located across the
street.
On either side were abandoned buildings, their windows sealed over with an almost
impenetrable plastic film, bracketed with a holo that repeated “keep out” in flickering red
letters. Narrow alleys allowed access to the rear of the building, though unlike the
evening’s previous encounter, Vic didn’t see any unpleasant surprises awaiting them
here, just a dull gray swoop parked alongside the store and several years worth of trash
and random engine parts accumulated in mounds against the buildings.



“Doesn’t really look like the kind of place a crime lord would hit up for protection
though,” Klux said, cocking an eyebrow.  Night had fallen and both stood in front of the
building, staring through the windows at the various knick-knacks.

“It’s not about commerce, it’s about territory. See these other abandoned
buildings?  More than likely the local crime lord ran them out of business.  He clears the
place out, then turns around and sets up his own mega-entertainment complex- cantinas,
gambling parlors, strip clubs. Or, he leases the area out to some corp bent on urban
renewel,” Vic shrugged.  “That’s how these scumbags make their creds.”

He moved towards the door and tried the handle - it swung wide with a small
chime that accompanied their entrance.

“But why bother with that?  Why not just take it?  Kill the owners or strong arm
them into giving up?”

“To squeeze every last drop out of some poor chump’s life savings before they
give up, that’s why,” Vic said, “to show others that they can either give up and make
something in the bargain or hold out and wind up with nothing to show but empty
pockets and pride. And pride don’t pay the bills.” The store foyer was as cluttered with
items just as the windows were.  Arrayed on shelves, waist-high pedestals and tall glass
display cases were all manner of unique oddities and antiquities - some appeared to be
extremely valuable, while some looked like they were dispensed by a candy machine.
They were halfway to the abandoned counter near the rear of the store when a squat
Snivvian, clothed in a flowing blue robe emerged through a curtain from a back room.

“Ah! Coostomers! Welcome! What can Shay Shay produce for you my fine
friends?”  A wide smile stretched almost as wide as the being’s nose while small dark
eyes danced with swimming orange orbs of light.

“Shay Shay?  My name is Terminus the Hunter. I collect bounties and word has it
that you are visited by a particularly ugly and unpleasant Herglic named Uuric Tuumb,”
Vic said, keeping his new poncho loose over his weapons. No need to scare the Professor.

“Oh, yes, him, well, it’s simply an arrangement I have with another individual
you see,” Professor Shay Shay said.  His eyes begun to bounce from Vic to Klux and his
hands trembled slightly.  “So you are a tracer? Then you, uhm, are here to capture him?”

“Something like that. He has information that we need, and he probably won’t
want to give it up,” Klux said. “If you could give us an idea when he arrives we can
hopefully intercept him before he even steps foot into your interesting store here.”
Seeming to calm down, Shay Shay nodded. “Of course, as long as I’m not put in any
immediate danger. You see, my health is not what it once was, and I’m afraid I’m not
built for…uhm…‘physical’ altercations you see.”

“Professor, allowing you to be harmed is the last thing we would want,” Vic
reassured the small alien.



“Yes, yes of course.  So, information you say?  Well, uhm, if you would like to
step into the back, I was just about to tell the other gentleman the same thing, it will save
me having to repeat myself!”

Vic and Klux exchanged glances.

“Other gentleman?” Vic repeated, his hand falling behind the poncho to rest on
the hilt of his Sentinel Blaster pistol.

Already in mid turn, Shay Shay stopped, his head tilting to one side.  “Why, yes.  A
gentleman who also claimed to be a tracer…er…uhm…a bounty hunter.  Claims he is
after the same individual you are, Tuumb. You know, if you two were to work together
you might make a good team!” the professor offered, his smile returning. “It will be my
pleasure to introduce you to him!”

Waving Shay Shay through the curtains, Klux glanced at Vic and smiled. “Oh, I’m sure
the pleasure will be all ours.”

*

Glancing at his helmet’s internal chrono, Koort was calculating the time it would
take to break into one of the nearby abandoned buildings and scout out Tuumb’s
projected path of arrival to Shay Shay’s when the Snivvian returned through the small
doorway.
He froze when two beings, towering over the smaller shopkeeper, entered the round
sitting room, their shadows, cast by a kiln, dancing along the wall behind them. His hands
were already going for the twin Renegades he’d strapped to his hips, but stopped before
they touched the blaster grips.
One of the men, slightly older than him perhaps, wore a goatee framed by a strong
jawline under mussed brown hair. Sporting a blue tunic and matching robes, he stepped
to the side, his hands on his hips.

The other was a legend.
Koort had heard stories of Terminus the Hunter his entire life. Rumors abound as to what
or who he really was, but the one thing that was as solid as a Dune Crab’s shell was his
reputation as a fierce and relentless hunter.
Clad in patchwork armor that appeared to have the man’s history written on every
surface, he entered and even the dancing flames in the fireplace seemed to freeze.

“Shomot, luj-fal,” Koort cursed silently in Ubese. Slowly standing, he noticed
Terminus hadn’t moved, his hands hidden behind the drape of a poncho. “I am Koort



Ter’Chon, of Clan Ter’Chon” he announced, bringing his hands to his side, empty.
“From the blasted wastes of Uba IV.  I am a registered bounty hunter.”

Terminus and his partner remained silent, as the Professor gestured to them both.

“These are also bounty hunters!  They are here for the same bounty!” Professor
Shay Shay exclaimed.

Koort nodded. It sometimes happened that hunters would cross paths while tracking the
same prey. While he chose to pursue bounties alone, Koort wasn’t a stranger to working
together or even competing for the same bounty - it made things interesting and he
always felt his skills improved in various ways afterwards - even if it was a skill as
useless as interpersonal interactions.

“This is Cav Mar, I am Terminus the Hunter,” the legend said in a perfect
Weequay dialect, his hands never coming from beneath the poncho.

“I know of you, and have heard of your exploits since I was a child,” Koort
replied.  “It is an honor and rare privilege that I would meet you. Even more of a surprise
you choose to address me in your native tongue. I have known many Weequay, and they
tend to remain silent until they gain your trust.”

“I’m half-Weequay,” Terminus replied, his Weequay dialect now replaced with
mildly accented basic. “The half that has little time for social mores and customs is the
half that is speaking to you now.” Finally, the Hunter’s hands appeared from beneath the
poncho - empty.  Inwardly, Koort breathed a sigh of relief. One of the prevailing rumors
was that Terminus was bloodthirsty - and capable of taking down anyone who happened
to get in his way of a bounty.

  So far, to Koort’s relief, that proved not to be the case.  “Please, have a seat,”
Koort gestured to the two stools that sat on either side of the low table.

“We’ll stand. So, you have an interest in the bounty on Tuumb?” Cav Mar asked,
scratching absently at his goatee. Something about the man made Koort uneasy, it could
be the lack of any visible weapon or armor, or it could be the way the man looked at him,
as if he were looking into Koort, rather than at him.

“That is correct,” Koort replied.

“He must have a sizeable bounty on his head to bring you all the way from Uba,”
Terminus inquired. Shay Shay mumbled something and excused himself from the room.

“He does.  Are you not aware of the sum? Koort asked.



“No, my reasons for wanting Tuumb are personal,” Terminus said, his voice
sounding almost as pleasant as the rasp that Koort’s own respirator emitted when he
spoke.

“As is mine.  He has information on a larger bounty I am pursuing, he’s merely a
link to the end of a chain.”

Terminus and Cav Mar glanced at each other.

“Ket Adkins?” they both said at the same time.

“I’m afraid not. My quarry is a madman gunslinger by the name of Lotek
Skidna.”

“Navy mask, red lightning pattern, crazy eyes?” Mar asked, describing the man
Koort knew as Lotek Skidna.

“Yes. Are they the same?”

“Perhaps we’d better sit down,” Terminus said, reaching for a stool.

They talked for the better part of an hour.  In truth, Koort found himself doing
most of the talking - a rarity for him and in most cases something he would have rather
not done, still when one wishes information, sometimes you must give it as well.
Terminus and Cav Mar both inquired about his history and his connection to Skidna -
now Adkins - and he told them both the truth. Why would he not?  He hid nothing and his
reasons for tracking down Adkins and bringing him in were just.
Finally, after he revealed everything there was to know about his interest in the madman
and that he’d gotten word that Tuumb was the last one to work for Adkins and was the
only real viable lead he was able to uncover through his contacts he sat back.

“That’s why I’m here.  Tuumb is the only solid connection I’ve been able to make
to Adkins since I left Valex 3,” Koort said, ignoring the plate of pastries and pot of caffe
Professor Shay Shay had set on the table. The only one not ignoring it was Cav Mar, who
shoveled several pastries into his mouth-foregoing the caffe altogether.
Glancing from the third pastry that disappeared into Cav’s mouth, Terminus leaned
forward and gently pushed the plate away, to Cav’s surprise.

“What? They’re good! You should try one!” he said around a mouthful of dough.



“I mean no disrespect Terminus, but the hour grows late and the Professor has
told me that Tuumb will be arriving shortly. So I must ask - are we to proceed as separate
hunters in the matter of Tuumb or would you be willing to enter into a partnership?”

Leaning back, Terminus remained quiet for a moment, his helmet tilting slightly so that it
appeared the hunter was taking in the various artwork and holographic landscapes that
covered the walls of the small room.  The fire still crackled, occasionally sending a stray
ember floating into the room, and Koort could hear the howl of wind outside, buffeting
the walls of the store.

“Assuming we worked together, we need to establish some parameters,”
Terminus said, finally bringing his gaze to rest on Koort’s visor.

Koort had always enjoyed the advantage he felt he got by being able to look at most
beings’ eyes while they were unable to see his.  He felt the lack of that advantage now.
Still, he listened, and while he admired and respected the hunter, he wasn’t going to roll
over and agree to unreasonable terms.  A bounty was a bounty, and while this one was
more personal, and certainly more deadly, he would go it alone if the terms weren’t to his
liking. “Go on.”

“First, we take Tuumb alive, no rash actions that will lead to his untimely demise
- at least not until we can get Adkins’ whereabouts out of him.”

“Agreed.”

“Second, we take Tuumb with us when we go after Adkins.  He’s liable to lie to
us and cool his heels in a holding cell somewhere while we track a dead lead. If he
realizes a lie will lead to an…unpleasant…circumstance he will be more likely to tell us
the truth.”

“Tuumb has a bounty for alive only in three systems, he’s worth much less dead,”
Koort replied.

“I didn’t say we would kill him.  Just make things…”

“Unpleasant, yes, I understand.”

Nodding, Terminus leaned forward.  “That’s it. Tummb, alive, coherent and going
with us to find Adkins; we find him, and we turn them both in for the bounties on their
heads and call it a day.”

“There is still one matter left to discuss,” Koort said.

“That is?”



“The bounty. Tuumb and Skidna both have sizeable bounties on their heads, so
what percentage are you expecting? There are three of us. Protocol would dictate the
bounties be split into thirds,” Koort said.  He was taking a gamble assuming he would
deserve as much as the storied hunter, but this was a business and he had expenses.

“Prove your worth and you’ll get fifty percent of the bounties.”

Pleased with the arrangement, Koort nodded.  “Agreed.  Now, we just need to
decide on how to take down Tuumb.”

“I would suggest an alternate location rather than this shop,” Cav said, resting a
hand on Professor Shay Shay’s shoulder. The Snivvian had remained silent, watching the
back and forth silently, with wide black eyes. Glancing sideways at Cav, he vigorously
shook his head up and down.

“Uhm, yes, yes that would be most agreeable, you see, I have items, things in my
store that I wish to remain intact.”

“Such as?” Terminus asked.

“Uhm, well, everything from the front of the store to the back, preferably,” Shay
Shay replied.

“Understood,” Koort nodded. “The abandoned buildings on either side of the
professor’s store should provide ample opportunity for an ambush. From what I’ve
gathered on Tuumb, he travels with two females that act as strongarms and personal
assistants - they might be trouble. I’ve already been going over a possible plan of attack.”

“Really?” Terminus leaned forward.  “Proceed, I’m interested in hearing what
you have come up with.”

*

Vaulting through the frigid air, Baal twirled his lightsabers, hitting the Ventral
Warrior in a dozen places before he landed behind the creature, his weapons sparking,
then dying out in his hands. He could have been throwing snowballs at the monstrosity
for all of the good it did. Snarling, the Jedi killer, his green reptilian body clad in
tarnished rust colored armor that still smoldered from where Baal’s attacks struck, let out
an unholy roar, and brandished its double scimitar in a combative stance.
Baal wasn’t surprised. He’d gone up against Ventral Warrriors before, and knew that
their armor and weapons were crafted from ancient Sith alchemy and metallurgical



practices that not only rendered them impervious to lightsaber attacks, but caused the
Jedi’s weapons to short and shut down entirely.
Sheathing the sabers, Baal realized he would have to rely on skill this time and caught the
creature’s blade between his hands as both slammed together, Baal using his height and
weight to ride the Ventral to the ground.
Lips pulled back in a snarl, the creature fixed red glowing orbs on the Trianni and
attempted to wrest himself free. Baal sensed a second Ventral’s attack from behind a
moment before it landed, rolling free as his adversary, still prone on the ground, was
impaled by his partner’s blade.
Backflipping and landing a spinning heel kick into the standing Ventral’s neck, he heard
something shatter as his boot connected, lifting the creature from the ground and
depositing him three meters away where he landed in a lifeless pile.

“Ho Balthazar! It looks like you brought a lightsaber to a sword fight!” he heard
Grentall shout from across the courtyard. The Trianni was swinging his sword, catching
several Ventrals at a time with the massive blade. Despite their resistance to energy
weapons, the armor was, at its core, still metal, and when Grentall’s lethal weapon
connected, the force behind his swing left shattered breastplates and dismembered
corpses in its wake.
All around them The Trianni who were able to fight, did - wading into the Ventral
onslaught without fear or hesitation, the hissing of the Ventral Warriors matched only by
the roar of Trianni rage.

“Baal!” someone shouted and he turned in time to see Lauren, kneeling on the
ground hovering protectively over a fallen Trianni. Towering above her, a Ventral
Warrior was drawing back its long curved blade, measuring the fatal blow that would
sever the Doctor in half. Baal, pulling on the Force, launched himself horizontally like a
massive three hundred pound arrow of muscle and violence, slamming into the creature’s
back and sending them both sprawling near the low wall that ringed the plateau.
On his feet first, Baal reached down and grabbed the Ventral by the neck and waist,
hoisting him high in to the air.

“Let’s see your armor protect you from this,” Baal snarled, and with a mighty
heave, propelled the warrior high into the gusting snow and over the cliff, where a shrill
scream pierced the air as the black armored body disappeared into the mist below.

“Baal, there are too many of them, look!” Lauren shouted climbing to her feet,
and as he turned to take in the surrounding mayhem, realized she was right.
Ventral Warriors poured so fast from the cave entrance that they were almost tripping
over each other, their blades slashing back and forth. And while the Trianni made a
valiant stand, there were simply too many of the armored adversaries to overcome.
Eventually, numbers would win out over resolve and Shandor’s Summit would be
overrun.
On the opposite side of the mountaintop, green lightning lit up the sky as Grismaar
unleashed the harnessing power of the Stave of Tyrisius, sending jagged bolts of green
energy to explode into the chests of the nearest Ventrals. But with every bolt that



immobilized, and, in some cases disintegrated a Ventral Warrior, the next bolt was
slightly dimmer, slightly less powerful.

“We need to fall back to the temple, give Kalron just a little more time,” Baal
said, scooping up the prone Trianni Lauren had been protecting. They’d gone only a few
steps when a trio of Ventrals appeared before them, weapons at the ready. Weaponless,
hindered by the body slung over his shoulder and Salias at his back, Baal stood frozen in
place, expecting to take the brunt of the attack, if for no other reason than to buy Lauren
time to get away.
A roar of rage filled the sky instead, and all three Ventrals pivoted, their weapons falling
from their grip as they dropped lifeless to the ground. Stunned, Baal found himself
looking at the moonlit silhouette of Shera’Shaon, her blade still glistening with the green
blood of the creatures she had just cut down.

“You seem surprised Baal, did you think you were the only one on this
mountaintop who knew how to fight?”  Smiling she turned and Baal and Lauren followed
as the lithe, powerful Trianni shadow cut a path towards the main temple.
Other Tiranni were falling into step as well, with Grismarr and Grentall holding off the
armored wave of hate and fury. Shrugging the wounded Trianni off to one of Lauren’s
students, Baal scooped a pair of Ventral blades from the hands of a nearby corpse and
waded into the fray, spinning and pivoting, using his enemies’ weapons against them.
Tempered durasteel hummed in his hands as the charged blade bit into armor, spraying
blood across the bodies of the advancing Ventrals and dropping those that they cut into.
He was hit several times, Ventral blades slicing into his body, but no hit was lethal
enough to stop him. Despite his wounds, adrenaline and pure rage kept him going, kept
energy pulsing through his body, feeding him like a death dealing machine.
The crush of bodies continued to push him back, and soon, when he was able to hazard a
glance behind him, realized that he was cut off from the rest of the Mew-Tao.  A growing
wall of snarling, hissing ventrals had encircled him, and no matter how many he dropped,
the wall continued to grow, deeper and higher as the perverse monstrosities whose sole
purpose was to eliminate Jedi climbed and scrambled atop their fallen comrades just to
get at him.
He fought in shadow now, as Ventrals simply threw themselves into the air, blocking out
the moon while trying to land atop him to bring him down. They landed more often than
not, in more than one piece, but his arms grew heavy and his movements slowed by the
constant pushing and hacking necessary to maintain his balance and footing.
Drenched in his own blood and the green viscous spray that followed each hack and
slash, he stumbled, slipped, and wondered how munch longer he could last.
Then, amidst the waves of dingy rust red and black, a luminous figure parted the waves,
moving quickly, so that even Baal’s keen eyesight could make out nothing more than a
blur, the trim body whirring and cutting with weapons moving too fast to even see, and
doing what he thought impossible: clearing a path for him back to the temple.
Seizing this new opportunity and renewed by a fresh surge of hope and adrenaline, Baal
doubled his efforts, backing away towards the path cleared by his savior.
Both moved and sliced as one, back to back, keeping the Ventral’s at bay, while actually
making ground towards the edge of the plateau. It took several minutes, but he finally



found himself amidst the Trianni, a barrier of Protector initiates led by Arturo were using
traditional bows and arrows and a handful of blaster rifles to provide a wall of defense
and keep the advancing ocean of Ventrals at bay- but just barely.
Turning, Baal expected to look into the eyes of Sharea’Shaon, but was surprised to see
Lana, already glancing towards the edge of the temple where Grismaar and Lauren were
attending to several wounded Trianni.

“I hope your friend is on his way Baal, we simply can’t hold out much longer,”
Lana said, looking back at him with wide golden eyes.

He was about to speak, to try to reassure her, when the mountaintop shook, and all
gazed at the massive silhouette of the Brazen Gambit II as it rose into view.  Falling from
the open cargo ramp, a thick black net floated to the ground, offering a makeshift ladder
for the Mew-Tao- and a chance for survival.

“To the ship!  Now!” Grismarr roared, instructing several Trianni to assist Lauren
in loading up the wounded. Snow and wind hammered the mountaintop, freezing the lake
of blood - both Trianni and Ventral - that covered the plateau.

To his right, Lana turned as if to head back into the fray, as Arturo and his
warriors fell back, unable to keep up with the sheer volume of adversaries pouring into
the courtyard. Grabbing her arm, he turned her to face him.

“Go!  You need to get to the ship! Now!” Baal shouted above the roar of the
Corellian Gambit’s ion drives.

“But we still have…” Lana protested but Baal was already shoving her towards
Arturo, who’d fallen back.

“Get your sister out of here!” he shouted.

Without a word Arturo grabbed Lana around her midsection and amidst her shouts of
protest, hauled her towards the waiting starship and the cargo net that now stretched with
over a dozen Mew-Tao scrambling up the sides.
Baal did likewise, holding his newfound weapons before him, but still unable to see past
the advancing wave of darkness. Beside him, the air crackled and sizzled as green
lightning arced past, reducing the massive snowflakes to vapor on their way to blasting
an unfortunate Ventral Warrior into the afterlife.

“Fall back to the ship Balthazar!” Grismaar screamed, advancing towards the
Ventrals.  Her eyes were focused and she moved with a singular purpose.  “I’ll hold these
scum off.”

“Yahwell! Get back!  What are you...” Baal was in the middle of his sentence
when the High Preistess stiffened, and amidst the chaos, snow and moonlight time
seemed to stand still as Grismaar, mouth opened in a silent scream and eyes wide with



surprise, fell face-first onto the flagstones with a Ventral blade planted between her
shoulderblades.
Standing behind her, an unarmed Ventral Warrior drew back his lipless mouth into a
wide smile of satisfaction; without hesitation, Baal leapt over Grismarr’s prone body,
slicing the assassin into quarters.
Others had followed the warrior, creeping up the precarious side of the mountain to
ambush the Trianni, and, realizing Ball was alone, began to spill towards him. Something
hit him in the back, and he half-expected to see a blade exit his chest.  Instead, something
black and cold curled over his arm as a shadow fell over him.
The Gambit II, with Vanas strapped into a harness hanging out of the loading ramp,
hovered just a dozen meters above him. Swinging free, the Ubese brandished a massive
rail gun that began spitting needles of sharpened durasteel into the wall of surprised
Ventrals almost within arm’s reach. Screams erupted from the group, with many trying to
fall back or, at the very least, use their fallen comrades as makeshift shields.
Reaching down and snatching Grismaar, who still held tight to her glowing green stave,
Baal tapped the Force, his legs becoming two powerful pistons that propelled him
vertically into the sky and a third of the way up the cargo net.
Crawling along the net was tricky, and as he neared the top and the repeated roar of the
railgun, could feel the magnetic charge from the weapon causing his fur to stand on end.
Glancing back down, his new vantage point allowed him a broad view of the battlefield,
where he was disgusted to see the once white pristine stone walkways and immaculate
flagstone courtyard now covered in bodies and blood. Dozens of Trianni corpses lay
alongside the Jedi hunters, brave Mew-Tao who either fell to Ventral blades or to the
Espo thugs who dogged them halfway across the planet.
Hands grabbed him and he felt himself being hoisted onto the Gambit’s ramp, Grismaar
being drug from his grasp. He scrambled up onto the wedge of durasteel, looking back to
see if Grismaar was inside. She was, being cared for by Lauren and surrounded by a
handful of Trianni who passed the Doctor instruments and equipment. Lana was in the
doorway, still staring out into the blanket of snow at Shandor’s Summit as the Gamibt
began to rise, putting distance between it and the mountaintop.

“Damn,” she said.

Leaning close to her, Baal steadied himself against the doorjamb as Vanas pulled
himself up into the ship.  Far below, on the far edge of the summit, Baal spied the same
thing Lana did.

Grentall and Shera’Shaon fought for their lives amidst a crushing wave of Ventrals.
His stomach tightened into a knot as he watched the duo cut through the reptilian
adversaries, blades working in unison, armor and limbs severing like reeds to a scythe,
but it was of little use.

“We’ve got to go back, we can’t leave them behind,” Lana said, looking back to
Baal with eyes both panicked and pleading. But as she turned around, Baal grabbed her
arm, pulling her close.



“No, it’s too late,” he gestured to the Summit where the duo had disappeared
amidst a new wave of Ventral Warriors that had poured from the cave entrance.
Darkness covered the Summit now, the last place of hope and unity the Trianni on Fibuli
had ever known. And just before the Gambit banked hard and the temple disappeared
from sight behind the blanket of snow and peaks of the Grand Feron Mountains, he felt
one last wave of pain and feelings of abandonment and betrayal from Shera and Grentall
- then nothing.

*

Perched atop the seafood processing warehouse opposite of Professor Shay
Shay’s antique store, Vic watched with interest as Koort, a block away and down the
street, hustled from one side of the road to the other, disappearing in the skeletal shadow
of a decrepit building.
The area looked deserted, and the Professor had informed them that most of his clients
were by appointment only.  He was only able to keep the doors to his shop open through
the sale of precious and unusual artifacts he had picked up throughout his travels and
expeditions across the galaxy. Since the new crime lord had moved in, an Aqualish
named Burnub Frekil according to the professor, his profits had plummeted.

“Looks like we might be doing the Professor a favor by hitting Tummb,” Vic
murmured to himself.
“Ter’chon in position,” he heard the Ubese announce over his helmet comm.  The bounty
hunter had set a series of repulsor mines along the road, masked by gravel and bits of
debris.  In theory, the mines would disrupt the repulsor engine of Tuumb’s vehicle,
bringing the speeder crashing to the ground in the middle of the street.
Vic had taken up position atop the warehouse for a better view of the area and to make
sure Koort didn’t have any unexpected visitors as he mined the road.  Below, the sounds
of shredders and canners rumbled, all completely automated and overseen by an army of
droids and an overweight Gran who was more than happy to take a three hour lunchbreak
- for a hundred credits.
Vic considered it a bargain, and with no other neighbors close by, allowed them the
privacy they needed to execute Koort’s plan.

“You really think this is a good idea? Blowing Tuumb up?” Klux said beside him.

“He’s a Herglic, we could probably shove a thermal detonator in one of the folds
of fat beneath his head and he wouldn’t notice,” Vic said.  He’d run into Herglics
numerous times, and the massive stout aliens with sloped heads and wide bodies were
famous for their constitution and resistance to damage.



“What do you think about Koort?” Vic asked, toggling his helmet’s low light setting and
watching the bounty hunter crouch behind an abandoned speeder.

“He’s an Ubese bounty hunter.  From what I’ve heard of that species, that is all
there really is to know about him,” Klux said, leaning back against a long-dead air
exchanger. “He really seemed to be in awe of you though.”

Nodding, Vic toggled an internal switch with his tongue and the Terminus helmet
zoomed in and magnified the crouching bounty hunter. Vic had maintained the Terminus
persona and would do so until he knew more about the Ubese-and trusted him-assuming
that would ever happen.  “Not me Klux, Terminus.”

“Is there a difference?”

Letting go with a chuckle, Vic glanced at his partner.  “What are you getting at?”

“I mean,” Klux stood upright and walked over to the roof’s edge where he leaned
over a thin handrail and gazed down the darkened street, “when we get Tuumb, who is
going to find out where Ket is?  Vic or Terminus?”

“Both if that’s what it takes - as long as we get the info out of him,” Vic said.

“I’ve seen you struggle with that part of you that insists on being Terminus one
minute and Vic the next.  When are you going to retire it?”

“I haven’t really thought about it. Why? You nervous I’m going to take Tuumb
and peel him open with a vibroblade?”

“Vic, I don’t think torture is going to get what we want out of Tuumb.”

“We aren’t going to torture him. You are going to go inside and pull the info from
his mind.”

He sensed Klux go rigid beside him. “I’m not comfortable doing something like that.”

Turning, Vic jammed a finger in Klux’s chest. “Look Klux, I respect you, but that respect
extends only as far as you are either an asset or liability to this team,” he didn’t intend on
having this conversation with Klux, at this time, but with the impending arrival of Tuumb
and his thugs and the new variable that went by the name of Koort Ter’chon, Vic realized
he didn’t have a choice.
“Now, you don’t like my methods, that’s fine.  But you can’t be choosy about how we go
about getting information out of the scumbags we encounter on a daily basis. Sooner or
later, one of us is going to have to get our hands dirty with Tuumb, because, quite
frankly, I don’t see him sitting down with us over tea and pastries back at Shay Shay’s
and giving up Ket’s whereabouts just because we asked nicely.”



Taken aback, Klux’s eyes flared up briefly and he grabbed Vic’s finger.  “There’s no
need to get upset, I just…”

Pulling his hand free, Vic stood tall and shoved the respirator of the Terminus helmet
within an inch of Klux’s face.  “I know what you were trying to do Klux, you were trying
to do the same thing you Jedi always try to do. You are trying to juggle what you’ve been
taught by your idealistic masters and holocrons and what you know has to be done to take
care of business,” he backed off and gave Klux some breathing room. Vic didn’t need the
Force to know that the young Jedi was upset, hurt and a little frightened by what he was
laying on the line. “In the end, it’s called justification, and your Trianni counterpart back
on Garnib has mastered justifying his rash and irresponsible actions far more than he has
any lightsaber form.”

“That’s not fair Vic, it’s not fair to lump me in with him, and I think there is room
for compromise, without having to justify actions that are…evil.”

“Compromise?  Klux, compromise is the only reason I didn’t boot your Jedi asses
out of the team and start fresh with a whole new crew,” Vic said, returning his stare to the
street below.  “Because of you two, we had to steam clean A’sok’s brain matter off of the
Skullduggery’s cargo hold floor-so don’t lecture me on compromises.”
He knew it was a low blow but he didn’t care. The Jedi had coasted this long by dodging
responsibility and maintaining an aloof attitude towards the dirty end of the job, calling
upon Vic and A’sok to handle situations they did’t want to soil their hands with.  He was
tired of it and with A’sok’s death decided it was time for it to end.

“He was my friend too you know, I knew him before there was ever a ‘Raptor
Squad’, you think his loss didn’t hurt me too?”

“I’m sure it did Klux. That’s the sole reason I wanted you here with me instead of
Baal. He doesn’t care, and while he may act like A’sok and Chance’s deaths trouble him,
the truth is they don’t. In his furry little brain he’s already washed the blood off of his
hands and moved on. Their death meant nothing to him, and that is the last kind of person
I want watching my back.”
Silence hung between them and both watched a thick scruff rat wander down the street,
moving in and out of the shadows between the streetlamps.

“Why haven’t you gotten rid of him?  Kicked him out of Raptor Squad?” Klux
asked finally. Vic expected it, anticipated it and was surprised the Jedi hadn’t asked
sooner.

“Bait,” Vic said with little emotion. “I spent the last several years trying to track
down Menace to make him pay. It wasn’t until I hooked up with you two that he finally
stuck his head ouf of the ground, and as long as you both are drawing breath, Tremayne
will have an interest in you, and won’t stop until you join him or die.”



“You really make a guy feel like part of the team,” Klux said, shaking his head
and staring at Vic like he was mad. “And what happens if we leave Raptor Squad?”

“You won’t. You’ve got just as much invested in finding and taking out
Tremayne as I do…partner,” Vic said, turning his attention back to the street. Behind the
Terminus helmet he allowed himself to smile as Klux shifted nervously beside him.

*

“Ter’chon in position,” Koort whispered into his helmet’s comm as he crouched
low, crossing the street where he took up position behind an abandoned speeder.  Night
had fallen and his cover would allow him a safe vantage point for their encounter with
Tuumb.
He’d played the plan out in his head a dozen times. Tuumb’s speeder would round the
corner at the far end of the street, and when it pulled even with Koort he would trigger
the mines - the vehicle would slam into the ground, Terminus and Cav would come from
the opposite side of the street to provide cover and he would level his Renegade blaster at
Tuumb, ordering him out and to surrender.
He wasn’t concerned about Tuumb’s backup. He’d heard they were nothing more than a
pair of sisters who hired themselves out as local mercenaries. If they were from Uba he
might have cause for concern, but being that they were local muscle he dismissed them as
nothing more than blaster fodder that would buy Tuumb enough time to get away.
Checking the charge on his un-holstered Renegade for the fifth time, he forced himself to
calm down.  He’d been in the bounty hunting business for years, but he still got a slight
tremble in the pit of his stomach when he was about to take in a mark.  Even more so
now, that he was working with the famed hunter Terminus. If this went well, if Terminus
were to see how efficient he was, the hunter might offer to team up with Koort again,
which meant more credits and certainly more notoriety. In a galaxy filled with bounty
hunters such as Boba Fett, Grea the Orfite and Terminus the Hunter, Koort could stand to
get all of the notoriety - and creds - that came his way.
Shifting his weight, he checked the straps on the thrustpack he’d strapped to his torso
earlier. Normally he went without the device, but he’d come to learn that hunts never go
completely as planned, and sometimes the ability to cover a large amount of ground in
mere seconds could come in very handy.  Though he didn’t see Tuumb as a high-speed
threat by any means, it didn’t mean that he wouldn’t have an occasion to use the
conveyance. The downside was that the harnesss prevented him from carrying both
Renegades at the same time - an alteration he would be making as soon as he got a few
more credits and a bit more time.
Motion caused him to snap his head to the left, his helmet’s vision enhancement package
magnifying the pair of headlights that appeared at the end of the street. The last check of
his chrono told him that Tuumb was running slightly late. The vehicle was less than fifty
meters away and picking up speed when Koort’s heart froze.



Instead of a whine of a repuslor engine, he instead picked up the low rumble of a solar-
powered engine and the crunching of gravel beneath thick black wheels.

Realizing his repulsor mines were useless against wheeled vehicles, Koort silently
cursed and dug beneath his poncho. The vehicle, a wide, powerful luxury limo built low
to the ground, was coming fast, now little more than a dozen meters away.
Pulling free two frag grenades affixed to the combat harness beneath his chestplate, Koort
jammed his finger on the timers twice and hurled the small black orbs into the road.

“Seek cover!” he shouted into his helmet comm and nestled himself behind the
abandoned speeder. He kept just enough of his helmet visible to watch as the frag
grenades exploded in unison, a blossom of flame catching the front corner of the long red
sedan and causing it to spin wildly as fire and pavement sprayed upwards, showering the
whole area in grit and gravel.
Orange flames licked the side of the vehicle and Koort’s helmet enhanced the scene of
carnage, so that everything took on a high contrast glow.  Readying his blaster, he
stepped from behind cover and advanced, stopping when the rear door flew open.

“Scizzers Giz! What the hell!?!” he heard from inside.  A moment later a mass of
flesh poured into the street. Sporting a large cut black suit, the gray skinned herglic
known as Uuric Tuumb clumsily clambered to his feet, standing like a mountain on two
tree-trunk legs.

“Uuric Tuumb, you are under arrest for crimes against the galaxy. I’m taking you
in,” Koort announced, leveling the Renegade at Tuumb and simultaneously trying to
glance around the living criminal wall to see if his backup had arrived.

“Are you the one who did this to my limo!?!” Tuumb roared, turning around and
inspecting the damage to the vehicle. Koort remained silent, slowly producing a set of
massive mag-cuffs he’d purchased just for this bounty. Turning back around, Tuumb
cracked his knuckles.

“You were saying something Bounty Hunter?” the massive alien asked, taking
one step in Koort’s direction.

“Yes, come quietly. It would be best that way - for you,” Koort answered, holding
up the mag cuffs.

A wide grin easily a meter long creased Tuumbs face.  “Hey, now, lets be
reasonable…I’m a lover, not a fighter,” the Herglic said.

“That’s a prospect I find more than a little revolting,” Koort replied, spotting
movement behind Tuumb.  “Then you won’t object to the cuffs, you may even be into
that sort of thing. Put them on.”



Still smiling, Tuumb shook his head.  “I don’t think so, that’s not the kind of
jewelry I normally wear on my wrists. Ladies?”

Unfolding from the shadows, two females appeared on either side of Tuumb.
Dressed in outfits that covered their upper bodies and sleeves but revealed their midriffs
and portions of their lower bodies, Tuumb’s enforcers brandished glowing plasma whips
that mirrored the crimson and gold coloration of their outfits. Tight skullcaps were
plastered to their heads while goggles robbed their face of any emotion and long
loincloths fastened just beneath their navels fluttered about their legs in the evening
breeze, ending just down past their knees.
Both assumed a protective stance beside Tuumb, who was slowly backing away.

“I never travel anywhere without the Heart Twins,” Tuumb said, smiling.

Setting his jaw, Koort realized he should have done a bit more legwork on this
particular job.  He underestimated Tuumb his bodyguards and, it appeared, overestimated
Terminus the Hunter who was nowhere to be found.
Drawing a bead on the crimson-clad Heart Twin, Koort squeezed off a shot, as the heavy
pistol bucked in his hand. The woman made a languid move, contorting her body so that
the red spear of energy sailed harmlessly past, slamming into the front panel of Tuumb’s
speeder.
The Herglic was already scurrying backwards, taking cover behind the burning durasteel
husk  as the twins advanced on Koort, their whips curling into a blurring display of light,
whistling and cracking  the air about his head.  Several hits landed on his poncho,
reducing it to tatters in seconds, cleaving into his armor and thrustpack underneath. One
caught his Renegade by the barrel, yanking it from his grasp where it sailed through the
air, clattering away in the darkness.
They were hitting him from both sides, and, with little room to maneuver, he pulled free
his poncho, bundling it about his right forearm.  The next strike came from the gold clad
twin, her glowing whip leaving a spectral trail as it whistled in towards his body.
Catching it with his right arm, he let the lethal lash wrap about his forearm, feeling the
heat sear through the thin material of his poncho. Jerking with the ferocity of an Ubese
Sand Wraith, Koort pulled the twin off her feet and directly into a waiting left uppercut.
Head snapping back, something cracked in the womans jaw and Koort let lose with a
string of Ubese curses as her mandible swung loose, spraying teeth into the sky and
falling to the ground. It felt as if he had punched a permacrete wall, and as he let the whip
drop to the ground, stared in disgust as fluid pumped from her neck into the air.

“You’re a cyborg,” he muttered, flexing his throbbing fist and watching with sick
fascination as gears that normally operated the woman’s mouth clicked back and forth.
Closer now,  he saw a series of thin serpentine cords of thin metal weaving their way
from beneath the womans cap, crawling down alongside her face.  His assessment was
cut short as pain seared across his shoulders. Her twin was wasting no time in trying to
cut the Ubese to the ground, her whip flailing back and forth.



In one swift motion he turned and tried to close with the crimson twin, only to be brought
up short as her counterpart, apparently still functional, laced thin skeletal fingers across
his visor, and, with surprising strength, jerked the Raider helmet clear from his head.
Shock, mixed with rage and adrenaline caused Koort to inhale a gulp of air -that engulfed
his chest in searing pain as Elrood’s Type 1 atmosphere began to burn its way through his
body.  Without his respirator to filter out the harmful and toxic particulates, his system
would shut down in minutes, rendering him helpless, and, given the circumstances, likely
dead.
Throwing his head back with full force, he caught the gold twin in the face and both fell
backwards, hitting the ground. Rolling, he bearhugged her lithe frame to his, providing a
temporary, but effective, shield and struggled to his feet.
Obstructed from her sister’s onslaught, Koort’s mind scrambled for a new plan of attack,
because now he wasn’t just facing assassins who wanted to kill him, but the planet’s very
air itself.

*

“Looks like tonight just isn’t your night Tuumb,” Vic said as the Herglic backed
away from the showdown between Koort and his bodyguards. The criminal turned, and
upon spotting Vic and Klux, froze.

“Aw, nerfchuckers. Look, I don’t need no trouble, allright? So you guys just back
off and I’ll be on my way.”

“It doesn’t work that way Tuumb. You’ve got information that we need.  Like the
location of Ket Adkins,” Klux said, unfolding his arms.

“Adkins?” Tuumb smiled, “Don’t know no Adkins…” Tummb was moving
before they realized it, barreling through them both like they were made of paper.  Vic
rolled to the side while Klux merely launched himself into the air, his boots just avoiding
the Herglic’s wide massive head by centimeters. He was beyond them and crashing
through a flimsy wooden door by the time they regained their feet.

“You were right, he didn’t go for the tea and pastries approach,” Klux said.

“I’ll follow Tuumb, you head around the rear to make sure he doesn’t get out the
back,” Vic said, taking off through the shattered door.
The interior of the seafood processing plant was filled with a fine mist - an antibacterial
spray filtered through the air system that killed any parasites the seafood may be
carrying, the Gran had told him. Toggling the Terminus helmet’s low-light filter did little
good - the fog clung to his visor and needed repeated cleaning. His breath felt hot in the
helmet and sweat began to cascade down his body.



He would have preferred the firepower of his light repeating blaster, but that weapon was
stowed away safe and sound on the Skullduggery. Gripping his heavy blaster pistol, he
navigated a small maze of holding drums and shelving that wound deep into the
warehouse. Up ahead he heard some commotion and stopped as a thin white body sailed
through the mist.  He just had time to duck as the droid, a scream erupting from its tiny
vocabulator, crashed into a pyramid of durasteel drums behind him.

“Take off, bounty hunter!  Or the next one splits your head open!” Tuumb
screamed from somewhere above.

Vic advanced, coming to a set of wide white iron stairs that led to a catwalk overhead.
Another droid sailed down, crashing beside him, exploding into a cloud of gears and
components. Moving quickly, he ascended the stairs three at a time, bringing him atop a
catwalk that spanned the majority of the warehouse. Tummb was already scrambling
away, his girth barely fitting between the narrow railings. Following, Vic noticed the
catwalk was swaying and moving with every step Tuumb took, and he spared a moment
to glance down.
Wide vats stood beneath them, a viscous green slime swirling and bubbling as agitators
moved it into a whirpool. Tuumb was still moving, and taking careful aim, Vic brought
his blaster sight into line with the base of an overhead support cable. Firing the weapon,
the ceiling around the cable shattered in a spary of ferrocrete, with the cable snapping and
the walkway dipping, almost pitching Tuumb off fo the side and into one of the vats a
half dozen meters below.

“HELP! HELP ME!” Tuumb screamed as he held onto the swaying catwalk for
dear life.

Slowly, Vic advanced, putting his pistol away.  He stopped at the edge where the catwalk
still attached to the ceiling ended, and its dislodged section swung back and forth slowly
by one lone cable, with Tuumb’s massive fist gripping the railing for dear life.

“It would be unfortunate for you to fall into that,” Vic gestured to the vat below.
“They use it to dissolve fat-and bones. And it works quickly Uuric…I would imagine
most of your blubber would be nothing but flakes by the time you reached vat’s edge.”

Tuumb didn’t bother to look below. “Please!  I can’t handle heights! Or acid!
Come on!  I’LL TELL YOU WHAT YOU WANT TO KNOW, JUST LET ME UP!”

Squatting, Vic ran his fingers along the edge of the catwalk.  “I don’t know
Tuumb.  Most of your postings are for dead anyway.  Would be a lot easier if I let the
acid do its work and just carted your bones back to the bounty station - might save me a
hernia.”

Panic widened the Herglic’s eyes and his lips began to tremble.  “No, please., I’ll tell you
anything!”



“You said you didn’t know who Adkins was.”

“I LIED!  You want to know where Adkins is? I’ll tell you! Just keep him away
from me, ensure my safety and I swear I’ll tell you.”

“Tell me now,” Vic said.

“Pull me up,” Tuumb replied.

“I can find other leads,” Vic bluffed. “You were just the most convenient.”

“Fine! He’s going by  the name Lotek Skidna now! He’s on Dega, southern
hemisphere, he has a base there, used to be abandoned, NOW PULL ME UP!” Tuumb’s
hand slipped and Vic watched as the Herglic plunged into the massive vat of slime below.
Green ooze poured over the sides, splashing in buckets onto the floor. Tuumb was
screaming for his life, until he realized his skin wasn’t disintegrating.

“I thought you said we weren’t going to torture him,” Klux said, stepping up
alongside Vic. He’d seen the Jedi enter the catwalk in the reflection of a nearby window,
but had been having too much fun with Tuumb to acknowledge him.

“I’m not,” Vic said, smiling behind his helmet as Tuumb spat green ooze out of
his mouth.

“Hey! This isn’t acid! You lied!” Tuumb screamed from the vat.

Nodding, Vic leaned against the railing. “Yeah, I did.  And no, it’s not. But you
are going to smell like canning oil for the next month. Might be an improvement,”
turning to Klux he gestured down at Tuumb. “Think you can levitate him out of there?”

Shrugging the Jedi closed his robes together. “Perhaps. He weights a lot…I’ve only
practiced on speeders and drunk Wookiees. So, Ket is on Dega?”

“Yep, a diseased, ugly planet for a diseased, ugly madman,” Vic looked around.
“Where’s Koort?”

*

The gold twin was working to wrench herself free and strip Koort of his only real
shield from her approaching crimson counterpart.  Locking his left forearm around the
cyborg’s throat, he let go with his right hand and gripped the thrustpack’s manual control



fob affixed to his belt. Leaning forward, he jammed his thumb against the activation
switch.
Powerful repulsor engines punched hard against the ground, blasting Koort and his shield
off and into the air. They went vertical, putting easily ten meters between themselves and
the ground in the blink of an eye. The cyborg tried screaming, but only succeeded in
pumping a geyser of thick black fluid from her neck and down Koort’s arm, the smell
assaulting his nostrils and adding to the burn that was already baking his respiratory
system.
It would be the last mistake she would make, as the added lubrication that now drenched
the duo caused her to slip, and plummet from his grasp.
Falling like a ragdoll, Koort watched in morbid fascination as the crimson Heart twin,
seeing her partner freefalling, dropped her whip and positioned herself to break the fall.
The gold twin, arms pinwheeling madly, crashed into her counterpart, both collapsing in
a jumbled heap on the dark pavement.
Tapping away at the thrustpack’s controls set into his forearm gauntlet, Koort exhaled
and slowly lowered himself to the ground, quickly retrieving both whips and his helmet
from the battlefield. The twins were slowly untangling themselves when he snapped his
helmet into place, its enviro-seal tightening around his neck. It appeared to not have
suffered any damage and the respirator was still running, filtering out the harsh
atmosphere and allowing him to draw in a lungful of precious, non-lethal, air.
Strolling over to the vehicle, while still keeping an eye on the wounded duo, he peered
into the open door and smiled. Fastened to the rear of the drivers seat, a dull black blaster
rifle with a wide-mouthed barrel had been affixed with detachable straps.  Pulling the
weapon free he was satisfied to see that the weapon was what some called “a
decksweeper”- a blaster rifle capable of delivering a cone of deadly energy,
incapacitating or killing several beings at once.  Checking its charge, he turned to the duo
and leveled the wedge-shaped barrel in their direction.

“You no doubt realize what this can do, so,” with one hand he reached into a belt
pouch, producing a pair of human-sized mag cuffs, “put these on and have a seat. Your
days of playing flunky to Uuric Tuumb are over.”

He’d just secured the twins when the rain began; it came without warning, clouds
moving quick to cover Elrood’s twin moons, Sharene and Lodos, falling in buckets from
the dark sky. Thunder rumbled off in the distance and the small amount of light provided
by the burning bits of trash and brush from the frag grenade were quickly doused,
returning the street to darkness.
Returning to the vehicle, Koort found little else of use, save for a small holdout blaster he
would be embarrassed to give an Ubese child as a toy.  He’d located his Renegade which
had luckily resisted any real damage from the plasma whip, save for a few scratches. It
had held up better than he had, as his lungs still stung from the atmospheric assault.



“Aw frell!”

Turning, Koort saw the owner of the curse and smiled with grim satisfaction. From the
shadows of the nearby warehouse Tuumb was being led at blasterpoint, hands tied behind
his back by Terminus and Cav Mar. In the dull red of his visor he could tell the Herglic
was covered from head to toe in some sort of sludge, but he couldn’t tell what.

“Good hunting?” Koort asked, stepping away from the twins and intercepting the
trio half way between the speeder and the warehouse.

“Fishing,” Cav Mar said, rolling his eyes.  “Terminus hooked this one and I reeled
him in.”

Koort looked Mar up and down, and while the rain fell steady now, saw no visible
residue of sludge. To heft a Herglic the man would have to be ten times stronger than Cav
Mar looked; Perhaps Terminus wasn’t the only one he’d read incorrectly. “Of course. I
expected we would take down Tuumb together, it may have gone easier that way.”

Without a word, Terminus drew back his bootheel and landed it solidly on the
side of Tuumb’s kneecap. Letting go with a yelp, the Herglic hit the wet pavement face
first with an audible “slap” and remained there.  “Yes, well, I also didn’t expect for you
to sling frag grenades like party favors into the middle of the street.” The Weequay
hunter replied.
He and Koort both stared at each other in silence for a moment.

“He wasn’t in a speeder, the repulsor mines would not have worked,” Koort said,
feeling as though he were on trial. Rain ran in rivulets down his visor, shifting and
contorting the dull red world.

Terminus remained silent, crossing his arms and glancing over Koort’s shoulder at the
Heart Twins, who sat bound on the ground several meters away. “Looks like you handled
things out here pretty well,” he pointed to the gold twin who still pumped small gouts of
fluid from her jaw.  “Did you do that?”

“Yes.”

“That’s…grotesque. Nice work,” Terminus said.

Koort nodded at the compliment “I plan on alerting the authorities once we are away
from here.  I’m sure they have a few outstanding warrants.”

“Of course,” Terminus said, turning back to Koort. The Hunter placed one boot
on the back of Tuumb’s neck, grinding as he did so. “We had a talk with Uuric, and he
was more than accommodating with his information.”



“Excellent,” Koort nodded, slinging the decksweeper onto his back. “So, what is
our next course of action?”

“Pack up and go looking for Adkins. We’ve got a ship on planet, all we need to
do is load up and head out. Luckily, he’s in system.”

“Where?” Koort asked.

“Dega,” Cav said, folding his arms into his robes.

“Isn’t that an abandoned mining planet?” Koort said, searching his memory for all
of the info he’d dug up on the Elrood system.

“Not anymore,” Cav shook the long strands of dark hair that fell in front of his
face.  “Now it’s a haven for smugglers and criminals. A wretched hive of scum and
villainy.”

“Then we must be cautious,” Koort replied.

*

The Corellian’s Gambit II shook violently as it rocketed through the lower
atmosphere of Fibuli, leaving a trail of swirling clouds as it headed for the black of space.
Baal worked feverishly trying to secure the Trianni, and when he was certain that he
could do little to assist Salias and her students, he made his way to the cockpit.
Kalron was in complete control, his hands moving across the freighter’s console with
uncanny precision. For as odd and flighty as Baal sometimes accused the man of being,
when it came to piloting he was a machine.

“How long until we are out of the system?” Baal asked dropping into the co-pilots
chair.  Vanas was still in the back, securing the gear and attending to other functions that
would enable a hasty retreat.

“Depends,” Kalron said, toggling switches and throwing levers, all the while
keeping crystal blue eyes locked on the viewport and the starfield in front of him.

“On?”

“On whether or not that Star Destroyer parked just off our port side has launched
his TIES yet or not.”



“Star Destroyer….but this is Corporate Sector Space!  The Empire has no hold
here!” Baal said, taking in the massive gray wedge that hung in the black like a sword
ready to slice the planet - or the Gambit II - in half.

“Yeah, why don’t you tell him that, maybe he’ll turn around and go home,”
Kalron said, finally throwing a glance Baal’s way.  “I don’t know who your friends are or
what they did, but someone’s got a lot of pull to be sending an SD out here to collect your
hairy hoop.”

Ignoring the comment, Baal sent out a small Force tendril, crossing the expanse
towards the Star Destroyer, trying to sense if Tremayne was on board.  He sensed
nothing, save for general feelings of hostility. “Can you get us out of here?  Now?”

“Working on it,” Kalron said, eyes locked back into space. With a free hand he
flipped an overhead switch.  “Vanas, get ready for the jump.”

The comm squawked immediately. “Vanas has his right arm in the hyperdrive system.
Vanas would like to keep said limb. Give Vanas five more minutes.”  As the Ubese
finished his sentence Baal spied a group of tiny white orbs emerge from the massive
triangular starship the same time Kalron did.

“You’ve got two minutes, after that you’re going to have to learn to shoot left-
handed,” he flipped the switch and glanced at Baal.  “We need someone in the gun
turret.”

“I don’t fire weapons, I could perhaps, run sensors?  Or shields?” Baal replied.
He was never comfortable with blasters - handheld or otherwise.

“Look Baal,” a tiny bead of sweat escaped from the hairline of Kalron’s flattop
and streaked madly down his cheek as he turned towards the Trianni, “I don’t know what
you do when you crew with the Boss, but on the Corellian’s Gambit you do one of two
things, fly or fight.  Now, either get in the turret or get out and push.”

Unclenching his jaw, Baal nodded.  “I will be in the turret.” Scrambling from the
seat, Baal raced down the corridor, stopping when he reached the center of the ship. A
metal ladder ran from the floor into to the Gambit’s dorsal quad laser turret. He bypassed
the ladder completely, instead using the Force to propel him up up to the transparasteel
dome.
Strapping into the weapon’s chair, he brought the system online, just in time to see two
white orbs appear above him.  Green lances of energy flared from the starships’
underbellies, slamming into the Gambit II’s shields and violently rocking the freighter.
Jamming his thumbs against the weapon’s controls, the turret bucked beneath him,
unleashing brilliant blue blades of energy that sliced through the black of space, severing
the leftmost TIE’s starboard wing and causing the unbalanced craft to careen wildly off
into space, trailing sparks and flame. Maneuvering to avoid a collision, the TIE’s
wingman spiraled off and out of view.



“Nice shooting greenback!” Kalron commed into the turret.

“Thanks!” Baal said, allowing himself a small smile of satisfaction.

“No prob.  Only eleven more to go.”

“Eleven?” Baal’s mouth dropped open, but quickly snapped shut as two more
TIE’s rose into view.  Bringing the turret to bear, the TIE’s broke wide, peppering the
freighter with shots.  Several missed, with only one making its way through and striking
the freighter. The ship shuddered, the lights and sensors flickering momentarily and Baal
felt every strand of blue fur on his body stand at attention.

“Dammit!  Generator four just took a hit, another hit like that and we’ll be
hitching a ride back to Garnib!” Kalron’s voice erupted across the ship’s comm.
Trying to track the fighters with the turret, Baal let loose with a string of shots that caught
one, piercing its flimsy body and reducing it to a ball of fire and debris.
Bringing the turret around, he swept the area for more targets, his spine going cold when
he spied six ties descending on the Gambit II, backdropped by the massive blue disc of
Fibuli.

Gritting his teeth, he squeezed the trigger, hoping to take out as many as he could
before they unleashed a barrage of green death on the ship.  Instead of blue energy
streaking from the turret however, his heart sank as it whined and the controls powered
down.
The TIEs fired, their green spears of deadly energy closing with the Gambit. Baal braced
himself for the impact, and as green filled the turret’s viewport, felt his stomach seize
into his chest at the Corellian’s Gambit II leapt into hyperspace.

“This is why I hate blasters.  They are so…unpredictable,” Baal said as he shakily
descended the rungs of the ladder. Kalron was at the bottom leaning against the circular
corridor with a toothpick sticking out from his mouth.

“Sorry about that greenback, I had to redirect all power to the hyperdrive and
shields. Couldn’t risk another hit,” the Corellian said through a wide grin.

Baal was still trying to regain his orientation from the sudden hyperspace jump when
Lana appeared in the small circular room.

“Baal, Grismaar needs to see us,” she said, throwing a glance back down the
corridor.



“Can it wait?” Baal asked. The sudden lurch into hyperspace left him feeling
disoriented and ill.

“No, it can’t.”

Instinctively, Baal let the Force flow from his body, reaching out to all living
things on the ship.  He felt them all at once, the pain, suffering, and pure raw emotion of
his people. And somewhere, buried beneath it all, the faintest hint of the High Priestess,
weak, wounded and fading quickly.
Quickly following Lana back into the medbay, he stopped short, eyes going wide at the
blood stained floors and walls. Nestled against the bulkhead, Yahwell lay on her side atop
a medbed, facing the door.  Her golden lustrous fur was now matted with blood, her once
brilliant green eyes, clouded and distant. Several Trianni kneeled beside the medbed,
murmuring prayers while Doctor Salias took a small palm sized device that resembled a
blaster and pressed it gently against Yahwell’s neck.

“This will help with the pain High Priestess,” she said quietly, placing a trembling
hand against Yahwell’s forehead.  Salias looked up at Baal with tired, bloodshot eyes and
he knew the prognosis without her having to deliver it or having to use the Force to tell
him what what obvious:  The High Priestess didn’t have long to live.

“Thank you Doctor, for everything,” Yahwell managed, her eyes lazily rolling
towards the young woman.  She spotted Lana and gestured her over. “Where…is Shera?”

“She and Grentall fought to buy us the time we needed to escape,” Lana said,
stepping over to Grismaar and dropping to one knee.  She took the High Priestess’s hand
in both of hers and glanced back at Baal. “Balthazaar is here, with me, and Arturo is in
the back with the rest of the survivors High Priestess, what would you have us do?”

“Shera…such a fine warrior…that she would fall,” Yahwell shook her head, “It is
your time now Lana Fegarn, you are the next in line to wear the mantel of High
Priestess,” Yahwell said, her words just barely rasping out.  Reaching out with one
shaking finger, she gestured towards the Stave of Tyrisius that lay in the corner. “Hand
me, hand me the …”

Baal retrieved the artifact and gently placed it in Yahwell’s hand. She took it from him
with surprising strength and gently placed it against Lana’s blood-spattered fur.  “I pass
the mantle on to you sister, it is your duty, your charge, to lead and rebuild the Mew-Tao,
so that our legacy and history may live on in others,” Yahwell managed, her voice
reduced to a mere whisper.  A coughing fit took her as fresh beads of crimson poured
from the corners of her mouth.

“I will, High Priestess, do what is necessary to rebuild and endure,” Lana said, a
small tear cresting her eyelid and running down her muzzle.



“I, I know you will.  Lana, come, close,” Yahwell whispered and Lana did as
instructed, leaning in.  Baal tried to catch what was said, but couldn’t, and as Lana pulled
away he took a step forward.

“Yahwell, what of me?  What of my place in the Mew-Tao?  I have plans, to
rebuild, to create a temple and to…”

“Baal, you, you are to assist Lana. Support her, help her guide the Mew-Tao,
you…” Yahwell’s voice disintegrated into another coughing fit and Lauren stepped over,
pressing a steaming towel against the High Priestess’s forehead.

“High Priestess, you need your rest, I think we need to send everyone out for a
bit,” Lauren said quietly.

“Am I to be in charge then?  If something happens to Lana, am I to take over?” he
asked.  He realized it wasn’t the right time, but things had to be set in motion and there
may not be another opportunity, and the Mew-Tao had already endured years of
confusion and disarray. He’d already made many plans, taken many steps so that the
Mew-Tao would endure and he could lead them, train them so that they could fight as
one unified front.
Nothing could be done for Yahwell now except to ease her passing; her legacy of failure
and fear had come to an end, he now merely needed her to appoint him as successor High
Priest to get his plan moving

“Balthazar! Enough!” Lana said, glaring at him. The stave flared in her hand
briefly, bringing Yahwell out of her decline, only for a moment.

“Do not order me around, I’m not one of your directionless children,” Baal said to
Lana.  “I know exactly what needs to be done and exactly what the Mew-Tao needs to
survive. It needs a leader not afraid to go into battle for what is important, it needs an
experienced Protector with a strong connection to the Force - it needs me.”

Sitting up, Yahwell quelled her coughing fit, baring blood-stained fangs at him.
“No, Baal, you are not the leader the Mew-Tao needs. You are angry and immature. That
is why we never wept when you decided to go into the galaxy on your own - you never
see beyond your desires or your biases - you are just like your father - brash and self-
centered!” Yahwell said, her voice escalating into a shout.

“High Priestess, please!” Lauren said. The golden Trianni, so near death, had
shown renewed vigor and was practically coming off of the medbed. Scanners and
equipment began to scream warnings, but Yahwell wouldn’t be denied, pulling free of the
leads and sensors, her brilliant green eyes locked on Baal.

“No!  It’s time he heard the truth!” she roared.

“Truth?  What truth?” Baal said.



“The truth about why you will never lead the Mew-Tao!  The truth about what
your inherited brash foolishness and misplaced aggression will bring you! It will prove to
be your undoing, just as it was your fathers!”

Baal’s heart froze in mid pulse.  “My Father? What about my father?” he asked,
ice dripping from his words and looking back and forth between the trio of females.

“Yahwell, the medication, it’s distorting your judgment, this isn’t the time, not
now,” Lauren said, putting two firm hands on Yahwell’s shoulders.

“It is the perfect time, if not now when?  When his foolishness destroys our
people?” Yahwell stopped and stared at Baal.

“Yahwell, Lauren is right, it’s not the time for this,” Lana said.

“Let her speak!” Baal shouted.  “What’s a few more secrets revealed to the
huddled, blind masses? What else gets revealed on this night?”

“So be it, you want the truth Balthazar? Perhaps I’m wrong, perhaps you are
mature enough to know the truth,” Yahwell said, pupils narrowing into pinpoints. “The
truth is, your father isn’t still out in the outer rim on assignment for the Trianni Rangers
Balthazar, he’s dead.”

Heat burst in Baal’s chest and the air disappeared from his lungs. It had been
several years since he had last heard form his father, Pandzarik, but he’d been told the
Trianni Protector was alive and well. “You lie,” he whispered.

“Do I?” Yahwell’s red lips curled into a smirk her body trembling beneath
Lauren’s grip, “Then use your precious Force to tell if this is also a lie,” Lauren had
frozen in place and was looking nervously between the two and Lana simply dipped her
head, “he didn’t die valiantly, or with honor, he died because he ignored his superior - a
female - he died because he ignored her orders and blindly charged into an ambush!”

Silence filled the small cabin, the wires and connectors once affixed to monitor
Yahwell’s progress now lay quiet and useless on the medbed, slowly swaying back and
forth.
Inside, Baal felt as though his heart had been torn out, leaving a gaping wound where
feelings, compassion and warmth should be. Now he just felt cold and angry. He
searched her face, her mind, everything for a nugget of deceit, for an indication that the
former High Priestess was just speaking out of anger or rage or dementia, but he sensed
none of it-She was speaking the truth.

As if she only just realized what she had said, Yahwell’s face softened, her shaking hand
reaching out towards him.  “Baal, I didn’t mean for this to…I didn’t mean for you to find
out like this.  I’m sorry, I…”



Peering at her through a film of tears, Baal bared his fangs at her. “It’s good that you will
be dead soon. You may find more comfort in Hell than you will on this ship.”
He was out the door and down the hallway when he heard the screams - through the
Force he felt Lana’s pain, Lauren’s last desperate attempts to salvage a life and Yahwell’s
last moments slipping away.

He ignored it all and kept walking.

*

Koort lay on his back, staring up into the guts of the freighter known as “The
Skullduggery.”  It was a hopless mess, he’d decided.
While the main systems were wired correctly and the ship was certainly capable of
getting someone from point “a” to point “b”, there were modifications someone had
performed that sapped significant energy, redirecting it to other systems that didn’t
necessarily need…

“Hand me the hydrospanner,” he said to the R2 unit stationed outside of the cargo
bay access hatch he lay in.  He wiped a drop of sweat from his eye, having left his helmet
back in his temporary bunk and opting to go with a standard breath mask to allow him to
function properly in the ship.
Terminus had insisted they travel together, and Koort put up no argument. It would save
him credits and he would be able to spend time talking to the storied hunter, discussing
strategies and witnessing first-hand the life of a successful bounty hunter-at least that was
the initial plan.
After turning in the Heart Twins for the considerable sum of ten thousand creds each,
they had boarded the Ghtroc freighter and headed towards Dega. He would be lying to
himself if he admitted he wasn’t slightly disappointed. While not exactly sure what he
expected, the Skullduggery, with its plain durasteel hallways and dim overhead lighting
seemed to lack the character he’d imagined the ship of a famed hunter would have.
Void of any visible trophies, hard copies of claimed postings or even any Weequay
talismans or religious items, the ship seemed very plain and ordinary. Almost sterile.

Koort dismissed the random thoughts. He had work to do and when offered to have his
ship looked at and tinkered with, Terminus seemed uninterested.

“As long as it runs as well or better than when you start, have at it,” the hunter
had told him while prepping for takeoff. He got immediately to work, seeing it as not
only a chance to earn his right to be on the hunt, but also to kill time.



Mar had estimated their trip would take no more than ten hours, factoring in delays in
passing through the Degan Gas Clouds and the actual time it would take to navigate the
planet and locate Adkins’ base. Tuumb had promised to show them where it was, but
until then, was locked away in a massive cage Terminus had bolted into the cargo hold.
Working on the Skullduggery was helping to keep Koort from loosing his mind staring at
dull gray durasteel walls.

“I said hydrospanner,” he repeated. Glancing up, he craned his neck to see that the
red and white R2 unit, designated “Twoee” was nowhere to be found. Sliding out on his
back, he was surprised to be staring up at the domed head of an armorer droid.  It hovered
a meter off the ground and had a tray of food positioned in front of its barrel shaped
body.

“Uhm, hello,” Koort said, his voice emerging slighty softer through the
breathmask. “I’m Koort Ter’chon of the…” but he could tell the droid wasn’t listening
and stopped.

Turning his back to Koort, the droid hovered over to a nearby crate, dropping the
tray unceremoniously on its lid. Turning back around, it folded its arms across its chest
and fixed its glowing eye slits on Koort. “I’m Tenspot.”

“Of course,” Koort said, sitting up and wiping his hands off on his coveralls.

“Let’s get something clear,” the droid continued.  “Now that you are part of the
crew, my fancy little Ubese friend, it is time that you know that we droids stick together,”
the droid slowly began hovering in reverse, towards the open cargobay door. “And as part
of our little union, I call the shots. So don’t think because you fancy yourself as some
fearsome “hunter” that we are going to cowtow to you,” and without another word the
droid disappeared through the door, his head momentarily poking back in, then
disappearing once again.

Glancing at the tray of food and then at the empty cargo bay, Koort shrugged his
shoulders.  “I guess I’ll get the hydrospanner myself then.”

Stepping from his cabin, Koort adjusted the enviro-seal on his helmet and made
his way to the cockpit. He’d worked on the Skullduggery for hours, eventually quitting
when he’d repaired a tenth of what he wanted to get to.
“Perhaps I’ll have more time in the future to work on you,” he said, reaching out and
allowing his fingers to run along the contour of the hallway.

“Glad you could join the party,” Terminus said from the pilot’s seat as Koort
entered the cabin. Tuumb was kneeling on the floor between the pilot’s and co-pilot’s



station, his head facing forward with a blaster - courtesy of Terminus - nestled in the
folds of his rear neck fat.

“Am I interrupting something?” Koort asked, dropping into the jump seat behind
Terminus. Tuumb had been working the massive mag cuffs that bound his hands together
behind his back, but at Koort’s arrival he had stopped, sliding one large eye around to spy
on the bounty hunter.

“Uuric is just about to tell us where we can find Ket’s base of operations on this
wonderful little rock,” Mar said, gesturing at the viewport.  Beyond the transparasteel
canopy Koort watched as the Skullduggery skimmed the planet’s surface; all of his
helmet filters were turned off, offering him a brutal, honest look at Dega.

The planet reminded him of home.

A blasted red landscape whirled and moved with great clouds of dust and grit that seemed
to take with it as much as it left behind. Distant shadows Koort guessed to be foothills
fought for room on the horizon, while the system’s sun, a red merciless disc, hovered just
beyond, adding unnecessary heat to the planet’s unwelcoming mixture as it sunk low.
The difference between Dega and Uba IV was immediately apparent however - while
Uba IV was, save for a few settlements and mountain ranges, flat and unpleasant, Dega
was populated with the useless husks of massive earth movers and mining droids, long
since abandoned, standing like silent sentries overlooking the varied industrial buildings
he presumed were once used for homes and administration purposes.
And then there were the holes.
Massive, some hundreds of meters deep, and covering the landscape, great wide mining
holes looked as though they were punched into the surface of the planet by the fists of
angry gods, disgusted and horrified that they laid eyes on the planet.  He could
understand – if any planet deserved a swift and pitiless death it was Dega.

“Talk to me Tuumb, you said Ket’s base was Northeast of the dried lake shaped
like a Twi’lek dancegirl, we must have passed that a half an hour ago,” Terminus said,
momentarily pulling the blaster from the folds of Tuumb’s neck fat and dropping it a few
centimeters farther down the Herglic’s spine while piloting the freighter with his left
hand.

“Yeah, yeah, it is!  It should be just up around here somewhere, hey, can you, ya
know, quit shoving that damn blaster in my frelling blowhole?” Tuumb said gasping.
The Herglic laid his chin on the console panel as air pumped in and out of the large hole
previously plugged by Terminus’ blaster.

“No,” Terminus said.

“Come on, it’s hard to breath, makes my mouth taste like Tabanna gas and you
might freak out or something and shoot me by mistake!”



“That’s unlikely,” Terminus replied.

“Look pal, the outside may be a nice hard candy shell, but my insides superheat
just like everyone else’s, got that?” Tuumb said with more than a little irritation.

“I appreciate the anatomy lesson. Where is the base?” Terminus said.

“Hey, there, see those movers and those piles of rubble?  Head that way,” Tuumb
said, nodding with his massive head.

Focusing on the landscape, Koort saw where the Herglic was directing them.  A
rectangular building a dozen meters tall sat surrounded by rock formations blasted into
curling tentacles and spires by the harsh climate and several massive pieces of mining
equipment, now rusted into permanent fixtures of the like-colored landscape.

“That? Looks like an ore plant or mine entrance,” Cav asked.

“Yeah, it is. That abandoned smelting facility goes a few hundred meters
underground, that’s his base. The only part he really uses up top is that corner
observation tower sometimes, near the front entrance.”

“Any other way in?” Koort asked, peering around the Herglic’s massive gray
head.

“Nope. There were only two other doors and they’ve been welded shut. One way
in, one way out - one of the reasons Ket likes this Sith-forsaken place so much. Now,”
Uuric turned towards Terminus, “I held up my end of the bargain, you promised you
wouldn’t let him…”

“Quiet Tuumb,” Terminus shoved his blaster back in the blowhole, “Cav, did you
hear…” he began but his voice was drowned out by the scream of laser fire.
Koort’s helmet automatically went black in response to the green glare that filled the
viewport.  The impact threw him from his seat, filling the cockpit with a roar as he hit the
ground. Sensors and warnings screamed throughout the ship as something heavy landed
on top of him, pinning him to the floor.
He tried to squirm around, made every attempt to move as the Skullduggery twisted and
banked, its internal gravitational projectors straining to keep the world from going topsy-
turvy.
His helmet was filled with a screech of grinding metal as the ship slammed into the
ground, its underbelly dragging across the uneven crags of Dega’s surface and causing
everything to bounce upwards and come crashing back down. Spinning like an out of
control carnival ride, the ship finally righted itself and stopped, the shrieking of the
sensors and warning beacons abruptly fell quiet.
Buried beneath what he could only assume was the massive girth of Uuric Tuumb, Koort
fought for breath, relieved when Tuumb removed himself - or so he thought.



As Koort pulled himself upright, drawing in a lungful of air his mouth fell open. Tuumb
hadn’t gotten up on his own, rather he was simply rolled off of Koort. Smoke still curled
from the rear of the Herglic’s head, down near his neck as dead eyes stared at the
cockpits ceiling.

“You shot Tuumb,” he said looking over at Terminus who was powering down
the system and running a diagnostics check on the Skullduggery as Koort spoke.

“Yeah, I said it was unlikely, not impossible,” Terminus said.

“He was worth more alive, we won’t get half of what he was worth if he were still
breathing,” Koort said, getting to his feet.

“You’ll be compensated bounty hunter,” Terminus said, not bothering to turn
around.  “We need to move, if Ket’s here he knows we are coming and we’re a sitting
Gundark,” Terminus said, still working the console and shutting down several ship
systems.

“You’re half right,” Koort said peering through the viewport.

“How’s that?” Terminus asked not looking up.

“We’re not sitting, we’re floating,” Koort pointed through the viewport. Outside
the transparasteel stretched a small lake of rust colored sludge, filling one of the hundreds
of man-made mining holes.  Now that they had stopped, the Skull bobbed gently on the
top of the toxic slime.

“Great, I’m loving this planet more and more by the minute,” Cav sneered,
slouching down in his seat.

“That was unpleasant. I’ve killed all of the klaxons back here, but I can tell you
the Skull is going to need some major repairs in the immediate future,” Tenspot said,
hovering into the cockpit doorway.

“What hit us?” Cav said, pulling hair from his face.

“Laser turret, concealed amidst some of those heavy loaders,” Terminus replied.
“I didn’t pick it up before they fired, which means they must be shielded, which
means…” he glanced at Koort.

“They must be expensive, Adkins is being bankrolled,” Koort said.

“And there are probably a few more nasty surprises waiting for us inside,” Cav
said.



“Correct, including Adkins possibly. Everyone gets a cigarra,” Terminus said.
“What’s the damage look like back there Tenspot?”

“It’s bad.  Damage to several structural joints, we lost three sensor nodes on the
starboard side, then there is the crack…”

“What crack?” Koort asked.

“That one,” Ten spot said, gesturing to the viewport.  Following the droid’s nod,
Koort felt his stomach sink as he looked at the tinted transparasteel. A thin, almost
imperceptible hairline fracture ran horizontally, bisecting the harsh world beyond.
“Perfect,” he muttered.

“We can’t fly this thing off of here with the viewport cracked,” Cav said, shaking
his head.  “We’re stranded.”

“Not really,” Koort said, piecing together their options. “This whole planet is full
of scrap metal and derelect ships, right?”

“Yeah, but the odds of us finding an intact viewport for a Ghtroc freighter…”
Terminus said, leaning back, but Koort was already waving him off.

“No, no. We get some scrap durasteel, and weld it over the viewport.”

“Fair enough, but what about depressurization? Without an airtight seal-which I
sincerely doubt we could achieve- atmo is still going to get sucked into space.  Anyone in
the cockpit would suffocate within minutes,” Cav said.

“Not if they are a droid,” Terminus said, nodding.

“Right. You’ve got the R2 unit, we’ll seal the cockpit door and he can plug in and
pilot us off of here,” Koort said.

“Or I could just fire a grapple line to the nearest star and reel us in,” Tenspot said.
“That sounds insane.”

“It does.  It also sounds like our only option right now unless we come across any
extra freighters lying around still intact. Do it,” Terminus said, pointing to the droid.
“And pronto, we don’t have a lot of time and I want the Skull spaceworthy in case we
need to burn atmo, fast.”

“Of course, I’ll round up the other indentured servents and we’ll get to work,”
Tenspot said.

“Don’t be so negative, you’re saving your own lives as well,” Terminus said,
turning back to the controls.



“I don’t worry about us, if things go bad, we can always be rebuilt,” Tenspot said,
hovering out the door.

The trip from the Skull to the shoreline took almost a half an hour as Koort had to
use his thrustpack to jump back and forth, transporting the trio one at a time onto solid
ground.  Inside, the droids were working feverishly to get the Skullduggery space-worthy
again so they would be able to head off planet once they apprehended Adkins, or, at least
be able to relocate the ship in case they needed to wait. The ship had crashed and skidded
for over half a kilometer, though you couldn’t tell it by the already craggy and misshapen
landscape. The prospect occurred to Koort several times that Ket wouldn’t be simply
sitting back and waiting for them, but now, as he hustled alongside Terminus towards the
looming building, he decided to ask an obvious question.

“Terminus, what if Adkins isn’t here?”

“He’ll be along,” Terminus replied.

“Eventually, but how long should we wait? At what point do we go looking for
him elsewhere?”

Stopping, Terminus scanned the landscape, the long deep red shadows cast by twisting
rock formations, abandoned mining equipment and watchtowers reflecting in his visor;
eventually he looked back to Koort.  “We have gone looking for him, and now, we’re at
the doorstep to his lair. He’s like any other animal Koort, beyond the implants, the mask
and the insanity, he’s a creature of habit like the rest of us.  He thinks this is his safe
haven, his home, his den.  He’ll come back, and when he does we’ll be waiting.”

“Agreed,” Koort looked to the smelting plant sitting in the distance.  A sizeable
structure, its base was covered in mounds of dust and rock while an abandoned hauler sat
dormant alongside twisted damaged handrails leading to a massive cargo door -
according to Tuumb, it was the only way in; but besides the blowing dust and bits of trash
that danced in the wind, the place looked abandoned.  “Shall we?”
They moved swiftly, with Mar covering their six and he and Terminus leapfrogging from
one piece of abandoned equipment to another, until they were in the shadow of the
building, just meters away from the massive cargo doors.
Koort spied a brand new security pad set into the doorframe, but could see no other
security measure or trap that awaited. Above, the corner of the building served as an
observation tower, surrounded on two sides by long rectangular windows, now covered
with dull gray blast screens.

“Give me a moment, I’ll bypass the system,” Koort said, pulling a small code
slicing datapad from his belt pouch. During his time apprenticing as an armorer on Uba
IV his employer, and old Ubese named Tacret Yoht would often tutor the young Koort on



bypassing security systems, just in case he ever needed the skills when dealing with
clients and their “unique” tools of the trade.

“Just be cautious, Adkins is capable of anything,” Cav said.  The human was
wearing a lightwight helmet and bodysuit beneath his robes to protect him from Dega’s
harsh and violent winds.

“Yes, I’m aware of that,” Koort said, crossing to the building. He had the
faceplate off of the panel in seconds and was already hooking the code slicer into the
guts, the faint clicking of sand and grit rapping against his helmet, as if it wanted to be let
in. Out of the corner of his eye, still in the shadows of the mining hauler, he spied his new
partners, having some sort of animated back-and-forth. They had killed their comms,
excluding him from the conversation. Curious, but now was not the time to ponder their
private issues- he had to focus, especially when trying to open the door to the lair of a
madman.
A moment later the panel beeped as the slicer hit on the correct entry code and the ground
rumbled, as the massive door, easily three times as tall as Koort, separated, opening to a
dimly lit interior. Peering inside, Koort disconnected his gear and pulled his Renegade
Heavy Blaster pistol.

 “Nice work,” he heard Terminus in his earpiece.

“I don’t see much inside. It’s dark, not much ambient light to use,” Koort said,
rotating through his visor’s various illumination modes.

“Perhaps he picked up, took off for another base,” Cav suggested.

“Perhaps, but until we scour this place, let’s assume he’s creeping around in here
waiting to use us for target practice,” Terminus said, pulling a massive triple barrel light
repeating blaster from under his poncho.

It was the first Koort had ever seen of the weapon and it made his Ubese heart skip a
beat. “Is that a Netfali Arms?” he asked, the threat of Adkins and everything else
momentarily forgotten.

“Yes, triple barrel. They don’t make them anymore, apparently they had a
predisposition to exploding,” Terminus said, scanning the darkness that lay in wait.

“And that doesn’t bother you?”

“I didn’t get into this business to stay safe,” Terminus said, moving forward.

Beside Koort, Cav stepped up, empty handed. “For what it’s worth, it bothers me - a lot,”
he said, giving Koort a lopsided grin from behind his faceplate and falling in behind
Terminus.



Shaking his head, Koort followed the duo through the doors. Dead bounties, hazardous
equipment, questionable partners, it seemed some of the more notorious rumors about
Terminus the Hunter was proving to be disturbingly accurate.
Directly inside, illuminated by the faint red glow of the fading sun, a lift system sat
unused, waiting to transport them into the bowels of Adkin’s man-made hell.

*

“I thought you might want to talk.”

Baal sat cross-legged on the floor of his cabin, trying to block out the weeping and
screaming that filled the corridors of the Corellian’s Gambit. He’d sensed Lana’s
approach, hoping she would pass by his temporary quarters and continue on to the cargo
hold or elsewhere.  He wasn’t that lucky.

“I’ve got nothing left to say to you,” he replied.  He could sense her still hovering
in the doorway, and turned, fixing her with a cold stare. “Has the ascension to High
Priestess damaged your hearing?  I said I’ve got nothing to say.”

Throwing an unsure glance down the hallway, Lana absently picked at a piece of the
brown leather gown Baal recognized as coming from something Kalron referred to as his
“personal collection” of female attire stored in a cargo crate in his cabin-he didn’t know
what that meant, nor did he want to know. She’d showered and her gray lustrous fur
captured the dull starship lighting and turned it into something shimmering and beautiful.

“Some things were said, before Grismaar passed, that, I thought you might want
to talk about,” she said.

“You mean the lies?” he said, springing effortlessly to his feet and dropping onto
a nearby chair. The room was an extra vacant cabin rarely used on the Gambit II, and as
such held few furnishings save for a chair, double bunk, desk and cryo-box for food and
drink.  “Are you going to create more stories to upset me? To derail my plans for
rebuilding the Mew-Tao? Is that it?”
His meditation had yielded no results, save for numbing the pain from the nicks and cuts
that crisscrossed his body- though the medicated bacta patches were probably just as
responsible for that.
But more painful than the residual throbbing wounds was the accusations Grismaar had
hurled at him about his father-those still burned in the pit of his stomach, even hours
later.



“No, that’s not my intention at all,” Lana said, entering the room. She didn’t wait
for an invitation, and dropped onto the bottom bunk of the double bed, leaning forward.
The room was tight, small and Baal was almost overpowered by the oils and scents that
rolled off of her fur.  By contrast he was still covered in a sticky mess that reeked of
sweat, blood, Ventral slime, and medical salves and skin-sealants-having not bathed since
their escape from Fibuli.

“Why would Grismaar lie to me like that in her last minutes of life?” Baal shook
his head. “I know my father, he was a powerful warrior who followed orders, who…” his
voice caught in his throat and he looked away.  “He would not have disobeyed a
command,” he managed.

“Baal, life, for all of us Mew-Tao, the Protectors, Priestesses, even the tiny cubs,
has never been easy or simple. You know of our past, of what we have strived to leave
behind as we move forward, it’s taken its toll on all of us.”

“We are warriors, our life is not afforded the luxury of ease or simplicity,” Baal
replied, snorting.

“Yes, and while this is true, we are also living, feeling beings, and our emotions
sometimes cause us to do…questionable things.  Even more so if we are connected to the
Force,” she was avoiding looking him in the eye, and her hands were fidgeting slightly in
her lap, her trio of fingers intertwining and rubbing absently together. He had little
patience going into this conversation and had run out entirely.

“Get to the point, oh revered High Priestess, or get out.  I don’t have the time or
interest in getting in touch with my inner feelings right now,” he said, waving her
towards the door. Her head snapped up and her eyes went wide, and for a moment he
thought she was about to unload with the same sort of vehement outburst he’d endured
earlier from Grismaar when he realized it wasn’t rage that distorted her face - at was
sorrow.

“I’m sorry Baal. The point, yes,” she sighed.  “The things Grismaar said about
your father, they…they were true.”

A resurgence of bile boiled up into Baal’s throat, but before he could call her
down, Lana was already holding her hands up. “Please, listen to me, it’s not what you
think.”

“I think it’s lies and deceit, apparently a trait common among our High
Priestesses, past and present,” he snarled.

“ENOUGH!” Lana roared, her submissive, apologetic demeanor dissolving in a
flare of anger. She was standing now, her fingers, that just moments ago were performing
a delicate dance among themselves, were now arrow straight and pointed in his face.  “I
will NOT be called a liar!  Whatever distaste and disgust you felt towards Grismaar, no



matter how misdirected and foolish, was between you both. I will not be subjected to the
same disrespect and treatment, is THAT clear?”
Her movements, so sudden and powerful, caught Baal off guard and he found himself
nodding dumbly, his mouth slightly agape. Smoothing her gown, she stared down at
Baal, her eyes unwavering and locked onto his like a pair of gold photon torpedoes.
Arturo appeared in the doorway, eyes shifting between the two. “Is everything allright?  I
heard…”

“Shut the door Arturo, everything is fine,” Lana said, still staring down at Baal.
The younger Trianni hesitated, then stepped into the hallway, disappearing behind the
hiss of the cabin door.
“You cry and whine like a cub about the lies and deceit that surrounds you Balthazar, but
when someone steps forward and tries to tell you the truth, tries to throw back the shroud
of mystery, you refuse to open your eyes for fear of having to confront a truth you lack
the maturity to deal with, or face a reality that doesn’t fit into your narrow mindset,”
crossing her arms, she took a step back.  “If you wish to live in the dark like a frightened
child, then I wish you luck and bid you farewell.”

Her hand was en route to the door panel when he stopped her. “Lana,” he settled
farther down in his chair and allowed the weight of the day to wear on him. “I apologize.
Please, if you have information on my father, I would like to hear it.”

She kept her back to him for a moment, finally turning and nodding. “Are you certain?
Confronting the weaknesses and mistakes of those we place on pedestals is seldom a light
undertaking.”

“He was not we…” Baal stopped and shook his head. “I am certain. He was my
father, and I deserve to know what happened.”

“Very well,” Lana stepped back over to the bed and sat, her eyes taking on a
distant quality. “It must have been a year ago, maybe a bit more, Arturo and I had agreed
to join with the Trianni Rangers to augment their forces on Bonashum, a small planet in
the backend of the Corporate Sector and home to a small but important Trianni clan
called the Oro-shuruk.”

“I’ve heard of the Oro-Shuruk,” Baal said. The clan was one of, if not the, oldest
Trianni clans still in existence. The elders were reported to be wise, and with connections
to some of the most important politicians in the core worlds. The elders, a council of
equal numbers of females and males, was also significant in that the males were rumored
to have as much say in clan affairs as the females.

“It was shortly before the fall of the Empire, and the Rangers thought that perhaps
the elders would curry their favor in the core worlds, shedding light on the CSA’s
genocide of our people and pass legislation that would lead to our aid, or at the least, the
ability to relocate our people into more hospitable space.”



“Bah, politicians know nothing and produce little more than lies and debt,” Baal
spat.  The Rangers were fools to think that lobbying and talking would accomplish
anything,” he leaned back and fished a bottle of water from the nearby cryo-box. The icy
mixture carved a path down his dry throat, landing in his stomach like a Garnib glacier.

“Yes, well, Arturo and I didn’t question, we simply went along to Bonashum
because word reached the Rangers that the CSA was planning an attack there. The leader
of our small force was a female Protector named Dovria Prixus, her second in command
was your father Pandzarik,” Lana looked to Baal, shaking her head. “The Oro’Shuruk
were stubborn, old, and insisted that they didn’t need to flee the coming firestorm. Worse,
they refused to assist the Rangers in their desire to relocate those Trianni clans on
planet.”

“Even more Trianni who felt the need to fight rather than run,” Baal shook his
head.  It was an epedemic throughout the galaxy and just getting worse-against the power
of the CSA, their  weapons, vehicles and sheer numbers would always win out over the
Trianni stubbornness- as long as the Trianni lacked a real leader, someeon who could
hone them into a real, unified fighting force.

“Add to that the infighting that took place,” Lana continued, “and the fact that
Dovria and Pandzarik were not getting along, and things were quite bleak.”

“Not getting along? Why?”

Lana sighed and stopped her hands form fidgeting. “They had a fight Baal, before the
mission, as lovers sometimes do.”

“Lovers?” Baal sat, his water bottle frozen in mid-path towards his lips, rolling
the word over in his mind to make sure he heard her right.  His mother had died giving
birth to Baal, and his father had never mentioned another mate or even having interest in
another.

“Yes. They had been together for years. She was young, beautiful and strong.
They fought many border skirmishes together, and she saved his life, and he saved hers,
on several occasions,” Lana shrugged. “That kind of history, the isolation of battle, the
reliance on someone to be there for your survival, it all can lead to a closeness between
beings that transcends simple friendship or camradere.”

“He never mentioned her to me. I’d never even heard of her before.”

“He wanted your mind free of obstructions and clutter, and felt telling you about
his personal life, and life in the border wars would taint your training. The Mew-Tao
were in need of focused, strong warriors Baal, your father was dedicated to providing
those.”



“So, how did he pass?  How did this all…” Baal shook his head and gestured for
Lana to continue.

“They were in the midst of a quarrel, as happens when one warrior disagrees with
the philosophy of another. Dovria gave him an order to take a unit and scout out a
mountain pass in that region of Bonashum, and to, under no circumstance, engage any
CSA they encountered,” Lana’s lips curled into a grim smile.  “Pandzarik, always the
warrior, never backing down, agreed, but when he was in the field, they encountered a
CSA patrol, and instead of holding back and letting the Espos’s move on-never realizing
they were in the sights of Trianni Rangers, sprang on them, slaughtering them like
cattle.”

“They deserved no less, my father made the correct decision,” Baal sneered, but
Lana was already shaking her head.

“No Baal, he didn’t. If he had held off, had waited, he would have seen that it
wasn’t an isolated patrol unit out on their own, but simply an advance recon unit, leading
a much larger force. Alerted by Panzarik’s attack, the Espo’s main force swooped in,
killing or enslaving almost every Trianni in his unit. Only a handful escaped, just barely,
and made their way back.”

Baal sat in silence, letting Lana’s words sink into his skull. A dull ache hammered in his
chest as he imagined his father, his proud, brave father, leading a fearless group of
Trianni into battle, and then falling, hammered by the relentless energy bolts of the
Espo’s blaster rifles.

“We were forced to flee, without the elders who, stubbornly, decided to await
their fate at the hands of the Espos,” Lana said, shaking her head.  “The stragglers from
Pandzarik’s unit arrived and provided us with just enough warning that we were barely
able to escape.”

“You weren’t in my fathers unit?”

“No,” Lana shook her head.  “Arturo was, he and your father were very close. He
watched the Espo’s gun him down- it was the last thing he saw before he led the others to
safety.”

“So he blames me for not being there?  With my father and the other Rangers? Is
that why he treats me with such disrespect?”

“Arturo is young and full of misplaced ideals Baal, you cannot chart your success
or failures on the revolving opinion of my brother.”

“Is it possible that my father was right?” Baal said, pulling the discussion back
into focus.  “Is it possible that, had Dovria listened to him all of this could have been
avoided?  He was not some stranger to combat, and I find it hard to believe he…”



“The Elders,” Lana said quietly. “They…the males, had talked to some of the
younger male Rangers, especially in your father’s unit. Filled their heads with ideas of
revolution, told them that the females had held them down and retarded their growth as a
race,” Lana shook her head, a thin tear racing down her fur, where it hovered for a
moment before falling to the cold durasteel floor. “It was right before your father took his
unit out on patrol, it was right before he and Dovria fought.”

He sat in silence for a moment. “Perhaps the elders were right, perhaps it is time
for a change in, not only the Mew-Tao, but all of the Trianni clans.”

“Perhaps, but for now, things are to remain the same,” Lana stood, gathering her
gown about her.  “I’ve not decided on what the changes will be, but that’s also not
important right now.  I’m sorry for your loss Baal, and I’m sorry Grismaar chose to
withhold it from you,” she trailed off, stepping towards the door and dropping her head.
“I’ve got my people to look after, it is a long trip to Garnib, and there are still
arrangements to be made,” she triggered the door and stepped through, allowing it to hiss
shut behind her.

Amidst the hum of the Gambit II’s engines and its stale recycled air, Baal placed his face
in his massive hands and allowed himself to do something he hadn’t done since he was a
child - weep.

*

“I think I found something,” Klux said from the console beside Vic. They were in
the upper admin tower overlooking Dega, having opted to see if there were any systems
still online that would aid in their search for Adkins. To their surprise, all of the systems
were operational, and for the past half an hour he and Klux had been scouring the system
for anything Ket might have left behind that would be of interest while Koort stood guard
in the hallway outside of the admin office.

“What is it? I haven’t been able to find a damn thing…he’s got cameras wired
into this system, but you need a passcode to access each one and I’m having no luck,”
Vic said as beads of sweat raced down his temples and into his suit.
He’d located the proximity alert system and enabled it- should anyone or anything bigger
than a womprat come trolling around the base, the alerts would sound throughout the
complex. He’d also raised the storm shutters on the admin tower, offering them an
unobstructed view of Dega- not that there was much to look at.
He’d considered calling Koort in to assist in hacking the system, after he’d had luck
bypassing the door but thought better of it. Vic didn’t know what sort of info Ket had
accumulated on the team and the last thing he needed was Koort coming across a file
revealing Klux’s Jedi bounties and Vic’s Terminus persona.



“Well, it’s not pretty. Look,” Klux leaned back and turned the adjustable screen
towards Vic. The footage was grainy, and Vic considered that a small comfort
considering. On the small screen Ket stood in a circular room, the walls covered in red
tile with various surgical implements hanging from the wall. He had someone tied to a
rusty lab table and as Vic peered close, realized the madman was working them over with
a laser welder and vibroblade. Vic couldn’t tell what the victim started out as, due to the
sheer amount of skin that had been removed from its body.

“It’s logged as being a month old, at the most. I uh, muted the sound, I could turn
it up if you want,” Klux said, his face turning a lighter shade of green.

“That’s ok, I think we’re better off not hearing the screams. I wonder how many
vid logs there is of stuff like that?” Vic said, shaking his head.

“Dozens Vic, I checked them all. Ket has recorded himself torturing and killing
dozens of beings,” Klux shook his head, closing his eyes.

“Anyone we know?” Vic asked.

“I…I couldn’t tell. I don’t think so, but some of them pick up after he had
already…”

“Yeah, I get the picture,” Vic said, shaking his head.

“I felt it when we entered this place. Pain, death, suffering, all because of Ket,”
Klux’s brows knotted together and he turned a dazed stare to Vic.  “He’s a monster Vic,
an emotionless vile killing machine, and I…I don’t know how this happened. He wasn’t
like this when we were partners, I mean, he was a little out there, but, by the Force Vic,
he’s…”

“Evil. He’s become evil and dark and he’s not the same being you met back on
Graymoore,” Vic said, reaching over and flipping off the screen and turning to his
partner. “He sent us the skin of a former Raptor, Klux. You don’t pull a stunt like that
unless you’ve already cashed in your sanity for a stack of crazy chips,” Vic leaned back,
throwing one last glance at the monitor. “Sometimes, evil shows its face without being
prompted by the Force.  It doesn’t always walk around in a black cape snarling and
shaking its fist. Sometimes the evil is already inside of us, just waiting to come out, but,”
he put a hand on the man’s shoulder and gave him a small shake. “I need you sharp. I
need you focused. Ket is deadly and if we aren’t on our game, he’s going to take us out
like these other unfortunate bastards and keep on moving through the galaxy, filling up
its morgues one body at a time - unless we stop him. You with me?”

“I’m with you,” Klux said finally, nodding.

They sat in silence for a moment, a solid rap at the door causing them both to start.



“Yeah?” Vic called out, the Terminus voice echoing in the room. They had
decided on turning off their comms on the outside chance Ket was somewhere nearby,
scanning their frequency.

“It’s Koort, I think I heard something, down the hallway.”

“On our way,” Vic replied. “I guess we better go ahead and check out the rest of
the base.  If Ket is here, we’ll find him sooner or later.  If not, then we at least have the
layout down in case it becomes a gun n’ run.”

“Agreed.  Any advantage we can get over him the better.  Even with the Force
I’m not sure how well we are going to fare against him.”

“You planning on whipping out that lightsaber and going to work?” Vic asked.
Since Koort’s arrival Klux had kept the weapon hidden.

“I’m not sure. I guess I’ll wait to see if I need it.  Are you going to reveal yourself
to Koort at some point?”

Shrugging his shoulders, Vic picked up his LRB from the console and stood.
“We’ll have to wait and see. If this goes off without a hitch and we part ways, there’s no
reason for him to know he was teamed with a notorious outlaw rather than a notorious
bounty hunter.”

“Yeah, that might make a difference,” Klux smirked.

“It would, considering one has a hundred thousand credit bounty on his head,”
Vic said, stepping to the door and triggering it open.  Koort stood outside in the hallway,
his Renegade heavy blaster pistol drawn. The corridor was dark and dusty, with small
shafts of light pouring in from a few spots in the building’s weld joints.  Dust motes
drifted lazily, and Vic toggled his visor to pick up the ambient light.  It helped a little, as
the cargo crates and fluttering bits of insulation snapped into view.

“I don’t see anything,” Vic said.

“There was movement, out of the corner of my visor, down at the end of the
hallway at the top of the stairs.  When I turned it was gone,” Koort said.  “I assure you,
we aren’t alone here.”

“Maybe a transient smuggler?  Someone else hiding out in Ket’s base while he’s
away?” Klux said, returning his breathing mask to his face.

“I doubt it. Ket has a nice little set up here,” Vic said, sweeping the hallway with
the barrel of the LRB. “I’m surprised we haven’t triggered anything by now,” Vic said.



“Who says we haven’t?” Koort replied, looking up at the outlaw.

All three looked at each other.  “Let’s move, Vic said. “We’ll take the stairs down
and then take the lift to the lower levels.”

They made their way without incident, their footfalls echoing on the dusty
durasteel grates as they descended to the lift. The rest of the ground level was deserted,
with large refining and holding areas sitting silent, filled with abandoned equipment and
piles of scrap.
Triggering the lift to life, Klux and Koort joined Vic as the large platform gave a
momentary shudder, then began to quietly descend into the plant’s lower levels.

“Which level are we going to start at?” Koort asked, checking his blaster.

“Might as well start with the first one and make our way down.  If some of the
footage we found is any indication, we may encounter some of Ket’s recreation rooms.”

Beside him, Klux shuddered.

“Am I missing something?” Koort asked.  Vic was impressed-the Ubese seemed
to catch everything.

“Torture chambers.  We found some disturbing footage of how Ket spends his
free time,” Vic said.  Dark rust colored rock continued to scroll by as the lift lowered, the
only light coming from the small dim red bulbs that ringed the platform. Thin veins of
yellowish metal marbled the rock, glinting brilliantly as they passed.

“One elevator into the bowls of hell, by the For-“ Klux stopped, catching himself.
“By fortune it’s hot down here,” he finished, crossing his arms.

Snorting, Koort shook his head.  “You think this is hell? I invite you to visit Uba
IV sometime. The Old Republic did an admirable job of turning a lush planet into a toxic
wasteland.”

“I heard that was an accident, that some of the Ubese had stockpiled weapons that
led to a breakdown in their ecosystem,” Klux said.

“’An accident?’ And you were taught this in school?” Koort said.

“No, no I heard from …”



“Exactly. Everything you hear about Uba IV is secondhand knowledge because
the government hid and covered up their disastrous folly with lies and omissions.” Vic
could tell the small Ubese was getting irritated.

“Leave the politics to the fat, sausage-chewing senators. You two get ready,
we’ve got ten more meters to go before this thing stops,” Vic said.   Exiting the shaft, the
lift descended into a large open chamber that continued down into the darkness. Closed
doors with large wheel mechanisms set into their face ringed the rock walls below,
opening onto a wide catwalk that ran the circumference of the shaft. Small red glow
cylinders set into the walls between the doors offered faint illumination - just enough to
move around and not pitch over the guardrails into the shaft below.
Upon pulling even with the catwalk, the lift stopped, allowing the trio to exit, traversing a
narrow walkway to the main catwalk.  Leaning over the worn, rusted handrail, Vic peered
into the darkness, catching a faint glimpse of another level below.

“Looks like there are eight doors, two on each side,” Klux said, gesturing to the
pair of doors set into the wall they were approaching.

“I’ll go first,” Koort said, holding his blaster at the ready.  He looked back to Vic
and Klux.

“Be our guest,” Vic said, shouldering the LRB.

Trying to twist the wheel with one hand, Koort realized it wasn’t going to budge
and holstered his weapon, using both hands to grip the handle. It finally turned with a
shrill scream of metal and swung inward, a small curtain of dust falling from the
doorjamb.
Triggering his glowrod to life, Klux followed Koort, who had his Renegade out and was
crouching, slowly advancing.
Bringing up the rear, Vic wasn’t surprised to find an abandoned room, filled with
overturned cots, scattered cargo containers and spacers’ chests.  The expanse went off
into the darkness, but from what Vic could see through his own visor and the wide beam
of light Klux was casting around, the room had been abandoned for some time.

“Looks like living quarters,” Koort said, tossing back bedsheets that kicked up
small plumes of red dust.

“Yeah, I doubt anyone has used this in quite a while,” Klux said, fiddling with the
lightpanel beside the door.  “Looks like the power to this room has been shut off.”

“Lets try the next room,” Vic said, backing up.

This time, Koort didn’t need to use both hands, as the wheel slid soundlessly in a
circle, opening into another dark room. Vic took point, stepping forward as something
clicked.  They all froze, and to their relief, overhead lights flickered to life, triggered by



an automated sensor. When he was sure he wasn’t going to explode, Vic advanced,
allowing Koort and Klux to fall in behind him.
In constrast to the first room, this room was immaculate. Pale white overhead lights
illuminated what appeared to be a shooting range. The narrow room had a shelf and
several cargo crates stacked near the far right, while a holoprojector hung from the roof
directly above the shooting station. The far end was covered in a curved wall of some sort
of blast resistant material, charred black from what appeared to be thousands of scorch
marks.
Suddenly, a thin Rodian appeared at the end, pulling a blaster from a short red vest.
Instinct caused Vic to grip his weapon and bring it to bear, though his mind had already
determined that there wasn’t any threat.

“Cute Cav,” he said, lowering the LRB as the hologram flickered and
disappeared.

“Wow, look at this,” Klux said, tapping at a small box set into the station.  Vic
turned, and through the Terminus helmet saw himself appear at the end of the shooting
alley, as Vic Palisades, clad in a black trenchcoat, leveling a blaster rifle downrange.

“Vic Palisades,” Koort said, nodding and returning his Renegade to his holster.

Glancing to Vic, then to Koort beside him, Klux hit a button and froze the image.
“Uh, you know that guy on the holo?”

Nodding, Koort crossed his arms. “Yes. He’s an outlaw, killed the monarch of his
home planet. He’s courting a death sentence in at least three systems.”

“I wonder what he’s doing on Ket’s shooting program?” Vic said, watching
Koort’s every movement. He had no reason to believe the hunter would link him to the
holo, but he wasn’t fond of taking those kinds of chances. He subtly moved his finger
onto the trigger of the LRB, turning as he did so.

“Who knows?  I only caught his posting as I was passing through the Valex
system a while back. Scum of a feather flock together, as they say. For him to be on this
program leads me to believe the two must have bad blood between them,” Koort said,
still watching the holo of Vic at the end of the range.  “Still, he’s got a substantial bounty
on his head, in a few systems. Imperial and private. A hunter could retire on what this
outlaw would bring in,” and without a word the Ubese drew his Renegade and fired,
sending a fierce red bolt into the center of the Vic-hologram’s head, causing the virtual
outlaw to disperse in a spray of digital glitter.

“Yeah, I guess we’ll have to keep an eye out for him,” Klux said, throwing a
nervous glance at Vic.

“Perhaps.  Perhaps he could be our next target after we bag Adkins,” Koort turned
to Vic and shrugged.  “That’s is, if our current hunt works out for all involved.”



“Let’s worry about taking Ket down before we start counting our credits on future
bounties,” Vic said, lowering his LRB and stepping through the door.

The rest of the rooms yielded little of interest. Another shooting range, this time set up
with obstacles to hide or avoid was found on the far wall, along with a few empty rooms
that at one time appeared to be rec rooms, but had since been purged of any valuable
electronic equipment or holoprojectors.
Finally, the trio returned to the lift, and Vic triggered its descent.

“If he is here, he has plenty of opportunity to hide and ambush us. The middle of
this lift doesn’t offer much protection,” Koort said.

“True, but there’s no other way to the lower levels,” Klux said.

Turning, Koort tapped his thrustpack with the barrel of his Renegade. “I disagree.
When we set down on the next level, I’m going to jump down and see if I can scout
ahead.”

“Sounds dangerous,” Vic said as the next level approached.

“Yes, well, I didn’t get into this business to be safe,” Koort said.

*

The next level was slightly different from the first, but Koort took no chances,
anticipating an ambush at any moment. While Ket was insane to be sure, he was also
methodical, precise and extremely deadly. The lift stopped in the center of a large
platform, this time, its center was larger, with only a narrow opening leading to the lower
level.
Terminus and Cav both disembarked and headed to the doors along the wall. Crawling
over the handrail, Koort prepped his thrustpack and stepped from the narrow ledge,
dropping into the abyss.

Through his visor he watched the next level approach quickly. Triggering his
pack, the thrusters kicked in just in time to cushion his landing. He hit the catwalk hard,
his shins screaming in pain as he went down to one knee. Renegade still gripped in his
hand, he scanned the area as he slowly rose, taking stock of his surroundings.  He stood
on the outer catwalk of the platform, its center open to accommodate the lift still parked
one level above.  Beyond, crates, stacked a dozen meters high, created what appeared to
be some sort of maze, preventing Koort from seeing the far side; dim red bulbs hung
from the ceiling on thin wires, casting more shadows than light. Koort was glad he didn’t
need to rely on them for any real illumination. Several doors ringed the nearby walls on
this level, as they did above, however, he noticed some of these were wide open,
allowing faint red light from within to pour into the chasm. Between the doors, wide



durasteel tubes ran from the upper levels and continued into the darkness below. The rest
of the level was lost as the crates stretched out and up to the walls.
One particular crate off to his right caught his attention, long and narrow it sported a
green circle with a white “NA” etched  on it’s side.  Slowly, he approached, checking his
six to make sure no one had come around, but for the moment, the area appeared safe.
Reaching down, he unlatched the crate’s cover, peering inside. A gleaming Netfali Arms
sniper rifle sparkled with polish and lubricant in the hazy red light.

“At least the madman has good taste,” Koort muttered, pulling the weapon free
from its velvet lined home.  He checked the charge and was satisfied to see it was primed
with a new energy pack and ready to go.

“You won’t be needing that where you’re going,” a voice said from somewhere
behind.

Adkins.

Dropping the rifle back into the box and bringing his weapon to bear, Koort scanned the
area for a heat signature but found none, save for the one given off by the blaster bolt that
lanced out of the darkness, striking him in his shoulder and throwing him behind the
Netfali Arms crate.
He hit the metal meshwork of the floor hard, the heat from the bolt searing through his
armor and roasting his shoulder like a nerfsteak. Popping up and unloading a shot in the
direction the assault came from, he saw movement, a blur of a black and red body
moving quickly, taking cover behind a pyramid of boxes.

“It will be easier for you if you give up now, Adkins,” Koort called out.
Terminus had specified wanting Adkins alive - which was going to make the takedown
that much harder.

“I’ll take my chances, you don’t appear to be much of a threat,” Adkins called
back.

Moving quietly, Koort dropped to his stomach and began crawling across the floor,
keeping his head low and leading with the barrel of his Renegade. A looming nearby
stack of crates would afford him more cover and possibly a better shot.
He reached the cover without incident, leaning around the stack to see if he had a shot at
the elusive madman. Another blaster bolt slammed into the metal crate, missing Koort’s
head by centimeters and showering him with sparks. Dropping to a knee, he unloaded a
volley of blaster bolts, certain that at least one hit. He dropped back, awaiting retaliation,
and when there was none, hazarded another glance.
Behind the crates where he thought Adkins was shooting from, there was nothing - save
for several tendrils of smoke rising from his missed shots.
Cursing under his breath, Koort rapped his fingers against his helmet, in case one of the
sensors was off from the dive he made behind the Netfali Arms crate.  Unless Adkins was



wearing a shielded suit, which Koort wouldn’t put past him, he should be showing up on
the Raider helmet’s visor.
A noise from behind, and reacting on pure reflexes, Koort fell forward, turning as he did
so and bringing his weapon to bear. He fired without waiting for a target, more to cause
his adversary to duck for cover than to actually hit anything.
Two bolts sailed into darkness, while a third, lower, struck something, exploding in a
shower of sparks.  He expected a scream, a curse, something. Instead, the brief flash of
light illuminated a humanoid body falling backwards, stumbling as it did so before finally
crashing to the metal flooring.
Wasting no time, Koort scrambled to his feet, leveling his Renegade and approaching the
downed body with caution.
He almost dropped his weapon out of shock.

Lying on the ground, its legs moving and head twisting back and forth, lay a droid.  Its
body was painted in the same red and black design that Ket sported on his bodysuit, but
its head was a teardrop shape, coming to a point where a chin should be.  A stormy red
cloud of liquid hovered behind the faceplate, and try as it might, Koort had struck it so
that it was unable to bring the large blaster mounted on its left hand to bear.

“A droid, a Ket droid,” Koort muttered, kneeling beside the body.  Gritting his
teeth, he shoved the Renegade against the droids faceplate.

“This isn’t over,” the droid said in perfect mimicry of Ket’s voice.

“For you it is, I don’t waste time with cheap knockoffs,” Koort growled, pulling
the trigger. At point blank range the faceplate superheated and shattered instantly,
spraying molten hot liquid and circuitry into the air and across Koort’s armor.  The droid
shuddered momentarily, then fell still.

Standing, he was still marveling at the droid when another blaster bolt screamed past his
helmet, causing him to spin and fire.
In the brief flare of blaster flash, he counted at least four more droids scattering for cover.

“Frell,” he muttered, throwing himself clear of the wall of fierce red energy bolts
that lit up the dim platform like a fireworks show.

*

“This is where he made the vids,” Vic said, standing in the doorway of another
sideroom. Inside, a lab table, fully equipped with arm and leg restraints, and stained dark
with the blood of victims, occupied the center of the room. Two vid cameras were



suspended from the ceiling, aimed at the table, while various implements of torture and
interrogation hung from hooks lining the red tile-covered walls.
Two wide mouthed tubes, a meter tall emerged from the floor alongside both sides of the
doorway, stained with rust and a rainbow of various species’ blood.

“I felt this room before we even stepped foot in the plant,” Klux whispered,
tracing his hand along the wall. Looking back at Vic, his face was a mask of sorrow.  “So
many lives Vic, for what?  Why? Just to get at us?”

“More than likely,” Vic said, slowly walking the perimeter. For as immaculate
and precise as Ket was, he left this room a vile mess - he guessed more to intimidate its
occupants into fear and submission - as if the madman had any additional need for that.

“But we didn’t DO anything!” Klux said, shaking his head.  “We never betrayed
him! We never pursued him!  Why would he go through all of this just to get at us?”

“Hey, crazy doesn’t need a reason Klux. Who knows what is going on in that
damaged brain of his?  If I had known those implants would send him over the edge, I
never would have let Doc Quay work on him.”
Stepping over to the table, Vic peered close, examining the restraints and padding.  He’d
seen tables like this before - used by Imperial Interrogators and Inquisitors. His friend
Sadik had been strapped to one - before Tremayne cut his head off.

“What will the New Republic do to him?  I mean, assuming we actually manage
to capture him without being vaporized.”

Shrugging, Vic looked up form the table. “Don’t know partner. I imagine after
they get Jax’s location out of him, they’ll lock him up.”

“What if he doesn’t know where they took him?  He just turned Jax over, right?
That doesn’t mean the Imperials told him where he was going,” Klux had stopped at a
particularly vicious looking vibrosaw and was running a finger along the dormant blood-
spattered blade.

“I would bet JIE that he knows,” Vic said.  “It’s information Klux, and Ket knows
the value of information. More prescisely, he knows that we are going to find out, one
way or the other, where Jax is and try to rescue him.  If I were Ket, I would be waiting for
us to make our move to rescue Jax and hit us then,” Vic looked up at the domed ceiling,
inspecting the cameras. “He knows we’ll all be together, so he can wrap us up in one big
bodybag and be done with us.”
Above him, one of the cameras moved, just slightly, and focused on the table -and Vic.

“Someone’s watching us,” he said, nodding up to the camera.



Without a word, a flash of blue energy, accompanied by a hum filled the torture chamber
and the camera sparked and caught fire as a blue shaft of energy sliced through it with
ease, spinning it madly from its perch, and sending it smashing against the far wall.
Shutting down his lightsaber and replacing it to this belt in one fluid motion, Klux
shruuged.  “Not any more.”

“Nice, what if Koort had come back up and was standing in the doorway,” Vic
gestured, and froze.

Standing in the doorway, blaster leveled at his chest was a black and red droid.

“Klux! Look out!” he screamed, diving towards the doorway.  He intercepted the
droid’s shot before it could scream past and hit Klux, taking the blast full in his chest as
his LRB fell from his grip to the ground. The Terminus armor, fashioned by one of the
premier armorers in the galaxy and augmented and modified by his own droid TenSpot
absorbed the blast, allowing him to grab the arm of the droid and bring left fist into the
side of its head.

The reinforced durasteel lining in the Terminus glove managed to dent the side of
the metal teardrop shape, but it fought back, wrestling with Vic as two more rushed into
the room.  Another blue flash illuminated the chamber and Vic could see Klux already in
motion behind him, reflected in the visor of the droid he now struggled toe to toe with.
His boot slipping on gore that still covered the tile floor, he lost his balance, and before
he could regain it, he and the droid were pitching to the side, his hip slamming against the
half-tube set into the floor beside the door.
The droid was strong, deceptively so, and while sparks and blaster bolts filled the tiny
chamber, the bot struggled to bring his left blaster-arm around to rest against Vic’s
helmet. At the last second he turned, using his leverage to pitch the droid into the chute -
but the droid wasn’t going to go alone, and clamped a claw grip on Vic’s half cape,
pulling him into the darkness.

*

Hunkered down behind a cargo crate, Koort slapped the side of his helmet several
times, hoping that his imaging software wasn’t offline completely. While diving for
cover, he’d rapped the Raider helmet against a handrail that caused a momentary flicker -
then a continuous medley of interference that made it impossible to see. Somewhere,
amidst the maze of crates, machinery and catwalks, several Ket-Bots hunted him- a
position he refused to remain in for long.
Finally, he killed the helmet’s HUD, the visor going clear and allowing him an
unobstructed view of the dark corner he occupied.
It wasn’t an ideal situation.
Behind him was a sheer drop, how far, he couldn’t be sure. He was surrounded on two
sides by cargo crates with only one opening into the small nook. Gripping his Renegade
in his hand, he checked its charge - and felt his stomach flip-flop. He had maybe enough
energy for a handful of shots, and he was out of blaster packs.



Movement caught his eye - a shadow, cast by one of the dim red bulbs that hung from the
ceiling of the chamber. Bringing his blaster up, Koort held his breath and waited for his
shot. But the Bot, having stopped just beyond the entrance to Koorts cubbyhole, didn’t
advance.

“Looks like you’ve got yourself trapped,” A perfect mimcry of Adkin’s voice
called out.  “Might be wise to just turn your blaster on yourself you know.”

“Isn’t this the part where you offer to take me hostage, to find out why I’m here
and what I know?” Koort replied, keeping the blaster aimed at the opening between the
stacked crates.

“Of course not.  I wasn’t designed to make friends you nerfchuck,” the Ket-Bot
replied.  “My Master did instruct me that it would be preferable to take intruders alive, he
enjoys the ‘recreation’ prisoners afford him.”
Slowly, Koort rose, and moving flush with the crates, made his way towards the opening,
the Renegade leading the way.

“Well then, shouldn’t you honor your Master’s wishes?” he replied. Koort
despised witty banter, but cornered, and low on ammo, the longer he could keep an
adversary talking and not shooting gave him more time to maneuver and plan.

“Not really. He programmed us to be just like him. And if I were him, I would
much rather see you die by my hand, than turn you over to him,” the droid replied.
Koort was a meter from the opening, and by the shadow on the ground, could tell that the
droid was standing in the middle of the cargo-crate corridor, checking its blaster-arm.

“I’ve got to hand it to you. He did a good job designing you. You act just like
him, there’s only one flaw that he failed to program out of you though,” Koort said,
lowering his voice. In the corridor, the droid stopped fidgeting with its blaster.

“What’s that?”

Dipping around the corner and dropping to one knee, the Renegade let go with two
explosive blasts that caught the bot in the faceplate and neck joint, causing it to erupt into
a spray of sparks and fire.

“You talk too much,” Koort said, already moving past the droid as it dropped to
its knees, falling face-first onto the catwalk.
The sound of metal feet clattered on the ground in pursuit, but without his helmet’s sound
augmentation, he wasn’t able to tell where they were coming from.  Rounding a corner in
the maze, a volley of blaster fire ripped into a container beside him, spraying him with
food stuff and molten slag.  Diving backwards, Koort brought his weapon up, releasing
two bolts, his finger hitting the trigger and the sickening sound of a dry fire met his ears
on the third shot.
His blaster was empty.



Sprinting, he followed the man-made corridors, finally rounding a corner, he stopped,
dropping to a knee and peeking down the corridor watching from where he just came.
Three Ket-Bots, just five meters away, methodically advanced along the corridor. Their
glowing red-lightning filled faceplates scanned back and forth in tandem with their
blaster-arms, as the triangle of death slowly advanced.

“Come out and save yourself some pain,” one called out.

“Yeah, the longer it takes to find you, the more you are going to suffer before you
die,” another added.

Shaking his head, Koort holstered the Renegade and turned to advance farther into the
maze, but there was nowhere to advance to - just three meters into the corridor was a
dead end.
While strong for his size, Koort realized after planting his boots against the catwalk and
shoving with all of his might, that the canyon of cargo crates wasn’t going to budge.
He quickly ran through his mental checklist of options, all the while trying to calm
himself.  His thrustpack was no good in the enclosed space, and even if he could jump,
where to?  These droids were good enough he would only give them a few seconds of
target practice before they took him down. The elevator was still parked up one level with
Terminus and Cav, and he’d tried unsuccessfully to reach them since the ambush, only to
realize the ore was interfereing with his helmet comm-and if they had been able to hear
the blaster battle going on below they would have already been along to provide backup -
he hoped. Cursing silently in Ubese, Koort reached beneath his chest plate and pulled free
the last chance he had of getting out of this dead end alive – the gleaming black orb of a
frag grenade.
He stared at it for a moment before shrugging and jamming his thumb against the timing
mechanism and tossing it out into the narrow corridor.

*

Sliding in a mad tumble down the chute, the Ket-Bot fired twice, both times the
fierce red energy slammimg uselessly against the durasteel and missing Vic by
centimeters. He tried to stop the descent, but the chute was smooth and flawless, ejecting
the duo into the air - where they fell for only a moment before plunging into a pit of
viscous liquid. Dipping beneath the surface, his Terminus helmet, sealed about his neck,
sputtered and chugged as it tried to filter liquid through its air exchange chambers.
Breaking the surface, Vic took a deep breath- and inhaled a stench that made its way into
his lungs, causing him to gag. Coughing, he toggled the visor, and felt his body go cold.
They had fallen into a massive drum of waste - populated with the bodies of Ket’s
victims and discarded mining scrap.
 A body pit.



Horrified faces, some skeletal, others stripped of flesh and frozen in silent screams
floated throughout the pool. Body parts, trash - the organic mixed with the mechanical as
he bobbed in the gruesome soup of cadavers and refuse.
Turning, he just managed to dodge a blast from the Ket-Bot. Red breifly illuminated the
body pool, and Vic fought against the press of trash, torsos and limbs to grab the droid’s
arm and shove it into the mire.  He didn’t know how deep the pool went, but his feet
found no purchase, and the stink of decay and gore again filled his nostrils.
Between struggling with the Ket-Bot and trying to stay afloat he was barely able to toggle
the filter from pumping the vile stench into his face - taking his chances that the ten
minutes of air in his sealed helmet would be enough to survive on until he expired.
His LRB lying useless a level above in the torture chamber, Vic lanced his left arm
around the droid, bringing him visor-to-faceplate as he unholstered his Sentinel blaster
pistol.

“How’s it hanging Vic? You miss me?” The droid said in perfect imitation of
Ket’s voice.

Ignoring the comment, Vic slid the Sentinel up under the droids ribs, and was
stunned when it maneuvered out of the way, gripping the barrel and tossing the weapon
into the mire.

“That’s not very sportsmanlike,” the droid admonished, then, to Vic’s horror, the
Ket–Bot reached up with its right hand and, gripping the long topknot that sprung form
the Terminus helmet, pulled with such force that the helmet popped free of Vic’s head,
almost breaking his neck in the process.
Darkness overwhelmed him, with the only illumination coming from the streaks of
lightning that coursed along the Ket-Bot’s interior faceplate. Forcinghis mouth shut, Vic
held his breath while pulling a vibroblade from his belt, and, triggering it to life, jammed
it into it’s forearm joint. The blade skimmed the surface on the first jab, but hit paydirt on
the second, finding its way into a crease and causing sparks and fluid to erupt from the
joint.

“You bastard!” the droid screamed, its arm frozen in place. With its blaster arm it
swung in, clubbing Vic in the side of the head while its legs moved violently, trying to
keep its chassis afloat.  Pain erupted throughout his skull and he went down, submerged
in bloody muck; he had just he presence of mind to keep his mouth clamped shut, and he
already felt his lungs burning as he turned, trying to maintain his orientation. Pushing
away from the Ket-Bot, he surfaced, taking a gasp of rank air and reaching out, gripping
the Ket-Bot’s neck in his left hand. His right brushed against something and he pulled it
free - a thin metal pipe. Swinging wildly, he caught the Ket-Bot’s faceplate, an audible
“crack” filling the drum as the pipe bent around its head. Letting the makeshit weapon
fall away, Vic balled his right fist, closing so that the bot couldn’t bring its blaster to bear,
and, fueled by disgust and rage, began hammering the droid’s cracked faceplate with his
knuckles. Pain, exploding throughout his hand kept him conscious, and fueled his attack
while the bot, its right arm frozen in place and still gripping the Terminus helmet, tried to
flail away.



Vic was having none of it.
Gritting his teeth against the gore that covered his face and ran into his mouth, he shut out
everything but the rage, and allowed it to drive his fist, repeatedly, like a jackhammer
into the droid’s head.  He couldn’t tell if the first crack he heard was from his hand or the
droid’s face, but he didn’t stop, until the red lightning disappeared and the snap and sizzle
of circuitry gave way to the crunch and grind of bone. Molten liquid poured from the
faceplate and Vic pulled free as his knuckles, no longer protected by his tattered glove,
blistered from the intense heat. Cursing he drew back as the contents of the faceplate
slowly drained into the gruesome soup, sending a sickening steam rising from the
bubbling mass.
Retching up that day’s meal of tasteless processed protein, Vic used the droid’s immobile
body as a float, lying atop for a few moments before it began to sink. His right hand
wouldn’t move, and had already begun to swell; in minutes it would be totally useless.
He jerked the Terminus helmet free of the Ket-Bot’s grasp and made his way over to the
bottom rungs of a ladder that ran up the side of the pit into the darkness above.
He was three quarters of the way up, moving slow due to the bath of slick gore and
crippled right hand, when the world started to shake.

*

A ball of fire and debris rolled towards Koort and the Ubese grit his teeth,
throwing himself to the ground. As the heat scorched his armor and seared cloth to his
own flesh, he refused to scream out, and instead thought of the massive radiation storms
on Uba IV that would kick up and roll across the blasted wastes, scouring everything
clear of life.
He’d survived several of those, and he assured himself he would survive this.
A moment later the heat subsided and he lay still for a few moments, allowing the
majority of the pain to diminish into a dull throb. With his right hand he fished a small
gun-shaped syringe from a utility pouch on his belt and jammed it against the worn
leather of his trousers. A needle shot in and out several times, so fast that Koort didn’t
even feel it - just the quick and steady decline of agony from his body. He wasn’t out of
the wastelands just yet - but he was getting there.
Taking a deep breath, he pulled himself to his feet. Still feeling as though he’d been
microwaved with a dozen disruptor pistols, he slowly limped through the dark corridor;
the bulbs in the immediate area had been destroyed, and the only illumination that guided
him now was the flaming wreckage of the four Ket-Bots. Absently, his foot kicked away
a melted disfigured head no longer attached to a body. Suddenly, the catwalk trembled,
almost causing him to loose his footing.  Bracing against the cargo crates until the
vibration passed, the crates themselves trembled beneath his fingertips, some even
moving and shifting slightly.
Continuing forward, one slow meter at a time, he stopped and pulled free his thrustpack,
kneeling in the flickering firelight of a demolished cargo crate to inspect the conveyance:



It was ruined. Heat had melted some of the circuitry and debris had lodged itself in the
intake valves and the engine, rendering the item useless.

“What a frelling waste,” Koort muttered, throwing the pack to the ground in
disgust.

“Funny, I was just thinking the same thing.”

He looked up and stared straight into the barrel of a blaster.

Silhouetted against a wall of flaming debris and scattered crates, the Ket-Bot was almost
two meters away - just out of Koort’s reach. It had been damaged, it’s right arm blasted
from its body so that sparks sputtered from its shoulder joint while small flames licked a
chassis blasted black from the explosion. Still, everything else seemed intact, including
the blaster that was aimed at his head.
 Racked with pain and with no where to dodge to or take cover, Koort dropped his
thrustpack, cursing.

“I’ll not give you the satisfaction of my fear,” he snarled. Standing tall he crossed
his arms and waited for the shot.

The roar of a blaster, louder than expected, filled the corridor, as flaming droid parts
showered Koort’s armor with sparking scrap. He didn’t even bother flinching from this,
as the remains of the droid’s torso fell apart.  Behind him, emerging from the flaming
cargo crates, stood Terminus, a Netfali Arms sniper rifle nestled against his left shoulder,
its forestock balanced precariously on his right forearm.

“You look like you are waiting for something,” Terminus said, lowering the
weapon. His voice, the normal metallic rattle, was different - raspy and guttural, every
word followed by a low hiss.

“I was waiting to be shot.”

“Really? Not exactly the mindset to have if you want to stay in the bounty hunting
business,” Terminus said, tossing the rifle to Koort. “The secret is to shoot first.”
He caught the rifle and almost dropped it. The weapon’s grip was covered in some sort of
dark slime.  He looked back up and realized Terminus was covered in the same.

“Should I ask what this is?” he said, pulling a hand away and flinging some of the
mucous susbstance away from his glove.

“Not if you want to keep your lunch down. Come on, Cav was lowering the lift
when I headed back here, we need to get out of this place,” Terminus said, heading back
through the corridor.



“But what about Ket?  There are other levels we haven’t explored yet,” Koort
said, following the Hunter through the flaming crates and wreckage.

“If Ket was here, this would have attracted his attention, plus,” Terminus gestured
to the upper levels with his left hand, “This place is coming apart. The explosion has
started some sort of chain reaction - it could come down on top of us any minute.”

“My helmet’s visor took a hit, so my IR and lowlight is out, I’ll need to follow
your lead,” Koort said as they raced along the corridor away from the firelight. He’d
slung the sniper rifle across his back, and was using his hands to feel his way.

“Damn Ter’chon, you’re a frelling mess, here,” Terminus triggered a switch on
his gauntlet and a small beam of light illuminated the way.  By the time they made it to
Cav, the structure had shuddered at least twice more - each vibration coming right on the
heels of the last.
Pieces of rock and grit were raining from the ceiling, filling the shaft with a haze of dust.

“Lets go!” Terminus said, as he and Koort both jumped onto the lift. Cav,
watching intently with Terminus’ LRB slung over his back, triggered the controls and
suddenly they were moving, faster than before, as precaution took a back seat to survival.
Another vibration shook the lift and all gripped the handrails as a chunk of rock the size
of a Jawa hit the floor and bounced off into the chasm. Several tense moments went by
and they were back in the entrance of the base.
From somewhere a shrill beeping sound filled the area.

“What’s that?” Koort said as the trio raced for the doorway.

“Proximity alarm, someone, or something, is outside,” Terminus shouted above
the steady rumble that now filled the base. Above ground, machinery fell over and crates
toppled from their stacks.

“It might be Ket, I’ll check it out!” Koort shouted.  Breaking from the group he
headed for the admin tower. “Make sure your comm. is open!”

“No!  Koort!  Leave it!  We need to get out…”  He heard Terminus shout but the
rest was lost as blood pumped through his temples and he launched himself up the stairs.
The drugs in his system were making him move slower than he liked, so he compensated
by pushing himself harder - to his limits and beyond.
He just reached the admin tower and cleared the door when another vibration sent him
staggering to the console. He caught himself on one of the chairs bolted to the metal grate
and froze.
On three different monitors the silhouette of a sleek black starfighter rotated as
confirmation and security clearance codes scrolled madly along the bottom. His stomach
knotted into a tight ball as he realized the pilot was disabling the same auto turrets that
took out the Skullduggery.



Ket Adkins had come home.

*

“Come on!” Klux screamed, jerking Vic to the front doors. They cleared them just
as the base shook one last time and the entrance collapsed, taking the aft portion of the
building with it. Outside, a dust storm had picked up, and, coupled with another
shockwave, knocked them both to the ground.
Throwing a glance over his shoulder, Vic was relieved to see the admin tower, obscured
partially by the wall of gusting sand, still appeared to be intact, though the windows had
shattered, sending a waterfall of transparasteel to the ground.  He could only hope Koort
had made it to safety in time.
Dragging himself to his feet, he had to wipe clear his helmet’s visor, now caked with
sand, grit and blood.

“What the hell did you do to my base?”

Turning, Vic froze and stared at the cloaked figure of Ket Adkins.  The blue and red
mask was gone, replaced with a black latex cowl, allowing him to see the snarl pulling at
the younger man’s lips.  As Ket’s cloak billowed behind him, Vic glimpsed a red and
black bodysuit underneath, sporting the same design the interior Ket-Bots displayed on
their chassis.
Off to Vic’s left, Klux had just risen to his feet.

“Ket,” Vic nodded. The man was too far away for Vic to close with him, and with
his Sentinels lost in the underground body tank and his LRB still slung across Klux’s
back, he was unarmed against a madman who would have no trouble gunning him down
before he even made a move. Add in his crippled right hand that had swollen to the size
of a Gallda Fruit and his options were severely limited. He needed to figure out
something-fast.

“Hello Vic,” Ket replied, and in one swift move pulled a blaster and shot Klux.

Vic froze, ready to spring as the Jedi hit the ground, his lightsaber falling from his grasp
beside him.

“Damn!” Klux screamed, grabbing his shoulder and coming to a sitting position.

“Klux!  You alright?” Vic asked, keeping Ket in his field of vision while turning
enough so that he could see his partner.



“I think, yeah, it just hurts like a Hutt’s mother,” Klux said wincing.

“You should know better than to go for your weapon Klux,” Ket said.  He’d
returned his blaster to his holster so quickly Vic hadn’t even noticed. “That was a stun
shot,” he turned to Vic.  “Both blasters are now set to kill, so don’t try anything else
stupid.”

“Get out of the way, I’ve got a shot,” Koort whispered into Vic’s ear, from
somewhere up behind him in the ruined admin tower. Vic was impressed the Ubese was
still alive, even moreso that he’d set up a sniper position without Ket noticing. At this
range though, if he missed, Ket would drill he and Klux both and not blink an eye - even
worse, Koort might kill Ket and then they would never find out where Jax was being
held-and all of the sacrifice and work would be for nothing.

Tonguing his helmet’s vocabulator off and opening his comm line, Vic still kept
his voice low - there was no telling what Ket’s enhanced senses could pick up.
“Negative.  Hold off and wait for my signal.”

“Your call,” Koort responded.

“I appreciate you coming all of this way, it saves me having to hunt you down to
kill you,” Ket said, crossing his arms and smiling. He wanted Vic to go for a weapon or
make a move, just so he could show off how quick he was; Vic didn’t bite - he knew.

Flicking the helmet’s comm. back over, Vic began to speak but realized nothing was
emerging from his vocabulator. The blood and sand must have finally jammed it up,
rendering it useless. Without any options, and against his better judgment, he slowly
unsealed the helmet and pulled it from his head.
The harsh air burned his lungs, whipping his long mane of blood soaked hair around his
head like a flailing sea creature. Sand stung his eyes but he didn’t flinch, keeping his
attention locked on Adkins.

“Good Lord, what are you covered in?  What happened to you?” Ket asked, eyes
going wide and scanning Vic from head to toe.

Ignoring the biting grit that tore at his face, Vic pulled back several knotted, blood soaked
strands of hair from his face, promising himself he would chop off his mane the first
chance he got. “I found your body pit, you sick freak.”

“Found it?  Looks like you took a swim in it ‘partner’,” Ket said smiling.

“Yeah, real nice place you set up here. Couldn’t you have picked a nastier
planet?” Vic gestured to the blasted red landscape.

“What? Like that ball of ice you set up shop on?  I don’t like ice and snow Vic, so
Dega suits me just fine, “ he shook his ehad, looking at the ruins of his base.  “If you



hadn’t destroyed my base you might have come to appreciate the work I’d put
in…especially in the torture chamber. Now I’m just going to have to find someplace else
to work you over I guess.”

“Ket, look, it doesn’t have to go down like this,” Vic said, dropping his helmet to
the ground.

“Oh, see, that’s where our opinions on the matter diverge Palisades. I very much
think it needs to go down like this. Thanks to your little home movie of me and a gang of
persuasive and explorative swoop bikers, I can’t even show my FACE in this sector
anymore!”

So, you saw the holo, huh?” Vic managed to smile. The Kanker Brothers had
come through - he would have to thank them later, if he lived.

“Of course I saw it! EVERYONE SAW IT!”

Shrugging, Vic held his hands up.  “You shot A’sok and mailed us Socatoa, you
expect me to be worried about hurting your feelings?”

Ket returned the smile. “You left out ‘blowing up JIE’.”

“What?” Vic felt the bottom fall out of his chest.

The wind picked up and he leaned forward to hear Ket, who was now yelling to be heard.
“You need to keep closer tabs on your business Vic! Nice building, but I wasn’t a fan of
the design- so I took a couple of torpedos and did some renovation for you. Seems fair
now, considering,” he gestured to the smoking ruins of the smelting plant

“You’re bluffing!” Vic said.

“Am I?  Then why don’t you ask your Jedi flunkie over there if I’m lying?  He
has enough practice intruding on my innermost thoughts,” Ket said, nodding to Klux who
was slowly struggling to his feet, grasping his left shoulder.

Looking over, the Jedi threw a wary glance at Vic, then shook his head. “He’s not lying.”

“Ket, you piece of…” Vic stopped himself.  He was already walking a fine line
with the madman, and knew the slightest misstep could set him off and turn everything
south.  He calmed his breathing and tok a deep breath. “Look, I don’t know what you
think we did to deserve this - any of us - but we were partners once, hell, even friends,”
Vic tried to focus on the here and now-if he’d desotryed JIE there was nothing to be done
at this moment. “Somewhere along the way, you got lost, your mind started to falter,
probably because of those damn implants,” Vic shook his head, his hair growing heavier
by the second as sand accumulated on the wet strands, weighing it down.



His fingers tapping a rythym on his gunbelt, Ket smiled as if he were having the time of
his life and shook his head. “I don’t think so Vic…you sold me out, passed Lemoyne
around like some party favor…did you even care that I loved her?  Did it even frelling
matter before you killed her?”

The name meant nothing to Vic.  “Ket, I have no idea who you are talking about. You
never told me about any ‘Lemoyne’, hell, you never told me much about your past at all.
Remember?  Think back, think back to when we met on Greymoore, try to remember.
We’d never met, I was on the run and you, Klux, A’sok  and Socatoa were crewing
together, and for what it was worth, we put trust in each other.”
He saw confusion in the gunslinger’s eyes; somewhere, the still intact parts of his brain
not overrun with bad cyberware, paranoia and schizophrenia were battling against the
imaginary world he’d created. “Remember when we were captured by Nock’Nord, and
Socatoa was separated from us?” Vic pressed.  “We never saw him again, then you and I
were taken away on a prison shuttle - rescued by Jax - the same man you captured, he
saved you, remember?”

“More lies Palisades, more lies to confuse me and cover your own tail. You never
cared about any of us, you were just some two-bit hood trying to get away from Akelish,”
Ket snarled.

“No, Ket. You’re wrong, and sick,” he could see Ket’s hands twitching, knew that
on some level he was getting through. “Jax, remember Jax?  He saved us, he was there
for us.”

“I, yeah, I think so,” Ket stammered, eyes jerking back and forth, focusing on
nothing in particular. “Why did he save us?”

“We worked for him Ket. Raptor Squad works for the New Republic - we always
have.”

“He betrayed us!” Ket’s hands fell to the grips of his blasters, his eyes going wide
with rage.

“No!  Ket!  Hold on, listen to me,” Vic continued, keeping his voice even. The
wind had picked up and he was yelling now to be heard, “Jax was our friend.  He rescued
us from the Imperials. We used to do the right thing, all of us!  You just lost your way,
you forgot who you were, you started to think we were all out to get you!”

“You were out to get me,” Ket snarled.  “That’s why I killed the Wookiee, that’s
why I came after you.  You tried to do me in, take me out. You sold me out to Akelish.”

“Ket, we BLEW UP Akelish?  Don’t you remember? Why would she work with
us?  Hell, why would she even try…”



“SHUT UP!” Ket screamed, drawing his blaster. Vic froze but the madman didn’t
fire, instead, he pressed his gunhand against his ear, as if trying to block out the noise.
“You all were against me, hunting me, turned me over to Croto back on Graymoore.  If I
didn’t move against you I would be killed,” he was pacing back and forth now, the dust
and sand picking up and creating a moving wall between them. Vic had to squint just to
see the man, blocking out the burning path the toxic air was carving through his lungs.
“All that time in the cell, all that they did to me, and you set it up!  You told them where
to find me!” he was shaking his head, his eyes distant and Vic watched as Ket replayed
imaginary events in the recesses of his mind.

“I don’t know what to say to you Ket, I don’t know what’s happened to you. Just,
come with us and we’ll get you help. We were partners and friends once, and, despite all
that’s happened, we’ll try to get you some help.”

“Help?” Ket screamed, closing his eyes. His hood fell away from his face,
revealing a mop of black hair that erupted from the top of the cowl, now streaked red
with dust and grit from the Degan sandstorm.

“Yeah, help,” Vic said, and took a step forward, his hands still out stretched, his
right hand balled into a claw from the pain.

The move was instinct, and in one fluid motion, before Vic’s boot even touched
ground, Ket lowered his blaster and shot him point blank in the chest, from just two
meters away.
The red superheated bolt of gas stretched from the blaster barrel, through the gusting
sand, crystallizing tiny particulates into glass before it pierced Vic’s chestpiece. Heat,
pain and agony all erupted in a ball throughout his torso, and the outlaw found himself
taking a step back, then another.

But he didn’t fall.

Instead, he looked down at the smoking fist sized hole in his chestplate and back at Ket.
The gunslinger, with his deadly aim and graveyard full of bodies he’d built his reputation
on, stood gape-mouthed at Vic.

“Alright,” Vic spat a mouthful of blood to the ground, “you got that out of your
system, now, you ready to come along peacefully?”

“How, how did…” Ket began, staring dumbly at Vic then down at his still
smoking blaster pistol. But as his mind tried to wrap around the still living, breathing and
most importantly upright, outlaw in front of him, a superheated bolt of green energy
lanced past Vic’s head, missing him by centimeters and slamming into Ket’s shoulder,
throwing the gunslinger up and backwards where he collapsed into a pile on the ground.
Racing over, Vic was on top of the man, who lay groaning on the coarse red Degan sand.
Turning him over and seeing that the gunslinger was still alive- Vic disarmed him and
began slapping mag cuffs around the man’s wrists.



“I think you might need this before our Ubese friend shows up,” Klux said,
limping up beside him and holding out the Terminus helmet with one hand while the
other remained pressed against his shoulder where Ket shot him.

“Thanks,” Vic scraped away the buildup of blood caked grit around the
vocabulator and shoved the rank smelling helmet back over his head with his one good
hand. “My back was to the admin tower the entire time, I don’t think Koort would have
been able to get a good look at me,” he said, surprised his vocabulator was working.

“Yeah, well you got some help from this sandstorm and the fact your face is
drenched in blood,” Vic looked back towards the admin tower. “He shot you in the chest
Vic, I saw it, I just can’t figure out how you are still alive,” Klux said, shaking his head.

“You mean you didn’t do some sort of Force energy trick?  Decrease the power of
the bolt?” Vic asked.

“Vic, I could barely get my breath,” Klux said, shaking his head.”I didn’t even
realize he was taking the shot until I saw the smoking hole in your chest.”

Both stood in silence staring at each other for a moment, finally Vic shrugged. “Huh.
Well, I don’t know what saved me, but I’m wagering this armor has seen its last days,” he
stuck three fingers into the hole directly over his heart.  “I don’t think a durasteel patch is
going to fix it this time.”

“I don’t think it was just the armor Vic,” Klux said, cocking his eyebrow.  “I think
there was more at work that saved you.”

“You keep thinking that,” Vic said.

“I wasn’t aware that getting shot in the chest was going to be your ‘signal’,”
Koort said as he approached the trio. The Ubese had the sniper rifle slung across his back
and was scanning the horizon as if he were expecting more trouble.

“I would have preferred something less painful, but whatever works,” Vic
nodded.  “Thanks, by the way, for getting my back.”

“Of course.  I couldn’t see Cav from my vantage point, but I figured he was down
or dead,” he looked over to Klux, “I’m glad to see it was the former.”

“Yeah, me too,” Klux said, reaching down to check on Ket. “His vitals are strong,
but it looks like he’s going to be out of it for a while.”

“Good, it will be easier to transport him that way,” Vic said.



“Agreed,” Koort continued scanning the horizon. “The storm’s getting worse, and
we’ve got what we came for. I think it’s time we left Dega.”

*

Staring with smug satisfaction, Baal bundled his cloak about him as he watched
the mass of activity and movement that went into building HIS new Mew-Tao temple,
“The Mew-Tao Temple of Rebirth” he’d decided to name it.  He’d decided on an
enormous abandoned underground cavern a kilometer from the main Garnib city of
Bewwil, long ago deserted by the beings that carved out a life for themselves here.
Now, nothing remained, save for intricate reliefwork that showed the story of an entire
culture that had faded out of existence-he could almost relate. In the distance, in the
lowest levels, Balinaka artisians scurried and slid along the ice, using both archaic and
modern tools and utensils to fashion a massive ice pyramid that would serve as the new
place of learning and worship.  High above, a single shaft of light made its way through a
crevice in the glacier, falling so that the tip of the rudemaentary pyramid was already
catching and reflecting light throughout the cool, blue temple.
Working around the clock since Baal contracted the job out to the local guild – the
artisians worked quickly, efficiently and more importantly-cheap.For a fraction of what it
would cost on another planet and the minimal need for materials, his temple would be
built to his specifications for a mere pittance.

“It’s beautiful Baal, I commend you on finding and building a home for us,” Lana
said beside him. He’d sensed her approach but had little to say to her. Neither had spoken
since they’d arrived on Garnib, as all of his communication with her had been through
underlings or her abrasive brother, Arturo.

“Yes, the Mew-Tao deserve a place of safety and worship. We have suffered
greatly, and it is time we rebuilt and prospered once again.” The remainder of the trip
home had been uneventful, with the handful of followers mourning the loss of their High
Preistess.
Upon setting down, Grismarr’s corpse had been reduced to ash and scattered in a small
ceremony across an underground lake - or so Baal was told. He was too busy getting the
construction for the temple underway to attend.

“It will be a home for ALL Mew-Tao Baal, I have been talking with some of the
local Balinaka, Vernol and Mon Calamari - they are willing to open their minds and souls
to the Mew-Tao way.”

Anger flared throughout his body, but he forced it back, simply nodding and
turning to the new High Priestess. She was wearing a dusty tan leather gown and green
cloak that glimmered in the reflected sunlight. “We will see what transpires Lana. You
and I have different views of what the Mew-Tao should be. I am building a temple for my



people, not for half-hearted religious zealots unhappy with their current denomination
and looking to join a flavor-of-the-month religion.”

“Baal, you are an important member of the Mew-Tao, and we need you to bring
this together,” she turned him towards her, her hand softly gripping his forearm, “I need
you. To show me the ways of the Force, so that I will have the strength to lead our
people.”

“ ‘Our’ people?  Don’t you mean ‘your’ poeople Lana?” he gestured to a group of
Balinaka who had taken a break from working to slide across the ice on their stomachs,
letting loose with various hoots and whistles as they did so. “That the Mew-Tao would be
made up of this sort of rabble sickens me. That a culture of warriors and philosophers
would give way to...this,” he snarled and rolled his eyes. “We would have been better off
perishing atop Shandor’s Summit.”

“We must rebuild with an eye towards the future while honoring the past,” Lana
pulled her hand away, her face going from soft and gentle to hard and determined. “I
swore an oath to do that, and as High Priestess, I WILL do that. The Trianni will follow
me without question, so unless you fancy ruling over an empty temple and preaching to a
room full of ice crystals, you will honor Grismarr’s last wishes and my decisions as the
new High Preistess.  Is that understood?”

Dark thoughts pressed for dominance in his mind, and a breif glimps of Trianni,
marching through fire into the galaxy filled his field of vision.  He pushed them out and
turned to Lana. “Enjoy your position of power ‘High Priestess’, in time I think you will
find the gilded crown is more weight than you are willing to bear, and then?” Baal
smirked and turned away, “You will beg me to relieve you of it, and the burden of
leading what is left of the Mew-Tao.”
He strolled away, heading towards the glimmering pyramid in the distance.

*

He watched the female in the orange prison coveralls sit stoically in the small
room, unmoving, like a statue. Besides a table and chair, the only other item of interest
was her twin, dressed in a hospital gown, lying dormant atop a medbed. From behind the
two-way mirror he smiled, feeling the waves of anger and disgust from the conscious
twin pierce the glass and wash over him. He drank it in, relishing in its flavor as if it were
made up of a fine, hand brewed elixir.

“Will the other one make it?” Darth Necros asked the small light skinned Ropagu
who stood beside him tapping away on a datapad. The Elroodian prison known as



“Rehabilitation and Processing Station 6-a” had adequate medical facilites, but in his
estimation they were much too lenient in their handling of inmates. And, at this time of
night, and with his Imperial credentials and persuasive techniques, he’d had no trouble
circumventing the compound’s security measures.
 The thin man glanced up with slanted eyes and locked bright pink pupils on him.

“Yes, yes she will. However,” he looked back down and then back up, “don’t
expect her to say much. We had to do some major reconstructive surgery to her jaw and
face, replacing the former with a hydraulic-pistoned, solid durasteel component. It’s not
pretty but it was free-took it off a dead mercenary who perished in a riot a year back. He
won’t be needing it now,” the doctor-a man called “Cruslis” chuckled to himself. “Her
previous prosthetic wasn’t designed to withstand that much damage, and she did take
quite a beating.”

He could see that. The entire lower half of the prone twin’s face was covered in a
cybernetic healing mask; tiny green and yellow status lights flashed on its front like teeth.
Above, heavy eyelids nearly closed over yellow cybernetic eyes that fluttered back and
forth.

“There’s no need for her to speak, I can get my information through other -
methods,” Necros smiled. Smoothing the front of his black tunic, he turned to the facilites
doctor.  “The report said this bounty was turned in by Terminus the Hunter and someone
else?”

“Yes, an, uhm, Koort Ter’chon, out of the Uba system,” the man said, tapping
away at his datapad.

“Interesting. Another bounty hunter - I must make a mental note of that. So, what
did these twins do to deserve the bounty on their heads?”

Leaning back against the console, Doctor Cruslis rubbed absently at his chin.
“According to the datafile they were charged for extortion, assault, a few other minor
crimes, it was a standard bounty, nothing too serious, though there is a suspicion of
murder attached to it - however there wasn’t enough evidence to convict.”

“Why would someone like Terminus waste his time with these two?”

“Perhaps it isn’t who they were so much as who they worked for.”

“And who is that?”

The doctor looked up. “I’m afraid that is classified information,” he turned as if he was
going to walk away, but Necros grabbed the man by the back of the neck, pulling him
close.  “Tell me, or things get unpleasant - quickly.”
Shaking, the man nodded, a drop of sweat running from his high forehead.



“Of, of course! No need for unpleasentness,” the Doctor stammered, his eyes
going from slits to saucers. “Tu-Tuumb. A Uuric Tuumb. Small time collections man and
thug. It’s in their datadoc.”

“Tuumb?  There was no mention of a bounty for Tuumb being turned in by
Termius, just these two.”

“Yeah, yeah, just these two. Tuumb wasn’t turned in, his bounty is still
outstanding.”

Releasing the man, Necros glanced back at the seated Heart twin and shook his head.  “I
trust you won’t have a problem keeping our arragement quiet?” Necros said, turning and
offering a chilling smile to the smaller man.

“No, no of course not. After all, you just want to talk with them, no harm in that,”
the Ropagu said, shaking. “But uhm,” he glanced around nervously, “There is a small
matter of payment we discussed. I-I would like my credits now, please?”

“Of course, let me get that for you,” Necros smiled, pulling his glove off and
retreiving a thin credstick from his belt, twirling it between his fingers and watching the
man’s eyes follow it’s every move. “You’ve been very helpful, and I apologize for my
behavior, I sometimes get carried away,” he held his right hand out.

“Of course, of course,” the man absently took the offered appendage, “I know
sometimes a job can be stressful and…” He froze, his mouth trying to form the rest of his
sentence, or to scream, as he dropped to his knees, his wide eyes going from the crestick
to Necros’ silver irises.

“Of course,” Necros smiled, gripping the man’s hand even tighter and allowing
the meager life force to flow into his body. It was barely an appetizer - a mere morsel of a
soul that only wet his appetite for more; in seconds the pale lifeless body dropped to the
ground.
With one swift kick, Necros sent the corpse sliding across the glossy black floor where it
came to rest beneath a dormant console. It was unlikely anyone would even notice he was
missing for several days.

Returning the credstick to his belt, Necros moved to the door and triggered it open.
Stepping into the small room, the conscious twin turned deep crimson cybernetic eyes on
him, but remained passive, silent.
Nodding, he took a stool and pulled it over to where her sister lay, slowly replacing his
black leather glove.  He could see her tense, feel her concern, but remained immobile.
Completely professional, he thought.  He admired that, and perhaps, if things went well,
could even find a use for this duo.

“So, word is you worked for a being known as Uuric Tuumb,” he casually
smoothed her sister’s medical gown with his black leather gauntlet, letting his hand slide



across the bumps and curves beneath the garment. “I need you to tell me everything you
know about him and what interest Terminus the Hunter had in him,” Necros smiled.

The twin remained silent, now glaring at him.

“I see. Let me give you some incentive,” he smiled and leaned over to the medbed
and with the flip of a switch shut down the life support. Immediately the immobile twin’s
vitals shot into the red and her body began to shake and convulse violently as wet rapsing
sounds came form the cybernetic facemask. Her sister was already in motion, coming out
of her chair to lend assistance.
With one gesture Necros froze the woman in place, levitating her a half meter off of the
ground, keeping his free left hand near the life support switch.

“TELL ME,” he roared, “tell me why the Hunter came looking for Tuumb or she
dies! Now!”

Hanging like a ragdoll, the twin spat the words at him as if they were venom, her
voice a deep growl.  “Ket Adkins.”

Smiling, Necros triggered the life support back on, and momentarily the jerking
body of the nearly dead twin settled, though he kept the other suspended in the air.
“Really?  Now, why do you think someone like Terminus the Hunter would have any
interest in Ket Adkins?”  He offered a wide smile and leaned casually back in his chair,
preparing himslef for a long, but informative, night.

*

“You killed Tuumb.”

Koort looked up from his datapad, surprised that Ket was awake. Seated crosslegged in a
holding cell mounted to the floor of the Skullduggery’s cargo hold, the madman had a
transfixed half-lidded gaze locked on the Herglic’s corpse parked in the corner near some
empty cargo crates. They could’t find a blanket big enough to cover Tuumb’s entire
body, and as a result, his massive head, stuck to the floor in a pool of blood with his
swollen pink tongue easily the size of Koort’s thigh hanging from his mouth, lay exposed
in the dim light.

“Why?  Uuric was harmless, why did you kill him?”

Koort  remained silent, continuing to recalculate his portion of the Tuumb bounty - now
that he was dead. He’d agreed to pay for some of the repairs to the Skullduggery, which
was now being piloted “blind” by Two-EE who was locked in the cockpit. Luckily



Terminus told him he knew of a place they could stop for repairs, just a week’s trip away.
He hoped they would make it that long. He adjusted himself on the top of the Netfali
Arms crate he used has a temporary chair and went back to calculating.

“Answer me, bounty hunter,” Ket said, his voice almost a whisper. “He was
harmless.”

“Perhaps, but the duo he traveled with made up for what he lacked in viciousness.
Besides, don’t you think you should conserve your energy, it would accelerate your
healing,” Koort replied without looking up. Ket’s upper bodysuit had been cut away so
Klux could wrap his wound once they were back on the Skullduggery. The meds
Terminus administered were supposed to have the madman knocked out for at least
twelve hours, but he was awake and surprisingly coherent.

“Why did you kill Uuric?” Ket asked again.

“It was an accident,” Koort said, looking over.  He was surprised how docile and
innocent the man looked, given who he was and what he’d done. “I find it interesting you
seem to care, Ket.  I’ve never heard of you caring about anyone or anything but yourself
before.”

Penned in by durasteel bars like an animal and stripped of everything but his
lower bodysuit, Ket managed to look up and smile. It caught Koort off guard, and he
stared back, his datapad and credits moemtarily forgotten.

“And what do you know about me?  The lies they’ve filled your head with?”

“I don’t need lies Adkins, I’ve seen your handywork up close and personal.”

Ket remained silent for a moment, his red eyes moving up and down Koort’s
body. “I remember you, from Valex 3, a few months back. We worked together.”

“I wouldn’t call it that. You tried to assassinate me and my partner,” Koort said.

Nodding, Ket continued to smile, his hand absently going to the dressing on his
shoulder.  “Yeah, I remember that. I got a tip you were both sector rangers, Akelish
wanted me to drop you.  She was mighty upset when I told her you got away.”

“She’ll be even more upset when she finds that you won’t be returning to work
for her.”

“No, I don’t think so. Once she finds out I stole from her, she’ll probably send
someone to kill me. They’re probably already on the way to my base.  You just got to me
first.”



“Then I guess you are lucky. You’ll go to an Imperial prison, where they will lock
you away and you can live out the rest of your insane life,” Koort said, going back to his
datapad.

“Imperial prison?” Ket asked.

“That’s what I said. The bounties out there on you are Imperial bounties. Once we
turn you over to them, they can do what they like with you.”

“And that’s where we are headed now? An Imperial facility for you to turn me
in?” Ket asked, his face a mask of curiosity.

“You’re mind is almost as quick as your hands,” Koort said, shaking his head.

“And who said we were on our way to an Imperial facility?”

“Terminus, he said we’ll be there in a week, maybe two after a quick stop for
repairs.”

“Terminus?”

“Yes,” Koort replied, glancing up. The madman was smiling wide now, the half
lidded stare replaced with a dark mirth that danced in his eyes.

“What, exactly, is so humorous?” Koort asked.

“Terminus,” Ket smiled, “Let me tell you some stories about ‘Terminus’” he said,
leaning forward.

*

“It’s as clean as I could get it. Blood isn’t as easy to get out of a braided topknot
as you might think,” Tenspot said, handing the Terminus helmet over to Vic.
They were all arrayed in the droid’s ‘repair shop’, a converted room on the Skullduggery
that consisted of little more than a workbench, tool cabinet and several cargo crates full
of ship, armor and weapon components. Still, despite its claustrophobic size and purpose,
the room was immaculate - spotless, with not one hydrospanner or laser welder out of
place.

“I don’t think it’s easy to get out of anything, I soaked my robes for an hour and
still couldn’t get the blood out,” Klux said from beside the door. He stood naked from the



waist up, his chest wrapped in heavy white banadages that crisscrossed beneath his
shoulders, with his left shoulder totally wrapped.

“Thanks Tenspot.  Hopefully I won’t need to keep this thing on for much longer,”
Vic said, taking the helmet in his left hand - his right was bandaged and all but useless. In
hindsight he considered them lucky - though injured and battered at least they weren’t
dead.

“Of course, after all, I exist simply to serve,” Tenspot said, his voice as low as his
vocabulator would allow.

“Something you want to get off your chassis?” Vic said. He knew the droid well
enough to pick up on his various quirks-and all of the eccentricities that went along with
having a droid with a complex personality matrix.

The droid, the process of returning to the work table, hovered, his back to Vic for a
moment, then finally turned around. “Yes, in fact theres is. I think the droids on this ship
deserve to be treated a bit differently.”

“What, you want more oil baths?” Klux said.

“No.  We wish to be treated equally.”

“You get treated the same as the other droids,” Vic said. “Whats the problem?”

“That is the problem,” Tenspot replied.

“I don’t follow,” Klux said.

“No surprise there,” Tenspot said, crossing his arms.

“Woah, look, no need to get nasty,” Vic said, trying to stifle a laugh.  “Tenspot,
why don’t you explain what you mean.”

“I mean that the droids on this crew work as hard, if not harder to keep you
meatbags alive than you realize. Right now, Two-EE is piloting us because you would
perish. Your weapons and gear are kept in optimal working order because I make sure
they are.Skizzoc and Mizzoc were the ones who put this tub back together when we got
shot out of the sky on Dega…”

“Who?” Klux asked, shaking his head.

“The Verpine welders droids,” Vic replied, watching Tenspot. He shrugged and
opened his hands out.  “Okay, it’s obvious you have given this a lot of thought…”

“We have,” Tenspot replied.



“We?” Klux said. “You mean you droids sit around talking about this?”

“Of course. We certainly don’t require nearly as much sleep or time in bacta as
you do Klux,” Tenspot said, swiveling his head towards the Jedi.

“I think you require a memory wipe,” Klux groused under his breath.

“Perhaps.  I would certainly welcome the chance to erase all of the time I’ve
wasted away cleaning blue fur out of lightsaber hilts or scrubbing blood out of the inside
of armor because you organics never learned how to dodge,” Tenspot snapped back.

“Look, everyone calm down,” Vic said, putting a hand on Tenspot’s shoulder.
“Ok, so, heres the million-credit question: What do you, and the rest of the droids, want?”

“To be a part of the team,” the droid replied without missing a beat.

“Uh, you aren’t that already?” Vic asked.

“No, at least we aren’t treated like it. Some Ubese comes on board and you treat
him like we owe him something while we droids are ordered around like slaves or
indentured servants.”

“So, you want…” Klux began.

“Respect,” Tenspot finished.

“Oh great, a droid union,” Klux shook his head.

“No, no I see where he’s coming from,” Vic interjected. He’d purchased the droid
when he was getting JIE off the ground and the two had worked together ever since. He
would be lying to himself to say that he felt they were anything less than partners, and
Tenspot and the other droids had certainly earned their respect, at the very least. “You
know what, you’re right Tenspot. From here on out, you and the other droids can
consider yourselves official members of Raptor Squad, and due as much respect and
courtesy as any other member.”

“Baal’s not going to like this,” Klux said, shaking his head.

“Baal can go kiss a Mynock, he’s on thin ice as it is.” Vic knew the Trianni had a
severe dislike for droids-when it was convenient. More often than not Baal replied as
much on the ship’s droids as anyone, just another example of the Trianni’s duplicitous
nature. “Hell,” Vic winked at Tenspot, “at least if you Jedi wind up killing these team
members we can always put them back together.”

“I’m not acknowledging that remark,” Klux replied, picking at his bandage.



“Thank you Vic. I’ll get back to cleaning and repairing the LRB,” Tenspot said,
and, if Vic didn’t know any better, it seemed the droid hovered just a little higher than
usual.

“Thanks Tenspot,” Vic smiled and shook his head as the droid retrieved the
weapon and placed it on the workbench and immediately went to work.  “Ah well, never
a dull moment around here, eh Jedi man?”

“Actually that would be a nice change,” Klux looked at the droids back and rolled
his eyes. “So, what happens now?  I mean, you told Koort we were headed to some Imp
facility. What happens when we arrive on Tierfon?” Klux asked, grimacing as he reached
up to pull his hair back.

“I’m hoping to just drop him off on Jalon Station or somewhere when we limp
into system,” Vic inspected the rough, gleaming texture of the helmet. “I’ll tell him I will
go to turn Ket in and for him to secure us temporary quarters on station while the ship
gets repaired. Then I’ll just put in a call to Perfo and have him meet us and he can cart
Ket away to Tierfon and we’ll meet him there once the ‘Skull is up and running again.”

“You think he’s willing to just let us go on our merry way with a promise we’ll be
back with his creds?”

Vic shook his head. “No. That’s why you are going to stay with him as collateral,” Vic
smiled.

“Great, thanks,” Klux replied.

“Don’t worry ‘Cav’,” Vic slapped Klux on his good shoulder. “He still thinks he’s
running the galactic lanes with the famed ‘Terminus the Hunter’. I could probably ask
him to get out and spit polish this ship right now and he would ask where we kept our
extra towels. Leaving you with him just adds validity to the story.”

 “Well, what about the ‘bounty’?” Klux said. “How are you going to pay Koort
when you get back?”

Vic remained silent and slipped the helmet back over his head, adjusting the seal -
no matter how hard Tenspot had tried to get it out, the scent of blood still lingered inside,
filling his nostrils and making his gut flip flop. “We’ll worry about that when the time
comes. The New Republic has a bounty on Ket, add that to whatever we can get for Uuric
and Koort will have made a nice piece of change on this,”; The Terminus voice emerged
smoother, more baritone, but still with enough metallic edge to unnerve his adversaries -
and anyone else who happened to be within earshot.

Hovering around the table, Tenspot activated several of the harsh, bright overhead
lights arrayed around the worktable. The setup reminded Vic more of an operating room
than a workshop, with his light repeating blaster a long, deadly patient.  “That sounds like



a plan. Then after we pay him and retrieve Klux we leave Koort on Jalon Station and go
back to Tierfon?” the droid asked, beginning to strip the weapon.

“Perhaps,” Vic replied, turning his chest armor over in his hands.  The hole Ket’s
blaster had made was perfectly round, not a scrap of armor obscured the opening.  It was
almost as if it had been made that way.
Shrugging, he slipped it on over his head, snaking a finger through the hole and pressing
lightly against the tight muscle of his chest. The burn wound was still tender - but the
salve he’d applied earlier was helping.

“Perhaps? ‘Perhaps’ you would like to elaborate,” Tenspot said, stoppig and
turning.

“Vic thinks this bounty hunter might be a nice addition to Raptor Squad,” Klux
said.

“Really?  Maybe you’ve spent too much time with your head squeezed in that
helmet of yours breathing blood fumes,” Tenspot said, crossing his arms. “You’ve
deprived your brian of its required levels of oxygen.”

  Vic snickered. “Ok, you’re now ‘officially’ a team member, so  why don’t you
tell me why it’s such a bad idea? Either of you?” Vic strapped on his gunbelt and
clumsily slid his blaster in the holster hanging below his waist with his bandaged hand. It
took a few tries and not without pain but eventually he made it to the holster without
blowing his leg off.

“I’ll start,” Tenspot said, cutting Klux off as he opened his mouth to speak. “He’s
mercenary.  He’s Ubese.  He likes working on this ship a bit too much, if you know what
I mean,” the droid shrugged, “shall I go on?”

“Let me address those, point by point before you do,” Vic said, holding up the
index finger on his left hand.  “First, I was a mercenary when I joined this group, and
with a mercenary at least you know where you stand, as long as you got the credits to
pay,” he held up his middle finger, “second, his species means nothing to me. I’ve seen
him work and I’ve seen him take a beating to get the job done, and that sure as hell
counts for something in my book.” He held up his ring finger and rapped the three digits
against Tenspot’s torso.  “And finally, as far as him digging around in the guts of this
ship - before the crash it never ran better. So I’m inclined to think your criticisms are
based more on jealousy conjured up in that dome of yours than any sort of real evidence
you’ve witnessed or compiled.”
Tenspot hovered in place, his held tilted back slightly.

“And he’s short,” the droid added.

“If we’re done voicing our ‘valid’ concerns, I’m going to go take up my Ket
watch,” Vic said, turning towards the door, “though he should still be out considering



how much dope I shot into him.”  Klux sat on a stool with his head back, eyes distantly
focused on the ceiling.

“What the hell?  You looking into the future?  Trying to determine our best course
of action through the Force or something?  Seeing where our path is headed?” Vic asked.

“Huh? No, I was just waiting for my meds to kick in,” Klux said, smiling.

Shaking his head, Vic stepped through the door and headed into the Skull’s
interior towards the cargo hold.  He was surprised to see Koort already in the doorway
waiting when he rounded the corner.
When the Ubese saw him he triggered the cargo door shut and strolled towards Vic.

“How’s our prisoner doing?” Vic asked, the metallic hum of the Terminus voice
rumbling through the durasteel corridor.

“Which one?” Koort asked.

“Which one?” Vic asked, shaking his head. “We only have one.”

“Apparently not. It seems I’ve got at least two now,” Koort said, unholstering his
blaster and aiming it at the perfect hole in Vic’s chestplate. “Vic Palisades, you are under
arrest for murder. Now, unholster your weapon, it’s better than way -for you.”

*

His office in Akanthrus was modest by his standards; circular, its walls were
covered in white paneling while its polished black floor reflected the recessed overhead
light. It was like any office you might find in a corporate tower throughout the galaxy,
with several rare sculptures arrayed throughout and an everchanging holoprint on the
wall, displaying various works of art from his own private collection housed safely in the
lower level storehouse.
Modest, but stark and sterile, just as he liked it. A curved black desk sat just a few meters
away from the tiled floor to ceiling window that followed the contour of the mountain,
offering him a totally unobstructed view of the jungle and Fal Dir’s horizon line beyond
the crystal clear transparasteel window.
Menace leaned back in his chair, enjoying the division. The division between his clean,
ordered, civilized environment and the wild, unpredictable world below.

Civilization and savagery.  White and black.  Light and dark.

He smiled.

But it’s not always that simple is it?



Turning back, he triggerd a button set into his desk and waited, pulling back the crimson
hood of his robe, so that the cool leather coiled around the back of his neck. The only
items on his desk were a crystal decanter filled with clear cold water, a trio of small
tumblers and a small plate of fresh fruit and berries.
He felt the rage, anger and the maddening bloodlust before the doors even opened - and
something else. The Force.  He smiled, pleased that his sweeps of the Trianni clan had
produced two Force users. He knew there were more, many belonging to the same clan-
the Mew-Tao. This would make things easier; if he couldn’t turn them, he could always
clone them, or use them to further the experiments being performed in the shielded lower
levels.
The doors slid apart and Menace leaned back in his chair and watched with interest.
Situated between two black armored stormtroopers, the massive frame of a shackled blue
and black furred Trianni strolled slowly, a leather muzzle binding his mouth shut.  Beside
him, a trim black furred female of the same species, also shackled, advanced. She wore
no muzzle, though her mouth was curled into a snarl.
Menace gestured to the two clean, sterile chrome seats situated in front of the desk.

“Please, do be seated,” he waved off the stormtroopers who retired through the
doorway, leaving the trio alone. “And I don’t think those are necessary,” he gestured and
the wrist and ankle shackles clattered to the ground at the Trianni’s feet, while the male’s
muzzle fell uselessly to the ground.
The large Trianni was a blur of fur and ferocity, and as he leapt over the desk, claws wide
and fangs poised to open Menace’s throat with a guttural roar, he froze, hovering just a
meter above the polished black surface.
Menace had only lifted a finger to stop the attack, and with a smile and smooth motion,
reached over and retrieved the decanter and a tumbler from the desk. Standing, he poured
some of the clear liquid into the glass and, moving around the still hovering beast, offered
the drink to the female who stood watching the whole exchange with wide eyes.

“My dear, would you like something to drink?  The interior of Akanthrus can be
terribly dry, though we make every effort to accommodate the needs of our guests.”
Reluctantly, the female took the glass, her eyes darting to the male - her mate - Menace
guessed, then back.

“It’s fine, please, have a seat,” he pulled the chair over, waving her to sit.  She
did, and to his delight and amusement, brought the tumbler to her lips, downing the cool
clear liquid.
Returning to his seat, Menace leaned close, so that his red glowing orb filled the male’s
wide angry eyes with red. The hovering Trianni had knowledge of the Force - he wasn’t
merely sensitive to it, he’d had some training, and was fighting against Menace’s hold.
Inwardly, Darth Menace smiled - good, he could use that to his advantage as well.

“My friend, violence is not permitted in this office. Especially not from a guest. If
I wanted you tortured, if I wanted you dead, instead of my kind offering of drink and



food, you would be screaming for me to end what was left of your sorry, misguided,
under-utilized, and quite short, life.”
He barely even bothered to gesture anymore - what was the point?  Slowly, the Trianni
floated backwards, turned upright and was returned to the ground in front of his chair, his
limbs still frozen in place.

“I will release you, but so we are clear, another attack will result in me crushing
your heart. I don’t want that, you don’t want that, and I’m certain the beautiful being
sitting to your left doesn’t want that. Do we understand each other?”

The Trianni’s lips curled around the words as if they were maggots. “Yes, we do.”

“Splendid. Then please, have a seat,” he motioned to the chair as the Trianni’s
body went limp, dropping onto the cold metal.

Smiling, he gestured to the decanter and tray of appetizers. “Water? Fruit?”

The massive Trianni said nothing, merely kept his narrow angry eyes locked on Menace.
He’d written the creature off the moment he’d entered the room. He wasn’t the power
behind the duo anyway, not the real power. “Of course,” Menace continued, smiling.
“You may address me as Lord Menace, or, if you prefer, Master.

Snorting the male shook his head. “Menace sounds appropriate, though I will forfeit my
life before you see the day I call you Master,” he snarled.

“Perhaps. That remains to be seen,” Menace smiled and looked to the female.

“I am Shera’Shaon, of the Mew-Tao clan,” she said.  “My mate is Grentall.”

Nodding, Menace leaned slightly forward, placing his weight on his right arm, bringing
himself, albeit almost imperceptibly, nearer to Shera’Shaon. “I apologize for the
treatment you both received during your trip. My associates aren’t quite as polished in the
matter of guest comfort as I like, however, I think you would agree,” he threw a
disarmingly pleasant smile to the female, “you wouldn’t have come if I had just asked.”

“What do you want?” she showed a flare of defiance, her eyes narrowing.

“It’s not what I want, it’s what I can offer,” he said, leaning back and opening his
hands.  “If I may be frank my dearest Shera’Shaon, the Mew-Tao, due to attrition and the
relentless attacks by the CSA and Espos, are on the brink of extinction.”

“Attacks by your creatures! Your monsters!” Grentall bellowed, his breath
providing more of an assault than his body could. Menace appreciated the opening
however - any chance he had to make himself look more benevolent.



“Correction, my friend,” Menace said, his voice weaving a silky tapestry of lies,
“if you remember, if you think back, my Ventral Warriors were there to RESCUE your
people. They only attacked when provoked or they themselves were attacked, and they
managed to save a few of your people from that mountaintop. Had they not intervened,
the Espos would have converged on your hiding place, killing or enslaving you all,” he
nodded.
Across the desk both Trianni sat silent, both searching their memory for any glimmer of
the truth. Menace helped them along, and, through the Force, slightly altered their
recollections - Trianni deaths turned into pacification, and in mere seconds their
perception of violent bloodthirsty creatures assaulting their tribe became one of
misguided well-meaning henchmen who were simply rough around the edges, working to
preserve their way of life. It took some manipulation and work - but that’s what the
Emperor had kept Menace around for – his ability to manipulate one’s mind.

“Yes, they were there to bring you to me, so that you wouldn’t fall under the
boots of the Espos. They would have found you, and, unfortunately, with your friends
leaving you, abandoning you, I’m afraid you wouldn’t have been long for this galaxy.”
It was almost too easy Menace thought to himself.  He’d interrogated and manipulated
beings from one side of the galaxy to the other, and found that the easiest to break were
the ones who so desperately wanted to believe what you told them - even the Force-
sensitive ones.

Especially the Force-sensitive ones.

“What do you want of us?  Why have you spared our lives?” Shera’ Shaon asked.

“Again, I have something to offer you,” Menace said.

“We want nothing of what you…” Grentall began, but, to Menace’s surprise,
Shera’Shaon shot him a look that froze his words in his throat. Her gaze lingered on his
for a moment, then turned back to Menace.

“Continue,” she said.

“It’s quite simple really.  I offer you something no one else in this galaxy can.”

Interest piqued, the female tilted her head in curiosity. “And that is?”

“A future.”

Both sat in silence for a moment, exchanging a stunned glance. Finally, the female spoke,
a mixture of curiosity, contempt and, on the fringe, as Menace expected, a glimmer of
hope. “What sort of future can you offer us?” she asked.

“Not for you, for the Mew-Tao,” Menace replied.

Both stared at him as if he had just sprouted horns.



“How?” Her eyes slowly widened.

“Why?” Grentall asked, throwing a snarl at Shera’Shaon. “We’ve heard of
Imperial lapdogs like you monster, why would you help us?”

Menace smiled but kept his attention locked on Shera’Shaon. “Why?  Because, the Sith
and the Mew-Tao have always been linked. Because if one prospers, the other will as
well,” he stood, retrieving the decanter of water and circling the desk. “Millennia ago, our
people worked hand in hand, reaching the height of power neither has ever seen since. A
pure, beautiful, symbiotic relationship that strengthened both, creating a powerful, unified
front, able to stand up to even the heartiest of adversaries.”

“That’s true, I have read the ancient scriptures in the Hidden City, they spoke of a
powerful union, limitless prosperity,” Shera’Shaon whispered.

“You never spoke of this!” Grentall snarled, turning towards Shera’Shaon as if
she’d betrayed him somehow.

Narrowing her eyes, she cast a bothersome glane his direction.  “You are merely a
Protector, there is a reason why some things are only maintained among the High
Priestesses.”

Stepping behind Shera’Shaon, Menace’s black leather glove casually caressed her
shoulder. Beneath the leather he felt her stiffen, then relax as his thumb gently pushed
and massaged against her corded fur covered muscle. Grentall snarled but made no move,
and Menace could feel the female holding him at bay with her stare.
“Yes. I too have heard the stories, read of the past between our two religions,” he said. “I
believe in history repeating itself, and I think it has been far too long since both of our
people have enjoyed such prosperity. Working together, we can achieve that again, that is
the answer to your why - because a partnership benefits us both, we are two sides of the
same coin,” he opened his hands wide.”

“So you want only to repeat history?” Grentall snapped.

  “Do not mistake my words, I will benefit from this union in other ways as well,”
Menace nodded. “The Coporate Sector is ripe for the taking, and while you regain your
homeworlds, I will reap the benefits of wresting the rest of that sector of space from the
grips of the CSA and other predatory warlords- with the help of the Mew-Tao of course.”

“And…how?” Shera’Shaon asked. All venom gone from her now, he could feel
dark tendrils moving through her mind, painting a mental picture of how she saw her
future playing out - powerful, strong and free from the oppression she’d been forced to
live with throughout her entire life.



Kneeling, Menace fixed her with his natural eye, its brilliant blue close to her
face, and wide with innocence and wonder.  “The Empire has fallen my dear, and the
galaxy is free from the yoke of oppression, if ever there were a time to make a move, to
regain what has been lost, it is now!  I have soldiers, resources, and I have been scouring
the Outer Rim rescuing Trianni. Even now I have refugees headed this way, looking for a
new life, looking to rebuild - but, they need a High Preistess. The new Mew-Tao cannot,
will not, function without a strong leader,” he began refilling her tumbler, tilting the
carafe ever so slowly. “They will need a leader to guide them, and to lead them back to
their homes in the Corporate Sector, to push the CSA and the Espos away from their
planets once and for all,” he looked up into her wide eyes.  “They won’t follow me- but
they will follow their High Priestess.”

“But High Priestess Grismaar is the…” She began, but Menace cut her off.

“Not any longer,” he added a degree of sadness to his voice and shook his head.
“Reports indicate that the freighter the remaining Mew-Tao escaped on was destroyed
trying to leave the system by a CSA cruiser.Grismaar is dead Shera’Shaon- You are now
the rightful ruler of the Mew-Tao.”
He’d left his back exposed to Grentall on purpose, leaning forward so that his hood fell
away from his neck.  The larger Trianni was powerful - but stupid, and as he sensed the
male in motion, Menace allowed the Force to flow through his body, so that he could
absorb any real damage the lumbering buffoon might actually manage to inflict. Menace
feigned surprise as three thick digits closed around his throat, lifting him into the sky.

“LIES!” Grentall roared, voice reverberating throughout the office.

“No, please,” he choked out, the crystal decanter falling from his grasp. Just a
slight turn with the Force allowed it to fall exactly as he wanted. It hit the floor, splitting
in two, sending water pooling across the black mirrored floor; its long neck and upper
half of its body remained intact, glistening in the pale overhead lights - a perfect
impromptu weapon. 

“Please, I just want,” he spat out.  He couldn’t allow the charade to go on much
longer. He had a dinner reservation on Vol Kol later that evening and still needed to dress
and groom himself - the stench of Trianni he’d learned, was difficult to remove.

“Let him go, now,” Shera’Shaon said. She’d bolted upraight, and in one fluid
motion had snatched the carafe neck from the floor as was now holding it against
Grentall’s throat.

“What, what are you doing Shera’?” the male stammered. So foolish Menace
thought.  There was a reason the female was the more deadly of the species.

“He’s offered us a chance to rebuild, to rise again, he’s offered an opportunity no
one else has ever had the ability -or interest- in offering,” she snarled, her brilliant frosty
blue eyes flickered to Menace and back to Grentall.  “Now, if leading, rebuilding and



preserving the Mew-Tao means I have to slice you from ear to ear, I will do it. Though, I
would prefer you let him down – gently - and stand with me so we may rebuild our lives,
our tribe, and our future - together.”
Grentall hesistated for a moment, then released Menace, tossing him to the side. He
allowed himself to collapse to the ground, grabbing his neck and struggling to get to his
feet as if the attack had drained or damaged him in some way.

“This is a dangerous path, aligning ourselves with someone we do not know and
cannot trust,” the powerful warrior said to his mate, crossing his arms over his chest,
ignoring the weapon and staring deep into her eyes.

“Yes. It is that kind of thinking that has kept us running and hiding throughout our
entire lives, Grentall,” Shera’Shaon replied, tossing the crystal weapon to the ground
where it shattered into a thousand pieces like stars scattering across the black of an
untouched galaxy.
Stepping over to Menace, she slid a slender arm beneath his, helping him to his feet.
More Trianni stench he mused to himself.

“Thank you, High Priestess,” he stammered, still rubbing his neck and casting a
wary glance at Grentall.

“No, thank YOU Master,” she said, her lips curling into a seductive smile.



   Book II

Even by the high standards of a Tapani nobleman, it was a good day.
Seated on the soft grass of a hill overlooking his family’s sprawling palace, Lord Xander
Paddox smiled and took a sip of imported Coruscant wine. The spicy elixir slid down his
throat, leaving a euphoric haze in its wake.
The sun, usually bright and harsh, sat low on the horizon, disappearing behind a tree line
and offering an enjoyable afternoon haze. Cool winds rustled through the leaves, blowing
his messy blonde hair about his shoulders and cooling his chest through his thin white
shirt.

“More wine, Xan?” Shadra Avery asked, hefting the obscenely large vessel with
one thin pink arm. The serving girl offered a sweet smile, casually tossing wet strands of
her long purple hair from her face. Her usual high-coiffed bun was gone now, allowing
the handmaiden to look much more casual and relaxed.

“What happened to ‘Master Paddox?’ or ‘His Royal Highness Lord Xander?’”
Xander teased, offering the glass so that it could be refilled.

“Oh, those got left back at the palace when you thought it would be cute to toss
me in the stream,” Shadra said, her face taking on a faux-serious expression as she
poured the crimson liquid. “Holonews flash-it wasn’t”

Xander smiled and took a sip of his wine, his crystal blue eyes hovering just
above the rim, fixed on her blue skirt, still wet, that clung to Shadra’s trim Zeltronian
hips. Her pink skin glistened in the afternoon light as thin drops of water ran from her
hair, between the swell of her perfect breasts, behind her matching blue and gold trimmed
halter top and down a defined abdomen kept taught from bending and twisting in the
palace garden every day.
Close since childhood, her family had a long history of serving in House Paddox, and
because his family took care of their servants, practically treating them like family, it had
brought them even closer.
High overhead, several brightly colored avian dipped and chased one another through the
sky, their long tail feathers trailing the multicolored mist of a mating ritual.
To his right, far off in the distance, he could spot the murky soup of Pelagon’s ocean,
stretching into infinity just beyond the edge of Pelagar-the Seascape platform the capital
city had been built upon. The land, trees, everything had to be cultivated on the massive



disk that sat in the center of the polluted ocean. Only six of the platforms remained,
though at one time there were at least twenty dotting the oceanic planet.
Once prosperous and beautiful, Pelagon had fallen on hard times after the Empire laid
waste to most of it in their hunt for Jedi after the Clone Wars. It was the most unlucky
planet in the Tapani Sector, Xander thought.
Having housed and protected the Force users for centuries, it was spared nothing when
the Empire came to collect the rogue warriors. It was the blasted, torn planet Xander was
born into, to the delight-and dismay in some ways he expected, of his parents. Parents
that never even made it to see his fifth birthday, or had seen what a strong and handsome
man their little boy had grown into.

“You’re thinking about them again, aren’t you?” Shadra said, pulling his mind
back.

“Yes, I think about them a lot, it seems, as I get older,” he shook his head and
swirled the wine around the deep globe in his hand.

“Xan, you’re only twenty-one,” Shadra smiled.

“Twenty-two in a few months,” he corrected.

 “How could I forget?” She rolled her ocean-colored eyes.  “Still, don’t forget you
are allowed to have a little fun and forget the past once in awhile,” she playfully slapped
a long stemmed wildflower against his tan trousers, “sometimes, it’s even ok to forget
who you are on occasion.” 

“I do,” he gave her a sidelong glance and wink.

“I don’t mean that,” she said.

“Come on, that is the only thing that keeps me sane sometimes,” he said.

“Getting shot? I think the idea of participating in underground blaster-slinging
competitions would have the exact opposite effect,” Shadra said. “It’s dangerous Xan,
you should be more careful.”

“Hey, I’ve only been shot twice! That’s not bad considering the number of duels
I’ve been in.”

“Yeah, I know.  I was the one who put the salve on the wound and lied to your
Uncle and told him it was from where you spilled hot buttered rum on yourself after
getting drunk,” she said, pouting.

“Yeah, that was good. He told me: “Next time, use brandy boy! Rum is for the
rabble!!!’ ” Xander said, imitating the high nasal voice of his uncle.



“It’s not funny. If he knew you were slinging blasters he would pop! You keep
walking the edge like that and something bad will happen. I can feel it,” she said.

“Now you sound like my Uncle Theux,” Xander said, rolling his eyes.

“Good!  Maybe you should listen to reason! You could get killed!”

“Not likely. The rules prohibit the weapons being set to kill,” he trailed off. “most
of the time anyway.” He rubbed a spot near his heart where a stun blast had caught him
off guard in a recent competition- had his opponent forgot to set his weapon to stun, and
instead had it set to kill…

“Xan, you’re too important. When your Uncle is gone you’ll be in charge of the
house. You can’t afford to be killed in some silly duel just because you are bored and
looking for excitement!” She shook her head and looked genuinely concerned.  He
decided best to steer the conversation back to safe waters.

“Shadra, you worry too much, I’ll keep up my responsibilities. In fact, it feels like
I’ve been pouring over every etiquette and manners book ever written lately. Uncle
Theux has made it clear that he doesn’t want an embarrassment when I go to Coruscant. I
guess that’s what I get for being his only male heir.”

“Theux hasn’t seen Lady Paddox in two years Xan- she couldn’t stay on
Coruscant forever,” Shadra smiled, looking down at her hands and then letting her aqua
eyes focus on Xander. “When do you leave?”

He didn’t answer at first, didn’t want to.  Didn’t even want to think about his upcoming
trip and time he would have to spend under the pale wrinkled face of Emperor Palpatine.
“A month from tomorrow, and then I’ll be gone for two years, stuck on Coruscant,
having to live like a hostage,”

“Xan, don’t say such things!  It’s a great honor to be chosen to serve in the
Imperial Court!”

Snorting, Xander knocked back the rest of his wine in one massive gulp and
tossed the glass aside.  “It’s true. That withered old piece of bark only hosts us so he can
tighten his grip around the throat of the Tapani houses,” he knew to say such things on
Coruscant would get him booted off- or worse.  But he was home now, slightly drunk and
simply not giving a damn- about anything. “Truth is, I welcome the day that grizzled old
fiend takes a tumble; he’s corrupt, vile and according to my Uncle, the reason for all of
the unrest in the galaxy,” Xander reached over and pulled the wine bottle from the
ground, bringing it to his lips and chugging most of the liquid down in great gulps, to
Shadra’s amusement.



“How revolting! Your loyal subjects wouldn’t think much of you if they
witnessed that.”

“Let’s forget about them now, let’s think of us,” he smiled wide and rolled over
on top of Shadra, his hands exploring the cool wet skirt.

“Xan! Stop!” she giggled, stirring up his desire even more.  He playfully kissed
her, at first just trying to catch her off guard, but when she didn’t pull away, when her
embrace grew even tighter, they lay for a moment their mouths locked together, her wet
body tight against his chest, breathing as one.
Finally, Shadra pushed him away and backed up, straightening out her skirt and pulling it
free from the creases of her body.

“What? What’s the matter?” he said, his face flush and his head still wheeling
from hormones and alcohol.

“We’re friends Xander, you know that. More importantly, I’m a commoner and
you are a nobleman. Your Uncle Theux would fall over from shock if he saw what just
happened.”

Already crawling towards her on all fours, Xander stretched his mouth into a predatory
grin.  “Well, see, he isn’t here. It’s just you and I on top of this very deserted and very
soft hill my lady.”
Gently, Shadra placed a hand on Xander’s shoulder, keeping him at bay. “Speaking of
Ladies, what of the always fashionable and always photogenic Lady Turon?” she said,
deflating Xander at the mere mention of his fiancé’s name.  Closing his eyes, he rolled
over and lay on the cool ground, ignoring the tiny insects that bit at the back of his neck.
The smell of polluted air from the oceans seemed to arrive just on cue, and the day went
from good to garbage.

“What of her?”

“Xan! She’s your fiancé.”

  “Yeah, a nice title but it doesn’t actually mean anything,” he waved it off and
closed his eyes. “It’s an arranged union for the benefit of appearances and politics,
besides, I haven’t seen or heard from her in days-she’s more than likely out spending her
father’s credits and making a list of clothes she wants me to buy while on Coruscant. Of
course in two years, when I’m ready to return, they will already be out of fashion and
most likely wind up on the backs of her handmaidens or in the refuse bin.”
He waited for a response from Shadra, admonishing him or at least making with a wise
crack. When she didn’t he opened his eyes.

And immediately wished he hadn’t.



The stark reality of his present life washed away his daydream of better days. Now a year
in the past, that day on Pelagon, wrestling with Shadra in the cool breeze of a sunny
summer afternoon was gone, replaced with a lungful of pollution and muscles that felt as
if they had been pulled through a meat grinder and slapped back on his body with a thin
paste.
He wasn’t in hell; hell would have been a release. He was in Imperial Prison Camp Alpha
TR-8, located just a hair this side of hell, and smack dab in the middle of purgatory.
Pale, flickering overhead lights assaulted his ocean-blue eyes and reminded him that he
needed to move, or else someone would be by to make his already unpleasant life even
worse.  Reaching his hand out to his side, his fingers closed on a scrub brush as the stink
of sewage and rot assaulted his nose from the drainage hole just beneath the grate he now
lay on top of. People had a notion that Imperial prison facilities were as bright and clean
as the polished hallways and mirrored floors of Star Destroyers. Imbeciles.
He’d spent eight months in a holding cell on Coruscant surrounded by dull grey durasteel
walls, filled with the scent of antiseptic cleaning solvents and the ever present sound of a
humming laser grid that would turn you into cauterized chunks if you got too close.

The last two months in Alpha TR-8 made it look like a stay in a deluxe poolside
penthouse.

Before he could turn over, the white orb overhead was eclipsed with a black silhouette
sprouting two antennae from either side.

“Get your sorry hump up pretty boy, you and me need to have words.”

“Words?  Plural?  You sure you can string enough together to have a
conversation?” Xander asked, cracking a grin beneath his thick blonde moustache at the
towering female. As his eyes adjusted he recognized the scowl of Pudge Choom, an ill-
tempered Balosar who also happened to be the leader of his work crew.
A sharp, hard-toed work boot caught him in the ribs, sending an explosion of pain
throughout his body. Letting go with a curse, he rolled over and away, struggling to get to
his feet. He was almost upright when someone grabbed his arms, preventing him from
escaping.
Pudge was drawing a hand through her wiry silver hair as her antennae slowly retracted
back into her head.  Her rough features looked like they were chiseled from the same
unforgiving rock that made up the planet Rordak’s surface, while a pair of narrow yellow
eyes focused on him, sizing him up. She wore the same dingy dungaree overalls like
every Alpha TR-8 inmate, and Xander wouldn’t be surprised if she had at least a few
makeshift weapons hidden somewhere on her.
On either side of him, her two flunkies, a thin Rodian known as “Tith’oi” and a powerful
ebony human inmate just called “Barvas”, kept his arms immobile. Tith’oi was green,
covered in scales with a scar running along his face, separated by a pair of massive
bulbous black eyes. Sprouting from the center of his face, a long snout curled as he spat a
string of curses at Xander-most of which he didn’t even understand.
Calling out for help would have been pointless. While the shower’s crusty tiled walls
would amplify any pleas for help, no one would bother coming if they heard him. The



guards generally ignored most inmate “altercations” and the other cons wouldn’t get
involved- Xander simply wasn’t worth the risk.

“You been here seven weeks already ‘Meat’, and that’s damn long enough to
figure out how things run in DF-A Pudge said, referring to Detention Facility –A.  It was
one of five “DF’s” in the prison and not for the first time Xander wondered if he would
have fared any better in DF’s B through E.
Cracking her knuckles, Pudge fished a Deathstick from her dungarees and slipped it in
her mouth, lighting it with a small silver hand torch.  “You ain’t been pulling your weight
down in tha’ mines, and it’s throwing off our quota.”

Shaking his mop of shaggy blonde hair and trying to block out the pain still throbbing
through his ribcage, he looked up, trying to focus. “That’s not true, I mined as much as
everyone else, my sled was full at the end of my shift,” he managed to get out.

“May be, New Meat, but you ain’t just mining for your sled, you mining for ours
too,” Barvas whispered, flicking his tongue against Xander’s ear.

“That’s right Meat, see, you’re new, and us vets need to take it easy, old age and
all. Course, we can’t fall behind on our quota, so that means you need to work a little
harder, to make up for us. It’s called teamwork,” Pudge drew back and slapped a massive
hand across s his chest, smiling around the smoking deathstick.  A scream fought up his
throat, but he bit back any emotion, clamping his jaw shut and absorbing the sharp pain.
She’d hit right where he took the stun blast over a year ago- he didn’t scream then, he’d
be damned if he would now.

“Now, if you can’t pull your weight, then we are going to have to find something
you can do to make up for it,” Pudge said, leaning close and blowing a stream of
deathstick smoke through her nostrils and into his face. The stench made his stomach ball
into a knot while her hand, still on his chest, began to slowly work around in circles,
caressing his pectorals. The possibilities of what she was implying briefly entered his
mind-and were quickly squashed like an insect.

“Look, I don’t know what…” Xander began, trying to stay calm.

“Shut it Meat. Barvas, strip him down and let’s see what we got,” Pudge winked
and smiled.

“Who the hell is responsible for cleaning this damn room?” a voice boomed,
reverberating off of the tile and echoing throughout the showers.  Pudge turned suddenly,
while Tith’oi and Barvas tightened their grip.
At the end of the room, arms crossed over his chest, an older, pale human, bald, with a
blue tattoo covering his right eye stood with a bucket and mop at his feet. A small patch
of hair raced down the middle of his chin, beneath a snarl that glimpsed a perfect set of
teeth.



He must have been new, no one who’d been in Rordak for any amount of time looked
that clean.

“You? You’re on cleaning detail, right?” the man said, pointing to Xander.

He recognized the man from his cell block, a quiet type that normally just kept to himself,
blending into the background and effectively becoming invisible- just like Xander wished
he was now.  “Uh, yeah,” Xander replied, glancing at Pudge. The Balosar, turned towards
the man, snaking her right hand behind her back. From the dip in her overalls, she
produced a narrow sliver of glass with a taped end for handle, keeping it concealed from
the con who was watching her with steel blue eyes.

“We’re busy here, why don’t you go scrub some other ‘fresher till we wrap up,”
Pudge said, walking slowly towards the man and taking the deathstick from her mouth
and pointing to the swinging door behind him with her left hand.

“Hey, she…” Xander started but Barvas landed a blow to his ribs-in the exact spot
where Pudge had kicked him. He doubled over, tears pooling in the corner of his eyes,
gasping for air.

“I’m afraid I can’t. I need that ‘Meat’ to get these showers clean or Drummond is
going to have my head on a stick,” Xander glanced up in time to see the man casually
reach down, pulling the mop from the tile floor. Pudge was just a meter away, her right
hand poised to strike when the man rose up, kicking over the mop bucket and sending
soapy green water across the floor and over the woman’s boots.

“Why, you ignorant,” she started, but in the moment she’d taken to glance down
at the puddle of liquid she now stood in, the man spun the mop handle, casting the head
off in one fluid motion and bringing the pressed wood staff to crack upside her head.
Stunned, Pudge stepped backwards, her right hand flailing wildly with the shiv as her
back foot made contact with the soapy tile, sending her massive body airborne, she hung
in the air for what seemed like an eternity, and as Xander watched in amazement, Pudge
came crashing hard onto the floor, her head smacking the hard tile with a loud “crack.”
Tith’oi was already moving, releasing Xander and scurrying towards the man, trying to
circumvent his prone boss and pool of slick soap. It gave the bald man enough time to
spin the mop handle and close with the Rodian.
Swinging the staff, the Rodian ducked low as the wooden bar went behind his head. The
older man closed, gripping the opposite side of the staff with his left hand so that it rested
directly across the Rodian’s neck.  In one sudden, violent move, the human head-butted
the Rodian, planting his forehead directly between the green scaly aliens bulbous black
eyes and sending his head snapping through the wooden staff.
Without a sound, Tith’oi sank to the ground, his long green snout hemorrhaging green
viscous blood onto the tile.

“I’m glad I already have the soap to clean that up. Though I’m going to need a
new mop I think,” the human said smiling and twirling the two pieces of wood in his



hands.  To Xander’s left, Barvas flicked his toothpick back and forth, finally pushing him
violently to the ground.
He watched as Barvas slowly stalked towards the man, massive hands balling to fists.
Outmatched in size and weight, the human stopped, and sticking both ends of the sticks
beneath his underarms, fished something from his dungarees.

“Hold on, before you do something senseless,” the human said, producing a small
silver disc and offering it to Barvas.

“What’s this,” the inmate said, his hands still balled into Mynock-sized fists as his
eyes focused on the small glimmering silver disc.

“Just a token of friendship, you like sports?”

“Hellzahyeah, who don’t?” Barvas said, his hands loosening up.

“Exactly. Well friend, on this disc are the last two Thunderball championships. I
know Pudge has a holoplayer, and since she’s going to be in the infirmary for a week or
two, no reason why a fan such as yourself couldn’t, you know, borrow it and enjoy,
right?”
Motionless, Barvas looked to the disk and back to the human, his hands having gone
limp.

“You fooling with me? Two Thunderball championships? What, from like, three
decades ago?”

“I’m not fooling with you at all. And no, these are the most recent, including the
playoffs,” the man said, tossing the disk to Barvas. The inmate caught it in midair, his
eyes wide with joy.

“Alright! Yeah, yeah you and Meat go on about ya business! Alright!’’ Barvas
repeated, wandering past the man and leaving his two comrades unconscious in their
respective pools of blood and soap.
Stepping over to where Xander still lay, the older man dropped his sticks to the ground
and helped him to his feet.

“Thanks,” Xander said, cradling his ribs and pulling away from the man. “What
do you want?  I don’t have anything on me.”  He’d learned in Alpha TR-8 inmates didn’t
help other inmates unless they wanted something.

“Quiet, save your strength Xander. If and when I need something from you I’ll let
you know.”

“How do you know my name?” Xander asked.

“Your trial was all over the holos a while back. I was pulling for you to get off on
all charges,” the man smiled, helping Xander towards the end of the showers.



“Unfortunately, I landed here before I found out what happened to you. It seems fate had
other plans for both of us.”

“The downside of celebrity,” Xander sneered.  “Sometimes I wish I’d been born a
commoner.”

“You really mean that?” the man asked.

“No. Well, yeah, sometimes,” Xander shook his head.  “I don’t know, so far I’ve
been able to stay under the radar- the moustache helps. Speaking of which, how did you
see past my disguise?”

The man smiled.  “I’ve got some experience with deception. And a moustache isn’t much
of a disguise, it just makes you look like an adult holovid star,” the man gave a small
chuckle as if he were laughing at some private joke.

They passed Tih’oi and Pudge, both still unconscious. “They are going to be upset when
they wake up. I think you’ve made yourself some new enemies,” Xander said, the pain in
his ribs throbbing with every breath he took.

“I’ve had worse.”

“I guess it was lucky you had that Thunderball disk on you, and that Barvas is a
fan.”

“Actually,  that disc is of a three hour Imperial propaganda march in the Inner
Rim systems from a decade ago, coded to corrupt whatever holoplayer it’s placed in,” the
man said, a mischievous smile crawling across his face.  I imagine Barvas will be furious
when he destroys Pudge’s holoplayer-though not as furious as Pudge of course.

Despite his wound, Xander burst into laughter and pulled away, steadying himself against
the doorframe. “That’s choice! I guess when you are in this place for life you don’t much
care what you do,” his laughter died and he shook his head, realizing he hadn’t laughed
since he was arrested for trying to kill Emperor Palpatine.

“Come on Xander, let’s get out of here,” the man said, directing him into the dim
hallway. Massive pipes ran overhead, with geysers of hot steam spraying periodically
into the hallway, providing an impromptu shower for them both.

“Sure,” Xander went along, still holding his ribs. “Hey, what is your name?” he
asked, trying to focus on something else. “I seen you around the cellblock, but you don’t
seem to be a part of any group or gang.”

Smiling, the man shook his head, sweat gleaming off of his polished dome. “No, I’ve
managed to avoid joining any of the local flavor,” he turned, extending his hand.  “My
name is Jax, Jax She’ba.’”



*

The blaster pistol was called a “Renegade”- large, powerful and designed to send
a message with its first shot-usually along with a morgue stamp. It wasn’t the kind of
weapon someone who wished to be subtle would carry, it was the kind of weapon you
used when you wanted to kill someone and leave just enough DNA to identify the victim.

And it was pointed directly at Vic Palisade’s heart.

Slowly, the outlaw raised his hands and snapped free the seal of his Terminus helmet
with his left hand- his right was practically useless, having been banged into pulp after a
fight with an assassin droid earlier that afternoon. The owner of the Renegade, an Ubese
bounty hunter named Koort Ter’chon had teamed up with “Terminus the Hunter”-Vic’s
current persona, and his partner Klux Martin to take down the madman Ket Adkins- a
former member of Vic’s team, Raptor Squad who had lost his mind and targeted the
group for torture, then termination. Ter’chon had his own problems in the past with Ket,
so the team-up had worked out well-until now.
Somehow, in the last few hours since they apprehended Ket, Koort had found out that
instead of the renowned Weequay Bounty Hunter Terminus, the man beneath the
durasteel helmet was really Vic Palisades- Outlaw.
Pulling free the helmet, Vic tossed it to the side, where clattered and rolled along the dull
metal plating of the Skullduggery- Vic’s Ghtroc Freighter. It stopped, and the  corridor
returned to its quiet hum, with Klux and the armoror droid “TenSpot” in their quarters,
near the fore of the ship, and the vessel being piloted by an astromech droid who was
sealed in the damaged cockpit. They had just recently escaped the planet Dega, where
Ket kept his base, and without a repair facility or starport, was forced to jury rig the
damaged cockpit canopy and rely on their droid to pilot them to a safe port.
All in all, a bag of mixed blessings and headaches Vic thought to himself.

“You should put that weapon down, I don’t appreciate folks waving blasters in
my face,” Vic said, glancing between the barrel and Koort’s dark visor. The Ubese was
clad in a suit of “Raider” armor- gear crafted from golden Dunecrab shells by the
indigenous people of Koort’s planet, Uba IV. His helmet allowed him to breath the
Skull’s atmosphere, and if they came to blows, would be the second thing he would
relieve the hunter of- after his Renegade.

“The gun stays where it is, now toss your weapon away and put your hands out,”
Koort said, nodding to the holster nestled beneath Vic’s abdomen.

Crossing his arms, Vic shook his head. “No, I don’t think so.”



“You don’t think I won’t shoot you?” Koort said, aiming the blaster at a hole in
Vic’s armor, directly above his heart- damage he suffered from taking a previous blaster
bolt to his chest, compliments of Ket Adkins. “Dead or alive, you’re still credits in the
bank outlaw.”

“Then shoot,” Vic stepped forward so the Renegade poked him in the chest, a
flare of pain star-bursting in his left pectoral.  “But before you do, ask yourself this: Then
what?”

The Ubese, slightly caught off guard, retreated a step to give some space between
his weapon and Vic. “Then what?”

“Yeah, then what? Are you going to go and kill Klux? Tenspot? And then who is
going to pilot the ship?  Right now you have a R2 unit sealed in the cockpit who is only
going to listen to his master, Klux. And just so you know,” Vic smiled, “you can’t open
that cockpit from the outside. A nice little safety feature I had installed. So, like it or not,
you are along for the ride on this trip pal, and arresting me or killing me is just going to
dump a whole heap of complications onto your life-for what?”

Silence hung between them and the Ubese redirected the blaster to Vic’s head. “You
killed a monarch on your home planet. You’ve killed a lot of people.”

“You keep waving that blaster in my face I’m going to wind up killing at least one
more.”
The Skullduggery corridor seemed to shrink and Vic felt like someone tightened a noose
around his neck. The accusations and lies had followed him for years, and he grew weary
of having to defend himself. “I guess it wouldn’t matter if I told you I was framed.”

“You can say whatever you like, that doesn’t mean I’ll believe you.”

“True. But look at what you do know Koort- since we’ve been teamed up, there
were several chances I had to kill you, to use you and throw you away. But I didn’t. I
didn’t because I trusted you, respected you and what you were trying to do. You believe
in justice, well, tell me where the justice is in turning me over to the Imperials so I can be
killed.”

“They won’t kill you, you’ll stand trial and be held accountable for your crimes,”
the Ubese droned on as if reading from a book, his low raspy voice emerging from his
breath mask like a recording.

Shaking his head, Vic felt his face going flush. “Really? And what crimes did my family
commit Koort?  What did my mother and father do to deserve the deaths they received at
the hands of those Imperial dogs?”

“That’s not my concern Palisades, now,” Koort detached a pair of magcuffs from
his belt.  “Put your hands out.”



“Is your father still alive Koort?”

“That doesn’t matter…” the Ubese began, but Vic cut him off.

“Nevermind, I can tell he is. You don’t even need to answer,” Vic tilted his head
back, staring down at the slight bounty hunter. The Ubese couldn’t have been more than
five-two, maybe a hundred and thirty pounds if that. He could have disarmed him at least
a dozen times by now, suffering few, if any wounds-even one handed. But he wasn’t
going to turn this situation around that way, and Koort’s ego- a bounty hunters ego- was a
fragile thing from what Vic could tell, despite the hard shell it was wrapped in and likely
he wouldn’t be able to recoup. Vic had two options: destroy the hunter, or turn him into
something useful.

“You don’t know anything about my father,” Koort said.  “Or me.”

“I can tell you’re a straight arrow Koort.  I’m guessing your father had a lot to do
with that.”

The Ubese was silent for a moment, then nodded.  “I am and he did.  He’s a peace officer
on Uba IV.”

“I guessed as much.  You think he would approve of what you are doing?”

“He would,” Koort nodded.  “He supported my decision to become a bounty
hunter, he would support my decision to bring you in for your crimes.”

“Maybe, but neither he nor you know the truth- the real truth, and the truth is I’m
innocent, and my family was killed to cover up Imperial lies. You don’t have to believe
me and you don’t have to give a damn, but what you aren’t going to do, is stop me from
getting my revenge,” Vic leaned forward, jabbing his finger at the Ubese. “And if that
means I have to go through you, and every other bounty hunter and assorted piece of
gutter trash in this galaxy that wants to make a name by taking me down, then so be it.
But you and I haven’t gone so far in this flexing contest that we can’t work something
out, something that means one of us doesn’t have to die- and trust me, if we continue
down this path, one of us won’t be stepping off this ship alive.”
The sounds of the air exchangers filled the void of silence between them for what seemed
like minutes. Vic made no move, and neither did the Ubese. He couldn’t tell what the
bounty hunter was thinking behind that black, emotionless visor, but kept his body coiled,
tight, in case he needed to move. He had four different maneuvers already plotted out in
his head, calculating the environment, height and shooting style of his opponent. Blaster
fights in starships, especially a previously damaged starship limping through hyperspace
on spot welds and a load of optimism, were a bad idea- the kind of idea that made most
beings pull their shots or hesitate. And hesitation meant opportunity.
Without a word, Koort nodded, returning the Renegade to his holster.



“What changed your mind?” Vic asked, allowing himself to relax-just barely.

“You saved my life. Back in Ket’s base,” Koort said, replacing the magcuffs on
his belt. “You didn’t need to, you could have taken off and left me for dead. Consider this
me returning the favor.”

Nodding, Vic ran his left hand across his forehead, surprised it came away covered in
sweat.  “Great, cause I really didn’t want to have to fight you.”

“You would have lost Palisades,” Koort said.

“Yeah, maybe,” Vic said, finally smiling.

“What now?” Koort asked. “Adkins is awake in the cargo hold, and told me the
whole story about you, Raptor Squad and your reason for wanting him.”

“He’s awake?” Vic shook his head. He’d given the madman enough dope to drop
a Bantha. “Well, if he told you everything then I guess he told you about Jax,” Vic said,
shrugging off the Terminus chest piece and dumping it to the floor. He was covered in
sweat and too tired to lug around the gear- especially since the ruse was now pointless.

“Not everything, there were some things he clammed up about. But, yes, he did
mention She’ba-said he was some sort of Rebel intel officer that got locked up.  He said
only he knows where he is. I would never have pegged you for a rebellion operative.”

Vic shook his head and fished a cigarra out of his utility pouch. “Jax is a friend, if
we can get his location out of Ket, we might be able to rescue him,” Vic lit up and let the
acrid smoke wind its way into his lungs. He needed to quit, but figured it would be
something he could work on later. If things continued to go as they had recently he saw a
lot of late nights where a hefty dose of tabacc would come in handy.

“He also said something about you and a Wookiee killing the love of his life,”
Koort hooked his thumb In his belt and leaned against the ships bulkhead.”Now that does
sound like you- at least that’s the picture they paint of you in the bounty postings.”

“Yeah, we’ve got a Bounty Head 5000 onboard,” Vic said, referring to the
computer that tracked bounty listing throughout the galaxy, “I’ve seen the stuff they
come up with. They make me out to be a real piece of work. But sorry, this whole
business about Ket’s girlfriend and me and the Wookiee and all that is something he’s
cooked up in his diseased mind. I honestly have no clue who he is talking about,” Vic
shook his head. This was the truth’ in their showdown on Dega the madman had
mentioned Vic killing a female named “Lemoyne”- he didn’t know where Adkins had
gotten the information, but it was false- not that it helped to try to convince Ket of that.

“After that he quit making sense, began blabbering nonsense about Jedi Knights.
Claimed Cav was one, and his real named was Klux Martin.”



Vic remained silent.

“That is nonsense, correct?”

“That’s a discussion you will need to have with Cav,” Vic said.

“Rest assured, I will. They are still wanted by the Empire as well, you know.”

“What’s left of the Empire maybe, and that doesn’t account for much,” Vic
smiled.

“Noted. There is still the matter of getting paid for Ket’s bounty,” Koort began.

“I know.  I was going to have this conversation with you later, but now is as a
good a time as any,” Vic pulled the brown smoldering plug from his mouth, gesturing to
Koort, “you’ve got some definite skills and are pretty handy with a blaster. How about
joining our crew?  We usually get a nice bundle from the Alliance for the jobs we take,
and given the circles we run in there would be a nice opportunity for collecting on some
decent bounties. What do you think?”

“I’m not the political type. The Rebellion just got lucky in knocking over the
Empire, but in the end, all governments are useless bodies mired in bureaucracy.”

“It’s not like we go out pressing the flesh and kissing babies pal, the New
Republic is a damn sight better than the Empire,” Vic said.

The Ubese sat quiet for a moment, then shook his head. “Sorry Palisades, splitting
a bounty four or five ways isn’t a path to getting a solid reputation-or pocketbook- as a
hunter. I can do better on my own.”

“Maybe, but think about it. It wouldn’t be just you, you would have backup, and I
can guarantee most of the crew isn’t that concerned about credits-believe it or not these
crazy bastards do it because they think they are doing “the right thing.”

“The right thing?”

“Uh huh,” Vic nodded taking a drag.

“Perfect, a group of blind idealists,” Koort said.  If Vic could see his eyes he
would have bet a Hutt’s ransom that Koort just rolled them upward.

“I prefer the term ‘Deluded Optimists’,” Vic said smiling. “Still, they manage to
produce results- most of the time. Anyway, now that you know the story, we can dispense
with the ruse and instead of heading to Jalon Station and giving you a song and dance, I



can redirect this boat towards Tierfon Station and cut a few days off of our travel time.
It’s relatively close and I think we can make it without flaming out before we get there.”

“What’s on Tierfon Station?”

“The New Republic,” Vic said, “and, more importantly for you, Ket’s bounty.”

*

 Perfo Kryll took a deep breath of the musky evening mist that hung a meter
above Tierfon Station’s undergrowth. Narrowing his eyes, he focused on the dim red
holo-circle hovering in his sights; holding his breath, ignoring the sweat that ran in
rivulets beneath his fatigues and between his shoulder blades, he lightly squeezed the
trigger of the blaster carbine nestled against his shoulder, letting loose a stream of shots
that screamed into the jungle, scaring up a mass of avian and driving smaller animals
from the immediate vicinity before slamming into the projected target. As the last of the
shots dimmed in color, following their predecessors into a black slab at the end of the
shooting range, the weapon finally dry fired on its empty energy cartridge, its barrel to
giving off enough heat that Perfo could feel it baking the back of his hand through his
black leather gloves.
Crawling to his feet, he stared at the forest, throwing a glance over at a Klatoonian a half-
dozen meters away who watched the exchange while tapping away on a datapad. The
dogfaced alien, Rontack, looked up after a moment, scratching at his chin and the sprout
of stubble that stretched across the lower part of his mottled grey face.

“Eighty-eight,” he said.

“Eighty-eight? I used to hit in the nineties, without fail!” Perfo said, shaking his
head and looking down at the weapon. “Maybe the target projector isn’t calibrated right.”

Rontack looked at him without saying a word, picked up the small circular
projector, turned it over in his hand and set it back on the tree trunk. “Eight-eight,” he
repeated.

“Guess that’s what ya get for jockeying that desk now Boss,” the human to
Rontack’s left said. Both were lounging on a massive log, surrounded by the chattering
insects and other indigenous sounds that filled the approaching Tierfon Station dusk.

“Thanks Race, I’ll keep that in mind,” Perfo rolled his eyes and ejected the spent
magazine. This time of evening, most of the station’s military element were either inside
for mess or killing time playing cards or drinking, having completed all of their duties
and objectives for the day hours earlier.



Skeleton crews manned the evening watch, as there wasn’t much to do on station other
than train and prepare for whatever the New Republic threw their way.  Perfo used to
relish that downtime between ops-but now, as acting Commander of the Station, he found
himself with too much free time- the kind of free time that gave a man too much
opportunity to think about the future, or if there was even one to think about.

“Cause, see Boss, ain’t no Imperials trying to scamper over that desk to get
atcha’,” the stout human jumped down, his brown spacer boots landing in the foliage with
a “thud”. Race Moonthall was easily six-three, and built like an Imperial walker- solid
and powerful, with just a bit of additional padding around his center. His flight jacket was
gone, and he wore a stained white tank-top tucked into a pair of brown leather trousers
with stitching up the side. “Moonthall Shipping and Freight” was stenciled across the
shirt-his side job when he wasn’t piloting the New Republic Spec Forces team Vornskr
Pack throughout the galaxy. “Nah, those Imps are a sneaky bunch, so where you got to
watch out for em’, is maybe say, a file cabinet, or possibly a storage closet,” he grinned
wide, his blue eyes swimming in the alcohol he’d been gulping down all afternoon as he
ran his left hand through his mess of brown coarse hair.
In his right gloved hand a bottle of Corellian Scotch swayed back and forth. Where his
right arm should be, there was, instead an armored cybernetic chassis, contoured and
designed to appear like an appendage, but discolored- its original gold plating stained and
mottled with rust and worn dull by the passage of time.

“Isn’t it a bit late to start drinking?” Perfo asked as Rontack joined them, the
Klatoonian, unlike Race, moving so quietly that he didn’t make a sound as he retreated
from his perch atop the log.

“Nah, I’m not drinking late LT, I’m just getting a jump start on tomorrow.  Want
a hit?” he offered the half full bottle. Without a word, Rontack took it and emptied it to
the ground.

“What?  Oh come on Ronnie!  Why’d ya go and do that?” Race frowned,
watching the brown liquid seep into the moss.

“You drink too much, and you never know when we might get the call. I don’t
want to be piloted into the side of an asteroid because you’re loaded,” the Klatoonian
said, dropping the bottle to the ground. “Are you up for another round Sir?” he asked
Perfo.

“Bet he was, till you poured out my goods,” Race mumbled. Rontack rolled his
golden eyes and looked back to Perfo.

“No thanks Sarge,” Perfo said, handing the carbine over. “I’ve got a new recruit
to dress down and orient in a bit. He should be arriving on station within the hour,”
he was still getting used to his new assignment as the top dog on Tierfon Station, seeing it
as just another assignment- though with more responsibility and chance for failure.



 Just a month before he was the Lieutenant of Vornskr Pack, but in the following weeks
he’d been promoted to New Republic Intel in the absence of the previous spook, Jax
She’ba, who’d been collared by the Imperials months back. Numerous searches and
inquires had been initiated to find his whereabouts but all had proven fruitless. It’s as if
the man had simply disappeared from the galaxy without a trace.

“New recruit huh?  He going to be joining the ‘Pack or some other sorry group?”
Race asked, popping a wad of dirt-brown tabbac into his mouth.

“Nope, this one has special orders. He’s getting assigned to a special operations
team,” Perfo said, shrugging off his field jacket and copped a squat on a nearby tree
stump. Despite the buzzing of the insects and the calls of the avian who were slowly
returning to the area, the evening was quiet, with the scent of ionization finally fading
away. The main base was just a stones throw from the makeshift shooting range, but the
jungle planet provided enough cover and brush that just a handful of meters made you
feel like you were the only being on the planet.

“SpecOps?  Which one?  Firebrand Twelve?  Melchak’s Liberators? The Elite
Eight from Essowyn?” Rontack asked.

“None of the above. I can’t tell you, it’s classified,” Perfo said.  He looked up to
see Rontack impassively staring down at him.

“I can’t! It’s strict orders, you need clearance,” Perfo shook his head.

Rontack and Race both continued to stare, the latter working the plug of tabaac
around his mouth in slow rotations. Inside, Perfo shrugged.  The New Republic was built
on the blood, sweat and sacrifice of these men; not answering their simple question
seemed silly in light of what they had been through.

“Alright, alright. The new recruit’s name is Jonus Kable, a human, mid twenties
formerly a CorSec officer. He’s been assigned a nice shiny new rank of Lieutenant and
his first assignment is to be the New Republic Liaison for Raptor Squad.”

Bending over and retrieving his now empty bottle of Corellian Scotch from the
ground, Race flicked a red glowing millipede from its rim and spat a thick brown wad of
mucus into the neck. “Raptor Squad? Never heard of em’.”

“It’s a team led by my old commanding officer in the Fallen Angels, a man by the
name of Vic Palisades. He’s got a crew- pretty diverse group too, but he’s always looking
for new talent. Hopefully Kable can bring something to the table.”

Snorting, Rontack kneeled on the ground, methodically laying out an old rag and
beginning to field strip the carbine.  “I would love to hear how that turns out.”

“And why is that Sergeant?” Perfo asked, crossing his arms.



Hands moving across the weapon, it seemed to magically come apart on the cloth before
Rontack. “No real thoughts Sir. I just know how Palisades is, and so do you,” he looked
up, his muzzle curling into a grin.  “He ain’t going to like having a babysitter.”

“That makes two of us, but I don’t make the orders, I just carry them out,” Perfo
shook his head, dreading the conversation with Vic. He’d gotten word from him a just a
few days earlier that Raptor Squad was on the way, with Ket Adkins in tow. Using a
hidden holonet transceiver gifted to the team by the New Republic, Vic had informed his
former medic of his impending arrival and instructed Perfo to get word to Garnib and the
rest of Raptor Squad to rendezvous at Tierfon Station inside of a week. The instructions
were brief, to the point and bereft of any idle gossip or chatter- just like Palisades.
Raptor Squad had dropped off the New Republic radar almost half a year back, right after
the Battle of Endor and Perfo, and the New Republic for that matter, hadn’t heard from
them till now.
Since Tierfon fell off of the Hydian Way hyperspace route, it would be just a few days
for all elements of Raptor Squad to be on station. It was a good thing too; Perfo had
already made calls to the New Republic telling them a major lead to the missing Jax
She’ba was on its way.  He’d yet to hear a response from the higher ups on their next
course of action however.

“Who knows?  Maybe this will work out, ya know?  Maybe this guy will be a
good fit for that team,” Race said, continuing to fill up the whisky bottle with disgusting
brown sludge. Some had dribbled onto his chin and dripped onto his shirt, adding to the
rainbow of psychedelic stains that already covered it
Rontack and Perfo exchanged glances, with the Klatoonian’s face stretching into a
mischievous grin.

“Sure, I can see that,” Rontack said, sarcasm thicker than tabaac juice falling from
his words.

“What? Why not?” Race said.

“I think the makeup of Raptor Squad might not be the best fit for a former peace
officer,” Perfo said. “See, Vic is, well, wanted by the authorities, and the rest of the
spooks he travels with is-somewhat wanted as well.”

Race shrugged. “They kill some folks?  Smuggle some spice? We all got records
the Imps would like us behind a laser grid for,” Race said.

“Not exactly,” Perfo said. “They have a hacker named A’sok, a young red-haired
kid named Chance…”

“They got Jedi on board. Two of them,” Rontack said, glancing from Race to
Perfo, still smiling.



“Yeah, right,” Race rolled his eyes, laughing and spraying tabaac juice into the
air.  “Ronnie, you told me they had one I wouldn’t believe you. But two?  You going to
lie to old Race, you need to at least keep it somewhere near the ‘Believable System’
located off the ‘Chance in Hell Run’.”

“He’s not kidding,” Perfo sighed and shook his head, still amazed that his former
commander had fallen in with two Force users.

“No way!  Jedi?  Imagine that. My daddy told me about them when I was knee
high to a Jawa. Told me he’d seen one once, had a lightsaber and everything,” Race said,
shaking his head. “He told me the Imps had rooted them all out and scraped them from
the face of the galaxy.”

 “Nope,” Perfo shook his head. “I was amazed when I first saw them myself. I’d
heard stories of people seeing one, but to see two, in one place. I can tell you for a fact it
makes Vic damn nervous, yet he still keeps them around. One’s a human, named Klux.
The others name is Baal, a Trianni.”

Race’s smile disappeared, his mouth freezing in mid-chew. “A Trianni?”

“Yeah, big blue bastard with black stripes,” Rontack said, producing a small
bottle and spraying the carbine components now methodically set out before him. “Hey,
weren’t you a fighter jockey in the Corporate Sector Authority a few years back?”
Perfo watched as Race nodded, his blue eyes staring into space, focusing on something
distant-something in his past.

“Yeah, yeah before my CO screwed me over and left me for dead. Man, we had
some rough times with the Trianni Rangers. Lots of scraps, lots of bodies- on both sides,”
Race said, shaking his head. “I’ll be honest with ya, it really took me out of it. Most times
those cats would just swoop in out of nowhere and start laying into us. It was all we could
do to stay alive in those fights. I was young, following orders- I left a lot of Trianni pilots
sucking vacuum…” he trailed off.

“Well, that was a long time ago Race, you got away from that life, for the better,”
Perfo said, standing and slapping the man on his organic shoulder.

“Yeah, just wish I coulda got out of it sooner, ya know?  If I had known what kind
of scum the CSA really was, I wouldn’t have stuck around. Then, after all that, they left
me to die. If I had bugged out of that outfit sooner, I might still have my arm,” his voice
had taken on a hard edge, and in one fluid motion the man slung the half full whisky
bottle into the jungle, where it whistled through the air, exploding into a spray of tabbac
juice and glass against a tree over thirty meters away. “They took my arm and almost my
life.  If I ever get a chance, I’m going to get me some payback. You can bank on that,
Sir.”



“Sounds like you and the Trianni both have a healthy hatred for the CSA in
common,” Rontack said. “Still, I might leave out the part about killing all of those
Rangers. He might take exception to that.”

All remained silent for a moment, with the only sound being Rontack’s reassembly of the
carbine, until finally Perfo shrugged. “I need to get back to base, Kable will be here soon
and I want to scrub up and get his orders and info prepped before he arrives.”

“Take your time Sir,” Rontack said, standing and handing the gleaming weapon
back to Perfo. “Cause there ain’t no amount of prepping you can do that’s going to get
Lieutenant Kable ready for Raptor Squad.”

*

Seated on a semi-circle of low wooden benches, over fifty beings, some Mew-
Tao, others simply interested in joining her religious clan, watched her every movement
in the flickering glow of torch-posts sunk into the floor of solid ice. A thick warm haze
hovered just above the ground, pumped from underground geothermal springs that kept
the ice structure comfortable. From her hand gestures, to her motions involving the Stave
of Tyrisius, Lana Fegarn had practiced alone for hours so as to make sure everything was
perfect.
It was night, and in the silent carved ice-walls of the Mew-Tao Temple of Rebirth’s inner
sanctum on the planet Garnib, she could sense their nervousness and apprehension mix
with her own. Some of them- her fellow Trianni, had been hunted almost to extinction,
but now, finally, she hoped they might find some peace here, far beneath the glaciers of
the frozen planet and far from the reach of the blood-thirsty Espos and Corporate Sector
Authority they’d fled just weeks before.
At least two dozen of the Mew-Tao were like her-Trianni- their trim, powerful feline
bodies covered in short fur sporting a rainbow of coloration and markings. The rest were
new converts to their ancient religion, recruited from Garnib’s population; there were
Balinaka-tall white furred bipeds, Mon Calamarians-bulbous eyed amphibians with long
heads, Quarren, neighbors of the Mon Cal on their home planet but with sloped heads and
long tentacles dangling from their face and Vernol-short wide faced amphibians with
small eyes that sat atop their heads. There were even a few humans and Nautolan
scattered amongst the new students, their wide black eyes watching her every movement.
In the front row, her younger brother Arturo nodded, giving her a small smile and wink.
He was always there for her, always supportive and the pillar of stability that she needed
when the previous High Priestess, Yahwell Grismarr, had died due to wounds suffered
when she tried to evacuate her people from their home planet of Fibuli.
She’d hoped Balthazar Cocaroth, the most prominent of the Mew-Tao Protectors, would
have been another pillar she could had relied on to help her in the rebuilding-and while he



had organized and funded the new temple, he’d been virtually non-existent since they sat
down on Garnib. Likely busy with ‘Raptor Squad business’ as he would sometimes say
before disappearing for days on end.

“The Mew-Tao’s history is rich, full, and in time we will grow and regain our
strength,” she said, her words echoing in the cavernous room, bouncing from the ice
columns in the far darkened corners and off of stalagmites that still jut from the
chamber’s ground. “But it is time for rebuilding, and time to embrace our new home and
our new brothers and sisters,” she smiled, opening her gray furred hands wide to the
group. “Welcome.”

In unison, the Trianni Mew-Tao repeated, “Welcome,” with the newer students following
along, out of synch. Giggling filtered through the group as everyone’s mood lightened,
and Lana nodded, smiling. “We’ll work on our timing later on,” she smiled. More
laughter. She was feeling good, the waves of humor breaking down the walls of
uncertainty, fear and awkwardness she, along with her people, were feeling.
The rest of the service went as planned. All questions and concerns were addressed, and
she answered truthfully, but with confidence befitting a Mew-Tao High Priestess. Some
of the female Trianni had shown a great leap in maturity in the past few weeks during
their trip from their homeworld, and Lana was already entertaining the idea of creating a
new Yu’nar- a tribunal of females that, with the leadership of the High Priestess, made
the decisions regarding the future and direction of the clan.
Some of the newer members were concerned about the warrior aspects of the Mew-Tao,
that they would need to be able to fight and proficient in combat to be an accepted
member of the Mew-Tao.  She gently explained that while it was merely one facet of
their religion; the foundation of the Mew-Tao was enlightenment through understanding,
knowledge and acceptance of other cultures, and while combat was once a necessity for
their survival, hopefully it would now take a back seat to more academic and spiritual
pursuits of the members. This seemed to put everyone’s concerns at ease- even her fellow
Trianni.
When no one had any further questions and she’d reached the end of her teachings, she
stood, bowing to her new students. “Then if there are no other matters to discuss….”

“I think there are a great many things to discuss, perhaps we should start with the
truth?” she heard a voice boom from the shadows in the rear of the chamber. Stepping
into the outer reaches of flickering torchlight, a massive being strolled, his head down,
his face covered in shadow and trailing a flowing purple cloak behind him.
She recognized Balthazar the moment he tossed the hood back, fixing her with narrow
violet eyes, though she felt him, albeit slightly, through the Force just a moment before.
The blue fur of his powerful arms glimmered in the light as the congregation turned to
take him in.

“Students, please welcome Protector Balthazar,” Lana said, gesturing and offering
a smile.

“Welcome!” the Mew-Tao said, this time in perfect unison.



Snarling, Balthazar crossed his arms and ignored the group, focusing his glare on
Lana. While not particularly powerful in the mystical ways of the Force, she’d been born
with, and adapted to the “gift” as it was called-since she was a child. Through it she could
sense the feelings of others, and now she was concerned that what she felt from Baal was
pure, undiluted jealousy.

“What truths would you like to discuss Protector Baal?” Lana asked.

“Let’s start with how more than half of these beings shouldn’t even be here,” he
said. He skirted the outer rim of the group and reached down, jerking one of the Mon
Calamari to his feet by his shoulder. “You?  What is your name?”

“Uh, Sorum, Sorum Lektall,” the being said, his eyes swiveling towards Lana.

“And why don’t you share with the group why you’ve decided to  join the Mew-
Tao, what expectations you have,” Baal sneered at Lana, still holding the being so that he
had to stand on the tips of his boots to prevent being lifted entirely from the ground.

“Uhm, well, it sounded fascinating and, uhm, I was told it was a welcoming place
of worship...”

  “Really?” Baal looked back, leaning in towards the alien. “Were you told that,
because of your affiliation with Force Users, such as the High priestess here, that you,
and likely your family and all of your friends, may be hunted down by Dark Jedi and
assassins, to be tortured and killed in cold blood simply because of who you have chosen
to align yourself with?”
Silence fell across the group, then, as Lana watched in horror, panic erupted amongst the
non-Trianni Mew-Tao, as they began screaming questions or outright bolting from the
cavern.

“STOP!” Lana commanded. A few remained, frozen in place and looking
between she and Baal while others, at least a dozen, kept moving, sliding and skittering
as they tried to find purchase on the solid ice floor.
A blur of motion caught her eye and she saw Arturo moving to intercept Baal.

“ARTURO!” she screamed. He froze in place, just a meter from Baal, his navy
tunic catching up and wrapping about his body.  “Please, go try to convince the others to
return,” she said, stepping down and approaching Baal, who was now holding the
squirming Sorum Lektall entirely off of the ground.

“I would have a word with you,” she snarled, gesturing to a small room carved off
of the main chamber. Nodding, he dropped the Mon Cal who hit the ground, collapsing
into a heap. Calming her breathing, Lana tried to push the anger and rage she felt from
her mind, replacing it with an air of dignity and understanding. If she was to be High



Priestess, she would have to learn to deal with the unexpected- and infuriating- twists and
turns life continued to throw at her.
Stepping into the small alcove where warm fog collected and shrouded them in mist,
concealing them and causing sweat to begin running down her body. The fine particulates
hung in the air, capturing nearby light from a torch and casting the small room in a dim
orange glow.
She turned to Baal, keeping her tone even.

“Why?”

“I was just checking out the temple and came across your little meeting,” Baal
said, smiling.

“You, you know what I’m trying to do here! Why did you try to sabotage it?” she
crossed her arms over the heavy leather gown she wore, fixing him with a hard stare.

“I thought it was important that these foolish beings knew what they were getting
themselves into,” Baal said shrugging. “I thought I was doing you a favor, actually.”

“You did, did you?” Lana said, her mouth falling open. “I was going to tell them
later Baal, that those with our gifts were often persecuted, pursued, but not now, and
certainly not like this!”

Shrugging, he picked absently at a relief set into the ice wall by one of the many
artisans working on the temple. A chunk came away, falling to the ground and shattering.
He looked at the pieces with a disinterested glance and shrugged. “I apologize, perhaps I
was out of line.”

She tried to block the annoyance out of her mind and pulled him away from the wall.
“Yes you were! We can discuss this later, I need to,” she was on her way back into the
chamber when he grabbed her arm, his massive fingers encircling her bicep. She stopped,
and upon turning back was surprised to find him close-almost uncomfortably close.
Leaning down, his muzzle just inches from her own, she felt her head swim as she
breathed in his pheromones, mixing with the warm musty steam than hung about them.

“What- what are you…” she stammered, leaning back.

“I’m leaving. I just got a comm. from Perfo- Vic and Klux are on their way to
Tierfon Station and they want us to rendezvous with them there.”

“Then- then go,” she said, watching her own reflection in his brilliant purple
pupils. “We will be fine without you. We don’t need any more of your input, especially if
it follows your first contribution to the new Mew-Tao Order.”

“No, I want you to go with me, I need you to go with me,” Baal said, releasing her
arm and moving his fingers up to her shoulder where they gently brushed against her



neck. She felt her blood rising and her face flushing beneath her fur. She’d always
viewed him as a powerful warrior and an important part of the Mew-Tao, but down deep,
something stirred and she caught herself viewing the powerful attractive male now
standing before her as something more.

“Why?”

“You want to know the ways of The Force, you want me to train you, teach you
what I know,” he ran a finger along her jaw line, smiling as he did so. “If we are to rule
the Mew-Tao together, turn them into warriors and the new generation of our people, we
need to learn to work together, and now is the time.”
Her skin tingled beneath his touch, and she felt her body begin to slightly tremble. As
much as she tried to block amorous thoughts from her mind, she couldn’t and as primal
needs and desires, long dormant for the sake of her position in the Mew-Tao surfaced,
she made a move to kiss him.

“Lana, not now, not here,” he threw a glance towards the meeting hall, then back.
“I’ve booked us a freighter at the starport, we’ll pilot ourselves there,” his thin black lips
pulled into a smile revealing rows of glistening fangs. “Get your things together, we leave
in the morning.”

“Please, no one will know,” she moved, her muzzle barely brushing his as her
hands circled his waist. Years of loneliness-of isolation in training and studying to
become the High Priestess, of moving throughout the galaxy, from one Trianni resistance
cell to another, always the warrior, always the leader-was forgotten. Standing in the
steamy cavern, shrouded in fog and illuminated by nothing more than the flicker of a
nearby torch, she gave herself over to her animal instincts- just for a moment.
And new in an instant that she’d made a mistake. Feeling a new pair of eyes on her, she
spun, her stomach twisting into a knot as she locked eyes with Arturo, who leaned
casually against the doorway.

“I managed to retrieve some of the deserters, if you would like to address them.
That is,” he locked dark eyes on Baal, “if you aren’t too busy with the Offworlder.”
Turning he strolled away and Lana hung her head.

“I’ll leave you to clean this up, make sure you are ready by morning,” Baal said,
pulling from her grasp and disappearing through the entrance, leaving her hands still
partially raised where they’d circled his waist.

Silently cursing herself, Lana forced her hands down to smooth her gown out,
taking a moment to allow her body temperature to cool and her hormones to realign
themselves. “Of course, all I seem to do is ‘clean up’ messes anymore,” she said, taking a
deep breath and stepping back into the chamber.
She would have to make her apologies and excuses quick-packing for Tierfon Station
would take most of the night.



*

When it was his turn to watch Ket, he waited until Vic had doped the blaster-
slinger up so he couldn’t be interrupted. While Ket lay unconscious on his side, Klux
slowed his breathing in the dim cargo hold and ignited his lightsaber. The blue glowing
shaft of energy stabbed to life in the near-darkness, filling the space with a low hum that
caused the hair on his arms to stand at attention.
Discarding his robes for a more practical ensemble of navy colored tank top and trousers,
he’d learned the hard way that while spinning and twirling a lightsaber clad in the
traditional garb of a Jedi may look romantic and heroic, more often than not you wound
up with shredded sleeves and tattered cloaks.
Twisting and spinning, he began a series of exercises his master Da’Jony had taught him.
His training remote was back on Garnib and he hadn’t time to pick another up, so he had
to rely on his imagination to provide worthy adversaries.
Minutes stretched into hours and his body pumped what seemed like gallons of sweat into
his clothes and onto the floor. He pushed himself to the point of breaking- muscles
throbbing with pain and exhaustion, the Force taking over from his detached mind,
guiding every twist, every parry.
He sensed someone approach the cargo bay door, hesitate and finally trigger it open. He
continued his exercise while the Ubese watched from the doorway. Vic had mentioned
his conversation and the understanding the two had come to; he also mentioned that
Koort knew that he was a Jedi.
In the past, Klux would have been concerned, even worried. In his youth, growing up and
being trained by Da’Jony, the old man had filled him with stories of the Great Jedi Purge-
all the while fashioning him into a warrior that would be hunted and pursued throughout
the galaxy. But none of that meant anything until Klux actually left Xanath IV to strike
out on his own in the galaxy.
Since then he’d been pursued, attacked, wounded and spent more time in bacta than he
would like to admit-but he’d grown as well. Not just strong in the Force, but in his
abilities and most importantly, in his confidence. No longer was Klux the nervous,
paranoid Jedi-wannabe from some forgotten backwater planet- he was a Jedi Knight, and
prepared for whatever the galaxy threw at him- be it Dark Jedi, Sith spirits or even Ubese
Bounty Hunters.

“That’s impressive. I’ve never seen anyone wield an actual lightsaber before,”
Koort said as Klux slowed, his body coming to a neutral position.

“Thanks. The form is known as ‘Soresu’, or ‘the Resilience Form’,” Klux said,
shutting down his lightsaber. “My master taught it to me.”

“I saw a lightfoil once, but that was wielded by a particularly angry Chadra-Fan
with no depth perception-it didn’t end well.”



“I would imagine,” Klux chuckled. “You know, you don’t seem very surprised to
see an actual Jedi,” Klux said.

“I don’t surprise easily,” Koort said. “Adkins mentioned it and I wrote it off as
more of his insanity, though I kept myself open to the possibility, and Palisades basically
confirmed it. There are still some of you out there, despite what the holonews likes to
claim.” Arms crossed, Koort leaned against the doorway, clad in his full armor.

  That he still wore his weapons piqued Klux’s curiosity, and he smiled, pointing
the silver hilt of his saber at the gunbelt slung low across the Ubese’s hips. In place of his
Renegade hung Ket’s twin Sentinel IV blaster pistols. “Expecting trouble?”

“Not hardly Cav. I took these off of your friend over there in the cage, I’m just
getting used to them, to see if I like the feel,” he slapped a hand against the right blaster
holster.  “By the way, do I call you Cav or Klux?”

Vic must have revealed at least his first name to the bounty hunter, if Ket hadn’t already.
So much for secrets. “Klux is fine, the last name is Martin, though there are so many
aliases and nicknames rolling around on this team you might as well call me Jedi Number
One,” he said, attaching the lightsaber to his belt and reaching down to retrieve his towel.

“Number One? You mean there are more?” Koort asked, his voice tinged with
amazement.

“Uhm, yeah. I thought Vic mentioned that…”

“No. He didn’t,” Koort cut him off, and rose from the doorway, strolling into the
cargo bay.  “Two Jedi, an Outlaw,” he gestured at the still prone body of Ket, “a
notorious blaster-fighter…who else is part of this team?  A few convicted felons
perhaps?”

“Well, we did have a Wookiee onboard once,” Klux shrugged.

Koort remained silent for a moment. “A hunter could make a comfortable living just by
turning over everyone on this ship.”

“Maybe, or it could be the last mistake he ever made,” Klux nodded to the prone
figure lying on the ground behind bars. “I give you exhibit ‘A’.  Old Ket there thought he
could screw with us as he wished and take us down at his leisure Obviously he was
wrong.”

“Tough talk, you don’t act like a Jedi Klux, at least not from the stories I heard
growing up.”

Shrugging, Klux toweled the sweat from his eyes. “I wasn’t always a Jedi. I didn’t grow
up in some ivory tower on Coruscant, nor did I get trained in some elite enclave on



Dantoonie or someplace like that. I was a regular kid shipped off to work on a farm with
other farmhands. The only difference was that my Master owned the ranch and when the
other kids were out fishing or racing swoops in their spare time I was learning how to
twirl a lightsaber and crush people’s hearts with my hand,” he raised his right hand up,
tilted towards Koort’s chestplate.
The Ubese took a step back, his hands dropping to his weapons.

“Relax,” Klux allowed himself a chuckle. “I was just frelling with you.”

“Dangerous thing to do Martin,” the Ubese seemed to relax-albeit slightly. “I
didn’t expect Jedi to have senses of humor either.”

“Sorry to disappoint,” Klux held his hands out, “Look Koort, I don’t blame you
for having a misperception regarding Jedi. Palpatine and Vader did a lot of heinous stuff
to turn peoples opinion away from the truth.  But the fact is, I didn’t ask for these gifts,
they were bestowed upon me at birth. Your gift led you down the path of a bounty hunter,
mine just led me down a different path.”

The Ubese seemed to consider this for a moment, then shook his head. “I knew this was a
mistake. I should have stuck to tracking bounties on my own. I’ll tell Palisades he can
take his offer and stow it in his rear hold- I should have my skull examined for even
considering joining up with this group.”

“Hey, look,” Klux buried his face in the towel, absorbing the mask of sweat, “it
will work out for everyone involved. We got Ket and Uuric, and we’re still drawing a
breath, no one died, well,” he glanced over at the unmoving corpse of Uuric Tuumb
parked under the tarp, “almost no one.”

“Save it Jedi,” the edge was back in Koort’s voice. “The fact remains that this
team, this group, is full of criminals and deviants wanted by the Empire.”

Klux snorted. “News flash pal, the Empire is dead. Gone. History with a capital
‘H’.  Raptor Squad isn’t wanted for any crimes by the New Republic, in fact, some folks
consider us heroes.”

“Heroes?” Now it was Koort who snorted, at least that’s what Klux interpreted the
chattering metallic sound that emerged from the respirator to be. “You know what heroes
are Jedi? Idealists who are willing to work and die for free. You might be a hero to some
deluded politician or senator, but that’s only because you are saving them credits and
their hands from getting dirty. Heroics count for nothing in the galaxy-if they did you and
your kind would have intervened on behalf of my planet, before some corrupt politicians
decided to blow it up.”

“Hey, don’t pin that on me pal. I wasn’t even alive when…”



“The Jedi were around. You desire to be included with that group, do you not?
Because they stood by while my planet died and did nothing,” Koort’s voice a low,
grating rasp was coming through like a jackhammer- quickly and powerful, reverberating
throughout the cargo hold so that Klux felt his face begin to flush and his temper rise.

“I heard your people were developing terrible weapons, and that a chain reaction
caused your planets ecosystem to be destroyed,” he said, draping the towel around his
neck. Both were within arms reach now, and the Ubese, the top of his helmet coming
even with Klux’s chin, jabbed a finger in his face.

“Save your history lessons Martin. The Jedi were no better than the politicians
who covered it up and erased any mention of our planet or what happened. You may not
have been alive, but you remember, every time you shroud yourself in their garb and you
grip your lightsaber, you remember that your people failed my people.”

Klux felt the anger and rage pouring from the Ubese, and knew they were on a precipice,
and the wrong word, the wrong answer, would turn this disagreement into an all-out
confrontation. In the back of his mind, he pulled from his teachings with Da’Jony, and
the words the man used to describe the lightsaber form he was just practicing- Soresu,
came to the forefront of his thoughts.

“Concentrate Klux, calm the storm of your opponents attack, control the
whirlwind so that you control the confrontation. It is not about aggression, as that is of
the darkside, it is about allowing the opponent to wear himself down, to extinguish his
fire of rage and power, so that you may flow in and dispatch him with little required
offense of aggression.”

The words echoed throughout his mind and Klux felt his body relax, and nodded
his head.  “I understand what you are saying, what happened to your planet, and your
people, is tragic,” he held his hands out to his side and took a step back.  “But you must
judge me by my actions Koort, and you’ve seen that I am not the kind of being who
would allow that to happen, that I would gladly give my life to preserve the lives of
others-especially an entire planet.”

Koort remained quiet, slowly lowering his hand and crossing both arms.

“I am still learning the ways of the Jedi, and I know, that for the Jedi to rise again,
to flourish, it will mean we have to grow and change as an order. It was the
shortsightedness and arrogance of our order that caused our downfall years ago. Trust me
when I say that as long as I work to help rebuild the Jedi, I will also learn from the
mistakes of our past-and prevent atrocities such as the one that befell your planet from
ever occurring again.”

The Ubese remained motionless for a moment. “You sound like a politician,” he
finally said.



“Really?” Klux shook his head.  “Wow, I should have shut up and just let you
shoot me then.”

The staccato of metallic laughter ripped through the respirator again. “No, Jedi,
your words were, unlike a politicians, sound sincere.  Though it may take a while for me
to trust you completely,-trust is not something easily earned on my planet.”

Nodding, Klux dropped onto a nearby crate.  “Koort, I’ve learned when you go
around calling yourself a Jedi these days, trust isn’t easily earned ANYWHERE  in the
galaxy.”

*

Just over thirty standard years old, he wasn’t so young he couldn’t appreciate the
beauty of art- especially that of rare antiquities. That was one thing his Master, Lord
Menace had taught him- appreciation of other cultures was a rapidly fading trait in the
galaxy. After all, if you did not appreciate and understand them, how could you possibly
hope to tap their potential and dominate them?
Darth Necros smiled, turning the intricate Mon Calamari crystal life-globe over in his
hands. Inside, frozen in a living biosphere of clear translucent protein, a trio of orange,
nearly extinct tadpoles hovered, perfectly preserved. The ball was flawless, and if he held
it up in front of the windows to Shay Shay’s Antiquities, could see through their frail
bodies as retreating Elroodian sunlight fell through the globe.

“Yes, uhm, hello? Can I help you?” The small Snivvian said from the counter
near the rear of the shop.

“Possibly,” Necros smiled, twirling the globe in his hand, bringing it down in his
palm. With a turn and flourish of his dark cloak, he glanced about the shop, gesturing to
the walls filled with nick-knacks and artifacts. Crystal statuettes and ancient weapons
crafted from precious metal reflected beams of light throughout the shop, creating a
world of golden twisting shafts of illumination. “This shop, it’s yours?  You own it?”

“Correct, I am Professor Shay Shay, archeologist and former Head of Ancient
Artifacts and Antiquities at the Univer…“



“Yes, yes, I’m not interested in all of that,” Necros said. As he strolled, his
shadow fell long across the ornate rug lying on the floor, covering the short shopkeeper in
darkness; He watched Necros approach, with small black eyes nestled behind a massive
snout that stretched across his face.
He could sense no other beings in the building, allowing the Force to roll from his body,
across the small alien and throughout the entire block. Good. It would make the
interrogation go much more smoothly if no one could hear the shopkeeper scream.

“I noticed a derelict speeder down the street- it appeared to have caught fire,”
Necros said, pulling free his ponytail and allowing his snow-colored hair to fall about his
shoulders.
The shopkeepers eyes darted at him and then through the doors into the retreating
sunlight. “Uhm, yes, well, I deal with what is in the store.  If you are interested in
purchasing that vehicle, perhaps…”

“I’m not,” Necros smiled, dropping the globe from his hand. The shopkeeper just
managed to get his hands beneath it before it shattered against the countertop. Leaning
over, he pulled the alien towards him by the neck of his blue tunic, bringing him within
an inch of his face. “Men came here, perhaps two weeks ago, and I need you to tell me
everything they said. Everything they did,” he hissed.
Nodding, Professor Shay Shay, began talking with no further prompting.

“Of course. Tracers. They arrived looking for the same being,” Shay Shay said,
trying to keep the globe from rolling away.

“Tracers?” Necros asked, locking his silver pupils on the man.

“Buh-bounty hunters,” Shay Shay said. “They came seeking a Uuric Tuumb.  A
Herglic-an awful, awful being who...” Necros tightened his grip. “They…They attacked
him outside and took him away!”

“Did they say why?”

“Yes. They talked for a while. They talked about how another being named, Kat
Atkins had…”

“Ket Adkins.”

“Yes! That’s right!” Shay Shay gave a nervous grin, glancing down at the black
leather glove that held him in place. “They talked about him as if they all had a score to
settle, and this Tuumb, he and Adkins worked together or were friends or something.”
The afternoon rays of sunlight fell through the windows onto his back, warming Necros.
He smiled, basking in the heat like a lizard. He knew all of this information of course;
parked outside in a speeder were two of Tuumb’s former employees- the Heart Twins, a
pair of female cyborgs who had joined Necros in his search for Terminus the Hunter and
his connection to the rebellion special operations team Raptor Squad.  According to the



one who was still able to speak without assistance, they were scheduled to pick up a
protection payment from Shay Shay just a few weeks before, a pick up that was
interrupted with the attack of Terminus and the subsequent apprehension of Tuumb. But
the Hunter didn’t turn Tuumb in for a bounty like he did with the Heart Twins-according
to them, it was because of Tuumb’s connection to Adkins.
Still, the trip to Shay Shay’s might prove useful, and it wasn’t as if Necros had to leave
the planet for the information.

“And what of these bounty hunters?”

“One was Terminus the Hunter,” Shay Shay said, nodding.

“You mean someone pretending to be Terminus.”

“Perhaps. Though if that is true they were doing an excellent job.”

“Why do you say that?” Necros asked, releasing the man so that he dropped back
to his feet. The professor had piqued his interest- this might turn out to be a worthwhile
trip after all.

Relieved, the shopkeeper set the globe aside and leaned forward, his voice taking
on an almost conspiratorial tone. “I recognized him the moment he entered. I don’t know
about the being underneath, but the helmet he wore was ancient, possibly crafted
millennia ago. I don’t know where he got it, but based on what I saw, and everything I
have researched, leads me to believe that while the being underneath may not be genuine,
the Terminus helmet most certainly is.”

“And the others?” Necros said, mentally filing away each bit of information.

“Which would you like to hear about first?  The Ubese or the Jedi?”

“Jedi?” Necros froze. The Heart Twins had mentioned a human, but their
description of him, and his minimal involvement led him to believe he was simply a
hanger-on to the Ubese.

“Yes!  Fascinating! A Jedi!  Here!” Shay Shay shook his head.

“It is fascinating,” Necros smiled, nodding in agreement.

“Well, perhaps I’m ahead of myself.  He appeared to be a Jedi, he wore a
lightsaber, though he tried to conceal it. I glimpsed it before he left, even though he never
drew it,” Shay Shay was getting excited and Necros let the small alien roll on. “In
addition, he wore the traditional tunic most commonly associated with the warriors of the
Old Republic.”

“It would appear you have a great pool of personal knowledge regarding Jedi.”



“I do. I knew a Jedi once,” Shay Shay said, his small eyes wandering
momentarily. “Before they turned.”

“And you are sure this man was Jedi?”

“Appeared to be, yes. He called himself Cav Mar, a quiet fellow. Nice enough I
suppose, but much too young to be a real Jedi. I suspect he fashioned the robes himself
and found the lightsaber somewhere. I thought about asking if he would like to sell it, but
the opportunity never arose.”

“Of course,” Necros leaned in, gently spinning the crystal biosphere.  It caught the
last retreating rays of light, bouncing them in all directions. Some hit Shay Shay in the
eyes, causing him to blink. He would have to run “Cav Mar” through his Master’s
database, though he was sure it was simply a pseudonym Klux Martin was using. “And
the Ubese?  He had a score to settle with Adkins as well?”

“Uhm, yes, it would appear Adkins double-crossed him while working for a Hutt
named Akelish in the outer rim,” Shay Shay said.

“Akelish the Hutt?” Necros stopped the globe from spinning, a shaft of light
landing directly in Shay Shay’s eyes.

“Uhm, yes, yes that is what they called her. I believe she is on the planet of Valex
3,” the shopkeeper said, trying to bat away the rays of light.

Blinded, the small professor never saw the dual purple blades of Necros’ forearm
gauntlet erupt to life, stabbing into the chest of the Snivvian’s blue tunic and then
disappearing back into the gauntlet before he could even emit a gasp.

“Akelish,” Necros repeated. “I may have to pay her a visit,” he said, his mouth
curling into a grin as the lifeless body of the professor crumpled to the ground behind the
counter.
Gathering the biosphere into his cloak, he turned and strolled through the shop, triggering
the holographic “closed” sign before shutting the door behind him.

*

“Your list of commendations are quite impressive, it appears the New Republic
has acquired a positive addition to her roster,” Commander Kryll said, leaning back in a
chair that looked like it was about to fall apart.



“Thank you Sir, I would like to think so,” Jonus Kable nodded, flashing what he
referred to privately as his “million-dollar smile” and smoothing the perfect seams in his
tan trousers. His uniform had been washed three times and pressed by hand, so that every
crease of the tunic stood out like the edge of a vibroblade. Over his left breast the
gleaming silver square rank designation of “Lieutenant” sparkled like a new star-it
should, he’d polished it over a half-dozen times.
Across from him, seated behind a banged up, distressed desk several centuries past its
prime was Commander Perfo Kryll, who returned the smile beneath a bushy brown
moustache. He’d heard through some scuttlebutt that Kryll used to CO Vornskr Pack, a
New Republic spec forces unit operating out of Tierfon Station. Apparently someone
forgot to get him the memo that he held a “real” position of authority now-and that bushel
of facial hair he still wore really should be shaved off.
Kryll webbed his fingers together behind his head and kicked a boot up onto the desk.
Jonus was surprised it didn’t buckle, though it did match the rest of the tiny “office”-
decrepit, with a smattering of commendations and awards hung haphazardly on the walls
to conceal cracks in the ferrocrete rather than follow any design style. A box of personal
effects still stood in one corner, waiting to find a home while a small bucket of patching
compound stood next to the door.

“You work hard enough, you might get yourself an office like this someday,”
Kryll said, smiling.

“Great, can’t wait,” Jonus said, his eyes still wandering, taking in the low hanging
pale light bars. He stopped, realizing what he had just said. Idiot, he snarled inwardly,
redirecting his attention to Kryll, and widening his smile even further. “I mean, I can’t
wait to get to work!”

“Uh –huh,” Kryll nodded, his smile remaining.  “So you were CorSec?  What
would cause you to leave such a nice cushy job in Corellian Security for the Rebellion?”

“It was hardly ‘cushy’, Sir,” Jonus said indignantly. “I worked undercover for
several years and saw the worst the galaxy had to offer. I was hip deep in spicers, Tranqs,
Gozods, Crunk-heads, you name it, I had to rub elbows with it,” he began to wring his
hands and forced himself to stop. He wrung his hands when in the presence of high
ranking officers, thanks, once again, to dear old father.

“You all right Lieutenant?” Kryll asked, cocking an eyebrow.

“Of course, yes Sir,” Jonus nodded, trying to calm down. “I’m just ready to serve
Sir. Ready to show you and the New Republic what I can bring to the table in this time of
unrest.”

“I’m sure you’ll have your chance, Lieutenant,” Kryll hit a few keys embedded
atop the desk and a semi-transparent dossier appeared above the scratched transparasteel.
Jonus could see his own miniature face atop the datadoc, disappearing as Kryll scrolled



through the information. “No mention of your mother, just says that you are the son of an
Imperial Star Destroyer Captain, an Admiral Slahter-Janor Kable?”

Inside Kable felt his stomach bottom out.  More accusations, more judgment, he guessed,
was on its away. Ever since he’d joined the Rebellion, right before the Battle of Endor,
he’d been under scrutiny due to his upbringing and father’s choice of occupation. Even
now, after proving himself through firefight after firefight he still found himself trying to
dodge something he couldn’t: being the son of an Imperial.“Yes Sir, that’s correct,” he
kept his eyes locked on Kryll.

To his surprise, the man merely nodded and shrugged. “Huh. It also says you
came up on some charges right before you left CorSec, but they were dropped,” Kryll
glanced through the holo and at Jonus.  “Care to elaborate?”

“Nothing to elaborate on Sir. Some scumbags suffered some self-inflicted wounds
during questioning and tried to blame it on me, the truth came out in the end though,”
Jonus smiled and nodded. The truth was that they wound up in a bodybag and Jonus
blackmailed a High Court Judge to get out of the charges. More than a few times while
corking for CorSec he’d needed to use extreme measures to make sure justice was
served- it was the one time in dozens, perhaps hundreds, that it backfired on him.

“I see,” Kryll shook his head. “The rest of your file is clean. Undercover work, it
says you even initiated some of your own investigations…”

Jonus propped himself up, smoothing his tunic out as he did so. This might be his
chance to turn this meeting around in his favor, perhaps to win over Kryll. “Yes Sir, I
noticed an unusual amount of perps we were bringing in were of the same species, and I
theorized that there is some sort of coordinated criminal effort utilizing a particular alien
group.”

“Really?”

“Yes Sir, unfortunately, my research and investigation into the matter was cut
short by the loss of my partner. After that I lost a taste for CorSec and left soon after.”

“I see. You joined the New Republic three months before Endor,” Kryll leaned
back as if turning something over in his mind. What sort of species?” Kryll asked,
scratching absently at his moustache.

“Sir?”

“The species, what sort of aliens did you theorize were part of this criminal
conspiracy?”

“Wroonians, Sir.”



“Wroonians?”

“Yes Sir, Wroonians,” Jonus grit the species name out through clenched teeth; In
his four years of working undercover, he’d arrested over a hundred of the cerulean-
skinned humanoids- more so than any other alien species. While many of them walked,
and some dodged charges altogether, his investigative nose was primed; after researching
additional data from several systems, he saw a distinct difference in Wroonian-based
burglary and breaking and entering than with any other species. His fellow officers
laughed it off and called it coincidence, but he knew better-there was some connection,
he was sure of it-not that any of it mattered now.

“Sounds like it’s something you are still holding onto,” Kryll said, his forehead
knotted in concern. Jonus smiled, waving it off, forcing himself to take a deep breath.

“I guess, once a cop, always a cop,” Jonus said.

“But not anymore, now, you’re a officer in the New Republic military, and you
might have to work alongside some of those that, in the past, you would have arrested,”
Kryll said, “Wroonians or otherwise.”

“Yes, I realize this Sir,” Jonus drew the last word out. “I will follow orders, but
that doesn’t mean I have to like it.”

Kryll said nothing, just taking him in, his blue eyes locked on Jonus. “It is a time of
unrest and uncertainty Lieutenant. The New Republic, while victorious over the Empire,
has found itself vulnerable. In the past, the galaxy took one side or the other- and for the
most part you knew where you stood with the person sitting across from you. No longer,”
Kryll stood, stepping around and sitting on the corner of his desk that, to Jonus’ surprise,
remained erect. “No, there is an entire galaxy you have to look out for. Imperial
remnants, warlords, mercenaries looking to pick over the pieces left behind, all manner of
scum and trash trying to make their move to get their own piece of the pie-at our expense
as much as anyone else’s. The ‘spoils of war’, you could say, comes with a heavy cost.

“I understand Sir,” Jonus said nodding.

“Do you?”

“Yes Sir.”

 “Good, it’s important we are on the same datapage,” Kryll said, leaning back
slightly and tapping at the top of his desk. Jonus focused on the keystrokes the
man made, though tried not to be obvious about it.  A moment later Jonus’ dossier
was replaced with a glowing hologram of a blue stylized bird, snapping to life
above the desk.

“Recognize this?” Kryll asked.



“No Sir,” Jonus said, memorizing the curves and angles.

“Good. The less you know about them the better off you are. Better to create your
own impressions rather than go on what others might tell you. This is the team logo for a
Special Operations unit the New Republic utilizes named ‘Raptor Squad.’”

“Raptor Squad?”

“Correct. The higher ups want you to act as a liaison with this team. In addition to
providing them with an on-site New Republic presence, you will assist them in the field,
should they need it.  By all accounts you will be the new member of this team,” Kryll
rapped his knuckles on the desk. “You are to file a monthly report of activities and any
other data that might be useful.”

“Does the New Republic suspect some sort of illicit activity?”

“No.  It’s just standard procedure now. As far as we know Raptor Squad has
always been above board.”

“Sir?  I thought these teams liked to work alone.”

“They do. Unfortunately, due to some recent-questionable- activity by some other
Spec Ops teams and even one Specforce team, the New Republic has decided every
“non-military” element  is to have at least one New Republic liaison aboard,” Kryll stood
and returned to his seat behind the desk. “We are trying to build alliances out there
Lieutenant, and we need to make sure we have a pair of eyes and ears watching out for
anything or anyone who might jeopardize our interests.”

 As Kryll spoke, Jonus felt his body deflate. The last thing he wanted to do was
piggyback on some group of fringers who probably spent more time scouting bars and
trim  in the Outer Rim than seeing any real combat.

“Of course Sir,” he said, and couldn’t help but sound deflated.

“Is there a problem Lieutenant?”

“You said Special Operations, that means this group isn’t military right?” It was
more of a statement than a question- and Jonus already knew the answer besides. Special
Forces in the New Republic meant military, organization, a chain-of-command- all of the
things that he relied on and counted on. You could ascend a chain of command, you
could pull rank and take over if things went badly.

Not so with Special Operations.

“Special Operations” groups were the low of the low- the name was something fancy the
New Republic hung on teams of mercenaries who were just as interested in purging the



coffers of the New Republic as they were in genuinely helping the fledging government.
Where special-forces reflected order and discipline, special operations reflected chaos
and desperation. In the specforces he could advance, move up in rank, use his heroics and
political maneuvering as stepping stones to better things. In a specops he would stagnate-
or worse.

“That’s correct. Raptor Squad works outside of the conventional methods and
trappings of standard military protocol-but don’t let that fool you. This group is as tough
as they come and formidable. They are a true asset and you should consider it a privilege
to work with them,” Kryll smiled and leaned back.  “Who knows?  You might even learn
a few things.”

Jonus nodded. “Of course, Sir. Any team the brass assigns me to must have solid
credentials,” the words almost hung up in his throat and he felt his face growing red.
He’d worked hard to get to where he was in the New Republic so far, and now, to be
saddled with some no-count team just meant his progress had hit a brick wall.  Maybe if
he was lucky Raptor Squad would fly into an asteroid or something before he had to join
up with them. “Who is the CO Sir?”

“The CO, “ Kryll hesitated a moment longer than he should, and Jonus noticed it.
He’d interviewed hundreds of perps in his time with CorSec before tossing them behind
laser-bars, and knew when they were either about to reveal a lie-or an inconvenient truth-
he detected the latter from Kryll.
“The CO is a man named Vic Palisades,” Kryll said, staring at the hovering logo then
looking over. “Before you ask, yes, he is the same man who supposedly killed the ruling
monarch of Vol Kol several years ago.”

Jonus felt his body go cold. A criminal. A blood-thirsty piece of guttertrash who
had killed someone-a king no less-and was now running free throughout the galaxy
playing hero and hiding under the protective wings of the New Republic. “Sir, you can’t
be serious. A murderer? The New Republic must be mighty desperate to…”

Slamming his hand on top of the desk, the logo blazed out in a flash of light and was
replaced with Kryll’s now expressionless face. “Lieutenant,” he said quietly.  “I suggest
you choose your words carefully, not only in my presence, but especially in that of
Palisades. This man is not wanted for any crimes under New Republic law. In our
government, he is a free being and has been absolved of his crimes.”

The rage, already churning against Jonus’ insides, picked up speed, shredding his
digestive system and causing bile to race up in his throat. “But Sir, he killed someone!
Just because he works for us now doesn’t mean we should turn a blind eye to his past.”

“We aren’t. The man is innocent of the crime.”

“Says who?” Jonus couldn’t stop the cop inside of him from speaking.



“Says me,” Kryll said, his voice growing louder. “I was there when the Empire
framed him for the murder. The man may have questionable methods and is certainly a
pain to get along with sometimes, but he’s honorable and shown more bravery than some
of the finest warriors in the New Republic,” Perfo glanced down at a panel that began to
flash on his desk.  “More importantly,” he continued, looking back to Jonus, “he’s the
leader of the team you’ve been assigned to, and you will show him the respect he’s
earned. Are we clear on that Lieutenant?”

Choking back his protests and revulsion, Jonus saved his energy- he would have
plenty of time to find out the truth for himself- and dispense justice if necessary.
Especially if it meant framing and using this ‘Raptor Squad’ as just another stepping
stone to move higher up the New Republic ranks.  “Yes Sir, I look forward to meeting
him, and the rest of the team.”

“Good,” Perfo said standing, “Because they just radioed for clearance to land.”

*

He was awakened by the klaxons at 0400 hours and by 0415 he was bathed, fed,
clothed in dungarees, workbelt and protective black goggles and marched from the
relative “safety” of Rordak’s tall durasteel walls to a Bartherium mine several hundred
yards away. Two months into his sentence and Xander still wasn’t use to the schedule. At
least in his holding cell on Coruscant he was allowed to sleep until 0600 hours, and then
given at least an hour to shower and eat.
The march to the mines across the dusty unforgiving red crags of Rordak was swift but
laborious- and he wondered how much of that was to get them there on time, or to
prevent them from dying on the way.  The winds blew like a blast furnace across the
planet, carrying with them toxins from the volcanoes that dotted its surface causing one’s
lungs and throat to burn with an accompanying cough that produced mottled blood
colored phlegm. But the work detail received no breath masks, as the toxins weren’t
enough to kill you outright and the warden expected you to die from a riot or by another
inmate’s hand before  breathing the rank air. The entire region was bathed in darkness-
always, thanks to a series of Imperial “Orbital Nightcloaks”- devices stationed in high-
orbit that created a web of darkness that fell across the planet, creating an endless night.
Occasionally one of the satellites would falter, and the brilliant purple of Rordak’s night
sky would slip through- but those blessed instances we few and far between.
The tapestry of black prevailed however, except when you looked up at the right time.
Then, if you were unlucky, you would see the flap of leathery wings, and if you could tell
they were leathery, that was a bad thing- because that meant they were close, and the last
thing you wanted, was a Blood Sucking Fiend of Rordak to be close. Xander felt a slight
shudder go up his spine at the thought of seeing one, of having it pierce his flesh with a



sharp proboscis and drain him of his blood. It was like something out of a bad horror
holo, but then again, so was the last eight months of his life.
According to the inmates they had a name- Viska: winged beings that lived on floating
repulsor-cities that hovered across Rordak. Someone had mentioned the names of the
cities but he’d forgotten what they were called. Well, not so much forgot as he didn’t
really care; it’s not as if he would be visiting them any time soon.
Beside the work detail that now stumbled and trudged along the rocky surface, marched a
compliment of a dozen armed stormtroopers and a pair of “Stompers”- Imperial prison
walkers that towered at least twenty-five meters above the ground. Larger than Imperial
At-St’s, the Stompers were wider, with a triangular shaped cockpit that could hold only
one operator. There were easily a half-dozen that patrolled the Rordak yard, with at least
another two on station atop suspended platforms built onto the exterior of the Detention
Facilities.
Xander had seen first-hand what the Stompers could do. A small riot had broken out just
a few weeks before in the yard on the way to work detail between several gangs of
newcomers, and as he watched through the red laser barrier that contained the upper
levels of the Detention Facility, a Stomper had single handedly intervened, letting loose
with a blaze of blaster fire while systematically wading into the crowd, crushing at least
four inmates beneath its massive feet.
The riot broke up immediately, with those still left alive dropping in submission to the
ground. To Xander’s horror it didn’t seem to matter- it just made the Stomper’s next
targets easier to find. Ever since, he made a point to stay as far away from the mechanical
beasts as possible.
A scream froze his blood cold and he turned in time to see the flap of red leathery wings,
pass over his head by less than a meter. A stench of rank-smelling musk hit his nose and
he hit the ground, watching as the Visk, humanoid shaped with a canine like head, soar
into the line of prisoners and retreat into the darkness with a screaming, flailing body of
an inmate.
Blaster fire erupted from the stormtroopers, but the shots were ill-aimed and ended with
only a few of the red bolts disappearing into the sky.

“Did you see which one it was?” one trooper asked.

“Yeah, prisoner CC-eight sixty four thirty seven,” another responded.

“Roger that. He won’t be missed. Let’s go convicts! No one called break!” the
first trooper shouted at the cowering prisoners. None of them moved for a moment, their
filthy faces still wincing against the whistling Rordak winds and their goggles frantically
searching the night sky.

“I said move!  Now!” the trooper repeated, jerking one of the inmates to his feet
and throwing him forward. He turned his blaster on the group and like livestock, the
masses stumbled to their feet and began to double-time it towards the mines.



Gripping his laser cutter like a blaster rifle, he winced behind his goggles as the
tool spat small, concentrated blasts of energy into the red rock of the mines. He’d heard
once that an inmate tried to use a cutter on a guard, but the range on the tool was so short
that you literally had to be on top of someone for it to do any real damage. The inmate
had been killed on the spot and left to rot in the tunnel, near the entrance so that they saw
the crumpled skeleton every time they entered- a lesson to any others who might consider
a similar course of action. Xander thought the idea of escape was folly-assuming the
inmate was successful, where would he go?
The goggles managed to block out the miniature yellow strobes of light, but reduced his
vision to nothing-which, he suspected, was the whole point. Keep you blind and working,
until you fell over dead. Throughout the mine, the, the small roar of the cutter’s generator
each inmate wore on their belt merging in the narrow dark tunnels with the deafening
staccato of shattering rock. Occasionally the cutters would hit on a vein of Bartherium,
and the inmate would cut the chunks from the wall, hoisting the green glittering mineral
into droid-piloted sleds that moved back and forth throughout the mine.
He was hit by a coughing fit that doubled him over, and with each breath, his lungs filled
with the noxious clouds of red dust, making it worse.
Falling to the ground, he fumbled for his water bottle, but as his breath began coming in
short gasps and sharp jagged rock dung through his coveralls, slicing his knees, he felt
darkness closing in from the edges, blood throbbing through his temples.
Suddenly, he was jerked to his feet, and something slithered into his mouth. Almost
gagging, he stopped as cool water pumped down his throat, and a voice beside him
whispered, “breath through your nose.” He did as instructed, gradually allowing the water
to cleanse his throat.

“Thanks,” he managed, and upon straightening was surprised to see Jax She’ba
returning the canteen to his hip.

“No problem Xander.”

“What are you doing here?  I didn’t know you were on this crew,” he said, wiping
a stream of water from his chin.

“Normally, I’m not,” Jax replied. But since your two friends from the refresher
are out of commission for a few days, they pulled inmates from other teams to fill in.”

“Lucky you,” Xander smirked.

“Luck? Maybe,” Jax smiled.

A horn blared through the cavern and the inmates all dropped their cutters and headed to
the end of the shaft.  Xander and Jax fell in, following the group to the chow wagon
parked in a nearby junction.



“So, we didn’t get a chance to talk much the other day,” Jax said, pulling his
goggles off and letting them swing around his neck.

“Sorry, I was tired, and, you know, wounded,” Xander said, absently rubbing at
his raw ribs.  He’d requested a trip to the infirmary but was laughed at and shoved back
in his cell. He parked his goggles on top of his head to keep his hair out of his eyes- a
problem Jax didn’t have, and gestured to the rough uneven walls. “What would you like
to talk about? My future as an inmate or corpse?”

He was surprised to hear the other man snicker, and apparently wasn’t the only one as
several inmates turned rock –hard stares at the man. “That’s pretty good, you’re pretty
sharp Xander,” he slapped him on the back. “No, I just thought we could talk about, I
don’t know, your life in Tapani, or on Pelagon. It’s not every day I meet royalty you
know.”

“Hey,” Xander stopped and backed the man up, or tried, what he actually
managed to do was shove against a powerful chest that didn’t budge, leaving them face to
face in the middle of the cavern.  “Look, Jax, I really appreciate you helping me, but…”
he dropped his voice to a whisper, glancing at the inmates navigating around them “you
need to keep my personal life alone. I didn’t grow this moustache and let my hair go to
hell just so these knuckle-draggers can find out who I am, much less what I am. Got it?”

“Are you afraid of what they might do?” Jax asked, sweat running down the side
of his face. The heat was unbearable in the mines, draining your energy and closing in
like a trash-compactor. Many inmates opted to wear nothing, save for their dungaree
overalls and boots. It helped a little.

“Of course! Look at me!” Xander whispered. “You don’t see some maniac killing
machine when you look at me, do you?”

Stepping back and leaning against the cavern wall, Jax crossed his arms over his
chest and smiled.  “You would be surprised at what can turn a regular looking kid into an
insane killing machine,” the man shook his head as if he lost his train of thought.

“Yeah, well not me ok?  I might have slung some blasters and shot some people
but never to kill!  I couldn’t do that!”

 “Really? I don’t think you give yourself nearly enough credit Xan,” Jax shrugged.

“What? Why?” Xander stepped forward, the smell of minced rodent and protein
assaulting his nose from farther down the cavern. All of the inmates had passed them,
leaving them alone in the dim red glowlamps parked along the ground.

“Call it a hunch. In my former occupation, I needed to weed out and select
individuals for specialized assignments. I had a knack for looking past the act, the
impression that people showed to the public and seeing what was underneath-and



determining if it was worth a damn,” he pushed off from the rock with his shoulder
blades and stepped up to Xander.  “Like it or not, there is more to you than you want to
admit.”
Xander stared at the man, finally shaking his head. “I just want to be left alone Jax. I
want to just blend in to the rock, and be left alone. That’s it. That’s all.”

‘That doesn’t sound like the voice of a fighter,” Jax cocked an eyebrow.  “I
thought those from Pelagon were made of more sturdy stuff- especially after what the
Empire did to you.”

“The Empire?” Xander shook his head.  “I hate the Empire Jax!  But you know,
those damn Jedi running around on Pelagon didn’t help! If my relatives and ancestors had
kept their damn religion to themselves…”

“Woah!” the man stepped back. “Xander, you can’t blame the Jedi for what the
Empire did to House Pelagia.”

“The hell I can’t!” Xander tried to keep his anger in check. He and his Uncle had
gotten into outright shouting matches over the matter before- though that was in the
comfort of his palace where you could have a meal anytime you wanted and you weren’t
in danger of being killed by falling ore. “Jax, I can deal with the backstabbing, chicanery
and politics that accompany being a house noble- but when House Pelagia decided to mix
those damn Jedi to the mix it doomed us! They got my planet vaped Jax!”

“’They’ are your relatives and ancestors Xander! Your family!”

“Outlaws and criminals! Instead of sticking to the Tapani Sector and dealing with
our own worlds and problems they decided to run out and stick their nose in galactic
business- just more opportunists looking for power but this time they got to wear robes
and call themselves Jedi,” Xander sneered.  “They are as bad as the Empire Jax- just the
lesser of two evils.”

The older man shook his head.  “Wow, I always heard House Pelagon revered the Jedi
and had a soft place in their heart for them.”

“Most do Jax,’ Xander held his hand s out. “But, I don’t know if you’ve noticed
or not, but I’m not exactly like the rest of my House. They are on the other side of the
galaxy enjoying a fine pipe of smoke and drink beside a roaring fire- I’m marching off to
eat roasted vermin on a stick.”

“Xander, don’t believe the lies the Empire has thrown out there about what
happened.” the man’s tone was even-rational- just like his Uncles.  “The Jedi were set up
by Palpatine to take a fall. They were the last obstacle in his path to total power-they
didn’t want to cause harm to your House.”



He waved the argument off.  He’d heard every incarnation, every variation from his
Uncle, but it still didn’t change the fact that he had to wait in line at gatherings and
concerts behind those prima donnas from house Mecetti who took every opportunity to
remind him of how his house  a mere shadow of its former self. “Well, they did Jax, they
may not have wanted it to happen, but it gave Palpatine all the reason he needed to roll
onto Pelagon and bomb the shavit out of my home. Now we have to scrap and lick the
boots of other houses just to get by!”

“Yeah, I bet times are real tough for you on Pelagon-sitting in those luxury yachts
being waited on by servants and feeling the pinch,” Jax rolled his eyes.  “Come on
Xander, I’m not some brain dead sleemo.”

He balled his hand into a fist, then remembered what happened to Pudge and Tith’oi and
relaxed. “Frell you She’ba” he said and started to walk off, hoping there was still
something left to eat. A massive Gamorrean named Urgkle had hustled down the hallway
looking particularly hungry.

“I never figured you for a quitter Xander,” he heard Jax call from behind.

He ignored the man, still moving.

“I guess I was wrong this time. I figured someone with Pelagon blood, after all
the Empire did to you, was made of stronger stuff- I know your Uncle Theux is, just
figured his kin might be too.”
Xander froze at the mention of his Uncle’s name and slowly turned around.

“You don’t know my Uncle.”

“No, but I know someone who does. They know you too.”

Returning to where the man stood, Xander wiped the dust from his eyes, his anger
replaced with curiosity. “Who?”

“You ever heard of Zanthe Nadia?” Jax asked.

“No.” The name meant nothing to Xander and he was about to return to the chow
wagon.

“She heads up a rebel cell on Nista called the Pelagia Freedom Fighters. Tough
group, I had the pleasure of working with them a few years back.”

“The Pelagia…”  Xander stood with his mouth open. He’d heard of the PFF- a
group that fought underground battles against the Empire. The rumors he’d heard were
always hushed, as if an Imperial spy were always around the corner listening. Many of
the stories were larger than life fairy tales nobles told one another to impress their peers



with their creativity, but occasionally a story surfaced that seemed-plausible, as if it were
possible the PFF were actually out there making a difference and getting some payback
on the Empire. If Jax had worked with the PFF, it meant only one thing. “You’re a
rebel!” he whispered.

Smiling, the man stepped forward and put his hand on Xander’s shoulder. “I am. And
now it would appear that you  now have a secret about me I would like to keep quiet from
the general populace of this facility as well.”

*

Vic sat in the Skullduggery’s lounge, a bottle of hard liquor parked in front of him
and a cigarra smoldering between his lips. He cursed the ship for not having more
windows. He cursed the laser turret protecting Ket’s base on Dega that blasted the
cockpit viewport. Finally, running out of things to curse, he cursed himself just because.
Because he deserved it and   because of what he had to do.
He knew he wouldn’t be the last person to sling curses his way any time soon.

“Mind if I join you?”

He looked up, not surprised to see the team’s resident Jedi, Klux Martin, leaning against
the bulkhead. The man’s tangle of auburn hair was pulled back in a topknot and he was
wearing a blue tank top and matching trousers. Vic had dispensed with pleasantries and
clothing a while back. Now he sat shirtless, in leather trousers and boots, with his hair
untied and falling about his shoulders.

“Yeah, I’m kinda in the middle of something here,” he gestured at the near-empty
bottle of whisky with his bandaged right hand while tumbling a small datadisc along the
fingers of his left hand. Being ambidextrous helped sometimes- in combat as well as bar
tricks.

“Look’s like you’ve been busy,” Klux said, taking the seat across from him
anyway. “Two-EE just radioed for clearance to land at Tierfon. We should be setting
down in about thirty minutes,” the man looked him up and down. “Any plans on getting
dressed or are you too drunk to put on a shirt?”

 Rolling his eyes he leaned back, a bit of ash falling onto his chest. “It’s hot. The air
exchangers are on the fritz and Koort has been watching Ket like a hawk and hasn’t had
time to look into repairs. I was hoping to cool off with a drink and some solitude but it
looks like that isn’t going to happen now.”



The Jedi’s mouth curled into a smile beneath his goatee and he nodded, remaining silent.
Out of his Jedi tunic, Vic was surprised at the tight muscles packed on Klux’s lithe frame.
While appearing thin and sometimes even frail, the Jedi actually looked solid when not in
flowing robes.

“Thank you.”

“What for?” Vic asked, cocking an eyebrow.

“The compliment. I was just working out earlier in the cargo hold, trying to
increase my stamina and build up my upper…”

“Klux?”

“Yeah?”

“I didn’t say anything. You were doing it again.”

 The Jedi stopped, tilted his head, his eyes going wide. “Oh, hey Vic, I’m sorry.
Sometimes I just, I don’t realize what I’m doing and peoples thoughts just kinda, well,
they just slip into my head I guess.”

“I bet it’s hard. Trying to keep out those thoughts,” Vic said, dropping the disc
onto the table and pouring another splash of whisky over the last remaining ice cube in
his glass.

The Jedi sat in silence for a moment, finally nodding. “It can be. Especially during
combat- when it’s a particularly hard fight and there is a lot of killing, I…I hear their
screams. In my head,” Klux tapped the side of his temple with his index finger. “And
sometimes their last thoughts are of their family, or a loved one, and while the blasters
and people are screaming and cursing all I can hear sometimes, is some poor thug, whose
life took a wrong turn, wish for the last time that he could see his daughter, or hold his
lady in his arms…” his eyes going distant, Klux looked past Vic, and for a brief moment
he could see the horror in his eyes, of battles fought and of battles still to come. “It makes
it hard to fight, when you get reminded they are just like us sometimes. That they just
made a wrong turn somewhere that put them on the other side of a fight.”

 “What the hell are you doing out here Klux?”

The Jedi blinked away his thoughts and refocused his eyes on Vic.  “Huh? What do you
mean?”

Pulling the cigarra from his mouth and downing the shot, Vic shook his head.
“You’re a sharp guy. Why the hell didn’t you grow up nice and normal on Xanath IV,
find a nice girl, open a fruit stand or some damn thing and settle down? What the hell



were your parents thinking? Handing you over to some Jedi so he could train you and you
could walk around the rest of your life with a frelling target on your back?”

“My parents, they did what they thought was best I suppose.  Da’Jony told them
he sensed the Force in me, and that if I wasn’t trained I would have been a danger to
myself and everyone I loved.”

“Sounds like a load of Bantha poodo friend. You ever think maybe, just maybe,
old Da’Jony was wrong?  Maybe if you grew up nice and normal, you never would have
realized your Force potential. Maybe you would have met a nice girl and settled down,
had some kids, led a nice normal life. Maybe if you never had an occasion to lift a tractor
with your thoughts you never would have? You ever think old Da’jony was jerking your
string?”

“You’re just drunk Vic. I think I better go,” Klux went to stand but Vic moved
fast, gripping the mans arm before he could move.

“Drunk or not, you know I make sense. Tell me Klux, tell me you don’t regret it.
At nights, when it’s just you, alone, in your bunk and you are still sore from being shot or
stabbed, and the solitude weighs on you and all you have are your thoughts and your
scars. You telling me you don’t wonder if it’s worth it?  If it is worth the sacrifice, the
killing, and what it costs you every time you strap that damn saber on your belt?”

“No, I don’t…”

“You’re lying,” Vic shook his head. “I know you do Klux, we all do.  You just
said those thugs and lowlifes are just like us, that maybe if their life had gone in another
direction things might have turned out differently-but you weren’t just talking about them
Klux, you were talking about yourself.”

“We all have our decisions to make Vic. You, me, everyone. I don’t question the
lifestyle I’ve chosen. Or the decision to be a Jedi”

Vic stared at Klux, finally letting go. The Jedi remained seated and Vic picked up
the datadisc again, flipping it into the air like a coin and snatching it before it could hit
the table. “Yeah, choices,” Vic laughed, leaning back. “That poor bastard A’sok made a
choice, the wrong choice it turned out.”

“So that is what this is about,” Klux shook his head. “Vic, getting drunk won’t
bring him back. And yes, he made his own decisions. He was an adult and knew exactly
what he was getting in to.”

“No he stuck around because I asked him to Klux. He stuck around because he
wanted to see Ket locked up. He figured he and Deuce couldn’t have a future if Ket was
out there looking for him,” Vic felt anger begin to build in his stomach, turning into a
living ball of bile and rage. “He would have been gone already, would have been married



and living the good life, lightyears from here. Instead, instead he stuck around, waiting,
holding out that we would find that piece of trash.”  Vic stood on unsteady legs and
hammered his good fist against the table with his left hand. “He stuck around and it cost
him his life.”

Standing, Klux leaned in, pressing a hand against Vic’s chest. “Vic, A’sok didn’t die
because of Ket.  It could have been either of us on that slab, our minds flayed open
instead of him, he…”
A tingle in Vic’s pectoral began to spread outward, the haze that accompanied his
drunken buzz slowly beginning to dissipate and he realized the Jedi was trying another of
his lousy tricks. He gripped Klux’s wrist and applied just the slightest amount of
pressure, dropping the man to one knee.

“AH!”

“Not this time Klux. You don’t get to rob me of being drunk out of my head this
time,” Vic snarled, letting the man go. Storming down the hallway, Vic headed towards
the cargo hold, stopping just long enough to lean into Tenspot’s cabin and snatch a
blaster pistol from the mounted rack. Klux was behind him, shadowing him the entire
way.

“Vic what are you doing?  Vic?!?”

He ignored the Jedi, finally reaching the end of the corridor and triggering the cargo hold
door open. To the left on a crate sat the Ubese bounty hunter, and in the center of the
hold, in a cage anchored to the ground, sat Ket Adkins. His red eyes went wide with glee
when Vic entered, his eyes locking on the blaster while his mouth stretched into a wide
grin.
Taking several large steps he dropped to one knee, leveling the blaster at Ket’s face.  The
madman smiled even wider, and pulled himself forward, pressing his face between the
bars of the cage.

“You going to shoot me Palisades?  You going to be the big bad man and put me
out of my misery?” Ket’s words slid from his mouth on a breath that stank of bile and
desperation.

“Vic, don’t do it!” Klux screamed. He nestled the blaster against Ket’s forehead,
his finger slowly, gently squeezing the trigger. All those he had killed, all those that
suffered because of him, in his torture chamber at his hands-they all deserved justice. He
was a monster, pure evil and hate and Vic knew, deep down, he would be doing the
galaxy a favor if he just squeezed the trigger, just kept the pressure on until a fierce bolt
of energy superheated his skull like a water balloon and sprayed brain matter all over the
cargo hold.
He stopped when he felt metal against his temple. To his left Koort had placed his blaster
against Vic’s head.



“Palisades, I will ventilate you if you do not lower that weapon.”

Koort’s words were cut off by the snap-hiss of a lightsaber. “Drop your weapon Koort,”
Klux said. From Vic’s periphery he could see the glowing blue blade hovering a
centimeter from the barrel of Koort’s weapon.

“WERE COOKING NOW!” Ket screamed, spittle flying from his mouth and
spattering on Vic’s face; his insane red pupils locked cross-eyed on the barrel pressed to
his forehead. “Do it Vic!  I bet the bounty hunter will kill you before the Jedi can stop
him. What do you think?”

“Shut up Adkins,” Koort said, his metallic voice reverberating throughout the
hold.

“More dead Raptors, right Vic?  Let’s see, there’s A’sok, Socatoa, that stupid red
headed kid you turned in for a bounty,” Ket closed his eyes and pressed his forehead even
harder against the blaster barrel. “Let’s add a few more to the list, wrap up this little team
you put together, shall we?”

“Shut up.  Shut your mouth,” Vic snarled, trying to grind the barrel into the mans
brain, ignoring the metal resting against his own skull. Moving the blaster around, he saw
a crisscross of scar tissue beneath Ket’s hairline. Scars from cybernetic implants Ket
received, from a doctor Vic had recommended.

Implants that caused him to lose his mind- to turn him from what he was into something
else. Another lost team member.

Slowly, Vic lowered the weapon, pulling it away so that an angry red circular imprint
remained on Ket’s forehead. In unison, Koort withdrew his weapon and Klux shut down
his lightsaber.

In the dim lighting of the cargo hold Ket’s eyes flickered open, catching pale blue glints
from the overhead lighting, but it wasn’t just light they reflected-to Vic’s surprise he also
saw disappointment.“What’s the matter Vic?  Don’t have the stomach for it anymore?
You afraid killing me won’t be as satisfying as you hoped?” Ket said softly, his mouth
pulling into a frown.

“No. No, there have been enough deaths because of you. Socatoa, A’sok, lots of
others,” Vic shook his head and tossed the blaster away where it clattered into the
darkness of a far corner. “If I kill you I loose the only lead we have to finding Jax, and
I’ll be damned before I let you kill him too.”

“I was hoping you would do it. I really, hands down, thought you might have
what it took. I was ready Vic,” Ket rested his forehead against the bars, “I was ready to
move on.”



“Yeah, I guess I just couldn’t bring myself to shoot you,” Vic said. With a move
that surprised everyone, even the young cybernetically-juiced gunslinger, the outlaw
balled his left fist and fired it like a piston between the bars, striking Ket solidly in the
center of the face; a geyser of blood sprayed across the bay floor as Ket fell onto his back
screaming. “I guess shattering your nose will have to do for now.”

The ramp had barely touched the landing pad when a squad of eight armed
soldiers hustled up to him, led by his friend and former medic in the Fallen Angels, Perfo
Kryll.  The younger man was dressed in a black camo jumpsuit, and Vic instantly
recognized he was stripped of any rank designation-which was either good or very bad,
he thought. It was well after midnight, and the pad was awash in the yellow artificial
glow of a dozen spotlights that encircled the ferrocrete disc that jut from the side of the
mountain.
Behind him, Klux and Koort stepped onto the top of the ramp. They’d not spoken since
the altercation with Ket in the cargo hold, and Vic wondered if that was going to be the
singular event that led to the Ubese leaving the group at the earliest opportunity. Not
everyone took kindly to having a lightsaber brought up to their neck.
Adjusting his gunbelt, Vic opted to wear his leather trousers and black sleeveless shirt,
leaving his jacket in his bunk. He was glad he did; the humid Tierfon Station evening was
already wrapping him in a cocoon of moisture and heat, causing beads of sweat to race
along his spine and beneath his arms.

“Hot damn it’s good to see you Vic!” Perfo shouted, jumping onto the ramp and
gripping Vic in a bear-hug. Vic returned the gesture, reaching up and mussing his friend’s
flattop with his left hand, his right still sporting a weave of bandages.

“Hot is about right,” Vic smiled.

“Yeah, yeah, I know you’re used to glaciers and snowflakes,” Perfo laughed.
“Sorry we can’t accommodate you here.”

“It’s ok.  It actually feels better out here than it does in the ‘Skull,” Vic jerked a
thumb back.  “How ya doing partner?”

“Better than you, what the hell happened to your hand? It looks worse than your
ship,” Perfo asked, grabbing Vic by the wrist and inspecting the wrap job. Once a medic
always a medic Vic mused to himself.



“Nothing, just some blunt force trauma, look, I’ve got a piece of merchandise in
the cargo hold, make sure your boys are careful with it,” Vic said, looking over at the
rugged group of New Republic regulars.

Perfo nodded.  “Affirmative,” he glanced back, pointing to a soldier who stood at least
half a meter above the rest, covered head to toe in gleaming black armor.  “DZ, secure a
perimeter around the prisoner, weapons set to stun. Don’t take any chances with this
one.”

“Klux will show you where he is and unlock the cell,” Vic said, nodding to the
Jedi.

The soldier nodded and led the group up into the ramp where they disappeared into the
ship along with Klux.

“The New Republic is sending some sort of specialist to get Jax’s location out of
Adkins,” Perfo said, turning his attention back to Vic. “I don’t know the guy, never heard
of him in fact, but they say he’s good-the best maybe.”

“I hope so, Adkins will be damn hard to crack,” Vic took a deep breath, letting the
moist humid jungle air fill his lungs, replacing the stale, filtered air he’d been breathing
on the ‘Skull for the last week. The liquor he’d consumed earlier was finally making its
way out of his system and for the first time in a while he felt normal.
A cough caused them both to turn as a young tanned man in a spotless New Republic
uniform and bright auburn flattop approached. He wore a sprout of hair on his chin neatly
trimmed, and a Lieutenant rank badge over his left breast.

“Oh, Vic, I would like to introduce you to Lieutenant Jonus Kable,” Perfo said,
stepping aside. Vic extended his good hand, and the young man gave Vic a sly grin and
instead of taking the offered appendage snapped a tight salute in his direction.

“Sir!”

“Uh, yeah, right back atcha pal,” Vic threw a halfhearted salute, glancing in
Perfo’s direction. His former medic looked noticeably uncomfortable. “This,” Vic
hooked a thumb over his shoulder at the stamp of approaching boots, “is Koort Ter’chon,
Bounty hunter. Koort, this is Perfo Kryll and Lieutenant Jonus Kable.”

“Pleased to meet you Ter’chon, I trust you are the newest addition to Raptor
Squad?” Perfo smiled, extending his hand.

The Ubese, looking up at the man, took it and shook. “Greetings, Kryll. And no, I’m
not.”



“You’re not?  Then what are you doing here?” Kable asked. Vic glanced at the
man, who had crossed his arms across his chest and was outright glaring at the short
Ubese.

“Lieutenant,” Perfo said, shaking his head and turning towards Kable. “Now is
not the time for questioning.”

“With all due respect Sir, just being here this bounty hunter now has information
on a secret New Republic outpost. If he’s not a part of a designated special operations
team, how do we know he won’t go revealing our location to the highest bidder once our
backs are turned?”

“You don’t,” Koort said, hooking his thumbs in his belt, and bringing his fingers
to brush lightly against his blaster pistols.

“I can take care of this security issue right now, Sir,” Kable said, stepping
forward.

“Lieutenant, STAND DOWN!” Perfo barked, his smile and pleasant demeanor
replaced with a cold stare and gleaming white boxcars of grit teeth.

All four stood motionless for a moment, until finally Kable nodded and stepped back.
“Yes Sir,” he said, locking beady eyes on Koort. The Ubese never wavered, keeping his
thumbs tucked into his belt.

Vic watched the exchange with interest. Finally, as silence settled among the group, he
fished a cigarra from his belt pouch, parked it between his lips and lit up, taking a long,
slow, deliberate drag from the wrapped brown plug of tabaac, letting a plume of smoke
that would make a dragon envious curl from his nose and fill the small circle they stood
in. “Well now, it’s not exactly a marching band and tickertape parade, but I guess it’s a
reasonable welcome back for the heroes,” he said with a smirk.

The stamp of military issued boots brought their attention to the top of the ramp.  The
squad of troopers slowly descended, with Ket leading the way. All of the soldiers had
their weapons drawn, focused on his chest, creating a half circle around the man. The
only one not armed, his weapon slung over his back, was the massive walking tower of a
soldier in black; he walked calmly behind Ket, his hands empty at his side.

Ket eyes, black from Vic’s earlier punch, focused on him and he threw a snarl at Vic
through blood soaked lips as he moved forward out onto the pad. He cradled one hand
against his body, working it as if something were broken within. Klux bounded down the
ramp behind the soldiers, making his way over to the group.

“Problem Klux?” Vic asked around his cigarra.



“No, not at all,” Klux looked over to Ket then back. “He made a move against the
big guy, busted out some sort of crazy martial arts move when the cage was opened.”

“Really? And?” Koort asked, turning his attention from Kable.

Klux shrugged. “Damaged his hand. From what I could tell he threw some sort of knife
edge jab with his fingers into…”

“Double Zero,” Perfo said, smiling.

“Double Zero’s sternum, actually,” Klux nodded, “and his fingers folded like a
piece of paper. He went down screaming like a girl and the big guy- Double Zero- just
stood there like nothing had happened. Grabbed him up by the neck turned him around
and tossed him towards the door.”

“What the hell do you feed these guys?” Vic asked, cocking an eyebrow at Perfo.

“Imperials. Come on Vic, I’ll buy you a cup of caffe, you and I need to talk,”
Perfo said, stepping up and grabbing him by the arm. “Lieutenant, show our guests a
place where they can grab some grub and a shut eye if they need it, they’ve had a long
trip.”

“But Sir,” Kable began to protest.

Slowly, Perfo turned and locked his eyes on the younger man. He said nothing, and Vic
smiled internally as Kable melted under Perfo’s stare, finally nodding. “Yes Sir, right
away Sir,” the Lieutenant said, dropping his eyes to the ferrocrete.

“Where did you dig that piece of work up at?” Vic asked as they headed through
the docking bay towards the interior of the station.  This late, there was little more than a
skeleton crew keeping things running, with a handful of technicians and droids refueling
one of a dozen X-Wings parked on the periphery or engaged in some other task.

“Brass sent him down. I guess someone figured since his dossier was relatively
clear of any major blemishes, he would make for a good New Republic liaison.”

Liaison? Are you kidding!” Vic laughed out loud. They had reached the access
tunnel leading from the bay to the interior of the station. His voice reverberated off of the
plain gray ferrocrete walls as soldiers and technicians moved silently throughout the
hallways, offering little more than a nod as they passed.

Perfo shook his head. “I wish I was. But some things have happened recently to cause the
higher ups some concern. They figured sticking a liaison with ‘external resources’ would
cover the New Republic’s hump in case problems or situations arose that might
compromise our relationships or interests.”



“External resources? You mean they are going to stick that guy with a team!?!”
Vic smiled, throwing his cigarra to the ground. “Impossible! They are going to kill that
guy! Granted the first move would be to get the pole out of his rear, then maybe beat him
with it.”

“Yeah. Well I certainly hope that’s not going to happen,” Perfo said, keeping his
eyes locked forward.

He’d known Perfo for almost a decade and could tell something was wrong.  Slowing
down, Vic started to get a tingling along the back of his neck- the kind he got when
things were about to take a turn for the worse.

“So, what’s he doing here Perfo? Who is his assignment?” Vic asked, now
stopped in the middle of the hallway.

Turning to face him, Perfo wore an expressionless mask. “You.”

“No,” Vic said, crossing his arms.

“I’m afraid so.”

“I’m afraid not,” Vic said, stepping sideways and assuming an open handed
fighting stance.

Perfo moved quick- he gave him that. But Vic had the benefit of having trained the
younger man and knew the moves that were coming before he could even land them. He
allowed Perfo to take him to the ground, then rolled, spinning so he was on top of the
man, lacing his forearm across the younger mans neck.
But Perfo was strong and a bit younger and managed to slip out, rifling an elbow into
Vic’s ribs. Grunting in pain, he reached out and tripped Perfo as he tried to regain his
footing, flipping himself over and landing so Perfo’s neck was sandwiched between his
shins. Grabbing Perfo’s right arm with his good left hand, Vic slowly twisted with his
legs until Perfo’s face began turning blue from lack of oxygen.

“LET HIM UP!” a voice roared from nearby.

He glanced up to see a large stout human in a stained white tank top, trying to aim a
blaster in his direction. In his other hand he held a nearly empty bottle of whisky, and
wavered back and forth on unsteady legs. A mop of sandy blonde hair fell over bloodshot
eyes and a snarl framed by a beard-in-progress.

“Woah, woah!  Put the piece away soldier! We’re just having some fun!” Vic
said, releasing Perfo who rolled over, gasping for air on the ground. Vic slowly got to his
feet, hands out to his sides and stepped over offering a hand to Perfo.
The younger man took it, getting to his feet and already waving the soldiers blaster down.



“You ok Shur?” The large man slurred.

“Yeah, Yeah I’m fine,” Perfo choked out.  “Give me the blaster Race,” he said
holding his hand out. Reluctantly, the large man spun the blaster around in his hand,
offering it grip-first to Perfo.

  “Race Moonthall, meet Vic Palisades,” Perfo gestured to Vic.

“Heya,” Vic offered his left hand.

The large man gripped Vic’s hand in a massive fist, pumping it up and down, his snarl
replaced with a wide smile. “How ya doing hoss?  I hearda you!  LT here says you and
him used to kick some tires and light some fires back in the day!”

“Yeah, I guess we did do some of that,” Vic said, instantly liking the man.

“Race, Vic and I have some things we need to finish up, why don’t you grab some
shuteye and I’ll see you in the morning,” Perfo said, trying to find a pocket big enough on
his coveralls to deposit the blaster in.  Finally he simply ejected the power cell and
handed it back to the man who slid it into a rear holster.

“Will do LT!” Race slapped Vic on the shoulder. “Maybe tomorrow you me and
LT can hook up and throw down!  We got a spot out back where we knock around every
now and then, and I’d sure like it if you taught me that neckbreaker.”

“Sure, sounds like fun,” Vic smiled, slapping Race on the shoulder. The big man
smiled, and knocking back the last of the whisky, stumbled along down the hallway.

“Alright.  Nice to see not everyone on this station hasn’t turned into a complete
Dwarfnut,” Vic said.

“Look, Vic,” Perfo started, leaning against the corridor and rubbing his neck.
“Damn, I forgot how much that hurt. Look, you know this isn’t my decision- it’s brass.
And it’s not just you guys, it’s a new directive that they’ve instituted across the board.”

“’Directive’, sounds damn Imperial to me,” Vic said.  “I thought this new
government was stretched thin,” he shook his head, “if that’s true were the hell are they
finding all of these liaisons to babysit spec ops teams?”

Shaking his head, Perfo grabbed Vic by the arm and led him down the hallway. “I don’t
know Vic, honestly. We’ve got half the fleet spread throughout the galaxy trying to deal
with Imperial remnants and these damn warlords- we get communiqués all the time about
how our resources are spread thin and we have to manage our assets better. Then, some
Bothan Senator comes up with a grand idea like this and it just makes things…” Perfo
trailed off, offering a halfhearted smile. “Listen to me, I’m sounding like one of ‘them’
now, aren’t I?”



“Yeah, just a bit, partner” Vic said.

“I’m sorry, look, if it were up to me the New Republic would let you guys operate
like you always have, you know that,” Perfo shook his head. “But they are all about
protecting their interests now, and after some things that have happened,” he absently
rubbed at a spot just above his heart and shrugged.  “It’s a done deal Vic. All Spec-Ops
teams have to have a liaison.”

“Any way around it?”

“None that you would have any interest in,” Perfo said,

“Try me.”

Silence hung between them for a moment before Perfo spoke again.  “The only way to
get around it is to, well, enlist.”

“Enlist?” Vic nearly choked on the word.  He’d been a soldier before-in the Fallen
Angels, a special forces unit that was part of Vol Kol’s planetary defense force, the Ivory
Brigade, but the days of him taking orders from backwards-thinking bureaucrats and
senator’s sons were far behind him now. “No thanks Partner.  Those New Republic dots
may look good on you, but they don’t suit me.”

“Yeah, I know.  That’s why I didn’t even offer it up as an option. But that’s how
this is shaking out Vic, if Raptor Squad wants to continue to aid the New Republic, it’s
going to have to be with a liaison on board.”

“Frell, you would think after all we did to help out this outfit the least they could
do was extend us some damn trust.”

“Vic, it’s not about that.  It’s…”

“Save it Perfo. Just don’t even bother. You may not realize it, but every time you
open your mouth you sound more and more like the Robe Jockeys that push these
policies through from behind those cushy desks on Home One.”  He stopped, shaking his
head.  “I’m sorry, I didn’t mean that.”

Perfo didn’t respond for a moment, simply stood with a hard stare locked on him.
“Vic, I’m damn proud of what I’ve been able to accomplish in the New Republic. More
importantly, I’m proud of the soldier I’ve become. So if you want to point the finger of
blame for how I turned out, and for who I became, you might want to find a nearby
mirror-because I am who I am because of you.”



Offering a sheepish grin, Vic nodded and slapped his former medic on the shoulder. “I’m
surprised I didn’t teach you to run off at the mouth without thinking. Let me buy you a
drink to wash away the last five minutes.”

They’d come to a section of the station that went from smooth dull ferrocrete to graffiti
–covered rock. Like most bases that had made the transition from “temporary” to “semi-
permanent”, Tierfon had, over the years, taken on a certain flavor in its décor-thanks to
the variety of occupants that called it home.
“Howie’s Alley” was one such addition; a long narrow corridor winding throughout solid
rock, it was brought to life when an unfortunate soldier named Howie, mourning the loss
of his mate, crawled away into an abandoned corridor and ended his suffering with a
thermal detonator.
In memoriam, a squad of heavy weapons specialists with time to kill and an abundance of
det-tape lengthened the initial crater, micro-blasting an entertainment district into the side
of the mountain.
Howie’s Alley had been painted and decorated throughout the years, and was now home
to two small cantinas, a makeshift holo-theater and at the far end, stretching deep into the
mountain, a small inn arranged around a massive chasm called “Sinkhole Suites” run by a
rotund Bith. While still firmly a part of Tierfon Station, it was stocked and decorated in
such a way to give the soldiers stationed there a feeling that, at least for a moment, they
were civilians, having a drink in a bar miles away from galactic battles and politics.
In his handful of visits to Tierfon, Vic had never stuck around long enough to visit much
of Howie’s Alley, though Perfo had gone on about it at length in the past.

“So, ‘Salacious D’s’ or ‘The Stacked Deck’?” Perfo asked, gesturing to the two
cantinas located directly across from one another. One sported flashing neon of a crudely
fashioned Sabbac deck, whereas the other possessed no sign or advertising whatsoever.

“The difference?” Vic asked, peering into the dark cavernous opening of what he
guessed was Salacious D’s.

“The booze is basically the same in both places, but the Deck usually has a couple
of card games going and a holoplayer that shows sports non-stop.”

“And Salacious D’s?”

“Exotic dancers,” Perfo said, smiling.

“You’re joking.”

“Nope. We had an officer retire, older supply sergeant named DeBergi. Had no
place to go but a nice big chunk of change and nowhere to spend it. So, he pulled some
strings, called in some favors and set up shop. Come on, I think you might have some
interest.”



Vic shook his head and followed the man in.  “This is still a military base, right?  I
thought the New Republic wasn’t into slavery,” he gestured towards the darkened hole.

“Technically, since the crew that blasted Howie’s Alley did so into an area
‘outside’ of base parameters- it technically isn’t ‘on’ base. And don’t worry about
dancers-they aren’t slaves- they are entirely volunteer, those that are real anyway. Most
are holographic AI constructs,  but there are a couple of former New Republic soldiers
who decided to spend some of their downtime picking up extra credits- I think a few are
even related to DeBergi- nieces I think.”

“I can’t believe you have enough open-minded female soldiers that would agree
to work here,” Vic said, maneuvering through a minefield of small tables and chairs. On
the inside, Salacious D’s was sizeable; throughout the darkened club, red and blue neon
encircled the handful of hovering repuslordisks that bobbed two meters off the floor. A
gleaming metal pole stretched from their center, with a dancer attached to no more than
two of the discs.  A low throbbing music beat filled the club, and Perfo led them to the
red neon ringed bar parked in the rear.

“Hey, the organics here make a decent stack of creds, and I never said all of the
dancers were female,” Perfo smiled “Hey Sarge!” he waved to a female Duro doing a
handstand beside her pole.
 The place was practically empty, with a few soldiers in the corner playing a game of
Sabbac and two others watching a female Rodian holo gyrate. An older man, bald, easily
in his late sixties made his way down the bar. He wore a white beard, an easy smile and
open collared white tunic.

“DeBergi, I‘d like for you to meet Vic Palisades,” Perfo said, gesturing to Vic.

“Ah, the one you’ve told me about,” DeBergi winked at Perfo. “Welcome to my
place,” the older man said, extending a hand clad in a brown pilots glove that went up to
his wrist. Vic took the offering in his left hand and nodded.

“Pleasure,” Vic said. “I’d shake with my right but uh…I need a little time in bacta
it seems,” Vic held his bandaged hand up.  The man’s smile carried through to his eyes
that danced with a mirth that indicated he was always up for a bit of mischief. “Perfo told
you about me huh?  Hope it wasn’t anything too incriminating.”

“No, no. Though he did show me some of your earlier thespian undertakings-for
such a solid man you certainly are limber,” DeBergi said, smiling.

“Well, thanks,” Vic said, staring daggers at Perfo.

“D, Vic and his crew just arrived, how about setting us up with two bottles of
Lazhan Port,” Perfo said, “Oh, and if you don’t mind bringing out that special bottle I
was having you hold for me. The black one.” Dropping onto a barstool he invited Vic to
do the same.



“Right away Sir,” DeBergi replied, but instead of turning to the waterfall shaped
wall of glass bottles and dispensers behind the bar, the man retreated through a curtain
into a backroom.

“Lazhan Port?” Vic cocked his eyebrow. The drink was native to his and Perfo’s
home planet of Vol Kol- a planet still held firmly in place by the Imperials.

“Uh-huh. I scored it a while back and D keeps it safe for me, for special occasions
like this,” Perfo nodded.
A moment later the man returned, setting a clear bottle of yellow liquid in front of them
along with two gleaming glasses. From beneath his arm he placed a half meter-long black
box on the bar.

“Enjoy gentlemen, if you need me I’ll be in the back repairing one of our dancing
disks,” DeBergi smiled, retreating back through the curtain.

“Thanks Sarge,” Perfo nodded. Leaning over to the box, he pulled it close to Vic.
“Here you go.”

“What’s this?” Vic asked, turning the box in a circle.  It was eight inches deep and
crafted from stained black wood.

“A gift. I’ve been waiting to see you in person to give it to you.”

“It’s not going to blow up is it?” Vic asked, his eyebrow arching.

“You won’t ever let me forget that, will you?” Perfo smiled.  “No, it won’t blow
up, just open it.”

Unfastening the two metal clasps that held down the front lid, Vic gently opened the box.
Packing straw filled the small chest, and he pulled it away to reveal an item that froze his
hands and stopped his heart beating.

“Perfo, is this what…”

“Sure is LT, took me some considerable bribes and a whole case of black market
holos to track it down and get it here. Turns out it was just tossed in some underground
storage bunker and forgotten. Took my man Double Zero a day just to strip it and
calibrate it, but its tip-top now”
Lying in the box, gleaming black as midnight, lay the personal blaster Vic used during
his downtime back on Vol Kol, an Old Republic Era DC-17 Hand Blaster.
He pulled the weapon from the nest of straw like a newborn avian- a vicious, blaster-bolt
spitting, high capacity avian of death. He hefted it in his left hand, feeling the weight and
balance, and it felt as comfortable in his grip as it ever had.



“You’re kidding me, there is no way this is my old sidearm,” Vic said, still not
believing it.

“Sure there is Vic. You just need to know who to grease and what they want. For
the right price, one can get darned near anything in this galaxy,” Perfo smiled at him. “I
got someone on the inside who was able to make some moves for me. When she told me
she found a cache of the unit’s old gear, it was one of the first things I asked about. Well,
that and my “Coruscant Undercover” magazine collection.”

“She?” Vic looked up.  There was only one woman that could have gotten this for
Perfo, that he would still know from his days in the Fallen Angels. The only one left alive
and promoted after the unit had been dissolved.

“Uh, yeah. Just my contact. You know, confidential and all that.”

“Right,” a smile pulled at the corner of Vic’s mouth and his mind drifted
backwards, “how is ‘She’?”

“She’s good Vic, I mean, as good as she can be on a planet run by the Imps. It
was hard for her you know, with us being run to ground, and the rest of Division Thirteen
either being killed, imprisoned or...worse. She hasn’t even heard from Rico since he took
off.”

“She” was Aisha Vand, former Sergeant in the Fallen Angels, sister to one of his best
friends, Rico Vand and, up until a few weeks before he escaped from Vol Kol, his love
interest. “It was hard for all of us Perfo, knowing how things ended between us never
made it any easier,” he returned the weapon to its home. “Hell, maybe it was best she
hated me right before I disappeared, it would have been a lot harder if she was still in
love with me.”

“You think she doesn’t still love you?” Perfo asked, turning the bottle of Lazhan
Port around in a circle, showing Vic the label and finally uncorking it and filling their
glasses.

“Why the hell would she?” Vic laughed. “She was up for promotion and I shot it
down!  It sent a flaming pile of hate crashing right into our relationship. So, no, I don’t
think she still loves me,” he took his glass and tapped it against Perfo’s. “Cheers.”

Perfo sat silently for a moment, smiling. “Vic, respect and love may be intertwined, but at
their core they are two different things. I think she was hurt that you rejected her for the
position. It made her think you didn’t respect her or her abilities, but I think she knew
that you loved her.”

“You’ve been talking to her?  She said this?” he could still see her face; her deep
chestnut colored skin, perfect full lips and a pair of emerald eyes that matched her lush
full hair.  Even now, parked in a makeshift bar on the other side of the galaxy, he could



almost feel her toned, firm body beneath his hands. He forced down his thoughts, locking
them away in that place he reserved for the past. A place he tried not to visit too often.

“She didn’t say anything Vic.  Not even when I asked her for this,” Perfo tapped
the box.  “She just asked why I wanted it.”

“What did you tell her?”

Perfo smiled. “How’s the Port?  Let’s talk about current events. These trips
through the past always make me all misty-eyed.”

Nodding Vic took another sip. “Agreed. Thanks buddy, I do appreciate you getting this
for me,” he patted the side of the box and closed the lid.  Perfo was no different than any
of the others who suffered because of his supposed “betrayal”. The man still had family
on Vol Kol and knew it had been hard on him having to leave, aiding a suspected outlaw
and then changing his name just to get work in the galaxy-finally landing a job as an
Imperial army soldier-working for the same bastards that ruined his life.
But at least he wound up with the New Republic thanks to a recommendation by Vic. At
least he didn’t have to hide behind a false pseudonym or Imperial uniform any longer.
That had to count for something, he figured.

“My pleasure. So what’s been happening Vic? You finally wound up taking down
Ket?  I can’t tell you how relieved I am.” Perfo took a sip. “I know he was causing you
all sorts of troubles and headaches. Hopefully he can lead us to Jax.”

“I hope so too. It wasn’t easy though, and this bounty hunter, Koort, he really
came through. Speaking of which, if it’s possible can you direct some funds for Ket’s
bounty?  I promised Koort he would get a nice chunk of change.”

“Sure, I should be able to do that. Might take a few days, just need to go through
some channels, but if Ket turns out to lead us to Jax, it will be more than worth it to the
New Republic. So is that what’s been going on?  Since your team disappeared right after
that business on Farzhul?”

“Yeah,” Vic shook his head. “Things went south after that partner. In a bad way.”

 “So what happened? I didn’t see A’sok or...Chance?  That’s his name right? I
noticed they weren’t along for the ride. That crazy red-haired kid put A’sok in bacta for a
while, did you guys finally get rid of him?”

A dull ache sprang up in Vic’s stomach as he watched Perfo refill his glass to the rim;
Without hesitation he took it and downed it in one swallow, returning it to the bar. Eyes
going wide, Perfo returned the bottle to Vic’s glass, filling it up again.
“They didn’t make it,” Vic said, the ball of smooth liquid heat landing in his gut like a
tiny sun, adding to the burn he’d worked on earlier in the ‘Skull’s lounge. Perfo stopped
filling his glass, setting the bottle down with a loud “thud”.



“What do you mean?” Perfo sat back on his stool, taking a sip.

“A’sok and Chance. Near as Klux was able to figure, Chance was hoarding some
sort of Sith artifact or some damn thing. It housed a Sith spirit, who didn’t take too kindly
to Chance letting their little secret out of the bag,” Vic downed the second glass, this one
going down smoother than the first. “We went into the cargo hold, the kid pulled out this
black pyramid, and the last thing I heard was my brain being squeezed like a rubber ball.”

Beside him Perfo sat frozen, his glass halfway to his open mouth. “You, you’re serious?”

“Yup,” Vic took the bottle and refilled his glass. “Last I saw of A’sok his brains
were spilling out of his ears,” this time he only downed half the glass, the shimmering
liquid wavering a bit as the first two gulps began to take hold, turning his muscles to jelly
and filling him with a warm, light headed feeling that reminded him of summer days
lounging in a deck chair back on Vol Kol.

“Good Lord Vic, I’m sorry.  I don’t know what to say.  A’sok was, he…” Perfo’s
eyes went wide and Vic nodded.  He knew what was coming next, had been dreading it
ever since his friend and partner had died on the Skullduggery.

“Deuce…”

“Yeah, is she on station?” Vic asked. The Twi’lek and A’sok had been lovers, and
more- but after A’sok suffered injuries almost six months back on Farzhul, they had gone
their separate ways.  A’sok claimed they needed time apart, but he’d already set things in
motion for their future. He’d invested in Vic’s business, had stashed away some life
savings and, Vic later found out after his death, was planning on proposing to her.

“Ah frell Vic. Not yet, she’s due back this week. She just finished some clean-up
work on a planet in the outer rim called Mengali, I got a message from her a few weeks
back. She asked if I had heard anything from you guys, especially A’sok,” Perfo shook
his head and parked it in his open palm. “Damn, she was in love with him Vic, really in
love. This is going to kill her.”

“I sure as hell hope not,” Vic subconsciously patted the belt pouch that held
A’sok’s last recording to Deuce.

Knocking back the rest of his drink, Perfo shook his head clear. “I’ll tell her when she
arrives.  I’m her, well, I was her CO. She…frell, New Republic brass just promoted her
to Lieutenant, she was supposed to head up Vornskr Pack. It was…it was going to be a
surprise,” his voiced dwindled to almost nothing. “We had a party planned and
everything.”

Vic looked down into the glimmering liquid, watching his distorted reflection stare back.
“No, I’ll tell her, A’sok was on my crew and she was his lady,” he took a deep breath and



brought the glass to his lips. “If there is any hell to be paid for this, I’m the one that
deserves to ante up,” he downed the rest of his drink. “Just make sure you have a full tank
of bacta and a med team on standby.”

*

The city known as Outer Veil occupied over three hundred kilometers of the
planet Valex III; this accounted for the length of the walled metropolis that stretched
along the main continents southern coast, but in no way did it account for the city’s
vertical attributes, Necros mused.
Towering into the deep orange sky, the walls of the city were easily three kilometers tall,
casting massive shadows across the green crashing waves that hammered its lower levels.
Windows, balconies, landing platforms, all jut from its dull, rust-streaked durasteel
edifice, and like an artificially created mountain, one could chart its occupants
sociological standing in simply observing the structure’s strata.
Hanging out of windows and occupying landing platforms long ago turned into
permanent outdoor living hovels, its lower class denizens milled about in the artificial
mist pumped from overhead air exchangers while dodging putrid green waste flows that
poured from the upper levels. The middle layer shimmered and glowed like a Felucian
Gelagrub about to mate, as holo projections, neon signs and a never-ending stream of
advertisements begged visitors to “experience and enjoy” everything the Outer Veil
entertainment district had to offer.
But the upper levels, especially the upper level is what interested Necros the most, he
thought as his shuttle skimmed across the ocean approaching the enclosed city, because it
was behind the ovoid, gleaming black transparasteel windows of the upper level that the
gluttonous Akelish the Hutt ran her vast criminal empire.
He wasn’t surprised at the display of excess known as Outer Veil-like its founder, it
lounged lazily along the beach, absorbing lives by the millions while spewing toxicity
and pollution back into it’s environment.

Docking directly below the entertainment district, he gathered his dark cloak about him
and stepped from the shuttle. Normally, he would simply arrive in an Imperial shuttle and
be escorted to wherever he needed to be- but this sector was not under his Master’s rule,
and more importantly, he didn’t want to alert his prey that he was on their trail. No, the
connection between Ket Adkins, Akelish and Raptor Squad needed to be handled
delicately; arriving with all of the pomp and circumstance of an Imperial strong-arm
simply wouldn’t do.
The Heart Twins were waiting for him at the end of the concourse that led into the belly
of the beast. Like trained soldiers they had already retrieved his gear bag and fell in
alongside as he strolled into the wave of tourists and visitors that pumped into the dingy



hallways like fresh blood into a diseased body. To his right, strolling as if she expected
trouble was the twin known as “Joitoi”. Clad in a red-leather top with gold trim and
matching loincloth, her supple body already glistened with sweat from the sheer press of
humidity and desperation that surrounded them. Her eyes hid behind a pair of golden-
goggles nestled beneath a crimson skullcap, but he could feel them scanning the crowd,
awaiting the slightest move or motion that would cause her to draw her concealed plasma
whip and take down any potential adversary. Crawling from beneath her cap, thin
cybernetic implants crept along her face like serpents, several curling around her left eye
while others crept beneath her right-all ending in small discs while one last crested her
lip, atop the rise of her chin.
Her sister, Syndir, marched along to his left; except for the coloration of her clothing- she
opted for a primarily gold ensemble instead of crimson- they were identical save for two
features: the first was a shimmering flaxen veil that hung below her red goggles,
concealing her lower face and grotesque mechanical jaw, the other was her stride- while
Joitoi walked with a tense expectancy, Syndir strolled with a cocky confidence, his gear
bag slung over her squared shoulders.

“You’ve had a week to scout out this location, what do you have to report?” he
asked as they led him along the periphery of the terminal and into a expansive open-air
galleria lined with shops, bars and more holo-ads. Orange afternoon sunlight poured
down from high above, striking a massive curved, swirling crystal statue located in the
galleria’s center that lit the entire area in an ethereal coral glow.

“The top level is accessible by private rooftop landing pads and dedicated lower-
level turbolifts,” Joitoi said, scanning the crowd. “She has eyes and ears in every corner
and every bar throughout the city. Akelish doesn’t just run Outer Veil, she is Outer Veil.”
A flood of youths plowed through the crowd, heading in the opposite direction. One boy,
a purple long nosed alien no older then ten standard years with narrow yellow eyes,
slammed into Necros, slipping his small grubby hand into the Sith Lord’s cloak as he
passed. Without hesitation, he grasped the young boy’s wrist, and with one hand retrieved
the hundred credit chip the youngling had taken, while systematically draining him of his
life essence with the other.
Frozen in place, to onlookers the young boy appeared startled that he was caught, but
Necros knew better, leaning in and whispering into the scruff’s ear. “I’ve just taken thirty
years off of your life, and in that still developing brain of yours, you have to ask yourself-
was it really worth a paltry hundred credits?” he released the child, who collapsed to the
ground, unmoving. Someone screamed somewhere, but it went ignored, and the
pickpocket’s comrades, more street savvy than their compatriot, stood on the periphery
nearby, shooting hard stares at him.  He merely smiled, bowed and continued on.

“So I take it infiltration isn’t an option?” he asked.

“It is always an option, though not a very sound one in this case,” Joitoi replied.
“Even for a Sith lord.”



“You underestimate the Sith. Still, such an endeavor may raise unnecessary alarm
and awareness of our presence. Have you initiated contact with any of his underlings?
Every moment we waste here is a moment Raptor Squad gets further from our grasp.  I
can feel our destiny, through the Force, bringing us closer. I wish to end this chase,” he
said through clenched teeth.

“Yes. We have a meeting scheduled with one of Akelish’s lieutenants, a near-
human named Graunnda,” she stopped as a pair of large Gamorreans rambled by,
snorting laughter and spittle across the galleria’s patrons. “He’s awaiting your arrival as
we speak, at a bordello in the entertainment district called Emwhulb’s Feast.”

Necros cocked an eye at Joitoi. “A bordello?”

The Heart twin continued walking, never slowing and never taking her eyes from the
crowd.  “Correct. He apparently owns the place, as well as being a favored frequent
customer,” she made no attempt to hide the contempt that dripped from her words.

“You’ve a problem with such establishments?” Necros asked.  Normally, he could
care less, but since he’d recruited the twins their lack of emotion startled, and impressed,
him. They’d become the perfect servants, putting the elite stormtrooper guard he
previously traveled with to shame. Total professionals, when one showed any real
emotion or reaction, his curiosity piqued.

Responding with a voice as even as a droids, Joitoi’s only physical response was
her dark lips curling into a snarl.  “Yes master, I do. They are havens of broken, weak-
willed beings prostituting themselves to equally depraved customers because they lack
the intelligence or strength to change their station in life. It’s insulting to be even have to
step into such a place.”

They came to a turbolift that could easily accommodate a hundred beings at a time.
Stepping into the transparent grime-streaked cylinder along with at least another three
dozen passengers, Necros and the twins nestled themselves near the back as the car began
to ascend, soft light jizz music drifting down from concealed speakers set into the ceiling.

“I find that surprising, considering your previous occupation as strong-arms for a
low level henchmen,” he smiled, “not exactly a worthwhile profession.”

“We were hired to do a job. It didn’t mean we had to like it,” Joitoi replied, letting
the comment hang for a moment before continuing. “Uuric was an employer, and we
don’t question the decisions of our employers.” Though her sister was able to speak, she
choose not to, Necros learned, but occasionally he would pick up a few residual thoughts
that made it past her cybernetic implants. During the discussion of the bordello, he felt
Syndir growing more and more irritated, then, finally, a mental image of the young
woman, being pawed over by uncaring, unseen hands exploded into his mind.

“You were concubines,” he smiled, turning to Joitoi.



“We were held against our will,” she snapped back, her mouth pulled back so that
rows of perfect teeth gleamed in the pale white light of the lift car.

“You were meatdolls,” he advanced, towering over her.

“We were slaves!” She countered, her professional demeanor gone, replaced by
an angered, violent animal. The rest of the passengers, previously embroiled in their own
conversations stopped, regarding the trio with curious glances and hushed comments.

“Calm yourself, or else your next evolutionary step will be a corpse,” he
whispered, bringing his black leather glove to softly caress the side of her face. She
glanced nervously at the glove, then away, her eyes focusing on the ground.

“I’m sorry Master. Forgive me.”

“Watch that you do not overstep your boundaries.  Discretion and subtlety is what
we require on this endeavor.”

“I’m sorry Master. Forgive me.”

“Throughout the course of our time here, you both will obey my every command,
and you will not question any decision I make.  Is that clear?”

“Unquestionably,” Joitoi said, eyes still on the ground.

He nodded and crossed his arms.  “Excellent. It is reassuring to see that you did not
discard all of the subservient traits you learned as a slave.” On either side of him he felt
the waves of rage and fury blossom again, crashing against his body, though neither made
any physical move to act.
Smiling, their pain and rage drifted from his mind as the soft jizz music filled the cab,
continuing to usher them skyward.
Emwhulb’s Feast was located in the higher levels of the entertainment district and was
not an establishment that catered to the discreet; stretching along for several hundred
meters, the glittering purple façade was covered in glowing graffiti depicting all manner
of carnal pleasures, broken intermittently by round portals that either ushered in, or
flushed out, the refuse that polluted the packed concourse that ran past the bordello.
He had little time and even less patience to wait in lines and to subject himself to the
throbbing neon holo-ads and hammering electronic music that filled the air, so, with little
real effort, he ushered up just enough energy to disrupt the mental processes of those in
their way, leaving a trial of gasping, sometimes unconscious, beings in their wake.
Joitoi was already on her comm as they entered, and as the scents of oils and burnt spice
assaulted his nostrils, Syndir intercepted a pair of enormous concubines who peeled off of
a nearby pink carpeted pillar on a direct course with the trio, dissuading them with a low
hiss that fluttered her thin golden veil.
A moment later a silver sphere, sporting two thin manipulator arms hovered over, its
single yellow eye flashing as it spoke.



“Boss will see you now. He’s busy entertaining but said he would make time.
Would you like a slicker?”

“A slicker?” Necros asked.

“Yes, to protect your cloak from sweat or other various secretions.”

“You disgust me. Lead the way,” Necros said.

Without a word the orb spun and led them through the pressing mass of gyrating scantly
clad “entertainers” and patrons.  The lobby of Emwhulb’s Feast was as much nightclub as
it was waiting area, with massive floor to ceiling speakers blasting music throughout. On
the periphery, all manner of shops and kiosks offered devices and accessories to enhance
visitor’s experiences.
Necros blocked it all out, allowing the Heart Twins to lead the way behind the droid,
creating a wedge that cut through the crowd.  As they walked, one unfortunate,
excessively inebriated, obese Draag stumbled in his path, his hands groping Joitoi’s
backside.

“Howsbout some fun huh?” he managed to get out before hitting his knees a
screaming in pain, blood spurting from his midsection. In one fluid motion the Heart
Twin kneeled, wiping clean the humming vibroblade clutched in her hand.  Without a
word it disappeared back into her sleeve and she stood, continuing on as if nothing
happened.
Necros took one long step to avoid the blood pooling from the Draag’s waist, continuing
along as a small smile pulled at his lips.
A set of wide ornate red marble stairs led them past a pair of massive Gamorreans. Then
it was a short trip down a dim fuchsia hallway to a set of oval double doors. The droid
hovered in front of an electronic keypad, and waved the trio in as the door swung wide.
Entering, he turned to the Heart Twins, “Keep your eyes open and stay near the door- just
in case.”  Both nodded in understanding and followed Necros into the room.

“Word is you want a meet with Akelish?” he heard a deep rumbling voice ask
from inside.

“That is correct. I have business to discuss,” he replied, pushing back waterfalls of
multicolored beads that hung in front of the door. Across from him the being known as
Graunnda lay amidst a multicolored pile of bodies, his massive, shaggy torso dripping
with moisture and, from the smell, alcohol. A hookah pipe hung from the corner of his
mouth, its golden hose disappearing beneath the impressive black beard that hung down
to his bare chest. Slow, lazy tendrils of smoke drifted from his wide nostrils, past a gold
nose hoop and hovering about his weathered face, causing his brilliant ice- blue eyes to
water while they lolled aimlessly around in their sockets, not focusing on anyone or
anything.



“Hurn, yeah, everyone’s got business to discuss with Akelish. If she took every
meeting where some useless slag-dog had business to discuss she wouldn’t have time to
get any real business done. We’re not running a charity here, buddy,” his eyes narrowed,
and beneath his mane of black hair Necros noticed two small gold horns protruding from
both sides of the man’s skull.

“Of course,” Necros smiled, strolling along the periphery of the raised platform
bed Graunnda lay atop. The room was as massive as the furniture, and Necros guessed
this was the man’s private room.  Long shimmering drapery the color of midnight flowed
down the walls, pooling in heaps that spilled across the floor. A holoplayer rattled on in
the corner, scrolling sports scores and entertainment news from Valex III nonstop.  He
stopped to allow a hovering tray of fresh fruit and grease soaked-animal shanks to drift
by, navigating the bed.  In one move Graunnda shifted his bulk, knocking several scantly
clad concubines to the floor as he grabbed an enormous roasted Nerf steak and shoved it
into his mouth; the three bodies that hit the floor were so intoxicated by spice and alcohol
they barely made a whimper as they crumpled into motionless piles. Behind him a blue
Twi’lek serving girl kneeled with an enormous chalice, it’s deep emerald contents
splashing over its rim as he moved and splattering across the back of an immobile body
half buried beneath Graunnda’s girth. Both females were so spiced out of their mind they
didn’t even notice-or care.
Smiling, Necros glanced from the meatdolls to the Heart Twins who’d stationed
themselves near the door. Both wore impassive postures of indifference, but underneath
Necros could still feel their disgust boil.

“Still, if she has any wish of exacting her revenge on Raptor Squad, I would think
she might be interested in hearing what I have to say.”

The man stopped in mid chew, his mouth hanging open to reveal the masticated pulp of
bloody meat. “Did you say Raptor Squad?”

“Yes, I understand she used to employ one of their acquaintances,” Necros
continued, stepping up on the platform and leaning forward, bringing his upper torso and
elbows to rest on the back of a prone white Twi’lek. “Of course if she has no interest in
finding out where he went or any interest in…”

“Raptor Squad? You mean Palisades, right?”

Necros nodded. His Master’s sources indicated the outlaw was among the teams
members. “Yes, and two others, a large feline…”

“PALISADES!” the man roared, throwing the remnants of the steak away and
scrambling across the bed so that his face was just inches from Necros. Beneath his girth
easily a half dozen concubines screamed and began to weep. “You telling me we can
track down and find Palisades!?!”
Surprised by the burst of energy and speed, Necros leaned back so that the man wouldn’t
drool on his tunic. His eyes were focused now, boring holes directly into him.



“It sounds as if you have a personal matter to settle with this man.”

“Vic Palisades cost me the lives of two dear friends, more importantly, he cost me
face,” Graunnda said.  “I was poised to take over Akelish’s operations on Zeltros!  Then
that Nerf-humping Scrag-Patcher came along and ruined everything! I’m still working
my way back up the ladder,” his eyes began to wander again, looking past Necros at a life
that should have been. “Zeltros, I would have had rooms and rooms full of cafarel, just
waiting to indulge my every desire.”

Necros looked around at the female waterfall that pooled from beneath his girth and onto
the floor, still writhing and twisting to get free. Some were lucky enough to be drenched
in drink or sweat that they slithered from beneath the gargantuan body like a freshly
birthed litter. “I see. Then what exactly are these?” Necros asked, gesturing to the mass of
concubines.

Snorting, Graunnda grabbed the hindquarters of an unconscious azure-skinned female
and shoved her from the bed with disgust, her lithe body sliding and disappearing silently
over the edge of the oleaginous mattress. “These?  These are the spoils of a lost battle.
These are poor reminders of what I could have had.”

“You will pardon me if I do not share in your misery,” Necros stepped back, his
heel coming down on what he guessed was a hand as he felt the crunch of bone beneath
his boot. “But your affairs of the heart are not my affair, and I’m a businessman. So, do
you get me in to see Akelish or do I leave here and try my luck elsewhere?”

Graunnda sat silent for a moment, his eyes darting back and forth as he rolled the
possibilities around in his mind.  Finally, he nodded.  “I’ll get you in buddy, but you
better be on the level about handing us Palisades. The lower levels of Outer Veil are
wallpapered with the skin of folks who thought they could just walk in to a meeting with
Akelish and walk back out without leaving something of value behind.”

Akelish’s receiving area was as much museum as throne room; ornate tapestries
of gruesome mutilations and battles hung from the walls, along with gleaming metallic
statues of various species and genders standing (or lying) in all manner of torture and
discomfort; undoubtedly the most disturbing feature of the chamber was the stasis fields-
large ovoid bulbs of blue energy that held beings in place hovered throughout the room.
Necros stopped in front of one, staring intently at the thin, large headed alien housed
inside.  He could feel pain, suffering and as he watched, a singe tear pooled and slid
down its ashen cheek.



“I admire your trophies,” Necros said aloud. Graunnda and the Heart Twins had
already journeyed into the farther reaches of the chamber, sidestepping hanging chains,
massive stone pillars and various devices of discomfort as they did so. Unlike many Hutt
throne rooms, this one was devoid of concubines, bounty hunters, assassins or any other
unnecessary hangers-on-that he could see anyways.
Instead, silence, save for the whisper of pipes pushing dank moisture into the air and the
rhythmic clinking of swinging chains, filled the room. Darkness prevailed throughout the
throne room, as nightfall had fallen across Valex 3, turning the orange evening into deep
azure beyond the vista windows that encircled the chamber, stretching high into the
vaulted ceiling. Stepping through intermittent shafts of red light that fell from hanging
overhead lights, Necros stopped alongside the towering henchman, just a few meters
from the enormous girth of Akelish the Hutt.
Bracketed by flaming iron torch holders that cast the entire area in a flickering orange
glow, the grotesque crime lord barely moved atop her black hovering throne; the right
side of her face was covered in a mass of twisted wires and gasping cybernetic pumps
and vents, while one massive glowing green eye, crusted over with a diseased white film
took him in.
On the periphery, positioned behind massive stone columns off to her left and right he
sensed the dim thoughts of a half-dozen Weequay underlings. Hiding, watching and
waiting.

“You like them?  Perhaps I’ll add you to my collection,” she rumbled in her
native tongue, her words coming out as a slurping, rolling effort.

Before Graunnda could translate, Necros spoke. “Perhaps, though I don’t think that
would serve our mutual interests,” he replied in perfect Huttese.

“Ah, you speak the language of the chosen species, I congratulate you. It is
seldom I get the chance to converse with a learned guest.”

“Of course. I’ve had many dealings with Hutts. In my previous line of work it was
advisable to understand what an arrangement was directly from one’s employer.
“Ambitious underlings,” he glanced sideways and Graunnda, “can be inaccurate in their
translations sometimes.” The man snarled at Necros, to which he merely smiled.

The thunderous laughter that rolled from the Hutt struck Necros like a clap of thunder,
followed by a rancid stench.  “This one is smart!  Still, you occupy my time and I have
better things to do that exchange pleasantries. What do you want?”

“Ket Adkins.”

“That makes two of us. That useless shik stole from me and took off. What did he
do to you?”



“It’s not what he did, it’s what he knows. I believe he can lead me to Raptor
Squad.”

“HA!!!  He’s been promising me their heads for months, keeping their
movements and whereabouts to himself. Guess he figured if he told me I wouldn’t have
much use for him-but he would be wrong.  He was death on two legs that one, it made me
tingle just to watch him work,” Akelish lolled a massive tongue from her mouth, dripping
slime down her body. “Still, like most of my overconfident henchmen, he earned my trust
and financial support, then betrayed me with theft and lies,” Akelish leaned forward, the
great folds of skin oozing as she did so, “All I’ve got is a location where his base is,
though I’m not giving it up for free.”

Necros tilted his head to the side and shrugged.  “Why not? You’ve already said he stole
from you. Why would you protect him?”

“Entertainment, my little Echani,” Akelish smiled.  “If I tell you where he is, you
might go and do something rash, like kill him, and I’m saving that pleasure for myself,
I’ve even got a spot picked out for him,” she waved to an empty stasis bulb hovering
directly to the left of her throne. “He’ll provide me with endless hours of enjoyment
before he dies, just like the rest,” she reached down with one thick arm and slapped a
massive red button set into the disc’s armrest.
Throughout the chamber, the stasis bulbs went from blue to red, and the cacophony of
screams that bled through would have sickened any other being- but Necros simply
smiled and enjoyed the entertainment.

“Delightful. Far be it for me to rob you of such pleasure. Still,” he held his hands
open, “I would gladly trade for the location of his headquarters.”

“Trade? Ha, ha, ha!” Akelish jiggled with laughter. “What could you possibly
have that would make me give up Adkins’ location, or that I don’t already have an
abundance of?  And don’t insult me by offering credits or spice, this city is built on a
foundation of both.”

“I think I can do better than credits and spice. I can offer you something that you
seem to have a shortage of, something guaranteed to be of high quality.”

Akelish’s one intact eye went wide. “I’m interested, what do you have to offer?”

“These,” Necros smiled, gesturing to the Heart Twins.

Both twins exchanged glances, with Joitoi’s mouth falling open in stunned silence.
Immediately their posture changed and they moved only slightly, their shoulders
touching. He recognized the defensive stance, and was sure Akelish did as well.



“Bah! What do I need with a pair of Shags?  They look to be damaged anyway,
barely a morsel for someone like Graunnda here,” Akelish said, gesturing to the massive
human who was already measuring the twins with wide eyes for later consumption.

“They wouldn’t last a night,” the towering henchman snarled, throwing a wink in
their direction.

“You misunderstand,” Necros said. “They aren’t concubines, well,” he threw a
sneer at Joitoi, “Not anymore at least. They are bodyguards, exceptional bodyguards. And
from what I’ve seen of your organization, and with Adkins being out of your favor and
employ, it is a worthy trade for a single piece of information.”

“They look weak, frail…” Akelish said.

“Looks are often deceiving,” Necros replied.

“Unlikely,” Akelish rolled her one good eye skyward.

“I see I will have to demonstrate,” Necros said, and in a flash leapt vertical,
landing atop Akelish’s throne, pulling his hand back, poised to land a deadly Echani
finger thrust to Akelish’s eye. The Hutt screamed, sending spittle and slime gushing
skyward, and floundered backwards, inadvertently causing the throne to hover and
collide against the rear wall of the chamber.
With a roar, Graunnda made a move towards the duo, but as Necros turned to watch, and
allow Akelish an unobstructed view of the proceedings, the massive henchman was
caught in the side of the skull by a flying heel kick from Joitoi that took him to the
ground.
Weequay, armed with force pikes and vibroswords poured from their hiding spots, only
to be met with the glowing golden flash of Syndir’s plasma whip. Two went down as the
lash caught them low, turning their thighs into shredded meat.  Another came in with a
gleaming battle axe, but Syndir, ever twisting and turning, disarmed the henchman,
sending the axe sailing uselessly into the darkness as her whip coiled around the
Weequay’s wrinkled brown throat.
He gurgled for only a moment, before Syndir jerked the weapons taught, popping his
head free from his neck, allowing his decapitated body to fall forward in a lifeless pile.
Graunnda, still conscious, was managing to get to his feet when Joitoi catapulted forward,
knocking him back to the ground and standing upright, jammed her foot against his
throat. Producing her plasma whip, she triggered it to life, the lash straightening into a
solid staff of crackling energy that went down within centimeters of Graunnda’s head-not
unlike a lightsaber Necros mused.

“Stop…stop them,” Akelish said, her breath coming in great ragged gasps.

“No, not yet,” Necros said, an insane grin pulling at his mouth. “I want you to see
what you’ll be passing up. Keep watching.”



A trio of Weequay surrounded Syndir, two armed with force pikes, one with a blaster.
She took out the obvious threat first, her whip whistling through the damp air and lashing
around the wrist of the blaster-toting henchman. He fired, but the Heart twin was too
quick, and stepping aside, pulled the weapon just slightly so that the fiery orange blaster
bolt sizzled past her trim bare midriff, slamming into his partner that was advancing from
the rear.
The Weequay flew backwards with a shrill scream while the plasma whip burned and
seared through the leathery forearm of the shooter it was still attached to. Her motions a
blur, Syndir closed with her opponent, somersaulting over him and kicking him free of
the weapons grip-directly into the forcepike of the final henchman. The curved blade
sprouted from the first Weequay’s blast vest with a blossom of blood as his blaster flew
from his grasp.  His momentum carried him colliding into his partner and both went
down in a heap, the last one that remained alive hitting the ground and buried beneath his
larger, deceased comrade.
She back-flipped her way to the final struggling mercenary, who’d let go of the force pike
and was trying to pull free a blaster holstered at his hip.  Reaching up, Syndir pulled free
her veil, revealing a massive hinged gleaming durasteel jaw equipped with razor-sharp
triangular teeth. With a roar, the woman dipped her head down like a predator swooping
in on prey, sinking her teeth into the Weequay’s throat.  He couldn’t manage a scream in
time, and when she pulled her head back, gore poured from her mouth as she spat a great
chunk of flesh off into the darkness.
The henchman shuddered once then fell still.

“Enough!” Necros called, vaulting back and away from the throne. Akelish
righted herself, still gasping like a dying steam engine.

“I…I should have you killed for this,” she managed between breaths.

“But you won’t. Because you see what I offer, you see what you can gain and
above all else,” he gestured at the dead henchmen and Graunnda, helplessly snarling form
the ground, “you see that trying to eliminate us would only cost more lives-especially
your own.”
He gathered his cloak around him and nodded. “You have a solid head for business and
strategy Akelish, as befitting of your species. Trying to eliminate us, rather than working
with us, is simply bad business.”
Silence fell across the chamber, and save for the last dying breaths of some of the
henchmen, or the gurgle as blood pumped onto the ground, no one spoke. Syndir
gracefully cart wheeled over to where her veil lay on the ground, replacing it across the
lower half of her blood-streaked cybernetic face.
Finally, nodding, Akelish gestured for Joitoi to back up from Graunnda. “Step off of his
throat, my dear- if you two are to work together it is best if your relationship not start off
‘on’, or ‘under’, the wrong foot.”



*

It was sometime after midnight that Klux stirred from his sleep.  Visions of
darksiders and bleak, consuming sense of doom that threatened to rob him of his last
breath pulled him into the waking world, where he was greeted by the rhythmic rasping
that came from below, courtesy of Koort’s respirator.
Hopping down from the top bunk, he allowed the force to gently pad his drop, silently
landing on the ferrocrete floor of the barracks; within minutes he’d tossed on a pair of
trousers and boots, snapped his lightsaber to his belt and was exiting the rear of Tierfon
Station, giving a half-wave to the weary guard who nodded and logged his exit.
High atop the trees, a moon rode low in the sky, spilling pale blue light onto the dirt path
he followed into the forest. The low hum of generators that kept Tierfon running slowly
disappeared, replaced by the twitter of birds and the clicking of insects as the shadows
and darkness of the forest enveloped him.  He wore no shirt, and the cool night air, still
sticky with the day’s earlier humidity, hung to his body like a cool damp rag.  He began
to run, letting the Force guide him through the darkness, and allowing his lungs to fill
with the deep heady scent of moss and sweet tingle of wildflowers.
Throughout the forest, small beasts moved about, hunting for their next meal or mating.
He lost himself in their exploits, not even feeling his legs move anymore, just allowing
himself to be carried along by the mysterious power he’d come to trust and embrace.
Soon, his footfalls failed to register a sound, and he let the power and energy flow
throughout his body, washing away the toxins and stale recycled air that filled him during
his time on the Skull’.
He wasn’t sure how long he’d run, or how far he’d gone when he began to feel the tiniest
bit of fatigue pulling him back to the present. The moon was high overhead now, and he
came to a clearing that circled a massive lake. With no hesitation, he reached the edge
and launched himself skyward.
He hit the brutally cold water and his body seized tight, every muscle pulling taught with
the sudden shock and change of temperature. Diving deep, he used the Force to propel
himself downward, winding his body through luminescent green algae that waved side to
side as he swam by. Finally, when his lungs burned and he felt the cold draining him, he
exploded from the water, inhaling large gulps of oxygen before making great strokes that
led him back to the shore, where he climbed out and collapsed on a bed of long grass.
Licking his lips free of water, he let the cool beads roll down his throat and, staring at the
glowing white orb high above, eventually closed his eyes.

“That’s a good way to ruin your lightsaber.”

The voice brought him upright with his lightsaber ignited in his hand before he even
realized what he was doing.  Pure instinct had taken over and he froze in a combat stance,
ready to take down any potential adversary.
Standing just a few meters away, arms crossed and robes blowing in the slight breeze,
Baal stood like a statue, watching him with a cocked eyebrow.  Taking a deep breath,
Klux shook his head and shut his weapon down.



“I would appreciate it if you informed me of your presence- sneaking around is a
good way to get killed,” Klux shook his mop of wet hair.

“By you?  Unlikely,” Baal replied, watching him with narrowed eyes.

“When did you arrive? I thought you were still a few days out,” Klux said,
dropping into the grass.

Baal remained standing.  “Just a while ago.” The Trianni began moving, making no noise
as he almost seemed to glide across the grass. “I see you’ve been training.”

“Of course,” Klux closed his eyes.  “What else is there to do?  Someone lost our
holocron, so I’m kinda forced to train and teach myself.”

His body moved before his mind could grasp what was happening, and as he rolled out to
the side the snap-hiss of a lightsaber blade erupted to life where his head used to be.  He
was back on his feet, weapon in his hand and mouth agape as Baal, mouth pulled back in
a snarl, leapt through the air, blade twirling in a deadly spin.
Klux was just barely able to bat his attack away, twisting out of the way and putting
several meters between he and the Trianni.

“What the hell are you doing!?!” he screamed, backing away and moving into the
thick forest underbrush that ringed the lake.

“Something I should have done a long time ago Klux, something that has been
coming ever since you and A’sok showed up on Garnib,” he moved again, this time
almost too fast and the sizzle of the Trianni’s crimson blade nearly bit into Klux’s skin.
Cart wheeling away, Klux vaulted high, landing on the lower limbs of a massive tree,
twirling his own cobalt blue blade.

“You’re insane! I’ve made no move against you Baal, we’re team mates! Friends!
Why are you doing this?!?”

His counterpart slowly crept forward in a crouch, his mouth pulled back in a wide, fang
filled grin.  “Friends?  You amuse me Klux.  Ever since Chance and A’sok died you’ve
blamed me for their deaths- something a friend wouldn’t do.” He was under the limb
now, looking up and spinning his weapon in a lazy circle. “Just consider this-with you
gone Tremayne is less likely to track us down- which means I can move more freely,” he
launched his weapon skyward, its twirling blade slicing neatly through the branch Klux
was crouched on.
Back flipping to the ground, Klux was just able to bring his blade up, intersecting with
the hilt of Baal’s saber.  Sparks flared, illuminating the dark forest briefly and showering
the ground as the weapon fell in two. Shutting his weapon down, Klux took a deep
breath.



“Okay, now maybe we can talk about this before anyone gets hurt,” he said.

“Just another of your failings Klux,” Baal smiled and ignited his second weapon.
“You never study your adversary.”

“I never thought of you as an adversary,” Klux reignited his weapon just in time-
Baal came on, weapon slicing through the air, severing small saplings and vines with a
hiss.  Weapons clashing, white hot energy sparked as the heat, matched only by Trianni
rage, hit Klux full on.

His face mere inches from Klux’s own, Baal sneered. “Then you are a fool Klux Martin,
and will die a fool’s death!”

Trying to focus, to calm his breathing, to let the Force flow through his body, it took
every ounce of strength he could muster to keep the snarling packed bundle of muscle
that was pressing against him at bay.  “Baal, I’m warning you, if you do not lower your
weapon and stop this aggression I will be forced to neutralize you.”
The laughter was so loud it physically smacked against his face.

“Neutralize?  Do you mean kill Klux?  You do not even possess the strength to
say the word, much less that which is needed to carry out the act. I applaud you, you
would do the Jedi proud- a dead religion full of weaklings and idealists unable to protect
themselves, much less the galaxy.” With an explosion of force, Baal charged forward,
driving Klux into the massive trunk of a tree.  The Trianni was coming on like a tornado,
weapon moving so quickly Klux could barely parry the strikes.
Trying to keep pace, Klux ducked a swing that would have decapitated him, and instead
severed the tree, causing it to creak and topple.
Backing away, legs snapping against twigs, he finally found himself at a precipice-with
nowhere to go but a drop off of a rocky cliff that would surely spell the end for one of
them.

“Baal!  I can go no further!  Drop your weapon!” he screamed. The wind had
picked up and was pounding them both now, but the Trianni ignored his please, spinning
and lashing out, not only with his lightsaber, but with razor sharp claws.  One attack got
to close and opened up his chest, sending pain ripping through his muscles.

It was not the only opening caused by the attack.

Unable to parry Baal’s next move, Klux froze as the crimson hot blade stabbed forward,
knocking his weapon out of guard and drawing back for a millisecond- before plunging
into his chest.  Eyes wide, Klux looked down, trying to mouth a scream, but nothing, save
for a thin stream of blood left his mouth, falling slowly and sizzling into steam as it
struck the lightsaber blade.
Baal shut down the weapon and stepped back, and as he dropped to his knees, the only
thought that would come to him was how pointless it all was- the suffering, the pain, the
bickering- and that in the end it wasn’t even Tremayne that destroyed Raptor Squad…



“It was us, Klux,” Baal said turning his back on the Jedi. “In the end, it was
always going to come down to you and me.  And one of us was destined to die.”

He awoke, fingers probing the spot where a cauterized hole should have been.  A
gentle breeze blew through the air, pushing the crisp smell of water from the nearby lake
over him.

“He was right you know, that is a good way to ruin your lightsaber.”

Forcing himself to remain calm, Klux rose up and looked off to his left. Standing just a
few meters away, made up of a blue ethereal glow, stood his former Master, Da’Jony
Vbrisk. The deceased Jedi wore plain Jedi robes, his long white hair flowing about his
shoulders, marrying with a thick white beard that reached down the middle of his tunic.
Smiling, he gestured to the weapon.

“You’ll be lucky if it still works. There is a small deposit of water in the hilt.”

“Da’Jony?  But how?” Klux asked, pulling the weapon free, igniting it and,
satisfied that the weapon was still in good shape, shut it back down.

The older man smiled, his kind eyes glancing around.  “The Force, Klux. Do you need
any other answer?”

Dropping back to the ground and pulling his legs beneath him, Klux shook his head.  “I
guess not.  I didn’t think I would ever see you again, after Anjhai kill…after you fell in
battle.”

“Never underestimate the power of the Force Klux, it is a powerful ally, and
makes a great many things possible.”

“So I’ve been told-repeatedly,” Klux shook his head. “Apparently it also stirs up
nightmares that involve me getting skewered.”

“Sometimes,” the spirit of his master gave an uneven smile and crossed his arms.
“But, do not discount how much of that was the Force and how much was your own fear
and apprehension.”

“It seemed real enough. I’ve never had a dream that vivid…” Klux shook his
head.  “I can do without that kind, I’ve got enough nightmares to deal with when I’m
awake.”



“Do not ignore warnings Klux, be they from old Jedi Masters or your own
subconscious.  You must heed them as they come.”

“Is that why you’re here?”

“Yes, I‘ve come to warn you. To alert you that dark times are coming, and a great
evil is moving through the galaxy.”

“Sure, ok. You know, you might be a little late on that Master.  I mean, we’ve had
some pretty dark times since you passed- why didn’t you show up three or four months
ago?  My friend A’sok and my Padwan Chance might still be alive.”

The spectral Jedi nodded and dropped cross-legged on the ground beside Klux.

“I’m sorry, I didn’t mean that to come out so…you know,” Klux shook his head.

“No apology necessary. The loss of your friends has affected you greatly, but you
must focus on the here and now.  The Force guides events and actions around all of us,
from the tragedy of your friend’s death, to the trials you’ve been through recently. It
moves around us and leads us down a path we are chosen for.”
They sat in silence for a moment.

“I have so many questions,” Klux shook his head.  “My sister! Dajony, is Nomi
Darkmoon my sister?” Klux leaned in. The revelation had come during their battle on
Farzhul, and while he wanted to dismiss the claim as mere dark side treachery, something
about the statement echoed of truth.

“Yes, Klux, she is your sister,” Da’jony nodded.

He didn’t know whether to feel joy or sorrow, so instead he just nodded, accepting that
fate had played yet another cruel trick on him. “I feared as much. Then we are both
Sunriders?”

“Klux, I must choose carefully when to intervene and when to warn you, but most
importantly what to reveal to you.  It is not my intention to alter the ways or the
machinations of the Force, rather, I hope to give you greater understanding of what to
expect, and when to be vigilant.” The old man held his hands open. “My role as your
Master did not end with my demise. Once you take it upon yourself to train a Jedi, it is a
responsibility you bear forever- for your actions reflect on me, on my training and on
your future and the future of those you encounter throughout the galaxy. We are bound as
brothers Klux, through the Force, and that is why I have come to warn you. Be wary, not
only of the adversaries that now pursue you throughout the galaxy, but of those that you
would call friends and partners,” his words hung in the air like the lazy fireflies that
hovered nearby. “Darkness exists in us all Klux, even in those you trust the most.”



“I know Master,” Klux shook his head.  “But what can I do?  You’ve always told
me the Force moves us, guides us,” he shook his mop of wet hair. “Well, it’s guided me
here, and put me in a group that partakes in actions and exercises methods that causes me
to question myself on a daily basis.”

“You must stay true to your teachings Klux. This group you find yourself in
walks perilously close to the darkside. One misstep can send you and your friends
spiraling into an abyss that will lead to your destruction.”

“Yeah, Master Da’Jony?  I appreciate the warnings, but that’s really cryptic and it
would be great if you could, you know, maybe give me something a little more, I don’t
know, specific?”

The old man smiled and gave a small chuckle and Klux realized how much he missed
talking to the old man.  “Sorry Klux. Though I may be gone, I am still bound by a code.
But hold true to your teachings and more importantly, yourself, and everything should
work out.”
They sat in silence, the moon reflecting off of the lake in shimmering silver streaks as
something moved through the water.

“Da’jony, why did you come to me?”

“To warn you…”

“No, that’s not what I meant,” Klux shook his head. “I mean, when I was young.
When I was a child.”

“You know why Klux, to protect you and train you so that Palpatine’s forces
wouldn’t…”

“Da’jony,” Klux turned, shaking his head. “Don’t…I don’t believe that. I’m old
enough to know that if I had just been left alone to grow up normal, with little knowledge
of my ability I likely wouldn’t have raised anyone’s interest- especially on Xanath IV,”
he fidgeted with his lightsaber. “You could have left me alone and no one would have
been the wiser.”

The shimmering blue spirit said nothing, simply continued to look out at the lake and the
gently lapping waves that caused shoreline reeds to sway back and forth. “Your mother
was told she could have no other children after she had you-but that proved to be false. It
was Nomi’s birth that I felt through the Force that led me to your parents- when I saw
that there were two of you…” the old man shook his long glowing mane of hair. “I
realized your parents were not the only ones who had a difficult choice to make.  I had to
choose which of you to train and protect and which to let go…”

“You chose me and turned away Nomi?”



“I hid her Klux, with a loving family on a planet I thought would be safe from the
Emperors dogs,” the spirit shook his head.  “By the time I realized she was in jeopardy,
she was already gone- her foster parents killed.”

“Why didn’t you try to find her? Rescue her?” Klux stood, his mind racing to
absorb all he was hearing.

“Klux, I did what was best for you. If I went looking for her, I would have raised
suspicion and risked alerting the dark forces already marching throughout the galaxy,
jeopardizing your life as well,” his Master stood.  “I had already lost one child- I was
determined not to lose another.”

Unable to do anything else, Klux let loose with a laugh, burying his face in his hands and
trying to push away the aching he felt in his chest.  “Tell me Master, does it ever get
easier?”

The spirit of his Jedi Master nodded, placing a shimmering ethereal hand on his shoulder.
“Yes, but not before it gets much, much harder.”

*

He preferred sleeping on his own ship, “The Kable Runner,” than the sweat
stained cots crowded against one another in Tierfon Station’s general quarters- and being
a Lieutenant, he was afforded the luxury with little question.
Parked in the tight captain’s quarters of the Tannhauser Shipyards TY-2019 light
freighter, he was also afforded something there was little of on base- privacy. Jonus had
discarded his uniform upon entering the ship for the night, sliding the clothes in the
automated garment cleaner and opting for standard white undershorts and matching tank
top. Grabbing a cup of steaming caffe from the galley he made sure all of the shipboard
security measures were activated and locked himself in his cabin for some relaxation.

“What looks good, what do we want to watch?” he let his fingers slide across the
hundreds of holodisk cases that lined one wall of the room, clicking as his fingernail
tapped along each. He was already sweating but didn’t mind- the room would adjust to



his comfort level soon enough. The Tannhauser TY series was a large freighter, more
than enough room than he really needed, and complete with an enhanced hyperdrive
profile and several concealed smuggling compartments he still used to hide equipment
and weapons in. After using the vessel on numerous sting operations for CorSec through
the years- dubbing the vessel the “Fun Runner”-he grew attached to it, and upon leaving
the Corellian Security force, falsified documents to command that showed the vessel
sustained “irreparable damage” during a mission and was destroyed. It was the least they
could give him for all of his years of service, he thought, and had been piloting the vessel
ever since.
He looked over several dozen discs- each labeled with a date, name and nothing else.
They dated back several years and each name brought a vivid memory with it.  “Bor’jura,
Muqor VI, no, no…” he shook his head.
Finally he dropped back in his desk chair and frowned. No, after the day he had, after
having to kiss hump and play nice with this new sorry batch of scum he was assigned to-
no, tonight he needed something special to get his mind off things.
Spinning to his desk, he pressed his hand into the black spotless surface and was
answered with a high pitched beep.  Leaning down, he slid open the drawer to his right,
where a smaller stack of holodisks sat neatly parked along the inside, adjacent to a
gleaming blaster pistol and bottle of Corellian Lum.
He slid out the disc with the name “Gordi” and walked over to his bunk.  Lying down on
the crisp pressed sheets, he slid the disc into the headboard and directly above him a
shimmering 3-d holo began to play.

“Not going to get anything out of me Jonus,” the light skinned human said,
spitting blood from her mouth. Jonus smiled, eyes pouring over every curve, every bump
on Gordi’s face. She was seated, bound to a chair with magcuffs around her ankles and
wrists, struggling as the camera panned out, allowing Jonus to step into view, wrapping
something around his fist.

“Gordi, we’ve been partners for three years.  I know you are in bed with the
Velker Syndicate.  Now all I need to do is get your confession on record, implicating you
and High Judge Eriffit- just in case I ever need some leverage against that wrinkled old
fossil.”

“No way,” she was shaking her cropped shag of starburst colored hair when he
struck her the first time. The chain bit into her lips, splitting it and sending blood spraying
onto the floor of the Kable Runner’s cargo hold.

“Only going to get worse, ‘partner’,” he said, circling her.

Her ruby eyes went narrow and she shook her head again. “Why Jonus?  I saved your
life…after all we’ve…”

SMACK! This time a backhand, splitting open her cheek.



“Because you’re dirty Gordi,” Jonus said slowly, as if explaining quantum
physics to a child. “Because you took an oath to uphold Corellian law and you failed.
You took creds under the table and payoffs so the Velker Syndicate could continue to
bleed this planet dry- and now?” Another shot, more blood- this time from her nose.
“Now you pay that debt back- with your own blood.”

“You, you bastard,” she struggled, her tight muscular frame working at the
magcuffs that bound her hands behind her. It was no use of course- they had a class five
rating- enough to bind a Wookiee securely and certainly enough for some low-life
guttertrash.  Jonus smiled, lacing his fingers behind his head; his favorite part was
coming up and he kicked up the sound a notch.
The holo-Jonus dropped the chain to the ground and produced a small vial from the
inside of his uniform jacket.

“Whats that?” Gordi’s eyes went wide.

‘You know what it is,” he smiled, walking behind the chair and tracing the small
vial of silver liquid down her jawline.

“Is that…”

“Gurolass,” he finished, “or, as you know it, ‘Whiteline’.”

“No,” Gordi drew back, her body beginning to tremble.

“Yep, you know,” he kneeled beside her.  “The great thing about CorSec
personnel files is that they cover everything, your childhood, your psychological makeup,
your past addictions…”

Tears began to pool in her eyes.  “Jonus, please, I was a kid, I was hooked, it was hard to,
hard to kick the habit…”

“I can imagine,” he pulled a hypodermic from his jacket and loaded it up.  “You
know, while I was researching Whiteline I noticed it had all sorts of nasty side effects-
but some beneficial ones as well- for example, after a large enough dose, you’ll tell me
pretty much whatever I want you to- details and everything…”

“Please don’t,” she pleaded, sobbing now.

“Gordi, we’ve been partners long enough for you to know that begging doesn’t
work with me,” he brought the thin needle beside her throat, tracing a line down her
jugular, “if anything it just makes the suffering worse.”

“Don’t, I’ll tell you anything, just don’t …”



“I know you will,” he nodded, smiling. “Because you won’t have a choice…” the
holo zoomed in on her face, her eyes wide, her mouth wide as a scream began to escape
her lips-
And suddenly the ‘Runners proximity alarm went off, freezing him in place. Hitting the
pause button on the headboard, Gordi’s face froze mid-scream and he sprung to his feet
and headed into the bowels of the ship, reaching the cockpit and killing the high pitched
whine. He’d set it to alert him whenever someone approached the ship within three
meters, and as he peered through the viewport, watched as Commander Kryll, backing up
on the  landing port, framed by the black of the Tierfon Station evening.
He made eye contact with Jonus and waved, though his face remained rock solid-
unmoving and lacking any mirth.
He nodded and jogged through the ship, triggering the boarding ramp and descending,
snapping a tight salute as he pulled up even with Kryll.

“Lieutenant, thought you might like to discuss this day’s events now that you’ve
met your new team,” the man said in an  emotionless tone.

“Not particularly Sir,” he replied.

“At ease,” Kryll looked past him and into the ship. “You spend a lot of time alone
Lieutenant, when it comes time to be part of a team- that can be a problem.” He looked
back.   “You scan me?”

“I’m sorry Sir, I’m just used to working alone.”

“According to your report you had partners in CorSec, correct?”

His mind flashed to Gordi, Petrubuck and a few other partners he’d had while in CorSec-
all dead or retired.  “Yes Sir, but I always found myself more used to working alone.
There are fewer…complications.”

“Perhaps, though you don’t really have a choice now,” Kryll looked back up
towards the ship.  “This is a good looking vessel Lieutenant.”

“Thank you Sir.”

“I can see why you like spending so much time on her,” the man began walking
up the ramp and Jonus followed.

“Sir?”

The man kept moving, now at the top of the ramp. “Yes?”

His mind flashed to the holo of Gordi’s torture, still hovering nice and bright above his
bed- and in full view of his open cabin door. Inwardly he cursed himself for being so



careless and against his better judgment, reached out and grabbed Kryll’s forearm.  The
man stopped, looking at Jonus’ hand like it was made of cheese.

“Lieutenant?”

Almost instantly Jonus let go, and took a step back.  “Sorry Sir, just an instinctive
reaction- I’m not used to other people boarding my ship.”

Kryll stared without saying anything for a moment, then, slowly, as if dragging a knife
through a wound- “Lieutenant, ‘your’ ship is on my base.  Therefore, it is my ship for me
to do with it as I please- including commandeering for joyrides or having it dismantled
into scrap, is that clear?”

“Yes Sir,” Jonus nodded, his jaw going rigid.

“Good,” the man turned and continued into the ship, and with no other choice,
Jonus obediently followed. “I’m concerned about you Lieutenant, your actions this
morning in the landing bay didn’t exactly endear you to Raptor Squad,” Kryll continued.

“I’m aware of that Sir,” Jonus replied. From a half dozen meters down the
corridor the door to his cabin spilled blue light onto the floor. Kryll was walking slow, his
head pivoting to take in the clean floors and spotless walls Jonus was normally so proud
of.  His mind raced- if the man saw the holo of him torturing Gordi, then he would get
nosy and find his ‘collection’ of other inquisitions, and it would be the end- at the least he
could expect a court martial and since the New Republic was still trying to win favors
throughout the galaxy, they would likely turn him over to CorSec for punishment, where
he would get the death sentence- if he was lucky. Worst case scenario is he would be
tossed into prison- the same prison filled with hundreds of perps he was responsible for
putting there.
Death was the preferable option.

But he couldn’t let that happen.

He would have to take out Kryll and make a run for it. His chances of getting out of the
system without having to fight past the patrols was slim- but he saw no other way.  That
it should all come down to this…

He balled his hands into fists as Kryll stopped in the lit doorway.

“Enjoying some holos?” Kryll cocked an eyebrow, eyes scanning the room.

“Yes,” Jonus tensed, he would have to strike the man in the throat- incapacitate
him first, then…

“Looks a bit rough for my tastes,” the man shook his head, then glanced over and
gave him a lopsided grin.  “Perhaps you and Vic have more in common than you think.”



“Sir?” Jonus shook his head.

“Lieutenant,” Kryll turned and placed a hand on his shoulder. “We’re all stuck
here, out in the middle of nowhere far away from family and loved ones. It’s a lonely
existence a lot of the time, but it’s the life we’ve chosen. There’s nothing wrong with
calling up some recreational holos,” he gestured into the cabin where the holo of Gordi’s
face was still frozen in mid-scream.

“Yes, well, I do get lonely sometimes, Sir,” Jonus nodded, giving a sheepish grin
and relaxing his fists.

“Hey, that’s fine, we all do,” Perfo guided him back into the corridor. “But adult
holos are no substitute for real interaction- I think you need to give your new team
another go-round, get to know them- they may be more like you than you realize.”

They reached the top of the ramp and Jonus turned, nodding. “I doubt that Sir. The fact is
that these men, are or were criminals, and that’s a lot for someone like me to get past.”

“Again, it’s all about choices- and you don’t have one Lieutenant,” Perfo said,
crossing his arms. “In fact, you can consider it an order to get to know this team better if
it makes it easier for you.”

They stared at each other for a moment, neither one saying anything and Jonus
considered going ahead and killing the man and taking his chances with a mercenary
group- but the thought of having a price on his head quenched that idea.

“Sir, I’ll take your suggestion, and I’ll get to know them better- but I’m telling
you- they step out of line or do something illegal on my watch, and I’ll turn them over to
high command so fast they will be staring at the inside of a New Republic prison cell
before they can blink.”

His rage led him to the gymnasium in the bottom of Tierfon Station where
soldiers often worked on heavy bags and droid sparring partners to train and learn new
maneuvers.  He wasn’t interested in learning anything new, he just needed to beat on
something, to destroy something. To release the anger that had built up inside.
Unrelenting, Jonus fired haymaker after haymaker into the padded droid that hovered
before him.  The training bot didn’t put up any defense, didn’t struggle, merely hovered
in place and took the beating that seemed to last for hours. Finally, his knuckles bleeding
through the hand wraps, he slowed and stopped, dropping to the mat and laying back.
The smell of sweat and blood filled his nostrils…a stale, old smell mixed with industrial-
grade antiseptic cleanser that was a part of the mat now, a smell that reminded him of the



training room on the Star Destroyer his father captained when he was a child. It was there
where off duty stormtroopers showed him how to defend himself-all the while beating
him within an inch of his life to his father’s amusement. He smiled, remembering back to
Trooper 3290.  The tall muscular soldier had seemed to take a certain delight in punishing
a young teenaged Kable, hammering away, knocking several teeth loose and putting him
in bacta more than a few times while his father watched intently from beyond the mat.
Each time, his father explained, through the transparent tube of the bacta tank, how it
would make him strong, how it would shape him as a man.
It shaped him alright. Blinking back sweat, Jonus focused on the glare of the lights above.
He was alone, at this hour even the graveyard shift had found their hiding holes and were
nestling in for the night. He was glad. He didn’t like people watching him, it reminded
him too much of his life on the “Vigilance”, where your every move seem to be
monitored, analyzed and dissected.
Especially the night he found Trooper 3290 drunk out of his mind.  The soldier had
imbibed too much Corellian Lum and was staggering back to his bunk.  He never saw
Jonus come up from behind, never saw him pull a piece of pipe from a nearby work cart
and certainly never saw the blow that ended his life.
Body shaking, Jonus began to laugh, tears welling in his eyes as he replayed the event
back and forth in his mind. Trooper 3290’s surprised expression, his attempts to grab the
pipe with his bloodied hands and the way his face seemed to simply fold in on itself each
time the pipe made contact.
Finally, Jonus dropped the pipe and simply walked away. He knew the Vigilance like the
back of his hand, and had avoided any patrols. He showered off, incinerated his blooded
clothes and went to sleep…and slept better than he had since before his mother died.
He woke the next morning, expecting to be apprehended, expected that his father would
be staring at him through a laser grid, asking him what happened, where he’d gone
wrong, and what he, as a parent, had done to deserve a murderer for a son. But, to his
astonishment, nothing was said, and no word was mentioned of Trooper 3290’s demise.
The trooper’s duties were handled by another, identical clone, and those on duty acted as
if nothing had happened.
Later that day, Jonus even stole back to the scene of the crime, stunned to find it pristine,
the black floors polished to a high shine reflecting his curious face looking back. Slowly,
he looked up and down the deserted corridor, then finally, to a small panel, set at the end
of the hallway.  A panel he’d never seen before because in the past it had been concealed,
but was now open, it’s panel mysteriously absent. A panel that housed a surveillance
camera, slowly turning on its axis.

They’d been watching him the whole time. They’d seen everything he’d done.

It was there, in the polished, immaculate corridor that had seen him murder another being
that he learned-he learned that if you have the right connections, the right DNA, or were
just bold enough to take some risks, that you could get away with anything. It sickened
him, repulsed him, but fascinated him at the same time.

Slowly, Jonus climbed to his feet, and faced off against his droid sparring partner. He’d
taken that lesson, that knowledge and when he was old enough, enlisted in CorSec, and



now, years later, he was stuck in the New Republic, playing tagalong with a group of
criminals. He grit his teeth and began hammering at the droid, his blood soaked bandages
making sick thuds in its torso. Well, he would give this a chance to play out, he thought
to himself, redirecting his blows so that they peppered the droids head.  If things started
to go south with Raptor Squad, or he saw that he was just spinning his wheels, well, there
was still a war going on in the galaxy wasn’t there? And maybe, just maybe, it was time
for him to switch to a side that was going to appreciate his talents.

*

“It’s wrong, I say we go back,” Lana stood tall, her fists planted squarely on her
hips.  Beside her, Arturo nodded.

In the cockpit of the Brazen Gambit, the tall female human known as Sulin Roe said
nothing, merely continued to pilot the vessel through the black of space and away from
Naburu- a green orb of a planet that now sat off their starboard side. Her brilliant blue
eyes focusing on the pinpoints of light, Sulin continued to tap away at the freighters
controls in silence, while to her right, leaning against the console and pulling back a
string of thick white dreadlocks was a dirty-tan colored human who called himself San-
San.
Taking a long drag from a thick plug of tabbac and expelling the rancid smoke back
through his nostrils, he barely threw her a glance and shook his head.

“Not gonna happen. It’s too hot and we’ll be lucky to get out of here without
getting collared,” he looked over at her. “Now, you and your brother play nice and go
back to your cabin,” he dropped his head just slightly so that his dark eyes fell in the
shadow of his thick coiled hair.

“We left Khara to die! I agree- we go back and get her,” Arturo said.

“You have something in your ears kid?” San-San scratched at his chin scruff and
turned his attention back to the stars. “Doone is dead and gone- told you I saw her get
shot myself.”

They had just narrowly escaped Naburu with their lives where a weapons drop had gone
horribly wrong. A unit of stormtroopers descended on the location, a remote temple
nestled beneath the dense rainforest canopy, like a wave of white-shelled insects and in
the ensuing firefight their friend and Captain of the Brazen Gambit- Khara Doone- had
gotten separated from the rest of the group and reportedly been killed. But Lana didn’t



trust San-San-who’d only been a part of the crew for a few weeks- and wanted proof of
her friend’s demise.

“Yes, well, just because you tell us something does not mean we are so accepting as to
believe it,” Lana shot back at the man.

“Look, by now that whole place is being picked clean by Imps- so if you want to
run back there and get locked up for trying to deliver a supply of black market blaster
rifles and explosives to some underground rebel group- then go ahead and load yourself
into the escape pod and good luck,” San-San said, tossing his hair back.  “Doone was a
fool for taking the run to begin with- too much risk, not enough reward.”

“She was taking the job to help us!” Lana roared. “The medicinal supplies we
were to pick up from the rebels was to go to the Corporate Sector to assist our people!”
she gestured to Arturo. “We’d made this kind of trade off numerous times! Khara was a
friend of my people and sacrificed her own safety to help us!”

“Yeah,” San-San turned back to her. “And this time her risk just didn’t pay off,”
he reached over and began massaging the back of Sulin’s neck-directly below her tight
chestnut-brown flattop. “We’re all damn lucky to have made it out of there.”

“All of us did not,” Arturo said, and Lana could feel him tense up.

“You have a say in this you know,” Lana kneeled beside Sulin,

The woman continued looking forward, and didn’t say anything for a moment, finally
turning a cold stare on her.  “Khara rolled the dice and came up short. She knew what she
was getting in to-and if San-San says he saw her die, well, I believe him,” she went back
to tapping away at the console and Lana felt her skin begin to flush with anger.

“You are supposed to be her friend! You betrayed her!” Lana snarled.

“Hey!  I’m not going to tell you and Arturo again, get back to your cabins,” San-
San dropped a hand to a blaster that hung off his hip.

“You, you’re going to let him talk to us like that? After almost a year of us
crewing together?” Lana looked back to Sulin. “I thought we were friends.”

“I think you better do what he says,” Sulin kept her eyes forward. “It was Khara’s
idea to help you and your people, not mine.”

“You make me sick,” Lana hissed. “Khara was like a sister to you! You both
suffered and sacrificed and now you’re going to just turn your back on her!?! Just
because you’ve decided to jump into bed with some shiftless transient?”



The woman was up and out of her captain’s chair in one fluid motion, her shoulder
catching Lana up beneath the chin and depositing her on the hard durstaeel deck. Lana
caught one of her fists across the jaw, loosening a fang while she intercepted the other
one, blocking it with a forearm. She rolled, and was able to pin the woman to the ground,
bringing her forehead down where it cracked hard into Sulin’s face.
Blood gushed from the woman’s nose, and ignoring it she fired her own forehead
forward, smashing Lana’s muzzle and cracking one of her teeth. Blood filling her mouth,
Lana opened her mouth in a snarl and as she was about to reach down and clamp tight on
Sulin’s throat, ripping it open in one jerk of her head, she felt powerful arms circle her
waist and pull her back.

“Lana!”Arturo shouted, trying to wrestle her away. “Stop!”

Sulin was already on her feet, backed against the cockpit with her hands open to her side
and ready for another attack. Lana struggled for only a moment when she felt something
press against the back of her head.

“You better get that sister of yours under control boy,” San-San’s cool voice filled
the cabin. Lana froze as she heard the almost inaudible ‘click’ of a blaster’s safety being
switched off in her ear.
Slowly she raised her hands in submission, turning around and bearing her bloodied fangs
at San-San.

“Yeah, you snarl at me all you want, but you so much as make another move and
I spray you and Arturo’s brain matter all over this cockpit and space your remains, you
got that?”

“I understand you,” Lana nodded, taking a deep breath and relaxing. She looked
over at Sulin and directed as much distaste towards her as she could muster. “You are
fortunate your man-toy was here to save you, harlot.”

“You don’t know anything about me, you Scruff Rat,” Sulin said, spitting a
globule of blood at her feet. “You’re just another bleeding heart with a sob story looking
for the galaxy to give you a handout- just like Khara.”

“Come on Lana, let’s go back to our cabin,” Arturo  said, pulling her by the arm
towards the cockpit door.

“Yeah, go back and start packing,” Sulin said dropping back into her chair.
“When we set down on Nar Shadda you both get the hell off my ship.”

She woke from the dream, her fur bristling with sweat and hands balled into fists. The
room was cool, but that meant little to Lana, who was shivering- but not from the cold.
The icy death-stare of San-San still lingered in her vision, along with the smirk he’d
given she and Arturo as they retreated through the door- a smirk that told them that he



had his claws in Sulin deep- and no amount of loyalty or coercion was going to bring her
to her senses. The woman was in love.

Love. She almost snorted at the thought, then stopped, remembering the rented freighter
was not terribly large and that Baal or Dr.Salias might hear her.
The dream had caught her off guard- the event having happened over a year in the past,
right before her return to Fibuli. But even now, replaying the events in her mind fresh
from the dream still made her sick- she and Arturo had followed Sulin’s order and
disembarked on Nar Shadda, leaving the Brazen Gambit and its occupants behind.
In weeks following she’d tried to find a way back to Naburu but it was of no use. The
planet- a popular spot for illegal activities and exchanges-had been completely overrun
by the Empire, and so ended any chance she had of going back to find proof her friend
Khara had died as San-San claimed.
Still, even now something pulled at her; she wasn’t sure if it was her small degree of
Force ability or just wishful thinking, but she simply couldn’t believe her friend Khara
dead.
Trying to stretch out on the lumpy, uncomfortable cot she pushed her time on the Brazen
Gambit out of her head and calmed her breathing. Her shift in the cockpit would begin in
a little while and she needed the rest- and a moment later, bundled beneath a blanket
allowed the merciful darkness to close in on her and lull her back to sleep.

“Nervous?” Lana smiled, looking over at Dr. Lauren Salias.

Outside, stars glittered throughout the field of black, filling the cockpit with a pale white
light. They would be arriving at Tierfon Station inside of a day, having left the Temple,
Mew-Tao and JIE to rendezvous with Baal’s team. Before they were able to take off
Salias flagged them down and demanded to come along. To Lana’s surprise, Baal agreed,
citing that the woman was more than welcome to shoulder some of the cost of renting the
ship and taking over watch-which she gladly did.

“You could say that,” Lauren said, curling her legs up beneath her in the co-
pilot’s chair. Clad in a skin tight white medic jumpsuit and matching boots, her honey
colored hair was pulled back in a ponytail that flared out and reached down the center of
her back. She wore no makeup, not that it mattered- she was still the most attractive
human Lana had ever seen.  “I’ve got butterflies in my stomach,” she said.

“Why?” Lana tapped lightly at the controls.

“I, I really don’t know. I’m not sure what to expect really,” Lauren said,
shrugging.  “I mean, I hope Vic is there, but with the way things ended…” she shook her
head.  “Part of me didn’t really expect to ever see him again, well, alive at least.”



“How did things end?”

“Abruptly,” Lauren gave a small laugh. “It was like a sunburst- we flared bright,
hot and then suddenly,” she made a fist and opened it, spreading her fingers wide, “Poof!
Gone.”

“You know, with everything that went on with the Mew-Tao, you and I never
really got a chance to talk much,” Lana shook her head, “about anything other than the
number of dead or wounded that continued to pour in from the border skirmishes.”

“Yes, believe it or not, I am more than a doctor,” Lauren smiled. “Though on
Fibuli there wasn’t much to occupy to my time other than trying to save Trianni.”

“Your sacrifice didn’t go unnoticed you know,” Lana reached over at put a hand
on the woman’s shoulder, “there are many Mew-Tao who owe their lives to you.”

Blushing, Lauren smiled and shrugged. “The Mew-Tao was like a family to me, though
my father would have a fit if he knew what I was doing with my talents.”

“Your father?”

Lauren sighed and rolled her eyes. “Yes.  My dear father doesn’t believe other species are
good for much else other than tending his gardens and balancing his fat bank account.”

“Really? What does he do?”

“He’s a politician, of course,” Lauren expelled the word as if it were diseased.
“On Coruscant no less. Don’t get me wrong, I love my father, but he and I, we simply
have different views on things.”

“It seems you have different views on many things,” Lana adjusted the internal
atmospheric controls- zipping through hyperspace didn’t require much by way of
piloting, merely someone to watch the monitors and make sure they didn’t suffer any
system failures-though in the poor excuse for a ship they’d managed to rent, system
failures appeared to be a very real possibility. “Would he have approved of your mate?”

“My what?”

“Your mate. Vic.”

The laugh caught Lana off guard. “What is so funny?”

“Nothing,” the woman waved it off, “I just never really saw him as, well, that.”



“I realize many human cultures generally have different views on relationships
than we do, but some there are some constants- I mean, do you see him as the father of
your children?”

“Woah, let’s not get ahead of ourselves,” Lauren leaned back. “I mean, I had a lot
of fun with Vic, and we seemed to really hit it off, and he has a way of…” she trailed off,
and Lana looked over to see the woman had slipped into her own memories. Pulling
herself back, Lauren smiled, “he has a way of ‘taking your mind off of your problems’ I
guess you could say.”

Tapping away at the controls, Lana cocked an eyebrow at her.  “So you still care for
him?”

The question hung in the air for a moment before Lauren answered. “I…I think so. Yes,
of course I care for him” she shook her head.  “I thought I was over him, and I know the
work he does, the things they have to do, our lives just aren’t compatible, but still…” she
trailed off, her eyes taking on a distant gaze as if she were looking for answers in the
stars. “I couldn’t stop thinking about him- while on Fibuli. The time we spent together
after leaving Mrllst- those memories kept me warm on a lot of cold nights.”

“I know how you feel. Sometimes, our emotions tend to get the better of us in the
most inopportune times, and sometimes it’s all we have that gets us through those same
times,” Lana smiled.

Lauren laughed then shook her head.  “I doubt you know how I feel. No offense Lana,
but you are the most focused and driven person I know.  I doubt some male with a
swagger could sway you easily.”

It was Lana’s turn to be silent. And her indecision to reveal her growing feelings for Baal
made her hesitate just long enough for Lauren to turn a curious eye on her. “What?
What’s going on?” Lauren asked, a small smile pulling at her mouth.

“Nothing, nothing is going on,” Lana turned back to the controls, but she felt the
skin beneath her fur beginning to blush. “Everything is fine.”

“Hey, I’m a doctor, remember? It’s my nature to read when people are trying to
hide things from me. So spill sister.”

“I feel like I’m back in the den fawning over some protector initiate,” Lana
laughed, shaking her head.  “I never had much time for the males, they were hardy
warriors, and necessary, but I never thought of having time for a mate, especially now.”

“A mate? There are only a few male Mew-Tao that made it off…” Lauren trailed
off.  “So who is it? Sundra?  Manetako?”



Lana snorted laughter. “Hardly, neither of them are even fully fledged Protectors
yet.”

“Protectors?  But there are only two Protectors on Garnib, Arturo and…”
Lauren’s mouth dropped open and she threw a glance towards the closed cockpit door
that led to the rest of the freighter. “Baal! You’re interested in Baal!”

“Shhh!” Lana turned, panic racing through her body. “Quiet!  I don’t want him to
hear us!”

Smiling, Lauren shook her head, her ponytail swishing across her shoulders. “Well I’ll be
a Bith’s optometrist! You and Baal? I never would have seen that in a million lightyears.”

“Why?” Lana held her hands out. “We’re both of the same clan, species, we…”
but Lauren was already waving her off.

“No, no, it’s not that, it’s just that, well, you seem so sure, so in control of
yourself and your emotions, and Baal,” she studied something on her hand that wasn’t
there, “Baal just seems a bit like a loose cannon.”

Lana knew Lauren was right, had the same opinion even, but something deep down, from
where she had no idea, felt the need to defend the protector. “Baal is a powerful warrior
and asset to the Mew-Tao, he would be a suitable mate for any Trianni female.”

“Oh, no, no I know that, I just,” Lauren put her hand on Lana’s shoulder as the
Trianni turned back to the controls. “I thought I was the only one on this ship with
relationship problems. This is just a side of you I’ve never seen before and it’s just caught
me a bit off guard.”

“Its fine Lauren,” Lana shook her head. “It’s a side of me I’m not very familiar
with either. The Mew-Tao doesn’t allow for much in the way of romantic bonds, usually,
you find a mate, reproduce and work to make sure your litter is strong and trained to fight
by the time they can crawl.”

“So, does Baal not realize you have these feelings?”

“Feelings, I wish I knew what those were exactly.”

“You don’t?  Now you’re sounding like me,” Lauren sighed.

“I know what my body seems to want,” Lana said.  “But that’s merely animal
instinct. I’ve had plenty of experience suppressing that side of me up till now, I don’t
know what makes this situation so different.”

“Perhaps because what you are feeling is more than just ‘animal instinct’.”



“Explain,” Lana turned in her seat.

“Simple, maybe what you are feeling is love.”

Lana sat staring at the woman for a moment waiting for her to continue. “Oh, you’re
being serious?”

Laughing, Lauren pushed at her leg with the soft toe of her boot. “Of course I’m being
serious! I know the Trianni favor procreation above emotional attachment in
relationships, but it is possible you are falling in love with him you know. It’s not like
you are a droid.”

“I didn’t realize I was so easy to read,” Lana let the sarcasm drip form her tongue.

“Hey, I took two semesters of psychology,” Lauren said, giving a faux-stern
expression.  “Don’t make fun.”

Lana snickered. “No, I think for some species that might hold true. Maybe love does have
a part but trust me, if there were any reason to take Baal as my mate, it would be for
reproduction purposes only.”

“Wow, that sounds so…” Lauren shook her head, “I guess hollow isn’t exactly
the right word…”

“No, ‘hollow’ sums it up rather well,” Lana agreed, nodding.  “I didn’t think I
would ever have to deal with such feelings, but back on Garnib, something happened and
I felt myself attracted to Baal. It’s futile and pointless,” Lana felt anger and pain welling
up inside.

Standing, Lauren turned around and leaned against the console, staring down into her
eyes.  “Don’t say that. You have to hold out hope, you have to believe that you can find
happiness. If not, then what’s the point? In any of this?” she gestured to the void of space.

“Preservation of the Met-Tao, of my people, for starters.”

“Spoken like a true High Priestess who always put others before herself. You are
entitled to a life too, you know.”

“Maybe, eventually,” Lana admitted. “Though I doubt Arturo would agree,” her
brother had always been the focused warrior, and possessed the mindset that females
were for breeding and leading and little else.  Ever since their parents were killed in the
border skirmishes when they were young they had always been together and his opinion
meant more than anything to her and she was fully aware of his opinion of Baal-not that
she could disagree.



“Arturo? Arturo needs to worry about himself, I understand being protective, but
he can’t control your life.”

“No, but he may be right this time. Baal is irresponsible. I can’t be with someone who
runs off, leaving the Mew-Tao at the drop of a hat…” she laughed and waved to nothing
in particular. “And look at me! I’m doing the exact same thing! I’ve got a planet full of
followers with no direction sitting on Garnib watching it snow and here I am, tearing
through the galaxy just to be with him so he can ‘teach’ me the ways of the Force.  It’s
madness.”

Nothing but the flickering stars answered her for a moment, finally, Lauren seemed to
pull herself from her own thoughts and offered a weak smile. “No, not madness, love.
Though to be honest, it’s times like these that it’s impossible to tell the difference
between the two.”

*

“Seems a bit extreme, doesn’t it?” Ket asked from behind the shimmering blue
wall of energy. He was seated on a stool clad in nothing more than a pair of yellow
coveralls and matching slippers. A bandage crossed his nose where Vic had struck him
and both eyes were now black, adding emphasis to his already unsettling red cybernetic
orbs. A low ominous hum rolled from the containment field, which was an ovoid just big
enough to give Ket room to take a few steps in either direction-before the wall of energy
would knock him out like a Barabel prizefighter.
Vic leaned back in his chair and sipped at his caffe and shrugged.  They were alone in the
plain white room, with two armed guards outside a meter thick blast door on the opposite
end of the room behind him-a door that could only be opened from the outside. The New
Republic wasn’t taking any chances.
“Given the prisoner, not at all,” Vic said, gesturing to the field with his mug.  “In fact, if
it were me I would have you sealed in a durasteel tube filled with sand just so your head
could stick out.”

“Yeah, but you’re paranoid,” Ket smiled.



“And you’re insane, that’s why I’m out here and you,” Vic threw the remainder of
his caffe at Ket, watching it sizzle and disappear into steam as it met the crackling blue
energy, “are in there.”
The madman had requested to see him and Vic was rustled from a deep sleep, still
nursing an extreme hangover from polishing off two bottles of Lazhan Port the night
before. Lights were still too damn bright and noises way too loud for his tastes and his
patience-always at a minimum- had run dry when it came to Ket.
“So, you just want some company?  Is that why you had them wake me up?”

Still staring at where the caffe had disappeared in the field, Ket shook his head. “No.  I
just thought we should talk, before…”

“Before what? You want to clear your conscious of killing off Socatoa or
shooting Klux? Or maybe you want to apologize for bombing JIE.”

Vic expected an angry or sarcastic retort, but was surprised when Ket merely smiled and
shook his head back and forth, his black hair brushing against his eyelids. “Nah Vic. I’ve
already come to peace with what I’ve done. I did a long time ago. You and me?
We’re…”

“Don’t say ‘we’re the same’ and go on with that ‘we’re killers and it’s what we
do’ crap pal. You made a decision to turn on us and hunt us down, and ya know what?  If
you had a good reason I might have understood it. But you didn’t. You’re nuts and that’s
exactly why you do crazy stuff that lands you in a containment chamber,” Vic pointed to
the ovoid.  “Now, if that’s all you want to do is sit here and cry on my shoulder I’ve got
better things to do than waste time on you.”
Standing, Vic kicked the chair over and was almost to the door when Ket spoke.

“Lacacia.”

He froze.

At first he thought he imagined the word, that somewhere in a brain still floating in a pool
of Lazhan Port, that he imagined Ket saying the name of his sister. But as he turned back
around, the smile and the mischievous glint in the blaster-slinge’s eye told him he hadn’t
imagined it.
Ket knew his sisters name. A name he never revealed to anyone in Raptor Squad, because
he’d never told any of them he’d even had a sister.
Picking up the chair, Vic parked it a meter from the shimmering wall and sat back down,
leaning forward. Ket pulled his stool forward as well and both leaned in, their faces
practically touching the brilliant blue field.

“How?” Vic asked.



“Easy. I knew where you were from and since I’m not the guy who killed the
King, it was easy to get on planet and do some digging. I found out a lot about you Vic,
you’d be surprised the kind of free time a combination of insomnia and paranoia opens
up.”

“So, you have a name.  Doesn’t mean you know anything else.”

“Lacacia Kasteel. Current age, 24 standard years, was a student at Morcorian
University on…”

“Alright, enough,” Vic said.  It almost made him sick just to hear the madman
talking about his sister like he even remotely knew her. When Vic had fled Vol Kol his
sister was thankfully off planet at the time, attending a university a few systems over. He
got a message to her to run, to go underground and was even able to call in a few favors
and send her some credits to tide her over.
He never heard from her again. And after futilely searching for the past seven years,
tracking down leads when he could and sending out feelers that wouldn’t put his neck on
a chopping block, he’d resigned himself that he would never see his little sister again, to
the point he tried to think about her as little as possible.
“So, you’ve got a name and you were able to dig up some general info. Congrats, you can
use a census database,” Vic shook his head. “I’ve known you too long Ket. All this
means is that you want to screw with me one last time before they put you through the
ringer.”

Smiling what Vic perceived as an almost genuine smile, Ket nodded. “The ringer, yeah,
you don’t know the half of it Vic,” he leaned back and picked at the jumpsuit, hands
absently brushing his hips where a blaster belt normally hung. “What do you think is
going to happen to me, I mean, from this point forward?”

“Not my problem,” Vic said.

“No, I guess it isn’t, or maybe,” the madman shrugged, “maybe you just don’t
want to think about it. They won’t let me walk Vic. They won’t set me free back in the
galaxy with the things I’ve done, and even if they did, even if they were to squeeze every
bit of info out of me, what then?  How long do you think I would last in the galaxy after
screwing over Akelish?”

“Not long,” Vic admitted. “I wouldn’t worry, I’m  sure they’ll give you a nice
little cell somewhere,” but Ket as already shaking his head.

“Akelish has reach, Vic. That old crusty Hutt would get to me and take me out
one way or the other. In a way, I would be lucky if her underlings screw up and kill me
first- it would save me a lot of suffering.”



“If you’re looking for sympathy, you’re pointed at the wrong person.  I knew you
didn’t have info on my sister you were going to give me for free.  Have fun with your
future,” Vic snarled.

“Vic, I’m not going to give you her location for free.  But I know someone who
knows where she is.”

“Go on.”

“It’s not going to be easy- or free. You have to do something for me.”

Laughing, Vic rolled his eyes. “Of course, because I owe you, right?”

Ket shook his head.  “No, because it’s all I have left to bargain with.  Because I
know you Vic, and beneath it all, I know you’ll get the job done.”

They sat in silence, each one staring daggers into the others pupils. Ket’s red cybernetic
eyes glowed with a pulsating, insane light that Vic had come to associate with violence
and madness, but there was something underneath that even those lifeless metal balls
couldn’t conceal-sincerity. Or, Vic thought, maybe he was so desperate to see his sister
again he was willing to go along with the madman. Finally, he nodded. “Alright Ket,
what do you want me to do?”

“Go to Jalon Station in the Celanon Sector. There is a room registered there under
Lotek Skidna. Inside are four boxes. Take the black one, ignore the rest. Go to a bar
called the ‘Blind Bantha’ on Tatooine and tell them you have a ‘special’ delivery for
Bak’te, courtesy of Skidna.”

“That’s it?”

Smiling, Ket nodded.  “Yep. Bak’te can tell you where to find your dear, sweet sister.”

“What’s in the box?”

“A birthday present.”

“I find that unlikely.”

“Doesn’t matter, It’s not your affair, all you need to do is keep it safe and deliver
it.”

“Sounds too easy.”

“Trust me, it’s not,” Ket smiled.



Thoughts rolled through his head, and he couldn’t help suppress the hope that after all
these years he finally had a lead, and actual location, on where his sister might be.  Years
of searching, of having his hopes smashed and destroyed after each lead ran dry with
nothing to show, and now-something. Then he stopped and remembered who he was
talking to.
“Ket,” he leaned forward so close to the field that the hair that ran down his jaw stood on
end, “if you know me so well, you know that if this turns out to be a setup, if you try to
screw me over one last time, that I will come back here, or wherever they ship your
carcass off to, and I will snuff you from the galaxy without hesitation.”

“I know Vic,” the mans voice was resigned, as if all of his well laid plans and
schemes had finally run out, leaving him hollow inside, as if the thirst for revenge and
payback had ripped out anything that ever mattered in the man, leaving a defeated husk.
Behind Vic, the blast door swung open, releasing a burst of cool air into the room.  He
turned, irritated that someone had chosen this particular moment to interrupt. Standing in
the doorway, clad in a black longcoat that brushed the ground stood a frail looking near-
human with ghostly white skin.
His eyes were like two black holes, set into a gaunt face framed by thin flat hair that fell
to his shoulders, seeming to flow into the coal black of his jacket. A hint of blue tinged
the hollow of his cheeks and beneath his eyes, giving the man a cadaverous appearance
while a thin van dyke curved around his mouth like a snake; slowly, he removed leather
gloves revealing fine delicate fingers that appeared to have never seen a day’s hard labor
in their life and when he spoke, his voice slithered from his mouth like a Rodian Pit
Svaper.

“Greetings, I am Cyruce Blaac, New Republic Intelligence. I am here to question
the prisoner.”

“If you have any plans on killing me Vic,” he heard Ket whisper from behind,
“you better hurry. I don’t think there will be much left of me when this guy gets done.”

He didn’t do anything fancy with the credstick that carried a balance of over one
hundred-thousand credits, merely tossing it at the chest of the Ubese bounty hunter who
caught it out of the air with one smooth motion.
The Stacked Deck was packed this time of night, with soldiers coming off duty and
looking to unwind and others, about to go on duty or take off on assignments nursing hot
mugs of caffe while trying to wake up from little sleep. Soft music piped in from
overhead sound tubes filled the cantina, while table lamps provided the only real
illumination throughout, creating pockets of light one navigated to either make it to the
bar in the back or one of the booths arranged on the periphery.



Unlike Salacious D’s, where one could easily loose focus or concentration, The Stacked
Deck was a gamblers bar, quiet enough and providing enough privacy that one could
think and gamble with little distraction.
Vic wasn’t surprised Koort chose it over the skin den across the way.

“There you go Koort, Ket’s bounty and Uuric’s, as agreed,” Vic nodded, dropping
into the booth across from the fully armored hunter. Vic almost laughed- Koort remained
equipped as if he expected anything at any time. And Ket thought Vic was paranoid.

“Much appreciated Palisades,” Koort said, holding the stick up and toggling the
balance. After a moment, the hunter finally nodded, more to himself than Vic, and slid
the stick beneath his breastplate-right above his heart. “How’s the hand?”

“Better,” Vic flexed his digits. They were still sore from his altercation with the
Ket-Bot, but bacta was nothing short of a miracle-cure and after some treatments earlier
in the day he was left with little more than a dull ache that was slowly, but gradually,
subsiding.

“Glad to hear it,” Koort said. “I hate to ask, but I need passage back to Celanon,
or the closest planet. I can go from there, and I’m willing to pay.”

Ordering a black caffe from an older boxy serving droid that made the rounds throughout
the Deck’ Vic leaned forward, his face above the faint blue illuminated tabletop. “About
that,” Vic shook his head. “The Skull will be down for repairs for at least the next month,
so we’re pretty much stuck here…”

“I’m not surprised from what I’ve seen of the damage,’ Koort nodded.  “Tenspot
is going to have a hard time getting that bucket back up and running. You really should
get yourself a qualified mechanic.”

“Vic smiled, “Is that an offer?” but before Koort could respond, Vic was already
waving the comment off. “Look, Koort, the rest of my team will be showing up tomorrow
sometime, I’d like to be able to introduce them to you as our new member.”

“Sorry Palisades, I’m not sure I like the make-up of your crew. Jedi?  Outlaws?
Madmen? Sounds like the last place you would find a registered bounty hunter.” Koort
crossed his arms and leaned back. “I’ve had offers from a few guild houses I’m
considering- sound offers.”

Smiling, Vic nodded and leaned back so the serving droid could place the cup of black
caffe in front of him. When the droid hovered away, Vic leaned forward, taking a sip of
the caustic concoction. “I see. Well, joining our group would give you something you
wouldn’t be able to get anywhere else, in those fancy guild houses or otherwise.”

“What’s that?”



“An in,” Vic said.

“An in?”

“Yeah,” Vic scratched at his jaw.  “Yeah, an in.  An in to places someone like you
couldn’t normally get to, places that hold the real big bounties,” Vic took another sip of
caffe.

“I can get in to those places Palisades. I just choose not to,” Koort said.

“Yeah, right.  And that’s why you are stuck cashing in on small time bounties,”
Vic reached over and tapped Koort’s armor-directly above his chest. The Ubese froze and
stared at Vic’s hand like it had sprouted talons. “Bet you that entire credstick you got
nestled there that this is the most you’ve ever gotten for a bounty. I would even go so far
as to say it’s at least five, six times above what you’ve ever raked in.”
The Ubese remained silent, staring impassively at Vic from behind his helmet’s black
mirrored visor.  The only response was the rhythmic hiss of the hunter’s respirator.

“I thought so,” Vic nodded.

“I do well for myself,” Koort said, a hint of agitation in his voice.

“Yeah, and I bet you will do well for yourself until you take on that one bounty
who is just a bit quicker, or faster, or worse-smarter- than you.  Then your piecemeal
career comes to an end with what? A life filled limping around the galaxy in rental ships
so you can save a handful of creds, chasing low-rent bounties for pocket change just to
get you from one planet to the next?  Nice life Koort, we should all shoot so high.”

“Maybe if you shot that high instead of shooting a king you wouldn’t be in the
situation you’re in.”

“HA!” Vic slapped the table attracting the attention of some nearby gamblers.
“Cheap shot Koort!  I like it! Shows me you aren’t afraid to play dirty when the situation
calls for it,” Vic shook his head.  “Look, I’m not running you down, I just see wasted
potential, and we need to rebuild. My team has taken some hits, we’ve lost some people
and I’m recruiting. You’ve got talent and you’re capable and you’re the best mechanic
I’ve come across in a long time. We’ve got resources, resources you could use to get the
job done, and we run in circles that puts us in direct contact with all manner of scum-real
scum-the kind that people pay handsomely to see dead or captured. I just think it would
work out well for all parties. And hey, if you join up and see that it isn’t working out,
then good luck to you. No hard feelings- unless you try to take one of us down on your
way out of course.”

The rapid succession of blasts from the respirator made Vic cringe as Koort’s laughter
died out.  “Palisades, if I decide to take you out you won’t see it coming,” Koort held his
hands out. “It’s an intriguing offer, but still, you’ve not put anything on the table I can’t



get myself.  Like you said, I’m capable, smart and have skills that gets the job done.  And
as far as infiltrating the lowlife criminal havens, I’m no stranger to rubbing elbows with
scum. I spent a few weeks in Akelish the Hutt’s employ a while back to get at Adkins,”
Koort voice dipped low, the already grating sound taking on a sinister tone.  “And I’ll be
going back there to finish that bit of business. I’ve got a blaster pack with her name
already etched in its side.”

His mug stopping halfway to his mouth, Vic sat it back down, narrowing his eyes.
“Akelish the Hutt?”

“You know her?”

Smiling, Vic nodded. “Who do you think gave her that cybernetic eye patch?”

Both sat in silence for a moment, seeming to regard each other in a different light.  “You
want a shot at Akelish?” Vic asked. “She’s not easy to get to…almost impossible for one
person to take out.”

Perhaps,” Koort agreed.

“She’s on our list.  Klux and I both have scores to settle with her, and she’s got no
love lost for us. Looks like you and me both have some unfinished business on Valex
III,” Vic said, pushing the caffe away.

“It seems we do,” Koort said, his helmet tilted down as if he were inspecting
something on the table, or lost in thought.  Finally, he looked up.  “I want my own room.”

“I think we can accommodate that.”

Leaning across the table, the Ubese held out a studded leather glove. Vic reached across
and both shook.  “Congratulations Palisades. Your team just became more dangerous
than it already is.”

*

The old freighter looked like it was held together with spot welds and wishful
thinking as it set down on the landing pad amidst an accompanying hissing and rattling



that came from various parts of the ship.  Klux shook his head, thinking that whoever was
piloting was either extremely brave or had a death wish. He’d been up for hours but was
unable to meditate- a morning ritual. Something wasn’t right on Tierfon Station.  He
couldn’t put his finger on it, couldn’t narrow down what exactly was off or unusual or
had changed, but he felt an undercurrent through the Force that was preventing him from
relaxing. Married with Da’Jony’s appearance the previous evening, and his series of
disturbing dreams he was tired, on edge and ready for anything.
When the ramp lowered and Baal strolled down, his powerful frame wrapped in deep
violet cloaks billowing in the Tierfon Station afternoon breeze he wasn’t surprised.
Flying a pieced together heap of junk for a thrill seemed right up the Trianni’s alley.
Strolling across the pad, Baal sidestepped a pair of mouse droids whipping past on some
errand or another and nodded to Klux.

“Klux, you seem well,” Baal said.

“Baal, you aren’t the one piloting the freighter?” Klux nodded to the ship that was
going through shutdown procedures.

Smiling the Trianni shook his head.  “I’m powerful in the Force, but not that powerful.”

“Then who…” Klux began but was cut off by the stamp of boots and string of
curses that echoed across the hanger.

“What the hell happened to my office building!?!” Vic roared. Baal rolled his
eyes and crossed his arms, settling a wide smile on his face.

“Good to see you too, Vic!” Baal said.

“Stow that Baal!  What the hell did Ket do to my base?  How bad is it?” Vic was
agitated, still reeked of alcohol and Klux had to gently pull on the Force to dim the man’s
voice.  “Was anyone hurt and more importantly,” Vic jammed a finger past Baal.  “Who
the hell is that!?!”
All turned to see a trim grey female Trianni in a red and white latex bodysuit and
matching thigh high boots exit the freighter. She stopped at the pointing and slowly
approached the group, looking between Baal and Vic with apprehension. Klux could feel
subtle Force waves emanating from her; he mentally logged this as something to discuss
with Baal-in private.

“That’s Lana,” Baal said.

“Right, ok, who?” Vic said. All around various New Republic pilots and techs had
stopped working and were now watching the interaction. Klux shook his head as Baal
held his hands out and tried to explain.

“Lana. She’s a Mew-Tao. We were forced to go to…”



“Baal, hey, walk with me for a second,” Vic said, slapping the felinoid on the
shoulder and leading him to a deserted corner of the hanger. Klux followed, looking back
over his shoulder and smiling at Lana who watched the exchange with interest.

“Baal, take a look around, you see anything out of the ordinary?” Vic said,
gesturing to the hanger.

After giving the pad a once over Baal shook his head. “No, everything seems to be in
order.”

“Yeah, in order, for a SECRET HIDDEN BASE!”  Vic shouted. “Do you think
we’re running some sort of nightclub here?  What the hell is going through that thick cat
skull of yours that makes you think it’s perfectly fine to bring an outsider here? In a rent-
a-ship no less!?!”

Klux stepped up, putting a hand on Vic’s shoulder.  “Point of reference Vic, we did bring
Koort here, and that might prove to be a questionable decision.”

“Don’t start with me Klux,” Vic snarled, knocking his hand away.  “We had no
choice in that.”

“What’s a Koort?” Baal asked.

“A bounty hunter, a short one,” a metallic voice echoed from nearby.  Ten Spot
hovered over and leaned in. “Are we having a secret meeting?  I heard you from across
the bay.”

“A bounty hunter?  I don’t like the sound of that,” Baal said, scratching at the
scruff of white hair sprouting from his chin.

“And I don’t like the sound of a Mew-Tao hanging around a secret base, present
company excluded,” Vic said staring intently at Baal. “For now anyway.”

“Woah, I think we all need to calm down,” Klux said holding his hands up.  “I
think it would be best if we all just sat down, connected the dots and everyone got filled
in and on the same page before things get more complicated.”

“Vic?”

They all turned to see Dr. Lauren Salias, standing frozen in white coveralls and
boots.  Her brilliant blue eyes were wide with pouty red lips pulled into an enormous
grin. For a moment no one spoke, and before anyone could get a word out she shrieked
and made a beeline for the outlaw, leaping from the ground and landing in his arms
where she locked him in a hug that would have impressed a Wookiee. From behind her
blond bouncing ponytail Klux could see Vic’s face- a mixture of surprise and worry.



“Things just got more complicated Klux,” Ten Spot said before hovering away.

He waited until everyone began to disperse, breaking up into small groups or
heading back from where they came and followed Baal as he headed into Tierfon
Station’s interior. “I wanted to speak with you, privately,” he said, falling in to step
beside the Trianni. Various soldiers hustled past, disappearing around a bend in the drab
ferrocrete corridor.

“Can it wait?  I’ve got some things to see to before our meeting with Vic,” Baal
said not slowing.

“No, it can’t,” Klux stepped in front of Baal, barring his way. The Trianni
stopped, cocking an eyebrow at him as Lana slowly approached.

“Lana, wait on the ship, I’ll be along after my meeting with the rest of the team,”
he said, eyes never leaving Klux.

“But Baal, I…”

The massive Trianni turned towards her and she  immediately went silent.  “It’s not a
request,” he said.

Klux could feel waves of irritation striking him from both Trianni, though Lana’s was the
first to subside. “I will be on the ship, you and I need to talk when you get back,” she
said, turning and leaving.

“Nice to see your interpersonal skills still intact, now you’re even getting your
own people angry at you,” Klux smiled.

“I don’t find you amusing. What do we need to discuss?” Baal said, crossing his
arms over his chest.

“Yeah, I was just trying to break the ice, so much for that,” Klux rolled his eyes.
He gestured for Baal to continue and they headed towards the meeting room in the center
of the base. “Look, it’s been a while since things happened- things that we’ve both had
time to digest-“

“You mean Chance almost killing us?  I’ve tried to put that out of my head
actually,” Baal said. “It was a mistake to try to train him.”

“I agree!” Klux breathed a sigh of relief.  “We just aren’t ready, we…”



“No, I meant it was a mistake to try to train him with you.”

“What?” Klux shook his head as they navigated the corridor. “What are you
talking about? We both failed him! It wasn’t just…”

The Trianni clapped him on the shoulder. “It’s ok Klux- it’s not entirely your fault. I was
foolish to think that the teachings of your master would hold up- the Jedi failed because
of flawed logic and misplaced emphasis on playing at being diplomats. Da’Jony was
simply a product of a broken system. I’ve forgiven you.”
They reached the conference room and entered as two 3-PO droids finished setting out an
array of fresh fruit and decanters of water on a large conference table. There was little
else of note in the nondescript room, besides a wall full of vid monitors and a holo
projector that occupied the back half of the room’s floor, it looks like every other room in
the base- practical, utilitarian and dull.

 “You forgive me?” Klux snapped shut his mouth shut- his voice bounced about
the room, louder than he expected. “Baal- we were both to blame!” he said- lower this
time as he triggered the door shut. “And I don’t think it’s fair to try to hang all of this one
me or Da’jony- the Jedi may have faltered but their teachings were sound…” but Baal
had pulled out a seat and was already grabbing a shiny red wedge of fruit from the tray.

“Klux, you need to move past this, I have, in fact,” he smiled wide, bearing a
mouthful of gleaming fangs, “I’ve already taken another apprentice.”

“What!?!” Klux froze. “Oh, you’re kidding! Lana!?!”

“Of course Lana. Why else would I have brought her along? If she’s to lead the
Mew-Tao with me I need someone trained who can handle themselves,” the Trianni sunk
thick fangs into the fruit, spraying a fine red mist onto the table.

Klux dropped into a chair opposite his counterpart and this time didn’t bother trying to
hide his amazement. After a moment, Baal finally swallowed his mouthful of pulp and
lowered the fruit. “Yes? Is there something you wish to say to me?”

“A lot of things,” Klux shook his head.  “But Baal, I know you, I know what you
think of me and how low of an opinion you have of me and my Master, so I’ll just hold
my tongue,” he shook his head and tried to calm his breathing- his heartbeat thumped
rhythmically in his temples and he felt the vein alongside his head beginning to throb.

“You aren’t going to argue with me?  To try to talk me out of this? Or tell me how
wrong I am?” Baal looked genuinely shocked and leaned forward. The vision, dream
whatever it was he’d had the previous evening before his visit with Da’jony flashed
through his mind and he shivered, still feeling the cold red blade run him through.



“Let me ask you Baal- would it matter? Is there anything I can say that will
convince you to put Lana back on that freighter and send her home?” Klux opened his
hands up.

“Of course not,” Baal smirked.

“Exactly,” Klux nodded as the door behind him slid open.

“Exactly what?” Vic asked.  He’d sensed the man approaching the meeting room
and decided if there was any way he would or could convince Baal to rethink his actions,
Vic’s presence would definitely impede such an attempt.

“Nothing, Baal was just telling me how his trip was,” Klux leaned forward and
poured himself a glass of water. Behind Vic Ten-Spot hovered in, floating towards the far
end fo the table where he hovered in silence.

Vic dropped into a seat at the end of the table and looked at them both. “You’re talking
Jedi stuff aintcha?”

“Impressive. Vic, have you ever considered you might be Force sensitive?” Baal
asked, taking another bite of fruit.

“Wouldn’t surprise me, every other goofball in this galaxy seems to be. I’m
thinking the ‘Jedi Purge’ was nothing more than a practical joke,” the man said, fishing a
cigarra out of his jacket.

“What exactly are you doing here/” Baal turned to Ten-Spot.

“The same thing you are,” the droid replied.

“I’m waiting for a meeting to start.  I’m part of the team,” Baal said, cocking an
eyebrow.

“Ditto,” the droid nodded his head.

Klux expected the Trianni to burst.  “What?”

“Ten-Spot and the other droids are now officially part of the team,” Vic said
smiling.

“Impossible,” Baal shook his head.

“Hey,” Vic leaned forward, his voice taking on an edge that surprised Klux. “He,
along with the other droids on this team have always been there and have proven
themselves in combat and have gone so far as to save our humps, so you don’t like that
they are part of this team, tough. Get over it.  That clear?”



Baal matched his stare. “I still don’t like it.”

“You don’t have to. So,” Vic looked over to Klux, “you want to bring Big Furry
here up to date on current events?”

Taking a long draw from his glass, Klux let the water wash away the bad taste in his
mouth and nodded. “Yeah, get comfortable, it’s been a busy couple of months.”

 He spent the next thirty minutes relaying he and Vic’s exploits since separating from
Baal several months back. The Trianni intermittently filled them in on what had
happened at JIE and his impromptu trip to Fibuli-a tale that caused Vic to sit in stunned
silence and then clam up and say nothing, merely watching the rest of the interaction
from behind a pair of mirrored sunglasses.

“So, we decided to go ahead and bring Koort here,” Klux finished, taking a sip of
cool water to quench his dry throat. “That’s pretty much the whole story.”

“A dangerous move. This bounty hunter sounds mercenary,” Baal said, looking to
Vic.  The outlaw looked up and shrugged.

“Yeah, but he’s good and has some skills and more importantly,” Vic leaned
forward, “he doesn’t go carting his ladies around with him.”

Baal rolled his eyes. “Coming from you, that’s humorous.”

“Hey!  I didn’t ask Lauren to show up here! YOU brought her along pal that
responsibility is on your shoulders!”

“Vic! Baal! Come on!” Klux said, shoving a hand between them on the table.
“What’s done is done!  We need to figure out our next step. What happens now?”

Both settled back in their chairs and Vic shrugged. “We rebuild. Koort agreed to join our
ranks; I talked to him after I got him his creds and he realized it would be better in the
long run, for him, us, and more importantly his bank account. Plus, he’s got a score to
settle with Akelish and revenge is always a great motivator.”

“Lana is a powerful warrior, she would be a fine addition to the team,” Baal
offered.

“Absolutely not.  Just because your girlfriend wants to follow you around the
galaxy like a lost kitten ain’t no reason for us to take her on as team,” Vic said shaking
his head.

“I disagree!” Baal shouted. “You’ve let this droid on the team! Why not Lana?!?”



Ten-Spot, who’d been reserved, leaned forward. “My name is Ten-Spot, its best you
remember that Meatbag, or else next time you go to ignite your lightsaber you might find
I’s blade woefully inadequate- though I’m sure you’re no stranger to that feeling.”

Ignoring the droid, Baal continued, “She’s proven herself in combat! She’s powerful in
…” he stopped, glanced to Klux then leaned back. “She’s powerful in various martial
arts.” But Vic was sharper than Baal gave him credit for and the outlaw was already
shaking his head.

“Oh no, no, no, no!  You aren’t bringing some Force user back into this group!
You aren’t going to try that again!!!”

“I didn’t say she was a Force user,” Baal mumbled.

“You didn’t need to,” Vic looked at Klux. “Tell me I’m wrong Klux. Tell me
she’s not a Force user. You would know.  So go ahead and tell me,” Vic pulled his
sunglasses off and tossed them on the table.

Both stared at Klux, Baal with a small smirk and Vic with a laser-hot stare locked on his
pupils.  Finally, Klux shrugged. “She’s Force sensitive.” He decided lying would only
make the situation worse.

“HA!” Vic slapped the table and leaned forward.  “No dice my furry friend!  She
stays at home knitting you a extra-large sweater.”

“You’re a child,” Baal snarled.

“Yeah, and I’m taking my Baal and going home.  Have fun telling your girlfriend
she can stay put,” Vic slid his glasses back on, smiling.

“She’s not my girlfriend,” Baal insisted.

“Your wife then ?” Ten-spot tilted his head.  “Though she looks like the one who
wears the pants…”

Baal growled at the droid who stopped and hovered back a meter.

“This is old,” Klux shook his head.  “So, we need to rebuild. Fine. We have Koort
on board. That’s four of us. And…”

“Hang on to that thought,” Vic pulled his comm from his belt and toggled it on.
“Perfo?  Vic.  You ready for that meeting?  Yeah, bring him in, and Koort too,” he shut
the comm down and returned it to his belt. “Might as well get this over with now.” He
smiled and leaned back in his chair. “Get ready to meet your newest members of Raptor
Squad.



*

“I’m sure you gentlemen have better things to do, get acquainted and whatnot,”
Perfo said, addressing the four members of Raptor Squad. To his left stood Kable, his
arms behind his back and surveying the team like he was looking over a line up of
criminals. They stared back impassively, and try as he might he couldn’t read Vic’s
expression- or see his eyes- behind his sunglasses. “So, I’ll get to the point. I’m not sure
if you are aware or not, but the New Republic is now requiring its Specops teams to
travel with a New Republic Liaison.  I would like to introduce you to yours- Lieutenant
Jonus Kable.”
Klux’s mouth dropped open and he glanced across the table at Vic, who said nothing,
merely watching. Koort the newest member let out a long hiss through his respirator and
the Trianni-Baal-was the first to speak.

“Liaison? On whose authority?” he asked.

“The New Republic,” Perfo replied.

“We don’t need him, it would be best if we operated on our own,” Baal said
leaning back and crossing his arms as if the matter were closed.  Inside, Perfo readied
himself for a battle.

“The New Republic has seen what you can do on your own,” Kable spoke up, a
sneer pulling at the corner of his mouth.  “That’s why they assigned me to you.”

“What’s that supposed to mean?” Klux asked.

“It means you’re dangerous, unpredictable and a threat to New Republic interests
throughout the galaxy,” Kable finished.

“That sounds about right…” Ten-Spot put in.

“Jonus, that’s enough,” Perfo said rolling his eyes and pulling a chair up. “Sit
down.”  Kable reluctantly complied and Perfo sat as well, so that everyone was eye to
eye.

“Look, guys, I know that this is not how you normally operate, and you can ask
Vic, this wasn’t my idea, though I’m certain Lieutenant Kable here is more than
qualified,” he nodded to the younger man. “But it’s just the way it is.  If you want to stay
and work with and for the New Republic, I’m afraid this is non-negotiable.”



“We don’t need him,” Baal repeated.

“No, but we do need the New Republic,” Klux shook his head. “We’ve got a ship
they are repairing for free right now, they supply us with weapons, intel, resources,” the
Jedi picked at the scratched durasteel tabletop. “It’s not like we can just fund our own
little adventures ya know.”
Kable smirked. “You do need me. I dare say the caliber of team members you’ve had join
your ranks denotes a lack of quality control.  I’m a decorated member of CorSec, the
New Republic and have commendations the length of my arm,” he leaned forward, “so
don’t think I’m thrilled about joining YOUR rabble either.”

“Vic, Perfo said he told you this wasn’t his idea, so you knew about this already?”
Klux asked.

Finally, Vic nodded. “Yep, he told me when we set down.”

“And when were you going to tell us?” Baal asked, clearly agitated.

“After I got the pleasure of seeing you all react to the news for the first time,” he
turned in his seat and leaned forward. “Look, we took a mighty hit the past few months.
We’re all banged up, we lost A’sok, Chance-if you want to count him- and we need to
rebuild. We had this discussion earlier, and before you can ask again Baal, the answer is
still no. Just because Kable has been assigned to us doesn’t mean we are taking on Lana,
so stow that noise. This situation is being forced on us,” he turned to Kable.  “No
offense.”
The man remained silent, his hard stare still trying to push its way through every member
of Raptor squad.

“Vic, if I may,” Perfo interjected, turning to the other members of the team.  “Vic
is right. If we are able to find out Jax’s location, and if you guys want to go in and be a
part of the rescue, as Vic has mentioned, then you are going to need manpower.
Otherwise you’ll be tossed in with Vornskr Pack and have to play by their rules,” he
gestured to Kable.  “Adding the Lieutenant to your roster gives you another person and
rounds out your team.”

“Plus, I have my own ship,” Kable smiled. “A real ship, not that piece of poodoo
you limped in on.”

Vic jammed a finger at the man.  “Hey pal, that ‘piece of poodoo’ is more a part of this
team than you, so you might want to keep that in mind, blaster-bait.”

“You don’t address me that way!  You can’t…” Kable began but Perfo put his
hand on the man’s shoulder.



“Actually, he can. I know this is going to take some time to work out, but you are
all professionals and, despite your differences, you are all working towards the same
goal.”

“I don’t like this,” Baal said, shaking his head. A mercenary bounty hunter we
know little about, a New Republic Den Mother to watch our every move…”

Koort turned in his seat. “Trianni, if you want to know something about me, feel free to
ask. Unlike some of you,” he looked at Klux and then back to Baal, “I do not have secrets
to hide from the galaxy.”

Eyes going wide, Baal looked at Vic. “You told him!?!”

“Adkins told me, he told me a lot,” Koort rasped. “If I wanted you dead or
captured you would have an Imperial Star Destroyer already parked in system and I
would be on my way in a brand new ship,” Koort said.  “So calm down and stow your
apprehension before I give you a real reason to be worried.”

Slowly, Kable leaned across the table. “Hey!  Before I get hip deep in something I don’t
understand, what exactly are you talking about?”

No one spoke for a moment, then Vic turned to Baal. “Tell him.”

“We don’t...” Baal began but Vic cut him off, turning to Klux. “Then you tell
him.  He’s going to be crew and he has a right to know.  Tell him.”

“Klux, don’t,” Baal said, cocking a large furry eyebrow.

Looking from Baal to Vic, Klux finally turned towards Kable.  “Baal and I are...”

“Jedi!” Ten-Spot added, his voice taking on a cheerful tone. “Kinda creepy, huh?”

Frozen in place, Kable’s mouth dropped open, then turned into a snarl. “I hope this is
some sort of droid humor.”

Klux shook his head.  “I’m afraid not.”

“More criminals,” Kable turned to Perfo. “You realize what these…beings…have
done?  Just claiming to be a Jedi carries a death sentence in most systems!”

“We don’t claim to be, we are,” Baal said.

“You’re nuts is what you are Trianni! Commander, I can’t believe that the New
Republic saw fit to stick me with a group of crazies!” Kable exclaimed, throwing a
dismissive wave at Raptor Squad. “Loose cannons, outlaws, madmen claiming to be
Jedi?”



“Yeah, well we don’t like you either, so why don’t you just stay home?” Ten-Spot
said.

“Actually, I agree with Ten-Spot,” Klux said, getting up.

“Klux, come on,” Perfo said, also standing.

“See?” Kable said turning to Perfo. “This is exactly the kind of discord I’m
talking about. No discipline, no structure, and you expect me to work with this group?”

“If these two are on the team Lana should be allowed to…” Baal began.

“Who’s Lana?” Koort asked. “There seems to be some confusion as to who
actually makes up the core of this team, Palisades.”

“ENOUGH!” Vic slammed his good fist against the table, causing water glasses
and half-eaten fruit to jump and everyone to freeze. He leaned in so that he took everyone
in with a pair of brows knitted above his glasses. “Here’s the deal kids. This unsavory
group sitting around this table? This is it. This is the new Raptor Squad. You don’t like
it?  You don’t agree with the arrangement? You think you can find a better deal
somewhere else?  Then the door is over there,” Vic jabbed a finger at the exit and leaned
back.  “So, either take your sorry hump out of my sight, or shut up and let’s get to work.”

No one spoke, though Baal looked as if he were about to explode and Kable’s fists were
knotted so tight Perfo was afraid a vein was about to burst in the man’s temple. Finally,
he sat down with Klux following suit.

“Vic’s right,” Perfo took a deep breath. “This is a solid group and I’m sure in time
things will work out.  Until then, I have a meeting with the NRI officer they sent here to
question Adkins.  Hopefully by now he’s got something useful to tell us.”

“Rordak.”

The low chatters and chit-chat disappeared as everyone seated in the small
amphitheater fell quiet, and if dread could be seen, it would have looked like a frigid
blanket pulled over every last person seated on the steps of the briefing room. To Perfo’s
right, arrayed on the varying levels sat Raptor Squad, to his left, the soldiers that made up
the New Republic Specforces team of Vornskr Pack sat grouped together in a knot.



Hobbie Novan, dressed in the same black fatigues as his teammates sat between a hard-
nosed human sniper with glittering green cybernetic eyes and scarred face named Mitch
Vohar who specialized in extreme-conditions survival and a thin Ropagi female with
glimmering pink eyes named Jen Zi- the teams droid and tech specialist.
Unlike his teammates and standing against the far wall nearest the door next to Ten-Spot,
clad in polished black armor was Double Zero; parked near the back was Race, Rontack,
and a young small female sporting a crop of long red hair and red and white facial paint
named Reika Paret. Behind them were the two most recent additions to the team-a
towering red-skinned female wrapped in corded muscle named “Horik” and finally a
young ebon human with a wide grin and sparkling silver eyes named “McLean”. The two
were the latest addition to Vornskr Pack he’d hand-picked before resigning-it was one of
his last acts as commanding officer before he left. Rebuilding was always a chore and he
sympathized completely with Vic.

In front of the group, standing before a rotating holo of an angry red planet, stood
Cyruce Blaac. If he needed to get everyone’s attention, he certainly had it now. Turning
slightly and pulling a few stray strands of ebony hair away from his face, he nodded to
the holo that tinted his pale skin a deep shade of red.

“Jax She’ba is being held in Alpaha-TR8, the prison facility on the planet
Rordak.”

“Frell man, why didn’t they just stick him in a crate beside Palpatine’s recliner
and be done with it?” Hobbie said.  The human corporal was young, strong, but with an
easygoing smile that showed a wide gap between his two front teeth-a smile that was
notably absent now. Perfo couldn’t blame him, anyone on the wrong side of the Empire
and who had a pair of working ear holes had heard about Rordak and Alpha-TR8, it was
one of the most, if not the most notorious Imperial prison facility in known space-or any
other space for that matter.

“It would have been easier to get to him if they had. Damn Boss, Rordak? How
you suppose we going to get in there?” Race said around a mouth of tabbac.

“Or more importantly, how we are going to get out,” Klux said, eyes transfixed on
the rotating red ball.

“Or better yet, how to get around the Blood Sucking Fiends,” Race countered.

“Blood-Sucking Fiends?” Jen Zi’s pink eyes flew wide.  “I don’t like the sound of
that at all!”

“Yeah, real nasty buggers. They got this long proboscis that they jab right in your
neck, POP!” Hobbie said, emphasizing the sound with a jab at Jen Zi’s ribs. She jumped
almost a meter in the air and Hobbie proceeded to make a sucking sound. “Bleed you dry
in under a minute I hear.”



“Quiet Hobbie,  I’m sure Officer Blaac has more to tell us than just his location,”
Perfo said, “and Novan, bag those horror stories, we’ve got enough to worry about.”
While Vornskr Pack wasn’t his outfit any longer he still tended to pull CO duty when
their active Commanding Officer, Deuce El’Kar was away on assignment. At the mention
of Rordak he instantly dreaded having to brief Deuce on her return from one assignment
that she was to turn around and run off to a prison planet on another, especially after the
discussion Vic was planning to have with her.

Blaac offered a thin smile and nodded to Perfo. “I do, thank you Commander Kryll,” he
turned back to the holo and tapped at a glowing spot on the northern hemisphere of the
rotating globe.  “We have reason to believe he is being held in Detention Facility-A.  DF-
A is used to house new Republic prisoners and the worst the galaxy has to offer. Average
lifespan is under a year.”

“Then he could already be dead and this would be a wasted mission,” Kable said.
He was sitting to Perfo’s right and noticeably separate from his Raptor Squad teammates.
“He’s been missing for what? Six, seven months?”

“Doesn’t matter, Jax is a friend of ours. Until we see a body we assume he’s
alive,” Vic said around a smoldering cigarra.  “Did Ket have any info on Creela? She
took off on her own trying to find out where Jax was, right?”

Blaac remained silent for a moment, watching the red globe spin, then finally turned and
Perfo could tell that he wasn’t going to like the news regarding Jax’s Rodian partner and
wife, Creela She’ba.

“Mr. Adkins tagged her trying to infiltrate Akelish’s compound immediately after
She’bas capture. She didn’t make it,” he said.
A low rumble of cursing came from those that knew Creela- a powerful warrior and good
friend, though most had assumed the worst for months when she dropped off the radar in
pursuit of Jax and never checked back in.  Blaac simply confirmed it.

“How reliable is this intel though? I mean, Adkins was nuts right?  Who’s to say
that he’s not making this all up just to lead us on a wild nerfchase through the galaxy.
Would be a hell of a way to take out a wildly successful and good looking Specforce
team like Vornskr Pack,” Hobbie said.

“He wasn’t lying,” Blaac assured the group.

“How can you be sure Sir?  It seems like the kind of thing Adkins would do,
based on his dossier,” Kable added.

Turning, the shimmering transparent planet forgotten, Blaac snaked his hands behind his
back and stood up straight and tall. “I’m certain.  After I was done with Mr. Adkins he
had no more secrets in that sad, addled brain of his.”

The room grew cool and Perfo noticed Jen Zi visibly shaking.



“What did you do to him?” Vic said.

“I took what was of use to the New Republic,” Blaac said.

“You killed him?” Klux asked.

“Quite the contrary. He’s very much alive-it could be argued even more so than
when you brought him in. The implants in his brain would have eventually killed him, so
I eliminated those, and by extension saved his life.

“So now you’re a neurosurgeon?” Vic asked.

“Mr.Palisades, I possess a great many gifts and skills, none of which I’m at liberty
to discuss here and now. Suffice to say, your friend Mr.Adkins will survive and live out
the rest of his years as a harmless guest of the New Republic.”

“I don’t believe you, something isn’t right about this,” Baal said standing.  “I
demand to see Adkins, to see what you’ve done to him.”

Caught off guard by Baal’s reaction, Perfo looked back, surprised to see Blaac smiling.
“Of course,” he replied. Stepping over to the holoprojector, Blaac tapped at a few keys.
The planet disappeared, replaced by a square made up of four two-dimensional screens
clouded with static. “Allow me to patch into his surveillance camera, it won’t take but a
moment.”  A few keystrokes later and an image materialized on the screen, and Perfo’s
breath caught in his throat.
On the screen, two blasters in his hands, Ket Adkins squat in his cell, eyes darting back
and forth. Slowly, Blaac turned up the volume on the camera feed and Ket’s voice echoed
throughout the room.

“…get down!  If Whatley sees you with your hump up in the air like that he’ll rip
us both for sure!  If this was a real…what?  No it’s not lunch time!  ZAP! ZAP!” On the
shimmering screen Ket dodged and returned fire, playing out a combat scenario with
what Perfo now realized were two thin plastic toy blasters.

“You mind fragged him,” he heard Vic say.

“He’s alive and harmless. A combination I’m afraid that would not have been
possible had I not intervened,” Blaac said, killing the picture.

“He’s lobotomized!” Vic shouted, standing.  “What if he had more information!?!
What if we needed him again!?!”

“We don’t. Anything of value has been taken, well, anything of use to the New
Republic,” Blaac stared at Vic who matched the man’s glare and no one spoke for a
moment.



“Yeah, anything of use to you and your damn government, right?  Butcher,” Vic
snarled.

“Vic, Ket skinned Socatoa and tried to kill us, what do you care if this guy mind-
fragged him, killed him or took ballroom dancing lessons with him?” Klux said, looking
at his partner. The outburst confused Perfo as well and he mentally logged it in the back
of his mind. He would have to ask his former CO what was going on- but not now.

“I’m sure Mr.Palisades has his own reasons for wanting Ket cognizant,” Blaac
smiled.  “But that’s not my concern.”

“You and me aren’t done Blaac. I don’t like your methods and I don’t like how
you go about your business,” Vic slowly sat back down.  “But go ahead with your
briefing, I’ll have time to deal with you when we get back.”

Blaac said nothing until Vic sat, and returned his attention to the rest of the group who
watched the interaction in stunned silence. “Contrary to what you all might think, Mr.
Adkins suffered little, and was quite cooperative. One simply needs to know what
questions to ask, and how,” he gave a small smile. “More importantly, we have She’bas
location and I refuse to believe the galaxy will weep for the loss of the deranged mind of
Ket Adkins.”
No one argued and Blaac nodded his affirmation at his own statement. “Indeed. So, the
next step is the liberation of She’ba,” Blaac hit a few keys and an overview appeared
showing the Rordak system along with various crisscrossing hyperspace lanes and jump
points.  “Our intel on this planet since the fall of the Empire is scattered, but we know
that the system is one of many held by Grand Moff Cou’zatik, an Imperial Warlord that
has lain claim to Rordak and at least four other systems in that region. There is an
Imperial-II Class Star Destroyer that patrols the system, along with your customary patrol
craft.”

“An Imp Deuce?  How we supposed to get around that, slick? Pretend we’re
tourists?” Race said, tabaac juice dribbling down his chin.

“Moonthall…” Perfo turned, cocking an eyebrow at the pilot.

“Sorry, Slick Sir,” Race corrected smiling.

“There are ways through the system that do not involve you advertising your
presence,” Blaac continued as if Race didn’t exist.  “No fewer than six times since the fall
of the Empire, our forces have disrupted the supply lines into that region. This has hit the
Rordak system hardest, as Warlord Cou’zatik has little sympathy for the plight of the
prisoners or the guards stationed there.”

“Great, what’s worse than being stuck in hell?  Being stuck in hell without
something to eat,” Hobbie mumbled.



“This disruption has led to the warden of Alpha-TR8 to rely on outside assistance
in keeping the prison stocked and supplied. While the Empire tries to retain some
semblance of order, many warlords are trying to keep certain assets in place- prisons,
research and medical facilities- anything that can provide a service and be used as a
bargaining chip.  And many planets want nothing more than to be able to continue to ship
their political prisoners and mass murderers somewhere they can no longer cause
problems. With Cou’zatik’s blessing Warden Drummond has entered into negotiations
with various smugglers and criminal elements to provide necessary supplies to keep
Alpha-TR8 operating.”

“But that doesn’t solve his troop shortage,” Koort said, leaning forward. “You
can’t just ship in Imperial Stormtroopers along with snack bars and juice boxes.”

“Correct,” Blaac nodded. “This would assist in the infiltration of the prison, as
you should meet reduced resistance.”

“So, how do we get through the system?” Klux asked.

“Hijack a freighter,” Blaac said.

“Sure, simple, just hijack a freighter. Well, that certainly takes care of that,”
Hobbie said rolling his eyes.

“It’s quite simple. We have delivery routes and timetables of several captains that
deliver to Alpha-TR8. We set up an obstruction in the hyperspace lane, wait for the
freighter to drop out, overtake it, and you commandeer it on to Rordak.”

“We’re supposed to take over a whole freighter? Just like that?” Klux said.

“I’ve read your dossier. Your team has unique talents that will insure a greater
chance of success,” Blaac said, smiling at Klux and Baal.  Perfo noticed both Jedi share a
concerned glance but said nothing.

“What about when we set down?  I’m sure the captain of the freighter will be
happy to just sit tight and remain quiet,” Hobbie said.

“He won’t have a choice.  His crew will be replaced with Vornskr Pack when we
apprehend the vessel. The star destroyer will be looking for ships coming into the system,
not ships escaping the system, if you exit at the right time and you should be able to
avoid any interaction with the vessel altogether.”

“And once we’re in the prison?  Do you have any intel on where exactly Jax is?”
Vic asked.



“Yes. We have a detailed map of the complex, along with the location of where
we believe She’ba is being held,” Blaac said.

“We won’t need a map to find Jax,” Klux said smiling. The Jedi looked at each
other and nodded. Perfo felt his skin go cold and shook off the feeling. He would never
be comfortable around Jedi and Force-users and had no idea how Vic could work with
them.

“Of course,” Blaac smiled and nodded along with them. “Still, for those others
who do need the layout, we have a more detailed map available, though the location of all
prisoners should be listed in a database in the Wardens office.”

“Question,” Koort said, his voice ripping through the meeting hall and causing
some to cringe, “This prison obviously has an administration building and barracks, at the
first sign of trouble would they not contact for support from the Imp Deuce?”

“There is,” Blaac said, triggering a new holo of the prison layout. He placed pale
delicate fingers on a building in the center that flared from transparent red to green, “this
structure houses the warden’s office and administration suites and, at its lower levels, the
guard barracks. Connected to it is a communications tower, while a fusion reactor powers
the facilities, and is located in the buildings center.” He turned and nodded. “Upon
landing, one of you should be able to infiltrate this building and set a thermal well on the
reactor. Its destruction will eliminate communications and other functions, and allow
your team to deploy into the prison to rescue She’ba.”

“They parked their admin building on top of a fusion reactor?” Hobbie shook his
head.

“Safest place in the prison,” Race smiled.

“Yeah, I guess,” Hobbie said.

“Sir,” Mitch spoke up, the scout rubbing at the growth of stubble on his chin.”If
one takes out the prisons facilities, won’t that also disable the security measures,
electricity, laser barriers, and other systems?”

“Theoretically,” Blaac said.

“A theoretical riot,” Vic said. “So we won’t have to fight just troopers, we’ll be
fighting the worst prisoners the galaxy has to offer.”

“Theoretically,” Blaac nodded.

“Theoretical my hump, its reality,” Vic shook his head, “A bloody, nasty,
complicated reality.”



Blaac clasped his hands behind his back and smiled.  “The ensuing mayhem
should allow you to move in, rescue She’ba and move back out again. The troopers will
be so busy trying to contain the inmates they will have depleted resources to deal with
you.”

“It sounds like suicide,” Koort said.

“It sounds crazy,” Vic said shaking his head.

“It is. That’s why we picked you,” Blaac said.

*

For the first time in over a year, Xander allowed the sweet heady aroma of fine
brandy to tickle his nostrils. Breathing deep, he brought the crystal snifter to his lips and
sipped the ruby red concoction within. The flavor was a complex mixture of an earthy
fruit fermented in an aged Pogo seed for at least a century. The result was sublime.
Slowly, he opened his eyes and expected it to be a dream.  But while he was full awake
he wasn’t fully satisfied either. He was still in Rordak, albeit a much more refined,
pleasant part of the hostile prison.

“More scones, Mr. Paddox?” Warden Drummond asked, holding a plate up. The
overweight Imperial sat across from Xander, poured into an ill-fitting gray uniform and
parked behind a worn desk that must have lived an earlier life stationed in one of the
nearby admin buildings.
Surrounding them, all manner of odds and ends filled the spacious office. Small crates of
expensive foodstuffs, a locker spilling over with what Xander guessed was the latest
holovids out of Coruscant and unused vidplayers and various electronics seemed to
gravitate towards the corners of the office.

“I think I will, thank you Warden,” Xander replied smiling. Leaning over, he
nodded to the man whose face was the color of a pale granite slug and took one of the
warm pastries. He expected the worst when the guards escorted him from the detention
facility to the warden’s office, but was pleasantly surprised by the man’s hospitality.
“The Frostberry Brady is exquisite,’ Xander said lofting the glass.  “My compliments.”

“My pleasure. I’d wanted to have this meeting since you’re arrival, but running a
prison certainly occupies my free time. Still, it’s not every day we get a…guest…of your
stature,” Drummond smiled, leaning back.  Behind him Rordak’s vista spread out, a dark
world that shimmered beyond a high durasteel wall that shielded the prison from the rest
of the planet. The admin building was nestled in the center of the yard, adjacent to an



elevated multi-tiered landing pad used for prisoner and supply deliveries that now stood
vacant.

“Yes, well, it’s not every day I get such fine brandy,” Xander knew that game set
out in front of him.  You don’t grow up in a Tapani house without being trained and
groomed in the subtle art of negation and parlaying from birth. Drummond wanted
something and Xander was content to bide his time, drink his brandy and enjoy not being
hassled or beaten until the warden decided to play his cards.

“Of course. I suspect you are no stranger to such fine pleasures,” Drummond said
smiling.  Lacing his fingers across his wide gut, the warden smiled, revealing a row of
slightly off-center teeth. Dull brown eyes stared from beneath thin rapier-sharp eyebrows
and a skull, free of hair that seemed to almost come to a slight point.
“I heard you had a slight altercation with some of the other prisoners the other day.”

Waving it off, Xander rolled the warm buttered pastry between his fingers, taking a small
bite.  “It was nothing, just a simple misunderstanding.” The pastry was merely mediocre-
it needed more butter.

“Still, if there is anything I can do to help.  Rordak, despite all my officers and I
do, can still be an uncivil place.”

Gesturing to the crates and amenities stacked throughout the office with the snifter,
Xander cocked his eyebrow. “It appears you’ve been able to import a bit of civility. I
expected more sparse accommodations given the surrounding facilities.”

“Yes, well,” Drummond fidgeted and cast his eyes towards the bottle of
Frostberry Brandy. “I do have some resources available to me.  As do you I’m sure. I
imagine being a Tapani nobleman you still have many loyal subjects and contacts.”

Xander set the snifter down on the knee of his dungarees and swirled the remaining
concoction around, letting the aroma spiral upwards.  The man was fishing now, and
Xander decided to play along to see what was at the end of his line. “Some, of course it
does me little good while I’m in here.”

“That’s not entirely true,” Drummond said.

“Excuse me?” Xander stopped swirling and looked up.  The corner of
Drummonds mouth was curled in to a smirk and his eyes were back on Xander.

“Your influence, your station, it could help you tremendously while you are
behind these walls.”

“Really, how so?”



Standing, Drummond turned his back to Xander, his reflection in the transparasteel
scanning back and forth across the prison yard. He rocked back and forth on his heels, the
metal of his belt clinking lightly as it protruded form his waist and tapped the window.  “I
could…arrange…certain privileges for you during your stay here. Protection, some
special amenities, such as,” he turned gesturing to the brandy, “food, drink, I can even
arrange some alone time with a concubine,” Drummond said almost whispering.
“Species is limited of course, but it all depends on your tastes really. And after a few
months, one can’t be too picky, can he?”
So there it was.  Drummond wanted some sort of trade to improve Xander’s quality of
life.  But what was the cost?  Xander knew that to get in to backroom dealings with this
man was dangerous, and its lingering effects could be more costly than what he was
willing to risk.  Still, seated in a fine chair (albeit covered with a thin sheet of plastic),
and sipping brandy and eating scones wasn’t all bad.  With a lot of imagination he could
almost feel like a nobleman again.

“An impressive offer, however, that doesn’t sound like an Imperial way of going
about running a prison,” Xander found himself saying. Inwardly he cursed himself for not
jumping at the offer, but something else in the back of his mind actually felt a tingle of
pride at his response.
Drummond however, seemed irritated at the remark.

“This is my prison,” the man said dropping back into his chair with a thud. Soft
cushions hissed beneath his girth as he leaned back. “The way I go about running my
prison is my business. While I am an Imperial through and through, I’m also a realist.
The Empire has fallen on questionable times Mr. Paddox. Supply drops are late, trooper
transfers and support is practically non-existent these days. I simply do what I can to keep
the lights on and the savages from rioting.”

“Of course,” Xander smiled.  “I’m sure brandy and concubines are a powerful
deterrent against yard riots.”

The warden sat in silence for a moment, his mouth curling into a snarl. “I do what I have
to do, not only for the sake of this prison, but for the sake of my future as well Mr.
Paddox.  I’ve paid my dues, spent a life dedicated to the Empire, most of which has been
breathing in this God-forsaken filtered air behind these dull walls staring out a window at
an endless night. Do you think for one second I wouldn’t want to be anywhere but here?”

The man had begun to sweat, wide patches of perspiration expanding beneath his armpits
as his upper lip began to tremble.  Xander had to stop himself from exploding into
laughter, and instead, took a final swallow of the Frostberry Brandy.  “Sounds rough,  but
you never told me what you wanted from me.  Credits?  A holiday vacation?” he smiled
and leaned back.

“A FUTURE!” Drummond screamed, slamming his open palm on the top of the
desk.  The bottle jumped and the snifter fell over on its side.  Xander froze as the door to
his office swung wide and watched in the reflection of the transparasteel as a pair of



stormtroopers rushed in, blasters at the ready. “Shut the door!” the warden screamed,
eyes still locked on Xander, who had slunk back into the comfy chair.

“Yes Sir,” the troopers replied, exiting the office.

Wiping rivulets of sweat away from his brow, Drummond took deep breath, his pudgy
cheeks flaring with an intense red that rivaled most small suns.  “Ahem, I’m apologize,
sometimes I tend to lose my patience. You were asking what you can do for me,” he
shrugged.  “I’m merely looking to secure my future, away from here. You are a
nobleman, surely your family could use an advisor, someone who can look after their
interests.”

“Of course.  However, most of our advisors don’t have anger management
issues,” Xander choked out, trying to lower his heart back to a normal pace.

“You joke at my expense,’ Drummond narrowed his eyes. “I want an answer
Paddox, now.  I’m not playing your game any longer. My term of service here is up in
two years. I can ensure your survival for at least that long and provide you with pleasures
and favors during that time. I could even get you a job here in the admin building, away
from general population and a private cell. You would never have to worry about your
safety or your life ending in a bloody riot or dying in a mine. Most prisoners would kill
for such and offer, and have. Now, do we have a deal or not?”

“You get me out of this place and I’ll see what I can do.”

“Impossible. All I can do is make your existence sufferable, If I were to release
you Warlord Cou’zatik would kill me- even if I ran his resources are vast. My life would
be worth nothing.”

Xander crossed his arms.  “Then we don’t have a deal.”

Drummond leaned forward, his rank breath coming in heavy gasps.  “You have no idea
what I’m offering you boy. You think some food and whores is something to laugh at,
something you damn noblemen get by just snapping your fingers, but let me tell you,” he
stood, leaning forward on the desk with both hands balled into fists. “You aren’t a
nobleman now. You’re nothing, a piece of flimplast stuck to my boot, a number on a
page. A digit, and nothing more. I’m giving you a chance to enjoy a few paltry pleasures
while you can still draw a breath. But if you think it is beneath you to partake of my
generous nature, then we’ll see how long it takes before Rordak forces you back here on
hands and knees,” spittle flew from his mouth, peppering Xander’s face as he spoke.

Anger flared somewhere deep inside Xander and he cursed his nobility and further cursed
weak-willed slime like Drummond for always trying to take advantage of him just
because of where he was born.  Slowly, deliberately, and he was sure against better
judgment, he reached up and wiped the spittle from his face, flicking it away as if it were
diseased.  “If you threw a sonic shower into the bargain we might have had a deal.”



The man trembled, as if he were about to explode. “GUARDS!” he roared. The door
swung wide and the returning troopers both clamped iron grips under Xander’s arms and
lifted him to his feet. Drummond remained leaning forward, his uniform sagging and
brushing the top of his desk as his cold eyes burned into Xander.

“Boy, if you thought Rordak was hell before, you have no idea what you are in for
now.”

Dinnertime in DF-A was a dreary affair, with each meager lump of flat, grey,
flavorless protein reminding every inmate that this was what they had to look forward to
for the rest of their short, agonizing lives.
Trying to make his way through the third spoonful of gruel without throwing up, Xander
pulled on his memory and tried to replace the flavor in his mind with that of the buttered
scones and brandy he’d consumed just a day before.
He didn’t have much luck.
Throughout the large hall, inmates sat huddled in groups: some divided by species, some
by gang affiliation and some just out of the need for safety in numbers. “The Mess” as it
was appropriately named, was divided into two sections: one was general population,
made up of type 1 air breathers, while the other half of the hall was divided into a half
dozen transparasteel walled cubicles for those species that required separate
environmental needs. Any being not fitting into the system was usually sent to another
prison or fitted with an appropriate breathing apparatus. Besides the grease stained
serving droids that worked behind a protective shield to dispense the meals, the only
other visible prison officials were a dozen stormtroopers arrayed on a catwalk that
encircled The Mess five meters above the ground floor.
Beside him, the large glass wall of the cafeteria that separated the oxygen breathers from
those requiring separate atmospheres stretched to the ceiling. He tried to find quiet spots
during mealtime so that he would be left alone and not hassled or accosted, and nestled
against the transparasteel divider there was usually no shortage of empty tables.
He understood why.
Just to his right on the other side of the transparent wall, a meter-tall blob of quivering
green gelatinous convict wrapped tentacles around a small struggling, hairy three headed
creature, penetrating it’s skin with thin lines of ooze that slowly began to dissolve the
varmints flesh.

“You see life and death play out in some of the most unusual places,” Jax She’ba
said dropping opposite of Xander and smiling wide. The man had a massive mound of
protein on his metal tray and dug into it with unmatched gusto.

Pushing his own tray away, Xander fought to keep his meal down. “Feel free to finish
mine off, I uh, lost my appetite.”



“Thanks Xan,” Jax smiled, spooning Xander’s mound onto his own.  “I missed
you around the Mess last night. You shouldn’t skip your meals, starvation won’t help you
get out of here any quicker-well, not alive anyways.”

“You keeping tabs on me Jax?”

“No, no of course not. You’re a grown man, you don’t need a father in here, or a
mother for that matter.”

Xander sat in silence, watching Jax shovel the food into his mouth. Finally the man
stopped, looking up. “That was a joke Xander.”

“My parents are dead Jax, so you’ll excuse me if I don’t find it funny.” He felt
like hammered Bantha dung and after his interaction with Drummond and a full day of
working the mines only to come back and try to shovel grey paste into his mouth he felt
like throwing himself at the mercy of the Viska.

Pushing the remainder of his meal away, Jax shook his head. “I’m sorry, I didn’t know.”

“Don’t worry, at this rate it looks like I’ll be joining them soon enough,” Xander
replied. To his right something slapped the transparasteel and he recoiled as a green
tentacle oozed down the wall, leaving a sizzling streak.

“Don’t let Po’una’fli bother you. He likes to mess with those that walk upright,”
Jax smiled, slinging a wad of protein at the green blob.

“What the hell is he in for?” Xander asked.

“Insider trading, Look, Xander,” Jax leaned forward, “You’ve got to stay strong
in here, and that means you need to eat. The weaker you get, the more vulnerable you are
to the predators.”

“Sorry Jax, after Frostberry Brandy and scones it’s a little hard to eat ground up
protein pulp.”

“Brandy and scones?” Jax shook his head.  “I didn’t see that on the menu up
front.”

Sighing, Xander parked his head in his hands.  “Forget it.  Drummond just had me up last
night for a tea party to try to get me to play ball.  I wish now I had.”

He looked up after the silence from the other side of the table stretched for longer than a
few seconds. Jax was nodding, his eyes locked on the stormtroopers patrolling above
their heads.  “Drummond. So, it looks like he’s starting to feel the pinch,” Jax looked
back down at Xander.  “I’m not surprised he tried to smooth you over. The Empire has



fallen and he’s in desperate need of a backdoor out of this place. You were smart to have
refused him.”

“Yeah, I’m a genius,” Xander laughed, rolling his eyes. “Sorry Jax, but right
now,” he glanced to the slime streak still oozing down the window to his right, “second-
hand prostitutes and watered down brandy is looking pretty damn good.”

“I know it sounds good Xander, but look, you can’t let this place break you down.
I know it’s next to impossible to be happy or have an optimistic outlook, but you have to
believe that we’re going to…” he lowered his voice, “find a way out of here.”

Looking at Jax, Xander never pegged him as insane, but he’d decided to change his
opinion.  “You’ve lost your mind, it must be all that Bartherium dust in your system.
Maybe we can get you a nice tight jacket that will keep you from sticking sharp objects in
your eyes…”

Smiling, Jax leaned back and laughed. “I’m not crazy Xander. This prison has its weak
points, you just need to know where to look and how-and when- to exploit them,” he
leaned forward and the stink of protein hit Xander in the face as Jax spoke.  “I’m not
dying in here Xander. There is a way out of here, and I’ve already got a plan to leave this
place behind.”

“But how?  This place is a fortress in the middle of nowhere!”

“I’ve got some experience in getting in and out of tight spots,” he winked.  “You
interested?”

“Of course I’m interested! I just don’t want to get killed trying some crazy
scheme!”

“You won’t. I got some intel right before I got tossed in here that no one else had
seen.  We collared a former Imperial who served here and he told me of a few chinks in
Alpha TR-8’s armor. It’s like this…” A large shadow fell across the table, causing Jax to
stop in mid sentence. Xander’s stomach knotted in a ball and tried to crawl up his throat
as he turned in took in its owner.

“Long time no see, Meat,” Pudge said. The large female was sporting a nasty new
scar that ran down the side of her face, and to her right Barvas was rapidly flicking a
toothpick between his teeth while eyeballing Jax.

“I don’t like politics man,” Barvas snarled.

“I never would have guessed that,” Jax smiled.



In one motion Barvas fired a boot at Jax’s chest, catching him off guard and knocking
him back off of his chair to the floor. But Jax was up in a flash, scooping a handful of
protein from his plate and slinging it into the thug’s face.
The population jumped to their feet at the scent of violence in the air and circled around
the action, screaming and calling for blood.
Roaring, Barvas charged blind, and Jax helped him along- right into the transparasteel
window. Xander was about to scramble away when two thick arms circled his chest, and
the sickly sweet stench of tabaac breath and spice rolled over his shoulder as Pudge
clamped him in a massive hung.

“You ain’t going nowhere sweetie. I’m going to make your pain last all night
long.”

The scream of blaster fire tore through the populace, with several beings hitting the
ground, stunned into submission by the Stormtroopers above. This sent everyone
scrambling, though Pudge held tight to Xander.

“What’s going on here?” A voice called down from above.  Looking up, he
spotted Warden Drummond leaning over the rail and watching with interest.

“Four inmates fighting Sir,” one of the troopers replied. “Shall we take care of
them?”

Heavy, desperate silence filled the hall as every convict and inmate waited to see what
the verdict would be.  Finally, Drummond smiled. “No Sergeant, that won’t be necessary.
These men…er…” he looked at Pudge, “inmates…have scores to settle. Take them to
The Shaft.”

*

Sinkhole Suites, located at the end of Howie’s Alley, not only allowed soldiers
who needed a break from the everyday military grind to find a small degree of privacy
that communal bunks didn’t allow, but also provided what few non-military guests that
arrived a place to stay that didn’t feel or smell like an old hidden military stronghold.
Passing through a massive opening in the cave, one stepped out onto a wide natural rock
staircase that led down to a man-made plateau that hung suspended in the center of a
massive yawning chasm. Docked at the end of the plateau hovered a worn beaten
repulsor skiff covered in strings of multicolored lights that lit it up like a carnival ride.
Man-made stairs led up to this vessel, and nestled on the main deck, behind a rotating
kiosk, sat an obese Bith with a network of scars criss-crossing his wide head. A small



army of pit droids wobbled and wandered around waiting to help guests with their
luggage and generally causing the Bith to throw random curses in their direction.
Vic had secured one of the rooms carved into the far wall of the chasm upon arrival,
though he’d barely spent any time in it between bacta treatments for his hand and the few
hours he caught sleeping after getting hammered with Perfo. Now, he was exhausted, and
after the meeting with Blaac wanted nothing better than to sit on his patio, knock back a
glass of lum and then collapse into his bed for some much needed rest.
Ringing the plateau were a half dozen automated air taxis that sped back and forth into
the darkness to ferry guests to and from their rooms.  He was about to climb in the
nearest when he heard Klux behind him.

“We need to talk,” the Jedi said, grabbing Vic as he stormed down the stairs.
Turning, he glanced down at the Jedi’s hand, which, to Vic’s surprise, stayed put.

“What?” Vic said.  He cursed inwardly, wishing he’d walked faster.

“It’s Blaac. Something…” Klux began but Baal bounded down the natural stairs,
landing directly beside Klux.

“We need to talk,” Baal said.

“Ok, enough, I know we need to talk. And plan, and argue and do all of those fun
things, but right now I’ve got other business to attend to,” Vic said pulling away from
Klux  and propping his boot up on the door of the air taxi. “I need about three hours of
sleep. We can’t leave for Rordak until Deuce gets back anyway, so we have at least a few
days to scream at each other till our vocal cords fall out.”  He turned around and waved at
the Jedi.  “I’m sure you two can wait at least that long, if you don’t kill each other first.”

“Palisades!” Koort’s metallic voice reverberated off of the chasm walls and made
everyone cringe. The bounty hunter was approaching behind Baal, dwarfed by the
Trianni, but pushed past as if the massive Jedi were made of feathers. Stumbling, Baal
threw a snarl at the Ubese but said nothing.

“You didn’t say anything about this Lieutenant joining up. We might have to
renegotiate my deal.”

“What deal?” Klux asked looking back and forth between Vic and Koort.

“He gets his own room on the Skull,” Vic said shaking his head and fishing a
cigarra out of his jacket.

“What? Since when? He doesn’t deserve his own room, make him bunk with the
Lieutenant!” Baal said.

“Forget that, I’ll sleep in the cargo hold first!” Kable said, topping the stairs above
and slowly making his way down with long deliberate strides. He was glistening with



sweat and looked even angrier than Vic thought possible. Wide patches of perspiration
had already begun to spread from beneath his uniform and rivulets of sweat were racing
along his jaw line.

“Done!” You get the cargo hold, Koort gets his room and this conversation is
over!” Vic said smiling and lighting up the stick of tabbaac.

“I meant my compensation Palisades,” Koort shook his head.  “I never signed up
for this Rordak arrangement. We need to discuss terms.”

“Terms? You think you are going to get paid for this bounty hunter?” Baal roared
with laughter that caused a few passing soldiers headed for another aircab to throw
nervous glances across the way.

The bounty hunter looked from Baal to Vic and tilted his head.  “I don’t work for free
Palisades, you know that.”

“What I know,” Vic leaned in, “is that we’re going to get gear and equipment we
likely won’t be returning. You can consider that your payment. And hey, if you come
across any creds or cargo lying around on the freighter we’ll be hijacking, feel free to
help yourself.”

“Theft?”  Kable leaned in.  “Are you advocating theft Palisades?”

Vic smiled.  “No, Lieutenant, I’m encouraging it.”  Stepping up, he leaned in, blowing
smoke through his nostrils. The thin plume caressed Kable’s face but the man kept the
narrow hatred of his eyes focused squarely on Vic.  “You got a problem with how we
operate, you are going to have a long, rough road as our liaison, and you’ll NEVER be
part of this team. Is that clear, Jonus?”

“We’re going to have to settle some things Palisades, you and me,” Kable
whispered.

“Get in line partner, it starts behind the short angry Ubese and the Jedi bookends,”
Vic turned and ignored the accompanying shouts, hopping over the door and into the
convertible air cab.  Passing his room card in front of the reader set into the cabs dash, the
droid relayed his room number back and sped into the darkness, leaving his teammates
and the glowing blinking multicolored plateau behind.
He welcomed the cool breeze that blew across his face from deep in the mountain; a crisp
smell with the hint of water and a comforting earthy aroma almost lulled him to sleep and
he tossed the cigarra out of the side of the cab and sank down into the supple seat
cushions.
The trip took only a few minutes, when the cab slowed and lights flickered to life in the
darkness. Gently, the air taxi nestled itself against the waist tall balcony and Vic rose,
stepping out onto the wide circular patio ringed in soft gentle hovering lights.  He tapped



the “return” button set into the balcony’s banister and the air taxi beeped as it detached
from its mooring and sped back off into the darkness.
Tossing his jacket across a low slung deck chair that sat on a polished marble floor etched
with intricate designs and craftsmanship he waved his room card in front of the reader
located beside an ornate circular door.
 Vic stepped into the sitting room and unbuckled his belt and blaster, tossing them into a
nearby couch, along with his gloves and shirt. The room was spacious, carved into the
rock and illuminated by a fireplace with a crackling holo-flame so that a soft warm
orange glow made the room feel smaller and warmer than it actually was.  Stepping to the
mini bar, he chose a light elixir brewed on a planet called “Ferynoi”, full of ingredients
that wouldn’t kill him and filled a tumbler to its rim. He downed half of the yellow liquid,
letting it sit in his mouth before sliding, cool and refreshing, into his stomach.
Yawning, he headed to the rear of the room and passed beneath the sensor that
automatically slid the round bedroom door apart.  It closed behind and when the lights
didn’t automatically come on he reached back looking for the manual switch, parking his
drink on a nearby table.

“That fat Bith needs to fix these damn lights,” Vic mumbled.

“Leave them off,” a female voice whispered, less than a meter away.

Vic froze, his hand going for his blaster that wasn’t there. To his surprise he brushed bare
skin and the familiar scent of an expensive Garnib perfume hit his nose.  The same
perfume he’d smelled earlier in the day.

“That’s a good way to get yourself killed Lauren,” he said, his eyes slowly
adjusting to the darkness.

“You aren’t wearing your blaster, I checked,” she replied, closing with him and
circling his body with her arms.

“And you aren’t wearing much of anything,” he replied, doing likewise. At most
she wore a thin silk robe that ended just below her waist- and nothing else. “Besides, I
don’t need my blaster to kill people, it just makes it quicker for them,” Vic said, and
despite a voice in the back of his head that cautioned against the tide of emotions and
hormones he fought to keep at bay, he slid his hands up her back and pulled her close.

“Oooh, tough talk from a tough man.  But I know better,” she whispered, her hot
breath just inches from his face.

“Better? What’s ‘better’?” Vic asked.

“I’ll show you ‘what’s better,’” she said and pulled him close, her mouth closing
on his.



The Ferynoi elixir went down smooth but left a nasty surprise a few hours after
consumption, Vic thought as his stomach turned in knots.  He pushed the discomfort out
of his mind and lay still, trying not to wake Lauren, who lightly snored to his left.
The conversation he’d had with the team earlier kept replaying itself in his mind and he
wondered if he would be better off splitting entirely and rebuilding with some new talent.
Just as quickly he pushed the idea from his mind; he’s worked hard to build the team, and
to rebuild would take time and resources he didn’t have.  It’s not like Force users fell out
of the sky, and if he were to go after Tremayne and bring him to justice, he would
certainly need at least one of the Jedi- if for no other reason than to provide a distraction
so he could draw a bead on the High Inquisitor and ventilate him when he wasn’t
looking.
And then there was Rordak, and all of the complications and headaches that awaited them
on that God-Forsaken planet.  He’d struggled and killed to stay out of an Imperial prison
for years, and now he was voluntarily walking into one with his entire team. It was
madness, but there was no other way and no other options- the system was too tightly
defended and the New Republic refused to launch an attack just for one man.
And how could he forget Koort?  The Ubese was mercenary through and through and Vic
wondered if he exercised the best judgment in bringing him on board. Would he turn on
Raptor Squad at the sign of guaranteed credits?  Only time would tell-if it wasn’t too late.
And then the new addition…Lieutenant Jonus Kable…he….

“You’re grinding your teeth,” Lauren said.

“I didn’t hear you wake up,” he rolled over and slid an arm around her
midsection.  “Sorry.”

“It’s ok, I almost didn’t. I haven’t slept that good in months,” she wiggled up
closer to him so her hair, still carrying the scent of perfume and sweat, bundled beneath
his nose.  He smiled and took a deep breath. “Glad I could be of service.”

“So, are you headed back to Garnib now?  I could go with you, the Mew-Tao are
back there.”

He lay silent and didn’t say anything at first. Visions of Rordak turned in his thoughts
and made his skin grow cold.  “No, no we have to head back out in a few days,” Vic said.

“Why?” she pulled from his grasp and turned to face him. The faint light spilling
from a lit nearby candle told him she wasn’t pleased with the news- not that he was
surprised.

Shrugging he lay back and stared at the carved rock ceiling.  “We have to go to Rordak to
rescue Jax.”



“Rordak?  Is that where he is?”

 “Unfortunately.”

“Don’t go,” her voice was small, pleading.

He cursed himself and turned to face her.  “Lauren, I don’t have a choice. “

“We all have a choice,” she said, her brilliant blue eyes glittering in the firelight.

“Sometimes, and sometimes we don’t. This is one of those times when I don’t.”

“Is that right?  Is this also one of those times when some of you won’t come
back?  Like Chance or A’sok?”

It was a low blow, and the fact that it was true didn’t make it any easier. Anger and pain
welled up inside, mixing with the elixir and making him almost throw up. He rolled out
of bed and began pulling his trousers on, turning his back to her.  “That was cheap
Lauren, and I expect a hell of a lot better from you.”

“Vic, I’m sorry, I…”

“I knew this was a mistake,” he mumbled.

“A mistake?”

He froze and cursed himself.  “No, not a mistake, I,” he turned around and Lauren’s
normally flawless beautiful face was a mask of hate and anger, catching the orange glow
of the candlelight, making her look almost demonic.  “You weren’t thinking that a few
hours ago!”

“Lauren, that’s not what I meant,” he made a move to reach out for her but she
retreated into a ball, pulling the covers back.  “Don’t touch me! Bastard!” Tears began
pooling in the corner of her eyes and her breath started coming in gasps.  “I should have
stayed on Mrlsst! I don’t know why I even bothered to come looking for you! I travelled
halfway across the galaxy just to be called a mistake!?!”

“Hey!  That’s not fair, I didn’t mean,” he could tell he wasn’t getting through and
shook his head. “Lauren, I didn’t mean what I said.  I’m sorry, I just…”

“You’re not sorry Vic!  You’re never sorry!  You think I’m just something of a
convenience to you, right?  A plaything that follows you around like some lost pet, well
I’m not!” She was screaming now, her voice cracking and reverberating off of the stone
walls, hitting him physically as well as emotionally.“I’ve got feelings! And while I may
not be one of your ‘crew’ or ‘team’ I’m still a person! I still deserve better!”



“Lauren, calm down, just take a deep bre…” He was interrupted by the beeping of
his comm. and as he went to turn it off, saw Perfo’s name flashing in red on the tiny
display.  He knew Perfo would only interrupt him if it was important, though he still
hesitated in answering it.

“I need to take this,” he said holding the communicator up.

She remained quiet, glaring at him from over the top of the blanket. He shook his head
and grabbed his boots as he exited through the bedroom doors, jamming the comm to life.

“What?” he snapped into the small silver cylinder.

“Man, I expected a few hours of sleep would have relieved you of your
crankiness,” Perfo’s voice replied.

“I didn’t get any damn sleep, all I got was grief and…” he trailed off, looking
back at the bedroom door. “Nevermind.”

“Bad dreams Vic?” Perfo said.

“Something like that. What’s up?” he dropped onto the nearby grav couch.

“Just following through with your request pal.  Deuce just showed up.”

“Great,” he killed the comm and tossed it across the room, “things just keep
getting better and better.”

*

“Did you feel it?” Baal asked as they marched down the hallway, back towards
the briefing room.
“Of course I felt it.  I felt it once he’d arrived, but couldn’t place it, just an overwhelming
sense of dread and despair,” Klux shrugged. “Cyruce can certainly mask his abilities-
well.” Klux had opened himself up to the Force and was allowing in every ripple, from
Baal, Lana and their latest arrival.  If the theory was true that force ripples flowed
outwards across the galaxy like waves in a still pond, then Tierfon Station must have
been like a boulder dropped into the center of a mud puddle.

“That kind of power wouldn’t go unnoticed by the Empire, I sense he is evil,”
Baal nodded.



“Wow, what gave you that impression? The flowing black clothes or the fact his
name is a synonym for ‘darkness’? I mean, come on, you don’t think Jedi walk around
acting like that do you?”

“I’m not sure what Jedi act like. They didn’t do a very good job of keeping
themselves alive long enough for me to find out.”

Freezing, Klux turned. “What the hell has happened to you Baal?  What would make you
think, much less say something like that?”

“It’s the truth. It is not by my hand that your Master and his kind were wiped out,
it was their own doing. If the truth hurts you so much perhaps you should…”

“Hey!” Klux stepped up, tilting his head and staring straight into the Trianni’s
lavender eyes. “Look, I don’t need a history lesson, but I do expect a degree of respect
from you.  Or, hell, at least act like you have some sense and couth when you are talking
to me.”

“I don’t respect you Klux.  Don’t take it personally, but you’ve given me no
reason to, and I certainly don’t respect the Jedi- they were nothing but self professed
warriors who ran around the galaxy mingling in political affairs and battles they had no
business being in. They brought about their own demise.”

“Yeah, maybe they made some mistakes here and there, but at least they didn’t
get in bed with the Sith,” Klux spat the word at him.

Baal’s eyes went wide and his hand moved, albeit slightly, towards his belt and his twin
lightsaber and Klux’s dream from the previous night erupted into his mind all over again.
He stepped back, heeding his Master’s words and put his hands up- while still
maintaining his guard.

“Hang on, let’s just take a deep breath here,” Klux stepped away. “Look, I’m
sorry, that was uncalled for.  I didn’t mean that.”

“Then you should not have said it.”

“Let’s just forget it, ok?  Look, you’ve had a long trip and a rough way to go
recently- and so have I.  We haven’t seen each other in months and I don’t think this is
the way this should go down.”

“Rough way? You have no idea how rough the last few months have been.”

“Look, I know, you told me about the Mew-Tao slaughter, I’m sorry Baal, I really
am…I…”



“It’s not just that,” Baal said, hands dropping to his side as he moved towards the
inner corridor wall, crouching and leaning back so his back fell flush with the dull
ferrocrete. “I,” his voice caught and he looked up and to Klux’s amazement he could see
moisture pooling in the Trianni’s eyes, “I was told my father has been killed in the border
wars.”

“Oh man, I’m, I’m sorry Baal- I had no idea,” Klux stepped over and put a hands
on the Trianni’s shoulder. “Really, I didn’t know.”

“There’s no way you could,” Baal looked down, his long fingernail picking at the
metal grating. “I don’t like to put my business out there for all to see.”

“But a loss like that, look I know you were close to your father,” Klux went to
kneel but Baal stood, shaking his head.

“What’s done is done, there is nothing I can do about it now.”

“Baal, don’t rob yourself of grief, we all have emotions.”

“The Jedi warned against emotions, did they not?  They cloud your mind, your
judgment,” Baal said.  “Is that not true?”

Stepping back, Klux nodded. “Yes.  Da’jony said that is one of the things that allowed
the Sith to move undetected throughout the Clone Wars- the Jedi’s minds were clouded
by the war- distractions…” he trailed off. “Blaac.”

“What of him?” Baal cocked an eyebrow.

“Ever since he’s shown up I’ve been tense- troubled- not thinking straight,” Klux
shook his head. “I don’t think that’s mere coincidence.”

“Unlikely. So, what are we going to do about it?” Baal said, cracking his
knuckles.  Klux glanced to the side and almost burst out laughing.

“Talk to him was my plan of action, unless you had other ideas.”

“He could be dangerous.  We…”

“He works for the New Republic. I’m willing to allow him the benefit of the
doubt before we try to interrogate him,” Klux calmed himself and continued walking.

“Of course,” Baal snarled following.  “Still, I’ll contact Lana and tell her to meet
us, in case we need some backup.”

Stopping in the corridor, Klux was glad it was deserted. He hated talking to Baal in front
of other people- especially about Force related issues.  “Why?” he shook his head.  “We



don’t need Lana for backup, we don’t need anyone for backup. It’s not like a lightsaber
battle is going to break out.”

“You never know.”

Calming himself, Klux tried to keep his voice even.  “Are you so foolish?  Do you not
remember what happened to Chance?  How we frelled that up from top to bottom? If you
want to train Lana do it on your time, not mine.”

“Yes,” Baal stepped forward, jamming a finger in his chest. “We did screw up
with Chance. A mistake I assure you won’t happen again, because there won’t be a ‘we’
to screw things up.  You aren’t a part of this picture.”

“Good!  But you heard Vic!  He doesn’t want her around and I agree with him!
She’s an unnecessary risk.”

“She can take care of herself,” Baal shrugged.

“It’s not her I’m worried about,” Klux leaned in, “you’re in your own little world
during combat, and you use the Force to get you out of trouble. What happens when you
have to keep one eye on Lana?  What happens when you have to pull your focus away
from the job at hand to make sure she’s ok?”

Baal turned and began walking away. “You don’t need to worry about that, just worry
about yourself. The Mew-Tao has always looked out for each other, and that will never
change.”

“And what if it puts one of us in jeopardy?  What if it pulls you away from Raptor
Squad?”

“What if?” Baal kept walking. “Then I guess you’ll learn just how valuable I
really am to the team.”

They found Blaac still in the meeting hall, sitting on the bottom step of the
amphitheater-style seating, the red planet of Rordak spinning in place in front of him. His
long black coat had the collar pulled up and the holo’s red glow illuminated small black
eyes locked forward.

“I’m surprised you didn’t hang about after the meeting to speak with me,” Blaac
said; he remained static, his eyes still locked on the holo.

“We had other business,” Baal said, pulling himself up to his full height and
crossing his arms. “You have some questions to answer.”



Klux triggered the door shut and shook his head.  Putting Blaac on the defensive right out
of the gate was a stupid move- though he expected no less from Baal.

The man sat stationary for a moment. Then, a low chuckle creaked through lips partially
concealed by the high collar of his jacket. “Do I?  And just how do you expect to get the
answers I’m not willing to give?”

“We have ways…” Baal began but Klux stepped in front of him and held him at
bay.  “What are you doing? This man is a New Republic officer!  Calm down!”

“Do not tell me what to do,” Baal snarled, looking at Klux then past him, back to
Blaac. “Who are you?”

“Cyruce Blaac, New Republic Intelligence,” the man responded.

“No, you know what I mean, you’re a Force User,” Baal said.  “We can sense
you.”

“I’m afraid I’m not at liberty to discuss that topic,” Blaac said.

“We sensed you when you arrived. You are surrounded by an unsettling energy
Cyruce, and that has us concerned,” Klux said, opening his hands and trying to appear
diplomatic.

To this Cyruce finally stood, dropping his collar away from his face and smoothing the
creases in his jacket as he spoke. “Martin, you and your partner are very perceptive, and,
if there are specific questions I can answer to address your concerns, I will be more than
happy to” Blaac took a few steps up the stairs so that he was looking down on he and
Baal.  “However, realize that there are some things I cannot answer, either because I am
instructed not to or I personally choose not to answer. Is that clear?”

Seating himself a meter away while Baal remained standing, Klux nodded. “Of course.”

“Very well,” Blaac smiled remaining standing, “then feel free to ask whatever you
wish.”

Klux tilted his head.  “What species are you?”

The man smiled, his thin lips curling beneath his coal-black moustache. “Umbaran.”

Klux nodded. The Umbarans were a power hungry species that rarely left their
home system and who were sneaky, manipulative and dangerous-at least that’s what he
remembered from the bits and pieces he’d heard throughout his travels. He remembered
Da’Jony mentioning that the Empire used them throughout the Jedi Purge to hunt down
and eliminate rogue Jedi, though he’d never actually seen one himself.



“I thought so, your species isn’t the most reliable in the galaxy you know,” Klux said. At
this Blaac’s expression never changed.

“If we are to judge one another merely by what species we are I daresay I could
present a great many stereotypes that would enrage you and your friend here,” he nodded
to Baal. “But you and I both know that would prove of little use. If you choose to create
an opinion based on merely where I was born then feel free, I would expect no less
actually, at least from Balthazar.”

“What does that mean?” Baal said.

“Exactly what you think it does. You and Martin walked in here with a chip on
your shoulder and demanding answers to questions you have no right to ask. You plot
your course for this conversation before you even stepped foot in this room.”

“I can’t really argue with that,” Klux shook his head, glaring at Baal. The Trianni
ignored him- of course.

“Of course you can, but you choose not to because you know I’m right. Though
it’s unlikely either one of you possess the insight to admit it out loud,” Blaac said.

 “Enough flowery talk and misdirection! We demand answers Blaac,” Baal
snarled, leaning forward.

“Oh, you demand answers now do you? Balthazar, there is only one way you can
get me to answer questions I choose not to,” Blaac smiled.

“And that is?” Baal replied.

“Order me to.”

“Fine, I order you to tell me who trained you,” Baal said.

“I’m afraid you have no authority, only a superior officer can do that,” Blaac
smiled. “And since you choose to refrain from committing to any sort of military
structure, that means I don’t have to tell you anything.”

“This is going to do nothing but take us in circles. Okay, look, let’s try this
again,” Klux said, sensing Baal’s anger surfacing. “Have you ever worked for the
Empire?” Klux asked.

“Again, I’m sorry, but I cannot answer that.”

“Are you a Jedi?” Baal asked.

“I’m an interrogator,” Blaac replied.



“You don’t seem to be very forthcoming with your answers,” Baal sneered.

Finally, Blaac looked down at Baal, crossing his arms. “Perhaps I should begin
questioning you.  How forthcoming would you be about your past Balthazar? About the
persecution of the Mew-Tao, or about your run-ins with Ventral Warriors and how you
chose to have your teammates dispatch them to prevent soiling your hands?” he glanced
down at Klux.  “Or perhaps you would like to enlighten me on how things went with your
first Padwan, before he killed himself and almost your entire crew with a Sith Holocron?”

“How did you know about that?” Baal demanded, starting up the stairs.  Klux
moved to intercept and again inserted himself between Baal and Blaac.

“I know a great many things-about you both. You’ve not made any great effort to
conceal your location or various activities, and have left an impressive trail of bodies
behind everywhere you’ve gone,” Blaac stepped down so he was even with Baal’s eye
line.  “You’re both reckless and a danger to those around you.  It’s a wonder you’ve not
already been captured and eliminated by those still hunting Jedi, or” he sneered at Baal,
“those who claim to be Jedi.”

Silence fell among the trio, with Baal sending off negative force energy that almost made
Klux convulse.  The darkside firmly had Baal in its grip-but just for a moment- before it
subsided.

“I applaud you Balthazar, with as little real training as you have had I would have
expected you to strike me.  But, you managed to suppress your rage and anger
remarkably well.”

“That could change quickly,” the Trianni snarled.  “I don’t trust you Blaac, I
never will.  We’ve encountered too many Force Users and almost all turn out to be evil.”

The man nodded, then smoothed his jacket and took a seat.  “Of course. Given the history
of your people I would imagine you’ve known quite a few who skirt the line between
light and dark.”

“What do you know of my people?” Baal demanded, jamming a finger in Blaac’s
face.

“I know they have a history steeped in darkness Balthazar. I know at one time
they co-existed with Sith Masters, who used them and trained them.”

“How? How do you know all of this?” Baal leaned in.

“Debriefings Baal. When your team comes off of assignments and missions, you
are asked a number of questions you…”



“I never answer those questions,” Baal said.  “I have better things to do than give
reports to bureaucrats who wouldn’t know what to do with such information.”

“Of course,” Blaac smiled, looking over to Klux and back.  “But your team mates
are more than generous with their recounting of events.”

Ball turned a deadly stare on Klux. “You?”

“Not me,” Klux shook his head.  “I tend to…edit my reports,” Klux shook his
head.  Vic.  It had to be Vic who spilled the beans on the Mew-Tao religion’s connection
with the Sith.

Standing, Blaac smiled at them both.  “Gentlemen, this has been great fun, but I do have
other matters to attend to,” he went to leave but Baal barred his way, the mans face
coming even with the Trianni’s massive chest.  A grin pulling at the corner of his mouth,
Blaac slowly looked up.

“We’re not finished Blaac. In the end, we’ll find the truth about you, and if need
be, destroy you.”

With no effort at all Blaac moved forward and Baal stumbled backwards as if he’d just
been body blocked by a AT-ST.  “You should be wary of the darkness you carry with you
Balthazar, someday it will be your undoing,” he said, and without another word passed
through the doors that hissed shut behind him, leaving them both stunned with only the
red glow of Rordak to help them find their way out.

*

She hated Tierfon Station slightly less than Garnib. While Garnib had a temple
full of eager Mew-Tao followers, it was still a glacier; a cold, wet, slick glacier covered
in continuous drifts of snow and ice. And while her fur helped against the elements, she
still found herself bundled in cloaks and wraps to maintain her warmth.
On the other hand, Tierfon Station was merely a building, and while she despised the
lifeless dull gray corridors and walkways, you could at least go outside and into another
world- a world not unlike her home planet of Fibuli, where thick lush jungles and
towering rainforests provided a refuge from the drab New Republic base.



She and Lauren had opted to leave their things on the rental, using the freighter as their
temporary quarters and base of operations, though she could tell by the woman’s
movements and extraordinary high level of hormones that Dr. Salias had other plans.
Once squared away, they’d split up, and ever since, unless she was looking for Baal,
which proved fruitless more often than not, she took to the Tierfon wilderness, keeping
mostly to the high branches of the trees, letting her natural acrobatic ability carry her
from one high leafy perch to the next.
Gripping the sticky limb of a higher tree, she stopped, her chest taking in the sweet humid
air while tiny insects hovered about her, disturbed from their homes. Here, above the rest
of the jungle, she could see for dozens of kilometers as the orange of dusk slowly made
its way across the planet. A haze hung in the air and above, glittering in the canopy of
fluffy coral colored clouds, stars began to spark to life.
Occasionally, when she was feeling particularly brave, she made jumps that would
normally prove too much of a stretch- branches just a bit too far away. And at the last
moment, before failure proved to be disastrous, she would give herself over to the Force
like Baal or Grismarr had taught her, and, fortunately, she would find herself carried,
almost weightless, to her destination.
In those moments of triumph she tried to keep her pride in check, but it was hard and
more and more often she found herself taking those risks. The rush of adrenaline, the
elation of victory at the moment of perilous defeat exhilarated her, and for a moment,
sailing through the approaching dusk, leaves gently brushing her feet as wind rippled her
fine fur, she understood what Baal must feel every time he used the Force.

Freedom.

For years throughout the wars with the Espos and the fights, military engagements and
brutal deaths on both sides, freedom was an abstract concept. While the Mew-Tao fought
for their “freedom”, all they really did was entrench themselves further into the slavery of
revenge and retribution.
Arturo was a perfect example. Once a brilliant painter and sculptor, her brother left his
natural talents behind to become a Protector. Forsaking what he loved, his passion, he
gave himself over to war and violence all in the name of protecting the Mew-Tao’s
‘freedoms’.
And in the process enslaving himself to their cause and their war.
She shook her head and made another leap, taking her to a nearby tree trunk, where her
fine black claws dug in, allowing her purchase. She wore a simple thin, almost
transparent singlet, allowing her the freedom of her hands and feet. Powerful thighs
flexed and propelled her and she was once again jumping, diving and flying through the
air, leaving the Mew-Tao, its war, religion and everything behind and just drinking in the
euphoria of her freedom- freedom without any conditions attached.
Finally, she forced herself to stop. Something wasn’t right, down below and in her
stomach, butterflies fluttered to life, but her curiosity pulled her towards the ground,
rather than spurning her to distance herself.
Slowly, she turned upside down, and, claws holding her tight against the tree, she
shimmied down its wide trunk, through the canopy of leaves and branches and into the
darkness of the jungle floor.



She was at the edge of a clearing, and only a few dozen meters away, could see the rising
moon sparkling off of a lake; and the shadow of a man, kneeling on its edge. Silently, she
dropped to the mat of leaves and underbrush and crept forward, using the light breeze and
surrounding chattering of animals and insects to mask her movement. She smiled,
remembering when she was a child and set out with her uncle’s hunting parties. She was
just a meter away from the man’s bare back and he still hadn’t turned, hadn’t detected her
in any way.  Normally she would have alerted him to her presence long ago, but
something drew her to remain quiet, to see just how close…

“Impressive. Were I a fawn I would be on the verge of having a terrible night,” he
said.

She froze, eyes going wide but was at a loss for words.  To her amazement the man
levitated from the ground, his legs unfolding beneath him. He turned, his mouth curling
into a grin beneath a bushy goatee and mane of brown hair.

Klux Martin.

“I’m sorry, I...” Lana stammered, and realizing she sounded as embarrassed as she
felt, drew herself up to full height. “I should have announced my presence. I apologize.”

Continuing to smile, Klux gave a dismissive wave. “No need.  I’d been following you for
a while, if anyone should be apologizing it should be me.”

“You’ve been…following me?  But how?” Lana glanced up to the treetops then
back down at the average looking human, who she now realized, was glistening with
sweat.

“It wasn’t easy, believe me,” he shook his head and laughed. “And even through
the Force I can’t honestly say I was barely able to match you vertically,” he reached
down and retrieved a towel from the ground, “but you were giving off enough of a Force
signature that if I lost you in the foliage it was still easy to track your movements.”

Cheeks flushing beneath her fur, Lana cursed inwardly for not being more vigilant, for
allowing herself to daydream. As if the man could read her thoughts he smiled again, and
put a warm had on her shoulder. She froze, relaxing beneath his touch. “Hey, it’s ok.  I
come out here a lot to clear my head and get some fresh air. The ferrocrete hallways of
the base can muddle your brain sometimes,” he said.

“Yes, I’ve found that as well,” Lana smiled back.

“You know, you and I never have really talked very much. I mean, Baal’s told me
about you, but now that you have found yourself in the company of our unique little
group,” Klux shrugged, “if you need to talk or would like to discuss the Force or
anything, I’m always around.”



Baal had told her plenty about Klux, and most of it was negative. He’d run down his
fellow Jedi and teammate as irresponsible, childish and narrow-minded. But the man who
stood before Lana now seemed open, sincere and very genuine, and to her surprise, she
felt unusually comfortable around him.

“I would like that,” she smiled. “Though I’m not sure how much time I will be
spending with Raptor Squad.  We’ve recently begun constructing a temple on
Garnib…I’m sure I will be up to my elbows in training and mentoring once we get back.”

 “Baal mentioned that. I asked for more details but he was pretty reluctant to
discuss it at length. It’s fascinating that you are willing to open your religion up to non-
Trianni.’

“I’m not so sure it’s fascinating as it is a necessity,” she stepped over to the lakes
edge and cupped a handful of cool water into her mouth, letting it chill her throat and wet
her lips.  “We’ve lost most of our tribe, almost all of our followers, the fact is, the very
survival of our people, our religion, depends on opening up the Mew-Tao to other
species.”

“It’s a smart move Lana,” Klux said.  “You have to watch out for your followers,
if you don’t lead them, or take actions that will ensure their survival, they will fade away-
just like the Jedi,” he looked down, his blue eyes glassing over. “I’ve learned the galaxy
has a short memory when it wants to, and it’s all too easy to forget.”
Thy began walking in silence, enjoying the light breeze and waves of tiny green fireflies
that wafted in lazy clouds along their path and through the trees.

“So, are you ready for Rordak?” Lana asked when they set upon an actual path
worn into the soft grass.

“No, but I think something would be wrong with me if I were,” Klux said.  “An
Imperial Prison is not exactly in my list of vacation spots.”

Lana shook her head. “I understand. Baal told me about your discussion over who would
be going.  I wouldn’t welcome the trip, but I would certainly like to go along to help.
Sitting here, not making a difference is going to be maddening.”

He didn’t say anything for a moment, finally stopping. “Lana, I’m not worried about you
going, I’m worried about Baal. He seems to be very protective of you and that can
be…dangerous…in some of the situations we get in.”

“I’m not a cub, I’m an adult.  He should focus on his own affairs and trust that I
can take care of myself.  I’ve lived through more border skirmishes and Espo attacks than
he could imagine,” Lana crossed her arms.  “His concern is misplaced if he thinks I
would be a detriment in battle.”
They stared at each other for more than a moment, his brown eyes looking her over while
she kept hers locked on his.  Finally, he smiled.



“I believe you.  And hey, I’ve known Baal for a long time, I know that once he
sees he has nothing to worry about he’ll be fine.  You know, you are the High Priestess,
it’s not like you probably haven’t seen as much if not more combat than all of us.  Well,
except for Vic maybe,” Klux held his hands out. “You want to come along, you have my
approval.”

“I can go?” Lana smiled.

“Woah, I didn’t say that,” Klux laughed. “You still have to get Vic’s approval,
and trust me, that may be more difficult than walking through the gates of Rordak
wearing a neon target on your chest.”

She smelled him long before she found him. In fact, Lana only needed to follow
the scent of powerful intermingled hormones, sweat and Dr. Salias’ perfume to find Vic,
who was stalking the corridors of Tierfon Station like a rabid beast someone forgot to
chain up.
Tabaac smoke swirling in his wake like a vapor trail, Vic ground the repulsive dark plug
back and forth, pushing aside several soldiers who were hurrying along the pale grey
corridors onto their next duty.  They paid him no mind, simply squeezed past, mumbling
something over their shoulders and continuing on.  He ignored them, and when he saw
Lana approaching, rolled his eyes and tried to sidestep. She was took quick however, and
dodged directly in his path.

“Look kid, I don’t have the time right now…”

“Kid?” Lana caught herself and knew she wouldn’t make any headway with this
man if she started things off by arguing. She smiled, ignoring the insult and shook her
head.  “Vic, I’ve talked to Klux, he said he was fine with me going to Rordak to help.”

Silently, the man continued to gnaw away at his cigarra, staring hard at Lana with deep
brown eyes.  She matched his stare, and though he towered over her by a good three
inches, still tried to stand up to her full height, squaring her shoulders.

“You’ll get yourself killed kid. These aren’t some lowlife Espos who got recruited
out of a merc camp somewhere. These are Imperial Stormtroopers. They’re tough, nasty
and I’m guessing itching to kill something for having been stuck on prison detail the rest
of their lives. Stay home, comb your fur, and play with your followers, you’ll live
longer,” he tried to step around but she put a hand in his chest and stopped him.



“I can take care of myself,” she said, her voice a low, dangerous purr.

“You better take care of that paw before you lose it,” he snarled, leaning in.  She
smelled Salias all over him and guessed they’d been together recently. It must not have
gone well. “Look,” he grabbed her wrist and gently-but forcefully- pulled it away.  “I
don’t know what that boyfriend of yours…”

“He’s not my mate.”

“Whatever he is,” Vic continued, “if he’s filled your head with ideas that being a
Force-user buys you some sort of pass in this galaxy or that it makes you invincible, it
doesn’t. I’ve got the brain matter of the last idiot that bought into what he’s selling still
stuck to the walls of my cargo hold.  The Force is a crutch, plain and simple, and when
you lean on it too much, it breaks and you fall. You got that?”

“I’ve survived this long without it Vic, I don’t need it now.”

“Good.  Keep that in mind. Because when you start using it like your boyfr…like
Baal, you are going to find out the same thing he will someday. When you need it most
it’s not going to be there for you, and then you’ll have to rely on actual skill.”
He brushed past her and she turned, watching him leave.

“You know Vic,” she said, rubbing her wrist where his hand was a moment ago,
“Most beings enjoy a sense of elation when reunited with loved ones-I suppose that does
not hold true for you.”

He stopped; turning around his face was curled into a mask of confusion. Stepping back
towards her he tilted his head as if he hadn’t heard her.  “What did you say?”

“Lauren,” Lana shrugged. “I expected you would be in a better mood after seeing
her, and,” she smirked, “spending some quality time with her.”

Snickering, Vic leaned against the corridor and pulled the cigarra from his mouth, tossing
it into the hallway where it smoldered.  “Who said we were in love?”

“You, you don’t love her?”

“She’s in love, and I care enough about her to try to make her realize that getting
involved with me is dangerous and foolish. She doesn’t listen,” Vic shook his head. “That
seems to be the common character flaw of the females around these parts.”

“Maybe, or maybe you give off the wrong signals,” Lana shook her head.  “You
males are all the same.  A one track mind guided by a one-track...”

“Woah! Hey, let’s not dump all this on me!” Vic said, “You brought her here!  I
didn’t ask her to come looking for me and I sure as hell knew she would be better off if



she hadn’t found me,” Vic leaned forward and gestured down the hallway. “You have
any damn idea what we do out there kid?  You have any clue at the list of enemies we’ve
racked up in the few years we’ve been in operation? We’re not talking about some back-
planet Espo’s who can barely string together a sentence!  We’re talking about Darksiders,
Imperial Inquisitors, crime lords, Hutt’s for crying out loud!”
The man shook his head and began pacing. “Lauren is better off staying frell-far away
from me!  Any one of those psychos out there would have no problem taking her and
using her as a bargaining chip to get at me or anyone else on this team, and now,” he
jabbed a finger in Lana’s face, “I’ve got Baal’s girlfriend hanging around wanting to rush
off to a freaking Imperial prison planet and play hero!”

“I’m not his girlfriend, and I’m not going to play hero!  I’m going because you
need my help!  I’m going because you need every edge you can get when you set down
on that planet,” she leaned in, their noses almost touching, “I’m your edge.”

“Really? You think you’re that good?” he asked, titling his head so he could take
in her body. She remained still, but felt uncomfortable as he eyes moved over every curve
her thin singlet offered up.  She’d been in the sights of predators on Fibuli before, and felt
no different now.

“Good?” she smiled, not wavering. “No, I’m not good, I’m something else
entirely.”

“Yeah,” Vic nodded, still looking her over from top to bottom.  “I can see that,”
his eyes stopped on hers. “You’re going to get yourself killed you know.”

“So?  What is it to you?  Just another dead Force-user, right?” Lana smirked,
crossing her arms. “From what I’ve heard you should be begging me to go along, it might
relieve you of your Trianni headaches.”

He leaned back, his scowl finally cracking into a smile. “Damn kid, you’re crazy!  I like
that!  Fine, you’ve showed me that you aren’t some love-sick kitty prowling around after
Baal.  But you show me different on the way there, I see one glimmer, one flash of
something other than total dedication to the mission, and I’ll park you to babysit that
freighter and the only part of Rordak you’ll see is what you can spy from the viewport.
We clear on that?”

“We’re clear,” Lana said.

“Good, now if you’ll excuse me, I have to go deliver some bad news to a good
friend.”

 Stepping aside so he could pass, she leaned over so he could hear her as he went on his
way.  “Lauren is a good person Vic. You don’t deserve her.”



He stopped, and without looking back seemed to ponder what Lana said for a moment.
Finally, he nodded.  “Yeah Kid, I keep finding out as I go through life that we never
really get what we deserve.”

*

“I see you spoke to Lana,” Klux said.  The Jedi was leaning against the massive
blast door of the south entrance, nursing a mug of hut caffe and watching the stars glitter
in the night sky.

“How the hell you know that?” Vic said.

The man opened his arms up.  “Hello? Jedi?”

“Yeah, of course,” Vic rolled his eyes. “And thanks a heap for telling that kid it
was okay to tag along. You two dwarfnuts are going to get her killed too,” he snarled,
“And I kinda actually like her!”  He didn’t think he was ever going to find Deuce; he’d
checked in the mess where he thought she might be but she wasn’t there, and he was on
his way to the barracks when he’d run into Lana. He needed to talk to her, tell her what
had happened to A’sok but every time he turned around it seemed like he was being
pulled farther away from his objective.

“You like her?  That doesn’t sound good,” Klux smiled.

“No, not like that, I mean she’s straightforward, got some gumption and seems to
have a better head on her shoulders than most of the folks around here,” Vic shrugged.
“Though she is kinda cute, isn’t she?”

“I hadn’t noticed,” Klux said- a bit too quickly.

“Oh, I’m sure.  I mean, it’s hard to miss those curves and that tight toned body
with all of the clothing she wears. That one piece form-fitting bodysuit really hides a lot.”

“Do you ever think about anything else?” Klux shook his head and took another
drink. “Besides bedding down every…”

“Hey!  Let’s not get personal. I think of a lot of other things.”



“Of course,” Klux said, “besides you already have a partner, and Lana and Baal
seem to have something going on.”

“Yeah, but she is cute,” Vic leaned in, his voice low.  “I bet a guy, a straight up
guy with some smarts could sway her you know…”

“No, I don’t,” Klux stepped back. “You don’t mean me do you?”

Shrugging, Vic leaned back. “Course not!  I’m sure you wouldn’t have any interest in a
strong, smart beautiful woman like that.”

“Vic, Lana and Baal are together, despite what he might claim. And he and I have
enough differences as it is.  I would also suggest you stay away from her…”

“Hey, I don’t go behind my friend’s backs,” Vic stopped him. “Besides all of the
things you might think about me, I’m not so low as to do something like that. If those two
care for each other then I wish them all the happiness in the galaxy.”

“Really?  So there is actually a romantic heart beating in that outlaw chest?” Klux
winked over top of the mug.

“Hardly, I just value loyalty over trim and think there are just some things one
friend shouldn’t do to another. Besides, I have enough trouble keeping myself out of
trouble with one female, I don’t like my odds with two…besides, it would still go against
one of my rules- you don’t bunk with crew.”

“Well, it’s a good thing you’ve got some rules,” Klux laughed. “You ever going
to clue in the rest of us to what exactly those are?”

“Yeah, one is don’t go around telling Trianni High Priestesses it’s okay to tag
along on missions before asking me.”

Tossing the rest of the steaming liquid off into the darkness, Klux remained leaning.
“Did it ever occur to you that Lana might be an asset to Raptor Squad?  That she’s not
just some ‘kid’ who doesn’t know how to handle herself?”

“Frell Klux, don’t tell me you’re buying into that too. What?  You and Baal have
a line on a new Padwan now?  You guys going to get her killed just like Chance.”

The Jedi moved fast, pulling himself from the blast door and closing with Vic. “That’s
not fair! When are you going to drop Chance’s and A’sok’s death Vic?  When are you
going to stop tossing it up in our faces?”

“When it stops being relevant Jedi man,” Vic leaned forward.  “I’m heading to tell
Deuce what happened right now, care to join me?”



Klux remained silent for a moment, his eyes glancing to the ground.

“Yeah, I didn’t think so,” Vic stepped to the doorway and looked out at the stars.
“Lana seems like a sharp leader Klux.  And from what I’ve gathered, the Mew-Tao needs
that right now.  Has it ever occurred to you that I don’t want her along because if
something happens to her on this little trip, there are a handful of people sitting on Garnib
that will have lost two High Priestesses in the span of a month?”
Somewhere inside the base an alarm sounded for a duty shift and the corridors began
filling with soldiers hustling back and forth.  A small patrol on a wheeled ATV zoomed
past, crossing the ferrocrete pad that led out from the entrance and into the jungle.

“So, you’re telling me your concern is for the Mew-Tao?” Klux said.

“No, I’m merely tossing out a possible scenario that you, Baal and Lana haven’t
seemed to consider,” Vic turned around.  “Rordak will eat us alive if we aren’t careful.
This isn’t about hitting some crimelord’s palace or some remote garrison. We’re walking
into an Imperial prison where they will kill us if we get caught. No trial, no questioning.
They will flat out eliminate us and toss our bodies in a ditch.”

“You need to have more faith in us,” Klux said. “We’re a good team and Vornskr
Pack has a lot of experience.”

Laughing, Vic turned around.  “Oh, I’ve got faith in you Klux, because you are the one
who is going to lead the team on Rordak.”

The color seemed to drain from the man’s face and his eyes doubled in size.  “Uh, what?”

Slapping him on the shoulder, Vic stepped back into the base.  “You pal.  I’m going to be
infiltrating the admin building and planting the thermal well.  I’m the only one of us who
has the demolitions knowledge to pull it off, I’m also the only one who can get in, get out
and, if need be, disguise myself as a stormie or admin personnel. Baal is well, Baal, so he
won’t fit in, same with Koort, too short and much too Ubese. You would get yourself
blown up, plus, they need you to locate Jax,” Vic shrugged.  “That leaves me.”

“What about Kable?” Klux asked.

“Who?” Vic rolled his eyes.  He knew who Klux was referring to of course, but
didn’t trust the new addition as far as he could sling him. “I want the Lieutenant and Lana
with you guys.  Split them up if you must, but I need to know how these new additions
act under fire and what we can expect. The last thing I want is some new guy screwing up
the thermal well or getting himself killed before even making it into the building.”

“I’ll do my best Vic,” Klux looked through the door. “It’s a lot of responsibility.”

“It is.  With the new additions and this being their first time working together I’m
guessing you’ll have to keep them from killing each other first.”



“How do I do that?”

Vic slapped him on the shoulder and moved past. “Figure it out.  That’s what leaders do
Klux.”

“Vic!”

He froze at hearing his name, and his gut turned inside out though he didn’t let it show.
Her footfalls were fast approaching down the corridor, and he took a deep breath, letting
his body relax.  He hated this more than anything. More than any battle he’d fought, more
than any obstacle put before him, he always hated delivering the news to a loved one that
their brother, sister, son, daughter, husband, wife had perished in the line of duty.
He done this more times than he could remember, and the arcing magenta tattoo over his
right brow was a reminder of those lost under his command. It was a sign of shame, an
old Ivory Brigade tradition carried down through centuries, begun by men who needed to
carry those losses with them, who needed to remember the loss every day of their lives.
All of the men who served in his family’s officers had been branded with one, and he was
no different.
However, most officers didn’t even bother anymore, while others bore tattoos
representing lives saved, soldiers pulled from the brink of death that went home to their
loved ones.  His friend Perfo, a former medic, had one such arcing tattoo, similar to Vic’s
but in place of sharp jagged peaks, there were round, soothing discs.
Life and death, loss and sacrifice.

He turned and tried to wear an easy smile.  Deuce El’Kar was the spitting image of her
brother-easier on the eyes though, and sporting curves in all the right places, and even
though she was a grown woman in black fatigues who’d seen her share of killing and
war, he couldn’t help but see the small frightened child he helped rescue years ago after
her brother was killed at the hands of the Empire- and High Inquisitor Tremayne.

“Hey Deuce, how’ve you been?” he asked. They were near an overlook separated
from the interior of the base by a piece of divided transparasteel. Outside, the jungle fell
away to offer a breathtaking view of the Tierfon Station evening.

“Tired, I just got back form a backwater planet called Mengali,” she shook her
head. “We were getting some local guerillas acquainted with New Republic weaponry, it
was an interesting trip, to say the least,” she stopped and pulled close.  “Vic, where’s
A’sok?  I need to talk to him.  Some things happened on our trip out to Mengali that
I…I’ve made some decisions and I have to see him.”



A pair of Mon Cal walked into the hallway jabbering, and Vic gently pulled Deuce
towards the sliding doors that led out to the observation platform. The humid Tierfon
Station evening stuck to his skin as the doors slid shut, but he welcomed the sounds of the
jungle far below and the gentle breeze that blew across the open space.
A low wall circled the ferrocrete and Vic gestured to the ledge, where they both grabbed
a seat.

“It’s hard to talk with people coming around the corner every few seconds,” he
nodded to the two large headed soldiers who still stood inside.

“What the hell is going on Vic?”  I tried to find Perfo but he was too busy to see
me, and then I went to the Skullduggery and it looked like someone had shoved it in a
food grinder at set it on high,” she shook her head.  “What happened to you out there?
And where’s A’sok?”

“He…” Vic trailed off, and as much as he’d rehearsed, as much as he’d prepared
for this moment, when he looked into her violet eyes the words just lodged in his throat,
refusing to move. He found himself looking down at his hands, knowing it was the worst
thing he could do.

“No…”

He looked up, but she was looking away, her chest heaving beneath the dull black fabric
of her fatigues, and her eyes searching the stars.  Slowly, he pulled the small disc from
his belt- the disc that held A’sok’s wedding plans and vows he written to Deuce- plans to
start a new life together.

“How did it happen,” she whispered, still looking away.

“It doesn’t matter, Deuce, it’s...”

She turned on him and he felt his blood go chill in his veins.  Her eyes narrowed and her
words dripped from her lips like venom.  “It matters to me.  Someone is out there with his
blood on their hands and I intend to repay them, ounce for ounce Vic, so don’t you dare
try to rob me of my revenge!”
He was gripping her shoulders before he realized what he was doing, pulling her close.

“No!  Deuce, the ones who did it…are already dead.  A’sok, Chance, they both
died…he…it was quick,” Vic shook his head, the words not coming to him, a smattering
of what he felt, what he tried to convey just managed to fall from his mouth.
She remained frigid in his grasp, taking in his words.

“He didn’t suffer?” she asked, watching his every move for indication of a lie.

“No, he didn’t suffer at all. He never even saw it coming. None of us did.”



“Good, he…” her voice caught in her throat but she cleared it and looked back out
into the night.  “He hated pain,” she gave a weak smile and the hint of a sniffle. “He was
never really cut out for this line of work.  He was frail, and too trusting,” she shook her
head, “not like us.”

“No, not like us at all Deuce,” Vic agreed, though he knew this woman from
when she was a child, and beneath her shell, behind the wall built by the loss of loved
ones and the death of comrades, he knew of no one more gentle and kind in the galaxy.
Somewhere, far off, something crashed through the jungle, sending up a cloud of birds
that blocked out the stars for just a moment.

“I’ve got to know Vic, I’ve got to know what happened if I’m going to be able
to,” she didn’t finish.

He readied himself for this, knew that letting her know the specifics, the details would
open up the possibility that she would harbor anger and resentment at him, at the Jedi, at
Raptor Squad. And now, faced with executing a rescue operation where the two teams
would have to work together to save Jax, telling her how A’sok died could jeopardize
everything.

But sometimes you had to do what was right.

“It was a few months back. A darksider…” Vic sighed, looking to the sky and
trying not to replay the events too vividly in his mind.  “A darksider spirit was encased in
a artifact that Chance brought on board and…” he stopped and looked back at Deuce. She
was already shaking her head, her mouth falling open in disbelief.  “This thing let out a
blast of energy in the Skull and almost killed us all,” he knew the explanation was brief,
but sufficed without filling in pointless elaboration.
He waited for a string of curses, rage and even violence, but was surprised when all
Deuce did was give a chuckle.

“I knew it, I told him. Told him running around with Jedi would get him killed.
Told him it was dangerous,” she glanced at Vic, her eyes just barely glistening. “He never
listened, Vic.  He trusted you, trusted that you would watch out for him, that one way or
another, you two would walk away from this untouched…”

His chest ached and he shook his head. No matter how many times he told families their
loved ones died, he always felt responsible, always felt like he was the one who pulled
the trigger. It may have been his imagination, but it seemed like every time a throb started
in his right temple and arced above his eye-following the crescent of his tattoo.
“I’m sorry Deuce, I did everything I could, but he knew I would miss him. He knew how
much I thought of him and how important he was to the team,” Vic stood, leaning
forward on the wall and looking down.  “I’ve tore myself apart for months, I wouldn’t
blame you for doing the same.”



To his surprise he felt her slip her arm around his waist and lean in to him. The sweet
scent of her body hit his nose and he realized he smelled a subtle flower smell beneath
Laurens still lingering scent - a delicate perfume Deuce must have put on just for A’sok.
“I spent a lot of years hating you Vic.  A lot of years hating you because I thought you
killed my brother, because that night that you and Perfo showed up to take me and my
mother away to the warrens, I didn’t have anyone else to hate. I didn’t understand the
Empire, didn’t understand galactic rebellion,” she trailed off, pulling closer and wrapping
a lekku around his neck. He welcomed the warmth and let out a deep sigh.

“I hated you for a long time before I understood you didn’t take Sadik from me.
The Empire did. And A’sok…” her lekku twitched and she leaned her head on his
shoulder, “A’sok was a man Vic.  An adult, and the choices he made were his.  And his
life ended because he chose to see those choices through.”
She pulled away and turned him so they faced each other. “No one can lay blame on you
for that. You tried your best to look out for him, to be a brother to him and to watch out
for him,” she gave a small smile, tears pooling in her lower eyelids. “Hell Vic, if it wasn’t
for you I would never have known him, never have known that I could love someone,”
she looked away, tears running down her cheeks. “He and I had only a little time
together, but we made the most of it, and I’ll always have that.”

Reaching up, he gently wiped her tears away, bundling her in his arms. He felt her sob,
and looking up caught movement out of the corner of his eye; a hint of a white jumpsuit,
the flash of platinum blonde hair shining through the transparasteel, framing blue eyes
filled with tears that stared at him from a mask of jealous rage before disappearing back
around a corner.

Lauren.

He ignored her, ignored her jealousy, his own problems and everything else in the galaxy
and continued to hold Deuce, his friend who needed him here and now. They sat
watching the moon top the black silhouette of mountains far in the distance, not saying a
word.

*

It was important to make sure the creases were sharp, that they stood out, no
matter the climate or conditions you might find yourself in, Jonus’ father had told him.
So, foregoing automated garment folding machines, he pressed his uniforms by hand.
It was a long process, and took much more time than most would ever consider spending
on such a miniscule task- but that’s what was so important- the details. Because while
Kryll may run a shoddy base, and he may have been stuck with a shoddy, undisciplined
group of misfits who would likely wind up getting thrown in an Imperial prison- he knew



what was important, and how important it was to uphold standards.  After all, someone
had to.
The galley of the ‘Runner served as his prep area, and allowed him to concoct a
particularly nasty cup of caffe while preparing himself to meet up with his new ‘team’
before they headed off station. Throughout the ship, the sound of “Menok Tori and the
Crank Thrusts” ripped, pounding his head until it almost split with high, screeching
vocals and electronic-synth hammering that threatened to bounce the bolts right out of the
ship’s hull.
He’d grown fond of the band while back on CorSec- even taking in a few of their
concerts while on undercover duty.  It also trained him to focus on what he was doing,
despite distracting noise and atmosphere.

Plus he liked the beat.

Slowly he dragged the hot wedge of metal across the leg of his trousers, the archaic
device steaming as it did so. He’d repeated the process so many times he could do it in
his sleep if necessary- and his father had made sure that when he learned to do it, he
learned to do it right.
He made the mistake once of showing up for breakfast in a uniform pressed by the
automated garment handler and was almost immediately cuffed upside his head. Eight
stitches later and two days without food locked in his room pressing his uniform over and
over again taught him the error of his ways.
When he was younger he was foolish enough to think his father unfair- that the old man
with his tight red flattop and sea-green eyes was treating him badly. Then as he grew
older, and his father’s Star Destroyer went from planet to planet and he actually got to see
more of the galaxy by his early teens than many beings would see in a lifetime- and it
made him sick.

Corruption, crime, avarice- on every planet they went to, on every city street he walked
down he saw suffering- citizens unable to defend themselves against the scum of the
galaxy either because they were too weak or overwhelmed with apathy. More than once
he pleaded with his father to detach a unit of stormtroopers to deal with unrest and strife
in the more derelict parts of the planet and time and time again his father laughed it off.

“We exist to ensure they have the right to lie, cheat and steal amongst
themselves,” he told Jonus, “and we defend that right-as long as they don’t try any of that
treachery against the Empire.”

So he kept his mouth shut.  Eventually he learned to block it out, ignoring the news
reports and holos that would stream into his room, detailing crimes that made him want to
throw himself out of an airlock. There was even one system that had over thirty around-
the-clock crime and misdemeanor channels- along with a “hourly murder update”
glorifying homicides that occurred in lower parts of the city.
Occasionally, the smiling reporter would manage to shove a microphone in a peace
officers face, and the resulting comment was always the same: “We’re looking in to it,
but have no leads and few resources to actually be optimistic about solving the case.”



It was the night that he sat entranced, watching live footage of a group of serial killers
methodically make their way through a low-income apartment building on a planet called
Lacorus Prime that something inside of him snapped. Slaughtering the poor and infirm
while the peace officers did nothing more than put up a barricade to keep out onlookers
until an “arrangement” could be made with the killers, the holonews station actually kept
a running tally at the bottom of the vid-feed of the number of kills.
For five hours they broadcast themselves going from apartment to apartment,
slaughtering anyone not fast enough to get away or desperate enough to leap out of the
windows, taking hostages only to find new and creative ways to kill them when they
found more mobile offerings in the upper levels of the tall tower.
It was when they found a makeshift nursery full of two dozen children and younglings
and they started throwing them from the roof that he finally snapped out of his haze,
rushing into the lower levels of the ship to find his father. The old man was where he
always was when not on duty- running.

The old man took laps throughout one of the lower hanger bays, clad in an exercise
singlet to show off a physique that, given his age, he really didn’t deserve. Wearing
weighted boots the gleam of tiny silver earbuds pumping an Imperial march into his head
could be seen as he passed Jonus by, and, unless he’d imagined it, seemed to increase his
pace.

Jonus set the iron aside and gently picked his trousers up, hanging them on a nearby rack.
His tunic was next and he started in, working the wedge back and forth with as much
force as he could muster, while not lingering too long on any one spot.

He’d tried to get his father’s attention, finally having to physically step in front of the
man. The old man listened impassively as Jonus pleaded with him, explaining what was
happening down on Lacorus Prime, then finally, as if he were ordering his evening meal
replied, “You interrupted my run. I only had one more lap to go.”
It was the first and only time in Jonus’ seventeen year life that he swung on his father. He
didn’t even realize what he had done until he heard something snap in his arm and he
found himself face down on the pristine black polished hanger floor, his own blood
pooling right before his eyes.

“You are as young and foolish as your mother was,” the old man whispered into
his ear, driving his knee into Jonus’ back, causing tears to spill from his eyes.  “If I had
any sense I would have had you neutralized the second she showed up and told me she
was pregnant.” A heavily muscled hand grabbed his hair and jerked his head back so he
could just see the man’s cold stare. “You are the one black mark, the one embarrassment
in a life filled with loyal service to the Empire, a spotless proud life that would have been
perfect if it wasn’t for a mistake I made seventeen years ago with some back-water
scruffrat.”



They were the last words his father ever said to him. In the end, over three hundred died
on Lacorus Prime, all while his father’s ship sat in orbit with enough soldiers and
firepower to have ended the standoff in a matter of minutes.
The next week upon entering Corellian space an officer showed up at his cabin, helped
him to pack (he only had one good arm- his right was still in a cast) and stuck him on a
shuttle headed planetside. He was given five thousand credits, all the necessary
identification and left in the starport, watching the Imperial shuttle disappear into the blue
afternoon sky.

The screeching of Menok Tori abruptly stopped and a soft, feminine voice informed him
he had  only had thirty minutes before he was due to rendezvous with the teams. The
music started back up and he looked down, and for the first time in twenty-two years
found a small, almost imperceptible black burn hole on his tunic where he allowed the tip
of the iron to sit for just a moment longer than it should have.
He didn’t do anything for a moment, then, slowly, he took the tip of the iron and brought
it up to the bend in his left forearm- just as his father had when he made the same mistake
when he was three- and pressed the metal into his flesh. It sizzled and the pain caused
him to almost black out, but he pulled away at the last moment- dropping the iron to the
floor-memories flooded back and leaning against the cold durasteel table he was using, he
took huge gulps of hair while a thick white triangular blister slowly rose on his skin.

“You need a reminder Jonus, a reminder of what daydreaming and lack of focus
will get you in this galaxy,” he said, echoing his father’s words from the past. Blinking
back tears that threatened to race from the corner of his eyes, he bit the inside of his lip as
the pain went from piercing to dull throb.  Disgusted, he threw the tunic into the galley’s
disposal unit and made his way back to his cabin for a replacement.

Staring at the rabble with no effort to mask his disgust, Jonus crossed his arms
and watched Vornskr Pack load their gear into the small shuttle that would take them out
to rendezvous with the “Dalila’s Dream”, a capital class cruiser stationed in orbit.

“Pathetic. This group has as much chance at success as a broke-humped Dewback
in a snowboarding competition,” he said, loud enough for everyone in the hanger to hear.

“That’s not a very nice thing to say to our teammates,” Klux said from beside
him. The self-proclaimed Jedi was toting his own bag-relatively light given the upcoming
mission Jonus thought. The only other Raptor nearby was Koort who was busy sitting on
a nearby cargo crate cleaning one of his blasters.

“What makes you think I care?  I outrank every one of these ‘soldiers’, I can say
what I want, when I want, watch,” he strolled up to the nearest one, Jen Zi, the thin
Ropagi female who was struggling to carry her heavy duffle across the hanger. She was



clad in black fatigues and followed by a round droid hovering two meters in the air-
directly behind her.

“Is there a problem soldier?” Jonus asked, pushing his chest out enough so that
his rank badge was obvious. Her wide pink eyes caught its glint then want up to his face.

“Hello,” she said, offering a small smile.

“Hello Sir,” Jonus said, leaning in.  “And you didn’t answer my question private!
Why haven’t you gotten this bag stowed already?”

Glancing nervously at the bag, then back at Jonus, the girl pushed a few strands of
shoulder length black hair out of her face and shrugged.  “I’m sorry Sir, I just, it’s got my
gear and some spare parts for my droid and it’s pretty heavy, Sir.”

Jonus began circling the woman, nudging the hovering droid out of the way- it let out an
barely audible growl through its vocabulator, but he ignored it.  “Really?  Well, when we
sit down I’m sure the Imperial Stormtroopers will be happy to hold off firing on you
while you drag your gear ever-so-slowly across the battlefield.”

“Hey, Kable, come on,” Klux said stepping up, but Jonus waved him off.  The last
thing he needed was some lunatic telling him how to treat soldiers-real soldiers.

“No Martin, I need to know.  I need to know if this soldier thinks it’s alright to
struggle with that sack during this mission,” he leaned in, aware that the rest of Vornskr
Pack had stopped what they were doing and was now gathering around in a circle. He
was glad, he outranked them all and not one would dare raise a voice to him.  Jen Zi
noticed the gathering throng as well and her cheeks began to flush.  “So, Private Zi, I
didn’t hear your response, is that your plan?”

“No…no Sir,” she said, stammering. Inside Jonus smiled. She was weak and
would likely get killed before they even landed on Rordak. He knew the type.

“Really? Then why are you standing in the middle of a hanger, trying to drag this
God-forsaken mass across…”

“HEY!” Hobbie Novan stepped forward, raising up and puffing his chest out.
Jonus didn’t appreciate the impersonation and grit his teeth.

“Is there something you need, Sergeant?”

“Yeah, there is,” he snatched the bag up with a sneer, “this is my bag, I…” and
almost immediately he dropped the satchel to the ground where it landed with a massive
thud and rattle of components. “Oh Lord I think I tore something,” Hobbie wheezed
going down on one knee. “What the hell do you have in that thing?” he looked up at Jen
Zi who shrugged.



“Perhaps you should stay down there Sergeant, chivalry will only get you killed
for those not worth your while,” he looked at Jen Zi and offered a wide smile.  “If you
and your team work this well together all the time I understand why you have such a high
mortality rate.”

The blow caught him off guard, landing like a runaway freighter between his
shoulder blades and lifting him up and off his feet. He crashed into a stack of empty
cargo tubs shoulder-first and spilled onto the ground. Trying to shake away the pain
throbbing in his back, he climbed to his feet, looking to kill someone.
His target was only a few meters away, cigarra smoking in his mouth and holding a bottle
of booze that hung from his natural hand.

“We don’t take kindly to folks making fun of our fallen comrades,” Race
Moonthall said, eyes bloodshot and words taking on a slur. The rest of Vornskr Pack
watched wide eyed while Klux glanced from Moonthall to Jonus.
Without a word, Jonus charged, catching Moonthall up under the chest and hoisting him
off the ground.  Both landed hard, and blocking his pain out of his mind, Jonus head-butt
the big man in the face, then, with his one free hand, snatched the booze bottle from his
hand and brought it up. If it was the last thing he was going to do he would beat the man
until they needed DNA samples to identify him.
The report of a blaster screamed throughout the bay and heat seared through his hand, the
bottle evaporating in a mist of glass and flame, spraying he and Moonthall with the
superheated liquid. He dropped back, bringing his hands up to clutch his face as the
whine of a blaster bolt still rung in his ear.
Gasping, he stumbled backwards on his rear, searching the group for the soldier who took
the shot and destroyed the bottle. Someone would be spending the rest of their life in a
New Republic Brig for this, he guaranteed…

“Get up and clean yourself off,” Deuce El’kar said, dropping her blaster pistol
back into its holster. “Get off your can Moonthall and help Private Zi with that bag.”

Climbing to his feet, embarrassment and anger flushed Jonus and he stepped forward.
“You don’t outrank me, Lieutenant, and I was just…”

“Correction,” she said, turning stone cold eyes on him. “I am the one in charge of
this mission, which means I do outrank you.  Now,” she stepped forward, looking up at
him, daring him to argue. “Are we clear or do I need to tell command that I don’t think
you are suitable for this assignment?”

Gnawing on his lower lip, Jonus nodded. “We’re clear…Sir,” he said, tilting his head up
just enough that he we looking directly down the slope of his nose.

“Let’s get this shuttle loaded up people, we’ve got a long trip ahead of us and are
going to have plenty of time to play get-to-know you on the freighter.”  She tossed one
last look back at Jonus, and he offered her a snarl. Mentally, he filed away the incident.



Rordak would offer plenty of opportunities to get even with Moonthall and the Twi’lek
bitch.  He just had to wait for them.

*

The shuttle disappeared among the stars, just another glowing pinpoint as it’s
sublight drive flared one last time before disappearing into the azure Tierfon Station
evening.  A light wind had kicked up, and on the horizon tall rolling clouds seemed to
tumble over one another, bringing the promise of rain.
Seated on the balcony of the Station’s watchtower, Perfo reclined in his deck chair and
retrieved a thermos of hot buttered Lazhan Port and small glass from a nearby duffel.
Jagged spears of white light stabbed from beneath the clouds in the distance,
accompanied a moment later by the faint hammering of thunder. It wouldn’t arrive for at
least thirty minutes, maybe longer he figured, thankful for the watchtower’s canopy.

“I thought the only weather this base got was hot and humid,” a woman said from
the door behind him. Taking a sip of the port he turned expecting to see one of the other
officers, but stopped when the woman stepped forward, her arms bundled up around her
chest to keep off the mild chill. Her white jumpsuit and flowing light hair made her seem
almost ethereal in the evening light, and the port lodged in his throat.

“No, we, we sometimes get storms,” he said forcing the drink down and standing.
“Uh, Doctor Salias, right?” he held his hand out smiling. “I’m Commander Perfo Kryll,
I’m in charge of this base.”

She was gorgeous, and while Vic had mentioned her looks in passing, it didn’t
prepare him for the flawless flesh and warm glow that seemed to come from the woman.
“Hello commander, pleased to meet you,” she took his hand and it felt like he was
shaking a warm ball of silk.

“I’m having a drink, please, I would welcome some company,” he gestured to the
empty deck chair situated beside his. The woman seemed to consider for a moment, then
flashed a lopsided smile and sat down.

“Thank you, Commander.”

“Please, Perfo. You’re not unfortunate enough to be serving under me,” he
smiled, producing a second glass from the duffle and pouring a shot of the port. She took
it and gently sipped at the mixture, before exploding into a coughing fit.

“I’m sorry, I…” he began but she was smiling, waving him away.



“No, no, I’m fine, I just didn’t expect it to be so potent,” she laughed, still
clearing her throat.

“Sorry, I should have warned you, Vol Kol alcohol can take some getting used
to.”

“Obviously a trait shared by its people as well,” she shook her head and offered a
half-hearted smile. “Present company excluded of course.”

“Oh, I’m sure I can be included with that. I’m sorry I didn’t introduce myself
before now,” Perfo shrugged.  “While the base may seem small it’s incredibly easy to
miss someone, though I find it hard to believe I missed you.” Inside he cursed himself
and rolled his eyes at the comment. He’d been so busy he’d only heard Vic briefly
mention Salias’ arrival with Baal and Lana. Between getting the mission organized,
compiling the latest data on the Rordak system and making sure the teams were equipped
with everything they needed he’d barely had a chance to sleep, much less play host to
arriving girlfriends. Girlfriend he reminded himself, this was Vic’s girlfri…

“That’s sweet, it’s a welcome change to hear something nice from someone. It’s
been a rough couple of days,” she shook her head. “Trying to avoid Vic is like trying to
hide from an Imperial probe droid.  I finally took to hiding on my freighter like a
stowaway and pretending I wasn’t there when he came rapping on the loading ramp.”

“Hide? I don’t understand,” Perfo looked sideways, watching lightning glitter off
of her brilliant blue irises.

“I don’t either. He treats me like dirt, then I see him in the arms of another
woman,” she took a gulp of the port and grimaced. “If he was seeing someone else he
should have just told me and not used me.”

“Another woman?  How, what…” Perfo shook his head.  He doubted Vic would
be hooking up with any of the Tierfon Station soldiers-he would have already heard about
it.

“I’m sorry, this isn’t your problem,” Lauren shook her head. “It’s not fair to
bother you with it,” she stood and he caught himself reaching out and grabbing her
sleeve.  She froze, then seemed to relax and offered him a smile.

“Sorry, I just, please, sit down. If something is going on I would like to help, or at
least listen,” Perfo let go and forced his hand onto the armrest.  “I’m Vic’s best friend,
after all, maybe his only friend.”

She smiled, “it might be hard to have an unbiased opinion, being so close to him,’ Lauren
said.



“Oh no, Vic gets on my nerves same as everyone else.  I’ve just learned to tune
him out. I guess it’s because I knew him before his-our-world went to hell. I knew the
good honorable man he was, well, still is most of the time.”
She reclaimed her seat and pulled the zipper of her jumpsuit up over the swell of her
breasts.  Perfo glanced away and back out at the heavy grey clouds rolling towards the
Station.

“Can I ask you something?” she said after they sat in silence for a few moments.
“What was he like, I mean, really like?” she said, turning in the chair and bundling her
legs up beneath her.  “Before he was framed and had to run?”

Perfo laughed.  “Honestly?  Stubborn, stubborn as they day is long. That is one trait that
has never left him,” he shrugged.  “But he was always there for you, no matter what.
Even if it meant dodging blaster fire and cutting his way through a wall of Keegarians…”

“Keegarians?” Lauren shook her head. “I’ve never heard of them.”

“Count your blessings. If you had ever seen one up close you wouldn’t be here
with me right now,” Perfo felt his skin shudder at the thought of the massive violent
creatures. “They inhabit a system near our homeworld. Vol Kol has been in conflict with
them for millennia. We’ve fought them countless times in various border skirmishes and
attacks…we’re just lucky they’re too barbaric and undisciplined to ever launch a real
campaign against us. It’s never ending.”

“Sounds terrible, I never had to worry about that growing up on Coruscant,” she
said, shivering.

“Yeah, it got bad sometimes, but old Vic, if he was around he made sure you kept
your head down and stayed smart. Guess that hasn’t really changed,” he took another sip
as a single drop of rain blew in, spattering against the bottom of his glass. “I guess he’s
just got an edge now, a darker side that turned an already dangerous person
into…well...into Vic Palisades.”

“I don’t know Perfo, when we’re together he seems to enjoy seeing me, seems to
care, but he says things, does things,” she shook her head. “did he treat all of his
girlfriends like pieces of meat?”

“All?  Well, to be honest there was only one he really cared about, I mean, that I
know of,” Perfo backtracked, “back home anyway. Any other women he dated was, well,
those were fleeting.”

“Sounds like a lucky girl,” she snickered. “What was her name?”

“Aisha Vand,” Perfo watched a wall of rain materialize out of the haze, moving
in, low to the treetops. “Creamy dark skin, deep green eyes,” Perfo shrugged.  “She and
Vic were serious, extremely serious.”



“What happened? Did the Imperials…” she trailed off, then drew a thumb across
her throat.

“No...no! No, she’s still alive, she actually took over Vic’s position after the
Empire framed him,” Perfo set his glass down and zipped up his flight jacket against the
wind.  “No, they had separated just before all of that.”

“Did he cheat on her too?”

“No, no Vic never cheated on anyone to my knowledge,” Perfo looked over and
shrugged.  “Until now maybe,” he gave her a shrug.  “No, she was up for promotion in
our outfit and Vic told command that he thought she wasn’t ready. Caused him a lot of
headache and cost him his relationship with Aisha.”

Leaning back, she shook her head and bundled her hair back into a ponytail. Why would
he do something like that?”

Perfo watched her every move, amazed that someone could be so graceful in doing
something so mundane. “Well, she wasn’t ready for one thing. Vic was right to step in
and stop her from moving up the command chain. Aisha was a hell of a soldier, but some
soldiers aren’t good leaders- at least she wasn’t at the time, Vic did her a favor, even
though she and her brother may have thought otherwise at the time.”

“Her brother?”

“Yeah, Rico.  He and Vic were best friends, till that happened. They barely spoke
afterwards, not that it mattered much- a month later me and Vic were running for our
lives.”

Droplets started to fall from the night sky, pattering on the thin roof of the watchtower
and running over its edge in small streams just a meter in front of them.  The rain had
come on and was gaining strength, clouding everything in mist, leaving only the tops of
the tallest trees visible.

“I don’t mean to pry, but who did you see Vic with?  If it’s someone on base I
really should know about it to avoid any…complications that might arise, or are already
rising.”

It took her a moment to respond, he guessed because she had to wrap her mind
around the fact that Vic had apparently found someone else, though Perfo still found it
hard to believe the man could find anyone on the base more beautiful and stunning than
Lauren. Finally, she spoke, her voice rising just enough to be heard above the rainfall.  “I
was looking for him, we’d had a fight and after I calmed down, I went to find him,” she
chose her words slow, deliberate, and Perfo wondered how much she was leaving out.
“When I finally found him he was in the upper promenade on the balcony. He and some



Twi’lek slu…” she stopped herself, realized what she was going to say and gave him a
guilty glance.  “Sorry, some Twi’lek ‘woman’ and he were embracing.  I…I didn’t stick
around to watch further.”

Relief washed over Perfo and he smiled. “Was she teal colored?  Strong?”

“Yes.  I’m sorry if she is one of your officers Commander, but I...”

He was already shaking his head.  “No, no, Lauren, that was Deuce, she and Vic are like
brother and sister…her mate was A’sok Thurgood.”

“A’sok was her mate?” Lauren shook her head. “I had no idea…oh my, and Vic
was just…”

“Telling her about A’sok’s passing, exactly,” he shook his head.  “She took it
hard and I saw her afterwards, told her she didn’t need to go on the mission, but
Deuce…she’s as stubborn as her brother Sadik, and insisted on going.”

“I’m, I’m a fool,” Lauren shook her head and slapped the arm of the chair.  “If we
hadn’t fought, if we had just talked. Blast him!” she set her glass down and crossed her
arms, glaring at the flashes of lighting. “That man drives me nuts!”

“That’s a Death Star sized understatement,” Perfo smiled.  “So what now, wait till
they get back?  Talk to him then?”

“I guess. Looks like I’m stuck here,” she shrugged.  “Lana is gone, the rent-a-
freighter is paid up through the rest of the month but I wouldn’t be comfortable heading
back,” she looked over and smiled. “You wouldn’t happen to need a doctor around the
base to earn my keep would you?  Processed protein from the ship is starting to taste
lousy and the wonderful smells coming from your mess hall have my stomach growling
pretty loudly.”

“Unfortunately, the New Republic always need doctors,” Perfo smiled. “So, sure,
we could certainly use your knowledge and expertise. Plus, it will also give me time to
tell you more bad stuff about Vic,” he held his hand out.  “Welcome aboard Doctor
Lauren Salias.”

She took his hand smiling and he held it for a beat longer than he intended, gently
squeezing her warm skin, smooth and flawless in his callused hands. She looked down
then back up, her smile growing wider as he let go.

Girlfriend, Perfo repeated in his mind…

Vic’s girlfriend…



*

If he pressed his hand to the ground, and drew his fingers through the soil he
could still feel chunks of charred stone, right below the surface of where his home once
was.
It hadn’t been an estate by any means, but it was comfortable, Necros remembered,
pulling a handful of dirt and letting the granules fall through his fingers, where they
disappeared in the mild winds of the planet Wanaasa. And while his home was paid for
by blood money he’d earned working for a crime lord, he did his best to keep it pure-
clean, and to keep his wife Elisoria happy.

Elisoria....his chest ached just thinking about her now, and he dropped cross-legged to the
ground where their garden had once been, letting his eyes wander towards the horizon
and the past the three meter tall wall he’d built around their home.  Past the wall, the tops
of the nearby village of Daramus could be seen, catching the last retreating rays of
sunlight that caused the tiled domes and peaks to shimmer with an ethereal golden glow.
Elisoria had picked this spot, bordered by tall shade trees on one side and great sloping
fields on the others.  Even now he could still see her, swaying back and forth from the
branches of one of the shade trees, seated sideways in a swing while feeding their
newborn son. Torik.
She would sit there often, waiting for him to return the handful of times each month he
could get away from killing and warring, walking wearily up the path from the starport in
Daramus, always bringing her back some bauble or trinket from his latest conquest that
she would place in a glass curio in their sitting room.

And in one move, in one violent burst- it was all gone.

He could remember the night he returned home, not quite a year in the past now. The
shuttle had been running late and he ached from head to toe, his body damaged and
scarred by his engagement in a turf war with a crime syndicate made up of Gamorreans.
His employer had sent he and twelve other Echani warriors to eliminate the encroaching
threat- and they had- but not without paying a heavy price.
Not your standard Gamorrean thugs, this syndicate had brains behind it who anticipated
their intrusion and had set up an ambush in a derelict part of the city. He was the only one
to have made it out alive, as the others in his team were slaughtered or captured.
He considered giving up the life.  He’d made good money, had created a home and life
far away from the violence and vice of the galaxies underworld and could retire on what
he’d made. But he was an Echani warrior and fighting was in his blood and that sense of
history had tied him to his profession in the past, preventing him from giving up his
lifestyle.

Until his entire team was slaughtered.



That gave him more than a little pause and he decided enough was enough. He would go
home, recoup and inform Elisoria of his decision. She would be thrilled of course, as she
had begged him to give the life up for years, and especially now that they had a
youngling that he wanted to live to see grow into a man.
So while he was battered, beaten and his moral was low, he still exited the starport with a
bounce in his step, winding through Daramus’ stone covered streets, until he started to
notice the down-turned heads and hurried strides of those he passed.  Loud voices
reduced to whispers and some even cleared the way for him, ducking into nearby side
alleys and shops.

Something was wrong.

Hoisting his bag up on his shoulder he increased his pace, moving from the low buildings
of the village through the tall brush that lined the path towards his house.  It was nearly
evening, and the clouds were moving through the sky- tall dark clouds that seemed
heaped atop one another.

So dark it made it hard for him to see the smoke.

But when he did he broke into a run, dropping his gear and moving as quickly as his legs
could take him up the winding hill in the direction of his home. His heart thudding in his
chest and blood rushing through his temples the recent wear and tear his body had
sustained was forgotten.
He topped the hill and stopped.
His home, two stories of finely crafted walls and latticework that had spent artisans
months to complete was gone- replaced by a charred black skeleton of fallen timbers and
crumbling foundation that still cracked and popped with the remnants of a great fire that
had reduced his hard work and dreams to ash. He forced himself to move, pushing aside
pieces of a great iron gate that had been severed cleanly in half and entering the
courtyard. Heat still emanated from the ruins, but he blocked it out, circling the rubble
looking for some sign of life- anything that would lead him to his wife and child.
When he found them he wished he hadn’t.

They lay in charred pieces amidst the rows of wilting flowers and vegetables in the rear
garden. He didn’t remember much after that, merely falling to his knees and passing out-
his Echani strength and conditioning failing him. He’d seen his teammates slaughtered
before him and didn’t bat an eye, merely went on with his job of killing, but that was a
different life- not the one he’d built here, not the one he’d thought was safe.
The hours disappeared and the light of the next morning’s dawn drew him awake and
revealed that the horror of the previous evening wasn’t a nightmare, but was in fact a
very real, stark brutality he must face. With nothing left to do, he began digging into the
soil with his bare hands, throwing it up on either side, and creating a pit the he continued
to dig into for hours, only stopping when his muscles screamed in protest and he’d worn
away his fingertips to bloody stumps.



Climbing out, he ignored the townsfolk who’d shown up, a few dozen of them
surrounding him and giving him room as he stripped off his cloak and gently laid it on
the ground, collecting up the pieces of his family and placing them in the stained fabric.
He blocked what he was doing out of him mind, allowing his hands to work
autonomously, not thinking about the cold pieces of flesh he held in his hands that, just a
few weeks earlier had been the warm loving embrace of his wife or the small gentle touch
of his son.
When he closed the cloak up and wrapped it tight he placed it in the bottom of the hole
and proceeded to cover it all up.
When he finished, he turned to those gathered around; blank faces that had said not a
word that watched him with wide eyed curiosity or compassion suddenly turned
concerned, with a few quickly wandering away.
One old woman, wearing a deep orange tunic covered in the fine ivory fur of a small
animal she cradled to her chest met his stare with large round yellow eyes that looked out
from beyond cascading curls of alabaster colored hair.  He approached her, and through
cracked lips said one word:

“Who?”

“Jedi,” she drew the word out, her voice cracking with age.  “Jedi with light
swords,” she said nodding. “Haven’t seen them since I was a child, but there they were,
two of them, mad with blood lust,” she stroked the fur of her pet, rubbing it’s forehead
between two thin antenna. It gurgled and lightly squirmed in her hand.

“Jedi?  You lie, there are no Jedi,” he said.  He considered killing her for thinking
his tragedy a joke, but before he could raise his hand, the crowd behind her parted and a
man stepped forward.

“She speaks the truth,” the man said with a deep rolling voice that smacked of
culture and refinement. He wore a long black cloak and a fine tunic of silver trim and tall
high riding boots.  His black mane of hair was well coifed and drawn back, but what
caused Necros to stop and freeze in his place was the glowing red orb that sat in a steel
faceplate on the right side of the man’s skull.

“Who are you?” Necros demanded.

“I am High Inquisitor Tremayne, servant of the Galactic Empire. The woman
speaks the truth, your family died at the hands of two Jedi I have been charged with
finding and bringing to justice.”

“How? Why?” Necros shook his head, and the man nodded and turned to the
collected throng.  “Leave this place so this man may grieve, or answer to Imperial Force,”
Tremayne said.  Not one person argued, raised a voice in protest or even made eye
contact- silently they dispersed, circumventing the ruins of his home and life and filing
away through the ruined iron gate and back to Daramus.



When they’d all left, Tremayne approached and put his hand on Necros’ shoulder. He
shrugged it off and repeated his question.

“Why?  Why did they attack? Why did they slaughter my family?”

“You possess gifts my friend, gifts that the Jedi find frightening. From the reports
my men gathered upon our setting down last night, the Jedi arrived looking for you, and
when you were nowhere to be found, they destroyed the only thing they could,” he
gestured to the freshly dug grave.

Necros shook his head.  “I possess nothing that they would kill for!  My wife, my son
were innocents!  If they wished to kill me…”

“It is the way the traitorous Jedi operate my friend.  In effect, by stripping
everything away you care about or ever loved, they have killed you,” he gestured for
Necros to walk and he obeyed, turning his back on the gravesite. “They received word I
was close to capturing them to bring them to justice and they ran- or else they would have
stayed and you would be sharing this same grave with your family now.”

“Where did they go?  I must find them and, and…” his voice caught in his throat
and he began to tremble. The man put a hand on his shoulder and this time he allowed it,
and to his surprise his feeling of pain and anguish disappeared and for the first time in
weeks he felt at peace.

“Friend, there is only one way to track them, only one way to close on them and
get your revenge, but you must first put your complete faith and trust in me and do
exactly as I say.

“Faith and trust I can afford,” Necros nodded.  “But my hate?  I’ll keep that for
myself.”

He spent no more than a few hours on Wanaasa but it felt like days. Meditating
over Elisoria and Torik’s graves, reliving that day when Darth Menace- then Tremayne,
found him and offered him the chance to gain revenge on the Jedi dogs.  The time after
was spent in seclusion- training tirelessly for the day he would confront and destroy
them. And once Menace let him loose, he’d followed every trail, every possible lead
there was to follow to try to find those that stole his life from him. Sleep came in short
bits, the rest of the time was spent training, toning his body and mind into one violent
powerful weapon.

“Akelish was on the level but Dega was a waste of time,” Necros said shaking his
head. The gesture was pointless as his Master was focused on the small disc of light in



the sky- the planet Vol Kol and paying him little attention. Here, in his mountain fortress
Akanthrus on the deadly jungle planet of Fal Dir, Darth Menace reclined in his chair, lost
deep in thought and ignoring Necros as if he weren’t even in the office.
He was about to retreat back to his ship, to make preparations to begin scouring the
galaxy for the next lead that would take him back on the trail of Raptor Squad when
Menace spoke, his voice distant, almost as if he were speaking to the planet sitting in the
night sky rather than Necros.

“You found nothing of use?”

“The abandoned ruins of a mining station and a handful of droids that died
quickly trying to protect it,” Necros produced a disk from his robes. “And a demolished
database. I dumped what info I could but I doubt there will be much of use,” he lay the
small case on the desk.
Slowly, Menace turned, his one eye glancing down at the case while his other glowed a
fiery red. Finally, his blue pupil rolled back up and the man smiled-an act that made
Necros shift uncomfortably.

“How was your homecoming?”

“Brief.”

“Of course, I imagine there was little to keep you there very long, but I expected
you would stop, given its proximity to Dega.”

“There is nothing there now, just a crumbling wall and new grass that has grown
up over the rubble. A few stone blocks of foundation still sit here and there, but it’s as if
nothing ever existed there to begin with,” he shook his head. “It hasn’t even been a year
and all of my work, years of building my life- gone.”

“You mustn’t forget what they took from you,” Menace said, leaning forward.

“I’ll never forget my Lord. That is why I return, to remember, though I feel like
we are running in circles- they are elusive, like shadows…”

“You must have more faith Darth Necros,” Menace said twirling the disc in his
fingers. “I’ll give this to my techs to analyze for anything that might have survived,
though there is little point.”

“Why is that Master?”

Standing, Menace strolled over to a round holoprojector set into the polished
floor, and with the slightest gesture of his hand a star system sprung to life a meter in the
air, “Because Raptor Squad will be arriving on Rordak a little more than a week.”



The small red holo of the prison planet swung in the far orbit, passing before Necros as it
spun back around.  “Master, how do you know this?”

“Resources, my young apprentice, long before the rebellion became the organized
group of idealists and fools that they are now they were a fledgling rabble, easily
infiltrated and trusting to a fault. Fortunately, they’ve changed very little,” he turned,
smiling. “I have sleeper agents in place in some of the highest offices and departments in
the New Republic.”

“And your information came from one of these agents?”

“Of course, he has informed me that Raptor Squad will mount a rescue attempt in
the coming week to recover a man by the name of Jax She’ba, an intelligence officer
imprisoned on Rordak.”

Necros felt his pulse quicken at the news. He could almost see his blades slicing through
Klux Martin, searing the flesh of Balthazar Cocaroth. Both were so close, he knew where
they would be before they even arrived…their death was so near he could feel their life
force draining into his body…

“Then we pounce, my Lord.  We can drop a strike force on Rordak like a shroud
of death and take them before they even know what’s happened. They will be ours…”

“Your zeal clouds your judgment,” Menace said, turning away and returning to
his desk. Easing into the chair he nodded to the seat parked before the desk. Necros took
it, confused.

“But, I thought…”

“No, don’t think, simply understand,” Menace leaned forward, “that system is
held by Grand Moff Cou’zatik, a stubborn, yet formidable tactician. Redirecting our
forces and mounting a major military offensive simply to take down a single specops
team is foolish.”

“But, we know their location! They are within our grasp!” Necros stood, leaning
over the desk. Dark thoughts battled for supremacy in his mind, he wanted the Jedi, dead,
and he wouldn’t be denied his revenge….

“They are, and I won’t deny you your revenge,” Menace smiled echoing his
thoughts.  “You are to go to the planet Derenath, located in the Beheboth System. There
you will seek out a man known as Cha’Run in a mountain monastery in the southern
hemisphere. He will assist you in your task on Rordak.”

“Cha’Run?  I’ve never heard of him.”



“Most have not, but those who know of his name are rare because he leaves so
few alive. He is a former storm commando who has served me well in the past. He and
his team are reliable and efficient and extremely deadly”

“I don’t need any help Master,” Necros held his fist up, “I can crush those Jedi
with my bare hands.”

“It is not the Jedi that concern me. It is the other elements of Raptor Squad.”

“They are but a mere nuisance; they will be no match for me.”

“That is what my former apprentices thought as well- before those ‘nuisances’
destroyed them as if they were blind children. No, you will take Cha’Run and his team to
deal with them and you will subdue the Jedi and bring them to me.”

“Bring them to you?”

“Yes. And when I am done squeezing every bit of usefulness from their worn
battered bodies, I will allow you to exact your revenge as you see fit. Is that understood
my young apprentice?”

He knew better than to argue with his Master, so he merely nodded, though in the end,
even if it meant suffering his Masters’ wrath- he would leave the Jedi broken and dying
on Rordak if it was the last thing he would ever do-even if it cost him his own life.

*

The brutal hot winds of Rordak roasted Xander as he and Jax were forced at
blaster point across the prison yard to the south-east quadrant and through a fenced off
construction zone.  They were surrounded by at least two dozen stormtroopers and
escorted down into an old, decaying mine tunnel. Some of the guards and Drummond, he
spied, took a side tunnel while he and Jax continued onward, still moving down.
“The Shaft” was exactly that- a pit that fell away into darkness, ringed by manmade
shelves for seating, lit by red over head spotlights and the expanse-easily four dozen
meters in diameter-crisscrossed by a series of ladders and catwalks, creating a structure
with several levels and a yawning fall to the death below.



Arrayed around The Shaft’s perimeter was a small army of Stormtroopers and off duty
guards, all screaming for blood as he and Jax were shoved from behind onto the first
catwalk.

“Guess this is what these scum do for fun,” Jax looked up, scanning the audience.

“Can’t they watch holos and bitch about politics like everyone else?” Xander said,
shaking his head. Hanging from the catwalk railings and ladders were various melee
weapons-everything from vibro-axes to force pikes. “This doesn’t seem legal,” Xander
looked around, rubbing his arms and wishing he were parked behind a repuslor tank or
even back in his cell. He expected The Shaft to be cold, but to his surprise a warm draft
pushed from below, carrying with it the stench of decay.  His meager dinner wanted to
force its way up and out but he wouldn’t give that bastard Drummond the satisfaction of
seeing him sick.

“I’m sure you won’t find mention of it in the latest Imperial Penal Methods
Handbook, but I guarantee you its right up their alley,” Jax pointed across the expanse to
Pudge Choom and Barvas who had been loaded onto the durasteel structure on the
opposite side.

“Gonna mess you up Chucky Credstick!  Gonna mess you up bad!” Barvas
screamed, jerking a long, vicious looking blade from the railing.

“’Chucky Credstick’, heh, that’s pretty good,” Jax laughed, leaning back against
the catwalk and looking back at Xander.

 “How can you laugh? You know what those two are going to do to us?  We’re
going to die down here!” Xander shook his head, glancing back at the guards stationed
around the structure. He didn’t like his chances- shot, chopped or dropped to his death
seemed like the only options available.
He was spun around and Jax was still smiling, but the smile wasn’t making its way to his
eyes-those were as cold and hard as the gleaming blades on the weapons that surrounded
them.

“Xan, stay sharp, move, and whatever you do, focus on staying away and trying to
keep distance between those two and yourself.  Don’t try to get involved and play hero.”

“You don’t need to worry about that!” he exclaimed, watching Pudge and Barvas
maneuver the catwalks, inching closer and closer. “Though prolonging my life by a few
minutes seems pointless, at least I can die without getting out of breath or sweaty.  Maybe
I’ll just lie down and close my eyes…”

Jax pushed him in the opposite direction, towards an intersecting catwalk that led
away from the center and circled the pit.  “No, no need to do that either. Just go,” he
nodded up, “you’re worth too much alive and he is just trying to scare you.”



He followed Jax’s stare and saw the Warden standing on the top level in a carved
observation box, his hands outstretched. “Prisoners, welcome to The Shaft!”
All along the walls the troopers roared, their vocal cords straining, causing the catwalk to
vibrate.  Instinctively, Xander clutched the railing and held tight.

“Choom , Barvas, you’re no strangers here so you know the rules already. But for
our new meat, it’s simple. Live or die. Though the choice won’t be entirely yours, will
it?” the man laughed, looking down at Xander with a smugness that stirred his insides
and made him want to push the Wardens face into the side of the stone wall.
To his left, several meters away, movement drew his attention back to the catwalk;
Barvas had reached Jax and was swinging wildly with his blade, sparks erupting from the
ladders as the weapon made contact with the durasteel crossbeams.
The rebel was quick, quicker than Xander expected, and landed a kick to Barvas’ chest
before scurrying up a nearby ladder. Barvas went to intercept, but made the mistake of
taking one hand off of his weapon to grip the ladder- a mistake Jax took advantage of by
landing a solid kick to the convicts jaw, knocking him to the catwalk.
His elation at seeing Barvas knocked down was short lived however, as the hum of
vibrating steel slashed just inches from his chest.
Pudge had advanced, quietly, and was coming at him with a vibroblade. Narrow eyes
locked on him, the convict smiled, licking her lips and stalking him as he tried to retreat
along the unfamiliar terrain.

“Drummond told me not to kill you Slamo, but you know what? I’m serving a life
sentence in this pit and if I let you live and word gets out it will be worse than hell for
me.  Nice knowing you Chucky.”
She attacked again, this time the blade slashing into his abdomen just enough to draw
blood.  Pain drove him back without thought, and before he knew it he was running,
following the path of the catwalk around the perimeter of the Shaft and diving wildly at a
ladder that appeared out of the crimson tinged darkness.
He spun, trying the maneuver he saw Jax perform, only to have Pudge grab his leg with
her free hand and jerk him from the ladder. His back slammed violently into the metal
latticework, but he wasted no time in spinning and scrambling away, calling over his
back to Choom, who was taking delight in stalking him.

“They’ll shoot you Pudge!  They’ll blast you to dust if you try to kill me!” he said
between gasps of air.  His heart hammering in his chest, the only thing he could make out
was the glimmer of red along the weapon she held- his own blood.

“Kid, they wouldn’t dare…they shoot at me they run a risk of hitting you.”

She dove, catching him off guard and landing on top of him.  Her breath reeked of booze
and drops of sweat fell from her face, splattering his eyes and momentarily blinding him.
He felt the vibroblade a millisecond before she slammed it into his chest, and was just
able to wrap his hand around her thick slimy wrist before she plunged it home.

“Gonna…gonna end bad for you kid…” she spat, saliva peppering his face.



His grip slipped and he felt the tip of the vibroblade enter his chest, moving so quickly
that at first he didn’t feel anything, then suddenly, a white hot spear of pain and the smell
of blood hit his nose. Warmth poured from the wound, soaking his dungarees and
spattering upwards in a fine mist as the weapon vibrated in his chest.
Adrenaline and fear saved his life. With a mighty shove, he pushed Pudge away just
enough for him to bring his knees up beneath her and roll her off…

And into the howling chasm.

She dropped the weapon and her fingers scraped for purchase on the edge of the catwalk.
Her fingertips caught, and for a moment, time froze and her eyes grew wide, locking onto
Xander’s.

“Please…please kid, don’t let me fall…”

His hand was moving before he even knew what he was doing and Xander found himself
ignoring the pain in his chest and fear racking his body to try to grab a hold of her wrist.,
and for a moment, he was sure he had her.

Then, she was gone.

She didn’t scream, didn’t say a word.  One moment, he was holding on to her slimy, slick
flesh, the next, her face disappeared as she plunged into darkness and the least thing he
saw was her eyes…wide, panicked, and worst of all…pleading.

“Xander, you ok?”

He didn’t speak for a moment, merely staring off into the inky haze Pudge disappeared
into.  He knew she was scum, knew she was trying to kill him, but for a moment, just a
split second- she needed him. For as much as he thought there was a galaxy of difference
between them, in the end they were just two people, trapped in the same Godforsaken
hole with nowhere to turn and no future to look forward to.

“I’m bleeding Jax,” Xander said, shoving his hand against his chest. Blood still
pumped between his fingers but before he realized what was happening Jax was shoving
a wadded ball of fabric into the wound.

“You’ll make it.  It doesn’t look serious,” Jax said. “Just keep this pressed on the
cut till we can get you some help.” Xander pulled his eyes away and focused on the man.
He was drenched in sweat-or- blood. He wasn’t sure under the deep red lights and the
world that had begun to swim in his vision.

“What happened to Barvas?” Xander managed, trying to steady himself.

“He fell too, on the blade of a vibroaxe,” Jax said with no humor.



“Bravo! Quite a show, quite a spectacle!” They heard from above. Drummond
was standing, his voice falling down from a still silent crowd of onlookers. The man
clapped, each slap of his leather gloves echoing alone throughout the Shaft.

“Glad you enjoyed it, now how about getting…” Jax began but Drummond cut
him off.

“You know, you two make a great team! Yes, yes I think with your combined
talents you both are quite formidable!” Drummond said, and with one nod of his head a
blazing trail of white energy lanced out from an upper tier, almost searing the left side of
Xander’s face and punching Jax in the shoulder and over the railing.

“JAX!!!” Xander spun, grabbing for the man, but the blaster bolt did its job,
picking the rebel operative up, spinning him and throwing him like a doll over the rail
and into the darkness. Fumbling blindly, he tried to reach out and make a desperate grab
but his hands closed on nothing but air.
Slumping to his knees, he closed his eyes and leaned his head back on a support beam,
his hand returning to the wadded knot of cloth now stuck to his chest. Everything he had
was gone…friends, life, and now, even the hope that he might someday see freedom.

At least not without selling his soul.

“Looks like you don’t have anyone to watch out for you in here anymore,”
Drummond’s voice taunted. “Looks like you just ran out of friends.”

“You bastard,” Xander whispered, his voice catching and erupting into a cough
that made his head swim and chest ache..

 “I think you and I got off on the wrong foot Paddox. Maybe now you’ll see
things my way, and maybe we can do what friends do-look out for each other.”

Slowly, Xander found himself nodding, while a small voice whispered he would
be better off throwing himself over the edge to whatever fate lay below.



Book 3

“How is your new team coming along?”
“It’s coming. It would be nice if the Alliance saw fit to send me some real soldiers

so I didn’t have to go out and do my own recruiting.” Socatoa said, leaning back and
narrowing his eyes, as if something were gnawing away at him. The Wookiee loved to be
angry, it was like a hobby to see how much anger he could work up. “But I’ve managed
to get a kid who likes to sling blasters on board, and I’ve got some leads on a few more
operatives…I convince them to join my merry little band we’ll be in business.”
 “That mission is going to require you to have at least a few more. I’m also hoping
they are more reliable than your past ‘partners’.”

“Don’t you worry about that,” the Wookiee growled, “In the end I always get the
job done.”
Despite his current situation, Colonel Jax She’ba managed to smile at the memory.
It was a hell of a time for that particular memory to surface, he thought to himself as he
dangled helplessly, suspended above what was surely certain death.
The meeting with the Wookiee took place a few years past on a snowball of a planet
named Graymoore, but in Jax’s life a few years might as well have been a lifetime. And
the blaster-slinging kid?  Well, the kid was why he was hanging like a piece of meat,
suspended above a yawning chasm filled with hovering insects and gusting warm air that
reeked of decomposition and death, smack dab in the middle of an Imperial prison planet
tucked out in the ass-end of the galaxy.

“Sure as hell thought it would go down different,” Jax mumbled to himself. Then
shut his mouth as searing pain flared through his ribs, right shoulder and useless right
arm, causing him to slip on the slick metal beam resting beneath his sternum. Slowly, he
tried to adjust his grip with his good arm, just managing to get enough purchase so that he
could swing his right leg up, hooking it over. Sweat ran across the smooth skin of his
scalp from the exertion, dripping along his neck and falling into darkness.
He had no idea what the beam was doing here, in the supposedly “bottomless” pit he’d
fallen into. He’d expected a quick death when the sniper’s blaster bolt tore into his right



shoulder, but instead, as his mind blacked in and out from being shot by a prison guard,
his body slammed into a beam, that, as his eyes gradually adjusted to the near-darkness,
looked to be one of several crisscrossing the pit.
So now I hang here until I lose my grip and plummet to my death.  I don’t know if I
should thank or curse you, he thought at the beam.
No, if he was going to curse anyone, he would be cursing himself.  The “Kid” the
Wookiee had told him about was a gunslinger named Ket Adkins, a young man who
possessed limitless potential, in addition to a sadistic streak a mile wide. It was that streak
that caused him to get cybernetic implants allowing him an edge in combat- the same
implants that caused him to lose his mind and hunt Jax down, finally cornering him on
Zeltros during an operation to liberate a rebel operative that had been collared by the
Empire.

“You’re just bait Jax, don’t take it personally,” Ket had told him after blasting his
pistol from his hand and landing a lethal roundhouse kick that knocked the wind out of
Jax’s lungs. He didn’t go down without a fight however, and had loosened at least a few
of the kid’s teeth in the bargain.
Still, he never saw it coming. The last he’s seen of Adkins, the kid was heading to
Garnib, a frigid ice planet in the Celanon system with Vic Palisades- the leader of the
special operations team Raptor Squad.  Jax and his crew had just rescued them both from
an Imperial prison shuttle, giving them their life back and saving them torture-and
ultimately-death, for being rebellion operatives.
And he was paid back by Adkins betrayal.  Some goofy kid in a latex mask playing at
being a blasterslinger.  Adkins wasn’t more than twenty-one, had barely been in the
‘game’ for more than a year and still he’d bested him.
Maybe he’d been playing the game too long, he mused, trying to keep his mind on
something-anything-besides the death below and the various wounds that threatened to
black him out.  And maybe he was wrong, maybe this is exactly how it was supposed to
end.
What else did he expect?  An old (older he reminded himself) man, trying to play at a
young man’s game of rebellion and idealism.  How did he expect it to end?  With parades
and medals?  Yeah, for some maybe, the heroes of Yavin certainly got their due- a
victory based on the blood and sacrifice of thousands who were scrapping and dying
while they were still smuggling and farming.
They stuck their neck out and got medals and credits, he stuck his out and got betrayed.
But he was always sticking his neck out, wasn’t he?  That’s what got him here…with
Adkins and now Xander.
The young Tapani nobleman would likely already be back in his cell by now, Jax
thought, trying, ever so slightly, to adjust himself.  He began to feel dizzy headed and the
blood was thumping harder in his temples now. Think...think about Xander…
When Jax saw him in the mines, he recognized him from the well-publicized trial that
painted Xander Paddox as a potential killer. But Xander was no killer, he was a patsy;
framed on Coruscant for trying to plot to kill Emperor Palpatine just to send a message to
the other Tapani noble houses that were getting a bit too big for their breeches as the
rumors of rebellion grew stronger throughout the galaxy.
So, when he saw the kid in trouble- the kind of trouble you would find in any Imperial
prison-especially the hell-hole of Rordak, he knew he was the kids only chance at



survival.  So he intervened, again, on someone’s behalf, putting his own life in jeopardy.
Had he known that the end result would be he and Xander tossed in a pit, forced to fight
two scumbags- Pudge Choom and Barvas, her henchman, to the death he might not have
even bothered. After killing Barvas and watching the kid knock Pudge over the edge and
into the pit, he expected the worst that would happen would be the guards knocking him
around some more and tossing him back into his cell.  Instead, all his “victory” got him
was a blaster bolt in the shoulder that pitched him over the catwalk to plummet to his
death.
And hell, he wasn’t even lucky enough for it to be quick or painless.
Maybe he should have stayed a bounty hunter.
The pay was good and you knew your life wouldn’t have a storybook ending.  More
importantly, you knew where you stood- up or down, dead or alive.  But you knew what
was at stake, you knew you could count on no one and you didn’t take chances with
partners you didn’t know squat about. But without the rebellion he wouldn’t have met
Creela; wouldn’t have a life worth living-or fighting-for.
Or dying for, by the current look of things.
But it was bound to happen sooner or later, and it certainly wasn’t the first time he’d
gotten in over his head because of a female.  Some beings had all manners of vice:  drugs,
spice, booze, gambling…but in the end, it was always women that turned his world
upside down.
Still, he’d been able to recoup after following most of his female interests into a spiral of
demise.  A trim, short pink-skinned Zeltronian named “Miushu” got him in over his head
with a Hutt crime lord once.  And a muscular Togruta named “Araish-Cu” once got him
arrested for running guns in a planetary civil-war.
But he’d always made it out alive, even if his lady friends hadn’t.
Then he met Creela.  And for sure, she was the one.  All the others before her were just
distractions- something to hang on to in the cold black of space in a galaxy filled with
uncertainty and living a life that he measured in hours and days rather than years. So
when he saw her, that fateful night over watered down drinks in a dingy dive named
“Lucky Larime’s” on the lower levels of Bespin, dancing a slow, seductive number on a
hovering platform that seemed to gravitate right over to him-he knew she was the only
one he could ever really love, and would do anything for.
Even if it meant joining the Rebellion.
Problem with that being, he snickered-quietly to avoid any more pain- to himself, was
that once you were in the Rebellion- you never got out, at least not with your hide in one
piece. She was the idealist; a former exotic dancer dreaming of equality in a galaxy filled
with Imperial hatred and enslavement, and he was just a bounty hunter willing to give
something new a try-for her.
So they started out small, running guns for the rebels, smuggling supplies to outposts and
just being a general thorn in the side of the Empire.  Then, before he knew it, they made a
name for themselves as a duo that could be relied on to get a job done, and whose
contacts and resources earned them some value to the Rebellion higher-ups.
Then some damn fool decided to give them rank and responsibility.
And what started out as a way to woo a fine Rodian dancer with his bravado and swagger
and spend some time together became a career. Next thing he knew, they were
intelligence officers running teams of operatives and responsible for recruiting like-



minded fools into throwing away their lives and any hope of normalcy for ideals and a
death mark.
Then he woke up one day, four years later in a prison cell wondering where all of that
time went, and what he had to show for it. He never thought about growing old because
he never expected to live long enough to become “old”. But here he was- in his mid-
forties, speculating on where the hell he went wrong and how much blame he needed to
assume.
Still, old, young, it didn’t matter. He knew someday someone would have his number,
that somewhere in the galaxy, at some point his luck would run out, and he was man
enough to admit the thought of dying scared the hell out of him. Not the physical act of
being killed really...
It was the unfinished business.
It was the knowing he’d left things on the table- that there were still missions unfulfilled,
people he needed to see one last time, and Creela…he would never see her again…
He shook his head.
Alive, stay alive, while you are still drawing a breath you still have a chance. He’d
cheated death too many times to not be afraid, but he’d also cheated it enough to know
that as long as you were still breathing, you still had a chance.  He tucked the memory of
his wife- the beautiful, strong Rodian female with wide black eyes and taught muscles
stretched beneath cool green flesh- in the back of his mind. Creela would have to wait for
now, now there was unfinished business, like getting out of this pit in one piece.
There had to be a way out…a way up.  Maybe if he was able to move across the beam to
the wall, he could find some handholds, some purchase…
With a few broken ribs and a bum shoulder Jax?  Who are you fooling?
He pushed the voice out of his mind. It was the voice of failure, the voice of defeat, the
voice that always conveniently showed up when things looked their worst and the
situation was bleak.  Unfortunately, now he had to admit the voice may be right.
With all of the strength he could muster in his old (older!) body, he grit his teeth and tried
to maneuver himself around so that he could shimmy across the pole towards the wall.
The effort was painful, his head swam and for a moment he was sure he would black out.
But no…not now, not while there was still a chance.
Slowly, with muscles straining, he got his work boots wrapped around the beam and
began, ever so gently, to push himself along. The beam wasn’t very wide, perhaps seven
or eight inches, but it was enough…enough to give him something to hang onto with his
good left hand, and enough to get him across the hole- or the “The Shaft” as it was
affectionately called. Jax would have laughed at the unoriginal title Warden Drummond
had assigned to the fighting pit he and Xander were thrown into if it wouldn’t have
caused him such excruciating pain. He wasn’t surprised however- Drummond, a rotund,
sweaty Imperial with beady eyes and corrupt mind, was the kind of person who would
have been serving time inside of Rordak instead of running it if it weren’t for his family
ties to the Empire and the willingness he possessed to polish as much Imperial tail as
needed to get what he wanted.
He’d seen Drummond’s file before- just another Imperial lapdog willing to break the
same laws the claimed to live by and screw over the rest of the galaxy just to get ahead.



Inching along he tried to recall where he was when he took the hit. Somewhere near the
center of The Shaft, which, assuming he didn’t fall too far, would have put him perhaps
fifteen meters away from the nearest wall.
More pain to block out, more episodes of dizziness but he kept on, inching ever slowly
forward;  every now and then he would stretch his hand out, hoping to touch rough stone,
but all his hand closed on was air. The stench from down below was nauseating-wafting
up on a warm breeze and launching a full-on assault on his nostrils. He was glad he’d had
a light lunch.
It took forever, or at least it seemed like it did, when finally, his hand brushed something
wet.  He almost whooped with joy when he scratched with his fingernails and the
unmistakable feeling of sand and grit covered his fingertips.
Alright he thought, at least we’re getting somewhere. Slowly, he moved forward and let
his hand feel along the wall. It was solid, slick form some sort of discharge, and from
what he could tell, unfortunately, very smooth.  His fingers closed on a handhold, a small
bit of rock that jut from the surface, but try as he might he could get no real purchase.
He felt along as much as he could for what seemed like an hour, before dropping his head
against the beam in defeat. Just a taste, just a taste of hope to whet his appetite, bit
nothing of substance.  It was like some sick joke and Jax Whurton She’ba finally felt the
bottom drop out of whatever he had left that was driving him along.

“Help.”
The word caused him to snatch his head from the cool wet beam and look around.  His
eyes had adjusted enough so that he knew there was nothing nearby, but the voice
sounded so clear.
He was finally losing his grip on reality, he thought.  There was no one around, nobody
nearby, the voice sounded so...

“Help me…”
It was coming from below.  He strained forward, leaning out as much as he dared and
strained to hear the voice.  It repeated, several times, the same word and Jax realized it
wasn’t too far away…it was too weak to be a scream, but just loud enough that it
reverberated off of the stone walls and was able to reach him.
Somewhere, far below, someone was calling for help.
Another rush of hope, this time mixed with desperation and apprehension.  How bad did
he want to live?  What was he willing to risk?  He had no idea what lay at the bottom of
The Shaft, just that someone- Pudge Choom, it had to be, had survived the fall.
But could he?  Would he?  But more importantly, what choice did he have?
He considered answering back, but if anyone were still above they might hear him- and
send someone down to finish the job. He turned his head hoping to see the catwalks and
red lights on the Shaft’s upper level but saw nothing but a faint red glow, just a hint of
light to let you know you weren’t lucky enough to be dead.
No, if anyone was still up above they thought him dead, and to be honest, given his
circumstances, they weren’t far off. But now he had a chance, a slim one, to at least make
it somewhere that had to be better off than where he was now. And it wasn’t like he could
hang around forever. Leaning forward, he reached his hand out and felt along the wall
again. This time he wasn’t searching for a handhold…this time he was searching for an
angle.  He found it…below the beam the wall almost imperceptibly angled out…it had a
grade, though a small one.



He moved himself to the wall and rolled from the beam, hanging tight with the crook of
his left arm so that his back and right shoulder smacked against the wet rock.  He
expected the pain, grit his teeth and tried not to pass out, just waiting for the waves of
nausea to pass.
Finally, Jax closed his eyes, and while not a religious man by any means, managed to say
a small prayer to whatever Gods might be listening.
When his body was slowly swinging back and forth, he took a deep breath and, as his
back slapped the wet rock, let go.

*

He hated the cold.
Heat he didn’t mind; the scorching blaze of twin suns, or even the crisp cool evening air
bothered Darth Necros not in the slightest. In fact, he was generally comfortable in most
climates.
But not bitter, freezing cold.
It wasn’t so much the temperature as it was the lack of life. Being born with the ability to
sap another’s life essence through The Force meant that any time he was around living,
breathing beings he could sustain and even enhance his own abilities, either directly or
sometimes even indirectly. The power lay latent in him until he was older, and even then
he dare not use it.  He knew of the Jedi-the self professed “Guardians of the Galaxy” at
one point and their traitorous turn that led to that reputation throughout the Empire being
tarnished.  He had no such interest in aligning himself in any way with those scum.
But, when his master, Lord Menace found him and showed him that not all “Force Users”
were despicable slime, and that he could use his unique abilities to track them down-
especially those that killed his wife and child-and eliminate them from the face of the
galaxy?  Well, he jumped at that chance, and if he was able to drain their life force,
absorb their energy, and empower himself in the process?  Well so much the better.
When he was younger he’s experimented-like many youths do- with various narcotics:
Spice, alcohol, stim-packs; but none of them came close to the euphoria he felt when
absorbing another’s power and energy. It was like a high that lasted for days and was
slow to come down from, but when he did come off of it, it was gradual, just leaving the
warm, lingering phantom of elation.
An updraft blaste4d his fighter and he cursed, fighting with the controls to prevent from
slamming into a nearby mountainside. If not for the extensive sensor suite he’d had
installed, he doubted he could have navigated the treacherous passes and jagged valets of
this forsaken planet- with or without The Force.
He tried to curb his addiction of course- it wouldn’t due to just go around randomly
killing- and the fact was the weaker the victim, the weaker the life force the less the high.
Which was why he did so enjoy eliminating the Jedi; Disciplined, powerful and full of
Force energy, taking their lives was unlike any pleasures he’d ever known. He’d killed
over a dozen Jedi so far, but most were weak, old, out of practice, and, if he was honest
with himself- ready to die. Hiding for over three decades, living an empty existence more



often than not like a refugee, unable to settle down or have a family, and ultimately
having to relive in their minds the betrayal by one of their own…he almost couldn’t
blame them for welcoming a swift and merciless death.
And he was more than happy to oblige.
Still, even when there were no Jedi to feast upon and when the craving grew too great, he
had to fulfill his appetite.
He would have no such luck on this rocky world of ice he reflected as his two-man
fighter skimmed the snow-packed mountain tops of the planet Derenath. Located in the
Outer-Rim system of Beheboth, the planet was effectively ignored by the rest of the
galaxy as nothing more than a useless frigid ball.
Necros couldn’t agree more.
That his master would allow one of his subordinates such freedom to roam so far away
and so completely out of touch with the rest of his organization was beyond him.  But
Lord Menace- formerly Imperial High Inquisitor Tremayne- knew what he was doing.
With every move of his operatives and agents throughout the galaxy he grew stronger, his
grip tighter, pulling in more resources and systems since the fall of Emperor Palpatine.
He…
There.
He almost missed it. Nestled against a mountaintop backed by a pale gray sky and
covered in the same blinding snow that gusted past his cockpit and obscured his vision,
he had to bank hard and bring the fighter around, and even then he momentarily lost sight
of the building, and while The Force was good for taking lives- it was also excellent in
finding it.
The monastery glowed in his mind like a red beacon in the midst of swirling white and
Necros gently brought the fighter in, making circles until he found what appeared to be a
crude landing pad fashioned in the middle of a flagstone courtyard. Rather than a landing
pad designation, an immense green and blue monastic symbol resembling a three-eyed
sea creature was painted in its center.  Ornamental and pragmatic Necros thought.
Setting down, he killed the engines and took his time going through the shut down
procedures.  Likely the small bit of warmth he was enjoying would be his last for at least
a little while-until he wrapped his business up here and got back to the business of
finding, and subsequently killing, Raptor Squad.
The tingle up the back of his spine told him he was being watched, and as he looked up
from the dying lights on the instrument panel, three robed figures emerged from the
multi-tiered building set into the face of the mountain. The building itself was non-
descript-round windows covered in transparasteel, a dull gray façade that blended in
almost seamlessly with the rock face, and just a smattering of green and blue adornments
along the windowsills bracketed a large round doorway that shimmered with an uneven
blue energy.
Stopping before the fighter, the robed beings stood watching as wind and snow blasted
the mountaintop, whipping their teal-colored garments about in a frenzied swirl. Heads
dipped, their hoods remained in place, making it impossible to see their faces- not that he
needed to do that either. Through the Force he could already tell they were some sort of
amphibian race- though he had no idea what.
Triggering the canopy, Necros tossed his white ponytail over his shoulder, bundled his
black cloak around him and climbed from the fighter. The wind bit into him and stung his



eyes, but he merely blinked away the irritation and approached the trio as his fighter
sealed up behind him.

“I seek Cha’Run,” he said in basic.
The tallest of the trio raised his head and Necros was greeted with a navy and green
mottled face, sporting a trio of wide black intelligent-looking eyes in the center of its
forehead with  a long snout dipping towards it’s chest. It replied in an alien dialect he
wasn’t familiar with, then turned and, along with its brethren, began to walk away.
He reached up, grabbing the leaders shoulder with a black glove and was surprised when
the next thing he felt was his body sailing through the air. Regaining his balance before
he came crashing to the ground, Necros let The Force flow through him, inwardly cursing
himself for simply dismissing this being as a “peaceful” monk.
Landing in a crouching position, he cast off his cloak, opening his arms wide in a fighting
stance.  Excellent, he thought, surveying the two smaller monks as they peeled off and
approached him on either side.
Competition.
The monk on his left moved like bottled lightning and came in with a somersaulting kick
aimed for his kneecap.  He moved in the nick of time and spun around, landing a lethal
chop to its neck. Something snapped but if it injured the monk he didn’t show it, instead
rolling into a crouching position of his own while his partner tried to get the drop, aiming
two knife-edge jabs into his back.
Gritting back the explosion of pain, Necros spun, trapping the beings right arm and
delivering a solid kick to its ribs.  Another crack of bones, but the being held tight,
though an explosion of green mucus erupted from its mouth, freezing the moment it hit
the frigid flagstone.  He realized what it was doing almost an instant too late, as the
monk’s partner had recouped and almost decapitated Necros with a spinning kick from
behind.
Ducking, the leather boot missed his head by centimeters and his reaction was
instantaneous,  firing his left foot out and catching the off-balance alien in the knee.
Another crack and this time it went down, emitting an audible gasp. Pulling the trapped
monk close, he jammed his right shoulder into the beings stomach and lifted him up and
over, depositing him on top of his partner.
He was atop them in an instant, and mentally triggered his right forearm gauntlet to life.
Twin purple blades of energy a half-meter long snap-hissed into the blinding snow, and
he moved to drive them straight through the two monks.

“ENOUGH!”
He stopped, but didn’t bother to look around. The voice was powerful, dominant and
Necros was sure belonged to the man he’d come to find.

“Cha’Run?” he asked.
“Yes.  Let them go.”
“Gladly,” Necros smiled, jamming the twin blades down into the fine teal robes of

the top monk’s chest. It convulsed for only a moment, falling still while the bottom monk
looked up at him with black expressionless unblinking eyes, remaining silent at its
comrades’ demise. Slowly Necros stood and turned around, shutting down his twin
blades and bundling his robes about him.
Standing beside the head monk, an ebon-skinned human with thick black curly hair and
high-arching eyebrows over unwavering green eyes watched him approach.  Cha’Run,



clothed in the same teal-colored robes as the others, looked to be in his mid forties, and
wasn’t the tall, cloned, muscle-bound, Storm Commando officer he expected.

“Lord Menace sends his regards.” Necros said, a smile pulling at the corner of his
mouth.

“Who?” Cha’Run replied, not taking his eyes from Necros.
“Lord…”
“I heard you. You mean Tremayne,” Cha’Run said.  His voice, a booming affair a

moment ago was now soft, smooth, and almost feminine.
“No, I don’t,” Necros said matching the man’s stare.  “It would do you well to

learn some respect for our Lord and Master.”
“Save it. I’ll leave the boot licking and posterior polishing to his lapdogs,”

Cha’Run said smiling.  “He and I go back too far for me to start calling him something
else now,” the man turned and began walking towards the building.  Necros, blood
simmering fell into step as two small monks raced through the shimmering electrical field
of the monastery’s round main door to help retrieve their fallen comrade.

“You didn’t have to kill that monk. You certainly didn’t impress me and you won
yourself no friends here.”

“I did them a favor.  I killed the weakest one,” Necros replied.
“Really? My view of the fight was that the weakest one was the one who needed

to produce a weapon to emerge victorious.”
Necros stopped and spun around.  “I didn’t come all this way to be insulted by

some foot soldier.  Lord Menace sent me to request your services, but I’ve got other
resources, I don’t need you.”
The man stared impassively for a moment, finally nodding. “Tremayne sent you to find
me and I know he wouldn’t have interrupted my solitude had the need not been urgent,”
he gestured to the shimmering portal and nodded.  “Well, now, you’ve found me.  Come
inside and tell me what has brought you all this way.”

*

The Capital-Class Corellian Starship was known as “Dalila’s Dream”, though its
name was much more chimerical than the actual ship turned out to be.  Over one hundred
and fifty meters long, its dull gray hull was marked with carbon scarring, green trim and,
Lana Fegarn guessed, more spot welds and patch jobs than one could shake a Bo-staff at.
Still, it had been her home for the better part of a week while she and the rest of Raptor
Squad, the New Republic SpecForce team Vornskr Pack and other assorted personnel
prepared to overtake a freighter that would allow them to infiltrate an Imperial prison and
rescue  New Republic Intelligence Colonel Jax She’ba.
Just trying to wrap her head around what lay before them made her gray-furred ears
twitch and her mind swim.  Never in a million years did she expect to be here, now doing
this- nor was she entirely sure she should be she thought, taking a deep breath and
dropping cross legged to the floor in the center of the cabin. The ship was big enough
she’d been assigned her own room in the upper levels, and the captain, a tall thin Duros



with cerulean skin and glowing red eyes named “Mapakk” was kind enough to give her
one with a window.
Outside, the black of space glittered with a million stars, some just barely peeking from
behind a thick blue fibrous nebula.  She tried to study the constellations, searching for
Fibuli, but gave up after several minutes. She had no idea where her home planet might
be- she corrected herself- former home planet.
At least now it was.
Two months ago the Corporate Sector Authority forced her people, the Trianii clan of the
Mew-Tao, to retreat to Garnib, leaving everything they knew behind. The Mew –Tao
were one of many similar felinoid clans who lived in the Corporate Sector, and the battles
they had fought against the CSA had raged for years and were just getting worse.
Growing up, she’d seen her share of combat, seen friends die at the hands of Espos- the
Corporate Sector’s militant thugs, and upon leaving  her home planet of Fibuli and
striking out into the galaxy had continued entering  into border wars and skirmishes
throughout the sector.
It was the most recent push by the CSA thugs that caused the death of Mew-Tao High
Priestess Yahwell Grismaar and her successor, Shera’Shaon and forced Lana into
becoming the Mew-Tao’s current High Priestess. Armed with assistance from the
Empire, the CSA had wiped out almost all of her people, and would have succeeded in
eliminating the Mew-Tao entirely if not for the late arrival of a Trianii  Protector and
current Raptor Squad team member Balthazar Cocaroth. With help from his friends he
was able to evacuate the handful of remaining Mew-Tao from Fibuli and relocate them to
Garnib, the home base of his friend and teammate, Vic Palisades.
Balthazar. Baal, Protector, friend and something more?
But what she didn’t know.  Despite all of her training, mentoring by Grismaar and the
years she’d prepared herself for the role of High Priestess she’d never been taught how to
deal with relationships…especially one with a Protector.
It wasn’t as if it had never happened before. It was just that it had never happened to her
before. In the past, had the relationship blossomed she would have pursued it with little
thought of her actions or consequences.  Now however, now she had responsibilities; not
just to herself she realized, but to her followers, her clan and her religion. The Mew-Tao
were few; hundreds, and at one time thousands were reduced to only a handful and if they
were wiped out, if they fell in battle with no one left to carry on their legacy and faith,
then their culture would die, disappear from the galaxy like so many others had. A mere
footnote in a university library somewhere if they were “lucky” and nothing more. No
one to carry on their legacy, no one to tell their stories, no one to even care what had
happened to them, or to learn from their sacrifices.
It would be as if they had never existed at all.
And now it was up to her to ensure their survival.
So why was she out here, throwing her cloak in with the New Republic, going on a
mission to save someone she didn’t even know, instead of back on Garnib, unifying and
strengthening her people?
Baal.
She could try to deny it, try to explain it off as training, or maybe even convince herself
that her actions on the mission might bring the plight of her people to the notice of the
New Republic but the truth, the real truth was it was for him, and the damnable thing was



she wasn’t even sure he felt the same way about her. She’d tried, foolishly, to attempt an
amorous overture back on Garnib, acting on what she thought were like emotions on
Baal’s part, only to be rebuked. That his offer came to accompany him on this mission
while her head still swam with pheromones didn’t help matters and she foolishly agreed.
Just like a silly, love-sick cub, she chided herself.
Her parents, specifically her mother Jingya, warned her against relationships. “Find a
mate to propagate the bloodline and nothing more; males are brave warriors, but weak
and provide little direction for growing cubs. Don’t rely on them for much more than a
litter and a blade when needed.”
A cynical view she thought, but as she grew older and interacted more and more with the
males, she grew to understand her mother’s outlook. And while the Trianii females were
stronger, faster and governed their species, the males were…

“Common foot soldiers,” she said aloud to herself. It was the term Baal had used
upon arriving on Fibuli-right before Grismaar’s death.
It explained why he thought so lowly of Grismaar and of Trianii females in general, and
possibly why he seemed to hold the Mew-Tao in such low regard.  Of course, that
Grismaar abrasively delivered news of his father’s demise at the hands of the Espos from
her death bed while delirious certainly didn’t help any. Baal had been living under the
illusion that his father was still alive and well- a lie perpetrated by Grismaar for reasons
still unknown to Lana. To preserve his feelings or keep him involved with the Mew-Tao?
Perhaps Grismaar believed if Baal knew his father had perished his anger and inner
feelings would cause him to turn his back on the Mew-Tao and leave forever- and the last
thing the Mew-Tao could afford was to lose any more followers, especially a Protector.
Slowing her breathing, she allowed The Force to fill her with calm thoughts and
tranquility, though it took a bit of work.  She meditated, blocking out the hum of the
starship, the stamp of boots outside of her door, everything, and finally, when completely
at peace, felt nothing save for the cool breeze of her home planet, rolling over her body,
rippling through her fur as she stood on the precipice of a cliff, watching avian floating
far below her in the rainforest’s treetops.

“LANA!”
Her body seized and tightened and her heart nearly leapt into her throat. She hadn’t
realized she’d left her room intercom on and the voice that emerged, loud, powerful,
booming, froze her body and caused negative waves of energy to ruffle her fur.

“What is it Baal?  I was trying to meditate.” She said, taking a large gulp of air.
“You can do that later. Now we’ve got a meeting.  Meet me at my quarters.

Hurry.”
“Do not order me…” she began but he’d already killed the comm and she was

only left talking to herself.
“Impossible child,” she snarled.

Gritting her teeth, she felt no Force now, just irritation and anger.  Hopping to her feet,
she padded over to her footlocker and triggered it open.  Inside, folded into a square lay
her bodysuit-red and white and form fitting so that it hugged her muscular body tight, but
not too tight. She knew most of her species choose to ignore other species’ cultural
preference in wearing adornments and clothing, but she, and most of the Mew –Tao for
that matter, felt differently. While her fur prevented any embarrassment or self-
consciousness on her part, that didn’t mean going without clothing would help her fit in,



though most furred species had no trouble. No, she thought, if there was one thing she
needed to do now, more than ever, it was fit in.
Sliding it on the fabric conformed around her curves, allowing her to move without
impediment and still offering a bit of protection thanks to a armored fibrous compound
bonded to the inner layer of the suit.  She zipped up and pulled her thigh-high, wide soled
boots from the footlocker and slipped them on.
Now she was ready for the meeting, though she hadn’t been officially invited by Raptor
Squad’s leader, Vic Palisades. Thinking of the man caused a small smile to pull at her
muzzle.  In her life she’d never seen a more self-centered, egocentric and stubborn
individual-with the possible exception of Baal of course.
Still, some must have thought highly of Palisades to continue to follow him.  And she had
to admit, despite his flaws, he seemed to get results.  He was able to bring back Ket
Adkins, the one man who knew where Colonel She’ba was, and from what she was able
to tell that was no small feat.  But it was how Palisades treated others, most specifically
her friend Doctor Lauren Salias, she disagreed with.
While he’s told her he had feelings for Salias, and presumably had told Lauren the same
thing, he still lacked the conviction and dedication she felt the woman deserved in a mate.
But it was none of her business, and the one time she approached the man about it she
realized it was best to keep her thoughts to herself.  And it’s not as if she didn’t have
more than enough on her plate than to worry about other people’s relationships
considering she had no idea where she stood with her own, or if she even had one to
begin with.  What she did have to discuss with him though, was her place on the mission
and her involvement with Raptor Squad.  She’d persuaded him to let her come along so
Baal could continue training her in the ways of the Force, but she knew the man didn’t
like it and was uncomfortable with the decision.
Hooking her comm and credentials to the waist of the suit, she checked herself in the full
length mirror bolted to the cabins wall and nodded.  Trimmed, clothed and ready to meet
up with the rest of the team, she headed out the door, leaving her twin Mew-Tao “Half-
Moon” vibroaxes in their travelling case, hoping she wouldn’t need them any time soon.

The corridor was empty, save for a small mouse droid speeding along, dodging
her at the last minute and disappearing around a distant corner. The ship may have looked
worn on the outside but the inside was kept clean and organized- a reflection on Mapakk
and a good one at that. Sterile white walls and polished black floors gleamed beneath the
stark white lights set into the ceiling, eliminating any shadows and reminding her of an
Imperial Stormtrooper’s helmet.
With little to look at, she’d fallen back in to thinking about Baal, about their kiss-or near
kiss as it turned out, right after her meeting with the “new” Mew-Tao- the remnants of
their clan from Fibuli and a group of interested beings from all walks of life that attended
her first meeting on Garnib.  In the past the Mew-Tao refused entry to non-Trianii, but
current circumstances were dictating that she, and the rest of her people, rethought some
of the “old ways”.

“Hey!”
For the second time in under an hour she froze, heart leaping into her throat and her
hands instinctively going for where her weapons would normally be.  While some Force
users were able to detect the presence of others with ease, it was apparently an ability



she’d yet to acquire. Spinning, she stopped short when she realized it was Klux Martin,
Raptor Squad’s “other” Jedi, coming up behind her.

“Woah!  Sorry Lana, didn’t mean to startle you,” he held his hands out and gave
her an easy-going smile that made it to his ice-blue eyes.  He was clad in black trousers,
matching boots and blue flight jacket, his lightsaber swinging at his hip. His beard had
been trimmed and his auburn hair had been styled since they’d left Tierfon Station and
looked better- much better than the shaggy muss he normally wore.
He almost looked like a different person.

“Do you enjoy sneaking up on people Klux?” she asked.  No anger surfaced as it
had earlier when she was startled by Baal.  Surprisingly, she found herself smiling at the
man.

“Maybe just a little,” he winked and fell in beside her as they both continued on.
“Heading to the meeting?”

“Yes.  I’ve got to meet Baal at his quarters first.  Would you like to accompany
me?”

“Sure.  We’ve got time,” the man shrugged.  “Speaking of Baal, I figured you two
would be bunking together, I mean, not that it’s any of my business,” he quickly added.

“It’s…complicated,” Lana said shaking her head. She was reluctant to discuss her
feelings with anyone save for Lauren, but glancing over and seeing Klux’s open and
sincere face put her oddly at ease and she decided no harm could come from discussing
her problems.“I don’t want to bore you,” she warned.
Looking around, he nodded. “White walls, check.  Black floor, check.  Ok, well, I’ve
already looked at everything interesting there is to see. So!  I guess I can listen to your
story now and not be distracted,” he smiled.
She laughed, a genuine laugh that carried throughout the corridor, and, she realized,
herself as well.  With one joke he put her more at ease than the half an hour she wasted
on meditation. “Very well, you’ve made your point,” she nodded.  “The truth is that I
really don’t know what is going on with Baal. Back on Garnib I thought we had a
connection, felt, well, something was there between us. But now?” she shook her head.
“He treats me like some sort of indentured servant he keeps around to polish his
lightsaber.”

“Uhm, he what?” Klux’s eyes grew wide.
Lana gave him a sidelong glance. “You know what I mean.”

“Yeah, yeah I do. Just, you know, don’t ever use that analogy around Vic.  He
would have a field day,” Klux snickered. “Well, have you tried talking to him?
Explaining your feelings and maybe try to get this ‘complication’ out in the open?”

“Talk? To Baal?” it was her turn to snicker.  “Perhaps you’ve forgotten who we
are talking about.”

“Look, Lana, I know he can be stubborn, hard headed and downright annoying as
a Gungan tongue-twister, but he’s your friend and one of the last few remaining Mew-
Tao.  Unrest between you two could spread to your followers and, if I may say so, that’s
the last thing you need right now.”
She sighed and her thoughts went back to “that” night on Garnib.  “Yes, well, he seems to
be doing a good job of disrupting things without my help.  During the Mew-Tao’s first
meeting he decided to show up and inform the new followers that they could look
forward to being hunted down and slaughtered by the Empire.  That went over well.”



“Really?  He did that huh?” Klux shrugged.  “I hate to say it but he’s right you
know.  The remnants of the Empire still find us a threat and want us dead, and they have
no problem killing off those around us- Force-users or not.”

“I realize this, but did he have to tell them that AT THE FIRST MEETING!?!”
her voice grew much louder than she wanted and she stopped, blushing.  “I’m sorry.”
Smiling, Klux put a hand on her shoulder.  “Don’t be.  Even we Force users need to vent
sometimes. It’s all well and good how our masters go on and on about controlling our
emotions and blocking our feelings, but we’re living, breathing beings and sometimes we
just need a release. “

She took his hand and held it.  “Thank you Klux, I appreciate having someone to
talk to.”
He squeezed gently and smiled. “Hey, it’s no problem. Though I warn you, take all of my
relationship advice with a grain of spice. It’s not as if I’ve had a lot of experience with
women.”

“How so?” she began walking, leading him along by the hand. “You are an
attractive human and very personable. I would expect you’ve had many mates.”

“Not really.  When the other ranch hands went out on dates I was busy learning
how to lift irrigation droids with my mind,” he smiled.  “My master wasn’t fond of
romantic connections, just another holdover from his days as a Jedi.”

“Your former master Da’Jony?” Lana asked. Baal had mentioned Klux’s
background and upbringing dismissively when she’d asked him about the Jedi back on
Tierfon Station but other cultures, especially Jedi culture, fascinated her.

“Yeah, he was a Jedi General during the Clone Wars and managed to get out of
Order 66 alive- just barely.”

“Order Sixty-Six,” Lana nodded.  “Many great Force users were killed for no
reason, all because a Sith Lord was allowed to rise to power.” She shook her head.  “I
still cannot understand how the Jedi Council was unable to see it.”
Klux shrugged.  “Da’Jony said they were so busy playing soldier across the galaxy they
couldn’t see what was brewing right under their own nose. The Sith are powerful, but I
guess you already know that.”

“What do you mean?” Lana asked.
“Well, you know, the Mew-Tao, the Sith,” he was being cautious, trying not to

say what was really on his mind.  She appreciated the gesture but it was a wasted effort
on his part.

“Yes, the Sith are not only powerful, but deceptive,” she smiled and winked at
him, squeezing his hand, “don’t worry Klux, I know of the Mew-Tao’s history better than
anyone and have come to accept it. It is who we are, but there is little we can do about the
past.”
The human breathed a sigh of relief.  “Man, that’s the first time that topic has ever been
handled with poise and dignity.  Usually if Baal and I talk about it we end up slinging
fizz cans at each other.”

“You discuss it often?”
“No, not really.  Tenspot hates scrubbing Fizz stains off the lounge walls. Still, I

think we can learn how to defeat Tremayne through looking at the Mew-Tao’s past, but
Baal’s not really open to the suggestion.”



“Interesting.  Well, if Baal doesn’t wish to discuss it I certainly would.  From
what you and he have told me Tremayne is the hand behind the recent push to eliminate
my people.  Anything that could aid in neutralizing him is certainly worth discussing.”

“Great!  I’m sure we’ll have plenty of time to go over ideas, especially since you
are on Garnib full time now,” Klux smiled.

“Klux?” Lana looked sideways at him.  The hallways were quiet, and she
expected everyone was either already at the meeting or the skeleton crew was busy at
their stations.

“Yeah?”
“You never answered my question. There must have been someone, in your

past?” Lana pressed.
The Jedi hesitated for a moment, nodding.  “Yeah, yeah there was actually.  It was brief,
passionate and I was young but yeah.  Afterwards she left and I never saw her again,” he
gave her a sheepish grin and let go of her hand as they approached a door, triggering it
open and allowing her to pass through first.

“I’m sorry Klux. It sounds like you’ve led a very lonely existence,” that this
young and promising man would have so much heaped on his shoulders with no one to
ease the burden made her sad.  Though his situation wasn’t much different than her own.

“It’s ok.  I get to travel the galaxy and meet interesting people like you,” he
smiled wide.

“I find it hard to believe you stay with Raptor Squad and do what you do just for
the travel,” Lana said.

“Yeah, there is more to it I guess.”
“What?”

He shrugged and stopped.  “It’s all I have. I mean, Da’Jony is dead, as are my parents,
and Vic and Baal are the closest thing I have to family really.  I have a sister but…
He stalled and she could tell the subject made him uncomfortable.  She immediately
waved it off.  “Family?  I find it hard to believe you see Vic as anything more than
a…”she stopped herself. “Nuisance.”

“Vic? Ah, yeah, he can be a pain sometimes.  But I know I can count on him
when things go south,” He smiled and they both turned and continued their trip through
the pristine corridors. “Meditating helps. I do that a lot.”

“Yes, I tried to meditate earlier in my cabin but I was interrupted,” she replied,
shaking the earlier memory off.

“You’ve got room to meditate?” Klux looked astonished. “I had to bunk with
Koort! We’ve barely got enough room in our cabin to squeeze all of his guns in,” Klux
shook his head.  “It must be nice being a female.”

“There are quite a few species in the galaxy that would argue that outlook to the
point of violence,” Lana said smiling.

“I don’t doubt that for a second.  And after seeing some of the women in the New
Republic military, I wouldn’t give me much of a chance-with lightsaber or without.”
They both laughed and Klux shrugged.  “Seriously though, if you are having trouble
focusing during your meditation, let me know. I’ve learned a few techniques that can
help.”



“Thank you Klux, I would appreciate that,” she smiled.  They’d arrived at Baal’s
quarters and her hand had barely touched the call button when the door slid wide and the
massive blue-furred Trianii  bulled past them both.

“We’re running late! Next time I won’t bother waiting on you,” he stopped upon
noticing Klux, glancing between the two. “What do you want?”

“Hello? I’m part of the team too, I’m going to the same meeting you are,” Klux
held his hands out.

The Protector eyed them both suspiciously.  “Of course. Vic is waiting for us in
his cabin, lets hurry,” and without another word he turned and headed down the hallway
leaving them both to catch up.

Looking over at Klux, Lana shrugged and the Jedi responded by rolling his eyes,
puffing his chest out and mimicking Baal’s long powerful strides.
She choked back laughter so Baal wouldn’t hear and hurried after them both.

*

There were only a handful of things Race Moonthall absolutely loathed.  At the
top of the list was being sober, and coming in a close second was long, drawn-out
meetings. But whoever asked him to be sober and at a long drawn-out meeting?  Well,
they were just asking for a load of Moonthall-grade hurt to be unloaded on them.

Walking as slow as his large frame would take him without actually trying to look
like he was sandbagging, Race munched on the end of a fat cigarra as he headed for the
forward conference room on Dalila’s Dream.  In a few minutes he would be stuck in a
planning and strategy briefing detailing everyone’s role in the rescue of Colonel She’ba.
He wanted to tell the higher-ups that he didn’t need a briefing.  Just tell him what to fly
and tell him where to shoot. That’s all he needed to know when it came to mission
briefings, and if he did say so himself, that strategy had worked out pretty well for him so
far.  If he learned anything flying missions in the Corporate Sector Authority’s defense
fleet it was one thing: planning didn’t mean squat. You could plan all day and all night
for a mission, down to every last light switch you had to flip on or off and when you got
in the middle of it-when blaster bolts started to ionize the air around your head and your
buddy next to you gets turned into an exploding ball of gas- none of it means squat. Then,
then son, you fall back on training and instincts and hope like hell the rest falls into place.
He run his right hand through his hair and let his glove rest on the back on his neck,
slowly massaging the muscles out.  Beneath the black leather he could feel the mild
vibration of his prosthetic hand.  He didn’t notice it much anymore, but when he first had
his entire right arm replaced with cybernetics he noticed it all the time-even to the point it
would keep him awake at nights. But now, now he had grown used to it. The booze
helped- especially when he would be out in the black, all alone with nothing to occupy
his mind but bad memories and a field of stars.  Then it throbbed, and reminded him of
what he’d lost. What he’d sacrificed and how he’d paid dearly for it.

“Wake up Nerfnut!  I thought Deuce told you to be stone cold sober for this
meeting?”



Not bothering to look around Race recognized the voice as belonging to his friend and
fellow teammate Hobbie Novan.  He could imagine the man was already wide awake, full
of several cups of caffe and wearing the same gap-toothed goofy grin he always did.

“I’m sober, though I’d appreciate you not reminding me about it,” Race replied.
“Do you have any idea what drinking that much does to your liver?  That is,

assuming your species has one.  Some species ingest…”
“Jen, it’s much too early for a lecture on alien anatomy,” he said to the thin pale-

skinned female that appeared to his left.  “Why don’t you go polish Goomi’s hump or
something’?” Race said, gesturing at the round gray and white camouflaged droid that
hovered obediently behind her.  Glancing over and beyond the black shoulder length bob-
cut that concealed almost all of her profile, he could just barely spy the hint of a hurt
expression.

“Aw, come on kid, I was just messing with ya,” he slapped her on the back of her
black fatigues with his organic hand and fished his smoldering cigarra out of his mouth,
holding it in front of her.

“Want a pull?  Old Uncle Race won’t tell your mama.”
“That’s disgusting!” She shot back, pushing his hand away.  “I can’t see how you

two smoke those things.”
“By inhaling through your mouth and exhaling through your nose is a good start,”

Hobbie shot back, winking.  Race looked over and realized the man was in full dress,
with several commendations pinned to his chest.

“What the hellfire are you all duded up for Novan?” Race asked, stopping and
stepping back to admire the crisp folds and pressed fatigues.

“I like to look presentable, just because you want to sport a haircut that looks like
a dirty mop-head doesn’t mean the rest of us shouldn’t try to put the ‘Pack’s best foot
forward.”
Race said nothing, and finally, the man shrugged.

“We’re headed to a meeting right?” Hobbie said.
“Right,” Race nodded.
“And in this meeting, there are going to be some New Republic pilots that are

going to help you pilot that Capital-Class freighter we are going to snag, right?”
“Riiight,” Race nodded.
“And some of those pilots just happened to be female, right?”

Shaking his head, Race continued on.  “Boy, you gotta be out of your mind. Going
through all of that just to get a piece of…” he stopped and looked over at Jen who’d
cocked an eyebrow.

“Tail? Is that what you were about to say?” she asked smiling.
“Uh, yeah.  That about sums it up,’ Race shook his head.
“So, you two heard about LT? About what happened?” Hobbie said as they

continued through the corridor.
“Yeah, damn bad luck if you ask me,” Race replied.  Their CO, Deuce El’Kar, a

trim powerful Rutian Twi’lek from the planet Vol Kol had, according to the scuttlebutt
going on around the ship, recently lost her boyfriend.  The details were sketchy but the
most Race could piece together was that the man, a humanoid named “A’sok” was on a
mission with his team Raptor Squad and died while in transit.  Details were sketchy about



how he exactly died, and Race learned long ago- if something is being kept that secret,
it’s best to leave it be.

“Has she talked to either of you about what happened?” Jen asked.  “I mean, I
didn’t ask but…”

“Nope.  It’s been over a week and she hasn’t said squat.  I only caught bits and
pieces overhearing Perfo talk about it back on Tierfon Station,” Hobbie said, licking his
thumb and polishing one of his medals.

“You eavesdropped?” Jen asked, her mouth falling open.
“No!  Of course not!  I just happened to be passing by his office, stopped to tie

my boot and…well,” Hobbie winked.  “Not my fault his office has flimsy walls. Still, I’m
not surprised.  Raptor Squad has been involved with some really…unusual…missions for
the New Republic in the past.  Odds were against em- sooner or later one of them had to
bite it.”

“Unusual missions?  Like what? Jedi stuff?” Race said.
“Hey!  How did you know about…”
“Ronnie told me, and Perfo back on Tierfon a few weeks ago when we were out

shooting,” Race said, shaking his head.  “I can’t believe they got two of those Jedi
running around with them.  They must have a death wish or sumthin.”

“Well, if they did it ain’t no wish anymore.  A’sok- their hacker- wasn’t the only
one who got vaped, they also had some red-haired kid running around with them, he died
too,” Hobbie said.

“What did he do?” Race asked.
“Transportation specialist,” Hobbie winked and slapped Race on the back.  It was

the same position he held for Vornskr Pack.  “See?  You think you’re safe sitting parked
behind the controls of a speeder pal?  Nope…you can get killed just like the rest of us.”
Race just stared at the man and slowly gnawed at his cigarra.

“I hope the Lieutenant will be ok.  Loosing someone you care about is hard.
When Chevis died, I cried for weeks, and sometimes still do,” Jen added quietly. The
young woman’s lost her partner was still a hard subject for her to talk about and Race felt
a pang of guilt for giving her a hard time earlier..

“I don’t know,” Race tried to bring the conversation back to Deuce. “Keeping that
kind of thing bottled up can’t be healthy,” he said, shaking his head.

“Oh yeah, I’m sure you’re an expert on what to keep ‘bottled up’,” Jen said,
coming out of her own thoughts and managing to snicker at her own joke.

“Cute, kid, real cute.  No cigar for you!” Race said.
“Don’t worry about LT, she’s been through some rough spots in her life. She’ll

get through this one,” Hobbie said, but even as the man spoke Race could tell his words
were as hollow and empty as the hallways they’d traversed throughout the ship.
They came to the forward conference room and Hobbie, smoothing his jacket, triggered
the door open.  The room was packed and buzzing like a Mynok’s nest.  All along the
walls of the drab white conference room were seated at least a dozen New Republic
pilots. He recognized a few from past missions, but the rest he’d never seen before. The
pilots were rainbow of species- everything from brown-furred Bimms to long-snouted
Rodians were in attendance, though the majority were human.
The rest of Vornskr Pack were present and had already grabbed seats at the large ovoid
table dominating the center of the room.  At the head was their CO, Deuce . Her teal-



skinned Twi’lek lekku- head tails curling down her back, she was already leaning
forward, inspecting something set into the tables console.  To her right, reclining in his
seat was the canine-faced Klatooinian sniper known as Rontack-“Ronnie” to Race, while
their infiltration specialist, Reika Paret, a short woman with an elaborate green and white
facial tattoo sat to Deuce’s left. Standing silently, against the back wall was the towering
figure known as “Double Zero”, Vornskr Pack’s heavy weapons specialist, clad from
head to toe in gleaming black armor. Bracketing him were the three newest recruits to the
‘Pack- Mitch Vohar- a by the books sniper, Horik-a female who stood like a tall column
of red muscle and finally their new medic-in-training Mclean -who Race had taken a
liking to almost instantly- plus the kid couldn’t play cards to save his life and already
owed him a month’s pay. The chocolate-skinned rookie made eye contact with Race and
nodded, flashing a smile as wide as a star destroyer.

Approaching them from their left, a tall, muscular tan-skinned female with
almond shaped golden eyes and a thin lipped smile held her hands out.  “So glad you
could make it!  We’re waiting for you, you know,” Private Vahri Sa’Mondaley said, a
smile tugging at the corner of her mouth.

“Yeah, I bet you were,” Race replied, giving her a wink.  He thought she blushed
but he wasn’t sure and they followed her to four empty chairs situated beside Paret.  He
didn’t bother to take his eyes off of her backside, and didn’t bother hiding it either.

“So, we ready to get this meeting started?” Race said, finally looking from Vahri
to Deuce.

“Almost, we’re still waiting for Raptor Squa…”
The door hissed open, interrupting her and all heads in the room turned.
“…I don’t care!  I don’t care how bad you want to try it out!  I don’t care if you

think it will make infiltrating the prison easier!  It’s a ridiculous idea and I’m not
discussing it further!” Vic Palisades roared, storming into the room. The man was
wearing a black leather jacket with maroon piping on the sleeves and matching black
shirt, pants and boots.  He and Race had spent some time in the back of Tierfon Station,
knocking around while the man showed Race some moves and both had gotten along
well- despite Race having pulled a blaster on him the first time he’d ever seen him.
Following close behind the human, the towering figure of one of their Jedi, Baal, entered
in a purple tunic and matching black boots.  The blue-furred, black-striped Trianii  was
shrugging his shoulders, with a wide grin pulling at his muzzle.

“Very well, I’ll simply bring it along just in case,” he replied to Palisades who
was already parking himself in one of the chairs opposite Deuce at the far end of the
table.
Following Baal was another Trianii, Lana. Race averted his eyes for a moment while the
two tall muscular felinoids took their seats opposite he and the rest of the ‘Pack.  He’d
killed more than a couple of Trianii during his time serving in the CSA-not that he was
proud of it or ever even talked about it.  It was a simple matter of them versus him- the
famed Trianii Rangers, their species’ independent space force against the CSA. It had
been going on for years, and would likely continue for years to come.  Still, at the time he
was young, easily influenced and thought he was doing the right thing…until the CSA
left him for dead, minus his right arm. Hopefully the mission would go off without a
hitch and he wouldn’t have to interact with either of them.



Behind Lana the rest of Raptor Squad entered, all taking seats: Klux Martin-the other
Jedi-was a human clad in a blue flight jacket and Koort Ter’chon a short Ubese bounty
hunter in full armor looking like he was ready to wage war in case one broke out during
the meeting, and, carting a scowl that would curdle blue milk, Lieutenant Jonus Kable.  A
stone-faced, Nerfnut that Race had already scuffled with back on Tierfon Station when
the man had given Jen Zi a hard way to go.
Finally, hovering behind the group, a silver-domed armorer droid, entered, its arms
crossed and methodically scanning everyone in the room. Race couldn’t remember its
name, and as he tried to unearth it from the haze of memories, he realized he was staring
straight at Lieutenant Jonus Kable.
Kable caught Race’s stare and offered up one of his own, his narrow eyebrow arching
high beneath a tight tall brown flattop.  He threw in a snarl for good measure as he took
the last remaining seat-right on the opposite side of Vahri- and sat down, smoothing out
the creases his New Republic officers uniform.

“Do I want to know what this is about?” Deuce asked, cocking an eyebrow at Vic.
“It’s ‘about’ idiotic,” Vic said, glaring at Baal.

A ripple of snickering carried around the perimeter of the room and Deuce shook her
head.  “Fair enough, then let’s get started.”

*

The clothes were tight fitting and Xander Paddox wondered how he was going to
be able to breathe. He took little comfort in that everyone around him looked like they
were equally miserable, bedecked in a spectrum of elegant finery that likely cost more
than the defense budget of his home planet of Pelagon- now far away nestled deep in the
Tapani Sector. In truth most of the outfits, worn by other visiting dignitaries, royalty and
senators, looked like they belonged on display at a fashion show rather than clogging up
the Hosianian Ballroom on Coruscant.  The enormous building housed its own
entertainment district as well as a luxury hotel within is gleaming marble walls.
For the hundredth time he cursed his Uncle Theux for insisting he make the trip to the
city-planet and, ultimately, that he would spend the next two years playing political
games just so the wrinkled Emperor Palpatine, who now sat atop a dais watching the
festivities with a scowl, could effectively hold the families of the Tapani Royal Houses
hostage- just to remind them who was in charge of the galaxy.

“Wrinkled old bas...” he mumbled, bringing his iced down drink to his mouth.
The booze was cheap, the food wasn’t fit for his pet Voorpak and the music was close to
putting him to sleep. That he, a twenty-two year old nobleman, young, good looking and
dressed to kill- should be wasting his time at such a drab and boring  get-together was a
crime. Snatching another full glass from a serving droid, he downed the drink- some sort
of brackish maroon-colored wine- and let it do its job, giving him just a slight buzz.
Throughout the massive ballroom, lit with speeder-sized chandeliers and decorated with
long, crimson banners emblazoned with the Imperial crest that fluttered thanks to one
wall that was made of tall open windows that allowed  the cool breeze to waft in from
outside.  Sound buffers muted the thrum of the city that moved and lived and pulsed right



outside the balcony, allowing the throng inside- Xander guessed there were at least eight
thousand- the chance to mingle and talk politics without being disturbed.

“Terrible place to spend an evening,” someone said behind him.
He pulled his eyes from the Emperor and was immediately thankful he did. Standing
behind him, clad in a glittering emerald gown that left little to his imagination, a red-
skinned Twi’lek casually traced a long thin finger around the lip of her glass, while
looking Xander up and down with narrow eyes that matched the shimmer of her dress.

“Yes, yes it is,” Xander replied, offering a smile.  Her dress was slit up the side,
almost too far, ending mid-hip.  “I’m Xander Paddox, and you are?”

“Charmed, to say the least,” the woman said, her words coming as a low whisper
sliding between barely parted pouty lips.  His head swam further, though he was sure this
time it wasn’t from the drink and she held her hand out, a sparkling jeweled bracelet
tinkling as it slid down her slender wrist.

“Should I call you ‘Miss Charmed’ or ‘Lady Charmed’?” he asked smiling and
taking her hand, dipping low to brush a faint kiss on the smooth, flawless skin.  The faint
hint of spice caught his nose- he recognized the scent- a very expensive perfume only
available on a handful of planets.

“Why don’t you call me Terrika Mel’ar,” she said, stepping closer.  “You know
Xander Paddox, I’ve been to a lot of these soirees’ and I don’t remember ever seeing you
before-and believe me, I would have noticed,” she gently squeezed his hand.  “I’m
guessing you aren’t from around here.”
Snorting, Xander looked around.  “If I were I would surely have thrown myself from a
moving speeder by now,” he shook his head.  “No, I’m not. I’m from Pelagon.  I’m a…”

“Tapani Nobleman,” Terrika finished, taking a small sip from her glass.  “I should
have known- you look much too refined and innocent to be part of Palpatine’s court.”

“You shouldn’t say such things, he might hear you,” Xander winked, nodding to
the cloaked figure nearby. A song had struck up that he recognized that actually wasn’t
terrible and he bowed, “Would the lady like to dance?”

“Definitely,” she replied, tossing her glass aside. It landed in a nearby bush and
was quickly retrieved by a passing servant droid. Taking his other hand she drew close,
and he breathed deep her perfume, bringing his mouth within centimeters of her ear while
they began a slow, languid waltz across the marbled dance floor.

“So, what are you doing here, Xander Paddox?”
“This and that. Right now I’m thinking how I’m glad I showed up to this thing

after all,” he smiled. “And you?”
“This and that. We must be in the same business,” she laughed.
“Really?  Then we’ll have a lot to talk about and won’t have to bore each other

with talk of politics like the rest of these sorry souls,” he said looking around and
realizing Terrika was the most beautiful woman within eyesight-possibly the entire
ballroom. Advantage: Paddox.

“Ugh, politics make me ill,” she replied.

“You keep saying things like that I might find myself falling in love,” Xander
teased.



She giggled and threw her head back, revealing a long slim neck that he had to refrain
himself from kissing. “It’s true.  I can’t stand politics, especially those of the current
administration,” she said, “or dictatorship if you prefer.”

“Dangerous talk Miss Mel’ar.  You should be careful, someone might hear,” he
chuckled.

“They might.  So, which should we be more worried about?  Palpatine’s spies
dressed as dignitaries or the eavesdropping serving droids?” She asked, her breath warm
on his neck.  “There is usually one or the other listening in.”

“Personally, I try not to say anything that would cause me to have to worry about
either,” he replied. Her body rubbed against his and he felt his heart skip, and for a brief
moment he thought about Shadra- his childhood friend still back on Pelagon. But she was
far away and if he were to think of anyone he should really be thinking of his
“legitimate” fiancé, Lady Jozella Turon – but beyond the title there was little else of
substance in the relationship. Regardless, they were both far away in Tapani and he was
here, now, with a beautiful young woman pressed against his body.
They rotated around a rotund mauve-skinned senator parked in the center of the floor
complaining about tariffs or some such nonsense like a pair of planets revolving around a
sun.

“You sound like the kind of man who likes to play it safe,” she purred.
“Do I?” he let his cheek brush hers, “well, you just met me. Truth is, I have all

sorts of secrets.”
“Oooh, I’m titillated, tell me more.”
“Well, back on Pelagon it’s not all banquets and ballroom dancing you know. I’ve

got other, more challenging pursuits.”
“Oh, I’ve heard these stories. You’re a saber rake, right?  Young men playing

with their light swords,” she drew back and rolled her eyes.
“No, see, that is much too ‘safe’,” he replied, drawing her back against his body.

She wiggled just slightly, and he felt his temperature begin to rise.
“Then tell me what it is you do for fun, Xander Paddox of Pelagon,” she said,

allowing him to bring her back into rhythm with the music.
“I shoot people,” he said matter-of-factly, but with just enough of an edge that she

knew he was serious.
“Shoot people?” her voice escaped as a gasp, but he couldn’t tell if she was

legitimately surprised- or mocking him. “Have you ever killed anyone?”
“Almost, but no, I’m not a killer,” he said, his eyes glancing up at the Emperor.

He realized they’d rotated close to the dais and was just mere meters away from the wall
of red-armored soldiers known as the Crimson guard- Palpatine’s personal bodyguards.
Just for a moment, a mere fraction of a second his eyes locked with the dark pupils set
into that weathered, wrinkled damaged visage and he felt his heart stop.

“Not a killer but you shoot people, how interesting.  For fun of course, surely not
for profit,” Terrika whispered in his ear, breaking his focus on the gnarled face and
pulling him back.  And then it was over, the music changed to something a bit quicker
and they were once again rotating throughout the ballroom, putting distance between
them and the dais, but he still felt a cold chill worming its way along his spine.



“Of…yes, of course, for fun,” he stammered, taking a deep whiff of her perfume
and allowing himself to relax.  “Or, more precisely, sport. I sling blasters in underground
competitions.”

“Really? And you’ve never killed anyone?  I find that hard to believe. It must
mean you are very good or there isn’t much danger involved,” her hand moved from his
shoulder down the small of his back-directly above his waist.

“Oh, there is plenty of danger,” he said, following her lead, but letting his hand go
a bit lower than her waist.

“Is there?” she replied, and this time her gasp was genuine.
“There is, and as far as how good I am,” he winked.  “I guess I’ll just have to

show you.”

He awoke to a voice.
At first he thought he imagined it, that perhaps it was Terrika trying to wake him up, but
stretching his arms wide, the spot on the mattress next to him where she had fallen asleep
was cool, and he expected she must be in the refresher. Her perfume and scent still
lingered all about him and he closed his eyes, replaying the events of the last two hours
over in his mind, lingering on every detail…her tight, firm body, her glittering green
eyes, the way her lekku was able to reach down and…

“Answer me!”
He heard it this time, crystal clear and jerked upright, eyes canning the darkened hotel
room.  The voice was male, gruff and he was sure just a few meters away.  Nothing was
amiss- from what he could tell no one was in the room with him, unless they were able to
morph into a piece of furniture and remain perfectly still-though he knew of only a few
species that could do that.  His eyes scanned and stopped on the bedroom door…it was
open, just a crack, which it really shouldn’t have been, as most doors in luxury hotels
were automatic and slid either into or out of the wall barring any obstructions.
A high heeled shoe sat jammed between the base of the door and the wall, not much, but
enough to allow a thin sliver of light to enter from the sitting room.  Silently rolling out
of bed and pulling on his trousers he tiptoed to the door and leaned forward, trying to get
a look into the next room.
He couldn’t see much from the vantage point, but he was able to spy a large, rotund Gran,
his three eyestalks swiveling back and forth in irritation. Someone said something Xander
couldn’t make out and the Gran planted his hands on his hips, where they sank into the
folds of the drab gray tunic while tilting his goat-shaped face.

“Be quiet? Why!?!” You were supposed to check in three hours ago!  If we
weren’t going to move on this tonight, then why the hell did we plan this in the first
place? Why go through all of the trouble to get you those credentials?  Why set up
No’chak and Limba in the balcony? Tonight was our night you useless Kreetle larva!” the
Gran drew back a meaty hand and swung- and the moment he heard the crack and the
gasp knew the being had struck Terrika.

“Hey!” Xander shoved the door aside and stepped into the room, immediately
rethinking his decision. Besides the Gran there was a large, black-furred Shistavanen, his
lips pulled back on his canine muzzle in a snarl and a short being in silver armor toting a



blaster rifle that looked to be much too large for him to handle. His sloping domed head
snapped in Xander’s direction and the weapon came up-aimed directly at his chest.
On the ground, a tear running down her face was Terrika, clad in only a sheer black slip,
her head tails twitching nervously along her shoulders.

“And just who the frell are you?” he looked to Terrika, “so, this…human…is the
reason you wanted me to keep quiet?  I should have Limba ventilate him right now…”

“No!” Terrika was on her feet, putting herself between Xander and the small
armored menace who barely came up to his waist. “This is Xander! Please!  He might be
able to help us!”

“Looks like he’s already helped himself,” the Gran said snarling. “Limba, why
don’t you relieve this human trash of his lower leg…”

“No! Wait,” Terrika was crossing over to the Gran and Xander began scanning
the room for a weapon or something he could use but was having no luck.  Like most
posh hotel rooms, it had minimal furniture and any sort of cutlery was in the dining area,
an adjacent room that was too far away to be of use.

“Look, he’s a Tapani Nobleman!  His name is Xander Paddox, he’s in Palpatine’s
court and doesn’t like him any more than we do!  I thought if I could get him to listen to
us…” Terrika was going on, and to Xander’s disgust her hands were beginning to caress
the Gran’s face and chest.

“You mean, you mean you met this Nerfhumper at the ball? This is the reason you
didn’t check in?” the Gran knocked her to the floor with one massive arm and Xander
froze. “You been calibrating his deece in the hotel room I paid for!?!”

“Wait, please, Sochum, it’s, it’s not like that...” Terrika began.
“SILENCE SCHUTTA!” he roared, shoving her back to the floor. The word must

have meant something bad as Terrika’s face went from one of fear to one of rage. She
moved to get up but as if by magic a blaster pistol appeared from behind Sochum’s back
in one of his massive sweaty hands and he turned to Xander. “So, you like what you got?
You like that taste of alien Yum-Yum?”
Xander remained quiet, eyes going from Terrika, to the blaster and finally back to the
Gran.

“You been real quiet human, that’s good- that means you won’t alert the other
guests when we start to peel you apart…” Sochum said smiling.

“Hey, look,” Xander held his hands out, his voice emerging as a squeak. “I’m not
looking for trouble, ok?  I just thought Terrika was interested in…well, we just hit it off
and I had a few drinks and we wound up coming back here, ok?  There’s no reason to do
anything rash…let’s just talk this out,” Xander had excelled in his debate classes back on
Pelagon, and his instructors had raved at his ability to turn arguments to his favor, even
commenting he could talk the slime off a Hutt. He was about to see if they were right.

“Rash?  Ok, we won’t do anything rash,” the Gran calmly stepped over to a large,
blue thick cushioned chair and dropped into it, kicking his boots up on the matching
ottoman and waved for Xander to sit in  the opposite chair with the blaster. Terrika was
still on the thick green carpet, bundling her knees up to her chest and watching Xander
with pleading eyes while the two henchmen made their way over to the tinted floor to
ceiling window that looked out onto Coruscant’s sparkling evening. “So, let’s do this.
I’ll give you one minute to explain why I shouldn’t kill you. You give me a good reason,



hell, just one real good reason and I’ll be more than happy to let you and the chuff-
sucking bug hugger over there  take a walk.

“A minute but that…” Xander began but the Gran held up his wrist, tapping the
attached chrono with the blaster barrel.

“Go.”
Taking a deep breath, Xander began to speed through everything he’d been taught,
spending all of three precious seconds deciding how to begin.  “Ok,” he held his hands
out, “it’s obvious you need something to happen.  From what I can tell, you are some sort
of group that is unhappy with Palpatine’s rule.  Well so am I!  I hate what he has done to
this galaxy, and especially my home system.  I’m from Pelagon, and after the clone wars
we were accused of harboring Jedi, and the Empire came in and laid waste to my home,
family and everything I loved.  Ok, so…”

“Thirty seconds human,” the Gran said, one eyestalk locked on the chrono while
the other two peered at Xander, unblinking.

“Right…so I can help you!  Anything you need!  I’ve got connections! I’ve got
creds and I’ve got friends who can help!  More importantly, I can get you close to
Palpatine…” at this he noticed the Gran lean forward, just slightly, and knew he had a
hook.

“Yeah, yeah I can get you real close to him. I’m in his palace a few times a week!
You want to get at him?  I can get you guard schedules, rotations, I can even find out
when and where he’s going to be!  I got connections! Information!  I…”

“Time’s up,” the Gran said, leaning back. “So, you can get me all of that huh?”
“Yes,” Xander took a swallow, eyes fixing on the blaster. “Yes I can.”
“That’s impressive.  That kind of information would really move this operation

along.  That would save us a lot of work and resources.” The Gran was nodding. “And
you would throw away everything just to help us kill that old fossil?”
Taking a deep breath, Xander also leaned back. The Gran was putty in his hands.  “That’s
right. I can get close to him, closer that the rest of you. I mean, you’ve got a small
operation here…I could save you a lot of legwork. ”

“Small,” the Gran nodded.  “Yeah, but there’s always room for downsizing,” in
one fluid move, with all eyestalks still focused on Xander, Sochum raised his blaster,
then at the last moment, while Xander’s body was still tensing for the inevitable kill shot,
the Gran swung his arm wide and fired, a thick spear of yellow energy stabbing through
the room and directly into Terrika’s face.
Xander was just able to look away in time to avoid seeing the woman’s beautiful features
vaporized from her skull in a cloud of superheated steam.  Out of the corner of his eye he
saw Sochum wave to his two flunkies.

“No’chak, check the door, make sure no one heard that,” he said.
The Shistavanen hustled to the door, triggering it open, and in a split second it’s hiss was
replaced with the roar of blaster fire and Xander turned just in time to see the henchman,
or what was left of him, blown from the doorway and back into the room, landing on his
back with a smoking crater where his chest used to be. A wave of white plastoid armor
poured into the room from the hallway, and Xander dove over the arm of the chair,
landing in time to see Limba unload one shot from the cannon he had nestled against his
arm before he was peppered with a dozen blaster bolts that punched, ripped and tossed



the small alien around in the air before dropping him in a smoldering pile of indiscernible
char to the floor.

“That’s it!  That’s all of them,” he heard a familiar voice say.  Sochum.
Getting up on an elbow, Xander looked around and saw the Gran standing in front of the
half-dozen stormtroopers, replacing his blaster in its holster. For a moment he was
confused then realized what was going on and breathed a sigh of relief.

“Whew!” he smiled and stood. “You had me worried there!  I thought you were
actually going to vape me!” Xander smiled and nodded to No’chak.  “Nice work!  These
guys really must be scum.”
The Gran turned to Xander and his thick lip curled in a snarl.  “Sergeant, this one was
also conspiring to assassinate the Emperor.  His name is Xander Paddox, a Tapani
Nobleman.  I considered taking care of him myself but because of his station and
importance I thought the Emperor might like to deal with him personally- alive.”

“WHAT?” Xander’s stomach clenched like a shockboxer’s fist and his head
began to swim. “No!  No I was just going along with you! I was just trying to buy some
time!  I would…”

“You can tell it to the courts, for now you’re under arrest,” the stormtrooper said.
The last thing he heard was the roar of a blaster set to stun and wide blue circles of
energy slamming into his body.

They were carrying him now, their plastoid forearms hooked beneath his shoulders and
supporting him as he feet drug the ground. His chest burned and he was dipping in and
out of consciousness, but he still managed to glance over at his captors, whose boots
stamped against the hard cement.
 Their white armor wasn’t as clean as he remembered it, and the memory of the luxury
hotel hallways wasn’t matching what he was seeing- dirty walls lined with crusted
conduits and wet with rank-smelling seepage.
Darkness drew in from the edges of consciousness and he remembered now- he wasn’t in
Coruscant anymore.  That time with Terrika and the Gran…that was a year ago.
No, no longer a prisoner about to stand trial and sore from a stun blast, now he was an
inmate suffering from a stab wound to the chest....
Smack dab in the bowels of the Imperial prison planet of Rordak.

*

The whole deal stank like Bantha dung in a hot desert as Koort Ter’chon silently
surveyed those in the room around him he would be relying on to cover his hump.  Most
of the Rebellion- correction, “New Republic” as they liked to call themselves these days-
pilots looked competent, and a good number of Vornskr Pack, while colorful, also looked
like they could hold their own.
Then there was Raptor Squad- his new “team”-an entirely different story altogether.



He rolled his eyes, not that anyone could see him do it, and if they had seen he wouldn’t
have apologized.  Raptor Squad had caused him more sleepless nights and restless
feelings lately than he’d had in recent memory, including the time he woke up in a
cantina surrounded by a group of Gank Killers hopped up on Glitterstim.
He agreed to join up after he, Palisades and Martin took down the madman and former
Raptor Ket Adkins on his home base of Dega. Initially working on his own tracking
Adkins, he’d come across the duo who were also in pursuit, and while his policy was to
work alone as often as possible- he’d teamed up because, at the time, he’d thought
Palisades was the famed Weequay bounty hunter Terminus.
A lie that almost cost the outlaw his life.
But things never quite turn out how you expect them to, Koort mused as Vornskr Pack’s
CO, Deuce El’Kar droned on about the Rordak system.  No, things most certainly had
taken a turn for the dangerous.  After Ket’s apprehension, Palisades offered him a spot on
the team- and he took it. Initially he balked at the idea of working for the rebellion. Too
much risk, too little pay and it simply wasn’t worth the effort.
But Palisades was smart, smarter than he initially gave him credit for, and dangled the
only thing in front of him that would have made him agree to such an alliance:
Akelish the Hutt.
The slug who ruled over the planet of Valex III had tried to have Koort killed, and had
almost succeeded- by pointing a loaded cannon - Ket Adkins -right at his chest and
pulling the trigger.  The madman got the drop on him while he was working undercover
with a sector ranger by the name of Jalena who was also working for Akelish. She
wanted to take down the Hutt crime boss and Koort was just after a bounty.
Another team-up, another near-death experience.
He’d barely made it off Valex III with his life, and Jalena? Well, after Adkins shot her
and Koort got her to safety she hung up her gun belt for good.
But Akelish was going to pay.  And Palisades guaranteed him a shot at her, so it sounded,
at the time, like a good fit.  And the hundred-thousand credit bounty for Adkins the
outlaw delivered on behalf of the New Republic, well that only made the deal seem all
the more sweet. Shifting in his seat, he continued to filter out everything El’Kar was
saying that he already knew, while mentally filing and compartmentalizing those bits that
were new or important. She’d already explained the planet’s atmosphere was mildly
toxic- not bad enough short term but certainly worthy of a breath mask for the exertion
and kind of work the teams would be doing. Now she was still going over Rordak’s
terrain- hard, volcanic, rocky, and generally unpleasant.  It sounded like home- the planet
Uba IV was nothing more than blasted irradiated rock; a planet avoided by those with any
sense or interest in self preservation. Still, it, along with his father- a peace officer on the
planet- had turned him into what he was…

“Dangerous,” El’Kar said, raising her voice and grabbing his attention. Leveling
her lavender eyes at everyone, she met every stare as she spoke.  “This mission, is, if
nothing else, dangerous.  And that is why you are here.  If command didn’t think we
could pull this off, or we didn’t at least have a chance this side of hell, they would have
sent someone else, or written Jax off entirely. Now, if you don’t think you have the
stomach for it, or you’re having second thoughts, you can back out now…leave the room
and no one will think any less of you.



Watching from behind his visor, Koort scanned the room. He wasn’t surprised when no
one moved, though the thought had occurred to him to push away from the table and take
his leave. Still, there was a world of difference between himself and the idealists and
dreamers he was surrounded by.
These poor souls thought they were risking their lives to do the “right” thing.
He was doing it for credits.
It kept things simple for the most part. Hunt and get paid. Keep your personal life
separate (or, even better, try not to have one) and things tended to work out pretty well. It
was when you began mixing silly things like ideals and beliefs into the mix that life
became complicated.
A mistake he tried not to make, though one wouldn’t know it by looking at him now.
The offer sounded good, and he had to admit Palisades knew how to pitch.  Join up, get
paid, gear and the shot at Akelish down the road when they took it. And on the way, he
would get a nice chunk of the credits for any bounties they brought in- likely more than
he would get on his own.
The man should be selling speeders instead of staring intently at the red glowing holo of
Rordak that spun above the black glass of the conference table.
It had all fallen apart however when he met the rest of the team. Palisades and Martin
seemed competent-though he was still uneasy about teaming with a self-professed “Jedi”
as Martin claimed to be, still, he felt like he could rely on them- to a degree.  But when
the Trianii, “Baal” and his mate “Lana” showed up?  Well, that arrival made Koort take
pause.
Then they were informed that the New Republic was going to assign Raptor Squad- a
SpecOp team that operated outside of any military authority, a completely autonomous
group-a liaison?  Then everything went down the lift tubes-fast.
Their “liaison” was a ramrod-straight officer by the name of Jonus Kable who seemed to
have an asteroid permanently jammed in his rear thrusters. A former peace officer from
the Corellian Sector, Kable seemed as unhappy with his new assignment as the rest of
Raptor Squad. Koort’s first encounter with him came upon their arrival at Tierfon
Station- the New Republic’s hidden base where they were delivering Adkins. Upon
learning Koort was an “independent” operator, Kable threatened to “deal with this
security risk”.
It told him all he needed to know.
His opinion hadn’t changed. Even after joining Raptor Squad the Lieutenant had treated
him like dirt, addressing him with nothing less than a condescending tone and smirk.
He’d considered slapping it from the man’s face to teach him a lesson but there was no
point. From what he’d learned from a particularly articulate and seasoned Bith hunter a
few years back: “violence enacted upon someone in the hopes to change their personality
rarely works. Generally it only furthers the negative aspects of that personality,
eventually leading to future problems that become much more difficult to deal with.”
However, despite all of that psychobabble he had to admit it would have made him feel
better.

“Alright,” El’Kar toggled a new image that caused Koort to focus. The spinning
red planet was replaced with an orange 3-d holo of a large freighter spinning in space.
“This is ‘The Joralla Phantom,’ a medium bulk freighter bound for Rordak transporting
foodstuffs, medicinal supplies and likely, contraband for the prison camps there.”



Looking over the vessel, Koort could see little of note on the nondescript hull. It appeared
to be as remarkable as every other freighter that plied the space lanes.

“It is captained by this man,” El’Kar tapped a few keys and a holo of an older
human, mid fifties perhaps, bald with his gray hair pulled back behind his head appeared.
“Kick Farlander, former Imperial Captain, now running a freight operation out of the
Elrood Sector.  He does a fair amount of smuggling on the side as well.”

“Figures he would be running supplies to Rordak, once an Imp Captain, always an
Imp Captain,” Hobbie Novan said.

“Apparently not. Our records indicate he was dishonorably discharged from
service almost a decade ago. Not much more is known about that, but his interests seem
completely mercenary- he’s running freight to get paid,” El’Kar said.

“Well, he picked the wrong day to show up for work,” Palisades said leaning
forward.  “Crew?”

“Two dozen, though most of those are for security,” El’Kar said, toggling the holo
back to the freighter.  “Lightly armed, probably expecting little more than pirates.  His
vessel has some defenses, but once we pull him out of hyperspace he won’t have time to
navigate a new jump before we are on top of him with support craft.  We don’t expect
much resistance.”

“Of course, I’m sure he’ll be happy to just give his ship up,” Novan said. “So
who’s the welcoming party?”

“Raptor Squad will infiltrate the freighter through the airlock and secure it.
Unless Farlander wants to spend the rest of his days in a New Republic prison, he’ll play
along. We’ll replace his crew with our pilots, Race will co-pilot and we’ll allow
Farlander to captain the vessel so as not to raise suspicion upon arriving in the Rordak
system.

“What will stop him from alerting the Imps once we get there?” the Mengali said
from beside Moonthall.

“Me,” the big man said looking over at her with a stare Koort read as something a
shade more subtle than lust. “I’ll be babysitting him real nice like.  He does something
stupid I’ll park his head in the console.”

“Hopefully the fact that we’re holding his entire crew and ship will be enough to
persuade him to cooperate,” El’Kar said continuing. Tapping a few keys, the vessel was
replaced with an orange model of the Rordak prison.  Even though it was a harmless
holo, it still appeared intimidating and caused the murmurs and chatter in the room to fall
silent.  “This, is Alpha TR-8, one of six Imperial prison camps on Rordak, but
unquestionably the most notorious.”  Everyone sat forward to get a better look, though
the towering model was large enough no one would miss it. “The freighter will be setting
down on this landing pad near the entrance-directly inside the prison walls. It is elevated,
so the cargo is transferred by way of two freight elevators to the attached admin building,
though some of it will be taken to the surface where it will be transported by cargo sleds
to the storage facility here-“ she gestured to a small building in the southeast corner of the
prison.  “It’s a newer addition to the prison, we suspect because the warden is stockpiling
supplies now and deliveries are sporadic at best. Likely he’s running out of room in the
lower admin storage facilities. Those on the ground will infiltrate the prison using empty
cargo crates as cover,” El’Kar continued. “The freighter we’ve targeted has a pair of



automated droid lifters that transports the crates to the sleds. Once you are on the sleds,
exit the crates and proceed on to your objectives.”

“Uh, what if some stormie decides to make a spot inspection of the crates?”
Martin said leaning back. “This could be over before it begins.”

“First off, most people are trying to break out of Rordak, not in, “El’Kar said.
“Second, if it does happen just try not to make too much noise when you kill the stormie,
I suggest using a vibroblade and not a lightsaber- that might be a bit ‘high-profile’”.

“Ooookaayyy,” Martin said, nodding.  “Or I could just use The Force to convince
him he is looking at a useless block of protein.”

“That shouldn’t be too hard,” Kable said with a smirk.
“Hey!” Martin shot a glare at the man.
“Whatever, just deal with it,” El’Kar said continuing. “Now, Vic will go in first,
solo, and infiltrate the admin building which is attached to the landing platform.
He will then plant a thermal well, destroying the reactor and shutting down the
prisons facilities. Afterwards, he will locate Warden Drummond’s office and
retrieve She’bas location and relay it to team three.”
“You’re going in solo?” Koort asked, looking over to Vic. His voice emerged

from his helmets respirator sounding like grinding metal and he smiled at seeing a few
soldiers wince.

“Yep.” Vic replied, looking from his datapad to the holo.
“Dangerous,” Koort observed.  The man didn’t seem too concerned.
“Only when I need to be,” the man stopped, throwing a smile over at Koort.

“Don’t worry, worst case scenario I’ll just snap a stormie’s neck and steal his armor if
things get out of hand.”

“Yeah, he’s got plenty of experience doing that,” Klux said from beside him.
“Question,” Koort leaned forward.  “If you shut everything down how are you

going to confirm She’ba’s location?”
“Our intel indicates Drummond practically lives in his office,” Vic replied.  ‘I’m

just going to go in and ask him real nice-someone of Jax’s stature would be kept under
heavy lock and key.  Drummond would know exactly where he is.”

“And if he’s not forthcoming with the information?” Koort said.
“Then I start cutting off fingers,” Vic responded.  Another twitter of laughter

drifted through the room, stopping abruptly when everyone realized the man was serious.
“If I may,” El’Kar continued. “Simultaneously, while Vic is infiltrating the admin

building, Baal and Lana will infiltrate the communications tower and await Vic’s signal,
at which point they will disable the comm tower by eliminating its independent energy
generator preventing the on-duty crew from contacting the Imp Deuce sitting in orbit. It
should also take out the short range relays that will enable the prison detail from
contacting any of the other on-planet camps for assistance.”

“What’s the signal?” Baal asked looking over to Vic.
“A thermonuclear explosion,” Vic said, not taking his eyes off the holo.
“What?!?” the Trianii’s violet eyes flew wide and everyone in the room froze.
“Nah, I’m kidding- sort of. Just wait for the lights in the compound to go out and

listen for a loud bang,” Vic smiled.



A nervous giggle filtered through the ranks and Koort shook his head.  Fun and games in
the face of death- he wasn’t sure if Palisades was brave or stupid, likely a good measure
of both.“Security measures?” Koort interjected.
El’Kar looked over and nodded.  “Considerable.  On the interior of the prison, Infra-red
scanners, and surrounding they’ve established a proton minefield and slicer energy fields.
The upside is that once Vic kills the reactor, the scanners won’t have anything to relay
back to.”

“Well, I know there’s nothing that can be done about the mines, but what about
the slicer fields?” Hobbie asked. “Are they going to die when the power is cut?”

“The slicer fields run off of independent energy cells, but since our op will be
taking place inside the prison, no one should have any trouble,” El’Kar said. “Now, when
that reactor explodes it’s going to shut everything down and cause mass confusion.
Vornskr Pack will exit the freighter and take the landing pad from whatever guard detail
is stationed there- and hold it, the barracks are located in the lower level of the admin
building, so we can expect there to be up to seventy-five guards inside when this goes
down.  Likely they will disperse throughout the complex trying to maintain order, but we
can also expect a detail will converge on the landing platform. We cannot afford to lose
this landing platform, is that clear?”
Everyone nodded in understanding.  One way in, one way out, Koort thought to himself.
No back door, no back-up, no escape hatch. Perfect.

“Good,” El’Kar leaned back crossing her arms.  “Afterwards, Vic, along with
Baal and Lana will head to Detention Facility A. Our intel suggests this is where Jax is
being held, Vic will confirm that with Drummond, one way or the other,” she stopped,
looking around. “That is going to be everyone’s signal to move.  Once you’ve acquired
She’ba you bug out- he is the only reason we are conducting this OP…no other.  I don’t
care if a prisoner swears on his last pack of smokes that he’s Mon Mothma’s long lost
father- you leave them.”

“We’re going to leave brothers behind?  That doesn’t seem right,” Mclean said
from behind El’Kar.

“You’ve got no ‘brothers’ in this prison.  High Command has already confirmed
that, with the exception of those in this room and Colonel Jax She’ba, there are no
‘friendlies’.  Anyone who may have been imprisoned on Rordak on behalf of the New
Republic is already dead. Is that clear?”

“Yes Sir!” most replied. Raptor Squad remained silent, except for Kable who
replied, his voice a bit louder than the others.

“Good.  Once Raptor Squad secures Jax they will head back to the landing pad.
Rontack, I want you stationed on top of the comm tower, taking out those stormies in the
guard towers near the front gate once the reactor blows.  When that happens, you relocate
to the guard tower and cover the landing pad for anyone who tries to hitch a ride. Mitch,
you will be stationed on top of the landing pad at the highest point covering the rest of the
yard and providing cover fire.  Reika, I want you, Horik and Vahri on the ground
covering the landing pad’s base and the entrance to the two freight elevators.”

“Cover?” Reika Paret said in a voice far deeper than he would have
expected from such a small female.

“Use the shipping containers we’ll be offloading and landing pad support struts,”
Deuce replied. “You will be able to use the freight lift to get down to the surface, but



once the power is cut everyone will use the ladder that runs alongside the pads support
struts to reach the top of the landing pad- a climb of  about fifty meters. By being
stationed on the surface this will also allow you to cover the other teams as they return to
the pad. The landing pad is attached to the admin building- so resistance will be coming
from that location and the guard towers.” She turned and looked at a thin female tapping
away madly on a datapad to her right. Just like so many in the rebellion, she looked much
too young to even be in the same room as some of the seasoned soldiers. “Jen Zi, we’re
going to have trouble with these Imperial Stompers” El’Kar reached down and hit button
and a large holo of a two-legged wide-bodied Imperial walker rotated in the air. “Reports
indicate there are six total in Alpah-TR8, but only three are kept on standby at one time.
Two are located in front of DF-A, which is where Colonel She’ba is being held.  Do you
think you can get close and disable them before Palisades blows the reactor?”
The thin Ropagi’s eyes went so wide Koort expected them to pop from their sockets.
“You mean, that is to say, go out before the rest of the team?”

“That’s exactly what I mean Private.”
The young woman sat up straight, giving a curt nod, though Koort could tell she

was working much too hard to hide her nervousness. “Yes Sir! I can do that, me and
Goomi should be able to get over there without any problems!” she gestured to a round
droid that hovered behind her, near the back wall.  It was about the size of a gravball,
covered in an urban camo paint job and sporting the Vornskr Pack team logo on its
“Face.”  Two thick antennas sprung from either side, and as Jen Zi spoke it silently
hovered forward, as if standing at attention. “But,” the young woman continued, “Getting
to them might be a bit of a challenge. They’ve got reinforced plating on their shin
stabilizer assembly that needs to come off before I can access the data suite, and it’s kind
of high up and…”

“Copy that. You won’t be going alone. “Raptor Squad team three, Klux, Koort
and Jonus will escort you. Ten spot?”
The armorer droid hovered forward from the rear wall.  “Present Sir!”

“What is your hover ceiling?” El’Kar asked leaning back.
“During my tenure with Raptor Squad, I’ve gone through several upgrades,

including…”
“Just…tell me how high you can go,” El’Kar said trying to keep her cool. Koort

almost smiled.
“My ceiling is ten meters.”

  “Good,” El’Kar nodded. “Then you go with Private Zi’s team and help her get
that plating off, if you can’t, then rig those things to blow, though I would like for that to
be the last option-too much risk for early detection.”

  “Double Zero, you me and Hobbie will be on the top of the landing pad securing
it from anyone stupid enough to try to make their way up.”
Behind her the mountain of black armor Koort had spied upon entering the room merely
nodded.

“Good. Mclean, you will be stationed on the freighter assisting Race and ready to
receive any wounded.”

“Affirmative,” the younger man said.
 “Once we’ve got Jax secured in the freighter,” Deuce continued, “Race, you and

the rest of the pilots will wait for my signal that everyone is loaded and ready to go. At



that time you burn atmo and head for the southern hemisphere…intel is that will be the
best way for us to exit the system.”

“Affirmative Lieutenant,” the big man said around a plug of tabaac.  Koort
watched him lean forward and level a narrow stare at the holo.  “Shouldn’t be a problem,
the freighter you guys picked is pretty standard, I served on one like it a few years back
when I was running whisky and hookah pipes out of Nar Shadda.”

“Ah, no worries Race!  I’m sure it will be easier for you to fly than those crappy
CSA IRD Fighters,” Hobbie said, slapping the man on the back.  The pilot’s face froze,
and he threw a nervous glance at the two Trianii sitting to Koort’s left.

“CSA?” Baal asked, his voice a shaft of ice.
Koort tensed.  The battles between the Corporate Sector Authority and the Trianii were
widely known, and while he tried to stay out of politics, a being would have to have been
living beneath a polar icecap to have not heard of the amount of blood that had been shed
by both sides in the conflict. The demeanor in the room had changed significantly, and
Novan, apparently realizing what he’d just said, dropped his head.

“Oh man…” the young sergeant said, looking back up and between the Trianii
and Moonthall. “Race, I’m sorry I didn’t…”

“No, hey it’s fine brother,” Moonthall said, then turned his attention to Baal.
“Yeah, yeah I flew for the CSA,” he replied, raising his chin up and setting his jaw.
“When I was young…”

“MURDERER!” Baal roared, standing and knocking his chair over.
Koort’s hands went to the twin Sentinel IV blaster pistols strapped to his hips as everyone
at the table drew back.  Palisades was already on his feet, though from where he was
sitting there was nothing he could do if the massive felinoid decided to leap across the
table and attack the large human.
To Koort’s surprise, Moonthall merely rolled his thick cigarra back and forth in his
mouth. “Yeah,” he finally said nodding.  “I guess you could call me that. I guess it
depends on whose side of the fight you were on and who’s telling the stories. The CSA
called me a hero, the Trianii Rangers called me a whole lotta things not so nice.  Can’t
say any of them weren’t true.”

“Baal, sit down,” Palisades said in a low voice.
“I will not. This man has murdered my brothers-my FATHER!  He must pay for

what he has done!” Baal snarled, one finger pointing accusingly while his other hand
tightened into a massive fist.
Slowly, Moonthall raised his right arm, the light of the holo reflecting off of the metal
nuts and paneling that covered the cybernetic prosthetic.  “Hoss, I’m mighty sorry about
your daddy. But I’ve already paid for what I did.  And I could say I was sorry for killing
those Trianii, but at the end of the day I just happened to be on the other side of the
blaster fire and got lucky. Not that it’s gonna make you any less pissed about what
happened, and it sure ain’t gonna bring your friends or your daddy back.  All I can tell
you is what I am now…and that’s a soldier for the New Republic.”
Everyone sat in silence for a moment, until finally, beside Baal, Lana stood and put her
hand on his shoulder. “Balthazar,” she said, her voice coming out an even purr.  “This
man has changed, we’ve all changed. You can’t punish him for what he’s done in the
past, what he’s shown regret for.”



Shrugging her hand off, Baal sneered at her, than back at Moonthall. “Regret!?! What
does he know of regret?  He killed our people!  Your parents!  MY parents! He’s no
different than those scum I slaughtered on Fibuli,” he turned a deadly gaze back on
Moonthall. “Watch your back pilot, one wrong move and you might turn around to find a
lightsaber sticking out of it.” Shoving past his mate, the massive Trianii powered through
the room and exited as the door hissed shut behind him.
No one spoke for a moment, finally Lana, turning her attention from the door, held her
hands out, addressed the entire room. “My apologies, our people have had a brutal and
bloody history with the CSA, and both Baal and I have been heavily involved and our
scars run deep. He just recently learned of his father’s demise at the hands of the CSA,
it’s been very difficult for him.”
Everyone remained silent for a moment, and she resumed her seat. “I don’t go around
advertising that I served with those nerfsuckers,” Moonthall finally said, eyes looking
past the holo, past everything and off into space.  “Not something I’m proud of but it
ain’t something that I’m going to answer to nobody for either,” he looked up, eyes
locking on Lana. “I am sorry about your people, your friends and your parents, really, I
am.  But I would be lying if I said I wish I was dead instead of them. I was just a snot-
nosed punk with a hot hand on the stick and no kinda direction. It was war, and war ain’t
pretty and there ain’t no happy endings. All I can say is I’m sorry you lost folks who
were close to you, but this whole room here is filled with folks who, at some point or
another, lost folks because they were on one side or another in this war or who thought
they were doing the right thing when they served with the Empire.” Koort noticed a few
pilots on the periphery nod their head.

“I understand Captain Moonthall, All we can do is live in the here and now, and
be thankful that we are fighting on the same side,” Lana said, nodding to the human.

“Ok, well, if we’re past that,” El’Kar continued, “I think that about does it, any
questions?
Koort had one: “Did anyone want to put odds on them killing each other before they
reached Rordak?”
But he kept it to himself and when no one spoke up El’Kar nodded. “Alright, we’ve got a
freighter to commandeer at fifteen hundred hours people.  Let’s get the wheels on the
welcome wagon and get her rolling.

*

The bed still smelled like him, and why she hadn’t bothered to wash the sheets, or
maybe burn them, was still a question Doctor Lauren Salias chose not to ponder at this
late hour. Lying in the dark, with the soft sound of jizz music floating in from the outer
living quarters of the rented domicile she tossed again, burying her face in a pillow and
trying for the thousandth time to get some sleep.
And took another whiff of Vic Palisades.



In irritation she sat up and slung the pillow across the darkened room where it thudded
against the stacked-stone wall and then the floor. Without triggering the light controls she
swung her legs over and gently placed them onto the thick carpet.
He’d only been gone for a week, having left Tierfon Station with his team Raptor Squad
to run off on some mission to save someone for the New Republic.  It was all so terribly
secret and mysterious and while everyone wanted to talk about it, and everyone certainly
wanted to let you know they knew what was going on, no one actually said anything.
They merely dropped cryptic hints and code words and the like.
It was like some sort of child’s game, where everyone had secret handshakes and
hideouts and only the other cool “wizzer” kids could join.
She could relate- she was one of the cool “wizzer” kids when she was a youngster
growing up on Coruscant. But now, roughly twenty-some odd years later, she was just
another outsider.  Her parent’s credits, credentials and political affiliations didn’t open
any doors for her here on Tierfon Station-if anything, word that she grew up on
Coruscant brought sidelong glances and hard stares. Occasionally she would meet
someone from the core worlds and they could find common ground, but it was rare and
the acquaintance didn’t stick around long enough for more than a passing conversation.
Nope, telling someone you grew up on Coruscant was like squeezing into a white suit of
armor and burning someone’s house down.
Well, maybe not that bad she mused as she stood, wrinkling her toes on the carpet and
shaking her hair out so it lightly brushed across her shoulder blades. Passing beneath the
sensor that triggered the bedroom door she walked into the main visiting area.  It was
roughly the size of a small apartment, complete with a dining area, kitchenette, and
sitting area furnished with two comfortable sofas that literally seemed to swallow a
person up if they sat on one for too long. A fireplace was set into the stacked stone wall,
and a realistic hologram of a roaring fire sent virtual cinders snapping and crackling into
the air while a heating unit pumped out a gust of warm air tinged with a hint of wood-
burning scent. Stepping over to the small mini bar, she began perusing the lineup of
liquor bottles. The Bith who ran the Sinkhole Suites was certainly up on his hospitality
and knew how to take care of his guests. Just the day before she’d polished off the last of
a bottle of Ferynoi Brandy and, lo and behold, here was a brand new bottle nestled among
a forest of multicolored wine bottles and whiskey decanters.
Tilting her head, Lauren decided against it. No, she needed to get out.  Needed to see
people, needed to interact and staying cooped up in some dreary apartment drinking her
nights away was ridiculous-and dangerous. Just thinking of getting out made out her feel
better, even if it was to do nothing more than roam the corridors of Tierfon Station.
Returning to the bedroom she toggled the photonic light sconce on and stepped over to
the closet.

“Let’s see,” she dipped her chin, surveying the three garments that hung from a
narrow rod.  One was her white medical jumpsuit she’d been wearing around the base.
The other was a pair of gray coveralls and finally there was a short black silken robe.

“It would appear my options are limited,” she shook her head.  “I’ll need to take
care of this-pronto.”  Grabbing the white jumpsuit and pulling on a pair of like-colored
boots she grabbed her credstick and left the apartment, stepping out onto the circular
balcony.  It was ringed in soft white balls of light that hovered above a waist-high wall
protecting guests from pitching out into a black bottomless pit. She was sure the Bith had



some sort of force field to guard against such an event, but it was easier to put it out of
her mind and not think about it. Stepping over to a division in the center of the wall, she
triggered the cab call button set into a small nondescript panel and waited.
The apartment, like all in Sinkhole Suites, was bored into the side of a massive cavern,
accessible only by repulsor taxis docked somewhere off in the darkness on a rock plateau
that led up into Tierfon Station. The rooms allowed off duty soldiers the chance to get
away from military life for a while or, in the case of visiting civilians (of which there
were few), the chance to bunk somewhere comfortable. They were situated along the
chasm wall so that it was impossible to see any other balcony, either due to sheer distance
or geography, literally making a guest feel like they were the only beings in the galaxy.
Fresh water from somewhere far below scented the air, keeping an enjoyable, cool, clean-
smelling breeze wafting up from the pitch black bowels of the planet. The Bith who ran it
was portly and jovial, though he kept busy snapping at his helper droids on a lit skiff
parked alongside the plateau.
A few minutes later the empty automated air cab arrived, nestling against the balcony and
Lauren stepped from the ledge, dropping into the rear seat.  “Tierfon Station” she said to
no one in particular, but a small droid voice repeated her request back to her and seconds
later the air cab pulled away, spiriting her through darkness to the plateau.
A cool breeze blew across her face, energizing her and whipping her hair about.  It felt
good-she’d spent the better part of the day in surgery patching up a group of New
Republic operatives who’d come back from a botched mission sporting a variety of
wounds-some serious. She’d offered her services to the commanding officer of Tierfon
Station and Vic’s friend, Perfo Kryll, who readily accepted. It seemed there was no
shortage of medical emergencies on Tierfon Station, and it kept her busy while she sat
around waiting for Vic.

“Wasting my time is more like it,” she said, gritting her teeth.
“My apologies, I can only go so fast,” the droid voice replied.
“No, no, not you. You’re doing fine,” she said almost laughing.
“Thank you!” it cheerfully replied.

She shook her head and tried to relax her jaw. Her parents had spent too many credits
having her teeth straightened and repaired when she was younger just to have one
cracked over the likes of some outlaw. That she would be here, waiting for him was silly,
ridiculous and beneath her. Yet here she was. Back on Coruscant she’d had her pick of
suitors.  Then, when she’d gone to the University of Mrlsst to continue her studies and
get her medical degree, she had more than a few partners. To say she was desperate for
attention or affection was laughable.  She liked to think she wasn’t too terribly conceited,
but she knew by human standards most found her extremely attractive, why, she’d even
won a few small pageants her mother had entered her in on Coruscant when she was just
a child.
Ridiculous affairs to be sure, but it did a lot for her confidence. A trait that followed her
and helped her through some particularly hard times later in life- like when she chose to
live with the Mew-Tao instead of going on to work at a job that was already lined up for
her in the Corporate Sector. She shuddered at the memory of the Trianii . Wonderful,
smart and giving, the Mew-Tao were like family to her and gave back more kindness and
camaraderie than she could ever repay with her work. They were like family and that’s



what made it difficult when she would see them go off to war with the CSA, and not
come back. Or, even worse, come back in a burial shroud.
The air cab slowed and the skiff, covered in twinkling multi-colored party lights loomed
out of the darkness. Carefully, it hovered over to the plateau and docked. Stepping out,
Lauren waved at the owner and motioned him over to the side of the skiff.

“Yes my lady?” he said.  His name was Groose, if she remembered Vic correctly
and his pear-shaped body was adorned in a bright confetti-colored vest and glittering gold
shirt with a large pink cranium that blossomed from the collar.

“Yes, Groose is it?”
“It is. How are you Miss Palisades?”

Her voice caught in her throat and she almost choked.  “Miss…Miss Palisades?”
“Yes.  Mr. Palisades told me before he left to keep the room reserved for you and

to take care of you until he got back,” the black orbs of his eyes caught the glitter of the
multicolored lights.  “He was very generous.”
More Vic humor, Lauren internally cursed him again. “Yes, he is that. Tell you what
Groose, I will keep that room and I would also like some of your best champagne and a
nice fresh fruit tray sent over please-the more expensive the better.”

“Oh, of course!” he nodded enthusiastically. “We grow everything right here on
Tierfon Station!  Fresh fruit picked daily in my own garden by these
usel…uh…wonderful worker droids I have!” he gestured to the trio of small droids who
wandered around on the skiff looking as if they had nothing better to do as his cheek
flaps twitched in irritation.

“Excellent! He knows I like the finer things, I guess that’s why he married me,
right?” she winked.

“Of course!” Groose agreed.
“One other thing. Where might a woman find some clothes that aren’t, well, quite

so military around here?”
“Mam?”

Lauren looked around, leaning forward, though they were alone and the gesture was
pointless.  “I mean something less formal.  Something not in camouflage.”
The Bith leaned back. “Oh!  I understand now!  Something nice!”

“Exactly!”
“Yes, of course,” he let out a low chuckle from his mouth flaps, “Down the

corridor, across from the ‘Stacked Deck’.”
“Uhm, isn’t that the strip club…”
“Gentlemen’s club, yes, Salacious D’s,” Groose nodded.  “Just ask for Debergi

and tell him what you are interested in.  He can help you.”
“I’m not looking for a job as a stripper,” Lauren said cocking her eyebrow. Vic

had told her all about Salacious D’s- strip club, gentlemen’s club, call it what you will,
naked people dancing around on poles is hard to candy-coat.

“Of course not!  Please, Groose would not lead you astray,” the Bith nodded and
gestured to the large flight of stairs that led up from the plateau and to the entrance to
Howie’s Alley- the civilian arm of Tierfon Station. “D can help you of this, I am sure.”
Shrugging, Lauren smiled and nodded. “Well, I will check with him, thank you Groose,
oh,” she smiled and turned, “and why don’t you go ahead treat yourself to a bottle of that
champagne.  Just put it on my husband’s tab.”



The Bith nodded. “Why, thank you mam!”
Heading up the stairs and into the large man-made tunnel, Lauren passed by a diner
called “Crash Cravin’s’” that made her stomach growl, but she tried to block it out of her
mind.  Food later, now she needed to do some shopping to clear her head. Howie’s Alley
had apparently been fashioned accidentally when some former soldier blew himself up,
and was now a sort of “entertainment district” for the soldiers stationed at the base.
Besides a few droids hawking grilled mystery meats and flavored protein from kiosks and
wagons, there was the diner, a holo-theater and pair of cantinas- The Stacked Deck,
designated by a gaudy pink and green flashing neon sign and Salacious D’s- nothing
more than a literal “hole-in-the-wall.”
She approached, surprised to find it in full swing. It must have been around shift change
because as she passed the graffiti covered alley walls there was a good number of soldiers
hanging about outside, laughing and passing back and forth between the two cantinas.
For a moment she felt like she’d stumbled into one of the lower levels of the seedy Uscru
entertainment district on Coruscant and moved to make sure the pocket her credstick was
in was zipped up.

“Silly,” she shook her head. This was a New Republic military base and she had
nothing to worry about. These were soldiers, soldiers who sacrificed their lives to protect
the liberties and the…

“Wow! I sure hope you are coming in to dance tonight!”
She shook her head. Soldiers or not, some things never changed.
The remark belonged to a tall, thick Advozse who was clutching a bottle of ale like he
expected someone to steal it.  He was a private by his rank, but apparently had a higher
rank in the small group he was commanding outside of Salacious D’s.

“Uhm, no but I’m flattered, really,” Lauren smiled, moving to walk past him.
He moved, blocking her way, his brows curling over his wide black eyes. The black horn
sprouting from the center of his pasty white scalp dipped near her face.  “Oh, come on,
someone as tan, trim and fine as you belongs on one pole or another…”

“Hey!”
She and the soldier both turned to see Perfo Kryll standing three meters away.  He was
out of uniform, wearing a pair of tan trousers, boots and loose fitting tank-top.  A wide-
brimmed, camo ‘boonie’ hat was nestled on his head and he was absently scratching at a
scar on his left cheek.

“Uhm, sir?” the Advozse said, standing tall and hiding the bottle behind his back.
“You hitting on my date Orzit?”
“Your-No! No I was just welcoming her to the club sir,” the Advozse said

saluting with his free hand.
“Good, wouldn’t want to have to fight for her hand, would I?”  Perfo threw her a

wink and a smile stretched beneath his thick bushy brown moustache. Holding his arm
out, she breathed an inward sigh of relief and took it.

“No! No sir, in fact I was just thinking it might be a good time for a card game,
you boys in?” he turned to his crew who were already dispersing. “Yeah, a card game,”
he mumbled, hurrying off.

“Good! Thinking!  Keep that up private!” Perfo said as the soldiers who were
previously clogging up the entrance to the cantina parted, snapping tight salutes as they
passed.



“Wow, you certainly command respect,” Lauren said, pulling close to Perfo.  He
was freshly showered and smelled of cheap cologne, but on him it seemed to work; not
the smell of desperation she expected, but one of practicality.

“Yeah, I get all kinds of respect down here in this tunnel,” he laughed and rolled
his eyes.  “Sorry about that, Orzit has a bit of a troublemaker streak but he’s good with a
blaster and handy on the stick so we keep him around.”

“I wasn’t worried,” Lauren smiled. “I’ve seen his kind before.”
“It’s nice to see you getting out of the apartment, but, quick question,” Perfo

stopped as they entered the large circular cantina. The place was packed with at least two
dozen soldiers, all crowded around over half-dozen red and blue repulsor discs that
hovered off the floor.  Music blasted throughout the complex while the occupants of the
poles- most female, though there was a few she wasn’t sure of, danced and gyrated on
poles set into the center of the discs. Most were organics though a few were clearly holos.
“What the hell were you doing coming in here?”

“Looking to make a little extra spending money,” she hollered above the music.
He cocked an eyebrow and she erupted into a fit of giggles. “Sorry!  No, really I just need
to talk to Debergi.”

“Oh! I can help you with that, come on,” he led her near the back where a handful
of soldiers were arrayed along a red-neon ringed bar. On the backside, pouring a drink
and laughing at someone’s joke was a bald human, stout, sixtyish, in an open collared
white shirt and short gray beard. He glanced over and after making eye contact with
Perfo, set his eyes on Lauren, flashing a wide smile. Excusing himself, he stepped away
from his customers and moved down the bar.

“Commander,” he nodded to Perfo.
“D, this is Doctor Lauren Salias, she’s joined us to help patch up some of our

wounded,” Perfo said, putting a hand on Laurens back.
“Ah! Yes! I’ve had some of your patients in recently, they’ve spoken very highly

of you,” the man held his hand out and Lauren noticed he was wearing brown pilots
gloves. Her eyes lingered for just a moment before she took it and shook. “They tell me
your beauty is only matched by your ability as a surgeon,” he winked, “I can see they
aren’t exaggerating.  I’m Debergi, owner of this fine Tierfon Station landmark.”

“Lauren,” she replied smiling. The man’s grey eyes put her at ease and she
relaxed a bit.  “Er, nice place you’ve got here,” she said gesturing around.  The area
around the bar was considerably quieter than the rest of the cantina- sound dampeners she
assumed.
Not taking his eyes off her, Debergi shrugged.  “Is it?  Most find little use for this sort of
establishment.”

“Well, I mean, I personally don’t frequent strip-sorry, ‘gentlemen’s club’s’, but it
seems nice enough,” Lauren stammered.

Erupting into laughter, Debergi leaned back. “No, please, it’s fine.  I know what it
is. Some try to class it up by calling it different things. At the end of the day though, I
know what soldiers want when they come off duty and I just provide the service. It beats
sitting around worrying about the next op. Please, have a seat,” he gestured to the bar
stool and she and Perfo each took one.

“So, your accent puts you from somewhere near the Core , is that right?” the man
asked.



“Yes, Coruscant,” she replied, wondering what the reaction would be this time.
“Ah! A lovely planet!  I spent a little time there when I was younger.  I remember

one time taking in a performance of ‘Lyndera’s Requiem’ at the Galaxies Opera House, it
was one of the more moving experiences of my life.”

“Really?!?  I saw that when I was a little girl!  My father took me on opening
night!” Lauren said smiling.

“A wonderful opera!  I …” Debergi looked over and Lauren caught Perfo
pretending to fall asleep, his chin parked in his hand, eyelids fluttering. The older man
chuckled and patted her hand.  “Perhaps we can discuss opera at a later date my dear.
What can I get you both to drink?”

“Debergi’s home brew is quality stuff,” Perfo said, leaning over and gesturing to a
trio of black bottles sitting on the rear of the bar. “I’ll have one of those,” he said smiling.

“Done, and for the lady?” Debergi asked.
“I’ll have one, and, if you don’t mind a moment of your time,” she said.

A quizzical look crossed the man’s face and he nodded.  “But of course.  Far be it for me
to refuse the request of a beautiful lady, and one so obviously cultured! Please,” he
gestured to the end of the bar.

“What’s this about? I thought you were kidding about wanting a part-time job,”
Perfo said as Debergi poured two glasses of thick, rust-colored whisky.

“Hush, I’ll be back in a minute,” Lauren said, rounding the bar and following
Debergi through a black curtain. Passing through, she found herself in a small rock
corridor  lit by several small red photonic lanterns set into the floor .  Debergi followed
her in, leaning against the wall.

“D, Groose at the Sinkhole Suites told me you could help me with something,”
she said.  At the end of the small hall a large blast door sat embedded into the rock, its
polished face gleaming in the red light.

“I’ll certainly try,” he smiled.
“I need clothes,” she said matter-of-factly.  “Something nice, an evening gown, a

dress, some heels, even a full body suit at this point would work.”
Chuckling the man rubbed at his beard. “Really? You strike me as the kind of woman
who makes sure you have everything you need when you travel. ‘Well prepared’ that is.”

“Yes, well, I had to leave Garnib in a bit of a hurry and didn’t have time to pack
my wardrobe-just a few items and a bottle of perfume I was able to grab on the way off
planet.”

“Garnib? A very cold planet, if memory serves, and not home to much fashion
unless you fancy furs and warm weather clothing,” Debergi nodded.  “I think I can help
you, follow me.  He led her to the blast door and slid his hand into a small slit cut into the
rock. Something blue flared from inside and the massive durasteel door slid apart. “After
you,” he waved her in.
Just stepping inside made her jaw drop.
Hundreds, perhaps thousands of crates lined the walls, stretching high towards a ceiling
easily two dozen meters high. Opened cases of alcohol, foodstuff and electronics sat in
the center of the cavernous room, while an older, red protocol droid wandered back and
forth with a datapad. Finally, near the back she spied racks upon racks of clothing,
everything covered in a plastic wardrobe bag and hanging neatly, organized order by
color and size.



“Master Debergi, we’re running low on Trimpian, we’re down to one crate,” the
droid said looking up as they entered.

“I’m not surprised, Corporal Mexal practically lives on it. How are we doing on
Miasra Sauce?” Debergi replied, pushing a crate of green glass orbs aside with his boot.

“We still have three quarts sir.”
“Good, just order some more Trimpian from that supplier that runs the Rimma

Trade route- tell him to add it to our monthly order.”
“Very well sir,” the droid replied, tapping away on the datapad.
“Thanks Hardtop,” Debergi said turning back to Lauren, “Please, follow me my

dear.”
“This is, very impressive,” Lauren said, still ogling at the set up.
“Thank you. You didn’t think I was a mere flesh-peddler, did you?” he gave her a

sly grin.  “No, I do my best to keep the soldiers here happy and as content as possible.”
“I’m sure, and I’m sure you also make a nice little profit too, right?” she winked

at him.
“Well, where else would they spend their credits?” he smiled. They arrived at the

racks of clothing. “Here are my offerings my dear Doctor.  Please, feel free to try any of
them on at your leisure, just let Hardtop over there know when you are done and he will
tally and box your purchases.”

Already eyeing a long red evening gown, Lauren pulled herself back from the
rack. “I’m not sure how long I’ll be here,” she smiled. “I’ve got a credstick…”she began
pulling the cylinder form her jumpsuit but the man stopped her.

“I’ll tell Hardtop to set you up a tab. I trust you.  Please, shop and enjoy.  It’s one
of the few pleasures I can offer someone like you in a place such as this.”

“Thank you very much D,” she said, taking the man’s hand and leaning forward,
giving him a small kiss on the cheek.
 He smiled back, and, to her surprise, moved in and kissed her full on the lips. It
happened so quickly she didn’t have time to react, merely blushed in wide-eyed surprise
as he pulled away.  “Delicious!”  he said, giving her a mischievous wink. “Well, I must
get back and make sure my droid assistant isn’t watering down the drinks too much,” he
smiled and stepped over to the side of one of the racks, pulling out a tall tri-sectioned
mirrored dressing screen and unfolding it. “Enjoy my dear!”
She turned her attention back to the rack, licking the taste of mint from her lips and began
to browse.
She spent the better part of an hour trying on various dresses of different colors, cuts and
styles.  It amazed her that Debergi had such a wide selection, even if the majority were a
few years out of fashion.
But then, so am I, she thought to herself.  It had been years since she’d last stepped foot
on Coruscant, only grabbing bits and pieces of what was going on through outdated
newsnets and holodocs.  Since she’d been with the Trianii all of the news was old,
outdated and generally slanted with enough bias that getting to the facts was more of a
challenge than Columi brain surgery. Still, when major events happened- real events,
word travelled fast, and the fall of Palpatine had reached her through a few Trianii  that
had been running with a rebel operative.  At first she couldn’t believe it- that the Emperor
was dead- and immediately began worrying about her parents.



They were supporters of Palpatine and his policies and that is one of the major reasons
she’d left when she got old enough.  She wanted to save lives and her father wanted her
to do that s well- as long as those lives were human lives. Even while visiting during one
of her semester breaks, she’d helped bandage the leg of one of their housekeepers- a
kindly old Cerean who tended their gardens on the family’s skyhook, her father had
admonished her.

“I didn’t send you to school to learn how to waste your time on lesser beings,”
he’d said munching on the tip of a hookah pipe.  “If you want to treat the dregs of the
galaxy why don’t you go work in a soup line and save us some credits.”  That comment
lead to an all-out battle of words that ended with her in tears and her mother overdosing
herself on spice just to calm her nerves and having to be rushed to the hospital. She and
her father hadn’t spoken since.
Brushing the memory away, she settled her eyes on a short red synth-silk dress with
plunging neckline. Trying it on, she loved how it looked and especially how it felt, tight-
but not so tight she couldn’t breathe. She returned it to its hanger and chose a long black
evening dress that fell almost to the floor. Both garments showed off her tanned skin and
sparking blue eyes and she was thrilled that she hadn’t gained an inch in the time since
she’d left Mrlsst. Though running from Espos for months on end with little to eat beside
fruit and water did wonders when it came to keeping a girl in shape.
Matching undergarments and silky black stockings, along with a pair of black and red
matching pumps that went well with both dresses rounded out her ensemble nicely she
decided. Finally, after looking over and trying on at least a dozen more gowns she
decided to stop before she shopped her way onto one of the poles outside.
Stepping from behind the screen she approached “Hardtop,” who looked over with a pair
of bright white optical lenses and nodded.  “Greetings Doctor, may I help you with
those?”

“Yes, thank you,” she handed the hanging garments over and the droid gently
placed them on a nearby cloth covered table and began wrapping them with such speed
and precision that he would put most retailers in the Core worlds to shame.
She had a dress, but nowhere to go and no reason to wear it. She almost laughed, but
stopped and looked around.  “Hardtop?”

“Yes Doctor Salias?”
“Would you happen to have any sort of fresh meats or anything like that?”
“Of course. We have fresh Roba and Nerf steaks delivered bi-monthly for the

officer dinners and other special occasions.”
Her mind racing, Lauren smiled. “Excellent! Would you be a dear and package up two of
your largest Roba steaks?”

“It would be my pleasure Doctor.”
“You and your master have quite an operation here.”
“Yes, Master Debergi is vital to the running of this station.  Commander Kryll

officially offered him the position of Morale Officer when he took over but Master
Debergi graciously declined.  He’d had enough of rank and titles,” the droid finished
boxing up the garments and placed all of the items in a plain black shopping bag. “Please
excuse me while I retrieve your food items.” He stepped between two tall stacks of crates
and opened a large heavy door set into a far wall.  Steam rolled out and the room



temperature dropped considerably. A moment later he emerged, carrying a large wrapped
package and placed it in a separate bag.

“Here you are Doctor, I hope you enjoy your purchases,” Hardtop nodded.
“Would you like for me to help you with these?”

“Thank you, but I’m no stranger to carting around a lot of shopping bags,” Lauren
said smiling and grabbing the bag handles.

“Of course. Oh, and don’t forget this one,” the droid held a smaller bag out to her
that had been sitting nearby.

“What’s this?” she asked.  Everything she’d purchased was already in the three
bags he’d handed over to her.

“A gift from Master Debergi.  He said you wouldn’t need it, but would probably
like to have it.”

“What is it?” she held her hand out and he gently draped the bag handle over her
fingers.

“A makeup case,” the droid nodded and went over to the massive blast door and
triggered it open for her.

“That’s very touching, thank you,” she said stepping through the door.  “Good
night Hardtop.”

“Good evening Doctor,” the droid said, sealing the blast door behind her.
She emerged back out into the cantina, her spirits lifted and feeling more like herself.
She didn’t bother trying to hide the giddy smile she had, nor did she care.  For the first
time in a long time she felt happy.

“Man, you know I have to go back on duty in like, six hours,” Perfo said looking
up from the bar and tilting the boonie hat back on his head. “I started wondering if I was
going to turn around and see you on one of those discs,” he jammed a thumb over at one
of the exotic dancers.

“Be nice,” she said, rounding the corner. Debergi looked from the end of the bar
and smiled, giving her a small wave.  She winked and blew him a kiss, mouthing the
words “thank you.” as she strolled up next to Perfo.

“Well, looks like you been busy,” he gestured to the bags.  “I would have saved
your drink but…well, it started looking real lonely.”

“That’s ok,” she smiled. “When do you get off duty tomorrow?”
“Nineteen hundred hours, why?” he cocked an eyebrow at her.
“Don’t make any plans, she smiled. When you get done come to the apartment.

I’m making you dinner and we’re going to find something else to talk about besides
secrets, missions and the galactic civil war.”

“Great, that should take all of five minutes,” he rolled his eyes.
“Just show up on time smart guy,” she said heading for the exit. “And try to find

something nice to wear- I’ll let the two-credit cologne slide, but my tolerance does have
its limitations.”

*

Forcing his eyes open, Jax realized with an equal measure of satisfaction and
disappointment that he wasn’t dead.  Or, if he was, it wasn’t entirely what he expected



from the afterlife. In his dreams, when he allowed himself time, he expected the afterlife
would be filled with beautiful women of various species cavorting around in nothing and
awaiting his every whim for all he’d sacrificed in his life.
This didn’t quite stack up.
 Pulling himself free of wet sludge, he propped himself up on his left elbow and looked
around, and was barely able to see more than a few inches in front of his face. No big
change there, he was practically blind hanging helpless above the Shaft, it was only
fitting he would be as bad off when he was actually in it. Running water dripped
somewhere nearby and the place, a tunnel or cavern of some sort he assumed- reeked.  It
was the kind of smell you couldn’t describe, but would never forget- a mixture of
pungent, sickly-sweet decaying rot-and most definitely organic.
Slowly getting up, he considered himself lucky. He’d landed on the same side he’d been
shot, so if his wound was serious it’s not like he could tell from the other excruciating
pain he was  learning to live with. And while riding the side of the hole down seemed to
have helped a bit with his landing, it didn’t mean that it was an easy one.

“Help, someone,” the voice was small, desperate, but close.
“Pudge?” he moved cautiously, his feet pulling from the sucking muck and

eventually settling on solid rock- hard solid rock not far from the wall that would have
shattered his body and likely killed him.

“Yeah, hey, who’s there,” the voice came back. Near…maybe off to the right…
“It’s She’ba,” Jax continued slowly, and realized his eyes were gradually

adjusting.  The same red light from the upper fighting arena filtered down, and he was
just able to make out a figure lying perhaps three meters away.
Pudge’s landing was much worse than his own. The Balosar lay on her back, her right
arm pinned beneath her and grasping at her leg with her left hand…a leg he could tell
even in the poor light, was turned at an angle it wasn’t meant to turn. His foot rose to
move another step and smacked against something hard, slightly raised off the ground.
Leaning over and trying to put as little pressure on his chest as he could, his hand brushed
against something hard and pitted: The handle of a vibroaxe.
It was the one he’d been using when he had fought another prisoner-Pudge’s flunky
Barvas.  The large ebon-skinned humanoid was tough, powerful and more than a little
bloodthirsty and he and Jax had played cat and mouse before he was finally able to
dispatch the convict with the weapon.
It had fallen over the side of the catwalk when he’d dropped it, and he’d thought no more
of it.
Now he had every reason to think about it, because it could very well spell the difference
between life and death.

“How are you, can you move?” he asked the woman, whose moans were
peppered with a rainbow of curses.

“She’ba, can’t, can’t move my legs, can’t feel my arm,” she replied.
He could care less. She and Barvas were intent on killing him and Xander earlier that
night, and that he would all of a sudden now show her mercy was foolish. Better to take
the axe, cleave her head wide open and leave her.  Or, better still just leave her to
whatever fate the caverns held for her.
But he wouldn’t.



He wouldn’t because it wasn’t who he was.  He wasn’t a murderer, and he wasn’t one to
stand by and let people suffer and do nothing about it. It was the same reason he quit
tracking bounties and joined the Rebellion, it was the same reason he went to Zeltros to
help a friend get out of a jam.
Plus, swinging a heavy virbroaxe with his off hand was likely to get him killed as easily
as Pudge.

“Blast,” he released the handle of the axe and mentally marked its location.
Stepping over to where Pudge lay, he kneeled, squinting to see the woman’s plump face,
covered in sweat while her antenna palps-long shafts of flesh protruding from her mane
of silvery hair-twitched, swinging back and forth, likely trying to detect if he was going
to kill her.

“You aren’t going to do anything stupid, are you?” he asked, looking her over but
prepared to move if need be.
Her laugh caused a large gout of blood to erupt from her lips, spattering her chin and
shirt. Likely internal bleeding he guessed, though how bad he had no idea. “Funny, funny
thing to say She’ba.  I, I can’t feel my leg or arm, fat lot of danger I am to you,” her
yellow eyes narrowed, “You’ve got to help me.”

“I don’t have to do anything Pudge. You had designs on killing me not two hours
ago.  I owe you nothing but to repay the favor,” he replied in an even tone, letting her
know he wasn’t in the mood to play some morality game with her.  Her kind always
preyed on the kindness and sensitivity of others to further their own ends.  And it wasn’t
just her species, though they were known throughout the galaxy for that trait- no, Pudge
was like every other criminal lowlife he’d encountered- weak willed, sneaky and
dangerous, with or without broken limbs.

“Come on She’ba you help me, I’ll help you.  When we get back to Alpha, I can
set you up, got connections…”

“Alpha, are you insane?” Jax shook his head.  “Pudge, as far as Drummond is
concerned, we’re dead, and I tend to do everything I can to promote that assumption.
Being dead means they won’t be looking for us, which means we’ve got a chance to get
out of here and off this planet.” Inspecting her leg, it appeared her left shin had snapped
when she hit the ground, though the darkness and her baggy work dungarees made it hard
to assess any real damage. Realizing he had no other choice, he stepped over to the
vibroaxe and pulled it from the muck, triggering it to life.
Even in the dim light he could see her eyes go wide at the sight of the weapon. “Hey, hey
She’ba look, you can’t , we can make some sort of deal. You don’t have to…”

“Relax,” he kneeled beside her. “If I was going to use this I would have done it
already.  I don’t waste time when it comes to killing.” Squinting to make sure he didn’t
do more damage, he brought the curved blade down, taking his time and slicing neatly so
that a moment later he’d laid open the leg of her dungarees.

“Lucky you, looks like you’ve got a closed fracture,” he said, not seeing any
protrusion of bone or blood.  “At least we don’t have to worry about you bleeding to
death,” Setting the weapon out of her reach, he leaned in and began trying to  straighten
her bent leg with his one good hand.

“AIGH!”
He jammed his hand down on her mouth to silence her.  “Being dead means we don’t
make noise,” he looked down into her yellow eyes.  “Now, I’m going to see if I can



straighten your leg, then I’m going to cut up your pants leg and try to find something to
make a splint, you got that?”
Wide yellow eyes almost popping free form their sockets, the Balosar nodded and Jax
slowly removed his hand. He reached down and took a firm grip of the sleeve of her shirt
beneath her dungarees and ripped it free.

“You’re nuts She’ba, you think you can get off of Rordak, alive?” Pudge
whispered, keeping her eyes locked on his every move.

“It beats getting off of this rock dead. Ok, this is going to hurt,” Balling the sleeve
up he shoved it into her mouth and, kneeling on her thigh, quickly pulled her shin around.
Something snapped like dry twigs and a muffled scream came from around the temporary
bit and Pudge smacked her head back against the wet rock. “Careful,” Jax said,
inspecting the leg, “you knock yourself out I’ll leave you here.”
Heaving snorts  answered him as she gnawed on the bit and he slowly turned her over,
pulling her pinned right arm free from beneath her body. Another muffled scream and he
tried to pretend like he didn’t enjoy it- at least a little.

“Can you move it at all?” he asked.
Shaking her head ‘no’, he nodded back.  “Ok, it looks broken as well,” he took the bit
from her mouth so she could breathe. He’d grown used to the acrid stench and noxious
fumes that made up Rordak’s air, but that didn’t make it any easier on him. Most beings
wore breath masks when visiting the volcanic planet but prisoners were extended no such
courtesy.

“Alright Pudge. I can make a sling from your shirt and that should take care of
your arm, and I’m going to start looking for something to make the splint.”

“My shirt?  That won’t leave me wearing much,” Pudge said between winces.
“Yeah, and?”
“What if you try something. You know, I can’t really defend myself if you try to

take advantage of me.”
Jax stared at the portly woman and shook his head.  “I’m…flattered…that you would
think me capable of such a barbaric act. But trust me, expressing my amorous designs
towards you right now is the last thing on my mind.”

“I don’t know what some of those words mean,” Pudge shook her head.
“It means relax and stop worrying,” Jax shook his head and stood up, grabbing the

axe.
Almost immediately upon searching around the tunnel, which he learned was no more
than ten-meters across that stretched off in both directions, he found something to use as
a splint.  In fact, he found more than he probably needed.
Bones…Lots of bones.
Most varied in size but they were definitely humanoid, scattered in a wide area
throughout the tunnel with at least a few dozen skulls partially buried in the pits of muck
and sludge that dotted the rock floor. Searching around, he grabbed a pair of what
appeared to be a leg bones of a larger being and a slightly shorter specimen and a few
smaller bones just in case.  Some of the skeletons were still clothed, though it was
obvious something had their way with them first.
A moment later his hand pressed on flesh and he instinctively drew back and froze.
When he didn’t hear anything moving or sense that his intrusion was noted, and put his
hand back out.  It was a face.  Slowly, he let his hands wander over the skull and realized



it was of the inmate he’d killed up in the higher levels of The Shaft earlier- “Barvas”.
He’s been locked in combat with the ebon skinned humanoid and had come out on top-
not that he felt any great sense of accomplishment.  The man had been nothing but
Pudge’s flunkie- destined to die in Alpha-TR8 and just trying to survive like the rest of
them. Slowly he shook his head and closed Barvas’ eyes and said a small prayer to any
higher power that might be listening. Taking a deep breath he began to search through
Barvas’ pockets, finding little of use save for a small pack of rocks whole smell identified
it as spice.  He pocketed the narcotic and was almost done searching when his hand
closed on a small metal cylinder, hooked to the man’s belt. At first he thought it was a
credstick, but upon pulling it out smiled. It was something much more valuable:

A glowstick.
Cupping its emitter and clicking its opposite end, a small narrow yellow beam flared to
life in his palm. Nothing that would give out much light, but enough-enough he could
work by and enough he could see has way with if need be.  If he believed that “The
Force” actually existed, as those maniacs in Raptor Squad, Klux and Baal claimed it did,
he would have expected it had some involvement in his discovery. But he was content to
think it was simply an extremely lucky find.  Believing in luck was a lot easier than The
Force.  Luck just happened when fortune worked in your favor and you are smart or
savvy enough to take advantage.  The Force?  Well, that was something he wasn’t
comfortable dealing with or thinking about at all….

“Thanks partner, you turned out to be of some use after all,” he whispered to the
corpse. Shoving the glowstick into his pocket, taking the belt from Barvas’ waist and
shoving the bones beneath his right arm he headed back to Pudge who was still
unmoving, her eyes closed.

“Are you still with us?  If not I won’t bother working on this splint,” Jax said,
kneeling.

“Yeah, I’m still here,” Pudge replied. “Find anything?”
Yeah, almost all bad,” Jax dropped the bones to the ground and knelt.  “Lots of

remains in this tunnel.” He decided to keep the discovery of Barvas to himself, it wasn’t
something Pudge needed to know about and likely wouldn’t have cared anyway.

“Remains? Like poodo?  I coulda’ told you that by the smell.”
“No. Bones, the remains of bodies,” Jax said.
“Great, this place makes prison look like a pleasure yacht,” Pudge said snorting.

“Hey.”
“Yeah?” Jax was setting all of the components he would need in place so he

didn’t need to go picking through the near-dark.
 “What if I don’t want to go with you? What if I want to go back to Alpha TR-8?”

The question caught Jax off guard and he stopped.  “Go back?  Why the hell would
anyone want to go back?”
The woman, her pasty flesh scarred and rough from what Jax could only assume was a
result of bad decisions and a questionable life looked at him with an earnest expression
he’d not expected Pudge being capable of. “S’easy,” she said, “I’ve got no place else to
go. No family, no friends,” she laughed, more blood came up and Jax realized Pudge had
more troubles than just a broken leg and arm. “Burned lots of bridges in my days out in
the galaxy She’ba…lots.”

“No one?” Jax shook his head.



“Nope, just me, my good looks and what scruff I was able to get together in here.
People like me don’t last on the outside She’ba you know that.  You’ve been around.”

“You don’t know anything about me,” Jax said, beginning to work on the splint.
One thing at a time, one foot in front of the other, just like in bounty hunting, just like in
combat…

“Sure I do, Drummond told me all about you when he sent me and Barvas down
into the Shaft.  Hell She’ba, who do you think sent us to ruffle your feathers in the mess
hall?”
Nodding, Jax suspected as much.  Drummond had set up the whole spectacle in the mess
and The Shaft to show Xander how much power he had.  How cheap life in Rordak was
and how easily he’d throw the Tapani nobleman’s away if he didn’t give in to his wishes.
“Well, none of that matters now, now its one thing at a time. We get you mobile, then…”

“Then what.  You never answered my question Colonel.”
He stopped, and looked over.  “If you want to go back to hell and die when some scum
stabs you in your sleep rather than trying your luck out in the galaxy, you are more than
welcome to,” Jax said.  “ I’ll set your leg, help you with your arm and we’ll leave in
opposite directions down this tunnel.”

The Balosar seemed to ponder this a moment then took a look at the bones Jax
was fashioning into a splint and at the vibroaxe sitting on the ground beside him.  “Might
be a good idea to stick together, at least for now,” she said.

“Good, he pulled the pack of spice from his dungarees.  “Then lie back,  and suck
on one of these- hopefully it will help kill some of the pain.”
Pudge took the small rock offered to her and squinted.  “Spice?  I never figured you for a
user She’ba,” she sniffed it and a moment later it disappeared into her mouth.  “Huh,
good stuff too.”

“Glad you enjoy it, just try not to make too much noise,” he glanced down the
tunnel, where he found the bone pile. “I have a feeling not all of these people died from
the fall.”

They were up and moving through the darkness within a few hours, Pudge
hobbling along behind him still coasting on the spice high that kept her relatively docile,
leaning on a makeshift crutch- a massive leg bone of some long dead creature he’d found
in the pile. It had taken him a while to construct the splint using only his left hand and
Pudge’s left hand but together they finally managed to craft something that would work.
They moved out and the going was slow, and after just a few dozen meters the cavern
went totally black, the small amount of light from The Shaft refusing to penetrate any
further. Leading by sound, Jax made small clicking noises telling Pudge to go right, left
or straight, and they navigated the twisting tunnels best they could. Occasionally he
would step into the pitted rock, his ankle turning or sometimes, pitching forward entirely
onto the hard ground, causing starbursts of pain to explode through his head whenever he
landed on his right side.  He chose to go first, being in slightly better shape than Pudge
and with no previously broken limbs. Keeping silent, he peered into the darkness, though
he could see nothing.  He kept the vibroaxe in his left hand, tracing it’s inactive blade
gently against the wall and trying to be aware for any sign of trouble- be it Imperial or
otherwise.



The “otherwise” is what worried Jax.
“Why don’t you use that glowstick you found?” Pudge asked between coughing

fits.  “Would be a lot quicker and we wouldn’t almost break our legs trying to get through
this place. It’s not like those things don’t have batteries that last like, four hundred years.”

“Quiet,” Jax said, keeping his voice low. “I’m not using it because if there is
anything down here, we’ll show up like a holiday feast just waiting to be served up.” His
hip where he landed from the fall throbbed but was nothing compared to his scorched
blistered right shoulder where he got shot.  He tried a million different things to block the
pain, but in the end he simply lived with it, refusing to pop any of the spice still tucked
away in his pocket. “Plus, between us we don’t have one good hand to fight with, unless
you’re ambidextrous and just haven’t told me.”

“Nah, I like males,” Pudge said from the darkness.
Laughter exploded from Jax and he stopped, trying to catch his breath and keep quiet.

“What you laughing at?”
“Nothing, nothing at all.  Let’s keep moving…” he stopped.  Up ahead, perhaps

fifty meters or so he thought he saw the faintest glow. “Wait.” he peered closer, but the
light remained static, unmoving.  It wasn’t a point of light, it was a diffused red glow, as
if something were lighting part of the cavern in red.

“You see that?” he whispered.
“No, that’s why I said you should use the damn light,” Pudge shot back.
“There’s something up ahead. Stay quiet and try to follow best you can,” Jax said,

gripping the vibroblade tight.
Moving even more slowly, Jax slowly made his way towards the glow.  He heard running
water nearby, and hoped it masked the sound of his movements.  Off to the left, the stark
red glitter of mineral deposits outlined a cavity in the rock, and wherever the light was
coming from, it was being disturbed by the movement of shadows. The air seemed to
grow more humid and the stench of the caverns grew stronger, forcing him to choke back
a mouthful of bile.

“What the hell is in there?” Pudge whispered.
“Nothing good is my guess,” Jax said, resting his thumb on the virboaxe’s

activation switch. He cautiously approached the hole, hugging the wall and at its edge
peered in.
Right into a red nightmare.
Bodies, encased in throbbing, fleshy sacks, hung suspended from the ceiling of a large
round room dripping what he assumed was water.  Some of the bodies were only partially
encased, leaving the upper half of their torsos-alien and human alike- hanging out,
mouths agape and eyes wide with horror, while other sacks were completely sealed, their
shifting, pulsing contents backlit by fiery red light panels set into the slick walls.
In all there were dozens of body sacks that hung from the ceiling.
Some sort of sloping ramps ran along the outer walls, allowing access to the sacks-and
their victims- while the floor was covered in meter to two-meter tall cones made of the
same material as the flesh pods, some with the upper torsos of bodies- and skeletons
peaking out form the openings. Movement from the rear of the large chamber caught his
eye and there, stalking about the cones, dipping their faces into the tops and emitting a
sucking sound was the last thing he hoped he would see:
Viska, better known as the “Great Blood-Sucking Fiends of Rordak”.



“We need to go back,” he whispered, not turning around and keeping his eyes
locked on the trio of horrors that were slowly moving through the chamber, dipping their
heads and sampling whatever was in the pods like they were at a wine tasting ceremony.
Their bodies were massive, wrapped in corded muscle and hulking at least three meters in
height. Long proboscis wiggled from their fanged maws while narrow eyes that burned
with an orange glow scanned the feeding chamber.  Erupting from their back were
massive wings covered in a thin glistening membrane that looked like old, worn leather.
A spiral of ice curled up his back and Jax clutched the vibroblade tight.

“Pudge, we,” he turned around and froze.
From behind them, two massive shapes loomed out of the darkness, their glowing

orange eyes dilating at the thought of a fresh meal. Pudge was already pressed against the
wall, trembling and holding her makeshift crutch up in her left hand-as a shield or
weapon- he couldn’t be sure.
Thumbing the vibroblade to life, Jax moved away from the wall, trying to distract the two
Viska, trying to draw their attention away.

“Come on you ugly bastards,” he said, swinging the axe up on his shoulder to
brace it.  The weapon’s blade hummed beside his ear and the Viska began chattering in
their high pitched language.  He stepped forward, tensing his muscles and ready to
deliver what he hoped would be a lethal swing when something smashed into his back.
The axe flew from his grip and he flew face-first, trying to catch himself with his right
arm-but the already wounded appendage buckled upon impact, snapping as the hard rock
floor of the cavern rushed to meet him.

*

Darth Necros sat back, bundling his cloak about him.  He and Cha’Run were
seated in the commando’s quarters, reclining among a dozen large aqua-colored cushions
in one of the few “dry” rooms in the temple. The sparse conditions- the pillows, a small
table with a datapad and an unobstructed view of the surrounding mountains directly
beyond a floor to ceiling window caused him to wonder exactly what kind of person Lord
Menace kept company with when he was in the employ of the Empire.
They had entered the monastery and traversed several hallways created by walls of
shimmering hydrostatic energy fields that kept the aquatic environment of the Zwemon
Swanine- the name of the monastic order Cha’Run had joined, alive and comfortable. No
other beings had shown themselves, save for one monk who limped into the room,
bringing them a tray of drinks- the same monk he’d almost killed earlier.

“I was expecting a clone,” Necros said.
“So, you’re disappointed then?” Cha’Run said, bringing his steaming cup to his

lips.
“Not entirely.  I’ve had little luck with clones; bred to follow orders, they age,

gain experience and then become free-thinkers.  It doesn’t suit them and generally leads
to a foolish death. I’m willing to try a different brand of killer if it means an
improvement.”



“I’m flattered.”
“ So, I take it the rest of your team is also hidden somewhere in this monastery?”

Necros watched the man’s every move.
Cha’Run said nothing, merely looking at Necros over the lip of his cup. Finally, he set it
aside. “No, my team is stationed elsewhere, though before we need worry about their
retrieval, you still must answer my question: What has brought you all this way?”
Necros waited for the man to drink before taking his own glass and downing the
blistering fluid in one swallow.  It warmed him throughout and he smiled at the welcome
change.  “Revenge.”

“Of course,” Cha’Run replied.
“You’re not surprised?”
“Of course not,” the man said, half-closing his eyes as he sipped from his glass.

“The galaxy is full of fools who chase revenge.  Besides fornication, credits and power it
is the driving motivator behind most rash and irrational actions.
Necros smirked.  “You sound as if you don’t approve.”

“On the contrary, I find it the most fascinating reason of the four.”
“Explain.”
“Of course,” Cha’Run placed the cup down and leaned back.  “Fornication is

simply animal instinct, no different than the desire to eat or sleep. Credits? Again, simple,
but the idea is that having credits can obtain one quantifiable wealth: something one can
hoard, spend, or turn into other comforts.  Power? That is simply ego. It is a challenge
one puts forth in the mind that somehow, subjugation of others or of a situation will raise
or qualify one’s existence.  Many species have eliminated this manner of thought
entirely, and are considered enlightened because of it.”

“And revenge?  Explain what sets this apart,” Necros said, unable to decide
whether this was one of the more interesting conversations he’d had in a while or a
tremendous waste of time.

“Ah, see, revenge…that interests me,” Cha’Run leaned forward.  “Revenge most
often provides no real return in the emotional investment one must make. In fact, the
emotional investment required just to carry out the act of revenge generally exacts a
much larger toll on its practitioner, mentally and physically more often than not, than can
possibly be recouped in the successful fulfillment of one’s goal.

“So, you’re saying you think it’s pointless?’
“I think it’s subjective.  I think to those who seek it, it is far more valuable and

precious than life itself.  For something that can be described as no more than a drive to
enact punishment or retribution, the hold it possesses over those who seek it is
astonishing,” Cha’Run leaned back.  “Take yourself for example; that you openly claim
to have come all this way here, risking your life simply for the chance to find someone to
help you enact your revenge shows its influence.  Tremayne can go on about the Darkside
all he likes, but there is no ‘Dark Side’ of The Force.”

“Of course there is,” Necros sneered.
“No, there isn’t.  The Force merely is,” Cha’Run said, leaning forward, “It is

neither good, nor bad any more than a blaster rifle or an AT-AT Walker is ‘good or bad’.
It is simply a tool to be used.  The ‘Dark Side’ comes from the evil that already exists in
one’s own heart, the ‘Force’ merely allows it’s practitioner more creative ways to commit



acts of evil, but in the end, darksiders are little more than homicidal delinquents with a
unique toy.”

The both sat in silence for a moment, Necros narrowing his eyes at the man and
sizing him up.  He’d heard stories of the fabled Cha’Run- storm commando, killer,
assassin; walking death to those who ever saw him- and only a few were alive to claim
that accomplishment.
He wasn’t impressed.

“I wasn’t aware Lord Menace employed part-time philosophers and monks to do
his bidding.  I fear my trip was a wasted one, I was seeking a deadly warrior.”
The man retrieved his cup and smiled.  “Wars do not make one deadly.”
Snorting, Necros hopped to his feet.  “Good bye, Cha’Run.  I’m afraid this was a waste of
time for both of us.” He turned and made his way towards the thin sheet of paper that
separated the man’s room from the rest of the monastery.

“How young was she?” the man asked.
Necros froze.  “Who?”

“Your wife.  You can’t be more than thirty, perhaps thirty-three standard years,
though your body would lead most to believe otherwise.  Your wife must have been,
what?  Early to mid-twenties?  Standard assuming she was human of course.”

“How…” Necros turned, eyes burning into the man.
“Revenge,” Cha’Run said.  “Another element that makes it fascinating is that the

desire for it is proportionate to what has caused it in the first place. You wouldn’t have
come this far, gone through this much work simply because someone owes you credits, or
stole your vehicle or threw a drink in your face at a bar,” the man fixed him with
shimmering jade eyes. “No, for a Sith Apprentice, someone who has seen combat, death,
and stared both in the face and merely laughed like yourself, for someone like you to
come seeking help from me,” he shook his head and gestured to the pillows, “someone
had to take something from you, something more precious than jewels, money or even
respect.  Someone took something you loved, though, if I am wrong, please, continue on
your way.”
Slowly, Necros stepped over to the pillows and stood towering over the man.  “You know
nothing about what I have lost…”

“I know everything there is to know,” Cha’Run said, matching his stare with one
of tranquility.  “You wish to know why I am here?  You wish to know why Tremayne
continues to utilize my abilities? It is because I deal in death my friend. It is not
something I do for fun, profit or a passing whim merely because I think myself a killer.”

“Then why?”
It was a moment before Cha’Run replied, his eyes drifting sidelong at the blowing snow-
topped mountains. “It is because I am death.”

“A bold claim,” Necros said, resuming his seat.
“And merely that. A claim, for without firsthand knowledge and observation, you

really have no idea what I’m capable of- besides being a gracious host and sipping tea of
course.”

“And your presence here?” Necros gestured about. “I’ve heard of many warriors
who entomb themselves in shrines and religion to cleanse their souls of the blood they’ve
spilled.”



“No., they are simply fools who live in the delusion that blood can be washed
away from one’s soul. My presence here simply reminds me that I once had a soul.”
More silence as both studied each other. Necros looked down and was surprised to see his
hands slightly trembling- from the cold he suspected, though the room seemed much
warmer now.  “She was young, we’d just had a child- a beautiful young boy with light
eyes and hair to match…” Necros stopped, his voice catching in his throat. “The Jedi
took them from me.”

“Jedi, really?” Cha’Run asked.
“Of course.  Who else would be capable?”

The man studied him and finally shook his head.  “No one, of course it was Jedi. And you
know who these Jedi were?”
Fists balling tight, his leather gloves creaked.  “I do,” Necros hissed.  “A human named
Klux Martin and a Trianii named Balthazar Cocaroth, they are both part of a rebellion
team called Raptor Squad. They waited until I was gone and struck…”

“Why?”
“What?” Necros shook his head.
“I said why?” Cha’Run stood and soundlessly walked to the window, his breath

escaping in long puffs of steam. “Why would two Jedi come in to your home and do this?
Was it just those two or all of Raptor Squad?”

“No, no just the two Jedi…”
“But you seek revenge on the entire group?”
“Yes, that is why I am here.  Lord Menace suggested recruiting you and your

team to deal with the rest of Raptor Squad- the two Jedi are mine.”
“Do you not feel you could handle the entire group?”
“I don’t want any distractions,” Necros leaned forward.  “Be it the rest of their

team or any curious onlookers. That’s why I’ve come, Lord Menace also said you and
your team specialize in infiltrating difficult locations, and Rordak is nothing, if not
difficult.”
Cha’Run nodded.  “He speaks the truth. So, these two Jedi, had you committed some sort
of act against them to warrant such retribution as the murder of your wife and child?”

“No.” Necros stood, approaching the man. “Lord Menace informed me they had
attacked, looking for me.”

“It’s of no consequence,” Cha’Run waved the matter off.  “I’m sure if Lord
Tremayne told you they are the ones responsible then it must be true.  He is, after all your
master, is he not?” Cha’Run turned away, but not enough that the Sith Apprentice didn’t
catch a smirk pulling at the corner of the storm commando’s mouth.
He had the man up and against the window in a flash, his teal cloak bundled around his
fist.  At least he thought he did. Necros realized, too late he held nothing- an empty
garment , and that somehow the man had dropped from the folds and was now behind
him, his knuckles pressed into a nerve cluster in the back of his neck- and as much as he
tried, he couldn’t move a muscle.

“Foolish. You act without thinking, move like you were entombed in jelly and
have the wisdom and patience of a brain-damaged Rancor. Now, I have a choice, I could
kill you and have your remains served up in a nice stew for dinner to my brothers, or,”
Necros felt feeling return to his body as the man stepped away.



The cloak fell to the ground and the man stepped over to retrieve it, leaving his entire
body exposed to another attack.
Necros declined the opportunity.

“…you can leave here in one piece,” he slid the robes back on, tying them off at
the waist. “Accompanying you on any mission would be suicide- and my people are too
valuable to waste on suicide missions,” he gestured to the shimmering portal, “You know
where the exit is.”
Rage began to blur everything in his vision but Necros pushed it away. His face flush
from embarrassment, he nodded.  “You’ve made your point,” he reached into his robes
and produced a datadisk, extending it almost like a peace offering. “Lord Menace
instructed me to give this to you if you declined,” he rubbed at his neck and flexed his
hand, surprised to see both still working as if nothing had happened.
Cha’Run took the disk and turned it over in his hand, then, returning to his cushion, he
inserted the disk into the datapad.  Several moments passed as he studied the contents of
the disc-Lord Menace told Necros it was for Cha’Run’s eyes only- and finally looked up,
his face an expressionless mask. “Sit,” he gestured to the cushion, “and have some more
tea, it will help calm you and allow you to think more clearly. Then,” he leaned forward,
and his green eyes took on a deadly spark, “you will tell me all about this ‘Raptor
Squad.’”

*

Not surprisingly, she found Baal in with the rest of Raptor Squad, occupying the
rear cargo hold of Dalila’s Dream. Lana had stayed back after the meeting to reassure
Captain Moonthall that he would have no trouble from herself or Baal, and afterwards
had gone searching for him.
They were spread out near the entrance of the massive hold, clustering beneath one of the
pale blue spotlights- Klux was seated atop a small mountain of munitions crates while
Baal, his powerful body dripping with sweat, stood in the center with an inactive
lightsaber gripped in his hands. Leaning on a nearby tarp-covered vehicle, Vic puffed on
a cigarra, polluting the air with an acrid stench while Koort sat alongside Klux. Jonus
stood beside the door, arms crossed. He gave her a hard stare as she walked in, then
turned his attention back to Baal.

“She’s here, you can tell her now,” Jonus said as she entered.
“Tell me what?” Lana asked.  Everyone had stopped what they were doing and

were now watching her walk into the center of the room alongside Baal.
“I was telling the rest of the team, if you and Baal can’t get your heads straight

then you both can sit on the ‘Dream while we go in and take care of business,” Vic said,
taking the plug of tabaac from his mouth and dropping it to the floor of the hold where he
stamped it out with the heel of his boot.

“What do you mean?” Lana asked.  “We are both here, now, why would you…”
“Because, after that little outburst in the meeting, I don’t need your boy-toy over

here flipping out and running our only damn pilot through with a freaking lightsaber,”



Vic stepped forward, barely acknowledging Baal.  “Now, I know all about the troubles
that has happened between your people and the CSA, but I agreed to let you come along
because I thought you might be an asset- I’ve seen how Big Blue over there fights, and if
you have half the ability and ten times the brains he does, like the females Trianii are
supposed to have, then you would be an asset.”
She could feel the anger rolling off Baal in waves and blocked it out; Palisades either
didn’t realize how close he was treading to danger or he didn’t care- she suspected the
latter.

“But…if you two are going to have problems with the guy who is supposed to get
our humps out of the fire, then I need to make a decision, don’t  I? Do I let you come
along and jeopardize our only way off an Imperial prison planet, or do I park your furry
butts here and let you sharpen your claws?”
Irritation caused her fur to ruffle, but she took a deep breath and tried to understand
where the man was coming from- and he was right.  Baal had made a fool of himself in
the meeting and had brought this on, now, like always, it seemed it was up to her to undo
the damage he’d caused. “Vic, Baal just recently learned he’d lost his father- that would
be hard for anyone to take, I don’t…”

“My father is not the subject here!” Baal said, his word spilling like venom to the
floor.  “He had more bravery and honor than the whole group of you,” he looked around.
“If you do not wish me to go along then why not send the new members of this
team…I’m sure the mercenary and policeman will do a fine job,” sarcasm flavored the
venom like a vile spice and Lana felt everyone tense in unison.

“I don’t need some big blue furball to tell me how to do a job!  You think I
couldn’t take out that comm tower?  I would do it in half the time, and wouldn’t need
some fancy lightsword either, you criminal!” Jonus shot back.

“Unlikely, I suspect the mercenary would shoot you in the back before you made
it through the front door,” Baal replied.

“Keep up that kind of talk and ‘the mercenary’ will shoot you in the back,” Koort
said, his voice ripping through the hold like a buzzsaw.

“Alright, alright, enough out of you three,” Vic said.  “This is exactly what I’m
talking about,” he was addressing Lana now, approaching her and waving to the others.
“Do you see? We’re hours away from infiltrating a freighter full of people who are going
to want to kill us as soon as look at us and the last thing we need is all of this,” his voice
had lowered so that only she could hear him. “Come here, walk with me for a minute,” he
took her by the elbow and led her towards the door, “Look kid, you better get him under
control by the time we’re set to breech that freighter, because if you don’t I’ll park you
both here without a second thought and tell Mapakk to lock you down tight.  We clear on
that?”
They stopped and stared at each other for a moment and she gently probed him with the
Force to see how much of his threat was bluff.  He saved her the trouble.

“Kid, you think you’re the first one to try to go tripping through my skull without
me knowing?” he gave her a slanted grin and shook his head.  “Save yourself some time
and energy.  You get this situation straight,” he brushed past her and exited the hold
without another word to anyone.

“If you all don’t mind,” she stepped aside and gestured to the exit.  “I would like
to speak to Balthazar alone.”



Slowly, Klux lowered himself and stepped around Baal who remained unmoving.
As he passed he gave her a small smile and patted her on the shoulder.  The Ubese
bounty hunter was next while Kable, reluctantly, brought up the rear, not bothering to
make eye contact with her as he left.  She triggered the hold door shut and turned back to
see Baal activate his lightsaber and begin moving through a series of exercises. Stepping
over to him she watched for a moment as he twirled and flipped, the crimson blade
stabbing and slicing through what she imagined were phantom enemies. “You’ve got
impressive skills with your weapon,” she said finally, sitting cross-legged on a nearby
crate.
He didn’t respond, merely kept moving and twirling.

“Baal, if we are to work together, if you are to train me in the ways of The Force
we must communicate.  Shutting me out will do neither of us any good.”

“I disagree,” he finally stopped, shutting the weapon down and returning it to his
belt.  “Ignoring you seems to work just fine.”

“If that is how you feel then I’m afraid I’ve wasted both of our time,” she
snapped, getting up from the crate.  He was in front of her in a flash, barring her way.

“I’m sorry, that is not what I meant,” he said gently. “I just, I didn’t appreciate the
way you handled the situation in the meeting.”

“They way I handled the situation? I’m not the one who stormed out like a child!”
“Lana, the man has killed other Trianii!  Without remorse or concern for the lives

he took!”
“He has shown remorse Baal!  We’ve all killed!  It’s war!  The Espos and CSA

may be scum but that does not mean that some of those we killed as well may not merely
be pawns!  Captain Moonthall was used and thrown away by them!  He’s seen the error
of his ways!”
He stood for a moment, seeming to ponder her words, and for a moment, looking deep
into his violet eyes, she was overwhelmed with pain, and in her mind a young face, a
human, grimacing in pain as a lightsaber seared his flesh flashed like a sun gone
supernova- and then disappeared. She stumbled back for a moment, almost falling when
she felt his massive hand encircle her waist, lowering her to the ground.

“You…did you kill an unarmed Espo?” she stammered.
“What?”
“I…a vision, I saw a young man, and a lightsaber,” she looked up into his eyes.

His face was mere inches from hers. “I felt pain…”
“Of course not,” he said.
“But, it was so real, I felt…” she stopped, surprised as he leaned down, his

muzzle closing over hers.
The kiss lasted for a minute or more easily, and Lana lost herself in the rush of
pheromones and desire- all of her worries, the future of the Mew-Tao, her Force training,
everything, was washed away in the embrace. Finally, both stopped, her breath coming in
great gasps. His eyes had narrowed and he gave her a sly smile, standing and offering her
a hand.  She took it and got to her feet, her hands going around his waist.

“Baal, I...”
“Don’t,” he shook his head and brought her body to his.  They stood, clutching

each other for several moments before finally letting go. “Sometimes Lana, you just need



to be Lana,” he said.  “Quit worrying about being a High Priestess, a Jedi or anything else
and simply let your instinct and emotions guide you.”

“Is that what you do?” she said.  His smell caused her head to swim and she
closed her eyes, nestling her face in his neck.

“Of course,” he gently pushed her away.  “But, we must keep our emotions
separate, in check for now…we have a mission and if Vic sees anything that might give
him pause he will leave us behind.”

“But,”  she pulled him close.  “I want you Baal.”
“I’m sorry Lana, now is not…”
“Now is the perfect time,” she gestured to the empty hold.  “Or let’s go back to

your cabin!”
“No.  We must prepare ourselves for the mission,” Baal said turning away.  She

gripped his arm and spun him back to face her to his surprise.
“Do not walk out on me!” she purred.  “I’m growing tired of these premature

overtures Balthazar.  Either you want me or you don’t, but do not lure me in and then turn
your back on me like I’m some piece of…”

“Lana,” he stepped forward, taking her face in his massive hand and running a
thumb along her jaw line.  “I want you as well.  But not right now, and not here.  We are
teacher and student and I do not want anything to interfere with your training.  We
must…control ourselves, at least for a while, until after this mission. When we are back
on Garnib safe, then we will see where this leads.”
She stared into his eyes, watching her reflection stare back.  Finally, her mind caught up
with her body and she sighed, nodding.  “I…I understand. You’re right, now isn’t the
time.”

“When we get back to Garnib, we’ll have all the time in the galaxy,” he said,
leaning forward and planting a gentle kiss on her lips. He turned and slowly walked
away, leaving her along in the hold amidst the low hum of Dalila’s Dream.
Her chrono beeped, bringing her out of her haze. They had two hours before they were to
rendezvous with The Joralla Phantom, where they would attempt to infiltrate and subdue
its crew so they could pilot the ship on to Rordak.  A crew likely filled with rage and hate
and cooped up to the point that they would like nothing more than to kill something for
causing them a delay- especially a group looking to steal their vessel and imprison them
until the mission was over.

“Yes, of course, when we get back to Garnib,” she shook her head.  “If we get
back to Garnib is more like it.”

The blades of her Half-Moon axes were moist in her grip as she tried to calm her
breathing and focus on the job at hand.  Before her, the rest of Raptor Squad crouched,
primed for the immanent breaching of the Joralla Phantom.  She didn’t know what to
expect, having never participated in such an activity before- though she had been on the
other side of a breach once- when she crewed on the Brazen Gambit.
In that instance she’d proven invaluable, as the captain of the freighter, a Wroonian
named Khara Doone, had piloted directly into an ambush and was set upon by a pirate
corsair.  With her second-mate, a human female by the name of Sulin Roe, Doone had



commanded Lana and her brother Arturo to grab whatever weapons they could and head
to the airlock. They just barely managed to get away with the ship and their lives intact
after she and her brother dispatched the boarding party.
Much blood was spilled and after they’d slaughtered at least a dozen pirates Doone sealed
off the airlock and piloted them away, leaving the pirate vessels far behind.
It wasn’t a pleasant experience.
And now, they waited for the docking collar of Dalila’s Dream to attach to The Joralla
Phantom.  The craft had already been subdued, surrounded by several New Republic
fighters and according to Lieutenant El’Kar, who‘d come over the comm moments
before, the captain was willing to stand down and discuss terms.
Metal scraped metal on the outside of the airlock and the seal designator beside the door
went from red to green.  Vornskr Pack’s Klatooinian, Rontack kneeled in front of the
group and as the Dream’s airlock slid open he crossed into the darkness of the docking
sleeve.
They were all equipped with non-ranged weapons.  Baal and Klux held their lightsabers
at bay, while Koort held a humming force pike and Kable a stun-net launcher nestled
against his shoulder.
Vic held no weapons that she could see, merely a fresh, unlit cigarra than moved back
and forth in his mouth.
From down the sleeve, she could see the blue flare of a laser welder spark to life as the
Klatooinian began cutting into the ‘Phantoms airlock. Bad news, she thought. If these
beings were going to give up quietly they would have triggered the airlock themselves
and let them in.

“Looks like it’s going down the hard way,” Vic looked back at the group.
“Deuce?” he said.

“Yeah, I’m here,” the woman’s voice replied from the comm system.
“Get the ‘Pack on standby, likely they don’t want our company as much as they

claimed.”
“Copy,” Deuce said.  \
“Ok, you two with the fun lightsticks go in first,” Vic gestured to Baal and Klux

to move up.  “You’re point in case they get desperate enough to use blasters. Everyone
else follow close, and try not to kill anyone if you don’t have to.  We still need this crew
as a bargaining chip.”

“They draw on me I make no promises,” Jonus said.  “I’m not going to get shot
for some…”

“Stow it, you decide to go psycho on this crew and I ship you back to Tierfon and
you can explain it all to Perfo,” Vic said, eyes locked on the blue plasma at the end of the
sleeve. A moment later it blinked out of existence and Vic slapped Klux on the shoulder.
“Go!”
They were all moving, in unison, and as they reached the airlock Rontack stepped aside,
allowing Baal to throw a thick shoulder into it.  The durasteel fell in with a thud. And to
her surprise, concentric circles of blue energy slammed into the Trianii, knocking him
back.

“Blaster fire!” Vic said dropping to one knee.



With a roar, Baal ignited both lightsabers and charged into the breach. The rest of the
team followed, Klux igniting the cobalt shaft of his weapon and following right behind.
Lana was last through, and found herself amidst complete chaos.
Lying on the ground were no fewer than three torsos, their limbs scattered about and the
owners still screaming, tears flowing from their eyes.  Koort was battling one crewman, a
Rodian in light purple armor who seemed to be getting the best of him while Jonus was
atop a female Duro, hammering her face with his fist.  She was entwined in his stun net
and not putting up a fight, merely spitting blood from her mouth and trying to pull away
from his blows.
Sheathing one of her weapons she reached down, encircling Jonus’ wrist before it could
land another punch.  “Stop it!  She’s down!  She’s no longer a threat to you!” she
screamed in the man’s face, trying to raise her voice above that of the wails filling the
wide corridor.

“Get offa me!” Jonus screamed back, pulling free.  He got to his feet and shoved a
finger in her face, leaning close.  “You ever put your hands on me again and I’ll rip your
frelling head off.  You got that?”
Stunned, Lana backed away from his crazed stare. More screams echoed from further
down the corridor and she turned in time to see Koort knock the Rodian to the ground
and land a solid kick- taking the green scaled alien out of the fight.
She passed him by and was horrified to see more limbs- and torsos lying on the ground.
She counted at least five more- all alive, but cut into pieces as she made her way through
the ship.  There were others as well, unconscious and alive, with their bodies intact and
covered in a fine sheen of blood.
Not able to take her eyes from the carnage, she didn’t see the durasteel club until it was
too late, and she was just able to get her arm up- intercepting a powerful blow that would
have surely split her head open. Pain exploded throughout her forearm gauntlet as she
was thrown like a cub to the ground, her axe flying from her grip along the floor. From a
side passage, a mountainous shadow loomed, brandishing the club she now saw was as
easily as big as her leg. The faint white light of the corridor caught two small beady black
eyes set into a blue-skinned sloping head that ended in a pair of small tentacles.  The
being tilted his head, bringing the club to slap in his open palm.
An Esoomian- and from what she knew of them, they were as mean and vicious as they
were big and simpleminded. Slowly, Lana forced hand up, gritting her teeth against the
pain. “Look,” she said gently, “I’m not here to hurt you. Now, put down the weapon and
we can work this out.” She was answered with a snort and just had time to roll out of the
way as the large alien brought the club crashing down, denting the metal grating where
she lay just a microsecond before.  Reaching for her axe just a meter away, the Esoomian,
while simple minded, still anticipated her move and shot a massive foot out that caught
her in the midsection and sent her up and crashing against the dull gray wall.
She landed in a heap, unable to catch her breath as he came on again, the club already
winding up for another strike.   Forcing herself to take a deep breath she focused on his
large, three-toed foot and imagined it bending, twisting at an angle, just so…
His leg buckled, sending his girth towards her like an out of control Dewback.  She was
just able to clear out of the way as he slammed head first into the corridor wall, smashing
a ventilation grate in with his head as his body dropped to the ground.



Clutching her ribs, she slowly climbed to her feet and picked her axe from the floor.  For
a brief second she thought of landing a lethal blow to the back of his neck, but instead
merely passed him by. A cough caused her to double over in pain as blood spattered onto
the metal meshwork at her feet.

“Wonderful.   Just what I get for trying to reason,” she snarled.
The rest of the corridors were quiet and she followed her instinct, traversing the ship until
she came to the bridge.  The wide blast doors were open and as she approached, saw that
the command crew was already on their knees, hands behind their heads with Klux
standing close by, his lightsaber ignited. On a raised platform in the center of the room,
framed by a viewport that offered a view of the handful of New Republic gunships
surrounding the vessel, stood a man she recognized from the holo in the briefing room-
Captain Kick Farlander.
He stood with his arms crossed, dressed in a pair of matching plum colored trousers and
flight jacket, golden open collared shirt and boots with a metal shin guards that reached to
his knees.  He wore a scowl, fixing his dark steely blue eyes on Vic, who leaned against a
nearby console, a thick plume of cigarra smoke curling about his head. Baal stood to the
left of the two men, and she was horrified to see a rainbow of color covering his body-
blood.  Returning her weapon to its sheath she stepped quickly up the platform.

“Baal! Are you alright?  What is…” she put her hand on his chest and
immediately pulled away, some of the multicolored stain stuck to her own fur.

“It’s blood.  This beast killed some of my crew it seems,” Farlander said,
watching her intently.

“I killed no one,” Baal replied with a degree of indifference that gave Lana pause.
The bodies, the screams that filled the corridor still made her shiver and she shook it
away.

“Then explain where all of that blood came from you savage,” Farlander snarled.
“Do not call me a savage, or I’ll add your arterial spray to the mix,” Baal replied.
“He, he did not kill anyone, he’s telling the truth, he…he…” Lana was trying to

explain what she’d seen, the horror filled stares, the gaping mouths, moving soundlessly
from shock…

“He cut them to pieces, cauterized the wounds and left them to flop around on the
ground like a beached Buzzfish,” Jonus said entering the command deck, “at least, those
that aren’t frozen in shock from having all of their limbs scattered about.”  He brushed
past Lana and threw her a sneer.  “That was what he did right? That was what you were
about to sugar-coat for the Captain, right?”

“You did what?” Farlander narrowed his eyes at Baal.
The large Trianii shrugged.  “I told you, I didn’t kill any of them.”

“No, you did worse!!!“ Farlander said, stepping forward and jamming a finger in
Baal’s chest.  “You butchered them! You took their legs and arms and left them shells of
what they were!”

“Would you have preferred I left corpses?” Baal smirked.
“THEY WOULD HAVE!!!” Farlander screamed, gesturing towards the rear of

the ship.
“There are cybernetic limbs,” Ball replied, stepping back from the man, “They

can…”



“They’re poor!’ the man said turning away.  “You think they have thousands of
credits lying around to spend on cybernetic replacements?  They make barely enough to
survive on! Scraping by with barely a chance to stow a little scratch away for when we
hit port!”

“Then perhaps you should not have sent them to stop us!  Their blood is on your
hands!” Baal replied. Vic stepped between them, pushing Farlander back.

“Come on Farlander, come on.  This isn’t going to change anything,” Vic said,
throwing an angry stare back at Baal who simply looked down at his hands, wiping blood
on his purple tunic.

“No!  We are simple men out trying to make an honest credit!  You set upon us!
You boarded us and are holding us captive! I will not stand for this!” the man slammed
his fist down on the console, causing a metal mug of caffe to jump up and crash to the
floor, spilling sandy brown liquid across the polished black deck.
Everyone stopped and no one spoke for a moment.  Finally, Lana stepped forward.
“Captain Farlander, I’m sure the New Republic would be glad to assist your crew in
supplying them with new limbs,” she threw a glare at Baal.  “It is the least we can do for
the pain and suffering we’ve caused.”

“Uh, Lana,” Vic shook his head, “I don’t…”
“Vic, it is only right.  We didn’t need to do the amount of damage we did,” she

said.  She knew she was taking a huge risk, but something inside told her it was the right
move. “There are some medical facilities on our ship, I’m sure we can get them sedated
and…”

“Really?  You think that is going to make a difference?  You really think these
men will ever be the same?” Farlander shook his head.  “This ship is their home, it’s all
they have, and you, you self-righteous bastards decide you have a right to commandeer
my vessel, my home and just walk away with it?” he shook his head and looked out at the
stars.  “You’re no damn different than the government you replaced.”

“You’re a former Imperial Captain, I dare say you’ve got more than enough blood
on your own hands,” Jonus said stepping up onto the deck.

“You don’t know me boy.  And you’d be well served to get off my deck before I
escort you off with the toe of my boot,” Farlander said, not bothering to look at the man.

“You…” Jonus began but Vic had grabbed his shoulder and was escorting him
back down to the deck.

“Come on ambassador, you’re not helping,” Vic said.
“What?  You think he doesn’t…” Kable began but Vic spun the man around.
“Shut up kid.  Look, this man just lost part of his crew, and while they may still

be alive,” he looked over at Baal again and Lana was sure there were going to be
repercussions for what had happened, “that doesn’t mean they’re alright.  And he’s got
every damn reason to be mad, upset and super pissed and while we may be
commandeering this ship to save a New Republic officer, that doesn’t mean…”

“Who?”
The question stopped everyone cold and they all turned to see Farlander looking back at
the group.

“Excuse me?” Vic said turning around.
“Who?  Who are you going to rescue?” Farlander asked.  The man’s rage was

replaced with a cold hard stare and Lana felt her fur stand at attention. She could see Vic



weighing the question for a moment before responding, the cigarra in his mouth working
back and forth like a metronome.

“Colonel Jax She’ba” Vic finally replied.
Farlander said nothing for a moment, then finally shrugged.  “Don’t know him.  But I
guess I don’t have any choice now in the matter do I?”

Not really,” Vic said.
“We’ll take care of your people, we’ll do our best,’ Lana said.
“Yeah, I’m sure you will,” Farlander shook his head.
“Captain,” Lana stepped forward.  “You have my word.”
“Coming from you, that’s little assurance,” the man glared at Baal.  “If you are

anything like your friend, that is.”
“I’m…” she stopped at looked at Baal who cocked an eyebrow at her. “I’m giving

you my word, not his,” she said.
The man snorted and rolled his eyes. “Yeah, well, I guess we’ll see what that winds up
being worth.”

*

For over six hours Race had supervised the transfer of cargo and equipment and
even patients back and forth between the two vessels.  Foodstuffs and medical supplies
were transported off  of the Phantom to send to New Republic bases and outposts that
were in dire need, while weapons, ammo and medical gear was brought on to Farlander’s
vessel to prepare for the retrieval of Colonel She’ba.
It drove him nuts, watching droids and soldiers walking back and forth and once they
were done and underway he wanted nothing more than to grab a bottle and see what kind
of holos Farlander’s crew were hiding in their bunks.
Unfortunately, he was still prohibited from imbibing while on the mission and in the wee
early hours of the morning, or what he perceived as morning anyway, he couldn’t sleep
and began scouting out the rest of the ‘Phantom. A mug of caffe in his gloved hand and
sporting his sidearm slung low, he had to settle on a brown leather boots, trousers and full
leather flight jacket to ward off the cold- as the ‘Phantom felt like it was built to hang
meat in rather than transport freight.  Strolling leisurely throughout the ship, he made
small mental notes of points of interest- refreshers, lounge, auto-chef- the important
things. Overall it seemed like a run-of-the-mill freighter, nothing spectacular, and
certainly not anything that would make it stand out- but Race knew better.  It was in the
nooks and crannies that you found what was special about a ship.  That fact had been
hammered into his head by his father, Jorton, ever since he was a kid, among other “life
lessons”- like how to drink, how to talk to women, how to go for three weeks without
washing and still smell like a spring daisy.  Yeah, old pops taught Race everything he
knew- then, like some cheap magic trick, he was gone.
A blockade runner piloting a freighter similar to the ‘Phantom, his daddy ran guns and
booze through some of the roughest parts of the galaxy, till he made one trip too many
through the Corporate Sector.  The Espos shot him down over the planet Orron III and



Race had just enough time to dive headfirst into an escape pod before old Poppa
Moonthall made his own head-first dive- right into the side of a mountain.
No more than thirteen, Race had a blaster, a vibroblade and his life and set out through
the wilderness to find civilization.  It took him the better part of a week, but he finally
made it back to a small outlying settlement- and from there?  Well from there it was all
pretty much downhill.  Odd jobs, getting knocked around for little pay and gambling
most of it away and blowing what he didn’t loose at the tables on women and drink.
Yeah, not much really changed.  Oh sure, when he fell in with the Espos he was a little
better off, and the pay was good, or at least he thought so at the time, but there wasn’t a
day that he didn’t climb into his fighter that he didn’t think of his daddy.
The doors to the bridge were wide open and he strolled in, his boots slapping the
gleaming deck.  The place was quiet, dead quiet, and most of the lights had been killed.
He was surprised to see the nav stations empty and noticed only two people seated on the
raised command deck in the center of the bridge.  Stepping up, he saw Mitch Vohar, the
survival specialist, toting a rifle on his shoulder and seated on the floor and the
‘Phantom’s captain, Kick Farlander slouched low in his captain’s chair.  Both were
staring silently out at the stars.

“So, guess you two couldn’t sleep either,” Race said taking a draw from his mug.
“I’m on watch,” Mitch replied, looking up with glowing green cybernetic pupils

set into black orbs.  The right side of his face was a mountain range of white lumpy scar
tissue that crawled up into the stubble of his shaved head. “I sure as hell hope that’s caffe
in your mug Race,” he said, his smooth voice contrasting his rough exterior.

“Yeah, yeah, it’s caffe you greenhorn.  Damn, I feel like I’m crewing with my
mother,” Race said.

“Just make sure it stays that way.  Lieutenant El’Kar gave you orders,” Mitch
switched the rifle to his other shoulder.  He was dressed in black fatigues like the rest of
the ‘Pack-bereft of any rank or designation.

“Right, not like there is any hooch left on this bird anyways,” Race said.  “So,
what you doing?”

“Just making sure the captain doesn’t pilot our humps into a star.”
“Aw hell Mitch, he don’t look like the suicidal type,” Race said, leaning against

the railing that surround the deck.
“Yeah, and you don’t look like a real pilot either, so I guess we’re all mislead by

appearances.”
“That’s cold,” Race said frowning.
“Cold as the black of space pal,” Mitch chuckled.

Race chuckled.  He and Mitch had knocked back more than a few bottles of lum since the
man had joined the ‘Pack- though he really didn’t know much about him.  Some rumors
floated around that he used to work as a mercenary, but those had remained rumors
without Vohar affirming any real facts. “Where’s the rest of my crew?” Race asked
looking around, the other pilots that had come on over from the ‘Phantom were nowhere
to be seen.

“Sleeping, they start their rotation in a few hours, but since there isn’t much to do
right now, LT wanted them to get rested up,” the man yawned, then grabbed a mug from
the console, looked inside and let out a disgusted sigh.



Smiling, Race slapped him on the shoulder.  “You’re empty- and tired. Go on, get
yourself some downtime, I’ll keep the Captain company,” he said.
Shrugging, Mitch slowly climbed to his feet, “Alright, but just make sure...”

“Yeah, yeah, he doesn’t run over to the nav station and spend a half hour finding a
nearby star to pilot us into while I’m taking a sip of caffe,” Race said.  “Go on, get some
sleep.”
As Mitch left he took his spot, dropping into the warm spot on the ice-cold deck and
leaning against the console as the Captain swiveled in his command chair, first watching
Mitch leave, then turning his stare back out the viewport.

“Not much to look at out there ya know,” Race said.
The man didn’t respond.

“Look Hoss,” Race leaned his head back, “you and me can sit here in silence and
bore ourselves to tears or we can shoot the breeze and kill some time.  Now, we got at
least four more days before we hit Rordak, so how about we swap some lies?”
The man kept looking forward, then, after a moment, finally looked down at Race. “Sure,
why not. You seem to be a lot less stuffy than your friend,” he finally said.

“Aw, hell, Mitch ain’t so bad, he’s just new and looking to make sure he don’t
screw up.  Besides, if we were off the vessel I would show you we aren’t that different at
all,” Race said smiling.

“How so?” the man leaned back, kicking a boot up on the railing.
“Lots of ways, we party just like everyone else, hell usually we party harder than

everyone else,” Race boasted.  “I mean, shoot, after the fighting and flying, what else is
there?  It’s not like you can just turn that kinda high off and on, ya know?”

“Yeah, yeah I do know,” Farlander said.
“Now you, you look like you’ve been through the ringer Captain, you look like

the kinda guy who’s seem some bad things go down and did the smart thing- bail before
the situation got worse,” Race finished off the last of his caffe. “Not everyone is that
smart.”

“I don’t think intelligence has much to do with it, I think its instinctual- it’s when
you let honor and duty cloud your judgment that you can stray off course,” the man said,
looking out at the stars.  It seemed to Race Farlander wasn’t really talking to him, rather
he was talking to himself.

“Yeah, yeah I can get behind that. Politics, which side one person is on, the size
of their blaster- hell, all of that don’t mean jack when you really want to survive-when
you really want to get out of a situation with your hide intact.”

“You empty?” Farlander looked down at Race’s mug.
“Yeah, guess I’ll have to go get some later, unless you happen to have a hot pot

sitting around.”
The man smiled, nodding.  “No, but I think I might have something a little better
though.”

“Aces!  This stuff tastes like piss anyway,” Race said rapping the mug against the
ground as Farlander leaned forward and beneath his captain’s chair.  A panel set into its
base slid aside and he was astonished as the man produced a bottle of bluish green liquid
and a shot glass.

“Is that…”



“Johrian Whiskey, the real stuff, not that homemade synth rot-gut that’s been
making the rounds the last few years,” Farlander said uncorking the bottle.
Licking his lips the smell hit his nose and his head began to swim.  “Nah, nah I better not.
I promised my CO I wouldn’t…”

“Come on, Race was it?  Live a little.  It’s like you said, we’re in hyperspace, four
days out and I’m not going anywhere.  What’s a little drink going to hurt?” The man
leaned forward and sloshed the brew into his mug, filling it almost to the brim.

“It sure smells good.  Hell, it’s not like anyone is going to be up and checking on
me either,” Race said, looking down at his wavering reflection.
Pouring himself a shot, Farlander leaned back.  “Of course not, now, tell me about how
you got mixed up with these rebellion characters.”

“My story?” he said, knocking back the mug.  The sweet whisky rushed down his
throat, accompanied by a slow, welcome burn.  He held the mug out and the captain
refilled it.  “Better keep em’ coming Cap, telling you my story is going to take a while…”

He wasn’t sure exactly how the man got his blaster away from him, but past the
Johrian Whiskey-induced haze he remembered thinking at first it was a joke.  Then,
Captain Farlander leaned forward, triggering the comm system and made an
announcement- something about the Lieutenant coming to the bridge to negotiate.
By the time he realized it wasn’t a joke he was on his feet and mad as hell. He’s balled
his fists tight and was staring down the barrel of his own blaster, and despite the amount
of liquor in his system, was sober enough to understand fully what was going on.

“You sonofabitch,” Race snarled.  “You give me that piece back before I crack
your bald skull.”

“Sorry Race.  You’re a hell of a nice guy but too trusting.  And now you’re my
hostage, so turn around before I ventilate you,” the man shoved the weapon against his
forehead and Race slowly turned- just in time to see Deuce, Hobbie and Vic sprint onto
the bridge, all stopping short as Farlander shoved the weapon in his neck.

“Race!” Deuce said, eyes going wide, “What the hell happened!?!”
“Your pilot doesn’t seem to be able to follow direct orders,” Farlander said from

behind him.  “Now, here’s the plan.  There is a small shadowport a day’s trip from here
run by a friend of mine, so we’re going to reset the nav coordinates, and when we set
down you and your team get the hell off my ship, unarmed, and when you are a safe
distance away, I’ll kick my good buddy Race out the door and be on my way.”

“What did you do Race?” Deuce snarled.
“We had a drink, I had a couple, he had a lot, I don’t think he even remembers me

breaking out the second bottle,” Farlander said, his smooth voice cutting like an ice pick
through Race’s nerves.

“Screwed up sir, screwed up and let my guard down,” Race shook his head.
“Dammit Race,” Deuce said, “You really frelled up good this time.”
“Yeah, I know,” Race shook his head.
“Hey Kick,” Vic stepped forward.  Race narrowed his eyes, wondering what the

man had in mind.
“What?” Farlander replied.



“Go ahead and kill him,” the outlaw drew his blaster and aimed it at Race’s head.
“Then I’ll kill you, and we can get this over with and I can get back to sleep.”

“What?  You’re bluffing,” Farlander said.
“Not really,” Vic shook his head.  A bright flare exploded from Vic’s blaster and

suddenly Race felt intense heat as his right shoulder erupted in a blast of sparks and bits
of metal, the force slinging he and Farlander back into the rail, where he slammed his left
elbow into the man’s chest and knocked his weapon from his grasp.

“MY EYES!” Farlander screamed and Race drew back with his left arm, landing
a solid punch into his face.  Flipping over the rail, Farlander crashed to the ground,
moaning as Race hit hard on his rear.

“You ok?” Vic asked, stepping up onto the deck.
“You bastard, you shot me!” Race said, looking down t his shoulder that was still

sizzling and sparking through the burn hole in his jacket.
“I can’t believe you shot him Vic,” Hobbie said.
“I’m not,” Deuce said. “I can’t believe he didn’t do it sooner,” Race saw her

kneeling over Farlander.  She had the blaster and was kneeling on his back, slapping a
pair of magnacuffs around his wrists.

“You owe me a new jacket!  And someone is going to have to fix my damn arm!”
Race yelled, slapping Vic on the shoulder.

“I’ll buy you a new jacket,” Vic shook his head.
“I can’t believe….” Race was still shaking his head
“Just be glad I dialed the intensity down on my blaster,” Vic said helping him up,

“otherwise I could have really ruined your day.”
“Hobbie, get the captain locked up till we reach Rordak, I don’t want any more

trouble out of him,” Deuce said shoving the man forward.
“Race,” Farlander said, wiping his nose of the blood that was gushing down in a

stream and trying to blink away the tears that poured from his eyes.
“Yeah,” Race was on his feet, though still a bit wobbly from the booze.
“I wouldn’t have really shot you.  I just…”
“Instinct, I know, I wasn’t drunk when you told me that part,” Race shook his

head. “Next time listen to your brain though, alright?  We still got a long way to go and a
lot of hell to get through before this deal is over Captain and you and I better work
together like a team or we’ll have plenty of time to talk about our screw ups while sitting
in a cell on Rordak.”

“I had to try. I owed it to my crew, if I didn’t at least try…” Farlander shook his
head.  “Dammit if you people had just come to me first without slaughtering my people
this would have gone down a lot easier-we could have worked something out that would
have benefited us all,” he looked at them, void of malice or rage.  “I’ve got no damn love
lost for the Empire either- but you rebels always want to do things the hard way-with a
chip on your shoulder and disregard for the rest of the galaxy.”

“It’s like Race said Farlander,” Vic crossed his arms.  “We got a long way to go
before this is over-so we better forget the past or we won’t have a future to look forward
to.”
Hobbie ushered the man away and Deuce stepped up.  He’d only seen her stern, never
really angry, but the look on her face made him step back.



“Uh, LT,” Race said, trying to work his right hand with no luck.  Something was
broken and it had frozen into a fist.

“Race.  I gave you a direct order to stay sober and you directly disobeyed that
order,” her voice was barely above a whisper and it unnerved him far more than if she
had been yelling at the top of her lungs.

“Yeah, I…”
“SHUT UP!” Deuce shouted, “Race, if we weren’t in the middle of a mission and

if you weren’t the only sorry gasbag who could pilot this damn ship out of here, I would
kick your ass into the brig and let you rot!”

“But sir, I was just…”
“You screwed up!  Royally!  If Farlander was a psychopath he could have gone

through this ship and killed half of us off before we even knew what the hell was going
on!  You had NO right to relieve Vohar and you sure as hell didn’t think things through
when you decided to sit around and get drunk with a frelling prisoner,” she was trembling
with rage now and Race, sorting through everything that happened, couldn’t find a single
error in what she was saying.

“I’m sorry sir, I…”
“You’re damn right you’re sorry!  You’re a sorry solider! A sorry pilot and a

sorry-ass human being!” she was screaming now, in his face, her hot breath hammering
away, causing him to flinch and back up.

“Deuce, come on, he just,” Vic started but she kept going.
“No! No Vic I won’t let him off the hook!  He’s under my command and I won’t

be ignored and disobeyed just because he’s got some sort of pathetic addiction! Calling
yourself a soldier is a joke Moonthall!  You disgrace me and you disgrace this rank and
you sure as hell disgrace Vornskr Pack!”

“Hey” Race had taken plenty of tongue lashings in the past, but he was tired,
drunk and his arm was busted and he wasn’t some snot nosed punk kid to be railed on.
“Look LT, I’m sorry you feel that way, I’m sorry for screwing up and I’m sorry your
fella got killed and you seen fit to bottle it up rather than let it out like a normal person,
but I don’t think I deserve this kinda dress down!”
The alcohol-laced words were out of his mouth before he realized what he’d said and he
instantly wish he’d taken them back.  Her eyes went from narrow slits to wide orbs and
she was on him before he knew what hit him, her teal knuckles slamming into his jaw,
knocking him back against the rail that bit into his back and ribs.  A kick landed to his
stomach doubled him over and another against the side of his head sent him spinning to
the ground.  She was on top of him before he knew what was going on, hammering away
at anyplace she could and with his right arm immobile he did his best to shield himself
from her blows with his left forearm.
Blood was running freely from his nose, mouth and likely a few other places but he
didn’t strike back, just merely tried to dodge and hold off her attack. Her screams pierced
his ears and he realized intermingled in there somewhere was the sound of sobbing.
Pain filled his body and suddenly it was over; Vic pulling her away, and like a flash-flood
that comes from nowhere, strikes, leaves its mark and recedes, she was done, shrugging
Vic off and taking large gasps of air, dragging the back of her hand across her face and
erasing any sign of tears or emotions. Vic said something, but he couldn’t hear what
passed between them, finally, after several seconds, Deuce finally looked back at Race.



“Keep him out of my sight till we can get back to Tierfon and I can deal with him
there,” she said, then turned and stormed off down the corridor.
Turning, Vic shook his head and walked over, looping an arm beneath his shoulder.
“Come on Race, let’s go get you patched up,” he said. “Ten-Spot should be able to fix
your arm, good as new.”

“Vic, I…I didn’t mean,” but the man was already shaking his head.
“I know.  I know you didn’t mean to. You’re drunk and weren’t thinking- we’ve

all been there. You just picked the wrong thing to say to the wrong person at the absolute
worst possible time.”

*

The Roba steaks were slightly undercooked to her taste but it beat the stuffing out
of the cold leftovers she’d been forced to choke down in the mess hall after surgery the
past week.  Besides, it gave her and Perfo something to talk about.

“Damn that was some mighty fine eating!” Perfo said, pushing his plate away.
The man had torn through the steak and mound of lavender-colored mashed vegetables,
stopping just short of picking his plate up and licking it clean.
Smiling, Lauren brought her nearly empty wine glass to her lips. “I’m glad you enjoyed
it, though I can’t really take the credit,” she nodded to the short droid standing nearby,
still fiddling with something on a small round grill that hovered a meter off the floor.  He
was on loan from Groose, who even outfitted the dome-headed droid with a small bow-
tie and apron. She would have cooked herself of course- but she needed to get ready-
sliding into her new red dress, fixing her hair and making herself up without assistance of
at least one servant took time and a lot of work.

“Hey, no, you set all this up.  Man, even when they serve these things at the
officers meetings, they don’t taste as good, course,” Perfo smiled and took a sip of his
blush-colored wine, “I’m, sure the company makes all the difference.”
The wine wasn’t the only thing to blush and Lauren winked, finishing off her drink.
Before her glass went back to the table he’d already picked the bottle back up and was
refilling it, adding more to his own.

“Why, Commander, that is quite a silver tongue you’ve got,” she smiled.  The
evening had gone well and he’d even shown up, to her surprise clean shaven, and dressed
in a respectable looking blue tunic and bringing a vase full of flowers that now, along
with two tall white candles, occupied the center of the small table. The rest of the lights
in the sitting room were killed and above the crackle of the virtual fireplace, soft jizz
music wafted from the speakers, adding just the right touch of ambience.

“Yeah, well, it helps when I have to deal with the higher ups in New Republic
Intelligence.  A lot of soldiers ask me how to advance and what they have to do to get the
cushy desk jobs- I tell them to learn how to annunciate,” he smiled.

“Dealing with other officers, I bet that’s fun,” she said.
“Oh yeah, about as fun as trying to wrestle a Pit Svaper,” he rolled his eyes.

“Actually I would trust the Svapers more than some of the officers in NRI.”
“That’s terrible” she said giggling.



“Yeah, it is,” he gave a sheepish grin.  “Oh!  Hey! Before the wine causes me to
forget, I was wondering if you could do me a huge favor?”

“I’ve already made you a fabulous dinner and squeezed into this dress just for you
buddy, so don’t push your luck,” she winked.  “What is it?”

“Well, you know Ket Adkins, right?  The guy Raptor Squad brought in?”
“The mental patient?  I’ve heard bits and pieces,” Lauren shrugged.
“Yeah, that’s a bit of an understatement, but yeah, him,” Perfo glanced at his

plate.  “Well, I was wondering if you could check him out.  I mean, give him a once over,
make sure he’s able to be transported out of here and how much of a threat he may be to
those soldiers I assign to the task.”

“Me?  Can’t you have one of the medical droids do that?”
“Yeah, but,” Perfo shook his head and looked up, his eyes filled with worry. “I

just don’t trust their analysis, you know?  I mean, sometimes they can be fooled, and
while I don’t think Ket is of any danger to anyone anymore, still…”

“And you want me to go in there with him?” she rolled her eyes.  “You should
have waited until I had more to drink before asking me.”

“He’ll be behind an energy field, you won’t have anything to worry about,” Perfo
held his hands out.  “I just want you to talk to him, just, I don’t know, see where he is
mentally.”

“I’m not a psychiatrist Perfo. I can make sure his motor functions are active and
make sure he can physically move, but…”

“No, it’s not that. I just respect your opinion and I think you might be able to see
something I’m missing, you know?  He doesn’t know you, so you’d be just another face
to him.”
She turned the request over in her mind for a moment, finally nodding.  “I guess I can do
that.  I mean, from what I gathered he’s a basket case now anyway, right?”

“Yeah, that guy they sent from NRI did a total hatchet job on Ket’s brain.”
“A lovely sentiment after a meal,” she smiled.
“Oh, hey, I’m sorry. I forgot to put on my ‘good’ manners along with my ‘good’

tunic.”
“I’ll forgive you, as long as we don’t have to talk about crazy people and

lobotomies any more tonight.”
“I think I can manage that,” he leaned back and she could see a look of relief

cross his face.
“Would Madam like dessert now?” the droid asked, still fiddling away at the grill.
“Commander?” she asked.  She would pass- she could already feel the dress

tightening around her midsection from the six bites of steak she’d allowed herself to
indulge in.

“Oh, no, no I’m good,” Perfo slapped his waist, letting out a long sigh. “Another
meal like that and I’ll have to get my uniforms taken out.”

“You’re far from having to worry about that. No thank you, I think that will be all
for tonight,” Lauren smiled at the droid who bowed.

“Very well Madam.  I’ll leave the grilled Coruscant Butter-Tarts on the counter
then and take my leave,” he said, removing the pasties from the grill and plating them on
a nearby counter.  A moment later he bowed once again and took his leave-disappearing



through the balcony door. A cool breeze fluttered in from the chasm before the door shut
and caused the candles to flicker and the scent of the flowers to fill the room.
Leaning over, she grabbed the bottle of wine and her glass.  “Come on,” she said, getting
to her feet.  She was a bit tipsy, but it was a good feeling and she kicked off her high
heels onto the floor.

“Uh, ok.  Where are we going?” Perfo stood.
“And bring your glass,” she said, heading for the door.
“Okaaay,” he followed orders like a good little soldier and as they stepped onto

the balcony, she hit a few controls set into the door as she passed, redirecting the jizz
music to the exterior speakers and dimming the lights so that only a faint orange glow
filled the area.
Dropping into a deck chair, Lauren took another sip of wine and invited Perfo to take the
opposite chair.

“Wow, this is nice.  You know, I’ve never gotten a room here before,” Perfo said
looking around.

“I love it.  I mean, for what you can expect to find in some dank, dreary
depressing military base, it’s perfect,” she said, “Oh, I didn’t mean…”
His laugh put her at ease and he waved the comment off, talking another sip of wine.
“No, no, you’re right. Tierfon Station certainly wouldn’t be considered a top vacation
spot.  I don’t think a day goes by that I don’t think about being back on Vol Kol.”

“You really miss it, don’t you?”
“Of course,” he looked into his glass, swirling the contents. “It’s home,  I mean, I

was one of the lucky ones.  My family managed to survive the…I mean, my family is still
living there- and the places I used to visit and hang out at when growing up?  I would kill
to see it all again.”

“You’ve not been back since?”
He shook his head.  “No, the system is ruled by the Empire.  I’ve got a contact I meet on
occasion, but it’s usually a few systems out.  Sometimes I feel like I’ll never go home
again.”

“I’m sure you will Perfo. It’s just going to take time.  I mean, look at what
happened to the Empire.  It’s scattered, fragmented, they can’t hang on to systems
indefinitely,” she smiled.

“We’re veering towards talking about politics again,” he said, cocking an
eyebrow.

“Oh, we are aren’t we? She took another sip.  “Quick!  Change the subject!”
Laughing, he set his glass down on a small table situated between the two chairs.  “Ok,
your turn. Explain to me why exactly you decided to become a doctor.”
 She shifted uncomfortably.  “Oh, I don’t think that’s a very interesting story.”

“Of course it is. It’s interesting to me,” he smiled.  Without his bushy moustache
she could see his facial expressions much more clearly, and was surprised to see he was
much more handsome than she originally thought.

“You’ll laugh at me,” she protested.
“Absolutely not!” he countered, leaning forward on the arm of the chair.

Sighing, she took another large gulp of wine.  Her head was light, the cool air made her
hair flutter about her shoulders and she softly rubbed her feet together for a bit of
warmth.  “Ok, ok, I give in.”



“Wow! That took no effort at all!” Perfo grinned.
“Ok, forget it,” she gave a fake pout and set her glass down, crossing her arms.
“I’m sorry!  I was just kidding, come on,” he leaned over and ran a rough

calloused hand over her shoulder.  She eased and smiled.
“Ok.  The truth of it is, is that when I was a little girl, I was hooked on

holodramas.”
“Holodramas,” Perfo repeated.
“Yes, those awful shows that came on in the mid afternoon so Senators wives

could have something to do besides getting drunk and throwing parties?  I used to watch
them religiously when I got out of class.”

“Holodramas,” Perfo repeated.
“Do you want me to go on?” she asked, cocking an eyebrow.
“Of course! This is great stuff actually,” he smiled and leaned back.

Rolling her eyes, she refilled both glasses.  “Anyway, one of my favorites was a show
called ‘Triage’ and in it…”

“Hey!  I remember seeing that show!  We got it on a delayed signal back on Vol
Kol, we were a few weeks behind but I caught a few episodes.  It uh…”

“It was horrible,” Lauren nodded.  “But when you are a little girl and your mother
is addicted to the show you tend to follow the lead, you know?” she started in on her
third, or maybe it was her fourth glass of wine?  She’d lost count. “But, see there was this
one nurse on there…”

“Nurse Damiaras,” Perfo nodded.
“You remember her?”
“Of course!  Any male with working hormones remembered her!  A Zeltron with

a body that…” Perfo shook his head. “Yeah, I remember her vividly.”
Lauren giggled.  “Well, she was my hero.  I told my parents when I grew up I wanted to
be just like her. My father though, he had different ideas.  He told me if he was going to
have a daughter working in a hospital it wasn’t going to be cleaning vomit off of
youngling’s chins- it was going to be saving lives.”

“Smart man,” he took a long draw from his glass, eliminating over half of the
wine.

“Well, that’s a matter of opinion.  What he meant to say was, ‘my daughter is
going to be saving human lives’.”

“Oh,” Perfo stopped and shifted in his seat.
“Yeah.  Dear old dad didn’t have much use for the galaxy’s rainbow of species,”

Lauren shook her head, stopping when she began to grow dizzy.  “Still, at least it paid
off.  If it was up to my mother I would be little more than a nice white smiling set of teeth
on the afternoon holonews.”

“Well, for what it’s worth I’ve got a dozen soldiers on base right now damn
thankful you are here, because if you weren’t they wouldn’t be either.”

“That’s sweet,” she smiled, then leaned back and swiveled, bridging the gap
between the chairs with her legs and planting her bare feet in his lap.  “Rub,” she
commanded, pointing with the same hand that held her glass.

“Rub?” He looked stunned and almost dropped his wine glass, spilling a bit on his
tunic. “Aw, that’s going to stain…”



“Don’t worry I know a good trick for getting wine stains out.  Now,” she wiggled
her toes.  “My feet are cold and sore from standing all day in surgery, now rub,
Commander.”
Smiling, he nodded.  “You can call me Perfo, you know,” his hands were warm, and the
sensation of his powerful thumbs rubbing her silken stockings along the contours of her
feet and her instep almost immediately put her to sleep.  She took another swallow of
wine just to keep from dozing off.

“That feels wonderful Perfo,” she purred. “I’ll have to make you steaks more
often,” she lounged back, closing her eyes.

“Deal,” he said.
“Better watch myself though, your girl might get upset,” she cracked an eyelid

and watched him work.
“If I had one you might have reason to worry, but I don’t so you shouldn’t.”
“Impossible.  You’re telling me you don’t have someone on base?” her eyes

opened wide in genuine amazement now.
“Nope,” he gave a lopsided grin.
“Then somewhere else?  Back on Vol Kol even, you two maybe meet up every

few months somewhere?”
“Afraid not, I’m as single and available as they come.”
“But that wasn’t always the case, was it?” she grinned and took another sip of

wine.
“Well, no.  Truth told I had some success with ladies when I was younger.  But

that was a long time ago when I had time for relationships.  Now, well now my free time
is earmarked by the New Republic,” his fingers worked into the pads of her feet and she
said nothing for a moment, merely laid back and enjoyed the attention.

“You sound like you regret it,” she said.
“Well, it makes it hard sometimes, I mean, I see other people on base who are

able to make relationships work, and, well, yeah, it’s not ideal.  I just wonder if I’m going
to wake up some day stuck in an Imperial prison cell like Jax, waiting to die and looking
back on a life filled with service and duty and lacking anything else. I mean, medals and
commendations look great hanging up on a wall but it’s not like you can really take them
to bed.

“Higher,” she said raising her leg slightly.
“Higher?”
“Rub higher, my calves are sore and you’ve shown you can handle a simple foot

massage with a degree of proficiency and a minimum of tickling,” she smiled and
finished off the rest of her wine.  She was coasting now, head swimming and the cool
fresh air caressing her face.
Slowly his hands began to move up her legs, powerful fingers working the knots out,
massaging muscles that had ached all day. They kept working upwards and she let go
with another low purr to let him know how relaxing it was.  They topped her stockings,
moving beneath the red silk of her dress and along her shaven legs, gripping the bare
flesh of her thighs.
She opened her eyes and gasped. He was hovering just above her, his crystal-clear blue
eyes locked on hers.

“Lauren, I...” he whispered.



Dropping her wine glass to the ground where it shattered upon hitting the hard marble,
she reached up and snaked her fingers along the back of his neck, pulling him down,
bringing their mouths together.

“I’m glad you stayed for breakfast,” she said, smiling over the cup of steaming
caffe.
Across from her Perfo smiled, though she could tell his mind was in a million different
places.  She could relate- after the night they spent together she wasn’t sure how she
should feel- elated or like the biggest piece of trash in the galaxy.
But she was telling the truth- it was nice to have him stay and not race off just because a
comm beeped or some foolish mission was waiting for him.

“Of course,” he smiled and shrugged.  “It’s going to be hard to leave.”
“Then don’t,” she stood, bundling her sleeping gown around her and moved to

where he sat, now dressed in his cleaned tunic, and dropped into his lap. The lights in the
room were still off  and the candles had long since burned out, but the virtual fireplace
continued to burn, casting everything in a dim orange glow.

“A tempting offer, but I do have a shift that starts in,” he went to look at his
chrono but she stopped him, grabbing his wrist.

“Please, don’t…” she shook her head.  “I don’t like feeling I’m being timed,” she
said softly.
Nodding, he pulled her close, his eyes wandering over her face. “God, you’re beautiful,”
he smiled.

“Thanks,” she leaned down and they kissed, a long lingering kiss that he
eventually broke off.

“Lauren, I…” he shook his head.  “What are we going to do?”
“About?”
“You know what about.”
“I don’t know,” she stood, stepping over to the cold butter tarts still sitting on the

counter form the night before.  The butter had congealed, hardened and the sweet subtle
scent from the previous evening had been replaced by an overpowering smell that caused
her stomach to flip. Suddenly the hand-crafted pastries that reminded her of home made
her sick to even look at them.

“I mean, Vic is…” Perfo started, then stopped.
“What,” Lauren turned, taking the pastries and tossing them in the incinerator set

into the kitchenette’s countertop.  “Inconsiderate?  Self centered?  Or…”
“Hey,” Perfo stood, walking over and leaning on the counter.  “Come on. You

don’t mean those things.”
“The hell I don’t!” she threw the plate into the sink where it clattered around.

“Perfo, I know he’s your friend …”
“Yeah, and he’s your boyfriend.”
“No, no he most certainly isn’t!” she brushed past him and into the main dining

area and began picking up the plates and utensils from the table.  “What he is, is a
mistake!  I sat around for almost six months pining away for him!  Thinking about him!
Surrounded by people dying and suffering and the one thing I could think about, the one



thing that kept me going was the foolish idea that when I saw him again we might…” She
stopped, her hands shaking and her face blushing. Tears threatened to spill over her eyes
and she let them.
Dropping the dinnerware back on the table, she turned, wiping away the warm streaks
running down her face. “Do you see?  A beautiful night, a beautiful morning, and its
ruined- ruined by some bastard sitting halfway across the galaxy who doesn’t even give a
damn about me.” She fell into his arms and he held her tight, rubbing her hair and
rocking her back and forth as the fireplace crackled and popped.

“I’m sorry, you deserve so much better. He doesn’t appreciate you but that’s
because of what he’s going through and everything he’s had to deal with lately- the death
of some of his people, the time he’s spent in the underworld trying to find Ket,” Perfo
drew back and wiped a tear from her face.  “Lauren, don’t for a second think it’s you.
It’s just…”

“It’s just a waste Perfo.  I was foolish to fall for him and foolish to hang on to the
fantasy of having a relationship with him,” she shook her head, her hair falling down
around her shoulders. “Coming here was a waste of time and energy.”

“No, don’t say that,” he pulled the hair away and tilted her chin up.  “If you
hadn’t come here we would never have met.  Now that would have been a waste.”
A smile pulled at her lips and he leaned in, kissing her so that for the moment she forgot
about war and death and most importantly, Vic Palisades.

*

Sometimes Koort wondered why he ever bothered to leave Uba IV.  Looking out
the viewport at the round ugly red rock of Rordak, he shook his head. From orbit it
looked almost exactly like home or Dega, where they’d caught Adkins.
Another ugly, blasted, toxic red planet, and another dangerous trip that would likely end
in death.
If he leaned in close he could almost hear the galaxy laughing at him. Seated in the
forward lounge of the Joralla Phantom, directly below the ship’s bridge, the sizable room
was filled with a dozen sectional sofas scattered about and various holoplayers and game
cabinets hugging the drab grey walls.  He’d killed the lights and was now working in the
planets red glow. With his helmet off and wearing only a breath mask and pair of
coveralls, the illumination made him feel like he was back home in Tacret Yoht’s Armor
Shop, where he’d spent most of his youth welding and repairing armor and weapons in
the sealed sterile environment of the back room- sealed, but with an open skylight that
allowed Uba’s rusty rose-colored dawn to peek in and cast him in crimson.

In his hands, he hefted a large jump pack, turning it over, shaking it and making
sure nothing would fall apart at the slightest vibration. The conveyance wasn’t nearly as
good as what he was used to but it would have to do.  It was large, bulky and seemed to
weigh as much as he did- but it was also the only thing they had on Tierfon Station and as
his own thrustpack had been damaged in the pursuit of Adkins, and since he’d yet found
time to get it suitably repaired he would have to manage with the jump pack, though it’s



age and some of the wear on its controls had him concerned-not that he had the parts on
hand to fix it, or even a place to test it if he could.

“Always judge a hunter by his weapons and armor,” Yoht would say, drilling the
mantra in to his brain so that he heard it in his sleep- even now.  The advice would
normally come on the heels of some hunter dropping their gear off for repair and Yoht
finding more problems and damage than the owner had originally alluded to. In many
cases Yoht would talk the client into outright purchasing a new suit of armor and
discarding the original.
He wished he had that option now.
But the selection on Tierfon Station was, understandably, limited and it wasn’t as if they
had time to head to Celanon and go on a shopping spree.  Grabbing a nearby spot welder
from the cushion of the couch he sat on he leaned forward, and fired the tool to life, and
began reinforcing the seam on the propulsion tank. Normally he wouldn’t even bother
with wearing the pack, but Rordak was notorious for its indigenous species the Viska,
who had the ability to fly so wearing gear that had the ability to cushion a landing seemed
like a wise addition, though it was merely wishful thinking that this particular jump pack
would perform when needed.
It reminded him of his first thrustpack- bought on credit from Yoht.  Though ‘credit” was
the kind old Ubese armorer’s way of saying Koort stole it with an unspoken promise to
pay him back later.
But it wasn’t as if he stole it out of some flight of fancy or even the inexperience of
youth- he stole the armor so he would have a fighting chance against the man who shot
his father.
He could still feel his mother shaking him awake, and in her low, barely audible voice,
pulling him from his bed and telling him his father had been shot.  A peace officer in
Crucible- the only ‘civilized’ walled city on Uba IV- his father had been in pursuit of a
smuggler who’d set down in the starport that evening his mother, She’ort explained.
Once the man had been identified by another spacer, Koort’s father, Kobur-a large
strapping dark-skinned Ubese, gave chase, pursuing him through the narrow streets and
crowded trading bazaar, before finally tracking him into one of the outlying residential
burros, where the outlaw ambushed his father and two other peace officers, gunning them
down and leaving them for dead.
His mother relayed all of this as he drove the sleep from his sixteen year old eyes and
tried to clear his head with the same monotone that she always used- be it calling him in
for dinner or telling him his father had been shot.  She’ort was like most Ubese women-
tough, resolute and accepting of the harsh fate life had cast down- but she was also
proud- possessing the kind of strength that came with being the wife of an officer, and
expected no less from her child. He was up in a moment and out the door,  barely taking
the time to throw on his breath mask and tunic.  His first stop was the Judges Guild- the
precinct house for the peace officers- there his father’s comrades had told him that the
smuggler, a Klatooinian  named Brakin Novaris had escaped over the Crucible’s wall and
into the Uba wasteland.

“Do not worry young Koort, the Uba wastes will finish off your fathers assailant,”
the judges had told him with grim satisfaction.
For a moment he felt avenged- surely the smuggler wouldn’t last more than a few hours,
possibly a day in the harsh battered landscape.



But justice had not been served.
Asking which direction they believed Novaris to have headed, Koort thanked the men
and made haste back to Yoht’s shop.  It was late, the man was asleep, and not wishing to
waste precious time waking him and trying to explain what was going on, Koort let
himself in and retrieved the best suit Yoht had- a set of Ubese Raider Armor complete
with a thrustpack and studded gauntlets.
Koort smiled, turning over the jump pack and beginning to check the other seams.  The
suit had been too big at the time, and the straps bit into his tough skin, rubbing him raw in
more than a few uncomfortable places- still- it allowed him to cover the distance between
he and Novaris in little time.
He found the Klatooinian a little more than two miles beyond the city’s walls, garbed in a
dark cloak trying to make his way from rock island to rock island in the darkness. The
battle was swift, as he didn’t see Koort coming and the young Ubese ambushed him,
tackling him to the ground and shoving a blaster in his face. Novaris was quick to
comply- likely because he knew the wasteland would be less forgiving than the legal
system- which just showed how little Novaris knew about Ubese law.
Head high, Koort marched Novaris back to the Crucible, hands bound behind his back
and pistol against his neck.  He considered punishing the man more, perhaps breaking an
arm or even splitting him open with a vibroblade- but no. That simple and pointless
torture and would garner him little satisfaction. Ultimately, it proved to be a wise move-
upon returning to the Judge’s Guild Koort was informed that a bounty had been posted
for Novaris- as was standard procedure for any criminal on Uba IV- and it was a tidy sum
indeed.
With the credits from Novaris’ bounty, Koort was able to pay of Yoht for the armor (the
old wrinkled Ubese smiled and shook his head- and was quite accommodating about the
whole thing) and even pay for his father’s medical bills.  A few months later, after his
father had recovered and was back on the job, Koort informed his parents he would be
leaving to pursue a life as a bounty hunter.
His mother said nothing, and his father responded as he often did when Koort made a
decision about something. “You are Ter’chon, I would expect no less,” Koort said aloud
in the empty lounge, smiling behind his breath mask.

“What’s that?”
Koort spun, his hands instinctively going to where his blasters normally hung, but upon
seeing Klux Martin approaching, hefting a large metal case, he relaxed.

“Nothing, what are you doing here?” Koort asked, watching the man set the case
down and drop onto a nearby grav couch.

“This is where we’re meeting.  Everyone decided to get suited up and ready to go
in here.  We do land in just a few hours you know,” Martin said, cocking an eyebrow.
“Why are the lights off?”
Pulling a few strands of thin black hair away from his eyes, Koort shrugged.  “I like the
dark-it’s easier to ambush your prey.”

“Are you always this cheerful?” Martin said, shaking his head.
“That was my attempt at a joke, likely it will be the last,” Koort shook his head.
“Oh, hey!  No, that’s pretty good,” Martin chuckled, leaning back.  “I didn’t know

you had one.”
“One what?”



“Sense of humor, I mean, you always seem so serious,” Martin said, looking out
the viewport.

“Yes, well, it’s one of a few bad habits I’ve picked up while being away from
home.”
The Jedi leaned forward.  “Really?  What are some others?”

“Joining political factions.”
“HA!  See?  That’s pretty good!”
“I wasn’t joking this time Martin,” Koort said returning to the jump pack. They

sat in silence for a moment as he ran a thin delicate finger along the conveyance.
“You know, you can call me Klux.  I wouldn’t mind,” the Jedi said.
“I would,” Koort replied, not looking up.
“Why?”
“Because, this is a business arrangement, no more, no less,” Koort sat the pack

aside and leaned back.  “It’s easier to keep things simple if you avoid personal
entanglements.”

“Then why are you here?  Why take all of this risk?”
“Akelish the Hutt,” Koort replied, crossing his arms.
“Yeah, Vic mentioned you had a mad-on for her.  So that’s it huh? Simple,

pointless revenge?”
Shaking his head, Koort stood, stepping over to the viewport.  “No Martin, my revenge
has a definite point.  I want to eliminate her and repay a debt. It’s that simple.”
The Jedi’s laughter caught him off guard and he stopped watching Rordak hover in space
and returned his gaze to Martin.  “What?”

“You think revenge is simple?” Martin shook his head and hopped up, stepping
forward.  “Koort, you just sat here, rattled off on how this is all business and you don’t
like personal entanglements and without even shifting gears begin to tell me the only
reason you are along is to get at Akelish because of a personal vendetta! Like it or not,
you’re no different than the rest of us buddy. You got emotions buried down under there,
though you might try to hide it.”

“Emotions get in the way,” Koort said.
“But you hate Akelish, right?  That’s why you want to take her out.”

Koort remained silent for a moment.  “Akelish…” he trailed off.  “Akelish simply needs
to be dealt with, and now is as good a time as any. It will save me trouble farther down
the road”

“Right, I got that. Otherwise you wouldn’t be here jumping through all of these
hoops,” the Jedi shook his head.  “Wow, you do a real good job of detaching your
emotions- you would put a lot of Jedi to shame.”

“A ‘lot’ seems to be correct.  I’ve seen more Jedi and Force users in the past week
than I would have ever expected to see in ten lifetimes.”

“Yeah, I guess with Palpatine gone we’re finding out he and Vader didn’t do such
a good job as they thought.” The Jedi shook his head.  “Anyway, look, you claim
emotions get in the way, but you’re a living, breathing being right? So, you’re telling me
you’ve never, you know, loved anyone?”

“No, I haven’t,” Koort shook his head.
“Come on. What about your parents?”



“I respect my parents. They were reliable providers and helped forge me into the
hunter I am.”

“Right, so, what about, you know…”
“What?”
“You know, a partner maybe?” Martin winked.
“That’s personal,” Koort replied.  He was hunter, not a consort and never had

time for any sort of ‘external’ relationship.
“Come on, it’s just you and me here,” Martin leaned in. “You telling me you

never, you know, had a fine curvy Ubese lady looking for some alone time?”
“Martin, Ubese females are neither “fine” nor “curvy,” Koort shook his head.

“Besides,” he pulled down his breath mask to reveal his pale, scarred face and bared rows
of sharp teeth at the man, “I’m not exactly the socialite type.”

“Woah!  You can put that back on!  Wow,” Martin shook his head.  “I didn’t
know how much of a favor you were doing us by leaving your helmet on.  I mean,” the
man stopped and gave a small grin.  “No offense there, Koort.”
Inside, Koort laughed and a smile tugged as his mouth behind his breath mask.  “None
taken, you aren’t exactly my type either.”

“Yeah, I guess,” the Jedi shrugged, turning to look out the window.
“That was a joke, Klux,” Koort said turning to look back out at Rordak.
“It was? Oh yeah, it was!” the Jedi turned and smiled.  “Good one.”
“Thanks,” Koort said, and they continued to watch the red planet inch closer and

closer towards them.

“I’m glad I didn’t join the crew just to see the sights,” Koort said aloud, watching
the now large red disc occupy almost the entire viewport.

“Yeah, kinda gives you a sense of déjà vu, doesn’t it?” Klux said beside him.
He’d retreated back to his cabin to suit up in the rest of his armor and make sure the jump
pack fit, returning to find the lights in the forward lounger on and the area a bustle of
activity as Raptor Squad and Vornskr Pack intermingled, prepping their gear and going
over last minute strategy. The only one absent besides the crew of pilots that came on
board was the Vornskr Pack pilot- Race Moonthall, though Koort had heard some
rumblings a few days back that it wasn’t necessarily by the pilots choice.

“You sure you wouldn’t rather wear one of these suits?” Palisades asked, tapping
a large metal suitcase with his boot  “We packed enough for everyone.”

“Why would I want to downgrade?” Koort asked, crossing his arms.  “Plus,
you’re not wearing one.” Palisades was once again clad in his Terminus armor, turning
his helmet over in his hands while Klux, Kable, Baal and Lana wore identical armor-
black padded form-fitting bodysuits with thick high collars and matching helmets that
now sat aside on a blue sofa while Vornskr Pack were all arrayed in a myriad of armor
and gear, from Double Zero’s full-body black suit to Reika Paret’s thin, almost non-
existent body glove-though everyone had some sort of breathing apparatus to aid against
Rordak’s harsh air..

“Downgrade? This armor is top notch, it even has stealth mode!” Klux said,
toggling a switch on the suits forearm gauntlet.  The armor shimmered momentarily, then



as it adapted and redirected the light of the room, turned the man from the neck down
invisible- save for a slight shimmer in the air.

“Neat, huh?”  the Jedi’s hovering head asked, smiling.
“I’m impressed beyond words,” Koort replied. “Still, I think I’ll keep my Raider

armor,” he tapped the side of his helmet with his finger and went back to looking out the
viewport. “Though I will take a suit- I can always scavenge it for parts and materials.”

“You interested in any of the blasters or grenades?” Palisades motioned to the
various creates of gear.
Stepping over and expecting the selection, Koort shook his head.  “Not really, all of this
looks…” he stopped.  Reaching down he pulled three round plastoid fist-sized discs from
a smaller case, along with a small detonator.  “I’ll take these.”

“What are those?” Klux’s disembodied head asked.
“TX-112’s” Koort slid them in a bandolier and slung it over his shoulder.

“Thermite mines.  They can burn through almost anything.”
“Uh, isn’t that a bit of overkill for the guards?” Klux asked.
“It’s not for the guards,” Koort looked the man up and down. “Oh, and you might

want to preserve the battery on your new toy Klux, it only lasts for thirty minutes.”
“Oh, yeah,” Klux said, his voice followed by an almost inaudible “click” that

restored the rest of his body.
“Not like that’s going to matter, those stormies got infrared lowlight helmets,

being invisible won’t stop them from seeing you or your fancy lightsword,” Kable said.
Koort turned to watch the man who was checking and re-checking the energy cells on his
blaster rifle.

“Yeah, but by the time they notice that it will already be too late, right?” Vic
smiled and slapped Klux on the shoulder.

“I hope.  I would be happy if we were able to get in there without anyone noticing
us at all,” the Jedi said.  “I mean, that’s the point right?  Bring as little attention to
ourselves as possible?”

“Ideally,” Palisades replied, adjusting something in his helmet and appearing to
have trouble.

“I thought you had Ten-Spot maintain your armor Palisades, shouldn’t you be
good to go?” Koort asked.

“He doesn’t let me maintain his helmet,” the droid replied from nearby. “He’s
picky when it comes to that piece of equipment.”

“I let you clean the breath filter out,” Palisades replied.
“And that was about all you let me do,” the droid crossed his arms.  “I was barely

done before you were asking me for it back.”
“It was enough.  I can maintain the helmet, you maintain the rest of the armor,”

the man looked up, brows knotting together.  “In addition to being valuable, this helmet is
calibrated just how I like it and I don’t want someone altering the settings- the last thing I
need is to be in the middle of combat and find out the IR filter is screwed up.”

“IR filter is about all that helmet does have, it’s as old as the Core worlds and
lined with a type of insulation I’ve not ever seen before,” Ten Spot replied.  Koort
watched the interaction with interest- he’d repaired thousands of helmet models while
working in Yoht’s shop and the Terminus design was unlike anything he’d ever seen
before.



“Some might say you have an unhealthy connection to that thing,” Ten Spot said.
“’Some’ should mind their own business,” Palisades said without a hint of humor.

He stared hard at his droid and Koort imagined if Ten Spot could show any emotion it
would undoubtedly be exchanging hard looks with its master.
An uncomfortable silence followed, finally broken by Lieutenant Kable. “I’m not worried
about what kind of fancy armor we’re wearing,” he said. “This isn’t a fashion show.
Those stormies see me I’ll be the last thing they see,” he snorted.

“No, what you are going to do is follow Klux’s lead and stay sharp,” Vic said,
taking his stare from the armorer droid and turning to the man.  “Right Lieutenant?”
The man said nothing, merely smiled and kept checking his blaster.

“Palisades asked you a question soldier,” El’Kar said from nearby.  She was in
camo armor similar to that of the droid tech Jen Zi and stopped what she was doing to
turn to Kable.  The man glanced over at her, then back at Palisades.

“Yeah, yeah I’ll follow the Jedi’s lead,” he said, throwing a wink at Klux.  “You
know Palisades,” Kable continued, leaning back.  “I was wondering- why the hell isn’t
Raptor Squad full on Spec Forces?”

“Us, military?” Palisades said.
“Sure. You guys try to pass yourselves off as some elite group, right?”
The outlaw stopped and looked up from his helmet.  “No, no we don’t try to pass

ourselves off as anything of the sort. Plus I don’t think rank suits us very well.”
Standing, Kable gestured to Vornskr Pack, who’d stopped and was now paying attention
to the exchange.  “Why?  It seems to work for the ‘Pack pretty well.”

“And I’m happy for them,” Palisades went back to fiddling with his helmet. “But
just because it works for them doesn’t mean it’s a good fit for us.”
Koort rolled his eyes.  Kable was just itching to punch the man’s buttons- now of all
times.  With an Imperial Star Destroyer setting off their bow and a deadly prison planet
they would be sitting down on in  a matter of hours looming directly behind, he chose
now to antagonize the leader of Raptor Squad.
If Koort wasn’t seeing it with his own eyes he wouldn’t have believed it.

“I think I know why you guys aren’t military,” Kable continued.  “It’s because of
the responsibility. You guys like being able to do as you please without having to be
accountable and take responsibility,” he was standing in front of Palisades now, his rifle
slung and smiling wide.

“If I tell you you’re right will it mean you’ll keep your trap shut for the entire
mission?” Palisades looked up.

“You don’t have to tell me I’m right, I know I am,” Kable replied.
“Lieutenant, if you don’t have anything better to do I can always use a hand

loading these ammo belts,” El’Kar said.
“I’m just batting the breeze sir.  Just like to know who I’m crewing with- who’s

calling the shots before I get off this ship,” Kable turned.  “I don’t know anything about
this Jedi and he’s going to be the one running my team?  And I sure as hell don’t know
anything about this guy,” Kable jerked a thumb at Koort who felt his pulse quicken and
face flush.

“If you wish to know something, simply ask. I don’t have the time nor desire to
play games and weave a web of lies for your benefit,” Koort replied.



“Yeah, I ‘wish to know’ what is going to happen if we get in a firefight and things
start to get hairy?  Like maybe your payday starts to look a bit small compared to the
risk?” Kable crossed his arms.  “See, I know if I’m down there with one of the ‘Pack,
they’ll have my back, because they’re soldiers and they’ll follow orders.  I don’t have
that kind of guarantee with Raptor Squad.”

“No, you don’t,” Koort stepped up, eye-level with Kable’s throat.  “But I do have
my own code, and I won’t leave a partner behind to die- unless he gives me every reason
to do so.”

“Like what kind of reason?” Kable said, leaning forward so that his breath misted
up his helmets visor.

“Like questioning my integrity,” Koort replied.
Neither one flinched, and Kable finally cracked a smile. “Yeah, ok.  Well, see Ubese, I
don’t have anything to measure that by now, do I?  All I’ve seen so far is a mercenary
bounty hunter who is more interested in credits than accomplishing this mission.  Now, if
that makes me a little paranoid, so be it.  But I don’t think I’m out of line here.”

“Lieutenant Kable, I too know little about Raptor Squad, but they have shown
themselves to be honorable- if a bit unorthodox at times,” Lana said, stepping forward.

“You?” Kable rolled his eyes.  “You aren’t even a part of this team, so no offense
if I don’t take your opinion to mean squat.”

“Hey!” Klux stepped forward.  “She’s more a part of this team that you are! She’s
at least here, gearing up to go after a man she’s never met!  She’s at least trying to help
rather than questioning everyone and everything!” Klux said, jamming a finger in
Kable’s face.

“Hey, look, we all deal with combat in different ways, and I can understand some
of the Lieutenants concerns,” Palisades said, stepping between the Jedi and the soldier.

“You can?” Klux shook his head.
“Sure, he’s never fought alongside us before, and I’d rather he air his concerns

here, now, rather than on the ground,” Palisades turned to Kable and gave him a wide
smile. “So what do you propose Lieutenant?”
The man looked hard at Palisades and Koort watched him-almost imperceptibly- gnaw at
the inside of his cheek.  “I think putting me in charge would be the wisest option,” Kable
finally replied.

“No way!” Klux started but Palisades put a hand on his shoulder.
“Wait Klux, let’s just hear the Lieutenant out before rushing to judgment,”

Palisades looked back, still toting a smile on his face.  “Care to explain why Lieutenant?”
“Of course, I’m an officer, decorated, and I’ve got combat experience,” Kable

replied, puffing his chest out.  Koort almost burst into laughter.
“Hmmm, excellent points,” Palisades nodded.  “Unfortunately, Klux here is also a

vet in combat and more importantly, has seniority over you. Now, while rank may mean
something in the New Republic, it means jack and dung in Raptor Squad.  Seniority
however, goes a long way, so I’m afraid Klux is still acting head of this team.”

“Of course, I figured as much…” Kable began, but Palisades held his finger up.
“But!  I also understand how uncomfortable that might make you feel.  And how

that kind of uncertainty might make you a liability on this mission- so,” Palisades leaned
forward so he was looking down his nose at the slightly shorter man, “if you like, you can
stay here, and when we get back to Tierfon Station I can write a nice long letter to



Command about how you backed out of the mission because you weren’t comfortable
being led by a “Jedi’.” Palisades smiled wide and waited and Kable leaned forward.

“No thank you, Sir” He said through grit teeth.
“Good, then I’m sure this will be the last time we have to have this discussion,

correct?”
“Of course,” Kable nodded.
“Sir,” Palisades added.
“Sir” Kable repeated, the word dripping from his mouth like week old vaporator

sludge.
Wonderful, Koort shook his head and returned his gaze to the planet as everyone found
something better to do and the only sound to fill the lounge was the shuffling and clearing
of throats.
Over the ships comm the long drawl of Race Moonthall broke the uncomfortable silence
in the lounge.

“We got clearance folks, my buddy Kick did a real nice job of convincing the Imp
Deuce he was just dropping off a cargo hold of good eats and fun times.  We’ll be setting
down in an hour and thirty minutes.  Better get your gear and get ready to roll, I’ll give
you the all clear when we land.”
No one responded, instead they just continued to prep, though he watched Kable in the
reflection of the viewport continue  to level a hard gaze at Palisades who was busy
checking the satchel containing the thermal well. With a lot of luck they might be able to
get through the mission without killing each other first-though he wasn’t about to bet on
it.

*

“It’s going to hurt more if you move, try to lie still.”
Trying to calm his breathing and opening his eyes just a crack so they could adjust to the
light, Xander looked to his right at the Bith who was leaning back, his large black
bulbous eyes focusing on Xander’s chest.
Delicately balanced in his long thing fingers, a gleaming metal cylinder fired small red
beams of light, striking Xander in the chest and sizzling when they hit.

“Ow!” he said after the third beam struck the puncture wound in his chest.
“Done now.  Don’t you feel better?” the craniopod asked, placing the instrument

on a nearby metal tray and crossing his arms. His basic was broken, hard to understand
and heavy in dialect but Xander’s family had many such servants back on Pelagon, so he
was used to having to decipher language.

“I guess, at least I’m not still bleeding,” Xander replied.  He’d blacked out after
his friend Jax had been shot off the catwalk in the bowels of “The Shaft” and reawakened
to find himself being drug to the infirmary.  His eyes had never full adjusted to the bright,
sterile environment, so he’d just kept them closed while the doctor had sewn up his
wound-a wound compliments of a dead inmate named Pudge who used his chest to
sharpen her vibroblade with.



 “Why, why didn’t the droid seal me back up?” Xander said, gesturing to the
single 2-1B medical droid busy running a centrifuge in the corner of the operating room.
The Alpha TR-8 infirmary was located in the bottom of the prisons admin building, with
one small room for signing in patients, one larger room for surgery and a two dozen
cubicles arrayed down one main hall, each sealed off by a red glowing laser barrier.

“What, you don’t enjoy my bedside manner? Think a droid would be more
interesting to talk to?” the Bith said.

“No, no I didn’t mean that…” Xander said.
The Bith leaned over and grabbed a nasty-looking laser scalpel, triggering it to its full
length and turning the four inch shimmering red blade in the air. “I could open you back
up you know.”

“Woah, woah hey now,” Xander tried to back away but he was strapped down to
the table, unable to move a muscle. All he was able to do was watch his panicked
reflection in the Bith’s large eyes.

“Relax, relax, I’m just having you on,” the Bith said, emitting a low chuckle. “No,
the 2-1B only gets called upon for emergencies generally.  They keep me around to
handle small wounds and the like.”

“Yeah, real funny; who are you anyway?” Xander lay back, trying to relax and
wondering if he would be lucky enough to get some pain killers. His dungarees were split
down the front, baring his chest but still wearable.
Powering down the scalpel and setting it aside on a nearby instrument table, the Bith
turned back to Xander and began undoing the restraints.  “Some call me Doctor Sinsolee,
but most around here simply call me Doc.”

“Right.  Well, thanks Doc. I appreciate you sewing me up. Really,” Xander sat up
gently, trying not to inhale too deeply. Running both hands through his mop of blonde
hair he redirected his fingers, scratching absently at the like-colored moustache he’d
grown to hide his identity. When you were a nobleman from the Tapani system whose
trial for attempted assassination of the Emperor was broadcast galaxy-wide it was in your
best interest to try to stay as low-key as possible.
Not that it always worked. And not that it really mattered now.

“I’m Xander,” he smiled and shook the Bith’s hand. “So, you stuck here like me
or you here voluntarily?” he asked, fingering the two inch scar on his chest.

“Don’t play with it,” Doc said, slapping his hand away.  “No, no I’m a guest here,
just like you-you don’t find many voluntary guests on Rordak.”

“What are you in for?” Xander’s head swam and he cursed himself for passing on
lunch and almost getting killed on an empty stomach.

“Killing a patient,” Doc said.
Letting go with a laugh, Xander winced at the pain. “That’s a good one Doc, funny. You
trying to scare me again, it won’t work.”

“On the contrary, I’m telling you the truth.”
“Really?” Xander leaned back and inspected the small, frail being. “Sorry Doc, I

just don’t see you killing someone.”
Shrugging the Bith shook his head. “Neither do I- not intentionally anyway.  But that’s
what the Empire calls it when you try to save the life of a wounded General and fail.”

“They, they imprisoned you for that?” Xander shook his head. “Are you serious?”



“Quite.  I tried everything I could to save her life but apparently I didn’t try hard
enough- in the Empire’s estimate at least,” Doc shook his head, gesturing at Xander’s
chest. “That was a nasty wound.  You didn’t get that by falling on your spoon during
dinner,” Doc said leaning back. “Care to fill me in?”

Shaking his head, Xander replayed the events over in his mind- being sliced, then trying
to save the female who’d done it, only to see her plummet to her death anyway. “Not
really Doc.  It all happened kinda fast, it was dark and a good friend of mine died.  Not
exactly something you’d want to hear about.”
Doc  tilted his large yellowish head. “Died? But you are the only one they brought in.
Where is your friend?”

“I don’t know.  They shot Jax and he pitched over the catwalk, fell to his death
I’m sure.  They had us in “The Shaft” fighting Pudge Choom and Barvas. They bit it
too.”

“Jax?!?” Doc sat up, and if his eyes could have gone any more wide Xander
imagined they would have.  “No! Not Jax! Jax She’ba?”

“Uh, yeah. You knew him?”
Shaking his head, the Bith sat back, deflated.  “Poor Jax. Yes, yes I knew him.  He and I
had a running game of holochess,” Doc waved to a small gaming board sitting near the
corner. “I’d had many opponents in my time here, but none as cunning or as colorful as
Jax.  I’m sorry to hear of his demise.”

“That makes two of us Doc,” Xander winced as he reached for his drab gray long
sleeved shirt. “So what now?  The stormies take me back to my cell so I can suffer in
peace?”

“They will be around shortly,” Doc replied.  “I told them your mending and
recuperation would take a few hours after you awoke.”

“Recuperation?”  Xander snorted.  “Then how about you give me a shot of
something so my chest doesn’t feel like some saber rake had his way with me?”
Doc shook his head. “I’m really not supposed to. Warden Drummond strictly monitors
the narcotics and medicine in the facility. We get very little and it is usually reserved for
those who really need it.”

“Come on Doc!  This is a prison! I’m sure they keep you stocked up with all
kinds of meds,” Xander shook his head.
Doc stood, and slowly limped over to a medicine cabinet.  “Not really. Most of what we
get goes back out-Drummond has a nice side operation going with some local Viska
communities I believe.  Makes a nice profit from it,” he dipped into a small box and
retrieved what appeared to be a blue thumb-sized capsule. “Here,” he limped back over
and held it above the wound.  “This should help.”
With a squeeze the cap popped open and blue gel poured onto the cut- and instantly
numbed his chest.  Doc smoothed the salve out and leaned back, wiping his hands on a
nearby rag.

“Thanks Doc.  I can actually breathe now,” Xander smiled. “So, Drummond is
also skimming the medicine huh?  Figures.”

Nodding the doctor sat back down.  “Yes.  He does what he wants- it’s his
prison.”



“Yeah. You don’t need to tell me twice,” Xander said.  Earlier Drummond had
tried to blackmail him into using his family’s contacts and influence to secure the
warden’s future employment within the Paddox royal court. When Xander refused the
Warden had he and Jax thrown into the Shaft- just to make sure Xander knew who was in
charge. It worked.

  “I heard the guards mention they were to take you back to see Drummond once
you were fit to move,” I would appreciate you not mentioning the medicine to him,” Doc
said.

“Huh? Oh, of course not,” Xander shook his mop of blonde hair-and almost asked
the Doctor if he would mind shaving him bald.  “They’re taking me back to see him?
Great, I can’t wait.”
Snickering, the Bith leaned in.  “You seem very smart. You should do as he says. You
might live longer.”
It was Xander’s turn to laugh. “For what? What the hell is the point Doc?  So I can enjoy
the food more?  Or maybe so he can get me some disease-ridden hooker in here for me to
lay up with? I’ll pass thanks.”
Nodding the Bith opened his hands wide.  “I understand. There isn’t much worth living
for here.  That’s why some try to escape, foolish as it seems.”

“I don’t blame them. Do you know if any have ever gotten out of here?” Xander
asked. Perhaps if Doc had been around a while he would know of something-anything
that might give him a glimmer of hope.

“It’s impossible.  If you don’t die they recapture you and make sure you don’t
forget what a foolish mistake you made-I’ve had a few come through I had to piece back
together because they thought they would take a chance.”

“So you actually knew someone who tried?” Xander had to find something,
anything to hang onto.
The Bith shook his head and patted his leg.  “I didn’t come in here with this bad
appendage Xander.  It was a gift from the warden for trying to get my life back.”
He sat in silence for a moment, finally cursing.  “Dammit!  Jax told me…he...” Xander
looked around, lowering his voice.  “He told me he had a plan to escape, a plan to get out
of here!”
 “I wish I could tell you he was right Xander.  Jax was a very shrewd human and, I would
like to consider a good friend.  But he was also an idealist, a dreamer.  And I’m afraid
that is exactly what his plans of escape were, dreams.”
Inside, Xander felt himself go numb, as if the salve had spread throughout his body and
killed anything that might have been left alive.  Twenty-two and he was already doomed,
his life of royalty, privilege and comfort-stripped away, leaving nothing but a broken,
dead shell.
Patting him on his shoulder, Doc leaned in. “Don’t give up Xander. You have to hold out
hope, we all do.  Life is precious and ends much too quickly.” Turning away Doc rolled
his chair over to a nearby console and began tapping away. “I’d better get your file
logged into the system!  Drummond hates it when I delay the necessary paperwork.”
From down the hallway, Xander could hear the stamp of boots drawing near.

“Sounds like it’s time for my meeting,” he said.



“Yes, I heard them a few moments ago. I’m sure it will be fine Xander,” Doc
replied, referring to a nearby sheet of flimplast while his hands tapped away at the
console.
Off to his left, the gleaming laser scalpel caught Xander’s eye, lying among several other
instruments on the stainless durasteel tray. Quietly he stood, taking two long steps that
brought him within arms reach. Quickly he palmed the scalpel and slid it into the pocket
of his work dungarees as the guards reached the door, triggering the laser barrier off.

“Time to go Paddox, Drummond wants to see you,” the stormtrooper droned from
behind his expressionless helmet.
Nodding, Xander turned and approached the door, keeping his hands shoved in his
pockets and his head down. “Later Doc,” Xander said over his shoulder, watching the
Bith continuing to tap away with his long fragile looking fingers.

“Chin up Xander!” Doc replied, finally glancing over. “If you aren’t too busy
later, come see me during down time.  Perhaps you and I can take up a new game of
holochess,”

“Yeah,” Xander replied, his hand still clamped around the cold hard steel of the
scalpel, “if I’m not too busy later, I might do that.”

Drummond was leaning back in his chair, turned away from the door and
watching a freighter set down on a nearby landing pad adjacent to the admin building.
Stepping forward, Xander still held the scalpel tight, watching thin beads of sweat race
from the top of the mans bald head, down his thick neck and stain the drab grey collar of
his Imperial tunic.

“You wanted…” Xander began but the man held his hand up and Xander closed
his mouth.
He stood watching the warden for another several minutes as the dark silhouette of the
freighter-it’s underside illuminated by the blue domes that encircled the platform,
powered down; great geysers of  steam  blasting from forward vents, bathing the entire
pad in a thick fog.

“You see that vessel Paddox?”
“Kinda hard not to,” Xander said, wincing as he drew breath.
“It’s the Joralla Phantom. You know what it’s bringing here?” Drummond asked,

still facing away.
“Supplies?”
“No…it’s delivering my future,” the man spun around and leaned forward.  “It

serves a purpose Paddox. Thus, I continue to use it, exploit it and when my arrangement
with its captain no longer benefits me- I’ll renegotiate a new deal, one that does benefit
me. Do you understand?”

“I understand negotiation,’ Xander nodded.
“Of course you do.  Though it seems it took making an example of your

troublesome friend for you to realize how little you had to negotiate with,” he narrowed
his steely eyes and worked his jaws back and forth.  “What did you think would happen?
Did you think She’ba would protect you while you were here?”
Xander remained silent.



“If so, you are as foolish as he was- though he had the excuse of being a rebellion
operative- those sad traitors already live in an imaginary fantasy world.”

“Yeah, I guess they just ‘imagined’ blowing up that Death Star and wiping out
Palpatine huh?” Xander smirked.
Drummond said nothing, merely leaned back and drew a hand across his forehead,
slinging the sweat off to the side where it splattered against a stack of cargo crates
marked “perishable”. “You think you’re funny Paddox?  You want to continue playing
this game?  I showed you what I’m willing to do to someone who wants to help
you…you think I wouldn’t be willing to do the same to you?”

“Of course not,” Xander leaned back.
“And why is that?”
“Because, you want to negotiate,” Xander managed a smile.  “Because if you

didn’t, I wouldn’t be here right now, the fact is, I’m your last shot at a real future
Drummond,” Xander gestured to the freighter and the cargo containers now being rolled
from its aft hold.  “Sure, you can sit here for the next decade, skimming food and medical
supplies with every shipment, selling them off and making a measly little profit…”

“How did you…” Drummond began but it was Xander’s turn to wave him off and
he continued.

“But the truth is the most you could hope to make in the next decade would be a
pittance compared to what you could make the first year as an advisor to my Uncle
Theux,” Xander leaned back, “Unless you like breathing in deadly atmo and showering
with your stormtroopers.”
Drummond nodded and a thin smile stretched across his plump face. “So,” he leaned
forward again and Xander noticed the folds of the tunic began to rise and fall more
quickly- the slug was getting excited, “You’ve come to your senses.”

“How could I not? “ Xander leaned back.  “You showed me what my options
were- and the last thing I need is to get the ‘shaft’,” he let a phony laugh escape at the
lame joke and Drummond, already planning his vacation in the Tapani sector joined in.

“True!  True!  Look, Xander,” the man smiled, “this doesn’t have to be unpleasant
for you.  To be honest, I really like you, I just felt we needed to get things clear, you
understand, don’t you?”

“Oh, absolutely,” Xander nodded.  “It just took me a little while to warm up to the
idea.  I mean,” he shrugged, “what you offered actually sounds pretty good right about
now.”

“Of course!  Your own cell, furnished with whatever amenities we can get you of
course,” Drummond began listing off the perks, “we can arrange for a consort visit
monthly-really fine females, that is, assuming that is what you like of course…”

“Yes, of course,” Xander nodded. Shadra Avery’s smiling face flashed in his
mind’s eye and he felt a different kind of ache accompany his stab wound.  Inwardly he
cursed himself for not refusing the trip to Coruscant and running away with her- leaving
everything behind and maybe starting a new life where the name Paddox was just like
any other-common.

“I would expect you are used to having many ladies throw themselves at your
feet- I mean, there must be hundreds, even thousands of beautiful women in House
Paddox who throw themselves at men of power,” Drummonds was looking past him now,
mentally living his own perverse fantasies on Pelagon.



“Oh, at least,” Xander nodded.  “Why, a man of power and position can have his
pick,” Xander decided to lay it on thick. Telling the man that most women in House
Paddox would burst into laughter at his advances certainly wouldn’t help him now.

“Yes, power and position,” the man straightened up, pulling his tunic taught and
smiling.

“Don’t worry warden.  One comm call to my Uncle Theux and you’ll be set for
life,” Xander smiled at the lie; the last thing he would do is jeopardize his family by
setting this slug loose upon his house. He loved his Uncle, and knew the man would do
anything for him- but he wasn’t willing to risk the man’s station any more than he already
had. “Hey, do you happen to have any more of that brandy?  We should really have a
drink to seal the deal.”
Leaning back the man shifted his girth and reached down, opening a drawer and
producing a brown liquor bottle.  “I just happen to have some right here, now that you
mention it!”The man produced two glasses and filled them both up with light blue liquid,
handing one to Xander.  He let go of the scalpel and took it, hefting it in the air.

“To new partnerships,” Drummond smiled.
“To the future,” Xander winked.
“Ah! Yes!  To the future! Even better!”  The man downed his drink and refilled

his glass.  Xander smiled and took a sip-but not too much as Drummond knocked back
another gulp, wincing and shaking his head back and forth.

“That is some damn fine brew!” Drummond smiled, his eyes glassing over just a
bit.  He refilled his glass and corked the bottle.  “Not too much of course, Frostberry
Brandy is fine but too much can leave your head swimming,” he winked at Xander.

“Absolutely!” Xander took another small sip and swirled the glass, letting the
fragrance lift to his nose- if it was the last thing he ever smelled it wouldn’t be so bad, he
thought-at least it wouldn’t be the refreshers-or the gruel from the mess or…

“I would imagine your Uncle Theux would be awake, on Pelagon it is only early
afternoon,” Drummond said, setting the bottle aside.  “We could go ahead and comm him
now if you like- I’ve got a relay through the Star Destroyer,” the man turned to the edge
of his desk and hit a key that brought up a glowing red holo-keyboard and accompanying
screen that hovered several centimeters above the old batters desk. “Now…give me a
moment while I establish the uplink…”
Xander knocked back the drink and set it on the desk.  Reaching deep in his pocket he
closed his fist around the laser scalpel and stood up.  Drummond caught the movement
out of the corner of his eye.

“Oh no need to stand,” the warden said smiling.  “He won’t be able to see…” he
stopped as Xander produced the scalpel, triggering the blade to life. “What are you…”

“I’ll see you in hell you rotten bastard,” Xander snarled, and as he leapt across the
desk, left hand grabbing for the collar of Drummonds tunic and right drawn back to
deliver a killing blow with the scalpel, there was a momentary flicker of  the overhead
lights- and then the world rumbled and went pitch black.

*



The smell brought him back to consciousness, assaulting his nose and making him
retch.  If he’d had anything left to give up he would have, but after several moments of
dry heaves, Jax finally began breathing through his mouth and managed to open his eyes-
and stared right into a pair of angry orange slits that narrowed, reflecting his own pale,
dazed expression back at him.
Leaning back brought him away from the Visk’s face, but not far enough that the creature
couldn’t run a thin, fleshy proboscis along his sweat covered nose and forehead.

“How do I taste you disgusting creature?” Jax said, his words bereft of rage and
intensity.  He was wounded, battered and simply didn’t have the energy to muster up
enough hate. In fact, he wasn’t able to move at all he realized. Looking down, he was
horrified to see he’d been cocooned, suspended and was dangling like freshly hung meat
in the Viska feeding chamber.
Off to his right Pudge wiggled and squirmed, cursing and snarling, but it was little use-
they were trapped.

“Damn you She’ba!  I coulda been on my way out of here!  I coulda been back in
my cell by now!  But I had to listen to you!  Had to…” the woman began panting,
shaking her head and throwing more curses his way.  The other Viska watched her with
interest, making what sounded like snickering that he soon took to be laughing- he almost
joined in.

“Pudge, save your energy, I don’t think yelling is going to do any good,” he said.
He felt like an open wound- whatever they hit him with in his back had raised a thick
welt between his shoulder blades- only adding to the misery from all of the other wounds
he’d suffered in the past five or six hours.

“Shut your hole She’ba!  Look what listening to you has gotten me!” Pudge tried
to wrest free again, giving up after a few moments.  “You know,” she gasped, “you better
hope they kill us, because if they don’t I’m sure as hell going to kill you.”

“I hope you get the chance,” Jax shook his head.  The Visk in front of him shook
his head and slowly backed away, and, along with the others retreated from the feeding
chamber, leaving them hanging in the red, gurgling room.  The other victims that were
still intact were comatose, and as Jax looked closer, he could see dried dark streaks
running from the rear of their necks, staining their chests and shirts.

“What She’ba?  What are you looking at?” Pudge asked, her voice lower, less
irritated now.

“Looks like the Viska puncture the rear of your neck when they drink.  That’s
why they keep the upper torso exposed,” Jax tried to move but the fleshy pod sucked
tight- as if it knew he wanted to move and instinctively acted against him.  Likely some
sort of symbiotic parasite- feeding off of him even as he hung suspended. He shivered,
and tried to make a fist with his left hand- no use.  It was like he was trapped in a rancid
jelly sack.

“Great, at least we’ll know where they are going to stick us when they kill us,”
Pudge shook her head.  “Wonder where all of these other saps came from?”

“Where do you think?” Jax gave up trying to move and relaxed.  As he did the
sack seemed to ease up slightly as well. “From the prison.”

“No way, no way all of these people came from up top,” Pudge shook her head.



“What, you’ve been keeping a census?” Jax nodded to a large grouping of the
sealed pods.  “We don’t know how long these people have been down here Pudge, for all
we know they feed off of bodies for months, hell maybe years, then when the body can’t
produce any more…fluid…they encase them and let these pods break down the organic
matter to…”

“Ugh, you’re makin’ me sick She’ba, just shut up ok?”
“Gladly,” Jax relaxed even further and the warm moist pod vibrated slightly.  He

went to move his fist again- to see if he could get any room to move and the sickening
realization that he couldn’t feel his arm hit him.  “Frell,” he muttered, and tried again.
Nothing.  He thought for a moment his arm had simply lost circulation- but it wasn’t that.
He was going numb, the sack must be secreting something that was killing his nerve
endings. “Pudge?” he said, trying not to sound panicked.

“What?”
“Can you move?”
“If you’re trying to be funny at a time like this She’ba I’ll…”
“Listen,” Jax hissed, “I can’t feel my arms-at all.  Can you move?”

He watched Pudge shift, her face contorting into a mask of anger, then confusion,
“No…no I can’t feel anything at all,” her eyes went wide, “Oh cripes She’ba!  I can’t…”

“There is little reason to panic,” the voice was a metallic rattle that came from the
entrance to the chamber and Jax watched a large Visk enter, it’s massive wings slowly
opening and closing as its head swung back and forth, eyeing Pudge, then swiveling to
take him in. Wrapped around its throat was a thick black leather band with a fist-sized
disk pressed against its throat. Larger than the trio of Viska following it, its body
glistened with moisture- sweat or blood he couldn’t be sure.
The leader Jax figured.  He wasn’t surprised.

“This allows me to speak to you so that you understand,” it said, plodding forward
on thick legs.

“And Drummond, it also allows you to speak with him, doesn’t it/” Jax said.
“Of course. We have what you might call, a contract with him,” the leader leaned

forward, tilting its head as it spoke.  “He supplies us with medicine, food and slaves, and
we…”

“Let him do whatever he wants,” Jax nodded.  “You think you are the first species
to bow like dogs to Imperial force?”

“We rule our own ‘mehok-ruunra,’” it said.  “It is our word for ‘what is and shall
be’, you call it future, destiny, divine right- in the end, it is all the same. We were here
before the first explorers found us, and we will be here long after the Empire has fallen.”

“Newsflash,” Jax managed to smile.  “It has fallen.  Its leader bought the farm a
while back, he’s dead.”
The Visk said nothing, merely watched him for a moment, digesting the news.  “You
deceive.”

“Sorry, it’s truth.”
The leader fluttered its wings, and turned away.  Plodding back to his trio of soldiers that
watched from the door, he reached up with one of his lower arms and killed his
communicator.  They talked in their native language for several minutes, their chattering
voices rising until the leader silenced them all with a great spreading of wings.
Slowly, he stalked back over to Jax, triggering his communicator back on.



“It makes no difference.  One government is exactly like the last,” the leader said.
“On the contrary, my government, the New Republic isn’t like the Imperials at

all.”
“Your government/” the Visk shook his head.  “So?”
“So, it’s simply a matter of time before they come here and close this planet

down,” Jax leaned forward, forcing himself to ignore the sickening stench of the leader’s
breath-a mix of sweetness and decay, “And my government doesn’t take kindly to slavery
or feeding off of other sentient species.” The leader watched him without saying
anything.

“Now, you let my friend and I go, and I might be able to get back and tell them
not to wipe your sorry existence from this planet with an orbital bombardment before it’s
too late.”
The leader continued to merely stare at him, finally returning to its followers and
engaging in another hushed conversation.  A moment later they peeled off, moving up the
sloping ramps that ran behind them.

“Alright She’ba!  Looks like they are going to free us!  Good work!” Pudge said,
growing excited.
Breathing a sigh of relief, Jax slunk back down in his pod as the leader approached.
“Smart move, the New Republic wouldn’t take kindly to you harming one of its officers.”
Tilting its head, the leader nodded.  “Your words were what your people call a …con?
Yes, that is the word,” and with one motion the Visk behind Pudge’s pod lanced it’s long,
sharp proboscis into the rear of her neck.

She managed to scream for just a moment, her eyes wide and tongue lolling from
her mouth dripping blood as the creature began to feed, its fleshy tendril now burrowing
into her neck, throbbing as blood pumped from her body. In one burst of energy Jax tried
to fight free of his pod but it was no use- his limbs were as dead as his future.

“You will feed us for months- the stronger ones always do,” the leader said, and
with a nod stepped back.
He heard something wet slap behind him and for a moment thanked his maker that he
was too numb to feel the proboscis- then pain exploded through his mind and his vision
went from red to black.

*

“I expected more subtle means of infiltrating the prison,” Necros said.  To his
right Cha’Run sat impassively watching the blasted volcanic landscape of Rordak blur by
beneath the “Midnight Ferry”- a worn, battered freighter that stank of raw meat and blood
and rattled as the harsh winds pounded it mercilessly.

“It got us past the border patrol, did it not?” Cha’Run replied. On this he couldn’t
fault the man- the large, cumbersome freighter had supplied them with a viable cover-
that of a free-trader vessel destined for one of Rordak’s floating cities.  Upon entering,
the Imperial customs officer was so repelled by the stench of rotting meat they
immediately waved the ship on with no further inspection.



“I suppose I just expected something a bit more…”
“Clandestine?” Cha’Run smiled, interrupting him. “Of course you did, and they

would have as well.  As it is, we were able to slip past with a freighter full of soldiers and
equipment undetected.”

“Yes, well I certainly hope this vessel can get us off Rordak just as easily as it got
us on.”

“There is far more to this freighter than meets the eye. Do you think we would
travel in a common ship?”

“I’m not sure what to expect of you and your team,” Necros said, leaning back on
the console and watching the plain yellow-skinned human in the pilot’s chair.  He was
one of twelve Imperial Storm Commandos Cha’Run had summoned for the mission.
He’d told Necros to meet him in three standard days on Beheboth, so when the man had
shown up with his team in tow, Necros was more than a little surprised.

“I keep my team close by,” Cha’Run told him.
“Impressive,” Necros said, eyeballing the warriors; a mishmash of genders and

colors, all were adult humans and in top physical shape, but that is where the similarities
ended. Half of them were females, some were light skinned, some dark, and a few were
covered in so many tattoos and body modifications it was hard to tell what color they
started out as.

“Sir, we’ll be approaching Alpha-TR8 in less than ten minutes,” the pilot, who
Cha’Run had only referred to as “Juni” reported to them in a flat monotone; Imperial
through and through.

“Excellent, keep me informed when we are within ten kilometers of the target,”
Cha’Run turned.  “The rest of the team is ready.  I suggest we set down two clicks from
the prison and wait to see if your target has managed to make it past the patrols.”

“I can sense them, they’ve already made planet fall,” Necros said, following the
man from the cockpit into the bowels of the ship.

“It may not be my business, but you seemed uninterested in accompanying me,
what  was on the datadisk that changed your mind?” Necros asked as they traversed the
corridors He normally didn’t give in to curiosity, but felt no harm in asking, perhaps it
was information that could prove useful at a later date. Also, he had to admit he
wondered what kind of motivations would cause someone like Cha’Run to agree so
quickly to assist him when just seconds before he was dead set against it.

“You’re right, it’s not your business,” Cha’Run said, eyes locked forward.
Necros let the matter drop. As long as Cha’Run performed his duties and got him on
planet he could care less about the ‘how’s’ or ‘why’s’. The corridor was a straight shot to
a lift tube that ushered them below decks to the cargo area, where they entered the
cavernous space that the commando’s team occupied. They were already suited up in
black and red-schemed plastoid armor, minus helmets, and worked quickly and quietly,
moving tall thin crates of rancid meat off to the sides to reveal  a boxy black repulsor
vehicle with a mounted turret.

“We’ll set down and take ‘Maxine’,” Cha’Run gestured to the vehicle. “She will
allow us to get close to the prison undetected.  From there we follow your lead.”

“Maxine?” Necros cocked his eyebrow.  “You’ve named it?”
“Yes.  We got tired of calling it the APT, and its temperament has led us to

believe it may be sentient.”



“And your team Cha’Run?  Have you given them a name as well?” Necros
smiled.

“When we served for the Empire we had a number, now our employers tend to
call us “The Gatekeepers.”

“How romantic,” Necros watched the “Gatekeepers” readying their gear; small
blaster rifles and other weaponry gleamed in the sterile white overhead light.
“Remember, your objective is to eliminate Raptor Squad. You leave the Jedi to me.”

“And if you need help?”
“Unlikely,” Necros smiled.
“Of course,” Cha’Run nodded.  “Then consider yourself solo.”
“I always do,” Necros smiled. “Once your team has eliminated Raptor Squad they

will rendezvous back at the ship and dust off.”
“How long do we wait for you?”
“You don’t,” Necros watched the soldiers moving in unison.  “If I’m not on the

ship when your team makes it back you take off without me.”
“You don’t plan to make it back,” Cha’Run shook his head.  “I see it in your eyes.

You’ve already decided how this is going to play out, haven’t you?”
Silence hung between them for a moment. Suddenly, Cha’Run’s comm. crackled.  “Sir,
we are ten clicks out from the prison,” Juni’s voice relayed.

“Copy,” Cha’Run replied.  He gave Necros one last look then turned to the
Gatekeepers.  “Let’s load up! We touch terra firma in two minutes,” he turned back to
Necros and leaned in.  “You may not plan on making it out alive, but I assure you I won’t
waste my team for a suicide mission.  Once we deal with this Raptor Squad, we’re done.
If you want to die for your revenge we won’t get in your way.”

“Smart,” Necros nodded.  “Just make sure you stick to that plan.”

*

The stormtroopers had no idea what hit them, and Lana smiled inside her helmet
as her twin half-moon blades bit into he soft spots of their plastoid armor. Still panicked
and in disarray due to the explosion from the admin building, they went down in heaps
and she followed up by dropping her blades across their throats- their twitching bodies
falling still.
Behind her, sparks showered from above as Baal butchered the towers generator,
eliminating Alpha-TR8’s only link to the outside world. “Nice work,” Baal said,
dropping down beside her and returning his weapons to his belt. Instead of a helmet he’d
opted to wear a breath mask and his violet eyes seemed to burn with a cold light.

“They aren’t very good fighters, I’m surprised the Empire grew to be as strong as
it did,” she replied returning her weapons to her own belt. Her voice emerged from her
helmet’s vocabulator with a raspy quality that made it sound foreign to her own ears.

“They are puppets- likely being trapped out here has sapped their interest in life,”
he nodded to the door, “Let’s go.  I want to find Jax and leave this wretched planet as
soon as possible.”



They exited into the deep amethyst night amidst chaos.  Though it had been just mere
minutes since Vic had blown the reactor, plunging the prison into even deeper darkness,
the inhabitants of Alpha TR-8 knew an opportunity when they saw one.  Thanks to her
helmet’s enhanced vision visor she watched hardened murders, junkies and sociopaths,
emboldened by the sudden confusion, rise up as one and fight for their freedom.
Throughout the yard, stormtroopers fired into crowds of prisoners who moved through
the yard, brandishing makeshift weapons.  Some had liberated blasters from fallen
guards, returning fire and indiscriminately killing fellow inmates in the lethal crossfire.

“We need to head to Detention Facility A!” she said, turning back to Baal, but the
protector was staring off into space, towards the main laser gate set into he prison walls.
With the power being cut the glowing red bars of lethal energy had vanished, and a small
group of stormtroopers were firing down from the wall, exchanging fire with prisoners
who were trying to make for the breach. “Baal, what are you…”

“Wait here,” he said, turning to her.  “I sense something…evil…”
Lana glanced around, “Of course!  Were in the middle of a prison!  There is evil
EVERYWHERE!”

“No,” Baal shook his head, “not these beings.  There is another here…a Force
User…a darksider…I can sense him.”

She sheathed one of her weapons and thanked her maker that they were still
hidden behind the towers architecture. From atop the nearby landing pad long green
spears of blaster fire courtesy of Mitch Vohar reached out, picking off the white plastoid
bodies scattering throughout the yard. From high above something streaked across the
sky- not the red or green of  blaster fire, but something else- a white jagged streak of
energy, cutting through the orbital nightcloak’s man-made darkness and bathing the
world in a momentary flash of pale white light.
Lightning.
From above, a few needles of rain caught the reflection of a nearby firefight, glittering
red in the darkness and landing like small meteorites in the powdery red dust that covered
Rordak.  Only a handful thudded to the ground at first as she and Baal exchanged
disbelieving stares, then the sky opened up and rain- the likes of which she’d only seen in
the wet seasons on Fibuli, began to hammer the planet.

“I thought this planet was supposed to be a desert!” she screamed as Baal stripped
off his soaked tunic.

“Sometimes, even deserts get rain,” he turned to her, his eyes narrow slits.  “You
stay here.  I don’t know who this darksider is, but it’s not mere chance he’s here the same
time Klux and I are.”

“But Jax!  Our mission is to…” she began but he held his hand up.
“Lana!  If this darksider isn’t dealt with, he will jeopardize the mission!  I must

deal with this threat while there is still time!”
Childish, impetuous, she shook her head.  “Then take me with you!  I can help!”

But he was already moving.  “No!  You go on to help Vic at the detention facility!
You…” but the rest of his words were drowned out in a roar of thunder as he streaked off
towards the main gate, his lightsabers stabbing angry and red into the darkness,
redirecting several of the guards shots back up into the towers as he moved.

“I won’t be left behind, not this time,” Lana snarled, and pulling her own weapons
free, sprinted after him. The armor she wore was bulky and hot and closed around her



like a giant fist.  No matter how fast she moved, she felt like she was only going half
speed but Balthazar moved in his unhindered, disappeared into a crowd of convicts who
moved towards the open gate.  Blaster fire lanced from the ground, picking off
stormtroopers atop the gate who returned fire, and with every step the developing mud pit
threatened to stop her in her tracks.
Her plan was to follow him, but his weapons disappeared as the mass grew and before
she realized it she was cut off. With only her axes in each hand she found herself facing a
wall of desperation and rage.

“Stand aside!” she commanded the convicts, brandishing her weapons to show
she was serious.  In the darkness and pouring rain they were nothing more than shadows-
hulking silhouettes that meant to do her harm, their ragged clothes covered in mud and
only briefly illuminated by an occasional flash of lightning.  But in her helmets visor,
their pallid faces and dead eyes told her all she needed to know:
She was an outsider, and this wouldn’t end until they had killed her.
The first convict to charge her carried a piece of pipe as big as her forearm, and came in
swinging in a high arc. She stepped back, bringing her right blade to slice the weapon in
half while the other came from the side, bisecting her attacker. She thought that would be
a deterrent- until the first blaster bolt caught her in the chest and knocked her into the air,
planting her hard back into the muddy soup.
They crashed on her like a wave, and despite her struggle, she felt their hands and
weapons hammering at her, pulling at her.  She couldn’t move….while her suit absorbed
the blast, she could still feel heat slowly roasting her abdomen while her visor madly
scanned with its auto cleaning system, trying to eliminate the rain and saliva now
spattering her helmets faceplate.  As a result, she felt encased in her own tomb, looking
out into the snarling wild faces of her murderers.
Stars exploded through her skull.
Her helmet’s visor flickered then went dead; the auditory sensor screaming in her ear was
the only thing that kept her conscious, as something heavy smacked her helmet
repeatedly, like a Rancor trying to crack open an X-Wing fighter with a boulder.
Panicked, she flicked her tongue against her internal comm toggle and tried to calm her
breathing. “This is Raptor Seven, I’m about forty meters outside of the comm tower,
requesting assistance…” static filled her ears and while Lieutenant El’Kar had assured
everyone the comm lines were encrypted and safe to use she wasn’t sure her message
even made its way out.
She had been in tight spots before- battling the Espos, Ventral Warriors…but this was
different.  In those battles she had freedom of movement, able to twist and turn and move
as she was taught, with nothing more to hinder her than her skin tight bodysuit- but this
monstrous metal armor …
She damned this suit, damned her foolishness and finally, as something punctured her
armor on her right side, below her ribcage and began working its way through her fur in
the darkness of what was to be her coffin- she damned Baal.
Pain began to grow as strong hands held her down and muffled voices roared with
approval; then, suddenly, as liquid warmth began to pool beneath her body, she heard a
scream- not an animalistic, savage scream of triumph to match the cacophonous roar that
surrounded her, but a high-pitched scream of what could only be blaster fire.



In total darkness dead weight dropped atop her. She could hear a muffled roar and
screams beyond the reinforced plastoid helmet slowly diminish, then, silence.  She tried
to lift the weight from her body, barely managing to press the husk off to the side.  Lying
still, she tried to catch her breath when she felt hands on her. Instinctively, she rolled
away and leapt to her feet, her wounds forgotten and her fingers fumbling with the catch
on her helmets environmental seal.
She almost tripped over something, finally jerking her helmet from her head, and taking a
gasp of Rordak’s noxious environment.  Eyes watering, she exploded in a coughing fit,
her lungs feeling as though someone had filled them with smoldering hot cinders. On any
other planet her first reaction would have been to open her mouth to the pouring rain, but
no- the rain on this rock would be acidic and likely make her violently ill.
No less than half a dozen bodies lay before her, cored by blaster craters still smoldering
in the pouring rain.  Approaching her, she recognized Vornskr Pack’s dog-face
Klatooinian sniper Rontack.

“You’re lucky I was on my way to take up position in that guard post,” he nodded
towards the main wall of the prison as he approached.  “I heard your comm and came as
quickly as I could.” He was dressed in a mixture of red and green camo armor, open
faced helmet with an attached breath mask nestled beneath a pair of narrow black eyes.
His sniper rifle- a long black model was nestled into the crook of his shoulder at the
ready, barrel still steaming from claiming its last victim.

“Thank you,” Lana nodded, picking out the glimmer of one of her half-moon axes
half buried in the mud.  Lightning was almost continual now, bathing the world in a pale
white strobe.

“I was on the way to the guard towers, best find yourself a safe spot, out here in
the open is dangerous,” he moved past her, heading towards the main gate when a shaft
of red energy slammed into his torso, picking him up and throwing him back. Stunned,
Lana dropped back into the mud as Rontack collapsed into the red ankle-deep muck
alongside her. Managing to bring his sniper rifle to bear on something behind her, the
weapon roared in his hands, a meter from her face just as she managed to seal her eyes.
Behind her, amidst the screams of the riot and blaster fire echoing throughout the yard
she heard cursing and wet slapping sounds.

“Lana, get…get out of here,” he gasped.  She crawled over to his side and as she
tried to pick him up realized he was badly wounded, his armor charred beyond
recognition. With a trembling hand he pulled his breath mask free.

“No, I can get you to safety,” she said, rain pouring down her fur and dripping
into her eyes.  He laughed, then coughed and dark viscous liquid spattered from his lips
and a small trial began running down the side of his thick jowls.

“No, no going home upright this time for me, Trianii.  Leave me, save yourself.”
“Rontack, hang on!  I can,” Lana stopped.  The Klatooinian gave one last smile

and closed his eyes, his heaving chest falling still.
Pulling his helmet free, Lana pushed it tight in her head, and toggled it on.  “This is
Raptor Seven!  Vornskr Three is down!  I need medical assistance, forty meters north of
the comm tower!”
Before she could get a reply, something hard struck her between the shoulder blades and
back of her neck, sending her face first into the mud, the snipers helmet sailing off into



the night. Spitting the rank grit from her mouth, she shook the cobwebs away and turned,
staring up into the armored faceplate of the new arrival.
It was a mountain- clad in what she could make out as red and black armor between the
flashes of lightning- not a stormtrooper, but something else.  They carried their blaster
rifle like a club- and while she had previously cursed her armor- now realized its raised
neck and Rontack’s helmet may have been the only thing protecting her from getting
brained- even in death he’d saved her life once again.
Unarmed- her half moon axe lying a meter away in the mud and Rontack’s rifle too far
away to reach, she took a gulp of noxious air, slowly climbed to her feet and assumed a
fighting stance as the walking tower of glistening armor advanced towards her.

“I suppose peaceful negotiations are out of the question,” she shouted above the
din of the thunderstorm.

“If you mean you beg while I rip out your intestines and feed them to the inmates,
then by all means, feel free to begin,” the trooper replied, advancing with an
unmistakably feminine gait.

The woman came in again with another swing of the rifle, but Lana expected it
this time, roundhouse kicking the weapon from her grasp and following through with a
kidney punch.  She still felt like she was moving through mud and when her punch
connected the only thing she accomplished was gaining the knowledge that hand to hand
fighting against this armored powerhouse would end in her getting her brains beat out.
The warrior woman came on again, undeterred and launched a kick into Lana’s
midsection- a powerful strike that took her breath away and caused her to double over.
Something cracked inside of her but she ignored it, using The Force and good old
fashioned adrenaline to block out her pain and concentrate on the punch aimed at her jaw.
She moved just in time, spinning so that she was just out of reach, dancing backwards
and putting distance between them. Apparently the warrior wasn’t hindered by her armor
the way she was and she wondered just what good it really was- then she remembered the
briefing.
Glancing over at the sniper rifle still clutched in Rontack’s hands, she realized it was too
far to make it before the armored trooper would intercept her and likely beat her
senseless. So she stopped, allowing herself to become an easy target.  Crossing her arms,
she gently nudged her right thumb against her left gauntlet’s concealed data panel and
triggered it open, allowing access to the controls inside.

“Giving up so soon?” the trooper shouted from several meters away, balling her
hands into fists.

“I’m just ready to finish this,” Lana shouted back. “So, come get me.”
The words had barely cleared her muzzle when the trooper barreled in, aimed right for
her midsection. She let the woman get close, barely a meter away when she triggered her
suits stealth mode and sidestepped the bull rush.  The  woman shot past, arms reaching
out for where Lana should be, but closing on air and rain as Lana sprung into a handstand
cartwheel that took her away from the stumbling trooper and over to where Rontack lay.
She had only a second before the woman regained her footing and charged, but it was all
she needed, as she jerked the sniper rifle clear from the Klatooinian’s hands and spun
around, squeezing the trigger.
A lance of brilliant jade streaked into the night, striking the advancing trooper in the chest
and burning a hole straight through into the cloudy azure night sky. The woman took



another step, her mind not registering yet what happened before she collapsed face-first
just out of arm’s reach from where Lana lay back on Rontack’s still body.

*

Drummond turned out to be a lot more agile and powerful than Xander gave the
fat warden credit for, as the warden managed to wrest the laser scalpel away from him.
The fact the lights went out and the entire building shook didn’t help- and what should
have been a lethal stab to the man’s neck turned into a slice across his left shoulder near
as he could tell- and all that did was enrage the Imperial. Grabbing Xander around the
waist and slamming him across the edge of the desk caused him to drop the scalpel…and
in the ensuing scuffle, he tried to get away but the warden was having none of it. The
man was solid- and after several punches to his back he’d pinned him down to the floor
and had located the scalpel- Xander was just quick enough to intercept the mans forearm
before he stabbed the glowing blade into his throat.

“Paddox, you idiot, you think you are going to make it out of this room alive?”
Drummond snarled, spittle flying from his mouth and peppering Xander’s face as
noxious alcohol fumes assaulted his nose.  Drummond’s eyes glistened in the dim red
glow of the impromptu weapon, and Xander felt his grip slipping. Suddenly, behind them
the door to the warden’s office began to smoke and hiss as sparks showered into the
room.
Someone was cutting into the door.

“Those will be my stormtroopers Paddox,” Drummond sneered, “and you know
what?  Once they stun you senseless I’m going to torture you to the point that you’ll be
begging for me to end your sorry meager existence!”

Xander fought even harder, but only managed to keep the weapon at bay, while
trying to breathe as little as possible. Smoke filled the office and suddenly, the sparks
stopped and the sound of screeching metal ripped through the room.

“Trooper, in here!” Drummond screamed, applying more pressure.
The screaming metal stopped and he could hear the sound of boots stamp into the room.

“Sir?”
The voice was a deep grating metallic sound and Xander closed his eyes, funneling all of
his strength into stopping the blade from bisecting his face. It hovered just centimeters
from his eye and he could feel the heat from the scalpel’s blade beginning to burn.

“Trooper!  Stun this piece of Pelagon trash until he smokes!” Drummond
screamed.

“Yes sir,” the voice replied and Xander braced for the impact of the shot.  From
just a few meters away a blaster whined- and splattered parts of Drummonds wounded
shoulder all over Xander’s face.  Screaming and cursing, the warden fell off to the side,
the laser scalpel clattering onto the ground.  He went for it, only to feel a hot blaster
barrel shoved in his chest before his hand could close, looking up the weapon’s smoking
cylinder he found himself staring into the burning red eyes of a nightmare.



“Sit down, next to your buddy,” the voice ordered, moving the blaster barrel up to
his face.

“I can’t see,” Xander said.  It was true…Drummond had rolled off and was
somewhere in the room, but it was too dark and smoky to tell where. The thing with the
glowing red eyes moved slightly and a pale red light snapped to life from its waist.

“Over there, against the desk,” it ordered.
Xander obeyed, slowly crawling over to the desk where Drummond now sat, moving the
toppled chair out of the way.  He sat down, placed his back against the furniture and held
his hands out.

“Look, I,” Xander began…
“Shut up,” the thing ordered.
“Trooper, I want your, your identification number,’ Drummond gasped.  “Your,

your commanding officer will…”
“You shut up too,” the thing said.  Between the lightning flashes and the red light

Xander was just beginning to make out details- it was a humanoid in some sort of armor-
but not Stormtrooper armor.  Its eyes glowed red and it was covering them with some sort
of blaster pistol, so enough information to know he still needed to worry.

“It’s not one of your goons,” Xander said. The warden was obviously in shock
and not thinking straight- a definite advantage Xander thought. The being set the chair
upright and took a seat.  Still covering them, it leaned forward and picked up the still
activated laser scalpel and turned it over in its hand, shutting it down.

“Warden, you need to tell me where Colonel Jax She’ba is being housed here in
Alpha-TR-8.”

“I don’t need to tell you shik!” Drummond screamed, wincing and gripping his
left shoulder.  “I don’t know who…”

“I know!” Xander exclaimed.  “I know where he is!”
“Shut your mouth Paddox!” Drummond spat. “He’s dead! And that’s the truth!”
“You saw him die?” the being asked no one in particular.
“I saw him fall…into a pit. They, he,” Xander jerked a thumb at the warden, “had

us fighting for our lives!  Jax got shot and fell over the railing…he…”
“Wait,” the being said.  A moment passed in silence and Drummond turned to

him.
“Paddox,” he whispered, “you help me rush this guy, and I’ll guarantee your

freedom.  You hear me?  We have to work together now…this…”
“Quiet.” The being said after a moment, tossing the scalpel to Xander who caught

it against this chest, “You say you know where She’ba is?  You can take me to him?”
“Yeah, yeah he’s across…,” Xander stopped. “Yes.  I can show you exactly

where he is,” he said, turning the scalpel over in his hands.
“But he’s dead! No one has survived The Shaft!” Drummond screamed, spit

flying from his mouth. The smell of charred skin made Xander’s stomach turn and he
tried to hold his breath and focus on their captor.

“My sources say otherwise,” the being replied, “Alright. You, convict- I want you
to take that scalpel and cut the wardens head off.  Then we can get out of here and you
can show me where She’ba is.”

“WHAT!?!” Drummond roared and went to move but the being leaned forward
and stabbed the barrel of his blaster directly in front of the man’s sweating face.



“Sit still or you get blasted now,” the being ordered. Drummond leaned back, face
twisted in a mask of rage.

“I don’t have a lot of patience, let’s go,” the being told Xander.
Stomach tied in knots, Xander looked down at the scalpel, triggered it to life and then
turned to Drummond, leaning towards the wounded man.  The Warden wore a mask of
hatred, leaning away so Xander would have to get up and crawl over to reach his neck.

“No,” he killed the weapon and tossed it back onto the floor where it rolled
towards the seated captor who stopped it with the toe of his boot.

“You must not want to live very badly,” lightning sparked and he looked into the
emotionless red glowing eyes.

“Not bad enough to kill a wounded, unarmed man in  cold blood.  I’m no
murderer,” Xander dropped back against the desk.
The being tilted its head.  “Then why are you here?”

“Political prisoner,” Xander snorted.  “According to the newsnets I tried to kill the
Emperor.”

“I’ll do it! Promise me freedom and I’ll cut him into a dozen pieces!” Drummond
shouted, leaning forward.

“Fair enough,” the being rolled the scalpel forward with the tip of his boot so that
it came to a stop at the Drummond’s heels.

“NO! Wait!’ Xander pleaded, but without hesitation the warden leaned forward
and snatched the metal cylinder from the ground, triggering it to life.
A red burst of energy flared and Drummond froze as a blaster bolt seared through his
chest and exited into the desk.  There was no blood and the warden, turned towards
Xander with the glowing scalpel in his hand stopped, staring down at the smoldering hole
in his chest, then fell over, eyes still locked in wide eyes anticipation of freedom with a
maniacal smile pulling at his mouth.

“You…you killed him,” Xander pulled his eyes from Drummonds and to the
being.

“That’s right.  I wanted you and me to be absolutely clear where we stand.”
“We’re clear, crystal. Who are you?”
“The same person who will kill you if you try anything funny convict.”
“My name is Xander Paddo-“
“I don’t care. To me you’re a convict and your life has as much worth as your

friend there.  You say you know where She’ba is?  Well now you get to show me.”
“Or what?  What do I get out of this?” Xander leaned back.
“I’ll let you live.”

Snorting laughter, Xander shook his head.  “Sorry buddy, but that ship has already lifted
off.  I wouldn’t last an hour on this planet. You get me out of here and I’ll help you.”

“You said you were fighting in the Shaft with Jax?”
“Yeah, we got tossed in together…”
“Fighting with or against,” the being asked.
“With, we were fighting two other convicts.  I’m the only one that made it out

alive.”
“No, you aren’t” the being stood.  “If we find Jax and he corroborates your story

we’ll see about getting you off this rock. If I find out otherwise, I’ll ventilate your skull
and leave you down there.”



Xander remained silent for a moment, mulling over his options- what very little few there
were.

“This is a limited time offer and time is up. You going to show me where this
Shaft is or do I leave two corpses here instead of one?”

“Okay, okay, deal. What other choice do I have?” Xander stood up.
“None. And you would be smart to let that realization guide all future actions and

decisions.”
“Sure, ok,” Xander shook his head and rubbed his chest- the adrenaline was

wearing off and the pain from Pudge’s knife wound was starting to resurface. “So, who
the hell are you anyway?”

The being stepped aside and motioned towards the door with his blaster barrel,
“Don’t try to get friendly convict. Now move.”

“Great,” Xander rolled his eyes and stepped through the door.  “I go from dealing
with one sociopath with a laser scalpel to another with a blaster- my luck just keeps
getting better and better.”

*

They were running behind and Koort hated when plans began to fall apart so
early.
Along with Jen Zi and her droid Goomi, they quickly made their way from the cargo
containers, through the struts of the landing pad and under cover of man-made darkness
to the crescent shaped courtyard of Detention Facility-A. The stompers were situated on
raised platform pads attached to the building opposite one another on the east and west
sides. Once they made it to the west side of the courtyard they had to bypass the security
code on a locked turbolift that took them to the pad where the monstrous two-legged
walker stood like a lone sentinel, rust colored and scarred with pits and age and waiting
to rain down fire and death on any criminal foolish enough to cause trouble.
Once there the small Ropagi tech managed to guide Ten-Spot through the routine of
removing the rear plating on the shin stabilizer that allowed the nimble Private to disable
the unmanned walker….but it took too much time. The plating was rusted shut due to the
occasional acidic rains and Rordak’s harsh atmosphere and Ten-Spot had to saw through
the seam- opting for a manual blade as a torch would have brought far too much
attention. As the wind picked up and began smacking his helmet with fine particles of
sand and grit, its internal chrono counted down the estimated time until Palisades blew
the reactor, and it was getting close- too close. And they still had one more Stomper to
go.

“Let’s go,” Klux said heading back down the short flight of stairs to the lift tube.
The Jedi had taken charge of the small group which included Zi’s droid Goomi and Ten-
Spot as well as Lieutenant Kable. To Koort’s further surprise the Lieutenant had thus far
remained uncharacteristically quiet, moving like a dark armored shadow along with the
group. Kable followed as Jen Zi scrambled from the stomper with Ten-Spot in tow. Koort
holstered his pistol and stepped aside for the duo to join the others at the base of the
stairs.



“I’m glad that one is done-” Jen Zi said behind her transparent breath mask,
closing her satchel and freezing as the door to the detention facility behind them slid
open. The Stomper’s pilot emerged, blaster already drawn and before anyone could move
took a shot.
The spear of red energy reached out towards Jen’s helmeted head, but before she even
had a chance to scream, dodge or pray Ten-Spot’s metallic chassis darted in front of her,
catching the blast square in the chest.  Before Koort could clear his holster, the staccato
roar of blaster fire erupted from nearby, picking the pilot up from the ground, striking
him so quickly that he hung in the air and danced like a mad puppet before being
unceremoniously deposited back onto the ferrocrete as a steaming pile of charred flesh.

To his right, Goomi’s twin rotating blaster cannons powered down as plumes of
smoke drifting from its barrels.  Hovering in midair, it turned slightly towards Koort and
he heard the spherical camouflage painted droid emit a low growl.

“Nice shooting,” he nodded and replaced his blaster. “Are you ok?” he turned to
Jen.

“I’m fine, armor plating,” Ten-Spot tapped the charred starburst that smoldered
on his body. “But thank you for asking.”

“I was talking to Jen Zi,” Koort shook his head.
“I…I’m…” Jen began but the small Private began to shake.
“What’s going on up here!” Kable’s annoying voice roared in Koort’s ear and he

toggled down the volume.
“Weren’t you supposed to secure this door?” Koort asked.

The Lieutenant, having topped the stairs, said nothing, merely turning away and throwing
a dismissive wave. From behind, Koort heard Goomi growl again and the droid’s internal
weapons systems begin warming up.
 “No, we can’t kill him Goomi, unfortunately,” Koort said. “Come on, we better
go.”
Back on the ground, he relayed what had happened to Klux, and was relieved to see that
Jen Zi seemed to be back in control.

“It’s good Ten-Spot was there. Look, we don’t have much time, Vic is going to
blow that admin building any second,” Klux said as they raced towards the hulking metal
stomper on the opposite side of the yard.

“What if we don’t make it in time?  They didn’t give us a very big window to
work in,” Kable  said, and as the words left his mouth the ground rumbled, and the
photonic light poles situated throughout the perimeter of the courtyard and all of the
lights ringing the landing pad in the distance flickered and died.

“Let’s move!” Klux said, motioning the group to head across the expanse to the
next stomper.
Gripping his Sentinel IV blaster pistol and scanning the area as they ran, Koort spied an
inmate mining group  over  a hundred meters away at the opposite end of DF-A exiting
the main building. His helmet enhancing the visual, he watched the gang of prisoners
freeze in place as the prison went dark and the ever present hum of electricity fell silent.
Stormtroopers began shouting orders, brandishing their weapons and trying to cover the
sizeable crowd all at once-and all of them, stunned that their routine had suddenly been
disrupted.
It only took a nanosecond for the inmates to seize the opportunity.



Launching themselves en masse into their captors, the inmates- from small hard females
that looked to be chiseled from stone to hulking behemoths with boulder-sized hands, the
stormtroopers never had a chance and began firing into the crowd. Pulling his eyes away,
Koort refocused on the stomper that still stood over fifty meters away on the raised
platform and felt his heart stop in his chest.
It was active.
At first he thought it was his imagination, perhaps his helmet causing a momentary jitter
in the image as it recalibrated, but when the massive, bipedal walker rose up, extending
its tree-trunk sized legs and leapt from the pad, landing on the red hard-packed dirt, he,
like the rest of his team- froze.

“Frell!  What the hell are we going to do now?” Kable’s voice ripped from his
helmet.

“Do this the hard way,” Klux said, pulling free his lightsaber.
“Klux, wait,” Koort grabbed the man’s wrist before he was able to trigger the

weapon to life. Before them the walker had swung its attention to the riot- focusing on
the threat of several hundred beings that were now not only fighting Stormtroopers, but
fighting amongst themselves as well. The riot was growing as more prisoners poured
from the now unsecured Detention Facility- Koort decided not to waste foolish hopes that
She’ba would happen upon them and make things easy.

“What?  You’ve got a better idea?” the Jedi said.
“I do,” he reached back and tapped the jump pack strapped to his body, “I jump

on top of that thing and plant some thermite mines right on top of the cockpit.”
“That’s crazy and suicidal,” Klux shook his helmet.
“Yes. And it’s a lot more discrete than a meter-long glowing sword in the middle

of the dark,” Koort holstered his pistol. “And if we don’t take it out it’s going to rip into
us with those cannons and we can kiss this whole op goodbye.”
It took the Jedi one glance at the growing riot off to their right and the stomper advancing
from their left to make up his mind.  “Do it. What do you want us to do?” he asked,
returning his lightsaber to its armor-mounted clip.

“If you’re smart, you’ll stay out of the way,” jamming his finger against his belt
the jump pack on his back emitted a loud whine and with the roar of thrusters pushed him
skyward in a cloud of dust, sending him in a high arc towards the Stomper’s flank.  He
was only halfway there and was losing altitude quick- and wouldn’t make it on top of the
walker before hitting the ground again. Cursing his miscalculation of the pack’s thrust
power, Koort fumbled with the controls, jamming his thumb against the repulsor button
to cushion his fall. Speeding towards the ground, he realized they weren’t working, and
he was going to land and likely break several bones if he wasn’t outright killed.
Gritting his teeth he braced for impact-and went rigid when he felt something catch him
beneath the arms.

“Nice jump pack. Perhaps next time you’ll let me check your equipment so you
don’t die  en route,” Ten Spot said in his ear. The droid had caught him just a handful of
meters from the ground and managed to cover the rest of the distance to the walker,
depositing him on its upper thigh assembly where he gripped a foothold, trying to hang
on to the moving behemoth.

“Thanks!” Koort managed, jamming his finger against the jump pack’s controls
and boosting himself the rest of the way to the top of the walker. Sparks erupted from the



controls as the pack’s circuits fizzled and died- but it had done its job. Landing squarely
behind the cockpit, he watched as Ten Spot hovered backwards and away, his
manipulator arms giving a small wave as the Stomper continued to move towards the riot.

“Don’t mention it my sassy little Ubese, saving the day is apparently my main
func-” Ten Spot’s voice echoed in his ear piece as he inadvertently hovered directly into
the stompers path, then, to Koort’s surprise, exploded in a great starburst of hot metal and
gas as the mini cannons mounted beneath the Stomper’s cockpit stabbed glowing hot
lances of yellow energy into the droid’s chassis and the rioting prisoners beyond.

“TEN SPOT!”  Klux screamed as the droids remains showered to the ground in
flaming chunks of slag. Keeping his balance was tricky, and he gripped a handhold
behind the cockpit to keep from being slung free. With his free right hand he rummaged
in his bandolier and retrieved the black discs he’s stashed there earlier. Pressing a small
white button on the side of each to arm and activate the molecular binding gel pack, he
slapped the trio on the top of the cockpit and directly behind it- where the fuel cells
would be located. Letting go of the handhold, he let himself drop backwards, rolling head
over heels down the Stompers rear and freefalling through the air towards the ground.
Palming the detonator, he pressed the small red button on top of the metal cylinder as he
slammed to the ground, his jump pack digging into his ribs and spine, sending pain
rocketing through his body in an agonizing wave.  He fought the urge to get sick and pass
out, and for a moment thought he was seeing stars- until he realized it was the Stomper’s
fuel cells going supernova as the thermite mines melted through the beast’s metal hull.
The monster stopped, its cannons falling silent as the pilot inside flared and died-Koort
was sure an agonizing death-then, to his horror, the rear cells exploded in a blinding
flash, pushing the walker over- directly towards him. He fought to move, every muscle
screaming in protest as his head still swam from the impact of his fall and darkness
closed in fro the edges.  The shadow of the Stomper, backlit by occasional flashes of
lightning now streaking across the sky and dripping glowing white hot slag onto the
ground, loomed closer as its legs creaked and metal buckled beneath it’s dead weight.
He closed his eyes and waited to be crushed.

“Koort, hang on,” he heard in his ear. He expected the Shrouded One, the Ubese
God of Death that ferried souls to the afterlife to have a different voice- perhaps less
feminine. Then he realized what he heard was Jen Zi and slowly opened his eyes.
White glowing globules fell from above, thudding into the ground beside him like small
comets as the Stomper’s chassis hovered in air. Small hands gripped him beneath his
chestplate and before he could realize what was happening he was being drug along the
ground from beneath the walker- the massive metal skeleton hanging suspended at an
awkward forty-five degree angle to the ground.  He dug his heels into the ground and
pushed, helping the small Ropagi further and as they cleared the charred burning husk it
crashed into the dust, kicking up a massive plume of smoke and shaking the ground
beneath them.
He lay motionless for a moment, getting his breath when he felt something stick him in
the arm.  “What,” he tried to rise but small hands pushed him back.

“Relax, this is a stim-shot, it will help you move,” Jen Zi said, showing him the
small metal injector gun.



“I don’t need any drugs,” he snarled, but even as he spoke he felt the narcotic
working its way through his system, numbing his pain to an acceptable level and
allowing him to sit up.

“It’s not addictive and I thought it would help,” the small woman said quietly.
“Good job Private,” Klux said, stepping over and helping Koort to his feet.

Nodding, Jen Zi moved off towards the wreckage.
“I take it that was some of your wizardry Martin?” Koort jerked a thumb back at

the disabled Stomper.
“Me?  Nah, I think the Stomper was just scared to fall on you- you look quite

fierce in your Raider armor.”  He didn’t need The Force to know the Jedi was smiling
beneath his helmet.

“Jedi,” Koort rasped and shook his head, releasing the harness that held the now-
useless jump pack- and dumped the whole mess to the ground in disgust.

“I…I thought you and that furry moron were lying about being Jedi…just trying
to scare people,” Kable stammered, still staring at what was left of the Stomper.  “I
thought you were just goofballs running around with homemade lightswords, but you’re
the real deal. You’re really Jedi.”

“I am,” Klux said with an air of smugness.
“FRELL!” Kable’s voice exploded and ripped through the air like razors.  “You

know what this means?  It means we’ve got a target the size of Coruscant on our backs!
It means we’re going to have every Imperial wannabe-”

“Save it Lieutenant,” Klux said, holding his hand up. “If you are worried about
crewing with us because people want us dead you can resign after this op is over.”

“I might just do that,” Kable mumbled, shaking his head.
They all turned to see that the crowd had dispersed and a few stragglers were now

moving through the yard, the Stompers assault having sent the remaining convicts
scattering for cover.

“I guess the door is open for us to go looking for Jax,” Koort said, nodding to the
inky black entrance to DF-A as lightning flared and the world rumbled with thunder.  The
winds picked up, creating a small dust storm that whirled about the inside of the
courtyard.

“What the hell is this!?! I thought this planet was all desert?” Kable shouted over
the howling wind.  “Now we have to deal with a thunderstorm?”

“Rordak has an average rainfall of around eight inches per year,” Jen Zi said,
returning to the group.  In her gloves she cradled a round black object.  Looking close,
Koort realized it was the still smoking head of Ten-Spot.

“Souvenir?” Kable snickered, “Why don’t you leave that on the ground with the
rest of the junk?”

“I’m going to tell him you said that,” she said, her voice serious.  Behind her visor
her wide pink eyes narrowed at the man, “He was heavily armored and modified- likely
his servobrain survived the blast since it was focused on his torso,” she opened her
satchel and gently placed the droids head inside as Goomi hovered behind her, seeming
to scan the surroundings.

“That’s good news,” Klux said.  “And I know Vic will be happy to hear that.”
As if on cue Palisade’s voice cackled inside their helmets. “Raptor One to Raptor Two,
you copy? Over,” the man’s voice was even and emotionless.



“Yeah, Raptor two here, go,” Klux replied.
“You picked the Colonel’s position in DF-A?  I need a location.”
“We haven’t gotten that far yet…”
“I just need a confirmation.  Is he in there or not?”
“Give me a second,” Klux stood stone still and Koort drew his blaster pistol and

began scanning the area for trouble as the first drops of rain began to fall from the sky.
The courtyard had emptied of all living beings- leaving behind the still burning hulk of
the fallen Stomper and dozens of corpses spread out before DF-A’s wide open doors.

“I don’t sense him in there, but-” Klux finally said.
“Copy, send Vornskr Five back to home base, then meet me at the entrance to the

admin building and wait for me to rendezvous with you there, Raptor One out,” Palisades
voice cut the Jedi off.
Klux remained silent for a moment, then turned to the group. “I’ve got to go,” Klux said
and all turned to face him. “Koort, you’re in charge, follow Vic’s orders.”

“Woah, Go?  Go where?” Kable said. The rain was falling steady now, growing in
strength and streaking Koort’s visor, turning the world into a swirling mess.

“Baal just contacted me and told me he sensed another Force user, a darksider,”
Klux said retrieving his lightsaber.

“I didn’t hear his comm,” Jen Zi said, “perhaps my helmet has a short…”
“He didn’t use the Comm,” Klux said, moving off.
“Hey!” Kable interjected, stepping in Klux’s path, “Look pal, this team has an

objective and orders, you can’t just go running off to play hero, and there’s no way in hell
I’m following this bounty hunter!”
 Koort nudged his blaster to stun and slowly leveled it in Kable’s direction, but the Jedi
stepped up to the Lieutenant, both looking like a mirror image clad in identical infiltrator
armor.

“Lieutenant, I just manhandled a Imperial Walker like it was made out of cotton
candy- do you really think you are going to stop me if I choose to leave?”
Kable said nothing, but slowly stepped aside so the Jedi could pass.

“Good,” Klux pointed to Koort. “You’re in charge, keep your head clear and
follow Vic’s lead, and if Baal and I aren’t back on the ship by the time you have She’ba
and are ready to dust off- leave without us.”

“Done,” Koort replied and watched the Jedi sprint off into the curtains of rain and
wondered if he would ever see him again. “Alright,” he pulled his attention back to his
team.  Kable, you’re on point, I’ve got our six, Jen Zi, when we hit the landing pad you
head to the Phantom and we’ll continue on to the admin building.” He set his blaster back
to “kill”, “and if anyone get’s in our way between here and there-make sure it’s the last
mistake they ever make.

*

“We’ve got a sniper pinning us down from one of the lower levels of the admin
tower, a squad stationed inside the loading dock and inmates trying to overrun our
position,” Reika Paret’s voice bordered on panic, “Requesting assistance, over.”
Race bit his lip and leaned forward.



“Hold that position, Vornskr Six,” Deuce’s voice came across the comm line,
cool, collected and accented by the scream of blaster fire.  He watched the whole mess
unfolding before the Joralla Phantom from its bridge, lit and enhanced by the wide
viewport so he could see every trail of rain and every blaster bolt as it streaked across the
sky. And while it was crystal clear what was going on, it still didn’t look good.
Stormtroopers, set up on top of the admin tower and provided cover by plumes of
belching black smoke from its shattered windows- courtesy of Vic’s thermal well and the
ensuing explosion- and were raining blaster bolts down onto the dark landing pad,
preventing Deuce’s team from making it to the northeast corner access panel set
alongside the freight elevator parked directly in front of the makeshift barricade of cargo
crates. No one counted on the stormtroopers to put up as much resistance after the
explosion but someone figured wrong, and now “hardtops” that should have been out
trying to contain the rioting and chaos had elected to cover their own tail and hold up in
the burning admin building.

“It’s all going to hell,” Farlander said beside him. The older captain was close
enough to hear what was going on over the headset while leaning forward on the railing
beside Race and intently peering past the trails of raindrops at the exchange of green and
red fire between Deuce’s team and the stormies. The newly arrived thunderstorm was
keeping the storage containers from bursting into flame when hit, but was also keeping
the smoke from blowing away- the result was a low fog that now covered the landing
pad. There were four other soldiers manning the various stations on the bridge, and all
wore masks of concern- the chatter on the comm only told part of the story- but none of it
was good.  Klux had confirmed Jax wasn’t where they thought he would be, Rontack
wasn’t answering his comm and the Trianii duo had dropped off the radar entirely.

“You can say that again Hoss,” Race shook his head.
“Vornskr Eight!” Deuce’s voice ripped through the ship.
Race leaned forward and pressed his headset to his ear. “Go for Eight.”
“You picked up any chatter from that freighter that sat down a while ago?”
“Negative Sir, it never tried to make contact,” Race shook his head.  “Damndest

thing, the scanners picked it up setting down about two clicks to the North, then nothing.
No transmissions, nothing.”

“Alright, keep me updated. I don’t want any unexpected surprises,” Deuce said
and killed the line.

Right, like another surprise would make them any worse off than they already
were?

“I tried to tell your commander, tried to tell her what to expect,” Farlander shook
his head.  “But she wouldn’t listen. Rordak is a tactical nightmare- that’s why no one has
ever tried to take it out-if you aren’t fighting the Imperials, you’re fighting the convicts or
the planet- likely one of them is going to kill you. That’s what happens with these
stubborn hard-headed officers Race, they follow orders even when someone tries to tell
them better, especially someone older and with more experience.”

“Look,” Race leaned back in the Captain’s chair. “Can you just, you know, shut
up?”
Farlander gave a grim smile and leaned back.  “Just like the Empire, the higher ups never
listened when you tried to tell them better because they were scared of looking like they
didn’t know what they were doing.”



“I know, but you reminding me about how bad things are ain’t helping,” Race
stopped when static broke over his headset.

“Vornskr Six to Vornskr One!” Paret’s voice again, this time calm and in control.
“Vornskr Seven is down, I repeat, Vornskr Seven has taken a direct hit…”
Vahri.
His stomach tightened into a knot and his breath caught in his chest.

“…we’re pinned down and can’t reach the ladder to evac her, request
assistance…”

“Hold that position Six!  We’ll get down there when we can,” but as Deuce’s
voice cut through the screams of blaster fire Race knew there was no way they would
make it from behind the barricade without getting shredded.

 “One, this is Eight, I’ve got an idea to get down to Team Two…” but Deuce cut
him off.  “You keep that ship prepped Eight!  We’ll deal with this situation!”

“But sir, Vahri’s…”
“That’s an order Eight!” she screamed and killed the line.
“Dammit!’ Race ripped the headset and slung it to the ground.  Vahri would be

lying there dying right now and the only people who could  help her were pinned down
and unable to move.

 “Hey!” he looked at Farlander.  “Come here for a second,” he leaned in so the
Phantom’s Captain was the only one who could hear him, trying to keep his voice even.
“I need you to open the forward vents.”

“Why would I do that?” the man replied, keeping his voice low.
“I’m going to try to use the steam as cover to get to that access hatch on the other

side of the crates”
“And why would I want to help you?”
“Because Hoss, if we don’t make it off this rock you’ll be tried for treason with

the rest of us if not outright killed. Is that a good enough reason?”
“It’s a compelling argument, why not just have your crew do it?”
“This crew,” Race gestured to the New Republic soldiers riveted on the drama

unfolding before the ship, “won’t do it without a direct order from Deuce, who won’t
give it. Now look, my friend is lying down there dying right now, you going to help me
or not?”
The man seemed to consider his words for a moment. “Ok, but what’s to stop the crew
from shooting me?”
Race glanced over to make sure they weren’t being watched, drawing his blaster from his
holster. “Because you’ll be armed.”
The man looked from the weapon, then back to Race, “Keep it. If you’re going out there
you’re going to need it more than me,” he gave a lopsided grin, “plus I’m real good at
talking my way out of tight spots.”

“I’m trusting you Kick, to do the right thing,” Race looked the man square in the
eye.

“I see that,” the man nodded.  “Some might think it foolish to put this kind of trust
in an ex-Imperial who already tried to screw you over once.  You sure you aren’t drunk
again?”

“Nope, not drunk- and I’m not putting my life in the hands of some ex-Imperial,
I’m putting it in your hands.”



“That’s a big gamble Moonthall, but you probably won’t be around to find out if
you made the wrong call,” Farlander smiled.

“Nope, just give me five minutes and then open those vents,” he returned his
blaster to its holster. “I owe you one Kick.”

“You owe me nothing, just get down there and save your friend,” Kick leaned
back.

“Ensign Oriolix,” Race said standing.
A young green skinned humanoid with wide yellow eyes spun around, “Sir?”

“I need to step to the ‘fresher, keep an eye on things,” Race headed for the sliding
blast doors.

“But Sir, now?” the young ensign almost whined.
“Yeah, unless you want to be on cleaning detail in about twenty seconds,” Race

exited the door and hoped the lie would buy him enough time. He tore through the nearly
abandoned ship, dodging a few droids and stopping just long enough to grab Mclean.
The young medic was set up in a lounge adjacent to the loading ramp, with several sofas
turned into impromptu medbeds and at least a dozen cases of medicinal supplies arrayed
in various spots and within easy reach.  A 2-1B medical droid was also on station, poised
and ready for the first wounded to make it through the doors.

“Doc!  Get your medkit and let’s go!  We got wounded!” Race said, snatching a
pair of breath masks and protective goggles from a nearby crate and tossing one to the
wide-eyed medic.

What? Where?” Mclean looked into the hallway.
“About fifty meters below us, get your bag and an antigrav harness.”

Mclean didn’t say another word, merely grabbed a drab green satchel from the floor,
pulled a sealed silver pack from one of the crates, slung a blaster rifle over his shoulder
and followed him out onto the landing pad.  Donning their goggles and breath masks,
they cautiously made their way down the ramp as the wind and rain, whipped about in a
frenzy pelting them from all sides. The firefight was still going strong, with green and red
flashes of light mixing with the lightning that now ripped the sky apart- causing the
whole pad to look like the inside of a dance club.

“Ready?” he asked, zipping up his brown leather blast vest.
“Ready for what?  It’s a shooting gallery out here!” Mclean screamed.   Before

Race could respond the Phantom rumbled, great geysers of hot steam erupting from the
forward vents, enshrouding the ship and the entire pad in a thick hot fog.

“Let’s go!” Race screamed, grabbing the medic and zigzagging past Deuce’s team
and the cover of the supply crates.  They covered the dozen meters to the access hatch- a
large square of durasteel set into the ferrocrete alongside the freight elevator. Using his
cybernetic arm, he easily threw the hatch open, where it slammed back down  hard onto
the wet ferrocrete.
Someone screamed from behind him, likely Deuce, but he blocked it out and shoved
Mclean down onto the top rungs of the ladder.

“We should be cored,” Mclean said, hunkering down and red blaster bolts
smacked onto the landing pad.

“It’s the steam- the heat messes up their targeting systems,” Race said following
the man into the black hole.



The underside of the pad was dark, choked with smoke from the burning building and the
ladder rungs were slick with rain that seemed to find a way to ride the wind beneath the
pad, smacking them in the face and in some cases threatening to blow them off the ladder
entirely. Glancing over his shoulder, Race could spy Reika’s team; like Deuce’s they
were pinned down forward of the pad behind several cargo crates returning fire with
stormies who had set up shop in the admin building’s entrance to the loading dock
directly off the freight elevator. Occasionally a long spear of red energy would lance out
from the third floor of the building, slamming into the crates and spraying a starburst of
sparks and hot slag everywhere. Continuing their descent, he glanced through the ladder
rungs and beyond the support struts into the yard near the prison’s front gate.
It was anarchy.
Through the wall of rain and smoke he caught glimpses of prisoners clashing with
stormtroopers; and in some cases it was impossible to tell which was which as the
troopers were now covered in the same soupy red muck that the prisoners were.
Occasionally blaster bolts lanced out across the yard, followed by screams and curses but
through it all the mass continued trying to move through the wide open main gate and
towards freedom. A small group of prisoners that had liberated several rifles had gotten
the bright idea of trying to take the landing pad, assaulting them from the northwest but
Reika and Horik were doing a good job of keeping them pinned down behind the burning
husk of a speeder sled while simultaneously dealing with the stormies sniping from the
main loading dock on the ground floor to the east.
They reached the surface without getting shot or electrocuted by the spears of lightning
that was now hitting in various locations outside of the prison, jumping from the ladder
and slipping, sliding and eventually dodging their way through the forest of durasteel
support struts to the makeshift barricade. Vahri was on the ground, propped up against
the thickest of the crates, a black circle of char blasted into her torso armor directly below
her right breast. In the gloom he could see her eyes were barely open and a line of deep
crimson ran from her mouth, mingling with the rain and sweat on her face and staining
her lower jaw and neck.

“Vahri! Vahri can you hear me!?!” Race shouted as he dropped down beside her.
He saw a flicker in her golden eyes as they rolled towards him and beneath her clear
breath mask her mouth worked as if trying to speak.

“Watch it Race, she’s hurt and you’re just in the way,” Mclean said dropping
opposite of the wounded woman. The young man triggered the shoulder light on his
armor to life and began digging in his satchel.  His young face was drawn tight and the
usual wide smile that showed rows of perfect, straight teeth was gone, replaced with a
thin lipped seam and eyes already looking over the patient while his hands moved on
their own through his bag.

“Alright doc, you let me know if I can do anything,” Race replied, drawing his
blaster, and after giving Vahri one last glance, scrambled over to where Reika Paret and
Horik were busy unloading into the stormtroopers located inside the smoke-filled loading
dock.

“What the hell are you doing here Race?” Reika shouted, rising up just enough to
squeeze off a shot.  “LT didn’t order you down here!”



“Yeah, I sorta cut my own orders,” Race said, rising up and popping off a shot
towards one of the upper windows.  It was answered with a peppering of red blaster bolts
that sprayed him with bits of hot plasteel. “Damn that hurts!”

“Yeah, try putting up with it for twenty minutes straight,” Horik said and Race
could see black pock marks all over the woman’s angular face where she’d been hit with
bits of shrapnel.
Behind Horik he saw a dark shape unwrap itself from one of the support struts, moving
with lightning speed towards her flank.

“Horik! Look out!” he roared, but the being was too fast, and in one gruesome
move swung some sort of weapon that caught Horik in the throat, separating her head
from the rest of her body. Without hesitation, he unloaded into the massive, shaggy
creature as Horik’s body fell forward in the mud.  Wookiee, Togorian, he couldn’t be
sure of the species but the shots caught the inmate in the torso, igniting it’s fur and
sending it spinning backwards, where it fell face first into the muck, it’s body still
twitching and smoking.

“Dammit,” he heard Reika say to herself. “Vornskr One, we lost Vornskr Ten,”
she reported over the comm.
Race checked the charge on his blaster- only a few more shots then he was out- he
reached for a new pack and realized he’d left his spares on his bunk-never expecting he
would need them on the bridge of the ‘Phantom.

“Race!” Mclean’s voice cut through the whine of blaster bolts screaming from
above.  He ran back over to the medic and saw that the young man had already fitted
Vahri with an anti-grav harness. The black webbing crisscrossed her body, with two
small silver discs on either side of her torso lifting her almost a mater above the ground.

“What happened? Mclean said without looking up.
“Horik got ambushed, didn’t make it,” Race said, trying to stay focused on what

he could do for the living.”How can I help Doc? What do you need?”
“A diversion,” the young man looked back at the way they came and the ladder

that stood against a support strut over a dozen meters away. “She’s stabilized but I have
to get her back to the ship, I need…”

“You got it,” Race glanced off to his left.  If he could draw the stormies fire he
might be able to buy Mclean enough time to get Vhari to safety.

“Wait here,” he said, running back to Reika who was replacing her own power
pack on a mean looking blaster rifle with a notched blade slung beneath the barrel-
unfortunately the clip would do his pistol little good as the two weapons weren’t
compatible. “Hey!  I need explosives,” he dropped down beside her.
The small female scrambled over to Horik’s body and pulled loose a bandolier from the
fallen soldier’s torso, tossing it to him.  “Here, there are at least six frag grenades still left
on it,” she said, popping up and taking another shot.
Without hesitation Race slung the belt of grenades over his shoulder and headed back to
Mclean, who was covering Vahri in black reflective webbing.  “This will cover her up
from any sensors they might have, though it will only give me about ten minutes,” he
said, his face tight with concentration.

“Good, give me five minutes, then take off and don’t look back” Race said,
pulling free a frag grenade and nestling his thumb against the trigger switch.



“Ok, but once I get up top how am I supposed to get back to the ship without
getting ventilated?” Mclean said.

“Comm LT and tell her to focus all of their fire on the rooftop,” Race said.
Without another word he drew back and let the grenade fly- his cybernetic arm giving the
projectile enough distance and momentum so that it sailed directly into the inner loading
dock.  He heard screams and as the frag grenade exploded, bolted from the cover of the
cargo crates while ripping free another grenade and sending it arcing so that it landed in
almost exactly the same spot. A red blaster bolt seared through the rain and darkness to
slam into his chest, knocking him back onto the ground. The second explosion rocked the
building, belching fire, smoke and smoldering chunks of charred white plasteel into the
air above him, lighting the entire underside of the landing platform.
Sucking in huge gulps of air, he realized his blast vest saved him, but was now useless, a
scorched gaping hole still smoked where he was hit. Gritting his teeth, he forced himself
up and ignored the burning in his chest, making his way to the loading dock’s entrance.
Ducking inside, he dropped to one knee and scanned his surroundings- and immediately
squeezed off a trio of shots at a lone hardtop who was struggling to his feet just two
meters away. The bolts caught the stormtrooper in the chest and neck, spinning him
around and depositing him on top of a smoldering pile of plastoid and what he could only
guess used to be stormies.
The rest of the dock was filled with thick black smoke and ruined armor, weapons and
what used to be soldiers, with the main receiving doors sealed shut and a small adjacent
entry door pried open behind him.  Cautiously, he made his way through, moving silently
into the smog-choked corridors and past locked offices and beyond admin droids
wandering back and forth with fire extinguishers trying to put out small blazes that licked
at the walls. The heat was stifling but he blocked it out, picking up his pace and finally
locating the stairwell that lead to the upper floors.
The building shook, and bits of ferrocrete and wall tiles fell into the stairwell- the reactor
being destroyed must have weakened the foundation and now t he whole building was in
danger of collapsing. If he had time he would just let gravity do the job for him- but
Vahri was barely hanging on and he didn’t have the luxury of standing around waiting.
Picking up his pace, he felt his way to the third floor and where he guessed the sniper was
located and forced the sliding door aside, leading into the corridor with the barrel of his
pistol.  He heard the sniper before he saw him, the high-pitched whine of his rifle echoing
down the deserted hallways, down the corridor and on the left, no more than fifteen
meters.  His time was almost up and Mclean would be moving soon, which meant he had
to move now. Scrambling along and trying to remain silent, he came to an open doorway
and froze.  Expecting the white silhouette of stormie armor, he was surprised to see the
sniper sported a black and red suit instead, kneeling below a window with his rifle
planted on the sill, adjusting his site. Regardless of the sniper’s fashion sense, his
allegiance was obvious; Taking a deep breath, Race lifted his pistol and brought the black
dome of the sniper’s helmet in his sights and gently squeezed the trigger.
And almost threw up when it dry clicked on an empty cartridge.
Quickly ducking down to the side of the door, he wasn’t sure if the sniper had heard him
or not- and after a moment decided to hazard a look.  Peeking around the doorjamb he
allowed himself to breath-the stormie was still kneeling taking potshots at his friends. No



spare blaster clips and likely the sniper would hear him the second he tried to make his
way across the shattered glass and debris that littered the floor.
Only one thing to do.
Pulling the belt of frag grenades from his shoulder he shrugged and set a time on one to
five seconds- not much time but Vahri was counting on him and he couldn’t leave it to
chance that only one would do the job. Hitting the switch he waited till the timer hit three
seconds and then stood, slinging the entire belt into the room.  The sniper must have
heard him as blaster bolts the size of his arm ripped through the flimsy walls, following
him down the corridor. His legs pumping like pistons he vaulted down the dark hall,
throwing himself around the corner of a t-intersection at the last second as the grenades
exploded, rocking the building and sending a fireball rushing through the corridor. Heat
singed his body and he felt bits of his hair catch fire as the shockwave slammed him like
the fist of a wild Rancor, knocking him up and back, slinging him into a wall where he
rebounded, hitting the ground and lay prone, every muscle and bit of bare skin screaming
as it baked in the intense heat. His eyes shut, he tried to block out the pain that came in
waves through his body and it took all he had to just stay conscious.  He wasn’t sure how
much time passed, just that the building continued to shake and vibrate and he hoped
Mclean was able to get Vahri back to the Phantom safely.
He thought about her- the first time he saw her- really saw her- back on her home world
of Mengali.  Stripped of her armor and military attire, she was clad in a long flowing
translucent skirt of pink and blue, her tan, fit midriff peeking out beneath a top of
lavender.  It was there that he fell for her, though despite his bravado all he ever managed
to do was flirt and toss hastily constructed innuendo at her that she merely took in stride.

“Doesn’t matter a lick now I suppose,” he said aloud.
“I guess not,” someone responded. The voice was a raspy metal sound- the kind a

busted stormie helmet might make, and Race decided his luck must have finally run out.
Somehow the sniper had survived and come back to finish him off.

“Might as well kill me Hoss, I got no weapons and my armor is shot to hell and
I’m too tired to get up,” Race said, taking what he expected to be his last breath.

“A friend of yours?” someone else said- a younger voice- a human voice.
Cracking his eyelid open-not without a degree of pain- he looked up into the flame-lit
face of Vic-or Terminus as he was going by- and a handsome young blonde haired
inmate. Vic said nothing for a moment, slowly turning his blaster towards Race.

“Uh, Vi- Term…I mean, Raptor One?  Buddy?” Race said as the barrel came
even with his head, then stopped.  “Want to not point that at your old buddy Race?”
Another moment of silence and for a second Race thought the man was actually going to
shoot him, then the barrel went back to aim at the convict.  “What are you doing here?”
Vic finally said.

“I...I thought you were a stormie,” Race managed.
“Yeah, I’m getting that a lot,” Vic leaned down and fished something from one of

the pouches on his belt.  A moment later Race felt pressure against his leg and after that
the euphoria of painkillers racing through his body.

“I thought for second you were going to shoot me Hoss,” Race chuckled as his
pain subsided.

“Yeah… me too,” the man’s voice hesitated, “So, I take it this in your
handywork?” Vic asked, nodding to the flaming walls.



“Yeah, I did this,” Race smiled, his lips cracking in several spots.
“Looks like you don’t know what you are doing,” the young man said.
“Who the hell is this?” Race asked as Vic helped him to his feet.
“Xan…” the young man started but Vic cut him off.
“An inmate that might get to live if he shows me where Jax is,” Vic said.
“Lucky you,” Race rolled his eyes without pain this time.
“So you got bored and decided to blow up a building I had blown up earlier?” Vic

asked.
“Well, yeah,” Race shrugged, “I had to take out a sniper that was causing some

trouble- and my blaster was empty.”
“Are you guys new at this?” Xan said.
“Shut up convict,” Vic said without humor.  The floor shook again, this time more

violent as ceiling tiles began to rain from above.
“Did Mclean get Vahri back to safety?” Race asked.
“Yeah, seems like your little trick caused those hardtops on the roof to fall back, I

guess they want to be crushed by a collapsing building as much as I do…”
“Good,” Race smiled.
“ We need to get out of here, I suggest you head on back to the Phantom and get it

clear of the landing pad before this whole building collapses and takes our only way out
with it.”

“Reading you loud and clear Hoss,”  Race said, and giving a wink took off down
the still flaming corridor trying to decide what he would say to Vahri the next time he
saw her-assuming they weren’t all killed in a fiery collapse first.

*

Sometimes, Lauren thought to herself, you just had to get your hands dirty.
Elbow deep into the intestines of a Wookiee, her arms tingled as they moved inside the
antisepsis field as she peered above her at the holo that hovered directly in front of her
face.  She could see her skin-gloved hands working, moving through the various folds of
flesh, a small silver cylinder in her hand with a droid brain capable of picking out a piece
of foreign matter the size of a pinhead.  She counted herself lucky that Tierfon Station’s
medical suite even sported a holo-imager, since most of the other equipment predated
current technology by half a century or more. Though according to her instructors, it
wasn’t technology that saved lives, it was skill and ability-not that she totally agreed-
especially when she was on Fibuli and the best she had to treat the Trianni with was a
field medkit and lots of praying.

“More suction,” she told the FX-7 Medical Droid on the opposite side of the table.
The droid complied with a beep that disappeared among the other noises in the OR.
Slowing her breathing, licking her lips beneath her surgical mask and stared intently as
the glowing blue translucent organs slid about, allowing her to get farther into the soldier
where the culprit was.
There.



Glowing bright red on the heads up holo, the small particle of explosive revealed itself-
and if she moved too quickly and triggered the minute speck of death, she and the
attending medical droids and handful of New Republic field medics situated in the high
ceilinged, cramped operating room in the rear of Tierfon Station would be covered in
Wookiee guts from head to toe. She was glad she was wearing Sweat-Stop though it
occasionally made her face and neck itch like crazy, without it she would no doubt be
expelling small lakes from her forehead.
As if she herself were being invaded, the memory of Perfo tried to muscle its way into
her mind.  She tried to suppress it, tried not to thinks about him, but the more she stared
at the screen the more she couldn’t shake the memory of his powerful arms encircling
her, or his eyes as he looked down at her from….
Stop it, she told herself.
She froze, trying to get her mind back on what she was doing and the patient whose life
depended on her concentration. She didn’t know his name, rank or where he’d come
from- just his species and that he was a soldier and that if she didn’t pull it together he
would never take another breath- never live to see his family or friends again. Gently, she
eased the cylinder close, nudging it against the red speck and thumbed the trigger on the
side of the device. A trio of manipulator prongs, no bigger than her eyelash extended
outwards, weaving around the invading red speck and slowly- ever so slowly, began to
retract back into the cylinder.
Warm hands over her body, but not Vic’s, not the man she thought she loved-
Her thoughts wavered- and then her hand followed suit and the small red glowing red orb
gently- almost imperceptibly rapped the side of the cylinder.

“DOWN!” She screamed, and without thinking pulled her arm free, slinging the
cylinder and its deadly package high in the air.
It exploded in a fireball, just big enough to cause the cylinder to shatter and spray
shrapnel throughout the room.  She threw herself over top of the patient, feeling the
warmth of his exposed abdomen and tingle of the antisepsis field against the thin
membrane she wore over her scrubs.  Hot bits of metal smacked into her back, burning
her but she blocked the pain out and waited for the all clear.
Glancing at the nearby monitor she was relieved that the patient as ok- but her job just
got harder. “Everyone alright?” she said, looking around. The medical droids continued
to watch her impassively while the medics pulled themselves from the ground and gave a
trio of “affirmatives”.  She was glad they were soldiers as well as medics- likely that
saved them from the blast.

“Ok everyone, let’s make sure none of that made it into our patient and get him all
sealed up, then one of you can pick these little bits of metal off my back.  Hopefully
that’s the last surprise we’ll have to deal with today.”

“I heard you had a rough morning,” Perfo said taking a seat opposite of her in the
“doctor’s lounge”- a small room set off to the side of the medical supply closet, just big
enough for a gravcouch and caffe machine.

“Yeah, rough morning, afternoon, night,” she replied, lying back and keeping her
eyes closed. “It seems they start rough and just get worse.” They’d managed to save the



Wookiee- Drub’Tabok was his name as it turned out- though the whole experience still
made her tremble and her back was still sore from a few pieces of hot shrapnel.

“Well, I know his team appreciated what you did, and when he comes to I’m sure
he will share that sentiment.”
She opened her eyes a crack. “What?  Almost killing him and everyone else in the room?
Yeah, I was a big hero this morning.”

“You were!” he sat next to her and the grav couch dipped slightly. He was back in
his black, nondescript fatigues bereft of any rank or name, and still sporting the terrible
scent of cheap cologne. “Without you that honey-popper would have sprayed him all over
that operating room- we would have had to bury him in a plastic bag.”

“Honey popper?”
“Yeah, it’s what we call that kind of mine,” he put his hand on her leg and she felt

her stomach flip.  “You did good Lauren, I don’t know what we would do without you.”
Rising up, she pulled him close and kissed him, letting her mouth work over his for a
moment- before he gently pushed her back.

“Lauren, please…”
“What?” she looked around.  “We’re alone. Unless the 2-1B suddenly develops a

taste for crappy caffe or the need to nap it’s unlikely we’ll be disturbed.” She leaned back
in but he stopped her again, this time she gave up and lay back.

“No, it’s just- I’m on duty.  I can’t risk anyone seeing me, you know…”
“Why?  You afraid they might mistake you for a human with feelings and

emotions?”
“No, I’m afraid they might think I should have better things to do than make out

with another officer.”
“Officer?”

“Yeah,” he gave a sheepish grin.  “Look, I pulled some strings and would like to
formally offer you a position in the New Republic.”
Her laugh caught him off guard and she tried to stifle it, but could tell he was already
hurt.  ‘I’m sorry Perfo!  That’s funny though!  It’s a good joke, I just didn’t expect it.
Officer,” she smiled, “I’m flattered you think my ‘abilities’ are promotion-worthy. Was it
my cooking or…”
His eyes darted up and back to the floor.  “I’m uh, I’m not kidding.  Command heard
about your work here and wanted to offer you a position on Home One- it’s quite an
honor.”
Her smile disappeared and she felt numb for a moment.  “Are you, you’re serious?”

“Totally, they want to give you the rank of Lieutenant. You would have our own
team of surgeons…”

“But Perfo, they don’t even know me!”
“They’ve seen your work. Turns out one of the kids you patched up a few days

ago is the son of a New Republic higher up.  Word of mouth travels fast dearest.”
She sat stunned, shaking her head.  The New Republic- she wasn’t sure to be flattered or
scared to death. Still, it was an opportunity to help people and a chance for a brighter
future, which right now she really didn’t have.  It was also a chance to move on, to move
forward with her life and…

“What…what about us?” her voice almost cracked.



“Us…yeah,” Perfo shrugged.  “Lauren, this is a tremendous opportunity for you.
And, with what has happened, I mean, I still need to figure out how I’m going to tell
Vic…”

“No, you don’t tell him anything.  If someone has to tell him it should be me.”
He rolled his eyes in a way that she found cute and annoying at the same time.  “Lauren,
please.  He and I go way back- we have history…”

“Oh, like he and I don’t?”
“No, not the kind we have.  He saved my life, I’ve saved his and we’ve both

managed to fall for the same girl a few times before. So, trust me, this isn’t a first.”
“Great, I was hoping you would come in here and make me feel trivial,” she

fought back the urge to kick him in the face.
“No!  its not like that at all. We were both young, didn’t know what we were

doing.  But the other night, the other night I knew exactly what I was doing,” he smiled
and leaned down, kissing her, his cheap cologne assaulting  her nostrils but she blocked
it, enjoying the moment while it lasted.

“Aren’t you afraid someone will walk in on two officers cavorting/” she smiled as
he pulled back.

“Two-so that means you’re taking the position?”
She smiled and nodded.  “Yes, you’re right, it’s quite an honor and besides,” she ran a
finger down her face, “it will let me keep a better eye on my fella.”

“Great, that’s great,” he smiled and blushed slightly.  “Still…Vic”
“No, she shook her head. “You can tell Vic some other time about us, but first

things first.  When they make it back from Rordak I’m ending it- for good.”

After her “meeting” with Perfo she finally got around to heading into the
detention center for her evaluation of Ket Adkins.  For better than  a half an hour she
stared at the man clad in a yellow jumpsuit, asking him various questions, making notes
and just trying to get some sort of response that would indicate he was a threat in way,
shape or form .  He said nothing, never moved a muscle or responded to her in any way,
and under a mop of black hair his glowing red cybernetic eyes, while unnerving, seemed
to merely stare out into space. Bored and irritated that she wasted her time, she killed her
recorder and was about to get up, to write off Adkins as nothing but a vegetable when she
heard his voice, a small whispering intrusion into her mind that stopped her cold.

“What did you say?” she slowly took her seat, leaning forward to stare into the
red cybernetic eyes of the madman who sat on the opposite side of the shimmering blue
electrical field. She barely heard the whisper- but it almost sounded like “does he know?”
His mouth, up to that point a lifeless line stretched beneath his nose, pulled at one corner
and his eyes darted to the armed guard situated beside the door. “Keep the recorder off
and loose the muscle so we can talk-privately,” he whispered.

“Why would I do that?” she said, keeping her voice low.  If he was a vegetable
she sure couldn’t tell it now, though she wasn’t caught completely unaware; she’d read
his file-at least what wasn’t totally censored and butchered by NRI- and it all pointed to a
cold calculating madman who seemed to be full of unexpected surprises.

“Because, I know your secret,” he said, his face becoming an emotionless mask
once again.



She glanced around the small circular room, to reassure herself that the cameras
monitoring Adkins every move was rolling, then, slowly, she turned to the guard- a
mammoth clad in green armor and toting a blaster rifle as big as she was.  “Excuse me,
would you mind giving us a moment alone.”

“Doctor?” the soldier asked as if she’d just ordered him to Coruscant to retrieve
her dry cleaning.

“I think this patient is hesitant to speak because of you r presence, can you please
give us a moment?”

“Doctor, with all due respect, I’ve been watching him for the past four days and
he looks about as responsive as a Naboo swamp stump,” the soldier shook his head.

“Please.  Just for a moment.  I promise if there is any trouble I’ll yell.”
“You’re the Doctor,” the soldier nodded.  “I’ll be right outside if you need me,

though I‘ve never seen anyone come through that barrier and not wind up extra crispy,”
the guard said, nodding to the electric detainment field, finally leaving the room and
locking the door behind him.

“So does he know?  Surely not,” Adkins said, leaning back.
“Does who, know what?” Lauren replied.
“Vic.  Does he know you’re ‘greasing’ Kryll’s servos?”

Her heart lodged in her throat and she froze.  How did he know?  How is he even
speaking?  Perfo told her he was barely able to function, so how..

 “I uh, I have no idea what you’re going on about,” Lauren said, doing a bad job
of hiding her surprise.

“Of course. Then when Vic returns I’ll ask him if he knows.  I’m guessing not,”
Adkins smiled and leaned back.

“No, don’t do that,” Lauren cursed herself but if Vic was going to find out she
wanted it to be on her terms.  “Why don’t you want me to record you?”

“Because I like to take care of my business in private.”
“This isn’t very private,” she nodded to the camera.
“They can see me, but the interference from the field neutralizes the auditory

pickups,” the madman smiled. “They won’t hear a word we’re saying.”
He was right and he knew it. “Ok,” Lauren leaned back, “You want us to speak in
private, so we are.”
He leaned forward, his voice dripping.  “I’m guessing you have questions for me Doctor
Salias.”

“I do, first off, they told me you were brain damaged,” she froze, realizing she
never told him her last name- merely referring to herself as Doctor Lauren. “How, how
do you know my name?”

“First things first,” he gave her a smile that made her blood seize up and freeze in
her veins.  “You mentioned brain damage- that’s a bit extreme,” he smiled. “They took
what they wanted and left a lot up here,” he tapped the side of his temple. “But in all
honesty I really have you to thank- tell me doctor, have you ever heard that in some
species, the greatest sense tied to memory is the sense of smell?”
She nodded, “I have, most specifically, humanoids.”

“Correct. You see, you walking in here didn’t completely shake me out of my
stupor at first- but catching the whiff of Kryll’s rebate aftershave on your body did.”



They stared at each other for a moment, neither saying another word and she could see
why Perfo wanted to take such a precaution with the madman. Finally, straightening up in
the chair, she gave a sly grin of her own.

“Nice trick, but I think you’re lying. I think whoever interrogated you botched the
job and you are more dangerous than you let on.  I’ll just tell Perfo you aren’t as
incapacitated as he thought and then they’ll come in here and finish the job-before Vic
even gets back,” she leaned forward, the static from the field causing the small hairs
along the back of her neck to stand up. “Then you won’t be telling anyone anything
anymore.”
He never wavered, never let on that he could tell if she was bluffing or not.  Finally, he
smiled and shook his head.  “Of course you will.  You will run off and tell Perfo that very
thing. You’ll tell him how I’m still functional, how I’m still dangerous and how you
should try a full lobotomy this time instead of having some Jedi grazing through my grey
matter. But you know what?”

“What?”
“He won’t do it. He won’t do it because that isn’t his style. What he’ll do is

promise you that he’ll assign more security around me, and he’ll promise you that I won’t
be a threat to anyone else.  And he’ll try to send me away to some place dark and solitary
so I won’t ever bother anyone again.  And in the back of your mind, you’ll never be able
to rest, you’ll never feel safe.  Because you’ll always be wondering:  What if he gets
loose?  Or what if I get a chance to see Vic one more time?  Or, more importantly, what
else do I have stored up here in this ‘damaged’ brain that can cause you a whole lot of
heartache?”

“What…what do you mean by that?” she whispered.
“You wanted to know how I knew your last name. Doctor, I know all about you,”

his laser-red eyes seemed to burn into her pupils and she found she couldn’t look away.
“And you know all about me too. You’ve read my file I’m sure. I spent a lot of time and
credits to make Raptor Squad’s life miserable- and the best way to do that is to make
their loved ones suffer-and it took a lot of digging but I found out everything I needed to
know about the ones they worked with and cared about before I decided to go to work.”

“You, you’ve been studying me?”
“Don’t flatter yourself.  You’re merely one of dozens I’ve worked up files on.

You bedded with Palisades, so that makes you an asset that can be exploited. No more,
no less, in fact” he leaned back.  “It was a tossup as to whose head I was going to send
him first.  The only reason I sent him Crotos’ was that I was killing two birds with one
stone- eliminating a future threat to me at the same time. If I didn’t have a personal stake
in the matter,” he drew his thumb across his throat. “Slice.”

“What do you want from me?  Why tell me all of this now?” Lauren tried to
control the fear that was threatening to race up her body and freeze her in place.  She’d
seen sociopaths before- in controlled settings during her clinical observations in college-
but never one who’d plotted her demise.

“Because,  I want you to go back to Kryll and tell him we sat and talked about our
time together in the gunslinger academy, and about how I’m mentally trapped in another
time and place and of no harm to anyone.  He won’t rest until he has your assurance I’m
no longer a threat.”



“So you can escape, so you can use the deception to your advantage and wait for a
moment to strike.”

“Of course.  I’ve got unfinished business to attend to doctor. Lots of people left to
kill, including your ex-boyfriend Palisades.  In fact, I would even go so far to say I’m
doing you a favor- he’s quite the bastard.”
Adkins never seemed to blink- she realized now that his eyes always seemed to stay open
and focused-directly at her, almost looking through her and beyond- to another future or
the possibility of what he was going to do- his next step.

“You’re going to go out and kill more people? Why?  Why not just escape?
Run?” She shook her head.

“Because, that’s what I do doctor. You save people, I kill them.  Black and white,
good and evil, because without us the galaxy doesn’t function,” he laughed, a frightening,
crazed laugh of something not entirely human.

“I can’t do this, I can’t let you loose on the galaxy again…”
“Of course you can. You would be surprised what people are willing to do with

the right incentive.”
“There is no ‘incentive’ you can offer me that will change my mind Ket,” she

shook her head and started to rise.
“It’s a shame your father won’t ever see that councilman’s position-hard to chair

when you become a victim of political assassination.”
Another strike- another surge of fear. So this is what it was like to be in Raptor Squad- to
experience your life being toyed with by maniacs and criminals.  Somewhere deep inside,
guilt rose up and she realized how selfish she’d been with Vic and what he must have had
to go through just in dealing with this madman.

“Bluffing,” she said the word not believing it for a second- Ket’s file had pointed
not only to a madman capable of anything- but to one with vast resources that spanned far
beyond those capable of being tracked and identified by the New Republic.

“Then call my hand Doctor. Call my hand and tell Kryll everything. But better
make it good- because when I get out- and I will get out, I’ll make you my top priority
and then you’ll learn what it feels like to wake up one morning and find everyone you
loved, past AND present- sent to you like a bloody jigsaw puzzle.”
She sat back down, deflated, feeling as though every breath of air had been expelled from
her lungs and finding it hard to breathe. Her future- a future that seemed so bright just an
hour ago, with the promise of serving on Home One- The New Republic’s flagship, and a
man who really  cared about her- a future that this madman would snuff out of existence
just because she wouldn’t lie for him, just because he wanted another chance to kill…
Finally, she managed to suck in a breath of air and lean back.  She knew what she had to
do- and didn’t see any other choice.

“Ok, Ket…tell me about the gunslinger academy.”

*

Darth Necros took a deep lungful of Rordak’s noxious air as he watched the
Trianii making a beeline across the minefield, impressed that the Jedi managed to avoid



the proton mines before they blew him into pieces. Slowly, just as his lungs began to burn
The Force did its job and purified the air into something his body could use. The laser
barriers- three meter tall grids of lethal glowing red beams created deadly corridors
throughout the exterior of the prison- a perfect setting for him to get his revenge.

“I was hoping you would have the nerve to show up Balthazar, though I expected
cowardice to win out,” Necros shouted as the felinoid closed.  He smiled at the taunt, not
that it was particularly witty, but he wanted the Jedi to think so.  His master had taught
him the technique- Dun Moch, a mixture of taunts and jests that would distract the Jedi
and reveal any possible weaknesses.  He’d used it before to great effect and had no doubt
it would prove fruitful this time against the Trianni- it seemed to work best against the
weak-minded.
This was it.  The moment he’d been training for years for, the moment he’d dreamt of,
craved, the moment when the revenge his wife and child deserved would be paid in full.
In the back of his mind the echoes of his master’s instructions about bringing the Jedi
back alive and capturing them were hastily dismissed. He ignited his forearm gauntlet,
the twin purple blades sizzling to life as rain hammered down, disappearing into tendrils
of steam as they struck. His tunic already soaked, he’d cast it off and now stood naked
from the waist up, baring his scarred body to the elements and his oncoming adversary.
Twin crimson sabers already flaring to life in his hands the Trianii didn’t waste time for a
retort, simply launching himself like a violent torpedo into the air, his attack a clumsy,
amateur effort at best.  Necros vaulted away, the sabers coming within an inch of his
throat and landed on one knee in a defensive position, sinking into the already
treacherous grit. The Trianii matched him, landing a meter away and working both blades
so that Necros had to spin to parry the attacks.

“You’ve spent too much time getting fat off of stormtroopers,” Necros teased, his
hate a forge raging within his chest. “You should lose the armor; if you were any slower I
would kill you quick just to save me some time.”

“If you have a chance to kill me quick darksider, I suggest you take it,’ the Trianii
snarled from behind his breath mask, taking his bait.

“Here, let me take care of that troublesome mask for you,” and with one quick
uppercut Necros slashed the breathing apparatus apart , sending it in pieces through the
air. Stunned, the Jedi bat the weapon away, his voice coming in short gasps as he tried to
adjust.

“You… reek of one of Tremayne’s dogs…perhaps your master didn’t tell you
what happened… to the last darksiders he sent after me,” the Jedi gasped.
The Dun Moch technique was working, angering the Jedi and distracting him easily so he
took gasps of the noxious air while trying a verbal parlay.
Fool.
Spinning so that the Trianii’s blades cut through the rain instead of his torso, Necros
laughed. “Don’t mistake me for those sad excuses for Sith,” he knocked away the
Trianii’s blade, then at the last moment sensed danger, and redirected his attack so that
the Jedi avoided stepping on one of the buried proton mines.  “Watch your step Jedi!  I
can’t have you dying too soon- I want to make sure you suffer just like my wife and child
did,” Necros said, batting the blades away with one hand.
The Trianii seemed to back off, momentarily, his attack shifting to defense. “I’ve never
killed a woman or child,” he said, his eyes glittering with red laser light.



“Nice try, but feigning ignorance won’t work, though for you I would imagine it’s
not terribly difficult. I know what you and your partner did,” Necros said, going on the
offense and trapping the Jedi’s left lightsaber between his dual blades. Allowing the
Force to flow into his forearm, he wrenched the weapon free- pulling the saber from the
Trianii’s grip and sending it sailing- and with one swift motion cut the metal shaft into
thirds.

The Jedi roared in frustration and did what Necros expected, came in with an
unbalanced attack from his left, hoping to catch his exposed flank with his remaining
weapon and bisect him- a typical move that would have worked, had Necros not
anticipated it and adjusted his footing accordingly, ducking low so that the shimmering
blade sliced through the air directly above him. The attack of opportunity didn’t work for
the massive blue felinoid, but it did present an opening for Necros, who brought his
gauntlet across in an underhanded swing, the tips of the blades slicing neatly into the
Trianii’s armor and through to his thigh.
The beast roared again, this time in pain and back peddled across the uneven treacherous
ground, slipping while trying to put space between himself and Necros and at the same
time coming dangerously close to one of the sizzling red barriers. Allowing himself a
smile, Necros allowed the dark forces to flow through his system, savoring every bit of
the pain the Trianii felt- but it wasn’t enough. No, to truly bask in his victory he would
have to defeat everything the Trianii was, then feast on his very life essence.

“Don’t get too close to the laser’s Balthazar, I wouldn’t want them to rob me of
slicing you into pieces myself,” Necros laughed, stalking the Jedi. The smiling face of his
wife wavered in his vision and he pressed with a renewed attack, letting his hate and rage
flow thorough him like a conduit. “You’re a complete mess Balthazar!  Must I guide you
through this combat like a youngling taking his first steps? I’ve already saved your life
twice just to preserve the satisfaction of ending it myself!”

“Silence!’ his opponent roared, launching a full counter-attack.  Necros parried
the hammering blows, vaulting backwards, forwards and avoiding every swing and
thrust, parrying the weapon out of the way when it got too close, merely somersaulting or
dodging when it was barely out of reach, and all the while allowing his maniacal laugh to
echo across the plain. The more the Trianii tried to take him down, the more he saw
openings and weaknesses in his form and the more confident Necros grew.

“I…I have killed no woman or child, you’ve been lied to,” the Jedi began again,
still struggling with Rordak’s air while Necros took in long controlled breaths as if he
were relaxing on the deck of a space yacht.  “Surrender now and I will spare your life.”

“No, no I don’t think so,” Necros moved in, his weapon and arm as one, batting
the Jedi’s weapon away while he launched a high kick into the only vulnerable spot on
the Jedi- his head.  The knife-edge of his foot caught the Trianii off guard in the throat,
distracting him just long enough so he slipped backwards- and into a sizzling laser grid.
Sparks erupted from the Jedi’s armor and the Trianii threw himself forward- right into a
slice from Necros that bit deep into the armor’s torso, spraying him with the Jedi’s blood
and exiting into the creature’s saber and several of his fingers. He watched the pieces of
flesh and metal fall to the ground along with the Trianni who let loose an unholy howl of
pain and knew he had the Jedi exactly where he wanted him…on his knees, gripping his
smoking stubs of fingers with his neck exposed.



“No, I won’t kill you that easy Balthazar, I want to savor every second of your
demise” Necros said, shutting his gauntlet down and pulling off his black leather glove.
Without another word he reached into the great folds of wet, blue fur and dug his fingers
into the back of the Jedi’s neck, and was hit with an energy surge that tore through his
body- unlike anything he’d ever felt before. Gripping the fur tightly, waves of life force
enveloped him in a cocoon of euphoria- despite the hammering rain, gusting winds and
streaks of lightning that struck the ground nearby, he felt alive- so tremendously
powerful, every muscle tingling, charging like a battery. He’d never drank such raw
Force power before, but the Trianii’s power was not unlimited and he would not last, just
another minute more…

“Let him go!”
The voice brought Necros back from his feast and he let the Jedi fall from his grasp,
dropping face first into the mud. While not dead, the Trianni was as good as, and would
certainly never be the same. Slowly turning, he was already smiling, feeling as though
he’d just been given a shot of the strongest narcotic in the galaxy- perhaps even stronger.
Standing just a few meters away, in another suit of dark armor stood the Trianii’s partner,
Klux Martin, lightsaber sizzling at his side.

“What is it with you Jedi and armor?  Do you really think it’s going to protect you
from me?” he laughed.
Slowly, the Jedi took off his helmet, tossing it to the ground and in the red light of the
hissing slicer energy fields, and fixed him with an icy stare.  “You seem to know my
name but I don’t know who you…”

“I’ve heard all of this before murderer. The same story your accomplice told me- I
would have expected at least one of you to admit the truth before you died,” Necros said
as the two began to circle each other, their lower bodies disappearing in the steam now
creeping across the ground.

“You’re mistaken.  I’ve murdered no one but if you do not put down your weapon
and surrender now, I can’t make any promises about the future.”

“Threats? Now this Jedi might be worth killing!” Necros laughed, licking the
rancid rain from his lips.  “I want you to know my name Martin, I want you to know the
name of Darth Necros before I cut you down. The name of the man whose family you
killed and left burning in the ground, I want you to know Martin, because with that one
senseless act, you and your dead friend over there created me!”

“Darth Necros, please, it doesn’t have to end like this,” Martin was saying but the
blood was hammering in his ears and his thirst for vengeance would not be denied. He
launched himself at the Jedi, his gauntlet sparking and sizzling as it clashed with the
lightsaber blade.  Having feasted off of the Trianii, he felt invincible- as if no being could
possibly bring him down. Back and forth they parried, the Jedi’s face a stone mask of
concentration as he worked the lightsaber back and forth, accepting Necros’ thrusts and
jabs and countering with maneuvers that were basic- but fundamentally sound.  Unlike
his counterpart, he wasn’t expending any unnecessary energy, merely going with the flow
of the combat, not trying to kill Necros, but doing just enough to keep him at bay. Anger
flared inside his chest and he pressed his attack, taking every opportunity to try to rattle
the Jedi and breach his defenses, but, as the battle wore on and minutes passed, he
realized he could find none- the Jedi knew what he was doing.



Backing off, Necros mustered the dark forces he’d been trained in and using his free
hand, mentally jerked free a nearby partially unearthed proton mine and hurled it towards
the Jedi.  The dark flat disk almost struck,  but the younger man cart wheeled out of the
way, the deadly explosive passing between his legs and striking a nearby laser grid where
it erupted into a ball of flame and debris.

“I’m glad you’re fighting Martin, I’m glad you are prolonging this for me,”
Necros taunted, again circling the Jedi who didn’t press his attack.

“Who sent you Necros?” the Jedi asked, matching Necros’ movements with his
lightsaber down and at a ready position to his side.

“You know him as Tremayne, though that name is dead to the galaxy.  I call him
Darth Menace,” he replied, his lip curling in a snarl.  “He wanted me to take you alive,
wanted me to bring you back, but that’s not going to happen.” He felt something then- a
slight tingle along his spine and into he base of his skull- something he’d only sensed in
the presence of Lord Menace- a mind probe.
Instantly he shut his mind down to the Jedi and attacked with renewed rage, gauntlet
blades slamming into the sizzling blue shaft as they splashed about in the pooling water
that was now creeping up above their ankles.

“What do you think you’re doing?!?!” he screamed at the Jedi.
“I’ve seen into your mind, I know the lies he’s told you,” the Jedi replied evenly.

“He used the death of your wife and child to deceive you into serving him.”
“You know nothing!” Necros screamed, trying to twist the man’s lightsaber blade

and disarm him in the same way he did the Trianii, but to his surprise the Jedi followed
the move, flipping through the air and landing on his feet. He moved in with an attack,
and Necros barely had time to bat the blade out of his way before it landed a lethal blow
to his neck.

“Tremayne lied to you, Necros,” The Jedi said, keeping his attacks at bay,
“Search your feelings. Search what you know to be true.  We didn’t kill your family-
Tremayne killed your family.”

“JEDI LIES!!!” Necros screamed, and pressed harder.  Pain, anguish and thoughts
of his wife and child boiled into his mind- finding their charred remains, amidst the
rubble of his home and his life, and then- memories of Cha’Run’s words began echoing
in his head: “I’m sure if Lord Tremayne told you they targeted you then it must be true.
He is, after all your master, is he not?”
Pushing the doubt from his mind, Necros continued to fight, his fount of rage driving
him, until he lashed out without rhyme or reason, trying anything to cut the Jedi dog
down.
But the Jedi would not fall.
Fatigue  began creeping in through his muscles, something he hadn’t felt in years, and
slowly, ever so slowly he felt the life energy he’d absorbed from the Trianii draining
from his body, evaporating with every swing and thrust he launched at the Jedi.  To his
disgust the Jedi barely looked winded, merely taking everything he could throw at him in
stride, parrying his attacks away. Necros left himself open, purposely, just to see if the
Jedi would take the bait, but he didn’t and merely returned to a defensive stance that
would intercept whatever Necros would throw at him next.

“Why don’t you fight!?!” He finally screamed, rain hammering his body.



“Because, a Jedi uses the Force for defense, not to kill when he doesn’t have to,”
the man said, looking on with what Necros could only identify as pity.

“Then I guess I’ll just have to make you want to kill me,” Necros smiled.

*

She didn’t need the Force to tell her Baal was in trouble.
Having grown up together and hearing his roar in all manner of situations- she could hear
it from far off, coming from the other side of AlphaTR-8’s high walls.
It wasn’t a roar of emotional pain either- he was hurt.
Dropping the sniper rifle and giving Rontack’s body one last glance she said a silent
prayer and retrieved her half-moon axe from the mud.

“Hey! Lana!”
She spun, her weapon instinctively moving to intercept an attack and froze when she saw
Race, Vornskr Pack’s pilot moving towards her through the rain.

“What are you doing out here?  Shouldn’t you be on the ship?” she asked,
glancing through the curtains of rain and haze at the lit Joralla Phantom still parked atop
the landing pad.

“Yeah, had to- Oh my God, Rontak!” the big human darted over and dropped to
the Klatooinan’s side.

“He saved my life,” Lana knelt beside the man who was shaking his head, rain
pouring in small streams down his face.

“Damn, I never thought they would get old Ronnie,” Race said, still shaking his
head.

“Race, Baal is in trouble, beyond the main wall and I need to help, can you,” she
looked down and back up at the pilot.

He nodded in understanding and picked up the sniper in a fireman’s carry, draping
the prone body across his wide shoulders.  “Mind giving me that rifle honey, if you ain’t
gonna be using it?”
Lana snatched the weapon from the ground and handed it to Race who tucked it against
his shoulder.

“Be careful on your way to help out Baal. There’s a lot of meanness and killing
between here and there,” Race said, and giving her a small smile, charged off into the
rain, lances of green rifle fire leading the way.
She watched him go and shook her head.  Another person Baal vilified who turned out to
be noble and kind.  Pushing the thoughts away for another time she charged into the
thunderstorm, inhaling the noxious air and trying not to choke.  She’d been briefed on the
minefields that surrounded the base and as she neared the main deactivated gate tried to
stay to the main road that led out to the mines.  Many of the escaping convicts had the
same idea as well, and the way was choked with rioting prisoners and stormtroopers.  She
didn’t hold back this time, and let her axe swing wide, catching a few rioters and
depositing them screaming onto the ground, usually minus an appendage.
Stormtroopers got even less mercy, as she aimed for their armored heads, her weapon’s
humming blade cutting into their helmets where it sparked and flared as the trooper



dropped lifelessly to the ground. It only took a moment before the crowd dispersed,
taking their chances with the minefields.
A deadly mistake.
Explosions erupted throughout the yard as the convicts tore through the red glowing
corridors of slice barriers, and in some cases the blasts took out the red walls of death
themselves, leaving the nothing but bare sparking poles to belch smoke into the already
hazy night. Finding Baal wasn’t hard- she spotted the flares and sparks of a lightsaber
duel off to her left, the clashing blades making what looking like heat lightning patterns
in the low hanging smog that now covered the muck that made up Rordak’s surface.
She approached with caution, and as she neared, realized that it was Klux, not Baal
engaged with another human who was brandishing a device that emitted two twin violet
lightsaber blades.  Her heart hammering in her chest, she moved wide of the battle,
hoping that she could flank Klux’s adversary, and tried to watch her step- for the mines
on the ground or the slicer barrier directly behind her.  The warriors moved and danced in
the red haze, countering and dancing a deadly waltz that was almost impossible to keep
up with.
Finally, whoever it was battling Klux stopped, screamed something and before she knew
what was happening, felt her body go numb.  Fighting to move, straining every muscle
but to no avail she hovered, turning, so that the back of her head was within arms reach of
the sizzling red laser grid.

“LANA!” she heard Klux scream and turned her head towards him.
The Jedi launched into an attack against his foe as she slowly, haltingly, glided further
back against her will.  The man was combating Klux while still keeping his left hand
outstretched towards her, his weapon batting the blue blade away any time it got close-
Then he missed.
With a mad swing that caught his opponent off guard, Klux brought his blade up and
missed the man’s bare chest- but severed his left arm below the shoulder.
The man’s scream pierced the air and he moved, slicing through Klux’s armor and
dropping the Jedi to the ground.

“KLUX!” Lana screamed as she collapsed, her skull smoking from where the
laser grid had singed her fur. Pulling herself from the sucking wet clay, she was halfway
to the fallen Jedi when his opponent drove his twin blades towards the Jedi’s head- and
froze as a blue lightsaber blade pierced his chest and erupted from his back in a bright
crimson spray.

The man fell along the energy weapons’ shaft, collapsing on top of the Jedi.
She made it to Klux and pulling the scarred pale body of his opponent off, was

relieved to see the Jedi was unhurt.
“You okay?” Klux asked.
“Me?” Lana, laughed, shaking her head.  “I’m ok.  How are you?”
“I’m okay, his blade didn’t make it all the way through…BAAL!”

“Do you know where he is?” she said pulling the Jedi up.
“Yeah, close, and in a bad way,” he said. Within seconds they were both hovering

over the falling Trianii Protector, with Klux examining Baal’s flayed open chest.
“He’s bad, frell, I’ve never seem him this bad,” Klux muttered. “I can’t believe he

even has a pulse.”



“What can we do?  We’ve got to try to get…” Lana shook her head- in the
distance the Phantom sat atop the darkened landing platform- no more than a half a
kilometer away but it might as well have been an entire galaxy.

“Let me see if I can help,” Klux said, pulling his gloves off.  Gently, the Jedi
placed his hands into the open wounds, and closed his eyes. Lana watched breathless for
what seemed like hours as the Jedi slowly moved his hands back and forth, wrist deep in
the blackened and bloody folds of Baal’s chest until finally he opened his eyes. “Lana,
he’s not got long- we need to get him into the Phantom, and moving him won’t do any
more damage that hasn’t already been done.  I’ve managed to stop the bleed-“

“How?” she leaned in, trying to look into the bloody minced meat that was Baal’s
torso.

“…I don’t have time to explain, but for now he’s stable.  But we’ve got to get him
medical aid.  Help me get him up and we’ll carry him back to the ship.”

“The Force? You used the Force to heal him,” she said, amazed that even wounds
as serious as this could still be healed using the mystic energy.  “I’ve never, never seen
anyone do something like this before.”

“All I did was buy him some time,” Klux gently shook her, bringing her attention
back to him.  “But we need to move and I’m too drained to levitate him out of here.”

“Alright, alright let’s go,” she nodded and with Klux leaned down and hoisted
Baal’s massive frame between them. At first she wondered if they would be able to move
the hulking dead weight of muscle and bone but eventually they got into a rhythm and
began moving, avoiding the corpses of inmates and stormtroopers that littered their path.
Occasionally a curious inmate would  materialize out of the darkness and haze,
shambling towards them armed with verbal threats and a makeshift weapon, but with the
simple snap-hiss of his lightsaber Klux always managed to send them scurrying for easier
prey.

*

Xander led the masked man he now knew as “Raptor One” down into the lower
levels of the collapsing admin building, dodging falling debris and a fire that was steadily
consuming everything from the sublevels up.

“You know, there’s a doctor here, and if Jax is hurt he might come in real handy,”
Xander said as the rushed through the deserted corridors.

“I’ve got a medical team on standby if we need it,” Raptor One replied.
“Still, this guy is good, he patched me up and he knew Jax, they played holochess

together,” Xander prodded.  Doc might still be alive and if there was any way he cold
help him out…

“Keep moving convict,” Raptor One replied as they hustled down the stairwell.
Finally, Xander stopped.

“Look, my name is Xander, not convict and Doc is my friend.  If we don’t go
after him I’m not helping you any further.”
The being stared at him for a moment, then raised his blaster.  “Okay, I’ll just kill you
now and take my chances.”

“NO!” Xander stepped back, holding his hands up.  “I…”



The building shook, and this time he expected the entire structure to collapse on them,
Raptor One fell back, his blaster wavering just long enough for Xander to make a move-
he slammed into the hard armor and tried to wrest the weapon away with both hands, but
with one move the man in the mask turned his wrist and dropped him to one knee as bolts
of pain sliced up into his arm. A moment later the barrel of the blaster pistol was nestled
against the back on his neck and he closed his eyes, refusing to let the man’s boots be the
last thing he would ever see.

“Last chance…Xander.  You want to die before you ever see freedom I’ll make it
happen. No more tricks and no more talk- you show me where Jax is or you’re a corpse.”
Taking a deep breath, he nodded.  “Fine, okay, whatever, let’s just go.”
The man let him up and shoved him again down the stairs. They made it out of the
building in time as fire belched smoke and soot into the sky from the lower windows.
Throughout the yard rain hammered the planet as small skirmishes raged between
prisoners and stormtroopers. Xander took a moment to see if he could spot Doc
anywhere, but the only real activity was atop the landing pad behind them where the
freighter he first saw from Drummond’s office began powering up.

“Hey, you weren’t kidding, you do have a way out of here!” he said squinting
against the stinging rain.

“It’s about time, we wondered if you decided to rent a room,” a voice said.  He
turned and watched as two more armored beings approached from the shadows of the
admin building.  Neither wore armor like Raptor One- One was clad in what he could
make out as an older suit of dark armor with a prominent breath mask and separate body
molded pieces while the other, taller one was wearing a gleaming black state of the art
suit full body suit, complete with form fitting helmet with at least four optical lenses set
into the face, glowing red and green in the darkness. Both were armed and Xander wrote
off any chance of running away.

“Who’s this?” the taller one asked with a voice more crisp and clear than Raptor
One’s.

“Xander- a prisoner who says he knows where Jax is.”
“We don’t take prisoners, you know the orders,” the taller being said.
“That’s not your concern Raptor Six,” Raptor One said. “And all I need you to do

is follow orders, not remind me of them, we clear?”
“Clear,” Six’s reply was quick, sharp and cut like a razor through the rain and low

hanging fog that crept along the ground.
Even thought he was free, having these faceless men standing around discussing him like
they owned him got beneath his skin.

“Hey, look, I don’t mind helping you guys out, because Jax helped me out and
was a good guy.  But let’s get something clear- I’m not a prisoner or a convict or inmate
or anything else now.  I was innocent when I came in here and I’m innocent now, so stop
acting like it’s your call what happens to…”
Three blasters appeared in his face, almost simultaneously.  “…me.” He finished,
swallowing the lump that popped up in his throat.

“Get moving, if we don’t find Jax soon you can plead your case to the Viska, I’m
sure they’ll be happy to let you go,” Raptor One said.
He led them across the yard, his thick work boots sucking through the mud that now
covered the ground, each step seeming to come harder than the last. This far near the rear



of the prison he wasn’t surprised to see few inmates still hovering about- and those that
were stumbled, wandering aimlessly as if they had no idea where they were or what they
should be doing.
Lifers, prisoners who long ago resigned themselves to dying in the confines of Alpha TR-
8, and had given up on any hope of a future; Now, with freedom just a half a kilometer
away, they didn’t even try to make a run for it. Xander had seen them plenty- in the
mines and mess hall- their dead stares focused on nothing, their movements droid-like.
He felt sorry for them but was glad they didn’t make any move to impede their progress,
as he was sure Raptor One would blast them where they stood. As they charged through
the rain, each drop a small missile smacking hard against his face, he wondered how far
this hand would be played out.  What would they do with him when they found Jax? Or
more importantly, if they found Jax? What if they didn’t?  They wouldn’t have any
reason to keep him around, seeing him as nothing more than a convict who would be
nothing more than dead weight.
Unless he could convince them otherwise; It was a long shot but one he had to take.
Rordak’s air seemed less noxious than usual and he spoke as they approached the high
wire gate of the construction area.

“Hey!  I could be of some use you know, you have an extra blaster pistol?” he
screamed above a rumble of thunder.
The rapid hits of metallic laughter surrounding him reverberated through his body
causing him to involuntarily cringe. “I’ll take that as a no,” he replied to himself, shaking
his head.
The short “Raptor” in the unique armor made short work of the fence, using some sort of
laser cutter to get through.  They were a handful of meters away from a small ferrocrete
bunker nestled against a small hill with a security padlock set beside its door. The same
being scurried up and began to work while Raptor One covered him and Raptor Six
watched their backs.  He didn’t have to worry- no one was interested in a construction
site parked in the back end of a prison. A loud beep ushered open the door and he led
them into the darkness of the mining chute as stale putrid air smacked him in the face and
caused him to choke back a mouthful of bile.

“Gah! You wouldn’t happen to have an extra breath mask would you?” he tried
breathing through his mouth, not that it helped.

“I do but I’m sure not wasting it on you,” Raptor Six said.
“Thanks, that’s nice of you,” he rolled his eyes. “So, you guys are New Republic

coming after Jax right?”
“Something like that,” Raptor One replied.

They stepped into the main chamber that led down into “The Shaft,” and a moment later
Raptor One triggered his belt light and they began their descent. He led the way through
the mine’s entrance and down a grade, slipping occasionally on the uneven floor and
loose rock.  It was slow going and as they descended, the acidic rain that covered his
body was replaced with streaks of sweat as the temperature grew warmer and the smell
worse.
Finally, after several minutes they reached a large chamber with three doors set into the
rock before them.

“This door,” he motioned to the center door, “leads into The Shaft. The other two
must lead up into the galleries where the spectators watched us,” a shiver ran along his



spine as his mind wandered back to just a day earlier when he and Jax had been forced
into the mining shaft to fight for their lives.

“Looks like a secured door, give me a second to run a bypass,” the short Raptor
said in a voice heavily accented that sounded like two speeder bikes swapping paint as
they ripped down a metal tube. A moment later the slight humanoid had the main door
open and even managed to turn on the red lights that ringed the lethal arena. Stepping
through onto the catwalk his eyes went to the various bladed melee weapons that hung
throughout the multi-tiered scaffolding that crisscrossed the yawning chasm.  A rancid
stink blew up from below as his eyes adjusted to the light and he stepped out onto the
metal walkway.

“He got shot and fell right over there,” Xander pointed to an intersecting walkway
a half dozen meters away.

“Looks like he’s dead, I can’t even see the bottom of this thing,” Raptor Six said,
peering over the edge as his helmet’s opticals whirred and buzzed.  “I say we scrap the
mission.  No way he survived.”

“The mission is over when we have a body- alive or dead,” Raptor One said,
unfastening a pouch from his belt. “We go down. I’ll go first, find out how far down this
goes, then you follow.”
Fastening a grapple to the catwalk, Raptor One hooked the synthrope to his belt and
jumped over the side.  He was gone for a minute, the sound of the rope whirring as he
descended, then finally the short Raptor nodded as if someone were talking to him and
turned.

“Ok, he says we should be able to reach bottom, but to watch out for some
intersecting beams.  You hang on to me,” the short Raptor unhooked a grappling gun
from his belt, attached its grapple to the catwalk and fastened the gun to a harness that ran
beneath his armor.

“Uh, you sure that can hold both of us?” Xander looked at the thin cable glittering
in the red light.

“Unless you are much more dense than you appear,” the short Raptor replied.
“Oh, he looks plenty dense to me,” Raptor Six snickered, fastening his own

repelling line to the metal handholds.
“Just hold tight and don’t let go,” the short Raptor said.  Xander laced his arms

around the beings waist and a moment later they were descending at a fairly rapid pace
into the bowels of The Shaft. It was pitch black and he could see little, but he sensed it
when they passed something- apparently the beams Raptor One warned them about.
Finally, they set down on solid ground and Xander let go.  Raptor One was already
waiting, his belt light providing just enough illumination for him to see by.
He almost wished he couldn’t.
They stood in a cavernous chamber, with passages on either side of them and finally,
Xander indentified what created the vile stench that permeated The Shaft: Bones were
scattered everywhere on the ground; everywhere the man turned, the cone of pale light
fell across the grisly remains of previous combatants that fought for Drummond’s
pleasure.

“Drummond got off easy,” Xander mumbled.



“We’ve got one intact body,” Raptor One said, scanning the area.  But it’s an
ebon skinned humanoid, not Jax.  So either he was taken away or got up and walked
away.”

“From a fall of this height, not likely,” Raptor Six said.
“That would be Barvas, Jax killed him and knocked him over,” Xander said but

he might as well have been talking to himself for as little attention as the others paid him.
“I’ve found tracks- humanoid- looks like they made off in this direction,” the

short Raptor said, kneeling on the ground and pointing farther down the passage.  “There
are strips of ripped cloth and indentations in the soil, looks like someone needed help to
move.”

“You say you only found one body?”  Xander began walking around in a circle.
“There should be another somewhere.”

“Who else fell?” Raptor One asked.
“An inmate named Pudge.  I couldn’t hang on and she fell right before Jax got

shot.”
“You couldn’t hang on?” the smaller Raptor repeated.
“Well, yeah, I was hanging on to her and her arm was sweaty and she slipped,”

Xander shrugged.
“Hanging on?  I thought you said you and Jax were fighting these two,” Raptor

One said, turning so that the belt light hit Xander directly in the eyes.  He swatted away at
the light, squinting and trying to look away.  “Ow!  You want to turn somewhere else?
Yeah, we were fighting Pudge and Barvas and Pudge stabbed me and I threw her off and
she grabbed a hold of the railing and I reached down and tried to pull her up.”

“You tried to save a convict that has just stabbed you in the chest?” Raptor Six
said.

“Well, yeah,” Xander nodded.  Raptor One turned the light down and he blinked
away the starbursts that occupied his field of vision.

“That’s the stupidest thing I’ve ever heard,” Raptor Six said, shaking his head.
“Look, like I’ve tried to tell you, I’m not a killer, ok?  I was imprisoned wrongly

and I…” but Raptor One and the short Raptor walked away in unison while Raptor Six
kept him covered. “Where are they going?”

“Who cares?  I would worry about yourself convict. You know, I’ve seen your
kind before- little punk who wants to play at being a bad guy.  If you didn’t kill someone
why are you here? Run spice and drugs?  Run girls maybe?”
He wasn’t happy with his captors but he decided he liked Raptor Six the least of all of
them. The man’s tone, demeanor and everything about him rubbed Xander the wrong
way and he would bet his left arm if he could see beyond the anonymous helmet that hid
his face, the man would be wearing a condescending smirk. He chose to stay quiet and a
moment later the two Raptors returned.
To his amazement, the short Raptor was extending a small, palm sized hold-out blaster
towards him.

“What is this?” Xander asked, carefully taking the weapon.
“A last resort,” Raptor One said.
“A weapon?  Are you nuts giving him a weapon?” Six said, his helmet swinging

back and forth.



“No, I’m not,” One replied.  “First off, we don’t know what we are going to find
down in these tunnels and we’re at a point we need to start taking some things on faith-
which means we can’t be distracted with babysitting Xander the entire time, so we either
arm him or kill him, and the vote was two to one to arm him.”

“I didn’t get a vote!” Six exclaimed.
“We knew what you would vote,” the short Raptor said crossing his arms.
“Second,” Raptor One continued, “ Raptor Five drained the power cell- there

might be enough juice in there for three shots, four at most and the output of that pistol
wouldn’t do enough damage to take us all out before he dry fired.”

“Great, so what if he decides to go suicidal and unload on just one of us?” Six
said incredulously.
Raptor One nodded, “Good point,” he looked to Xander.  “If you decide to do that, pick
him,” he jerked a thumb at Six and turned back towards the passage.  “Alright, we move.
Follow my lead, stay tight and watch for any signs of Jax.”

They moved quicker than Xander liked through the pitch black tunnel, with One
killing his belt lamp, casting them in complete darkness.  The Raptors seemed to move
fine thanks to their nifty little helmets, but that did him no good as he stumbled along.
Raptor Five was behind him and caught him several times when he almost tripped and
fell along the uneven floor, and correcting his path when everyone else began to veer off.
They didn’t need to worry about him being a threat, even if he wanted to try to shoot his
way to freedom, he wouldn’t have any idea where anyone was. Inside of five minutes
they slowed, with One whispering that he had found an opening a few meters ahead.
Slowly, Xander, clutching his blaster in his right hand and feeling along the wall to his
left, crept forward.
A Click echoed through the darkness and One’s belt lamp flickered to life.

“Chuggika’Am-Shak,” One whispered.
“Huh?  What does that mean?” he whispered back to Five.
“It’s Weequay.  It means “By the Eyes of the Thunder God,” Five replied.

They all moved forward and watched as One’s belt lamp swept back and forth.  At first
Xander wasn’t sure what he was seeing, his eyes trying to adjust to the light and the
moving beam, but it was falling across something that was- glistening. Finally, the
sweeping stopped and the beam fell on a translucent flesh-colored pod that hung from a
nearby ceiling.
And it quivered.
He almost felt whatever was left in his stomach come up in his throat and stepped
backwards, bracing himself against the wall of the chamber-and felt his hand sink into
something warm,  soft and gelatinous.

“Oh God!’ he pulled away, his hand dripping slime as the others triggered their
own lamps.
It was worse than any nightmare he’d ever had. Fleshy cocoons hung suspended from the
ceilings, but even worse were the body tubes anchored to the ground.  In some there was
nothing but skeletal remains, their lower torsos covered with pulsing pink mounds that



ended in thick tubing that ran across the chambers floor, and in others decomposing
bodies, with eyeless faces and mouths opened in an eternal scream.

“I’ve got a survivor!” he heard Five say from nearby.
The short raptor had his shoulder light turned upwards, illuminating a hanging cocoon
suspended from the ceiling.  Hanging out of the upper half of the pod, a female Balosar
with bloody matted silver hair pitched forward-lifeless.
Pudge.

“Hey!  That’s Pudge!” Xander said, choking back his sickness and moving
forward, “is she…”

“Alive,” Five replied nodding.  “I’m getting a temperature reading off her body.”
“I’ve found Jax,” he heard One say.  He turned and felt a mixture of horror and

elation as One’s lamp highlighted Jax’s bald head and tattooed face.
“Good!  “Let’s get him out of here!” he said moving over towards One.
“I’ve found a light panel,” Six said from the doorway and a moment later red

domed lights sprung to life, illuminating the room.  It was even worse fully lit; a forest of
pulsing, throbbing fleshy pods and cocoons filled the space- he didn’t bother to count
how many there were, just that he couldn’t see past all of them. Dozens, hundreds maybe,
he didn’t know and tried not to think about it.

“Looks like we have an exit,” Five said, stepping past Pudge and into a small
alcove that house a round durasteel portal.  With a twist of the circular handle the door
swung wide-ushering in a blast of cooler air scented with the sharp tang of acid rain.

“Copy that.  Xander, get over here, I need you to catch him when I cut him
down,” One said.  He was already on a raised organic walkway behind Jax, at least three
meters above the ground.

“I’m going to sever this-oh frell,” One shook his head.
“What?” Xander shoved the blaster pistol in the pocket of his dungarees.
“They…they’ve been feeding off of him,” One said. “Ok, we need to move, Catch

him when I cut this tether,” something hummed and a moment later the cocoon holding
Jax fell, right into Xander arms.  It was like squeezing warm pudding and he almost
collapsing under the weight, trying to gently lower Jax to the ground.

“This is disgusting,” he said, pulling away as One and Five joined him. Leaning
down, One sliced the pod open, revealing Jax’s lower body and causing red viscous
sludge to bubble and pool about their feet. Whatever it was had been hard at work, as
Jax’s dungaree’s were almost completely dissolved and his legs were discolored with
some sort of burn marks.

“It was feeding off him, liquefying him,” One said.  “This is digestive juice.”
“I think I’m going to be sick aga-“ he was in midsentence when something

screamed into the room.  Great leathery wings slapped and snapped against him and he
dove to the ground just in time-Raptor Six, standing nearest the door let out a scream as
something large picked him up by the neck and he reflexively unloaded with his rifle-
spraying laser blasts back and forth, rupturing and exploding cocoons and pods
throughout the room in a rain of digestive juices and slime, coating everything in a sticky,
stinging sludge and Xander immediately wiped his face clear, as the other two Raptor
began shouting over the blaster fire. The Visk that had him was tall, easily three meters,
and it had Six by the head like a ragdoll, it’s huge clawed talons folding over the top of



the man’s helmet while another encircled his waist.  He knew in an instant what was
about to happen and drew the small hold-out blaster they’d given him.
Before the creature had a chance to rip Six’s head clear form his body Xander fired- one
shot- and the brilliant yellow spear of energy stabbed forward and missed Six’s head by a
millimeter- puncturing the Visk’s large orange eye and erupting from the back of its head
trailing a spray of brain matter. It collapsed in a heap, dropping Six who hit the ground,
partially trapped under the corpse.
Xander was about to climb to his feet when he felt One’s hand under his shoulder,
helping him up.

“Don’t make any sudden moves, there’s more,” he said.
As he watched in horror, Visk began appearing from the tunnel, slowly moving their
wide leathery wings as their massive feet stomped into the chamber, squishing into the
juices that now covered and bubbled across the entire floor. Emerging from behind
several of the Visk, a larger, more heavily muscled specimen appeared, triggering
something on its throat.

“You intrude here,” it said, it’s hissing electronic voice emerging from a throat
vocabulator. At its feet Six struggled to climb up, but the thing reached down with a claw
and pressed him back to the ground.

“Let him up,” One said.
“You do not order us here.  Our planet, our rules,” the Visk leader hissed.

Something began beeping and Xander turned to see One holding aloft a silver orb with a
trio of lights flashing along its equator.
A thermal detonator.

“You know this, yes?” One said.
The Visk Leader did. Stepping back and releasing a chorus of hisses and sputtering, the
leader slowly took his foot from Six’s back.

“You would not use that, would kill us all,” the leader slowly managed.
“Maybe, but I’d rather die than be hung like some piece of meat for you bastards

to dine on,” One said.  Five hustled over and helped Six up, and both returned to pull Jax
from the muck, draping him between them and hustling him towards the door. Glancing
back to see if Pudge was still alive, he saw Six had vaped her when he had unloaded with
his rifle- a smoldering black hole in the lower half of her body pod now pumped
something red onto the floor. They all began backing up towards the door as the Viska
matched them step for step, fanning out throughout the chamber. Five and Six had
already taken Jax through the heavy door and into the tunnel and as Xander backed up,
keeping his hold-out blaster aimed at the leader, One followed, gripping the door handle
with his right hand and keeping the thermal detonator in his left.

“You know what I like about thermal detonators?” One said, his thumb playing
across the controls of the spherical orb. The Viska said nothing, merely stared with wide
unblinking eyes, their massive clawed hands opening and closing in anticipation of some
kind of coordinated attack. “It’s that you need small hands to work the ‘off’ switch.”
With that, One tossed the silver ball into the middle of the chamber as the Viska began to
flap their great leathery wings in panic.  Pulling the door shut, One turned to the rest of
them.  “We’ve got three minutes before this all goes to hell.”
They ran as fast as they could down the dim red-lit tunnel, with One slinging Jax over his
shoulder as Xander mentally counting off the minutes.  They reached the entrance to the



tunnel just in time- as something rumbled deep below ground and a massive fireball raced
from behind. Throwing themselves clear, fire and debris belched from the mouth of the
tunnel, spraying them with heat and dirt, its shockwave hitting them like a prizefighter.
Lying on the ground, Xander felt himself drift in and out of consciousness, the lightning
in the sky above swirling around. He tried to focus but couldn’t, and instead decided to
just lay still until the world decided to slow down and wait for him to catch up and let the
rain pepper his face.  It didn’t feel too bad now, running through his hair and the mud
even felt cool against his neck- that wasn’t so bad, was it?
He heard someone talking, but couldn’t focus on the voice, the, slowly, the noise started
to form words.

“…up.  Xander, kid, you want to get up or would you rather we leave you here?”
“Huh…? What?” he felt his mouth moving but could barely hear the words.

It was One.  The red eyes of his helmet glowed hot against the Rordak night as he leaned
over, gripping his shoulder and shaking him. “I said come on. We’ve got to move if we
are going to get out of here?”

“We?” Xander shook his head, the words registering. “You…you’re taking me
with you?”

“Unless you want to stay here and make mud angels,” One said.
“No,” Xander forced his body from the ground.  “Oh hell no!”

*

He would have felt a lot better with a drink inside him, but as warning bells
screamed throughout the Phantom’ Race tried to keep his mind focused on the job-
getting them the hell off of Rordak.
Leaning forward, his hands moving across the ships controls, he kept one eye on his crew
while the other kept glancing at the column of fire before them- the admin building.  It
wasn’t going to last long and he bit his lip waiting for the rest of Raptor Squad to board.
They had the Colonel and apparently an extra passenger, and he could hear the argument
between Vic and Deuce from all the way down the corridor.

“We’re clear!” he finally heard the Lieutenant shout and, gripping the controls,
began to pull the Joralla Phantom from the landing pad.  They were almost clear, almost-
Something buckled.
Fighting the controls, the ship dipped hard to port, and began to slide off of the landing
pad.  Jerking with all of his might, he tried to wrest the Phantom from whatever it was
caught on, and felt his stomach sink at the sound of screaming metal.

“THE PAD IS COLLAPSING SIR!” ensign Todz screamed from his station.
The Phantom dipped again, this time throwing Todz and Ensign Rowe from their chairs
where they tumbled like ragdolls on the polished floor.  With one mighty pull, Race
leaned back on the twin sticks, bringing the Phantom off of the collapsing pad and into
the sky. Red klaxons and warning lights echoed throughout the bridge, giving him a
headache that already added to his sore body.

“Sir!  We’ve got major hull damage in the rear port side, and Todz is hurt!” Rowe
screamed, scrambling back to his chair as the freighter rose, then wobbled in the air,
“Something must have hooked us and tore us a new…”



“I read you,” Race said, trying to bring the uneven bird up and past the admin
tower.

“I’m…I’m fine,” Todz said, pulling himself from the floor.  A gash was open
above his eye and spilling blood but the young man took his spot and went back to work.

“Any chance of repairing the damage?” Race tried to focus on one thing at a time.
“Negative sir, whatever it was left a big hole in the rear cargo hold.  We try to

burn atmo with it like that and we’ll fly apart,” Rowe shook his head.
“Frell,” Race wished even harder for a drink.
“Moonthall! What’s the problem!?!” He heard Deuce scream as she entered the

bridge.
“What the hell did you do to my ship!?!” Farlander screamed.  They both

appeared to his right, leaning over the rail.
“I didn’t do anything, the pad collapsed and some of the support beams must have

hooked us,” the Phantom was chugging now, barely able to stay in the air and Race felt
like he was pushing her through mud.  “We aren’t going to fly out in this Sir,” he said to
Deuce.

“Then were stuck,” she said, her eyes burning holes into the side of his head.
“Yeah, I guess….Hey,” he shook his head.  “Hey, Ensign Todz, is that freighter

that sat down earlier still on planet?”
A moment later the young man nodded.  “Yes Sir.”

“Good, highlight its position on the viewport,” Race nodded and pulled the
Phantom into a turn towards the North.  “Sir, that’s our way off.  How many folks we got
on board now?”

“About two dozen plus droids,” Deuce replied.
“Then we’ll fit,” Race said.
“Hey, what about MY ship?” Farlander leaned in.  “Dammit I don’t want to leave

the Phantom behind!”
“Then you can stay with it,” Deuce said.

The man shot her an icy glare.  “You’re government sure as hell better buy me a new ship
Lieutenant.”

“I’ll see what I can do, Race, any idea who is captaining that freighter?” Deuce
said.

“Nope, but decent folks don’t picnic right outside of an Imperial prison,” Race
said, taking the ‘Phantom over the high prison walls and towards the glowing red spot on
the viewport.

“Looks like its owners are already on the way,” Farlander said, gesturing to a
repulsor vehicle en route to the freighter.

“They won’t make it before us, but we might have to scrap to keep them off our
tails while we unload,” Race said.

“Who the hell are they?” Deuce shook her head.
“I think I know,” Race recognized Vic’s voice as the man entered the bridge.

“Lana reported encountering a red and black armored trooper in the yard, the same one
that killed Rontack.”

“Hey!  Yeah! I saw one of those guys up in the admin building, that was  the one
pinning Reika’s team  down with the sniper rifle,” Race said.



“Yeah, I’m guessing our darksider Klux and Baal ran up against brought friends
with him,” Vic said.
Deuce gnawed at her lip as they fell in behind the vehicle, finally glancing at Race.  “We
still have weapons systems?”

“Affirmative,” he nodded.
“Good. Then drop something hot on them.”
“Rowe!” Race shouted, throttling back the Phantom so they didn’t overshoot the

vehicle.
“Sir?”
“Target that personnel carrier and drop a D-8 Torpedo on them,” Race ordered.
“A D-8 Sir?  That will…”
“Just do it,” Race said, snatching a cigarra out of his jacket and parking it between

his lips.
Blue crosshairs appeared on the viewport, targeting the vehicle and a second later

a vapor trail streaked towards its rear engines.  Everyone held their breath and watched as
the vehicle tried to dodge out of the way at the last minute-but with no luck. Exploding in
a bright yellow mushroom cloud, flaming bits of wreckage spiraled high up into the air,
as the remnants rolled along the ground, scattering in all directions.

“I’ll get Raptor Squad and we’ll clear the freighter of any hostiles,” Vic said, his
voice the metallic rasp of Terminus once again.
Pushing the Phantom with everything it had left, Race was on top of the smaller freighter
in seconds, and before he even set down completely, saw through the rain the glow of a
blue lightsaber blade as Raptor Squad entered the freighter.

The bridge was no bigger than a cabin on the Phantom’ and smelled of rotting
meat.  Race quickly rapped away at the controls, prepping the smaller freighter for liftoff
as the rest of Vornskr Pack and Raptor Squad transferred the wounded and equipment
between ships.  Vic had commed that they’d found only one “Storm commando” on
board and that the being went down fighting-fortunately no one took and serious damage.

“Need company?” someone said as the door behind him hissed open.  He turned
to see Farlander step through, tossing a heavy blue spacers bag onto the floor.

“Uh, no offense Hoss but you’ve gotten me in enough trouble, I’ll stick with my
regular crew thanks,” Race continued to get acquainted with the controls.

“I am your crew,” Farlander said, settling into the co-pilots chair beside Race with
the duffel in his lap and picking through it, occasionally pulling something free and
chuckling to himself.

“I ain’t reading your signal partner, want to try again?” Race kept his hands
moving.

“Ensign Todz has a minor concussion and your LT cleared me to help you fly this
bird.  And that hardcase Palisades is on his way up to run shields.”

“What about the rest of the crew?”
“Those kids?  Come on Race, they wouldn’t know how to fly an old jalopy like

this if they were doing it for weekend lum creds. See, that’s the problem with kids these
days…”



“Hoss, I lost a couple of buddies during that firefight, Rontack and a damn fine
soldier named Horik who died trying to buy us time to get the hell out of here. So I’d
appreciate it if you kept your opinions about my team to yourself.”
The man nodded.  “I read you, and for the record, I am sorry about your friends.”

“Okay, okay, just stay still and try not to distract me,” Race shook his head.
“You mean with this?” Farlander pulled the duffel top clear to reveal a full bottle

of whiskey.”
“Not funny Hoss.”
“Come on, I said I was sorry about what happened before. You can’t really blame

me though, your people did hijack my ship-and ruined it.”
“Yeah, I’m sorry about that Kick, it was never supposed to go down like that.”
Race kept working the controls. A few more minutes the ship would be ready to

go.
“It’s okay Race, I don’t blame you personally you were just following orders.

You know, she was the first thing I bought when I left the Empire,” Farlander said,
looking past the transparasteel at the shadow of the Phantom parked fifty meters away.  “I
was ready for a new life, new challenges, and the old girl looked like she still had a few
more adventures left in her.”

“She looked like she’d seen better days,” Race nodded, finishing up.  He’d
entered the nav coordinates, finished the pre-flight checklist and was all set to go, just
waiting for the ok from LT…

“Heh, yeah. I know she wasn’t the prettiest ship on the lot, but she had spunk, you
know? I remember one time, out past the Elrood Sector, we ran across an Imperial
blockade while I was running some illegal holovids-real anti-establishment propaganda
stuff. Woo boy, wasn’t no way I was going to let them Imps board me toting that, but the
old Phantom’, she damn near bought it that day when we high tailed it out of there,” the
man smiled and shook his head.  “She and I had some good times.”
Looking over Race realized Farlander wasn’t talking to him so much as himself, and was
cradling an old Thunderball in his hands. The smooth red sphere caught the muted lights
of the cabin in its scuffed surface as the older man gently rubbed his thumb along one of
the cracks.

“Kick, what did you do to get booted out of the Empire?” Race leaned back.  The
man confused him; In some ways he would look at him and have no problem seeing him
as a hard, tough-as-nails Imperial, but a few times he saw a glimmer of humanity he
wouldn’t expect and it would turn his notions on their ear.
The man didn’t speak for a moment, merely smiled and kept turning the red orb over in
his hands.  “You ever watch any of the games Race?” he held the ball up.

“Thunderball?  Yeah, I don’t follow any teams, I just catch a game here and there
when I got some downtime.”

“Yeah,” the man nodded.  “My boy, Nikko, he was about eleven years old and he
loved the Coruscant Towers.  Loved them.  I remember any time I was home on leave we
would try to catch a game.  One time, his favorite player, Voden Sparks scored and came
right over to him, and handed him this,” he tossed the ball in the air and caught it.
“Nikko was beside himself for weeks, slept with this thing, hell, I never saw him without
it,” the man’s voice caught and he glanced away.  A moment later, he looked back, his
eyes narrowed, hard.



“My boy never made it to see his twelfth birthday Race.  I was away on
assignment, and his mother wasn’t around-left a droid to watch our child.  A cheap piece
of metal and plasteel that wasn’t fit to scrub the floor, she left to watch our boy,” The
man stopped, took a breath and shrugged, dropping the ball back into the duffel.  “Nikko
was on medicine for a blood disease, and the damn thing screwed up his dosage…”

“I’m sorry Kick,” Race shook his head and patted the man on the shoulder.
“Me too, my wife and I, we went at each other, me blaming her for being

negligent, her blaming me for not being around, I put in a request for time off but the
Empire, well, they weren’t too concerned about my personal troubles, so I was refused by
the higher ups. I got the notice of marital dissolution a month later when we were running
maneuvers in the Outer Rim.  She apparently had been seeing a nightclub owner from
Etti IV for the past three years, and I’ll be damned if I ever had the slightest clue.”
They sat in silence for a moment, letting the rain beat against the viewport, leaving wild
streaks as the wind blew it from right to left.  The former Imperial Captain shook his
head, finally speaking again, his voice flat and lifeless. “The Empire never even
acknowledged what had happened to my family, in any way. For all of my years of
service, dedication and sacrifice, all I got was spit in the face.  That was when I decided
to resign,” the man shook his head. “But resigning isn’t an option in the Empire, so one
night, I took a shuttle, pointed it at the farthest star I could and never looked back.”
He didn’t know what to say and was spared the trouble when Vic entered the bridge.

“This bucket of coffin fodder ready to lift off?” the man said.  He was out of his
Terminus armor and clad in black trousers high boots and a sleeveless black shirt sporting
some sort of red and silver tribal design. The words “Fallen Angels” encircled a smiling
skull situated in the center of his chest. All along his arms bacta patches lined up like a
parade formation, marching onto his neck and a few landing below his left eye.

“You look like a heard of Bantha stampeded over you-twice,” Race said leaning
back.  “You sure you’re fit to run shields on this bucket?”

“I got us covered.  You just keep us in the air,” the man said, wincing as he sat
down. “And you,” he pointed to Kick, “I don’t want to see any trouble out of you.”

“I figured they would send someone to babysit me,” Kick smiled.  “You don’t
look like you’re in any shape to threaten me though.”

Vic began adjusting knobs and flipping switches at his station.  “Kick, I’m
proficient in over two dozens forms of unarmed combat, all I would need working on me
to neutralize you is one eyeball and my pinky finger. We clear?”
Farlander burst into laughter and slapped his knee.  “You don’t need to try to scare me
Palisades!” he looked over to Race who just shook his head.  “What?”

“He ain’t kidding Hoss. I seen his moves,” Race turned back to his controls.  “I’m
still sporting a few beauty marks from last time we sparred-and he was still finishing his
breakfast while we did it.”
Kick fell silent. “Right. Well, I’ll be no trouble for either of you. I want to get off this
rock more than anyone. You think they would look favorably on the guy who brought
you here, and was an Imperial deserter to boot?”
Behind Race the sensors lit up. Spinning around in his seat he leaned back and stared
hard at the readout- and almost choked. They were being hailed- by an Imperial landing
shuttle. “LT!  We’ve got company!  You got everyone stowed yet!?!” he said triggering
the ships internal speaker.



“Who the hell is hailing us?” Deuce’s voice came back.
“Imperial landing shuttle, five clicks off our port and coming in hot, Race leaned

forward and adjusted the sensors trying to home in on the signal and get more
information.  “Looks like they ain’t alone either, got at least three eyeballs with them,” he
said as the sensors read an Imperial landing shuttle and three TIE Fighters inbound.

“Frell! Yeah, were good to dust off,” Deuce’s voice came back as Ensign Rowe
came charging through the cabin door and took his spot at the sensors and navigation
station.  Race was already moving, his hands lighting up the controls and sealing the
cargo bay doors.

“Need a co-pilot Race?” Farlander asked, setting the duffel bag aside.
“Only if you promise you won’t do anything sane,” Race smiled, fishing a cigarra

from the inside of his vest.
“Goodbye Baby, maybe I’ll see you again someday,” Farlander smiled, and Race

watched the man give one last look to the Phantom and begin bringing his station online.
They were in the air in seconds, though the time it took felt more like hours.  Rowe began
belting out the distance the Imperial patrol was closing, his monotone the only thing
filling the cabin with sound.  Despite the freighter’s looks, it was surprisingly fast and
fairly maneuverable.  More under the hood than meets the eye Race thought to himself.
Skimming the ground, he brought the ship to bear west, towards a looming mountain
range. The left side of the freighter’s viewport scrolled madly with a multicolored block
of information- distance, altitude, wind speed, direction- he kept one eye on it, the other
on the approaching crags and tried to hold the ship steady. In the top right of the viewport
a small inset window showed a grainy picture from their rear- and the pursuing Imperials.
The first salvo of shots  flared bright in the small window before slamming into he rear of
the ship and causing a momentary dip in power, lighting the cabin with green and causing
the viewports dampeners to dim. “All shields to the rear Vic!” Race shouted.

“They are,” Vic said. “I’ve already rerouted whatever meager ass power we’ve
gotten from the weapons systems to the back.  Unless you want me to kill life support,
and artificial gravity, this is it.”

“This is bad,” Kick said beside him as the jagged peaks before them seemed to
stretch all the way into space.  “Race, if we are going to clear this mountain range, we
need more altitude.”
Gritting his teeth, Race shook his head.  “Not clearing it Hoss, we’re going through it,”
he pointed to a small slit in the rock- barely big enough to spit through.

“You’re crazy,” Kick shook his head.  “Well be shredded!”
Another blast slammed into the freighter, the lights dimming and casting the cabin in
shadow as warnings screamed throughout the ship.  “And we’ll be blasted to shreds if we
don’t!”  Race nodded to the duffel at Kick’s feet. “Just pass me that bottle of mouthwash
Hoss.”

“What?  Are you insane?” Kick shook his head.
The mountains loomed closer.

“Kick, I’m not asking, I’m ordering.  Now,” Race held his hand out while keeping
a tight grip on the stick.

“Hell, why not?  I don’t see us lasting more than another few seconds anyway,
maybe I’ll join you,” Kick drew the bottle out and handed it over to Race.  Popping the



cork with one thumb he jammed the neck against his lips and took a long draw, watching
the mountain range steadily approach with one eye.
The booze hit and lit his stomach like liquid fire, but he continued to gulp down at least a
third of the bottle without stopping for a breath.  Finally, he pulled free and handed the
bottle back, letting some of the whiskey dribble down his chin. He could already feel it
working through his body, warming him, making him ease up on the controls just a hair-
and his hands, almost moving on their own, jerked the control column hard port, as two
spears of green energy blazed past, slamming harmlessly into a nearby outcrop of dark
rock.

“How did you…” Kick began but Race shook his head.  “Never you mind Hoss,
just keep that bottle handy and hang on.”
They hit the mountain’s crevice, just barely fitting through with a handful of meters on
either side of the ship to spare.  He glanced in the rear projection and smiled.  The
Lambda shuttle ‘s wingspan wouldn’t allow it to access the narrow pass and it peeled off,
leaving the remaining TIE’s to give chase.
Proximity warnings screamed in protest until Kick killed them, and Race took advantage
of the scarred and malformed rock formations, twisted and curled by years of volcanic
activity, to dip and dive, keeping just out of reach of the pursuing TIE’s lasers.

“We can’t keep this up for long, odds are against us,” Kick said.  Race leaned
over and took another hit from the bottle.  It was working through his system now, and
instead of feeling uptight, worried and nervous, he felt calm, relaxed, his hands moving
with a fluid grace that kept them in just the right spot at the right time to avoid the deadly
green bolts of energy that smacked into the nearby rock, showering them with bits of
debris.
One TIE closed in on them, and at the last minute Race banked hard right, taking the ship
into a small offshoot he’s spotted just a microsecond before.  The TIE tried to follow, but
his arc was too wide and in the rear projection Race smiled as the eyeball erupted in a
flaming ball of orange and white gas.

“One down!” Ensign Rowe shouted, his voice carrying a level of excitement for
the first time since he sat down.

“Yep, the odds just got better,” Race smiled, and breathed a sigh of relief.  Up
ahead, he could spot daylight- a reddish orange glow-not the artificial darkness of the
orbital nightcloak and he realized the rain had stopped- they had escaped the nightmare of
Alpha TR-8 and were about to emerge into a new day-all they needed to do now was
dump the two remaining TIE’s and-
It all went to hell.
Blasting clear of the mountain range, Race had just enough time to bank hard to avoid a
massive gout of molten lava that surged to life in his viewport.

“MOTHER OF…” Kick screamed, his voice drowned out by an all new set of
warnings and alerts that erupted to life in the cockpit.
They’d emerged into an active volcanic field, with geysers of glowing yellow and red
magma spraying high into the air.  Steam and ash covered their viewport and the self
cleaning system was barely able to keep up.  Behind them an explosion rocked the ship
and Race had just the presence to glance up and see a hexagonal solar panel spinning off
into the air.
A TIE got speared by a shaft of molten lava.



“We’ve got to burn atmo!  We’ll die down here!” Kick screamed, tossing the
bottle to the ground and working his station like a madman.

“No,” Race shook his head.  “We stay down here.”
“What? Now I know you’re insane AND drunk!” Kick screamed.
“I’m neither, or maybe a little of both, but look,” Race dodged another plume of

glowing yellow death, “we go high and that TIE follows us and we don’t stand a chance,
he’ll pepper us with shots till we fall out of the sky- at least down here, he has to
concentrate on not only chasing us but avoiding these lava towers, and since those old
boys don’t have shields…”

“They’ll be more likely to pop,” Vic said.  “The man, who’d remained oddly
quiet, smiled.  “Smart, let’s do it.”
Race watched Kick shake his head out of his periphery.  “I should have stayed on the
Phantom,” he said and went back to his controls.
Race smiled, but clamped his mouth shut as another plume of lava exploded before them,
causing him to bank hard right - and into the path of another.  He rolled the ship left,
taking it in a full circle and narrowly avoiding another shot of green energy that
disappeared into the glowing hot column of flame.
Dipping the ship lower, the intense heat distorted the view, causing everything in the
viewport to shift and wave.  The TIE closed on them, lining up his shot Race guessed.
Suddenly, before them, two massive columns of white erupted from the black cracked
surface of Rordak.  Gritting his teeth, Race gently nudged the controls, just so that the
ship tilted slightly, threading the needle between the brackets of doom.

More warnings, more screams, this time from farther back in the ship for those
unfortunate enough to be looking out the windows.

“Shields are gone!” Vic screamed.
Holding his breath, Race looked up at the rear projection and smiled.
The TIE tried the same move, tilting just slightly, but the pilot was unsure, unsteady, and
the tip of its solar panel clipped one of the columns of spitting fire and melted off.
Unbalanced, the pursuing ship spun madly out of control, ending in a blaze of fire as it
tore into the blackened surface of Rordak.

“I would have never believed it if I didn’t see it with my own eyes,” Kick said,
dumbfounded as Race took the ship skyward and out of reach of the lethal lava plumes.
“You piloted us through a mountain pass as tight as a Hutt’s pocketbook, then through a
forest of lava trees without getting us killed- and all the while you were drunk.”

“Not entirely drunk, speaking of which, there any of that hooch left?” Race gave a
lopsided grim as the ship emerged into the black of space and a field of glittering silver
pinpoints filled the viewport.

“No, it’s all over the floor of the cabin, but trust me, when we get to where we’re
going, all you want to drink is on me,” Kick sighed, reclining back in his seat.

“No offense Hoss, but you ain’t got a pot to piss in or a window to throw it out of
no more, but I will take a rain check,” Race smiled.

EPILOGUE



Some beings had unusual ways of acknowledging the dead, Koort mused. Horik
and Rontack’s wake was in full swing, following a somber funeral for the fallen Vornskr
Pack soldiers. Almost the entire base showed up to pay their respects, save for a skeleton
crew and afterwards most had migrated to Tierfon’s rear pad for the wake. He’d parked
himself on the periphery of the merry making, leaning against an ATV parked near the
entrance to the station and was watching the proceedings with interest. The blast doors to
the rear of the station were open wide, allowing access to a pad decorated with long
tables full of food and drink, while music blared over the PA speakers and strings of
multi colored glow lamps hovered a handful of meters above the mourners who’d shed
their tears for smiles and laughter.
He was surprised that he didn’t mind the noise and revelry for a change; the trip back to
Tierfon Station was a quiet one-too quiet even for him and he welcomed the change of
pace. Spending most of his time in his own quarters, he rarely saw the rest of Raptor
Squad and next to nothing of anyone else.  From small bits of conversation he picked up
during his infrequent trips to the Dalila’s Dream mess, he learned it was a constant
throughout the ship.  The deaths had cast a pall on the entire crew and for the most part
the corridors remained quiet.
Their return was marked with a debriefing he argued against participating in. He told
Kryll and Palisades he would not, under any circumstance, subject his account and
identity to an official New Republic file. “I’m a bounty hunter, first and foremost, and the
last thing I need is my name attached to some document that could jeopardize my future,
plus you can get all of the info you need from Palisades and Martin; you don’t really need
a report from me.”
Palisades seemed to understand while Kryll bristled at the refusal.  In the end though, he
won out and Kryll agreed to drop his name from all New Republic documents relating to
Raptor Squad, including their “official” file. “Who knows, having someone ‘off the
official record’ on the team may come in handy,” Palisades told him afterwards.
He couldn’t agree more.
As soon as the debriefings were over they all crammed into a small amphitheater in the
lower levels of the station for the funerals.  He’d decided to attend, not out of any real
sense of allegiance to the soldiers, but because he’d stripped and cleaned all of his gear,
and felt himself going slightly stir crazy and needed to find something to do.  The affair
was about what he expected: Somber, quick and filled with a handful of stories about
how the dead weren’t just good soldiers but good friends-the typical send off for someone
who’d spent their remaining years in service to a government body.
If the funeral was a somber occasion the wake was anything but.
The same holo of Horik and Rontack that hovered above their gleaming black caskets at
the funeral was now displayed above the blast doors, smiling up at the Tierfon Station
evening and the azure sky dotted with stars.

“Some send off, huh?” Klux asked, emerging from the crowd and saddling up
alongside the ATV. His Jedi tunic was replaced with a black uniform that looked almost
military in cut, but seemed to suit the evening’s proceedings.

“It seems a bit extravagant for a wake,” he replied, gesturing to the large glow
lamps.

“Well, apparently it was Rontack’s wish that Vornskr Pack give him a big party
when he passed on,” Klux said, taking a pull from a long blue bottle.



“I never pictured you for the drinking type.”
“Oh, I’m not,” the Jedi replied above the thumping beats of the music system.

“This is just water.”
“Of course.”
“So!  The mission was a success, we got Jax out, I guess this means you’ll be

sticking around huh?” Klux smiled, the humid evening causing sweat to run down his
face in glittering multicolored trails.

“Perhaps,” Koort nodded.
“What do you mean?”
“I mean just that. While the mission was a success, I wouldn’t say it didn’t have

problems.  Kable is going to be an issue at some point, Palisades took aboard a convict,
disobeying direct orders from the New Republic, Baal almost died, a Dark Jedi interfered,
we were forced to abandon our exit vessel, shall I go on?”

“Yeah, yeah but besides all that it worked out alright!”
“Tell that to them,” Koort jerked a thumb at the holos a few meters away.  “I’m

sure Rontak and Horik would have differing opinions of how the mission went.”
The stood in silence for a moment, neither saying a word, finally, Klux broke the silence.
“I heard you didn’t want to get debriefed.”

“You heard correctly.”
“Why?  Everyone else gave a…”
“Baal didn’t,” Koort stopped him cold.
“You know what I mean, those of us who could get debriefed did.  Don’t you trust

the New Republic?”
“I trust few people Klux- people. Not governments, not rebellions, not Empires.”
“What about Raptor Squad? Do you trust us?” the Jedi finally said.
“After some of the things I’ve seen on this trip out, no, I don’t,” why candy coat

it?
“If you don’t trust us, then how do we know we can trust you?” The Jedi was

serious now, the mission, the wake, everything forgotten.
“You don’t.”

The Jedi shook his head.  “Boy, I thought you were finally softening up.  I thought after
all we’ve been through you would finally come around,” the man shook his head.

“The last thing you can expect from me is softness.”
 “I just, I just don’t understand you,” Klux continued. “What is going to make you

trust us?  What is it going to take for you to step over the line and become one of us and
discard your mercenary ways?”

His laughter caught the Jedi off guard, and he stopped so it wouldn’t draw undue
attention.  “Klux, I’m in this for only as long as Raptor Squad can help me achieve my
ends.  Which is make credits and take down Akelish.  But make no mistake Jedi, I’m a
total opportunist.”

“What’s that mean?” the man’s eyes narrowed, and Koort wouldn’t have been
surprised if he was trying to pick apart his brain to find some hidden truth.

“It means a day might arrive that an offer comes along and the credits are just too
good to pass up. And when that day comes, you and I might find ourselves looking at one
another from opposite ends of our weapons.”



The man’s smile was gone, replaced with a frown and rock hard stare.  “And what
happens on that day Koort?”
He didn’t respond for a moment, finally shrugging. “I guess on that day we’ll both find
out.”

*

Shaved, stitched back together and floating in a tank of bacta amidst a tangle of
tubes and feeds, Lana almost didn’t recognize Baal. Try as she might, the being on the
other side of the glass, clad in just a pair of black trunks and a white monitoring belt, and
fitted with a breathing mask and chest piece to protect the new cybernetic implants
grafted to his body that was required to now keep him alive, looked nothing like the
young handsome warrior she’d grown to know and care about.
The thing in the tank looked like a monster.
She’d spent time recuperating and healing on the way back from Rordak, and had seen
little of Raptor Squad and even less of Baal, who lay cocooned in a stasis tube in the
medical suite of Dalila’s Dream. Klux had stopped in briefly to visit, but she remembered
little thanks to the haze of painkillers that just now, over a week later, seemed to be
wearing off.

“He’ll get better, we all look pretty bad in pale blue light.”
She turned around to the speaker and smiled. Strolling into the room, Klux put a hand on
her shoulder.  “I know, but, just seeing him like this,” Lana shook her head, “I suppose
it’s simply shock.”

“How about you, how are you doing?” he asked, gesturing just below her ribcage.
“I’m fine, I can’t even tell I’m wounded except when I laugh- not that there’s

much chance of that happening any time soon,” she absently brushed the spot where the
prisoners had pierced her armor back on Rordak.  Another few centimeters and the
wound would have been fatal, Lauren told her.

“Well, I’m glad you’re okay.  I’ve been missing you ever since we got back with
the debriefings and all and I was looking for you at the wake,  hoping we could,” the man
trailed off and shrugged, “I don’t know, keep each other company.”

“I wasn’t much in the mood for a party,” Lana smiled.
“Yeah, neither was I after I ran into Koort,” he shook his head.
“Problem?”
“Nothing a million credits and a conscience won’t fix,” he turned towards her

wearing a lopsided grin.  “I guess some beings just have to find their way to the light side
on their own.”

“And some don’t,” Lana said quietly.
He stared at her a moment, then nodded, looking up into the tank. “He’s lucky you know,
with everything that happened on Rordak, it’s a wonder any of us made it off alive.”

“I know,” she absently touched the bacta patches on her shoulder that were slowly
healing her own cuts- souvenirs from her battle with the convicts and the Storm
Commando. They were alone in the room, save for a 2-1B medical droid that stood on the
opposite side of the tank monitoring its patient.  It was a cool, a welcome relief from the



hot and humid stale air that filled the rest of the base. “Dr. Salias said he would have to
stay here for a while.”

“A while? What’s a while?”
“Weeks, perhaps months,” Lana crossed her arms over her tunic, fiddling with the

collar. “She said it would be too dangerous to try to move him now; that his body is in a
delicate state and space travel was out of the question, and even if they could, he would
need around the clock monitoring-so, he has to remain here.”

“He was hurt pretty bad Lana, and wounds like he suffered would have likely
killed a normal being.”

“And I wanted to thank you for that, for saving him.”
The man waved it off.  “He’s my partner, I know he would have done the same for me,
for any of us.”
She remained quiet, wondering if he truly believed what he was saying or just telling her
what was expected. “Who was that on Rordak Klux? Why did he attack us?”
He said nothing for a moment, slowly scratching at his beard. “A tortured soul called
Darth Necros that was lied to and set upon us,” he finally said.  “Tremayne told him we
killed his family- just another of Tremayne’s pawns, though he called Tremayne “Darth
Menace- looks like he is moving up in the galaxy.”

“Tremayne was behind the attack?”
“Yes,” Klux began to pace back and forth. “But what bothers me most is that even

though Tremayne is powerful in The Force, and has many resources at his disposal, this
darksider knew exactly when and where we were going to be- only a few weeks after we
knew ourselves, and that kind of precision would be an almost impossible feat to
accomplish- even for Tremayne” he let the comment hang between them.

“You suspect a traitor?”
“It’s possible. It’s also possible this darksider was able to use The Force to track

us, and even able to gain the foresight as to where we would be- which is why he was
employed by Tremayne; The Force can be used in such a way, by those who are trained
in such powers.”
Lana shook her head.  “I’d heard of these abilities, but was never taught how to harness
my potential to use them,” she shrugged, and the motion brought her an aching reminder
of her wounds.  “When I asked Baal to teach me he merely told me ‘Later Lana, right
now you need to focus on your meditation’” she snorted, “a lot of good that did me back
on Rordak.”

“Hey,” Klux turned her towards him. “I’m sure he was just doing what he thought
was best for you.  Teaching the ways of the Force, it’s not an exact science, trust me, I
know that first hand.”

“I know, Baal mentioned you both tried to train Chance.”
She saw the man wince, almost imperceptibly, and scrambled to change the subject. “It
must be hard trying to train someone in a field that has little real information and that has
been suppressed for decades. I would imagine almost impossible, I know Yahwell only
briefly touched upon my training before the war pulled me away.”

“It is, very difficult, especially when you have two Masters with different
ideologies trying to mentor the same student,” he smiled and shook his head. “We were
just in over our heads, Chance was young, inexperienced, immature and-” he trailed off.



“To be honest, I’ve thought about it a lot and if I could do it over again, there are so many
things I would change.”

“What if you could do it over again?” she turned towards him.
“What?  Take on a Padawan?”
“Yes.”
“I don’t know Lana, it’s a big responsibility and I’m not sure I’m ‘Master’

material.”
“I think you are, I think you have a lot to offer Klux,” she smiled.  “And I’m

ready to learn.”
“You?” he almost choked and stepped back.  “Are you serious?”
“Of course!” she gestured to the tank.  “Baal has yet to teach me anything

practical that has aided me or Raptor Squad, and who knows how long he will be
recuperating? He won’t be able to train me for at least several months, if not longer and I
need a Master,” she’d thought about her future as a Force user all the way back from
Rordak while Baal’s life hung in the balance, and she’d made up her mind that if he was
unable to continue her training- for whatever reason- she would approach Klux for his
help.
The man continued to stare at her dumbfounded, looking back at the tank and then back
to her.“And how do you think he will react when he does heal up?”

“You let me worry about that,” she said.  “Klux, I’m not a child and I don’t
answer to Baal. I’m the High Priestess of the Mew-Tao and I need training and
instruction to become a better leader and harness my full potential. If he can’t accept that
then it’s his problem, not mine and most certainly not yours.”

“You know, for someone who knew him from birth, you still have a lot to learn
about Balthazar Cocaroth,” he said, then fell silent for a moment, closing his eyes and
taking a deep breath and she was almost afraid he would refuse her suggestion, when
finally, he nodded.  “Okay. Okay, when we get back to Garnib we’ll sit down and go over
some things, but yes. I will train you in the ways of the Force.”

“What changed your mind?”
Another lopsided grin and shrug, “I sense it is the correct path, and my Master always
taught me to trust in The Force. So if The Force thinks it’s a good idea to train you, who
am I to argue?”
A smile broke across her face and she embraced the man. “Thank you Klux-I mean
‘Master’. I’ll show you that you’ve made the right decision.”
He returned the embrace and held it-and her heart skipped a beat as she felt his warm
toned body beneath his black uniform press against her own. Finally, they separated and
she looked up into his deep cobalt eyes, getting lost in them just for a moment before he
pulled away.

“No need for all of the formalities just yet. Let’s wait to start throwing around that
‘Master’ nonsense until we get back on Garnib and I actually teach you something.”

“Agreed,” she felt good- better than she had in over a month and for the first time
felt like her future- and the future of the Mew Tao- had a definite path laid out before
them.



*

He was dry and was going to stay that way, at least throughout the wake.
Race shook his head and laughed to himself at the irony. That now, when it was perfectly
acceptable to drink and everyone around him was getting loaded on some of Tierfon’s
finest home brewed concoctions and whatever Debergi had imported to the planet, he
chose to stay sober.

“Whas’ sho funny Race?  You thinking back to the time Rontack filled up your
drinking mug wissh tabaac juice and told you it was hard cider?” Hobbie slurred, giving a
wide gap-toothed grin.

“Nah, though that was a pretty good one,” Race chuckled, taking a sip of fruit
juice. He, Hobbie and Deuce were standing near the jungle path, right on the periphery of
the party and the ferrocrete pad and just inside the illumination of a large blue glow lamp.
The rest of Vornskr Pack were still present, scattered about among the remaining three or
four dozen mourners parked atop ammo crates or chairs and stools on loan from
Salacious D’s and the Stacked Deck. The wake had died down, the music gotten a little
slower and mellow, just like Rontack.  “Yah know, this was a good selection, just like
Ronnie, hard hitting on the outside, but cool and mellow on the inside,” Race smiled and
raised his glass. “To Rontack and Horik!”

“To Rontack and Horik! Hobbie and Deuce echoed, both downing whatever was
left in their glass.

“Yeah, old IB-Od’s pretty good wissh the tunes, I remember when he DJ’d
Private Comocho’s wedding.”

“You do?  I thought you were so drunk you wouldn’t even remember you were
there,” Deuce said, cocking her eyebrow.

“Hey!  I can hold my booze!” Hobbie said indignantly, “in fact, I think ish time
for a refill.”

“I think it’s time you took a seat,” Deuce laughed, guiding the unsteady man over
to a nearby chair.

“You know Sir, you’re really pretty, we should go out sometime,” Hobbie said,
looking up with eyes that were almost swimming in alcohol.

“I’m flattered it took you a bottle of Debergi’s Black Label before you finally
admitted that, but no thanks” she said.  “It’s also not the first time you’ve asked and I’ve
refused. Just sit and try not to throw up on anything.  That’s an order.”

“Yesh shir” Hobbie said, giving a sloppy salute and slumping down in the chair.
A second later he was snoring loudly as Deuce refilled her glass at a nearby table and
made her way back to Race.
The humidity caused streaks of sweat to course down Race’s neck and he took another
long draw from his glass, slurping at the ice cubes that bounced off of his lips. He saw
Deuce smiling at him over the rim of his glass and lowered it. “What/”

“Nothing, Rontack used to do the same thing,’ she smiled.  “Race, I owe you an
apology, for what happened…” but he was already weaving her off.

“No, LT, you don’t.  I owe you an apology, for a lot of things.  For disobeying
orders, for going after Vahri,” he stopped. “And I was out of line when I made the



comment about your fella passing on, and I’m sorry.  It was a jerk thing to say and
something you damn well didn’t deserve to hear- especially from me.”
She swirled whatever she was drinking around in her glass and stared hard at it for a
moment. “We, were going to get married, at least,” she shrugged, “that’s what A’sok
said,” she looked up and he saw her fighting back tears. “It still hurts, you know?  I mean,
being soldiers we’re used to this kind of thing happening, I just thought,” she shrugged,
“I just thought he and I had a chance and when Vic told me…” her voice caught, but like
any professional she drew up and smiled through the pain, holding her hand out.
“Anyway, I just wanted to say, I would have done the same thing you did for Vahri if it
was A’sok down there, wounded and dying, so, no hard feelings, okay?”
He took her hand and gave it a gentle squeeze- any harder and his cybernetics would have
crushed it like an eggshell.  “None at all LT, water under the bridge.”

“And on the flip side I never did commend you on the heroics either. If it wasn’t
for you Vahri might not have made it, I guess we were lucky we brought along more than
one stasis tube,” she smiled, slapping him on the shoulder.  “But don’t worry, I’ve
reported your act of heroism to high command, you should be looking forward to a nice
promotion in the near future.”

“Aw LT, I wish you hadn’t done that,” Race said, dropping onto the bottom
ammo crate of several that made up a small nearby pyramid.

“You deserve it Race! You risked your life to save a fellow soldier, you could
have…”

“Nah, nah it’s not that it’s,” he took a deep breath.  There was no reason to dance
around so he decided to toss his hand on the table, surprised it came so easy since he was
stone cold sober.  “LT, I’ve decided to resign, I’m leaving the New Republic.”

“What?” she shook her head like she didn’t hear him right and then dropped
beside him.  “Race, why? If it’s because of what happened between us, I never reported
that, it was all off the record.”

“LT, I appreciate that, but fact is, I’m just not soldier material, you know?  I like
my drinking and I’m pretty solid on the stick- but military life hasn’t ever been my thing-
even when I was in the CSA, I was always getting into one scrap or another and always
flying just under the radar. Hell, that’s probably one of the reasons they figured I was
expendable and hung me out to dry,” he rapped his knuckles against the cool metal of his
right arm.

“But Race, the New Republic needs good pilots, and even though…” he smiled
and shook his head and she stopped, seeing it would do no good to try to convince him.
Sighing, she shook her head and took another draw from her glass, “I hate recruiting
Race, I hope you factored that in to your decision.”
Leaning back against the stacked cargo crates he nodded.  “I did LT, and I think your
next ‘Pack pilot is sitting right under your nose.”

“Who?”
“Farlander.”

She stared at him for a moment, then leaned down and took a sniff of his glass.  “You
sure you aren’t drinking more than juice?”

“Yeah, that joke never gets old, no, I’m serious LT.  The man’s shown no love for
the Empire, and hell, he’s good on the stick. I looked up his file when we got back- he
can fly damn near anything you put him in,” he shrugged.  “The man just lost his crew



and he’s got nothing, and to be honest, I think he looked at them as family, and well,
maybe you can help him find another family,” Race gestured to a group of Vornskr’s who
were nearby laughing and swapping stories about Horik and Rontack. They sat in silence
for a moment, the insects buzzing through the humid night air in small clouds, hovering
about the glow lamps.  Finally, Deuce leaned back and sighed.

“I’ll think about it Race, but the man has to want to join and maybe he’s like you,
maybe he doesn’t want anything else to do with military life.”

“I  think if you float him the offer, you might be surprised at his answer,” Race
felt his heart skip as Vahri, sporting a medivest that monitored her condition and
administered frequent  dosages of bacta and other medicines but allowed her to function
caught his eye and slowly pulled away from the group.

“I’ll look into it, but I’m not making any promises,” she said, shaking her head as
if she couldn’t believe she was actually considering the notion.

“Greetings LT, Race,” Vahri approached, her mouth pulled in a tight smile.  Her
wide golden eyes and long flowing lavender hair caught the nearby glow from the lamp
and shimmered blue.

“Vahri,” Deuce smiled and nodded.
“Heya Vahri, how you doing?”  Race stood, remembering his manners.
“I’m doing good, thanks to you,” she gently squeezed his good arm.  “I wish there

was some way to thank you for saving my life.”
“Well, how about we go for a stroll and enjoy the night air? That would be a good

start,” he said, stunned that the words were coming out of his mouth.
The woman looked shocked at first, her mouth falling open to reveal sharp glittering
teeth, then her smile returned and she nodded.  “I would be delighted, but I’m not sure if
protocol allows…”

“It allows it,” Deuce stood and smiled.  “There are no rules about a soldier and
civilian spending time together.”

“Civilian? What are you…” Vahri began but Race reached down and took her by
the hand.

“Come on, I’ll tell you more about it and you can tell me how crazy I am,” he
said. She nodded and squeezed his hand as they turned away towards the deep green of
the jungle.

“Take care of yourself Race, believe it or not I’m going to miss having you
around,” Deuce said from behind.  He stopped and turned, surprised to see her eyes
glittering wet.

“Aw, Don’t worry LT, I’m not totally throwing in the towel.  I’ll still be around
occasionally, helping out the good old New Republic,” he said, parking a fresh cigarra in
his mouth with his free hand.

“How so?”

“I’ve got a new gig! You’re looking at the new pilot for Raptor Squad,” he gave
her a wink, a grin and fired up his cigarra.

*



Sitting in the darkened room little bigger than a closet, Jonus Kable tried to
contain his irritation. It wasn’t bad enough that he had to wait for someone to die and
everyone to go to the wake for the holo-booth to free up, or that he had to spend his first
day back on Tierfon arguing with the incompetent Kryll, who refused to grant him his
request for a mission re-assignment, but now, on top of everything, he had to wait even
further. And it’s not like the small room, nestled in the basement of the station had
anything to occupy his time with- besides a few uncomfortable chairs, a control panel and
the holo-transceiver sitting before him, the room was bare.
Projected from the small cylinder in front of him hovering in the air and spinning in an
endless circle, the blue New Republic holographic logo skipped and jumped with
interference- likely a solar flare or some damn thing he figured. He’d filed his report
already with Kryll, but the man gave him no satisfaction.  He wanted out, out of Raptor
Squad and if that meant scrubbing toilets in Home One then so be it.  But Kryll just
shook his head and told him to deal with his situation, so he decided to go over the man’s
head, lodge a full complaint and request for transfer directly with High Command and
hope for the best.
So he sat and waited. Waiting for his transmission to go through, waiting for someone
with some clout to hear him out so he could get the wheels moving. Waiting for this
damn holo to disappear and show him the face of…
It froze in place and disappeared. Finally he was getting somewhere.
Leaning forward, he smoothed his tunic and ran his hands along the edges of his flattop
and tried to look sharp, together, and in control.  He began to think the transceiver may
have finally given up and died when another holo appeared; at first he thought it was the
same New Republic insignia, but as he leaned forward he noticed a distinct difference: in
the center of the star encircled New Republic seal, was what appeared to be the silhouette
of a tower.

“What the?”
“Lieutenant Jonus Kable,” the voice was a deep baritone that froze him in place.

He didn’t recognize it, but found himself nodding nonetheless.  “Present. Who is this?
I…”

“Your questions will be answered in good time. For now, remain silent and
listen.” He did as instructed, watching the frozen holo that seemed to stare at him a half a
meter in front of his face. “I represent Watchtower, a department within New Republic
Intelligence tasked with monitoring and evaluating potential threats within the
intelligence department.”

“Like internal affairs,” Jonus had plenty of experience with IA during his time
with CORSEC- officers who sold out their own and who tried to hunt down and punish
good cops who were just doing their jobs.

“No. We are not officially recognized by the New Republic, NRI or any other
branch of the new government. We work in complete secrecy to ensure the values and
stability of the New Republic remains intact and is not jeopardized by entities within who
possess self-serving motives and agendas.”

“Is this a joke?” Jonus leaned back, “If it is I don’t find it funny.”



“This is no joke. We have decided to contact you based on your previous record
with CORSEC and the means with which you have conducted yourself in the past. It
would be in your best interests to assist us.”

“What do you want me to do?” he felt the tickle of sweat droplets race down his
neck.  Suddenly the air had gotten warmer and he felt his cheeks flushing.

“Exactly what you’ve been assigned to do, remain with Raptor Squad and report
to us their every move.”

“Forget it!  That’s why I was trying to make this comm in the first place!  I want
OUT!  I hate the team, I hate the leader, I hate everything about Raptor Squad!  There’s
no way you can convince me to stay on board with this group!  I’ll quit the New Republic
first!”

“If you refuse this assignment the entire contents of your private holovid
collection will be turned over to prosecutors and we will use every means at our disposal
to see you receive life imprisonment in the very institution most of your convicted
criminals were sent to.”
He felt his skin turn to ice and he froze.  His ship, the Kable Runner had been parked on
Tierfon Station during the entirety of the Rordak mission.  Despite his security measures
it was possible someone had gotten onboard and made copies of his holovid collection-
hundreds, maybe thousands of hours of footage of him torturing and executing criminals,
informants and in one case even a partner…

“You’re,” he cleared his throat of the lump, “You’re bluffing, you’ve got
nothing on me.”

A scream rose inside of his throat when the Watchtower insignia disappeared, replaced
by the face of his former partner Gordi, her tear-filled eyes wide with horror as his own
voice from off camera declared: “Gordi, we’ve been partners long enough for you to
know that begging doesn’t work with me.”

“Turn it off,” he muttered, feeling beaten and deflated.
The holo continued to play, with Gordi’s scream ripping through the small room.

“TURN IT OFF!” Jonus shouted at the holo.
The face disappeared, replaced once again with the Watchtower insignia.

“I suppose I don’t have much of a choice do I?” he said as much to himself as the
disembodied voice.

“Of course you do, you can always draw your blaster, put it against your temple
and pull the trigger,” the voice replied in an even, unsympathetic tone.
He felt like kicking the transceiver until it exploded but instead let out a deep sigh and
put his face in his hands.  This was bad, terrible.  Because even if this group was a hoax,
just someone trying to get back at him, the fact that they had his holos meant that they
owned him- and until he found out their identity or location he was going to have to play
ball. “So what do you want me to do?”

“We’ll contact you when we need information. We know Raptor Squad operates
out of Garnib, and have set up a message drop at the local starport under the name of
White Crystal Industries. When you receive relevant information, you can leave it there.”

“So that’s it?  Don’t you want me to kill any of them or anything?”
“Not at this present time. You are far more valuable to us as an inside informant.”
“Great, so I have to play nice with them?” Jonus felt bile rising into his throat.



“Negative. Any alteration of your current disposition towards any members of the
team may alert them to your true intentions. You are to continue regarding them with the
same degree of distaste you’ve already demonstrated, short of doing anything that would
justify them expelling you from the group.”

“That I can do,” Jonus breathed a sigh of relief.  The idea of having to cozy up to
the group of outlaws and mercenaries was enough to make him ‘expel’ his lunch. “Okay,
so look, I help you out, keep you updated on their moves, what do I get out of this?” It
was time he turned the tables in his favor, if that was possible, and to push to see just how
far this “Watchtower” would go.

“You mean besides us keeping quiet about your past ‘extracurricular activities?’”
“Sure, I mean, I appreciate you not ratting me out, but come on.  You want me to

do a good job, right?  So how about a little incentive?”
“What sort of incentive are you considering?”

Jonus leaned forward, trying not to grind his teeth.  “I want a promotion in the NRI, the
kind of promotion that will put me over Kryll and give me real rank and responsibility. I
want that useless no-count to be forced to smile to me, salute me and jump at my every
sneeze- that’s what I want.”
The voice remained silent for a moment and Jonus could almost imagine the dark shadow
behind the scenes consulting with his superiors. For someone to be able to intercept and
hack into an encrypted secure holonet frequency they must have had some real pull, the
kind of pull that would make his modest request possible.

“If you prove your worth to Watchtower, and do exactly as we instruct, we are
prepared to fulfill your request.”
His heart, once frozen in his chest and about to explode leapt up into his throat in
excitement- if all he had to do was sell out Raptor Squad- a team of delinquents he
couldn’t stand anyway, and it meant he got a promotion…he leaned back and smiled.
“Then it appears we have a deal.”

“Excellent. This line won’t remain secure much longer, before we end this
transmission, we require a list of all of Raptor Squad’s assets. Our intel indicates there
have been some new additions, but details appear to have been omitted by Commander
Kryll for some reason.”

Jonus snorted a laugh. “I’m not surprised, he’s probably trying to cover their
hump.”

“We were told of an addition of a bounty hunter that goes by the name of
Terminus the Hunter, is he the only new addition?”

“Him? That’s just Vic’s alter ego,” Jonus shook his head, no, there’s also an
Ubese…”
BANG! BANG! BANG!
The pounding on the door behind him caused his body to seize. In front of him the
Watchtower logo blinked out of existence- whoever was on the other end must have
killed the transmission.

“Hey!  Open up in there!” Someone shouted.

Fear took over and Jonus killed the comm and got to his feet, his blaster already in his
hand, flipping the safety to “off”. “Who‘s there?” he shouted, his hand moving towards
the keypad.



“Xander!”
Taking a deep breath, he holstered his weapon and triggered the door open.  “What do
you want?”
The younger man was leaning against the doorjamb, now cleanly shaven of his ridiculous
moustache, with his hair cut and styled.  Hs prison dungarees were gone, though Jonus
told Kryll it would be a good idea to require them be worn while on base, and replaced
with a light green tunic and blue trousers. He almost looked like a civilian, though he
knew better. “I want to use the holo transceiver,” Xander pointed past him to the now
dormant display, fixing him with a bored stare. “Or were you going to take all night?
I’ve been waiting out here for five minutes.”
Jonus tensed and his hand dropped alongside his blaster.  “Did you hear anything?”

“Yeah, a lot of mumbling,” the young kid rolled his eyes and Jonus felt like
slapping the taste from his mouth.

“That was a call to New Republic High Command, only authorized personnel
who are cleared to…” but Xander was already shaking his head.

“Hey, I don’t care about your spy stuff, okay?  I didn’t hear anything classified
and even if I did I wouldn’t care, I just need to comm my uncle to let him know I’m free
and to tell me where to go to get picked up.”
Leaning in, Jonus put his nose an inch from Xander’s.  “You shouldn’t go eavesdropping
kid, might get you killed one of these days”

“Yeah? Well maybe you should try being a little nicer, especially to the guy who
saved you from becoming a Visk snack.”
He moved too quick for Xander to react and had his forearm up under his throat and
pinned to the wall before the Tapani nobleman knew what was happening. “Let me tell
you something you fluffy shirt pansy-waist, the next time my life is in danger, I would
rather die than be saved by the likes of you, are we clear?”
The young man pushed off and they both glared at each other for a moment, saying
nothing. Finally, Jonus turned away and walked down the corridor, making a mental note
to keep an eye on the young man, and eliminate him if necessary.

*

Running on less than a  few hours sleep, Vic Palisades felt like hammered
Dewback dung that was left out to dry. He’d spent the last few days on station filing
reports with Perfo, taking meetings with Race and Jax (when the man was conscious) and
trying to catch Lauren when she wasn’t in surgery- and when she wasn’t he was unlucky
in finding where she’d gone into hiding. The last time they talked it turned into a fight
and he left for Rordak without apologizing or trying to work it out.
That was over a month ago-a month for bad feelings to grow worse.
He shook his head as he navigated Tierfon’s quiet corridors, passing several revelers
coming from the wake. The Rordak mission, while successful, had come with a heavy
price tag.  Ten Spot had been destroyed, and he’d spent the last week on Dalila’s Dream
coming to grips with that.  He didn’t think he would miss the droid, and certainly didn’t
expect to experience a sense of loss, but when he heard the news he felt no different than



when he heard about A’sok’s passing- and the trip back helped him get used to the idea
of the droid not being around anymore-not that it made it any easier. Still, the droid saved
Jen Zi’s life and died helping the team accomplish their mission, and that counted for a
lot. He also knew the loss of Rontack and Horik would be felt by the rest of Vornskr Pack
for a while; he didn’t really know Horik, and wasn’t ever close to Rontack, but he held a
healthy respect for the sniper- and knew how important they both were to the ‘Pack.
Soldiers, good soldiers willing to do whatever it takes to accomplish a mission are hard to
find and even harder to replace- they would both most certainly be missed.
The loss may have explained why Perfo had acted strange in their debriefing.  The man
seemed distant, distracted and all business- but he’d been too tired and strung out  to ask
him what was going on, and racked up the man’s behavior to the loss of two good
soldiers and stress of his current position.
The wake was winding down, as he stepped into the humid night air, letting his eyes
adjust to the multicolored orbs hanging about the stations rear pad.  The scent of smoked
meat hit his nose and his stomach grumbled a complaint about not being fed anything but
black caffe and cigarras for the last 48 hours but he ignored it-there was time for food
later.
There were perhaps two dozen people situated under the deep blue evening sky, talking,
dancing and drinking as soft jizz music thrummed from nearby speakers.
On the far side of the pad, lounging in a deep reclining deck chair, he spotted Lauren,
head back, dressed in a white jumpsuit and holding what appeared to be a half-full glass.
Smoothing his hair back, he crossed the pad- and caught movement off to his left.  Jen Zi,
Vornskr’s Pack’s droid specialist timidly approached, with her round hovering droid in
tow.

“Mr. Palisades?”
“Vic,” he kept his eyes on Lauren, but her eyes were closed, and she looked

oblivious to her surroundings.
“Okay, Vic,” she gave him a small smile and he found himself smiling back. “I

was wondering if I could talk to you about Ten Spot?”
“Not much to say is there? He’s scrap,” Vic shook his head and looked down into

the girls glittering pink eyes. “He was a good droid and a good friend, it made me sick to
hear about what happened to him.”
The young girl fidgeted, wringing her hands and nodding as he spoke.  “Yes, well, I
know I told you on the ‘Dream it looked bad, but once we got back I took what was left
of him to my workshop, and his processing unit is still intact, you see, Arakyd designed
these units to be easily modified, which is why your droid…”

“Kid,” he kept looking from the young girl to Lauren.  “What are you saying
exactly?”

“What I’m saying is that I can fix him. He’s salvageable!”
A lightness came over him and he smiled; finally, some good news. “That’s great news
Kid!  Really!” Lauren had opened her eyes and spotted him, and he could feel her stare
burning through him like a targeted laser of hate-disintegrating his elation and bringing
him back to the reality of the moment.  He nodded, patting Jen Zi on the shoulder.
“Look,” he began moving away, I’ve got something else to attend to, okay?  So…”

“But, Vic, I’ve got the tools and the time and with your permission, I
would like to make a few modifications…”



“Sure!  Do whatever you want!  It’ll be great having that old bucket of sarcasm
back around!” he smiled feeling a little better and turned away, dodging a few folks on
the way to Lauren.  She was taking a long draw off of her glass, watching him approach
over the rim and as he reached her he watched the dark liquid disappear from the glass
into her mouth.

“Hey, I’ve been looking all over for you,” he smiled.
“Congratulations, you finally found me. Everyone should be so lucky,” he could

tell in the faint red light hanging above her pupils were dilated and her voice came slow,
though he didn’t need these cues to know she was drunk.  He almost fell over from the
stench of homemade whiskey on her breath.

“Yeah, well I figured you’ve been busy, so…”
“Busy?  Oh, maybe a little, you know,” she waved around her empty glass,

“Putting Baal’s guts back inside him and rewiring his entire nervous system, or you
know, trying to piece Jax back together so he wouldn’t be in a hoverchair the rest of his
life, and there was Vahri, who needed her lung repaired, but I’m sorry, was I supposed to
put them all on hold for you? It’s not like I was doing anything important you know.”

“Uh, no that’s not…” He took a step back as she rose on unsteady legs, and
slowly walked over to a nearby table and grabbed a bottle, refilling her glass with what
looked like thick, brown syrup. “I was just wondering if we could go somewhere more
private…”

“Why?” her normally beautiful features were marred with an expression of
disgust while wisps of her hair that escaped her ponytail blew around her face.

“I just thought, we ended on a kind of sour note before I left and I wanted to
apologize,” he shrugged.
Her laugh caught him off guard and attracted the attention of everyone around him. So
much for nice and private he thought and gave a small smile and wave to everyone. “Hey,
hi, how’s it going, nice party!” he turned back to Lauren and tried to take her by the
elbow, “can we please…”

“GET OFF ME!” she screamed, pulling away.  “You don’t get to put your slimy,
filthy hands on me anymore, you got that, you scruffy looking jag flapper?”
He shook his head and took a step back. “Huh? What’s a jag flapper?”
Tears began pooling in her eyes and she advanced, driving him backwards while she
jabbed a finger in his chest with the same hand that held her drink- sloshing sticky liquid
all over the front of his shirt.  “YOU!  You’re a jag flapper!  And to think I wasted all of
that time with you! Waiting for you! Thinking about you!  Thinking you were worth
coming here for!  Thinking there was anything in that lump of gray matter between your
ears that thought about anyone but yourself!”
Everyone was watching now with interest, a low murmur accented by a few giggles
moving though the crowd, and as if on cue, the music came to an abrupt halt. He knew he
deserved some of what he was getting, but exhaustion and irritation was slowing him
down and rendering him unable to do anything but stare at her, his mouth hanging open
searching for words.

“I’m, I’m sorry,” he managed, backing up against a stack of ammo crates. Deuce
was nearby watching with wide eyed interest and he gave her a small smile- and was
caught off guard when Lauren slapped him hard across the face.



“LISTEN TO ME!” she screamed. “You pay attention to me! You pay attention to
what I’m saying to you!” She went to strike him again, but he intercepted her wrist.

“LAUREN! STOP!” he hated to shout but his face stung and he wasn’t about to
take another shot he didn’t think he deserved. He drew her in close and lowered his voice.
“Stop this!  Stop acting like some kind of Coruscant gutter slut!” Her eyes went wide and
her mouth fell open and he realized he’d struck her harder than she had him.

“FRELL YOU PALISADES!” she screamed, jerking free of his grip, tears racing
down her face.

“Lauren, calm down, I didn’t mean,” he said but she was waving him off.
“FRELL YOU!” she was sobbing now and he held his hands up.
“Please, you’re drunk and I’m tired, let’s just calm down and…”
“I DON’T CARE!” she screamed between gasps of air. “You know what? I’m

GLAD I CHEATED ON YOU!  I’M GLAD I FOUND A REAL MAN TO TAKE CARE
OF ME!”

“WHAT!?!’ he shook his head, “Who the hell…” but before he could get any
further she slung the glass full of brackish brown liquid full in his face. His eyes closed
but not before catching a dose of the sticky fluid and he stumbled back, trying to grasp
what she said and get his footing.

“LAUREN!” he managed, and suddenly, strong feminine arms were around him
and he thought for second she’d come to her senses, and come over to help him.

“Easy Vic, easy, I’ve got you,” Deuce said in his ear.
“Deuce!  Where is, where…”
“Easy, she’s gone, she ran back into the base,” Deuce said and he let her set him

down and a moment later she was pressing a cool rag onto his face.
“Thanks Deuce,” he squeezed the rag and let cool water flood into his eyes.  They

still stung, but slowly the pain began to subside.  “Did she, did I hear her say she…”
“Yeah, yeah you heard her right Vic,” Deuce said, rubbing his back with another

wet towel.
“Frell, I never wanted this to happen, I didn’t ask her to come here,” he sighed,

toweling at the rest of his face and spitting the taste of the whiskey from his mouth.
“Damn Deuce, where did I go wrong?  When did I lose control?” he shook his head
trying to decide if the sting in his eyes was as bad as the one in his chest.

Her laugh, gentle and genuine, caught him off guard.  “Oh Vic, you should know better
than anyone, when it comes to love, ‘control’ is the last thing any of us have.”

*

Xander wandered the corridors of Tierfon Station in a daze, not sure where he
was going or where he’d been. The conversation with his Uncle Theux had not gone
well- not at all.  While the man was thrilled he was alive and relieved he was in good
hands, his overriding message was abundantly clear: Stay away from Pelagon.



“It’s much too dangerous for you to come back here, not only for yourself, but for
the entire family,” Theux had explained, smoothing his fine blue gown and displaying a
smile that warmed Xander from halfway across the galaxy.  “It’s best if you allow things
to cool down, lay low and try to stay off the Imperial radar. They still exhibit a strong
presence here in the expanse my boy,” the old man said, opening his hands, “Things are
extremely tense between the Tapani Houses now, more than ever with all of this talk of
revolution and a new government taking over the galaxy, and the last thing the house
needs is the appearance that we are aiding a fugitive.”
He tried to argue his point but his uncle wouldn’t budge, though he did provide Xander
with an untraceable account number the house troubleshooters would sometimes used in
the field that he could pull on when he needed funds.

“Stay out of site,” Theux said, “but more importantly, never forget who you are
and where you came from.  For in dark times like these, when your future is unclear, that
will be the only thing to keep you going and bring you through to the other side.” Theux
smiled wide and shook his head, his hand reaching out to where Xander imagined his
holo was, as if his uncle wanted to tousle his hair like he did when he was a small boy.
“Remember that no matter what, we all love you very much and we’ll be together soon,
goodbye Xander,” the holo flickered and went dead, leaving him alone in the dark room.
So he wandered aimlessly for the next hour, eventually finding himself looking though
the plasteel into the stations infirmary. To his surprise, he found Jax conscious and
staring back from a medbed, waving him in. He stepped through the sliding double doors
and into frigid air.  Goosebumps rose beneath his borrowed tunic and trousers and he
shivered as he crossed over to the man.

“Hey!  Xander! I was hoping I would see you before you left!” the man gave a
weak smile as a mechanical halo ran back and forth across his body.

“Jax, you’re looking…well,” he smiled back, unable to take his eyes from the
machine. The man was lying beneath a sky blue blanket, while the machine beeped and
hummed around him processing volumes of information on the man’s health. The rebel
operative himself looked gaunt and pale, but his eyes were as sharp as ever and studied
Xander’s face, his smile never wavering.

“You’re a terrible liar Xander.”
“Sorry Jax, how are you feeling?”

The man shook his head, “Not so good.”
“I’m sorry, was the news of your condition…”
“No, no it’s not that. They say that in time I’ll make a full recovery, I just need to

learn to use a hoverchair for the next few months,” Jax shook his head- about the only
thing he seemed to be able to do, “No, I just learned my wife, Creela, she-“ his voice
broke and a tear raced from his eye.

“Oh,, I’m sorry Jax, I didn’t know you were married.”
“Yeah, the man returned his smile. “She, uh, she went looking for me and never

came back.”
Rarely at a loss for words, Xander stood, unable to say anything and stood frozen where
he stood.  He never experienced loss- not real loss of a loved one, as his parent’s were
taken from him before he was old enough to understand, but he knew how he felt  in
Rordak, when he thought he would never see Shadra or his Uncle Theux again, and could
only imagine at how Jax felt.



A moment later, Jax spoke up, his voice a bit brighter, though he had no idea how the
man managed it. “Anyways, I’m happy I saw you before you left.”

“How did you know I was leaving?”
“What else would you do? A nice palace and small army of nubile serving girls

awaits you at home!  I didn’t expect you to stick around here,” he winked as the gleaming
illuminated halo passed over his body and the tear seemed to magically disappear into a
small tendril of steam.
Xander sighed and dropped into a nearby chair against the window. “Yeah, well, it looks
like I’m not heading home after all. I’m stuck here- for now anyway.”

“How so?”
“My Uncle Theux told me to stay away and lay low, said I would be a danger to

the house right now.”
Jax said nothing for a moment, “Your uncle is a smart man Xander.  It wouldn’t be long
before someone- Imperials or bounty hunters came looking for you.”
He knew the man was right, and knew that his Uncle had his best interests at heart.  He
had a better chance staying on the run than he did sitting and sunning himself on the patio
at home, but it didn’t make him feel any better. “Yeah, well, I guess I’ll go find a hole to
live in for a few years.”

“Sounds depressing,” Jax said as a long mechanical arm unfolded from the halo
and injected his shoulder with something.  “You’re young, strong and have a lot to look
forward to.  You should rethink your future and your priorities.”
Laughing, Xander leaned back and drummed his head against the transparasteel.  “Sure,
why not?  Maybe I’ll run for office or something.”

“I was thinking something a little less sleazy and morally reprehensible than being
a politician.”

“Really? And what exactly were you ‘thinking’ of?” Xander smiled.
“Rebel Operative.”

He almost choked, and forced himself to turn it into laughter.  “What did they just shoot
you up with?  Because it’s making you talk crazy.”
The halo returned to its base station on the column behind Jax and his medbed slowly
rose, bringing him up so he was looking eye to eye.  His smile was gone and he had a
cold somber expression on his face. “Son, I’m not kidding.  I can sit here and give you a
laundry list of reasons why you would make a top-notch operative, but you’re smart and
savvy and you know what you bring to the table.  So I’ll give you one good reason you
may not have thought of: Your future.”

“No offense Jax, but being a rebel operative is more likely to make my future
shorter rather than longer.”

“Really?  Ok then, let’s play this out,” he could tell Jax wanted nothing more than
to stand and gesture, but the man lay immobile, “Let’s say you hide out, spend a few
years running, avoiding the bounty hunters that will inevitably be coming after you- oh
and good luck doing that on your own by the way,” the man narrowed his eyes at Xander,
his right eye almost disappearing amidst his blue facial tattoo. “So, assuming you survive,
you go back to Pelagon, then what?  Head up your House while political opponents from
House Mecetti run smear campaigns against you or worse- try to get you assassinated?”
Standing, Xander approached the medbed.  “Yes!  Better to be home and with my own
people who can protect me!”



“Can they, really?” Jax tried shaking his head.  “You can’t trust them Xander, not
anymore.  You’re infamous now, and any two-bit power-grabber is going to do what they
have to do to use you to further their career.  Not until the New Republic gets a foothold
in Tapani and we can help you will it be safe for you to go home.”

“So what would you have me do Jax?  Jump in an X-Wing and go fly off to save a
princess?  I don’t know if you’ve noticed, but I’m not exactly soldier material.”

“You also don’t give yourself enough credit- a conversation we’ve had before.
Xan, I can put you with a team that would not only benefit from your abilities, but would
also be able to train you, teach you a few things and provide you with around the clock
protection and give you something credits can’t buy-friends.”

“You sound like a recruitment holo,” Xander said, leaning against the medbed.
“Yeah, I’ve given this speech a few times,” Jax nodded-barely.
“So you’ve told me.  Is that what you are going to do now Jax, when you get

healed up?  Go back to recruiting?”
The man remained silent for a moment, finally shaking his head.  “No.  When I get
healed up I’m going to find out everything there is to know about Akelish the Hutt and
the best way to take her down.”

“You’re going up against a Hutt?  Why would anyone want to do something crazy
like that?”
Eyes narrowing and going hard, his words escaped his lips as cold as a glacier, “Because
that’s who killed my wife, and that slug has already caused more than enough heartache
to a lot of good people.  We’ll be doing the galaxy a favor when we take her out- for
good.”

“Well, good luck with that, you’re going to need some equally crazy people to
help you put together a Hutt Hit Squad.”

“I’ve got some people already in mind, though we could use a few more,” his
smile returned and he gave a mischievous wink.

“Uh, I may look pretty Jax but that doesn’t mean I’m stupid and ‘Assassinating
Hutt Crimelords’ wasn’t exactly required curriculum by my tutors.”

“The Akelish situation is a ways off Xander, and you need help now.  I’m
offering you immediate assistance, hell, by the time I go after Akelish you’ll likely
already be back on Pelagon sipping drinks out of a servant girl’s navel.”

“Thanks for making me even more homesick,” Xander laughed, his mind flashing
to Shadra, but he quickly shook her memory away. Now was the time for negotiation,
“Okay, let’s say I buy into this pitch of yours, ignoring the suicide mission you already
mentioned. Who are you going to put me with?  Who would open their arms and just let
me walk in-a convict with a record?”

“Raptor Squad.”
He laughed and leaned back, “Those jokers that sprung you out of Rordak?” he got to
know “Raptor Squad” briefly on the way to Tierfon Station, and wasn’t impressed. The
short one they called “Koort” was a recluse, he despised Lieutenant Kable and heard the
man named Klux claimed to be a Jedi- a group he had little love for after all the strife
they caused on his home world. And their reaction to him was little different than the way
he was treated on Rordak- so he kept chiefly to himself.

“No, those jokers that sprung us out of Rordak,” Jax turned his head and took a
sip from a thin metal tube that hung close to his face.  “They may not have looked it at



the time, but they are a crack team that gets results-and I’m glad the New Republic sent
them to spring me, because I know if anyone could have done it- they could have.”

“’Crackpot’ team is more like it,” Xander shook his head, “Sorry Jax, they just
don’t seem to be open to making new friends-especially that Lieutenant, he’s kind of a
Nerf Nut.”

“Forget him the galaxy is full of people like him. But the rest of the team is top
notch, and I talked with their CO, he said they would be willing to take you on,” Jax
licked his lips, “you’ve got an open invitation Xan, and I hate to say it but that’s a better
offer than you’re likely to get anywhere else right now.”

“Who’s the CO?” Xander couldn’t believe he was actually considering the idea.
“Fella by the name of Vic, though from reading the debriefing I’m guessing you

probably remember him as Terminus- he was in a suit of armor, top knot, silver-“
“That LUNATIC!?!” Xander shook his head. “No way Jax, that guy almost killed

me, he shot Drummond and killed him!”
“He’s killed a lot of people Xander, but I would remind you he also saved you

form being killed by Drummond and then made you a deal and kept up his end of it, did
he not?”

“Well, yeah, I guess…”
“And would it not have been easier on him personally to just leave you on

Rordak?  To save himself the trouble of bringing you along and break his word to a
common criminal he owed no allegiance or loyalty to?”
Reluctantly, Xander nodded. “Yeah, I guess so.”

“He’s willing to take you on his crew Xander, and when he tells me he’ll do
everything he can to help you, to keep you safe, I believe him.  But don’t just take my
word for it-look at what you know and make your own decision,” letting out a sigh, Jax
lay his head back, “There are few things you can really measure a man by in this galaxy
Xander, but his word is one of them. You find someone who can keep that, you’ve found
someone special. But,” he closed his eyes, “if you have a better offer somewhere, please,
I encourage you to take it.”
He stood saying nothing for a long time, going over everything Jax said in his mind.  On
his own, running for his life, with no ties and always looking over his shoulder with no
one to watch his back- he might as well go back to prison he thought to himself. But if he
did join this group, maybe it would buy him some time, and at the very least it would
keep him in touch with Jax- the only person besides his Uncle Theux he really trusted.
And maybe, soon, he would even be able to make it back and contact Shadra- whatever
he needed to do to get back to her was worth trying, even if his homecoming was
unofficial and unannounced. And if this Raptor Squad could break someone out of
Rordak, hell, maybe they had what it took to break someone in to his family’s palace.

“Why not, what choice do I really have?” he mumbled to himself.
“Xander,” Jax said, his eyes still closed, “If it’s any consolation, I’ve found

throughout my life that it’s sometimes easiest to accept that you’re in a tough spot and
just let go and see what happens.”

*



“Thanks for letting me stay with at your place, it really helped,” Lauren said,
leaning forward and embracing Perfo.  She didn’t want to let go, and in the small empty
anteroom off of the hanger bay, closed her eyes and smiled.
Big mistake.
Dizziness almost overtook her and she cursed herself for not taking something for her
hangover.  She would have to remedy that on the shuttle trip to Home One. His strong
arms steadied her and she felt him gently kiss her neck.

“You know you’re more than welcome to stay with me, though I wish the
accommodations were not quite so sparse,” he said.  He still wore his cheap cologne and
she realized she now had a love-hate relationship with it, loving it because she’d now
linked it to him and hating it thanks to Adkins and her unsettling meeting with him. She’d
done exactly as the madman asked, lied to Perfo, telling him Adkins was harmless, and
hating herself for every word that came out of her mouth. He took her diagnosis as
gospel, as she knew he would, and only assigned two New Republic Security personnel
for his transfer.

“I like your place, cozy enough for two and private- exactly what I needed to get
away from…” she trailed off trying to forget about the madman.

“Yeah, I meant to talk to you about that,” he pulled away, still keeping his hands
on her shoulders.  “I heard about what happened at the wake.”
She glanced through the viewport into the hanger where the freighter that would take her
crew and the madman Ket Adkins to the New Republic Headquarters Frigate was going
through its pre-flight routine.  “Word travels fast.”

“Well, it is my base,” he smiled, studying her, his mouth pulled into a tight line.
“I told him it was over, told him I found someone else, from what I can remember

at least.”
“Right, but, you didn’t tell him about us,” it was a statement, not a question and

she knew he probably had the entire transaction on official record from a dozen different
witnesses, down to every last word- even the parts she couldn’t remember. Damn
military.

“Did you want me to? Right there in front of all of your soldiers?  Did you want
me to drag our relationship out for everyone to see?” she may have been drunk, but she
wasn’t stupid.
He remained silent for a moment, then finally shook his head.  “No, of course not, but it
would have been nice for you to have done it at some point.  You said you were going
to…”

“I know!  And the opportunity just didn’t come up!” she pulled away and
triggered the door, stepping through and he followed,  grabbing her by the arm.

“Lauren, wait…”
She spun around and he pulled her close.  “What?!? What do you want me to say?” she
shouted, louder than she meant to, “ I’m sorry it didn’t go to plan like one of your little
secret operations!?!”

“YEAH!  LET HIM HAVE IT!” Someone screamed from across the hanger bay.



They both turned to see Ket Adkins, clad in a yellow jumpsuit and strapped to a hover
bed being led towards the freighter by a pair of security guards.  His glowing red eyes
were wide and he wore a maniacal smile on his face.

“I thought I told you I wanted him gagged!” she shouted to the lead guard.  The
being- a four armed blue furred alien, snorted and nodded, then proceeded to strap a bit
into the madman’s mouth.

“Lauren, I’m sorry.  Really, I didn’t mean that, you know I just, I just didn’t want
anything more on your mind than you already have and thought it would just help if he
knew about us,” Perfo said, gently turning her back towards him.
She relaxed and took a deep breath.  Her head throbbed from all of the shouting and her
hangover and she tried to take a deep breath of Tierfon’s morning air. “I know, I know
I’m sorry too.  This, this is just hard Perfo. Leaving you, breaking things off with him,
and the only real sleep I’ve gotten in the past week it seems was last night- and it took me
getting drunk and falling asleep at your place just to get that.”
He pulled her close and ran his hand through her hair.  “Are you going to be okay?
You’ll be on that freighter for almost a week with Adkins- it could get a little hairy.”
She smiled and nuzzled his neck.  “I’ll be fine, don’t worry, he may be loud, but he’s
harmless, and the guards will be right there in case I need them- armed.  I don’t think we
have anything that needs worrying about.”  She tried to stop the memory of her last
meeting with Adkins from interfering on her last moment with Perfo but couldn’t. The
man’s wild stare and threats to her and the ones she loved haunted her- had haunted her
for several weeks- and added to the sources of her sleepless nights.

“Well, I trust you, after all, you’re the Doc,” Perfo smiled.
She smiled back, and almost went to kiss him when a flight attendant approached
cautiously, snapping a tight salute. “Sir, the ship is prepared for takeoff whenever the
Doctor is ready to board.”

“Acknowledged Private Gri’mezz, Give us just a moment,” Perfo said, returning
the salute. The man nodded and trotted back off across the empty bay.  “So, I guess this is
it.”

“For a month at least, you promised on your next leave you would take me
someplace warms with a lot of sun and a beach,” she smiled.

“What?  You don’t like the ferrocrete bunker I affectionately refer to as the ‘Kryll
Chateau of Love?’”

She couldn’t stop from giggling and pulled him close.  “The only thing that made
the Chateau of Love worthwhile was the company,” she leaned forward and they kissed-
and she let herself get lost in the moment, holding him tight and wishing she never had to
let go. Finally, he gently pushed away, taking a deep breath and shaking his head.

“Wow, that’s going to last me for a few days at least,” he smiled.
“Good! It’s going to have to,” she said, retrieving her medical bag from a nearby

bench.  “I guess this is it, I want to thank you – for everything,” she said, her voice
catching in her throat.

“Lauren, don’t…” he shook his head.  “We’ll see each other soon, and we’ll be
together and…” he trailed off, then, as if remembering something, jammed his hand into
the pocket of his black fatigues, “oh, I, uh…wanted you to have this..” he produced a
small thin box and opened it.  Inside was a string of large round ivory breads strung
together on a silver chain.



“What…” she shook her head. “I’ve seen these before…”
“Yeah, these are Ivory Brigade Honor Beads- some soldiers like to use them to

braid their hair to keep track of them, so you may have seen Vic use them…” he shook
the thought off and continued, “Anyway, it’s customary for a soldier to give them to
someone he loves for them to remember him by.”
Her heart stopped and she looked from the beads into his eyes.  Taking the box, she
stepped forward and didn’t bother stopping the tears that raced down her cheeks and
embraced him again.  “I love you too,” she whispered in his ear, and giving him a small
kiss, ran a hand along his face and stepped away. She had to move, and headed towards
the freighter with the box clutched against her chest. Before boarding she turned back
around, laughing and sobbing at the same time.  “I love you!” she yelled, then, feeling as
if she were stepping on clouds, boarded the freighter.
She watched him out the starboard viewport as the pilot lifted off, and watched him
wave.  She waved back though she was sure he couldn’t see her.  A moment later the ship
was airborne and headed for the orange morning sunrise.

“Ah, isn’t love grand?” Ket said as she entered the secured cabin in the rear of the
ship. He’d worked the gag off somehow and wore a wide knowing smile on his face.  His
eyes bore into her like laser drills and she felt herself shudder.

“How many times do I have to tell you to gag him?” she said, setting her doctors
bag down alongside her gift from Perfo and turning to the human guard.

“Sorry doctor, Urgkum fixed the gag but his hands are big, must not have gotten
the straps secured,” the man stood, making his way over and reattaching the black bit so
that there was no way the madman could work it free.  When the guard was done she
double checked his work and was satisfied- Ket wouldn’t be making another sound
during the entire trip.

“Good job,” she turned to the human, “Kalifer, why don’t you head to galley and
get us some lunch started? I’ll be ready to eat soon.”

“You sure Doctor?
“I’m sure, I’ll keep watch over our patient, he’s harmless.”

Shrugging, the human nodded and stepped through the door.  When he’d left she engaged
the lock and moved over to her bag, opening it and pulling free a hypodermic injector and
pair of gloves. Pulling the gloves on, she produced a small vial from the inside of her
coveralls, slowly sliding it into the gleaming housing and checking it to make sure it was
prepped.

“Now Ket,” she said, her voice cold and even, “I’m going to give you something
that will help you sleep,” she leaned forward, and nestled the hypo against the thick vein
in his left arm, “forever.”
His eyes went wide and he began fighting against the restraints and bit, trying to scream
but unable to make more than a whimpering sound as the hypo hissed, injecting the lethal
concoction she mixed up on Tierfon into his system. Once the hypo was empty, she
ejected the vial and pulled her gloves off, encasing the small jar in a bundle and slid it all
into the deep pockets of her coveralls. Within an hour it would be flushed out into space
along with any evidence linking her to his murder.  Replacing the injector back in her
bag, she slowly opened the black box and removed Perfo’s honor beads, rolling them
back and forth between her fingers as she sat on a nearby cot and watched Ket stare at her
with wide eyed panic.



“Don’t worry, your death won’t be quick…it will take at least six, maybe eight
hours. I’ll act surprised of course when they find you, try to save your life,” she felt
hollow, but oddly, at peace. “But ultimately, it will be of no use.  And what kind of
doctor would I be if I didn’t perform an autopsy-personally- once we arrived on Home
One?”
She fixed him with a dead stare.  “Sad thing, but it just seemed like Mr. Adkins
succumbed to toxic leakage- all of those neural implants in his head finally just quit
working like they were supposed to and broke down. Tragic really.”
She watched his eyes go narrow, then close. “Yes, just relax Ket, because there’s nothing
you can do that will save you now. Though I’m sure as you lie there, feeling the poison
work its way through your system, you are asking yourself how you failed to see this
coming, how that cold calculating mind of yours- that plotted so many deaths and so
much terror throughout the galaxy, underestimated a timid little doctor from Coruscant.
How I couldn’t possibly just roll over and give in to your insane demands so you could
break free and continue your murderous ways. And more curiously, how could I possibly
do this?  How could I sacrifice everything just to eliminate you from the galaxy so you
won’t kill or terrorize anymore?”
A cold smile crossed her face as she draped the string of honor beads around her neck.
“But you know what Ket? You would be surprised what people are willing to do with the
right incentive.”

*

Perfo watched the freighter fade into a dark spot backed by the early morning sun,
disappearing entirely in its glow.  He felt like part of himself was on that freighter- in fact
knew it was, and mentally he began counting down the minutes till he could see her
again.
He didn’t know how it happened, how he fell for Vic’s woman. It’s not like it hadn’t
happened before- but then they were just kids, young soldiers who didn’t take any
relationship too seriously because the likelihood of dying was more real than the
likelihood of marriage.  But that was a lifetime ago, and they’d both changed, and now,
now what he and Lauren had done, behind Vic’s back seemed…
Wrong?
He couldn’t say that, because when he was with her nothing felt more right, still, Vic was
his friend, a brother even and he couldn’t shake the lousy feeling in the pit of his stomach
every time he thought about how the man would feel if he knew. He shook the thoughts
off and decided to get back to work; turning from the beauty and warmth of the morning
sun, he froze in his tracks.
Vic stood watching him from less than a dozen meters away.
His friend was holding a bouquet of what appeared to be fresh picked flowers that were
now hanging to his side and wearing his mirrored glasses; neither spoke for a moment,
then, clearing his throat, Perfo finally broke the silence. “Hey, Vic, how, how long you
been…”



“Long enough,” the man said.
His stomach knotting up into a ball, Perfo nodded.  His mind raced with how to best
handle the situation, and he finally sighed and stepped towards the man.  “Really?  You
just missed Lauren, she…”

“I didn’t miss anything,” the man said, his voice like a glacier.
“Chekovff!  Ortofek! Why don’t you two take a break,” he called over to two

privates horsing around near the rear of the bay.  Saluting, they scrambled off and
disappeared.  Slowly, Perfo approached Vic, trying to keep a smile on his face.  “Hey,
Vic, look, I uh, I guess saying ‘I’m sorry’ won’t quite fit the bill this time, huh?”
The man said nothing, finally tossing the flowers on the ferrocrete and smashing them
beneath a black boot.  Slowly, he began to approach Perfo.  “Do you think that will make
up for what you’ve done?”
They grew closer, seven meters…six meters…

“No, I don’t think it will.  I also don’t think telling you that neither Lauren nor I
ever had any intention of…”
Five meters…four….

“…doing anything like this will help either…”
“But you did do it, didn’t you?” Vic said, voice even, calm…deadly.

Three meters….two…
“Yeah, yeah we did Vic,” the man was upon him and he expected the a strike, and

braced himself for the hit, assuming a fighting stance, ready for whatever, deserved or
otherwise, his friend was going to throw at him.

To his surprise, the man did nothing, merely stopped and stood, almost nose to
nose with him. “What do you think you’re doing?” Vic asked.

“I thought, I thought you were going to…” Perfo felt ridiculous and straightened.
“I thought you were going to hit me.”

“Really?” the man cocked his head. “I’m wounded, still recovering from the
mission and have had zero shut eye,” the man crossed his arms.  “But you still wouldn’t
stand a chance if I really wanted to hurt you, though you didn’t have any trouble hurting
me, and you didn’t even need to lift a finger…though I don’t think it was your finger that
got you into this mess…”
A warm breeze blew into the bay, bringing with it the scent of nearby Corlak trees and
the sweet tang of spice in the air.  A beautiful morning Perfo thought, about to become
marred. “Vic, we’re friends, I didn’t mean for this to happen.”

“No Perfo, we were friends.”

Shaking his head, Perfo sighed.  “Vic, come on, it’s not like we planned this.  It just
happened.”

“ Sure, real convenient for both of you I guess.  I’m halfway across the galaxy
trying to save someone’s life, putting my life and the lives of not only my team but your
team on the line, and you and Lauren get to kick back here, play house and work on your
love life,” he shook his head.  “You make me sick, though I guess I wasn’t far off when I
told her she was acting like a Coruscant Gutter Slut last night.”

“Hey!” Before he knew what he was doing he had Vic by the front of his shirt, “I
don’t care what you say to me or about me, but you watch your mouth when you talk
about Lauren like that!”



They stood, nose to chin with the taller man looking down at him, and he peered up into
the reflection of his own snarling face.

“Is this the play you’re going to make Perfo?  You going to defend what you both
have done?”

“I’m not defending anything, but don’t think you have a right to go around
labeling people! You’re the one who treated her like some sort of convenience, and then
ran off…”

“I WAS ON A MISSION,” the man roared, and in one swift move had grabbed
his wrist and twisted it behind his back, kicking his leg from under him and pinning him
to the floor with his knee. Pain exploded through Perfo’s shoulder and he bit back a
scream. “I was out there, getting shot at and almost killed doing something you couldn’t!
You wanted rank, you wanted the prestige, well you got it pal!  But I guess that wasn’t
enough, was it!?!”

“She loved you Vic!  She did!”
“She has a piss-poor way of showing it.”
“What did you expect!?!” he felt darkness closing in from the edges and his head

began to swim, “You treated her like you treat every other woman you get involved with!
An asset! That’s why things went to hell with you and Aisha! OW!” Staring hard at the
ferrocrete and trying to figure out a way to get free, he was relieved when the pressure let
up and the man let go.

“Just what the hell does that mean?” Vic said, stepping away and removing his
glasses.  His eyes were bloodshot, though he had no idea if it was from lack of sleep
or…could Vic have been crying?

“Nothing, forget I said…”
“No, you lay it out on the line Perfo, you man up to what you were going to say

and you do it now.”
Taking a deep breath and working his shoulder out, Perfo stretched.  “Okay, fine, you
want me to lay it out I will. This situation with Lauren, it’s the same as the situation with
Aisha-“

“You know damn well I had no choice in that! She wasn’t fit to lead a squad after
what happened!  If I pushed through her request for promotion she could have gone out
and gotten herself or others killed!”

“I know! You think I don’t know that?” Perfo screamed back. “But that’s the
trouble!  You get involved with women you have no business getting involved with, and
then when they need you to be there for them, or to stand up for them, you can’t or
won’t!  Where were you when Lauren risked her life to come find you? You turned
around and had to go off on a mission and leave her behind- again! Or when Aisha
needed a partner instead of a Lieutenant? You did what any good soldier would have, by
the book, and in doing so turned your back on her! I know it’s not your fault, I know
you’re doing what you have to do, but how do you think that makes them feel?  How can
you be the least bit surprised when they feel hurt and abandoned?”
Smirking, Vic shook his head. “And how convenient you were there to pick up the pieces
this time.”

“Vic, I’m sorry, I really am,” Perfo shook his head. “No one planned this, it
wasn’t a coordinated attempt to hurt you.  Now, there may be a lot of people in this
galaxy who want to do that, but I’m sure as hell not one of them.”



They stood in silence for a moment, finally, Vic shook his head and gave a sheepish grin,
stepping forward, his arms out.  Breathing a sigh of relief, Perfo smiled and went to
embrace his friend- and caught a solid right fist square in the jaw. The hit almost blacked
him out in an explosion of pain, and he went airborne for a moment, collapsing like a
sack of wet sand on the landing pad.  Blood filled his mouth and he spit it out- along with
what felt like a few teeth.
Through tears he looked up, but Vic didn’t press the attack, merely stood looking down at
him.

“You may not have meant to do what you did, but that didn’t stop you,” he said,
replacing his glasses. “I hope she was worth destroying our friendship, Commander,
though as the last pilot to ‘make that run’, I can most certainly guarantee you she’s not.”
He tried to respond and realized his jaw wouldn’t move, and all he could do was watch
Vic turn and walk away, violently kicking aside the mound of crushed flowers so they
exploded into a bloom of multi-colored petals that slowly fell back to the dull gray floor.

*

Darth Menace smiled at Doctor Dy’Baski, “So, you have news for me?” he felt
the man’s nervousness wash over him, and decided to toy with him a bit more.

“Ah, yes, we’ve run into a bit of a snag,” the man shook his head. In the dim
morning light of the office, the doctor looked haggard-his blue hair unkempt, and his
angular features sagging beneath the pressure he’d been put under. “You see, the
replication of the subjects DNA tends to…”
Menace held his hand up and leaned forward, interlacing his fingers and placing his
elbows delicately on the polished black surface of his desk. He already knew the news,
had been monitoring the Doctor’s private log entries for months.  “Get to the point
Doctor, when will I have my army?”

“Perhaps in five years I could…”
“Five years?” Menace let the word fall from his mouth like an overcooked Slurk

Fillet. He turned, easing into his chair and staring out at the mist that gathered above the
green canopy of Fal Dir’s jungle. “Doctor, I’ve been patient-more than patient-with you,
but your continued excuses and incompetence has forced me to make a decision,” he
turned back around, feigning disappointment. “While I appreciate your time and sacrifice,
I’m afraid I’ll have to end our business arrangement.”
The Doctor went pale and held his hands up, “But, all of my work, all of the time I’ve
spent!”

“I know, and you will be duly compensated for both,” Menace smiled again and
gestured to the double doors.  “Please, I’ll have the funds transferred to your account and
a shuttle prepped to take you wherever you would like to go.”

“But, you’re willing to throw all of this away?” the man gestured at the office,
“just because of a delay?” his singe black eyebrow curled in confusion.

“No, Doctor, I’m not.  I’m simply found someone who has guaranteed me my
army in the span of eighteen to twenty four months.”

“Impossible! Who could perform such a miracle!?!”



Menace shrugged. “A Kaminoan by the name of Soka Ti,” Menace gestured.  “He and his
team are already en route to Akanthrus.”

“Insanity!” the Doctor exploded.  “Kaminoan renegades! You would put this
entire operation at risk by putting it in the hands of that butcher!”

“I think you should leave, while you still can Doctor Dy’Baski,” Menace said, his
voice taking on an edge.
The man hesitated, and backed up slowly, not taking his eyes from Menace. “Monsters,
they will create nothing but monsters,” the man mumbled.

“I do certainly hope so,” Menace smiled. As the man was within a few meters of
the door, Menace clapped his hands.
Unfolding from the shadows of a pillar near the exit, a shadowy figure somersaulted with
grace, gleaming weapons spinning through the air and cutting through the Doctor’s
calves, dropping him to his knees and sending a red spray across the floor.  Dy’Baski
barely had time for a scream when the circular weapons detached his head from his body,
sending it rolling across the floor where it smacked against one of the windows. Standing
tall and proud, the young woman, clad in a skintight black and red bodysuit, kicked the
headless corpse forward where it pumped its life fluid across the floor in a small lake.
Strolling forward and circumventing the pool, she replaced the weapons on the rear of her
belt, dropping to one knee before his desk.

“Excellent Darth Fatalis, most excellent,” he smiled. The young woman remained
kneeling, her long green hair falling in waves, obscuring the red wrap that encircled her
head and covered her eyes.  Her skin was a deep orange, streaked with veins of green and
black- complements of the Darkside.

“Visitor, human, designated, ‘Cha’Run,’ an automated female voice announced
over his offices speaker system.

“Allow entry, maintain security level eight,” Menace said.
Cha’Run entered and Menace smiled as the short dark human stepped around Dy’Baski’s
remains without missing a beat and positioned himself before Menace’s desk, seemingly
ignoring everything but, Menace knew, missing nothing.

“I trust the Rordak mission went well,” Menace nodded.
“That depends on what you hoped to achieve,” Cha’Run said.  He wore a black

cloak with the hood pulled back and fixed Menace with a look that fell somewhere
between curiosity and irritation. “You received my transmission and you know exactly
how it went.”

“True, I do. Cha’Run,” Menace smiled, gesturing to the kneeling woman, “I
would like to introduce you to Darth Fatalis.”
Cha’Run ignored the woman, his eyes locked forward, “Your datadisk told me he would
be there.”

“Was he not?”
“I looked for him, scanned their frequencies, but heard nothing to indicate he was

among the Rebels,” Cha’Run leaned forward, “I don’t like being toyed with.”
Menace watched him for a moment, saying nothing, finally he shrugged. “The intel is
accurate- the man you know as Victor Kasteel does lead Raptor Squad, but,” he smiled,
“You know as well as I do that he has a gift for elusiveness.”



“I want him Tremayne, I want to settle what I should have settled a long time
ago,” Cha’Run didn’t often show emotion, so his set jaw and narrow piercing eyes
amused Menace to no end.
Finally, Menace nodded.  “Then you shall have him, to do whatever you wish. But first,
you must do something for me,” he nodded to Fatalis, “I would like for you to train Darth
Fatalis in hand to hand and the fine art of melee combat. Teach her everything you know
and don’t hold back.”
The man kept his eyes locked forward.  “I’ve already wasted time, resources and half of
my team was eliminated dealing with one ineffectual subordinate you’ve sent my way.
Why waste any more of my time?”
Normally, Menace would crush the brain of anyone who spoke to him in such a way, but
Cha’Run was simply too valuable. Instead, he merely swiveled in his chair and peered
out into the Fal Dir morning.  “Because, I want her trained by the best and because for
her to be effective her martial abilities need refinement and polish.”
The man said nothing for a moment. “I do this and you guarantee me Kasteel- one on
one, no distractions, no interference from any of your flunkies?”

“I guarantee,” Menace nodded.
“Fine,” Cha’Run relaxed. “She’ll require at least a year of intense, around the

clock training.”
“You’ve got eight months. She’s a fast learner.”
“She’s also blind,” Cha’Run countered.
“She is, though she doesn’t need her eyes when she has The Force, and she is

terribly strong in the Force,” Menace smiled at his reflection in the window.
“You expected him to fail, didn’t you?”

Menace let the question hang in the air before answering. Beyond his floor to ceiling
window, the jungle of Fal Dir was alive with activity- birds broke free from the treetops
in great clouds of color, while various insects hovered above the green canopy. Slowly,
he nodded, and turned in his chair. “He did exactly what I wanted him to,” Menace said.

“Die?” Cha’Run replied.
“Yes. Darth Fatalis, leave us,” he said. Obediently, the young woman rose and

silently padded from the room, somersaulting over the Doctors remains and disappearing
through the hiss of the double doors.

“At least she can hear,” Cha’Run said shaking his head.  “To what end did you
send Necros to die?  Why throw away a capable disciple?”
Menace stood, smoothing his crimson robes and moving around the desk.  “Because
Necros was becoming an ambitious loose-cannon I would have had to destroy myself;
Martin merely saved me the trouble.”
He knew the likely end of the confrontation when he sent his apprentice. Necros was so
full of hate and venom that a battle with the Jedi would have ended in the death of one of
them- and he was right.

“But all of that skill, all of his ability…” Cha’Run shook his head.
“Was sacrificed for intelligence,” Menace smiled.  “Only in the fires of combat

and strife can I properly gauge how dangerous the Jedi have become. Only by matching
them with someone of Necros’ ability, was I able to properly assess how much of a threat
they are-and who of their number is the weakest link.”



“So his life was nothing more than a measuring stick by which to gauge your
adversaries?’

“Exactly,” Menace smiled, jamming a finger in Cha’Run’s face. “Which is why I
sent him to you- I didn’t want the Jedi’s meddlesome team to interfere,” he stepped over
to the far side of the spacious office, his boots tapping against the floor.

“And is that what this new apprentice is?  Another measuring stick I’ll be
scooping into a body bag and hauling halfway across the galaxy after her training is
over?”

“No, she’s something else entirely,” Menace smiled. Waving his hand in the air,
he triggered the holo recorder set into the floor and a 3-d replay of the battle between
Necros and the Trianii stuttered to life. “I commend you on a job well done. I’ve watched
this recording a dozen times since its transmission.”

“It was a good thing I sent several cam-bots, or we might have missed part of this
battle,” Cha’Run said, stepping up.

“Yes, look at how the Trianii fights,” Menace smiled.  “He’s being fueled by the
Darkside and doesn’t even know it.”

“But how? How can the Jedi not know he’s tapping into the dark energy of the
Force?”
Menace considered ignoring the question. Trying to explain the intricacies and nuances
of The Force to those unfamiliar with it was tiring and often fruitless. There were some
things those not blessed with The Force simply could not comprehend. Still, given
Cha’Run’s future assignment, perhaps a bit of education would not be a complete waste
of time.

“It’s his justification.  He believes he’s justified in his actions, in how he uses the
Force,” Menace gestured to the holo, slowing it down.  “You see his form?  See how,
especially in the early stages of combat, he has no regard for merely containing Necros’
attacks, or for defense?  His every move is purely offensive- with the sole purpose of
destroying his adversary.” He gestured again and the holo sped up, bypassing Necros’
dispatching of the Trianii and settling on the early battle between Necros and the Jedi
Klux Martin. “Now, watch this,” he slowed the holo down, though both combatants still
moved at an accelerated pace.

“I see,” Cha’Run nodded.
“Yes,” Menace smiled.  “The Trianii was using a form developed and taught to

him by his father simply called “Fierce”- a fighting style among several the Trianii was
taught but so far the only one he ever seems to use.  Martin however, is using an old Jedi
form called Soresu, a defensive technique that utilizes his connection with The Force- it’s
a foolish technique, but one that completely avoids any association with one’s aggressive
side-unlike the Trianii’s that takes it’s user to the edge, and in his case-beyond.
Menace shut down the holo and turned to Cha’Run.  “He has become drunk with the
power of the Darkside and he doesn’t even realize it.  He’s now at a point where he only
feels alive when in combat, and soon, the mundane, the common, will become
unbearable.  It was fortuitous that he survived, that Martin saved him, as that will push
him farther down the dark path. Soon he will thirst for the power that unleashing his
violent dark side will bring- soon, he won’t be able to contain his bloodlust, and soon, he
will give himself entirely to the Darkside.



“You think so? Jedi seem awfully self-righteous and focused,” Cha’Run said,
“Especially Martin.”

“Yes, but the Trianni?  He is not Jedi, and in time, he will fall. The Force has
shown me this much, and when he does,” Menace felt a tingle race along his spine, “I
will be the only one there to catch him.”

THE END


